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The Sixth Global WordNet Conference testifies to the continued lively 
interest in the creation of new wordnets, wordnet tools and applications. 
We are excited to welcome several new languages into the global wordnet 
community, to learn about novel methods for wordnet construction and 
enhancements and to discuss challenges for representing words and 
meanings posed by languages whose lexicons had not previously been 
examined and represented as a semantic network.  

Japan is a country well known for its natural beauty, gracious hospitality 
and organizational efficiency. All three conspired to ensure that ours will 
be a successful meeting. We are grateful to the local organizers for their 
hard work and the Shimane Prefecture and Matsue City for their 
sponsorship. The Program Committee members performed their voluntary 
duties responsibly and timely. Finally, we are honored to have two 
distinguished Japanese colleagues as our guest speakers, whose presence 
and  presentations will inspire us.

Christiane Fellbaum and Piek Vossen 
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Eventiveness and Argument Selection in Nominals 
 

Naoyuki Ono (Tohoku University) 
 

 

Verbs are a prototypical argument-taking category. They need to select proper arguments 

because the event denoted by a verb is represented in terms of semantic roles that the arguments 

bear in relation with each other. Thus, the argument selection of verbs is in a substantial sense a 

linguistic manifestation of eventiveness. Is this the case in other argument-taking categories? 

Obviously nouns are an argument-taking category, but the expression of eventiveness is not as 

self-evident as with verbs because they denote individuals as well as events. Consequently, do they 

select arguments in a manner substantially different from verbs? If so, how is eventiveness 

concerned with the syntactic or lexical realization of semantic relations associated with the 

arguments of nouns? 

 

In this talk I argue that there are two distinct modes of argument selection in nominals 

depending on how the denotation of the head noun is determined with reference to ontological 

relations encoded in lexical structure. Along with Pustejovsky’s basic idea that the distinction 

between individual-level predicates (e.g. Firemen are intelligent.) and stage-level predicates (e.g. 

Firemen are available.) can be extended to the distinction in nominals, I assume that nominals 

generally fall into two semantic categories in terms of eventiveness: individual-level and stage-level 

nominals. 

  

Japanese has a wide variety of noun-forming affixes that refer to this distinction. For instance, 

complex agentive nouns with affixes such as -sya (- ) and -te (- ) are stage-level (e.g. hokoosya 

‘pedestrian’ and utaite ‘singer’) whereas those affixed with -syu (- ) and -ka (- ) (e.g. untensyu 

‘driver’ and syoosetuka ‘novelist’) are individual-level. Object-denoting complex nouns with the 

affixes -mono, -butu (- ) fall into the two classess as well (e.g. wasuremono ‘lost article’ vs. 

nisemono ‘imitation’). With an extensive survey of noun-forming affixes in Japanese, I will discuss 

how the semantic distinction in question is implemented in argument selection of nominals. 

Specifically I propose that there are two different modes of argument selection in nominals, which I 

will call the eventive mode and the relational mode, and selection of arguments by stage-level 

nominals is conducted via the eventive mode whereas selection of arguments by individual-level 

nominals is done in the relational mode. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a new WordNet
based similarity metric, SenSim, which in-
corporates sentiment content (i.e., degree
of positive or negative sentiment) of the
words being compared to measure the sim-
ilarity between them. The proposed met-
ric is based on the hypothesis that know-
ing the sentiment is beneficial in measur-
ing the similarity. To verify this hypothe-
sis, we measure and compare the annotator
agreement for 2 annotation strategies: 1)
sentiment information of a pair of words
is considered while annotating and 2) sen-
timent information of a pair of words is
not considered while annotating. Inter-
annotator correlation scores show that the
agreement is better when the two annota-
tors consider sentiment information while
assigning a similarity score to a pair of
words.

We use this hypothesis to measure the sim-
ilarity between a pair of words. Specif-
ically, we represent each word as a vec-
tor containing sentiment scores of all the
content words in the WordNet gloss of
the sense of that word. These sentiment
scores are derived from a sentiment lexi-
con. We then measure the cosine similar-
ity between the two vectors. We perform
both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation of
SenSim and compare the performance with
other widely used WordNet similarity met-
rics.

1 Introduction

Use of similarity metrics is unavoidable in
many Natural Language Processing (NLP) sys-
tems. They form core of many NLP tasks like
Word Sense disambiguation (Banerjee & Pedersen
2002), malapropism detection (Hirst & St-Onge

1997), context sensitive spelling correction (Pat-
wardhan 2003) etc. The underlying principle of
these metrics has been distributional similarity in
terms of their meaning. For example, refuge and
asylum are similar words because they have the
same meaning and similar set of words accompany
them in a given context. Based on the meaning
alone, these words are mutually replaceable.

At present, there are various advanced text edi-
tors which have the ability to replace a word based
on the meaning suitable for the domain/genre in
which the article is being written. To select an ap-
propriate replacement word, they follow a simi-
larity based on meaning alone. Motivated by the
idea of sub-languages (Grishman 2001), we be-
lieve similarity based on meaning alone cannot
suffice this need. For example, in the previous
case, even though refuge can be replaced with asy-
lum, mad house cannot be used to do so. This is
because mad house evokes a negative connotation
or sentiment which makes the word unsuitable for
replacement.

In this paper, we propose a new WordNet based
similarity metric, SenSim, which takes into con-
sideration the sentiment content (i.e., degree of
positive or negative sentiment) of the words be-
ing compared. We create vector representations
of WordNet glosses and compare their cosines to
calculate the similarity score. To include the sen-
timent content of the words being compared, we
include sentiment scores of the content words of
the gloss into the vector. The main contribution of
this paper is in addressing the following question:

Does inclusion of sentiment content as an ad-
ditional parameter for comparison improve
similarity measurement?

We perform an intrinsic and extrinsic evalua-
tion of the SenSim metric. As a part of intrin-
sic evaluation, we manually annotate a set of 48
random word pairs based on their word similar-
ity on a scale of 1-5 and calculate the correlation
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between our metric and the annotator scores. We
also calculate the correlation between three popu-
lar WordNet based similarity metrics and the an-
notated dataset (gold standard). Our results show
that the new metric has a better correlation with
the annotator scores than the other metrics used
for this study.

For extrinsic evaluation, we compare the effect
of SenSim metric to mitigate the effect of unknown
feature problem in supervised sentiment classifica-
tion using synset replacement strategy as proposed
by Balamurali et al. (2011). A classifier performs
with lesser accuracy on a test set than on a training
set due to the presence of features not seen during
its training phase. To alleviate this, they propose
to replace features not present in test set with simi-
lar features present in the training set using a sim-
ilarity metric thereby reducing the difference be-
tween the feature distribution of the training and
the test set. Our results show that SenSim based
document level sentiment classifier performs bet-
ter than other WordNet based metrics.

We should mention that this work is also moti-
vated by the concept of semantic prosody (Sinclair
2004). According to corpus linguistics, semantic
prosody is described as a property of a word and a
feature that distinguishes near-synonyms (Parting-
ton 2004). It explicitly assigns a word with its pos-
itive and negative attitudinal meanings. It is also
a gradable property with a word having a gradable
’favourable’ or ’unfavourable’ prosody depending
on how frequently it occurs in good, bad or neutral
context. In this context, the development of Sen-
Sim is an attempt to integrate information about
semantic prosody into the WordNet ontology.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the related work and distin-
guishes our work from the existing similarity met-
rics. We describe our metric and related termi-
nologies in Section 3. We explain evaluation strat-
egy in Section 4. Section 5 describes existing sim-
ilarity metrics that we use for comparison. Ex-
perimental setup is given in Section 6. Results
of the experiments are discussed and analyzed in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

Various approaches for evaluating the similar-
ity between two words can be broadly classi-
fied into two categories: edge-based methods and
information-content-based methods. One of the

earliest works in edge-based calculation of simi-
larity is by Rada et al. (1989), where in, they pro-
pose a metric ”Distance” over a semantic net of
hierarchical relations as the shortest path length
between the two nodes. This has been the basis
for all the metrics involving simple edge-counting
to calculate the distance between two nodes. How-
ever, the simple edge-counting fails to consider the
variable density of nodes across the taxonomy. It
also fails to include relationships other than the
’is-a’ relationship, thus, missing out on important
information in a generic semantic ontology, like
WordNet.

In contrast to edge-based methods, Richard-
son et al. (1994) and Resnik (1995a) propose a
node-based approach to find the semantic similar-
ity. They approximate conceptual similarity be-
tween two WordNet concepts as the maximum
information content among classes that subsume
both the concepts. Resnik (1995b) advanced this
idea by defining the information content of a con-
cept based on the probability of encountering an
instance of that concept. Alternatively, Wu &
Palmer (1994) compare two concepts based on the
length of the path between the root of the hierarchy
and the least common subsumer of the concepts.

Jiang & Conrath (1997) and Leacock et al.
(1998) combine the above two approaches by us-
ing the information content as weights for the
edges between concepts. They further reinforce
the definition of information content of a concept
by adding corpus statistical information.

Instead of measuring the similarity of con-
cepts, some other approaches measure their relat-
edness. Hirst & St-Onge (1997) introduce an ad-
ditional notion of direction along with the length
of paths for measuring the relatedness of two con-
cepts. Banerjee & Pedersen (2003) and Patward-
han (2003) leverage the gloss information present
in WordNet in order to calculate the relatedness of
two concepts. Banerjee & Pedersen (2003) assigns
relatedness scores based on the overlap between
the gloss of the two concepts. Patwardhan (2003)
use a vector representation of the gloss, based on
the context vector of the terms in the gloss. The
relatedness is then the cosine between the gloss
vectors of the two concepts.

Our work is most related to the work of Wan
& Angryk (2007) which improves on Banerjee &
Pedersen (2003) and Patwardhan (2003) by in-
cluding relations other than the is-a relationship.
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They use an extended gloss definition for a con-
cept which is defined as the original gloss ap-
pended by the gloss of all the concepts related to
the given concept. They create concept vectors for
each sense based on which they create context vec-
tors which are an order higher to the concept vec-
tors. Finally, they use cosine of the angle between
the vectors of the different concepts to find their
relatedness. This approach is better than other ap-
proaches as it captures the context of the concepts
to a much larger extent. However, all these meth-
ods lack on a common ground. They fail to in-
corporate sentiment information in calculating the
similarity/relatedness of two concepts. We postu-
late that sentiment information is crucial in finding
the similarity between two concepts.

3 SenSim metric

The underlying hypothesis that we follow for cre-
ating this metric is that knowing the sentiment is
beneficial in measuring the similarity. In order
to implement a metric based on this hypothesis,
we incorporate sentiment values of the words be-
ing compared. Similar to Wan & Angryk (2007),
we follow WordNet gloss based comparison tech-
nique to develop this metric. Gloss based tech-
nique has an inherent advantage over edge-based
and information-content-based metrics as it is ap-
plicable to all POS categories without any distinc-
tion.

3.1 Gloss vector

We represent gloss of a synset in the form of a vec-
tor, we define this vector as gloss vector. To obtain
the gloss of the words being compared, the cor-
responding sense used for each word needs to be
known. We assume that we are provided with the
synset corresponding to each word that needs to be
compared. In other scenarios where the synset cor-
responding to word is not given, a close approxi-
mation can be taken by using its respective Word-
Net first sense. Each dimension of the gloss vector
represents a sentiment score of the respective con-
tent word. To obtain the sentiment scores, we use
an external sentiment lexicon and assign sentiment
values based on different scoring functions.

We use SentiWordNet 1.01 as the external sen-
timent lexicon to incorporate the sentiment values
in the gloss vector. This WordNet based resource
has polarity scores attached to synsets (Esuli &

1http://sentiWordNet.isti.cnr.it/

Sebastiani 2006). Each synset in this resource is
marked with 3 scores: a positive score, a nega-
tive score and an objective score, with the scores
summing up to 1. As the sentiment scores are
attached to synsets rather than lexemes, we dis-
ambiguate the WordNet gloss to obtain the corre-
sponding synsets. Based on synsets thus found,
we assign sentiment scores to each dimension of
the gloss vector.

Representing gloss in the form of vectors is not
new, but novelty of our approach is in the incorpo-
ration of sentiment score to each dimension of the
gloss vector.

3.2 Augmenting gloss vector

Gloss contains a few content words averaging be-
tween 5-7. This creates a sparse vector space. To
reduce the sparseness of the gloss vector, we aug-
ment the original gloss with the gloss of the re-
lated synsets. We use different WordNet relations
, based on the POS category, to find the related
synsets. Apart from the adjacent related synset,
we add more context by further expanding the re-
lated synsets using synsets of content words of the
original gloss.

Not all WordNet relations can be used for the
expansion procedure as degree of sentiment con-
tent may change or not get carried to the next level.
By taking relative transfer of the sentiment content
from one synset to another for different WordNet
relations, we empirically found a set of WordNet
relations suitable for each POS category. Details
of the WordNet relations used for expansion pro-
cess are given in Table 1.

POS WordNet relations used for expansion
Nouns hypernym, hyponym, nominalization
Verbs nominalization, hypernym, hyponym
Adjectives also see, nominalization, attribute
Adverbs derived

Table 1: WordNet relations used for enhancing the
context of Gloss vector

3.3 Scoring function

As SentiWordNet provides 3 scores for each
synset: positive score, negative score and objec-
tive score, we devise a scoring function to cap-
ture the sentiment content of the words as a single
real value. We explain four variants of the scoring
function used in this study below:
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Sentiment Difference (SD)
Difference between the positive score and the neg-
ative score is taken as the sentiment score of the
synset concerned.

ScoreSD(A) = SWNpos(A)− SWNneg(A)

Here SWNpos(A) signifies the positive score per-
taining to the synset A. The sign of the score rep-
resents the orientation of the sentiment. If the sign
is negative, the word has a negative connotation
otherwise it has a positive connotation. If the value
is zero, it is objective in nature.

Sentiment Max (SM)
For this function, we use the greater of the positive
or negative score of the synset as sentiment score
of the synset concerned.

ScoreSM (A) = max(SWNpos(A), SWNneg(A))

The orientation of the word is again distinguished
by the sign. For negative connotation, a negative
of the score returned is used else a positive score
is taken.

Sentiment Threshold Difference (TD)

As the gloss is represented in the form of a vec-
tor with each dimension representing a sentiment
score, dimensions which have zero magnitude
may not contribute to the sentiment content but the
presence of each dimension is necessary for over-
all similarity computation. In order to avoid such
scenarios, we introduce a threshold value that en-
sures, in case of objective words, a zero value is
never encountered. We take a threshold value of 1
to compute the variant of SD scoring function.

ScoreTD(A) = sign(SWNpos(A) − SWNneg(A)) ∗
(1+abs(SWNpos(A)−SWNneg(A)))

Sentiment Threshold Max (TM)

SM scoring function is modified to handle zero
magnitude problem as explained above.

ScoreTM (A) = sign(max(SWNpos(A), SWNneg(A)))∗
(1 +
abs(max(SWNpos(A), SWNneg(A)))

3.4 Computing similarity

To compute the similarity between two word pairs,
we take the cosine similarity of their correspond-
ing gloss vectors.

SenSimx(A,B) = cosine(glossvec(sense(A),
glossvec(sense(B))

where

glossvec = 1:scorex(1) 2:scorex(2)
...... n:scorex(n)

scorex(Y) = Sentiment score of word Y
using scoring function x

x = Scoring function of type
SD/SM/TD/TM

4 Evaluation

To evaluate SenSim, we follow two methodolo-
gies: an intrinsic evaluation and an extrinsic eval-
uation. For intrinsic evaluation, we compare the
correlation of the metric with a gold standard
dataset. We also compare correlation of differ-
ent existing similarity metrics with this gold stan-
dard and show how our new metric performs. To
perform an extrinsic evaluation, we use SenSim
metric to mitigate the effect of the unknown fea-
ture problem in supervised sentiment classifica-
tion. Details of the same are explained in the fol-
lowing subsections.

4.1 Intrinsic evaluation: correlation with
human annotators

We develop a new similarity dataset and manually
annotate them with similarity scores. We did not
use existing similarity datasets as we require the
correct sense of the words being compared.

Dataset for annotation task
We chose 48 random word pairs for this task
with each POS category having 12 word pairs
each. Sentences, containing these words, are con-
structed to get the exact sense of these word pairs.
Based on these sentences, words are sense disam-
biguated using WordNet 2.1 to get the correspond-
ing synsets. A part of the word pairs used in this
paper are given in Table2 2. Each word pair has
a WordNet synset offset, prefixed with the POS,
category attached to it.

Word Pairs

regular 42374008 accustomed 426235
tardily 3100974 lately 3108293
randomly 371128 specifically 341621
pretentious 41915502 arrogant 41957189
defense 1811665 attack 1958708

Table 2: Sample word pairs from dataset used for
experiments

2The complete set of word pairs is not included due to
lack of space but is available on request
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Annotation strategy
To test our hypothesis that incorporation of sen-
timent into a similarity metric gives a better re-
sult than comparing similarity based on meaning
alone, we perform a similarity annotation task be-
tween two human annotators. The annotators were
asked to annotate word pairs using two different
strategies.

1. Annotation based on Meaning : Instructions
were given to each annotator to give a score
between 1-5 to word pairs based on semantic
similarity with a score of 5 representing syn-
onymous word pairs and 1 representing no re-
lation between the words.

2. Annotation based on Sentiment and Mean-
ing combined : In this case, the annotators
were asked to rate on a scale between 1-5
whether words were interchangeable given a
similar context and similar sentiment content.
A score of 5 implies perfect interchangeabil-
ity.

The dataset generated thus forms our gold stan-
dard data. Correlation between the annotator
scores is taken to test the hypothesis. As a part of
this evaluation, we also take the correlation scores
between different existing similarity metrics with
the gold standard data, and compare the respective
correlation scores with SenSim.

4.2 Extrinsic evaluation: synset replacement
using similarity metrics

In this section, we evaluate SenSim metric using
an application of similarity metrics, and compare
the application performance with that of widely
used similarity metrics. We use the synset replace-
ment strategy using similarity metrics by Balamu-
rali et al. (2011) for evaluating our metric. In
this study, the authors showed that similarity met-
rics can be used to mitigate the effect of unseen
feature problem in supervised classification. The
objective of their study is to classify documents
based on their sentiment content into positive class
or negative class. Each document to be classified
is represented as a group of synsets obtained after
sense disambiguation of the content words of the
document. A document level sentiment classifier
is created based on the training corpus and its per-
formance is measured on the test corpus. A trained
classifier will not perform with similar/same accu-
racy if new features are found in the test corpus.

Input: Training Corpus, Test Corpus,
Similarity Metric
Output: New Test Corpus
T:= Training Corpus;
X:= Test Corpus;
S:= Similarity metric;
train concept list = get list concept(T) ;
test concept list = get list concept(X);
for each concept C in test concept list do

temp max similarity = 0 ;
temp concept = C ;
for each concept D in train concept list do

similarity value = get similarity value(C,D,S);
if (similarity value > temp max similarity)
then

temp max similarity= similarity value;
temp concept = D ;

end
end
C = temp concept ;
replace synset corpus(C,X);

end
Return X ;

Algorithm 1: Synset replacement using similar-
ity metric

To mitigate this effect, they follow a replacement
strategy. In this strategy, if a synset encountered
in a test document is not found in the training cor-
pus, it is replaced by one of the synsets present in
the training corpus. The substitute synset is deter-
mined on the basis of its similarity with the con-
cerned synset in the test document. The synset that
is replaced is referred to as an unseen synset as it
is not known to the trained model.

Algorithm 1 shows the replacement algorithm
devised by Balamurali et al. (2011). The algorithm
follows from the fact that the similarity value for a
synset with itself is maximum. Similarity metrics
used in this study are explained in the following
section.

5 Metrics used for comparison

We compare SenSim with three existing similarity
metric. They are:

LIN: The metric by Lin (1998) uses the infor-
mation content individually possessed by two con-
cepts in addition to that shared by them. The in-
formation content shared by two concepts A and
B is given by their most specific subsumer (lowest
super-ordinate(lso)). Thus, this metric defines the
similarity between two concepts as

simLIN (A,B) =
2× logPr(lso(A,B))

logPr(A) + logPr(B)

Lesk: Each concept in WordNet is defined
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Annotation Strategy Overall NOUN VERB ADJECTIVES ADVERBS
Meaning 0.768 0.803 0.750 0.527 0.759
Meaning + Sentiment 0.799 0.750 0.889 0.720 0.844

Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficient between two annotators for various annotation strategy

through gloss. To compute the Lesk similar-
ity (Banerjee & Pedersen 2002) between A and B,
a scoring function based on the overlap of words
in their individual glosses is used.

Leacock and Chodorow (LCH): To measure
similarity between two concepts A and B, Leacock
& Chodorow (1998) compute the shortest path
through hypernymy relation between them under
the constraint that there exists such a path. The fi-
nal value is computed by scaling the path length
by the overall taxonomy depth (D).

simLCH(A,B) = − log

(
len(A,B)

2D

)

6 Experimental setup

Word sense disambiguation of WordNet glosses is
carried out using the WSD engine by Zhong &
Ng (2010). It is an all-words generic WSD en-
gine with an accuracy of 82% on standard WSD
corpus. We use WordNet::Similarity 2.05 package
by Pedersen et al. (2004) for computing the simi-
larity by other metric scores mentioned in this pa-
per. We use Pearson correlation coefficient to find
the inter-annotator agreement.

For evaluation based on synset replacement us-
ing similarity metrics, we use the dataset provided
by Balamurali et al. (2011). The experiments are
performed using C-SVM (linear kernel with de-
fault parameters3), using bag-of-synsets as fea-
tures, available as a part of LibSVM4 package. All
classification results reported are average of five-
fold cross-validation accuracies.

To evaluate the result, we use accuracy, recall
and precision as the metrics. Classification accu-
racy defines the ratio of the number of true in-
stances to the total number of instances. Recall
is calculated as a ratio of the true instances found
to the total number of false positives and true pos-
itives. Precision is defined as the number of true
instances divided by the number of true positives
and false negatives. Positive Precision (PP) and

3C=0.0,ε=0.0010
4http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm

Positive Recall (PR) are precision and recall for
positive documents while Negative Precision (NP)
and Negative Recall (NR) are precision and recall
for negative documents.

7 Results and discussion

7.1 Sentiment as a parameter for finding
similarity

Table 3 shows correlation scores between two an-
notators for different annotation strategies. Apart
from the correlation of the complete word pairs, it
also shows POSwise correlation. From the results,
it is clearly evident that similarity is best captured
when sentiment is also included. The annotation
strategy involving a combination of meaning and
sentiment has a better correlation among annota-
tors(0.799) than the one which considers meaning
alone. This verifies the hypothesis that taking sen-
timent content of words being compared is benefi-
cial in assessing the similarity between them.

A POSwise analysis of Table 3 suggests that
apart from the Noun category, all other categories
have a better correlation among annotators in as-
sessing the sentiment based similarity annotation
strategy. This may be due to the fact that in case
of word pairs belonging to the Noun category, sen-
timent does not play much role. The highest corre-
lation is seen for Verbs. In case of Adjectives, an-
notators have a fairly high correlation. Since most
of the Adjectives are sentiment bearing words, an-
notators might have found it easier to compare
them. In summary, a similarity metric which in-
corporates sentiment may be more beneficial to
POS categories other than Nouns.

Table 4 shows the correlation between scores
obtained using different similarity metrics with the
scores obtained from gold standard dataset of an
annotator. The correlation with respect to differ-
ent POS categories is also shown. NA in some
of the columns represent word pairs , belonging
to those POS categories, which cannot be handled
using the similarity metric concerned. For exam-
ple, metrics like LIN and LCH cannot handle POS
categories other than Nouns and Verbs. SenSim
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Metric Used Overall NOUN VERB ADJECTIVES ADVERBS
LESK 0.22 0.51 -0.91 0.19 0.37
LIN 0.27 0.24 0.00 NA NA
LCH 0.36 0.34 0.44 NA NA
SenSim (SD) 0.46 0.73 0.55 0.08 0.76
SenSim (TD) 0.50 0.62 0.48 0.06 0.54
SenSim (SM) 0.45 0.73 0.55 0.08 0.59
SenSim (TM) 0.48 0.62 0.48 0.06 0.78

Table 4: Pearson Correlation(r) of various metrics with Gold standard data

Metric used Accuracy(%) PP NP PR NR
Baseline 89.10 91.50 87.07 85.18 91.24
LSK 89.36 91.57 87.46 85.68 91.25
LIN 89.27 91.24 87.61 85.85 90.90
LCH 89.64 90.48 88.86 86.47 89.63
SenSim (SD) 89.95 91.39 88.65 87.11 90.93
SenSim (TD) 90.06 92.01 88.38 86.67 91.58
SenSim (SM) 90.11 91.68 88.69 86.97 91.23
SenSim (TM) 90.17 91.81 88.71 87.09 91.36

Table 5: Classification results of synset replacement experiment using different similarity metrics; PP-
Positive Precision (%), NP-Negative Precision(%), PR-Positive Recall (%), NR-Negative Recall (%)

has a better correlation with the gold standard data
than other metrics. In fact, all variants of SenSim
function better than the existing similarity mea-
surement techniques used in this paper. Among
different variants, SenSim using TD based scor-
ing function performs the best. It has a correla-
tion score of .50 whereas the nearest correlation
among the other metrics is obtained using LCH
(.36). Moreover, in case of all POS categories bar-
ring Adjectives, SenSim metric has a better corre-
lation than the rest of the metrics with gold stan-
dard data.

Although not provided in the table, reader
should note that the metrics used in this study
could not score all the word pairs created for this
study. For example, out of 48 word pairs, SenSim
could mark only 34 word pairs and among other
metrics, the best count is provided by Lesk with 17
word pairs. The correlation scores shown for each
metric is with respect to the word pairs that had
some values for comparison with the gold standard
data. Thus in terms of coverage also, SenSim per-
forms better than the metrics used in this study.

7.2 Effect of SenSim on synset replacement
strategy

Table 5 show the results of document level senti-
ment classification using synset replacement strat-

egy based on similarity metrics. The results of the
classifier trained on synsets alone, without any re-
placement, is taken as the baseline.

SenSim(TM) variant obtains the best classifi-
cation accuracy among the various metrics ana-
lyzed. It achieves an accuracy of 90.17%. Even
though the improvement is marginal, reader must
note that no complex features are used for train-
ing this classifier. All variants of SenSim, except
for SenSim(SD) achieve a 90% classification ac-
curacy. Compared to the baseline, other WordNet
metrics also have better classification accuracies.

Classification using SenSim (TM) metric has
the highest positive precision. Same is the case
with negative recall, it has a negative recall of
91.58%. The SenSim (SD) variant has the high-
est positive recall. In general, it can be seen that
the positive class’s performance has improved by
using SenSim metric for synset replacement.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed that sentiment con-
tent can aid in similarity measurement. We veri-
fied this hypothesis by taking the correlation be-
tween annotators using different annotation strate-
gies. Annotator correlation for the strategy in-
volving sentiment as an additional parameter for
similarity measurement was higher than the one
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which involved just semantic similarity. Based
on this hypothesis, we introduced a new similar-
ity metric, SenSim, which accounts for the senti-
ment content of the words being compared. An
intrinsic evaluation of the metric with human an-
notated word pairs for similarity showed higher
correlations than the popular WordNet based sim-
ilarity metrics. We also carried out an extrinsic
evaluation of SenSim on synset replacement strat-
egy for the mitigation of unknown feature problem
in supervised classification. Our results suggest
that apart from the overall improvement of senti-
ment classification accuracy, SenSim improves the
classification performance of the positive-class-
documents .
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Abstract

Subjectivity and sentiment analysis (SSA) de-
pends heavily on the availability of polarity
lexicons where entries are tagged with seman-
tic orientation (e.g., positive, negative, and
neutral tags). Although there has been a
swelling interest in building English language
polarity lexicons, there has not been such
major efforts for Morphologically-Rich Lan-
guages (MRL) such as Arabic. In this study,
we report efforts to expand a manually-built
polarity lexicon of Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) using existing English polarity lexica
exploiting a simple machine translation pro-
cedure. Using glosses from our manually-
tagged lexicon as gold standard, we evaluate
the expanded lexicon and point out directions
for further improvements. Finally, we use our
gold tags to evaluate the coverage and qual-
ity of a sub-segment of SentiWordNet 3.0, a
widely-used polarity lexicon.

1 Introduction

The area of Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis
(SSA) has recently been receiving a lot of interest
both within the academia and the industry. In natu-
ral language, the term subjectivity refers to expres-
sion of opinions, evaluations, feelings, and specula-
tions (Banfield, 1982; Wiebe, 1994) and thus incor-
porates sentiment. The process of subjectivity clas-
sification refers to the task of classifying texts into
either objective (e.g., Al-Asad is still the president of
Syria) or subjective (e.g., Mubarak, the hateful dic-
tator, stepped down). Subjective text is further clas-
sified with sentiment or polarity. For sentiment clas-
sification, the task refers to identifying whether the
subjective text is positive (e.g., Wow! It’s such an
amazing camera!), negative (e.g., I really hate this
restaurant!), neutral (e.g., I believe the new iPhone
will be released soon.), or, sometimes, mixed (e.g.,
Well, it’s efficient, but the design is ugly!) texts.

SSA heavily depends on a knowledge of the be-
havior of language items within their corresponding
lexical fields. A lexical field is the set of lexical
items that cover a specific concept (Lyons, 1977).
For example, the field of anger terms may contain
units as “rage,” “fume,” “seethe,” “boil over,” and
“look daggers”. Expressions are also said to have a
semantic orientation (SO) (also called prior polar-
ity). The SO of an expression indicates the direction
the expression deviates from the norm for its lexical
field: It is an evaluative characteristic (Battistella,
1990) of the meaning of the word that restricts its
usage to an appropriate context (Hatzivassiloglou
and McKeown, 1997; Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe,
2000). For example, in a field describing a lodging
place, whereas the words “full” and “empty” may
have a neutral SO, the words “fascinating” and “ad-
mirable” have a positive SO, and the words “shock-
ing” and “detestable” have a negative SO. Due to
the usefulness of prior polarity for the task of SSA,
several attempts have been made to build prior po-
larity lexica, especially English language ones. To
date, there are no attempts to build a large scale Ara-
bic polarity lexicon for use with SSA. In the current
study, we report efforts to build a wide coverage po-
larity lexicon of Arabic, both manually and automat-
ically. In the process, we leverage manually- and
automatically-developed English lexica and evalu-
ate SentiWordNet (SWN3) (Esuli and Sebastiani,
2005), a widely-used lexical database for SSA. Fi-
nally, we point out directions for future research.

2 Building an Arabic Polarity Lexicon

2.1 PATB Adjectives (Sifaat)1

We introduce Sifaat, a manually created lexicon of
3325 Arabic adjectives labeled with one of the fol-
lowing tags {positive (Pos), negative (Neg), neu-

1Sifaat or “ ��� ���” in Arabic script is Arabic for “adjec-
tives.”
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tral (Obj)}. The adjectives in Sifaat pertain to the
newswire domain and were extracted from the first
four parts of the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB)
(Maamouri et al., 2004; Abdul-Mageed and Diab,
2011). The lexicon was tagged with two college-
educated independently and cases of differences
were settled by the two annotators after adjudication.
Annotators were instructed not to use their personal
experiences/backgrounds when labeling the entries,
but what they believe would be the orientation of a
general use of each term. Annotators were also in-
structed to assign what they think is the majority
orientation of a term, in cases where a term may
have both positive and negative use depending on
context. The annotators were also exposed to a lin-
guistic background about the concepts of subjectiv-
ity and sentiment and the task of annotating data for
these concepts as the task is explained in (Abdul-
Mageed and Diab, 2011). Although labeling lexica
outside context is different from labeling text units
(e.g., sentences) as explained in (Abdul-Mageed
and Diab, 2011) (e.g., speech act, good vs. bad
news, annotator’s background knowledge) are still
relevant. Examples of the adjectives labeled as Pos
are “ ��	
��” “splendid” and “�������” “heroic”. Ex-

amples of entries assigned a Neg tag are “�� �� ��”
“inauspicious” and “�������	����” “provocative”. In ad-

dition to the polarity labels, Sifaat is enriched with
English glosses for its entries. Sifaat was success-
fully used for enhancing Arabic SSA as reported
in (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011a), with about 6%
F-measure improvement for subjectivity classifica-
tion and more than 40% F-measure improvement for
sentiment classification. These results show the util-
ity and need for a resource such as Sifaat for Arabic
SSA.

2.2 Leveraging Available English Lexica

Recognizing the need for a wide coverage lexical re-
source that covers multiple genres in Arabic, We ex-
periment with fast automatic acquisition of an Ara-
bic polarity lexicon using three existing English lex-
ica. We introduce each of these lexica below and
then we introduce our method.

2.2.1 WordNet and SentiWordNet (SWN)

WordNet (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998) is a
large lexical database of English where nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of syn-
onyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept.
The synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-
semantic and lexical relations.

(Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005) developed a method
for determining the orientation of a term based
on the classification of its glosses as derived from
WordNet. They use terms derived from WordNet
to build SentiWordNet, a lexical database with po-
larity scores assigned to each synset. Later, (Bac-
cianella et al., 2010) introduce a new version of
the database, SentiWordNet 3.0 (SWN3), where
they use a random-walk step that consists of view-
ing WordNet 3.0 as a graph, and running an itera-
tive, “random-walk” process in which the numeri-
cal scores, Pos(s) and Neg(s) (and, hence, Obj(s)),
starting from those determined in the previous step,
possibly change at each iteration. The random-walk
step terminates when the iterative process has con-
verged. They add that the basic intuition is that, if
most of the terms that are being used to define a
given term are positive (resp., negative), then there is
a high probability that the term being defined is pos-
itive (resp., negative) too. Positivity and negativity
are thus seen as ”flowing through the graph,” from
the terms used in the definitions to the terms being
defined. SentiWordNet is composed of more than
117,000 synsets from which we acquire 192,493
unique entries.

2.2.2 Youtube Lexicon (YT)

(Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011b) used Google’s
Youtube Data API to crawl all comments on 1000
Youtube videos using the query “obama health
care”. They refer to the 229,177-comments result-
ing corpus as Youtube Health Corpus [YuHC]. After
reducing all repeated letters of frequency > 2 to only
2 (e.g., the word cooool is reduced to cool), they ex-
tracted the top 29.991 words2 and manually labeled
them with semantic orientation tags. Each word was
given a label of the set {Pos, Neg, Obj}.

2Extracted words were of frequency of 3 or more.
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Lexicon # of entries
Sifaat-Pos 617
Sifaat-Neg 550
Sifaat-Obj 2,158
SWN-Pos 17,323
SWN-Neg 18,563
SWN-Obj 156,607

YT-Pos 3,768
YT-Neg 6,224
YT-Obj 19,999
GI-Pos 1,636
GI-Neg 2,007
All-Pos 23,344
All-Neg 27,344
All-Obj 178,764

All 229,452

Table 1: Acquired lexicon

2.2.3 General Inquirer (GI)
The General Inquirer (GI) lexicon (Stone et al.,

1966) is part of the GI system, a content analysis
program that exploits terms manually classified on
a large number of categories. The lexicon contains
a total of 11788 terms, 1636 of them are labeled as
Positive and 2007 are labeled as Negative, whereas
the remaining items, not assigned either negative or
positive tags, maybe considered Objective. The GI
lexicon has been widely used in SSA, e.g. (Kamps
et al., 2004; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005; Turney and
Littman, 2003).

3 Approach

3.1 Expanding Sifaat

We use Google’s translation API to render all ex-
pressions in SWN3, YT, and GI lexica into Arabic.
Table 1 shows the number of entries in the various
lexica and the total number of entries per category.3

As can be calculated based on Table 1, the acquired
lexicon has 14613 entries that do not exist in SWN3.

We thus acquire an expanded lexicon totaling
229,452 entries. For each entry, in addition to the
Arabic form, we store the English gloss, the Buck-
walter transliteration, and a sentiment tag from the

3We do not include GI-Obj.

Arabic Gloss Buckwalter Tag
��� � reform ISlAH Pos

�!"�#� friend Sdyq Pos�$ 	% dignity krAmp Pos
�&'� �( ��)*  believers AlmWmnyn Pos�+(���,- fucking sxyf Neg

�!./�
 idiot OHmq Neg

0�% idleness ksl Neg
12�� �3 contemptible xsys Neg�+(��4 pavement rSyf Obj
5�6�)*  promisee AlmwEwd Obj

7�
�� �"

�
 nasal Onfy Obj

��
��(���8 �9 Palestinian flsTyny Obj

Table 2: Example entries from expanded lexicon

set {Pos, Neg, Obj}. Table 2 shows a number of en-
tries from the expanded lexicon.

We then use the English glosses from Sifaat to
evaluate the adjectives of SWN3. We first average
the scores assigned to the various senses of each
SWN3 adjective. Then, we search SWN3 for each
Sifaat adjective gloss and if found we compare the
tags assigned to it in each lexicon. Using this pro-
cedure we map the Sifaat adjectives to their counter-
parts in the SWN3 pool of 29,816 adjectives. The
tags assigned agree with a Kappa (k) = 0.284. This
indicates a fair agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).
In order to gain higher agreement rates, we exper-
imented with two thresholds of scores. Using the
thresholds, we retrieve two sub-SWN3 databases, as
follows:

SentiWN LEX: This lexicon is composed of all
Pos (N= 1,949) and Neg (N= 2,580) entries with a
score > 0.25 plus all Obj entries (N= 5,243). The
list thus totals 9,772 entries.

SentiWN Strong LEX: This lexicon is com-
posed of all Pos (N= 624) and Neg (N= 1,156) en-
tries with a score > 0.50 as well as all the Obj en-
tries mentioned above (i.e., N= 5,243). The list to-
tals 7,023 entries.

We find that the higher the threshold, the better the
agreement we acquire. Thus, with the > 0.25 thresh-
old, we get a higher (although still ’fair’) agreement
(with a Kappa (k) = 0.346). With the higher thresh-
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old of > 0.50, a ’moderate’ agreement (Landis and
Koch, 1977) with a higher Kappa (k) = 0.426 is
achieved. However, the higher threshold comes at
the cost of lower coverage (i.e., 7,023 SWN3 adjec-
tives with the > 0.50 threshold vs. the whole 29,816
SWN3 adjective pool).

3.2 Comparing SWN with YT

Unlike SWN, YT was manually built and is domain-
specific. We compared the two lexica and found that
13,945 YT entries do not exist in SWN3. The big
number is due partly to the fact that the YT lexi-
con includes various word forms for each word type
(e.g., it has the token “protesters” along with the
type “protest”), it is also due to lack of certain slang
terms (e.g., “bruh,” “dammit”) and named entities
(e.g., “Obama,” “Mugabe”) in SWN. This shows
that even though SWN3 has wide coverage, it is not
inclusive of some of the expressions widely used in
the language of social media. In addition, we ob-
serve that some commonly-used expressions (e.g.,
“suck,” “lol”) that bear strong sentiment in YT are
tagged as Obj in SWN3, which, again, shows that
SWN3 lacks some of the nuances characteristic of
social media language use.

4 Related Work

In the SSA literature, a seed list of items with a clear
prior polarity has been used to identify the polarity
of additional items and hence build a prior polar-
ity lexicon. Such a lexicon is then used to enhance
the task of automatically detecting the subjectivity
and/or sentiment of texts at levels beyond the phrase
(e.g., sentences, paragraphs, documents). Several
approaches have been proposed for learning an ex-
pression’s prior polarity. Some researchers, e.g.,
(Dave et al., 2003; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Mullen
and Collier, 2004) have successfully used WordNet
(Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998) for, e.g., retrieving
synonyms and antonyms of elements in the seed set.

(Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997) report
efforts to learn the semantic orientation of adjectives
from a corpus. They maintain that conjunctions be-
tween adjectives are specifically useful, since they
impose constraints on the semantic orientation of
their arguments. Another observation they make
is that conjoined adjectives that have related forms

(e.g., “adequate-inadequate”) almost always have
different semantic orientation. Based on these obser-
vations, these authors adopt an unsupervised learn-
ing algorithm to infer the orientation of adjectives
and report an accuracy of 92.37%. One advantage of
(Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997)’s method is
that it is unsupervised, and so there is no need to
manually annotate data. However, the method as-
sumes the existence of a huge POS-tagged corpus,
which is challenging due to the potential unavail-
ability of either huge corpora or high-performance
POS taggers, or both, for some languages.

(Turney, 2002) presents an unsupervised algo-
rithm for learning the prior polarity of adjectives or
adverbs in phrases in a POS-tagged corpus. He mea-
sures the orientation of the phrases using a statisti-
cal measure based on Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990). He calculates the
semantic orientation (SO) of a phrase by comparing
its similarity to the word “excellent” to its similarity
to the word “poor.” (Turney, 2002) reports a classi-
fication accuracy of 74.39% across the four domains
of his data. (Turney, 2002)’s algorithm is conceptu-
ally simple, but is constrained in the sense that it is
dependent on results retrieved from a search engine
with specific settings (i.e., use of the NEAR opera-
tor) that no longer exist.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we report efforts to expand a manually-
built polarity lexicon of MSA using several exist-
ing English polarity lexica. We also exploit glosses
from the manually-tagged lexicon to evaluate both
the expanded lexicon and a sub-segment of SWN3.
We find some problems with both the coverage and
quality of some SWN3 entries and believe that incre-
menting it with social-media lexica is a useful mea-
sure. Although we have not tested the utility of the
expanded lexicon in an SSA system, we believe it
will be useful. We plan to further expand the lexicon
we acquired by manually-labeling entries extracted
from an Arabic social media corpus.
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Abstract

The English WordNet is a lexical database
containing more than 206,900 word-
concept pairs and more than 377,500 se-
mantic and lexical links. Trying to visual-
ize them all at once as a node-link diagram
results in a representation which can be too
big and complex for the user to grasp, and
which cannot be easily processed by cur-
rent web technologies.

We propose a visualization technique
based on the concept of semantic zooming,
usually found in popular web map appli-
cations. This technique makes it feasible
to handle large and complex graphs, and
display them in an interactive representa-
tion. By zooming, it is possible to switch
from an overview visualization, quickly
and clearly presenting the global charac-
teristics of the structure, to a detailed one,
displaying a classic node-link diagram.

WordNet Atlas is a web application that
leverages this method to aid the user in the
exploration of the WordNet data set, from
its global taxonomy structure to the detail
of words and synonym sets.

1 Introduction

A big variety of data sources often contain a mas-
sive amount of interlinked elements, forming very
large graph structures: Telecommunication traffic,
social networks and the World Wide Web are all
prominent examples of sources that could yield
graphs having more than 1 million edges (Abello
et al., 2002; Cui, 2011). Because of their size
and topology, such structures could be very dif-
ficult to explore, even for expert users. Getting
an overview of or finding detailed information in
them can prove to be complicated, and a poorly de-

signed interface could be of little help if it makes
the user feel overwhelmed or disoriented.

The information visualization community
agrees that providing a visual representation of
graphs is of a great importance for end users.
Visual depictions exploit human visual processing
to reduce the cognitive load of many tasks that
require understanding of global or local structure
of data (Munzner, 2000; Ware, 2004; Zhang,
1991).

To obtain such representations, the data must
be preprocessed and interpreted. For example, in-
put data can be simplified by highlighting or hid-
ing some features, considered respectively more or
less interesting for a given task. The data can also
be enriched by derived features.

Size is a major challenge in graph visualization,
leading to problems like algorithm complexity,
display cluttering, poor readability and difficulties
in navigation (Cui, 2011). The aforementioned
issues are also found within the context of visu-
alization of smaller-scale graphs, where the size
is still a relevant issue (100,000 edges or more).
Structures of that size could be obtained from
document collections such as Wikipedia, Linked
Data1 datasets like DBpedia or GeoNames, lexi-
cal databases like WordNet.

The English WordNet version 3.0 (Miller, 1995;
Fellbaum, 1998) contains 155,287 words linked
to 117,659 sets of synonyms (synsets) each rep-
resenting a concept, defining 206,941 word-synset
pairs2. Synsets are grouped by part-of-speech in
four sub-structures: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs. Moreover, words and synonym sets are
interconnected by 285,348 semantic links (sem-
links) and 92,231 lexical links (lexlinks) of 28
different types. A complete visual representation
of WordNet using a standard node-link diagram
would result in a particularly heavy graphic to pro-

1http://linkeddata.org
2http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html
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cess and display, and would probably be too big
and complex for users to understand.

Current web technologies cannot cope with
such a number of elements without special tech-
niques. These techniques should somehow re-
duce the amount of information sent to the client
and rendered by the user agent, without exces-
sively compromising the meaning of the graphic
or worsening the quality of user interaction. More-
over, without choosing a good layout, the Word-
Net graph could easily render in a large, intricate
and unorganized diagram.

This paper describes an interactive map3 based
on a modified radial tree layout. It lets the user
navigate the entire structure of the WordNet graph
of noun synsets and makes him capable to have
a general overview, as well as to concentrate on
details on demand (Shneiderman, 1996). We be-
lieve that this visualization adds usability and use-
fulness to WordNet, because it helps the user to get
oriented in the large amount of data it contains.

1.1 Outline of the paper
In section 1, we discussed the main issues related
to the visualization of graphs obtained from large
data sets, such as WordNet.

In section 2, we provide a background reference
for general visualization concepts and methods,
ending with a brief survey of the state of the art
of web interfaces for browsing WordNet (subsec-
tion 2.2).

In section 3, we describe the proposed solution,
along with a report of the analysis of WordNet’s
structure (subsection 3.1) and implementation de-
tails (subsection 3.2).

In section 4, we present our conclusions and
hint at possible directions for further research.

2 Background

2.1 Graph visualization concepts
It is known that our perception of things is mostly
due to vision: we acquire more information
through sight than through all the other senses
combined (Ware, 2004). This is why a good visual
representation can be a powerful interface between
large amounts of data and our cognitive system,
helping us in analysis and decision-making tasks.
It has been pointed out by Ware (2004) that a good
visualization has five big advantages:

3The web application will be publicly available at
http://wafi.iit.cnr.it/wordnetatlas

• It gives us the ability to comprehend large
amounts of data;

• It lets us perceive properties that where non
evident before;

• It makes problems with the data immediately
apparent;

• It facilitates us in understanding both large-
scale and small-scale features of the data;

• It facilitates hypothesis formation about the
data.

To best exploit such advantages, visualizations can
be carefully designed in a way that conveys mean-
ing while keeping aesthetics into account. This
kind of visualizations are often referred to as in-
fographics (information graphics).

In his survey, Cui (2011) describes the main is-
sues behind graph visualization, along with layout
techniques, like node-link and space division, and
interaction styles, such as filtering and semantic
zooming. The latter technique improves a typical
zoom and pan approach by introducing the con-
cept of Level Of Detail (LOD), thus suggesting to
display the graph diagram in a Zooming User In-
terface.

Zooming User Interfaces (ZUI) are a kind of
graphical interfaces that gives the user the ability
to zoom and pan an environment. Within this envi-
ronment, visual representations of the data are dis-
played with different Level Of Detail according to
the zoom level. Very popular and successful ser-
vices that embrace this approach are web mapping
applications such as Google Maps4 or Bing Live
Maps5, where the user could quickly zoom out for
an overview of the whole planet and zoom in for
observing the details of a particular place. It is our
opinion that the semantic zooming approach could
prove to be valid outside the context of digital car-
tography, and in particular within the context of
visualization of big graphs such as WordNet.

Many tools have been developed to help re-
searchers to visualize graphs, even of big size.
These tools can be very useful to analyze a graph
to envision a meaningful graphical representation
to base an infographic upon.

Gephi6 is an interactive visualization and ex-
ploration platform for various kinds of networks

4http://maps.google.com
5http://www.bing.com/maps/
6http://gephi.org/
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and complex systems, dynamic and hierarchical
graphs up to 50 thousand nodes and 500 thousand
edges. Tulip7 (Auber, 2003) is a framework to
interactively visualize graphs up to 1 million el-
ements, that makes several graph drawing, clus-
tering and visual mapping algorithms available.

Among others, Visone8 is a research project that
designs and implement an interactive visualization
software for social network analysis. Cytoscape9

is an open source platform designed for biological
research, now used to display and analyze differ-
ent kind of networks. NodeXL10 is a template for
Microsoft Excel that integrates a graph visualiza-
tion and analysis tool into the application.

2.2 Web interfaces to WordNet

There are many different interactive visualizations
of the WordNet graph that complement the tradi-
tional WordNet Search11. They often show words
of different part-of-speech, synsets and senses as
graph nodes, and word-synset links, semlinks and
lexlinks as edges. They show a small subgraph of
WordNet, created on the fly. This graph is dynam-
ically adjusted as the user chooses to navigate to
other nodes, selected by clicking or by issuing a
word search.

WordVis12, Synonym13 and Javascript Visual-
Wordnet14 show the graph from the vantage point
of a selected word or synset. It centers the se-
lected node in the view, showing details about it
and deleting the nodes that become not directly
connected to it. WordNet Editor15, Visuwords16

and the visualization tool17 described in the work
by Kamps (2002) actually allow a deeper explo-
ration of the graph: the user can click on a node
and the connected nodes are added to the view,
without deleting the old ones. The disadvantage of
these approaches is the progressive performance
deterioration as nodes and links are added. Tree-
bolic18 uses a different kind of graph visualization
compared with the previous ones: the nodes po-

7http://tulip.labri.fr/TulipDrupal/
8http://www.visone.info/
9http://www.cytoscape.org/

10http://nodexl.codeplex.com/
11http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
12http://wordvis.com/
13http://code.google.com/p/synonym/
14http://kylescholz.com/projects/wordnet/
15http://wordventure.eti.pg.gda.pl/wne.html
16http://www.visuwords.com/
17http://staff.science.uva.nl/ kamps/wordnet/
18http://id.asianwordnet.org/visualize/treebolic/

sition is computed as soon as the graph is drawn,
they remain still (they don’t adjust their position
to better fit the screen), and a fisheye view (Fur-
nas, 1986) is used to focus on the details. Even
in this case, though, the graph is partial and cen-
tered in a specific word sense. Collins (2007) uses
a fisheye technique too, giving detail as well as a
good level of overview. The showed graph is never
complete, though, and it is always rooted in the se-
lected node.

3 WordNet Atlas

The potentially huge amount of nodes and edges
of a graph could be organized in a meaningful spa-
tial layout, alongside artificially added spatial fea-
tures such as colored regions or placemarks, pos-
sibly derived from graph data or measures. The re-
sulting visualization will be a mix between a clas-
sic node-link diagram and a so-called infographic,
a graphic way to present information that abstracts
and represents many qualitative and quantitative
aspects of a subject in a carefully studied design.

To make the visualization and exploration of the
WordNet graph more convenient for the users, we
tried to make it easier for them to get an orien-
tation and remember where the nodes are in the
map, and consequently to enhance their ability to
find them again (revisitation). This is achieved by
drawing an interactive graphic that gives a stable
representation of the synset nodes (they are always
drawn in the same position) and offers the users an
overview of the entire data set, along with some
added landmarks, useful to improve their own ori-
entation. Since the diagram is intended for pre-
sentation and for a better fruition mostly by non
experienced WordNet users, some simplification
in data has been made. Therefore, the map is far
from being a perfect representation of the English
WordNet lexical database.

In WordNet Atlas, we choose to show two dif-
ferent visualizations at once, one best suited for
exploring the graph of synsets, and one for navi-
gating among words (see figure 1).

The first is an interactive map of a graph, rep-
resenting all the WordNet noun synsets arranged
in a special circular layout. At the center of the
map is the most generic node of the noun synset
taxonomy, the one containing the word “entity”19,
serving as the root of a radial tree layout.

To further characterize the representation, we
19http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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Figure 1: Screenshot of WordNet Atlas prototype interface.

Figure 2: Different Levels Of Detail: at minimum
zoom (left), the whole graphic of the noun synsets,
divided into rings, and at a greater zoom (right),
the central region, in which the classic node-link
diagram is visibile.

decided to display each level of the tree as a col-
ored ring underlying the representation of nodes.
This should also have the effect of enhancing the
graph memorability by leveraging the user’s spa-
tial memory (Ghani and Elmqvist, 2011).

To address both the user’s inability to cope with
large amounts of displayed symbols and the tech-
nical problems of performance of current web
technologies, we decided to follow a semantic
zooming approach.

At the minimum Level Of Detail, the entire

graph is shown as a circle made of concentric
rings, representing the depth level of the taxonomy
tree. The ring thickness depends on how many
synset are present at that depth level. Rings play
the role of spatial landmarks (Ghani and Elmqvist,
2011) while giving an overview of the taxonomy
tree structure.

By zooming in, the user can load the actual
synset nodes grouped in the rings, shown as white
circles. Rings are still displayed as colored regions
under the graph, following the technique of sub-
strate encoding (Ghani and Elmqvist, 2011). The
user can use this visual information to more eas-
ily recognize the location of the map he or she is
looking at.

By interacting with the synset, the user could
reach the maximum level of detail, obtaining fine
grained information such as the synset’s defini-
tion, its set of synonym words and semantic links
(edges) that connect it with other synsets in differ-
ent points of the map.

We developed a second visualization, comple-
mentary to the map: an hypertextual dictionary
shown at the left side of the interface. The user
can search for a word entry by using the provided
search box, or scroll the whole dictionary by drag-
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ging a scroll bar. Like a paper dictionary, each
entry displays a word, its part-of-speech and a list
of numbered word senses. For each sense, a list
of synonym words and a definition are displayed.
Not unlike the map, we decided to give the user an
overview of the amount of available information
in the word database by giving them the illusion
that the whole dictionary was loaded in a scrol-
lable section of the interface.

It is possible to jump from a word to another
within the dictionary by clicking it in the synonym
lists or in the map, or to jump to a synset within
the map by clicking its definition. This behavior
integrates seamlessly with the standard user agent
interface, so the user is able to exploit the familiar
navigation buttons, the browser history and book-
marks to navigate words and synsets.

3.1 Analysis of the WordNet database
In order to find useful properties to obtain the de-
scribed visualization, we analyzed an SQL version
of the WordNet 3.0 database.

We chose the synsets nouns as graph nodes,
trying to identify a hierarchy rooted in the node
“entity”, and hypernymy-hyponymy (“is-a”) links
as edges, since they are the most frequently en-
coded20 and more likely to form a meaningful
structure, resembling a taxonomy. Even with this
simplification, the remaining nodes and edges do
not define a simple tree, but define instead a tan-
gled tree, i. e. a tree that contains a few nodes that
can have multiple parents.

Par. Nodes Internal Leaves Types Inst.
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 79,901 16,680 63,221 72,962 6,939
2 2,134 463 1,671 1,388 746
3 63 12 51 30 33
4 12 0 12 3 9
5 3 1 2 1 2
6 1 0 1 0 1

Total 82,115 17,157 64,958 74,385 7,730

Table 1: Count of synset nodes, grouped by num-
ber of parents.

We decided to consider the root synset
100001740 (entity, “That which is perceived or
known or inferred to have its own distinct exis-
tence (living or nonliving)”) as the map center,
and to place the remaining nodes around it, us-
ing a modified radial tree layout. For each synset,
we computed the shortest path to reach the root

20http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

node through hyponym links21 as a measure of
tree depth. Then, we grouped the nodes in rings
by depth value. Unlike a standard tree layout, we
decided to place the nodes nearer to each other, by
packing the nodes of a ring in more than one or-
bit. By using a traditional radial layout, in which
all the nodes of a ring are placed in a single orbit,
rings would have to be drawn very far from each
other, because of the fast growth in the number of
nodes as the ring index increases.

Ring Nodes Internal Leaves Types Inst.
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 3 3 0 3 0
2 22 12 10 22 0
3 228 146 82 227 1
4 2,020 891 1,129 2,011 9
5 6,249 2,033 4,216 5,641 608
6 12,267 3,171 9,096 10,555 1,712
7 18,936 3,276 15,660 16,892 2,044
8 14,155 2,666 11,489 13,028 1,127
9 11,042 1,955 9,087 9,286 1,756

10 7,207 1,251 5,956 6,867 340
11 4,267 738 3,529 4,204 63
12 2,505 451 2,054 2,450 55
13 1,383 261 1,122 1,381 2
14 846 135 711 845 1
15 449 99 350 448 1
16 341 57 284 341 0
17 164 11 153 153 11
18 30 0 30 30 0

Total 82,115 17,157 64,958 74,385 7,730

Table 2: Count of synset nodes, grouped by ring.
The ring index corresponds to the minimum depth
of the node (length of the shortest path to the root
node).

WordNet synsets are divided in two categories:
types and instances. We identified and marked
7,730 instance noun synsets (target of instance hy-
ponym links22) to differentiate them visually in the
map. We also marked the leaf nodes, 64,958 out
of the total of 82,115 noun synsets (79%).

3.2 Implementation details
Displaying a graph with more than 80,000 nodes is
a daunting task, even for state-of-the-art web tech-
nologies. Moreover, a visualization of a graph that
big would probably be unsuitable for giving the
user an overview of it. We decided to compute
offline the fixed position of each synset node rep-
resentation within the space of the graphic, and to

21Both regular and instance hyponym links, though in the
visualization they are differentiated.

22Type nodes are always destinations for regular hy-
ponymy edges only, and instance nodes are destinations for
instance hyponymy edges. This is true except for 5 specific
nodes that are probably errors in the database.
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store the resulting data in a geospatial database23.
This kind of databases provide spatial indices,
to achieve good performance when issuing spa-
tial queries. For example, a spatial query could
request all the countries that overlap a specified
polygon in a map. We implemented a REST-
style (Fielding, 2000) web API that makes use
of this technique to retrieve a JSON24 represen-
tation of the nodes that overlap the rectangular re-
gion defined by the client viewport. This approach
ensures that only the visible nodes are actually
loaded from the server and displayed by the user
agent, while giving to the user the illusion of hav-
ing the whole graph loaded when panning.

When the user decreases the zoom, the viewport
increases the covered region, and consequently the
amount of information to load and show. As previ-
ously described, we followed a common approach
used for Zooming User Interfaces, and reduced
this amount of data by implementing a concept of
Level Of Detail: each graphic element stored in
the database is given a minimum zoom level for it
to appear. The spatial database receives the cur-
rent zoom setting of the client along with the posi-
tion and size of the viewport, and discards graphic
symbols that are considered too fine-grained to ap-
pear at that particular zoom level.

The JSON response returned by the web API
is then processed client-side and transformed into
an interactive vector graphic by a cross-browser25

JavaScript library26 that leverages HTML5 can-
vas27 and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)28 tech-
nologies.

The hypertextual dictionary view of WordNet is
implemented by using similar techniques, applied
to the single scroll dimension instead of the 2D
space of the map.

The selection of words and synsets is imple-
mented by following a common web application
practice that requires to update the page hash URI
whenever a meaningful change in application state
is detected. In our work, this makes it possible
to use the browser’s history, navigation buttons
and bookmarks to browse words and synsets, each
uniquely identified by an URI. This enables the

23http://postgis.refractions.net
24http://www.json.org
25WordNet Atlas is reported to work in Mozilla Firefox 4+,

Internet Explorer 8+ and Chrome 14+.
26http://raphaeljs.com
27http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/the-canvas-element.html
28http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/

user to perform the navigation task effectively, by
leveraging proven user interaction paradigms and
familiar interfaces. Each item presented by Word-
Net Atlas is thus uniquely identified by a derefer-
enceable URI29 that can be shared or simply writ-
ten in a document to unambiguously refer to the
item.

4 Conclusions

We presented WordNet Atlas, a web application
capable of giving WordNet users an interactive vi-
sualization of the resource. We believe that its ca-
pability to scale from a meaningful overview to
the details of WordNet structure makes it ideal for
presentation or teaching purposes, or for the pro-
motion of WordNet to a broader audience. We
also believe that the effort to investigate a graphi-
cal way to organize such a big graph could assist
in the inspection and improvement of the underly-
ing database, for example by exposing anomalies
in the structure caused by human errors.

4.1 Future work

In the next step of our work, we will search for
confirmation of the usefulness of the presented vi-
sualization technique. We are already setting up
a round of user evaluation tests, with comparisons
with interactive representations of WordNet found
in literature.

In our future research, we hope to improve both
the quality of the interaction and the amount of in-
formation the application is capable of conveying,
while keeping its design polished. In respect to
that, the visualization layout can probably be im-
proved by taking into account more information,
such as the node height (length of the path to a
leaf) or the distinction between type and instance
nodes. We plan to provide a visualization for the
other three WordNet subnets, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs, linked to the current one.

It could be interesting to use the same system
behind WordNet Atlas to display wordnets in other
languages, and to compare and interlink the result-
ing representations.

The described methodology could also prove to
be useful to represent other big graphs, such as so-
cial graphs or semantic web graphs, and even data
sets with a non-graph structure.

29This is a best practice in web development, commonly
used in the semantic web initiative (http://semanticweb.org).
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Abstract 

 

How far the language divergence affects the 
development of a Wordnet following the ex-
pansion approach, especially if languages are 
historically related and the Wordnet of the 
older language is created on the basis of the 
modern language, is the topic of discussion in 
this paper. The verbs in Hindi and Sanskrit 
differ from each other in nature which affects 
the process of developing the Sanskrit Wor-
dent (SWN) from Hindi Wordnet (HWN). 
We present here those differences and give 
strategies to create SWN. We seek to ex-
amine if the expansion approach forces to 
bring up issues rarely paid serious attention to 
so far. 

1 Introduction 

Sanskrit Wordnet (SWN) is being developed at 
IIT Bombay following the expansion approach, 
with Hindi Wordnet (HWN1) as the source for 
wordnet. Hindi is a Neo Indo Aryan (NIA) lan-
guage whereas Sanskrit has three different stages 
namely Old Indo Aryan (OIA), Middle Indo 
Aryan (MIA) and Modern Sanskrit. It would 
generally be unacceptable that the lexical data-
base for a historically older language is devel-
oped on the basis of the database of the histori-
cally younger language as mentioned above. We 
show in this paper how in this scenario creation 
of SWN could prove useful linguistically.  

1.1 Current status of the work  

Category-wise break-up of the synsets in SWN is 
as follows- 

 
 

                                                
1 http://cfilt.iitb.ac.in 

 
 

Noun     7033 
Adjective  2306 
Adverb    170 
Verb      735 

Table.1 Account of 10244 synsets completed 
till31st. .8. 2011 with unique word count 28930 and 

ratio 3.2 per synset 
 

Developing SWN with the expansion approach 
gives us an opportunity to study the linguistic 
peculiarities of Sanskrit from a fresh perspective.  
In this paper our focus will be on the divergence 
of verbs in Sanskrit and Hindi and its implication 
for constructing verbal synsets in SWN. 
  

2 Strategies of creating verbal synsets in 
SWN 

Below we discuss the strategies with regard to 
various issues. 

2.1 Lexicalization vs. Suffixation 

Hindi uses lexicalized units to denote tense, 
mood, and aspect. This kind of information is 
fused into one unit in Sanskrit and it is expressed 
by a suffix. The unit of a verb that bears such 
information is called as an ‘auxiliary’. Sanskrit 
has very few ‘auxiliaries’. Hence the synset 
which expresses such meaning cannot be mapped 
in SWN as the conveyor of such meaning i.e. 
suffix is not a part of lexicon. The example is 
given below- 

1.  (synset id. 10809) चुकना (chukanā) 

(Meaning- ‘to finish’)- कसी काय का बाक़  न 

रहना (kis kārya kā bāk na rahanā ) (Mean-

ing- )" या आप खाना खा चुके" (kyā āpa 
khānā khā chuke) (Meaning- Have you 
finished your meal?)  
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चुकना (chukanā) is a modal auxiliary in Hindi.        
This particular sense is expressed through a suf-
fix (लु - lu~n or तवत-् tavat) in Sanskrit. Hence 
we cannot link this synset. 
2. (synset id.10149) संभावना होना, सकना 

(sabhāvanā honā, sakanā) (Both of these 
verbs mean ‘to expect’ or ‘to anticipate’.) कोई 

काय हो सकना (ko kārya ho sakanā) (Meaning- 

regard something as probable.) आज बा रश होने 

क  संभावना है। (āja bārisha hone k 
sabhāvanā hai) (Meaning- It is likely to 
rain today.) 

सकना (sakanā)is also a modal auxiliary in Hindi 

which is expressed through a suffix (िल ) in San-
skrit. Hence we cannot lexicalize above men-
tioned concepts in Sanskrit and link the synset of 
Hindi in HWN. 

2.2 Light Verbs 

Hindi has light verbs but they are absent in San-
skrit. Butt (2003:18) says that the decrease in the 
use of the pre-verbs has given rise to the use of 
the light verbs. Every language that uses the light 
verb has a closed set of such verbs. Hindi has 112 
such verbs. These verbs express meanings like 
completion, suddenness, benefaction etc.  

2.2.1 Light verbs and pre-verbs 

The term pre-verb is applied to a morpheme 
which is attached to a verb. When a verb occurs 
with a pre-verb, its meaning sometimes changes. 
But pre-verb does not change its category. 

Sometimes meanings like completion as in चला 
जाना (calā jānā) would be conveyed through a 

pre-verb in Sanskrit like िनर ् (nir) as in िनगतः 
(nirgatah) (he went).  

2.2.2 Reverse Example of pre-verb expressing 
the meaning of a light verb 

 

                                                
2 Poornima (2008:7) There are 11 light verbs listed in the 
paper. बैठना (baihanā), डालना (ḍālanā), देना (denā), लेना (lenā), 

मारना(māranā), िनकालना (nikālanā), आना (ānā), जाना (jānā), पडना 
(paḍnā),  िनकलना (nikālanā), उठना  (uţhanā). One verb is repeated 

as they are grouped according to transitive and intransitive nature.  

Here is the reverse example where Sanskrit does 
not express the meaning of the light verb by any 
of the pre-verbs3. 

 
7122 एक चीज़ आ द के 

बदले म दूसर  चीज़ आ द 

लेना या देना (ek cja ādi 

ke badale mein dsar 
cja ādi lenā yā denā) 
(Meaning- exchange or 
replace with another) 
रमा ने अपना पुराना ृ ज़ 

बदल दया  (ramā ne 

apanā purānā freez bada-
la diyā) (Meaning- Ramā 
exchanged her fridge.) 
बदलना, बदल देना 
(badalanā badala denā) 
(All the verbs mean ‘to 
exchange’) 

एकं वःतु द वा अ यःय 

वःतुनः महणानुकूलः 
यापारः। (ekam vastu 

datvā  anyasya gra-
haānuklaḥ vyāpāraḥ) 
(Meaning- exchange or 
replace with another) 
 

"रमा ःवःय शीतकपा टकां 
ू यय छत ् । (ramā 

svasya śtakakapāikām 
pratyayacchat) /ितले यः 
ूितय छित माषान ्।" 

(tilibhyaḥ pratiyacchati 
māān) (Meaning- Ramā 
exchanged her fridge.) 

ूितदा (pratidā), वमे 
(vime), िनमे (nime), 

मे(me), ूितपण ् (prati-

pa), यित  (vyatihŗ), 

यव  (vyavahŗ), 

प रवृत ् (parivŗt)  (All 

the verbs mean ‘to ex-
change’)              
 
 
                

Table.2 
 a pre-verb expressing meaning of a light verb 

 
The concept in 7122, ‘to exchange’, can be ex-
pressed in Hindi with the help of two verbs. One 
of these verbs in Hindi is simple verb and other 
one is V+V i.e. compound verb. The second 
member देना (denā) is a light verb. In Sanskrit 

the concept [(एक चीज़ आ द के बदले म दूसर  चीज़ 

आ द लेना या देना) (ek cja ādi ke badale mein 

dsar cja ādi lenā yā denā)] (meaning- ex-
                                                
3 These are as follows- ू (pra), परा (parā), अप (apa), सम ्

(sam), अन ु(anu), अव (ava), िनस ्(nis), िनर ्(nir), दुस ् (dus), 

दुर ्(dur), व (vi), आ  (āń), िन (ni), अिध (adhi), अ प (api), 

अित (ati), स ु(su), उ  (ud), अिभ (abhi), ूित (prati), प र (pa-

ri), उप3 (upa) (Total 22). 
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change or replace with another) is expressed by 
adding a pre-verb to a verb which means exactly 
opposite e.g. ूितदा (pratidā). The root दा (dā) 

means ‘to give’ but when ूित (prati) is added to 
a verb then its meaning changes to ‘to exchange’. 
Same can be said about पण ् (pa) which means 

‘to buy’ and when ूित (prati) is added to the verb 

then its meaning changes to ‘to exchange’. यित  
(vyatihŗ), यव  (vyavahŗ) also mean ‘to ex-
change’ but the verb occurs here with pre-verbs 
like व+अित (vi+ati) and व+अव (vi+ava). The 

meaning of the root  (hŗ) is ‘to take’ but it 
changes when these particular pre-verbs are add-
ed to the root. Sometimes the root expresses the 
same meaning with the pre-verbs too, as मे (me) 

itself means ‘to exchange’ but वमे (vime), िनमे 
(nime) also mean the same.  

All the members of the synset express the mean-
ing of the root बदलना (badalanā) only. But no 
member of the synset in Sanskrit expresses the 
sense of देना (denā).  

2.3 Conjunct verbs 

The noun or adjective or adverb and a simple 
verb together form a conjunct verb.  

2.3.1 Conjunct Verb with a तत सम word in 
Hindi and Simple Verb in Sanskrit 

The conjunct verbs with the combination of- a 
त सम4 word + simple verb, in HWN will be ex-
pressed by a single verb unit in Sanskrit, e.g. 

इ छा करना (icchā 

karanā), कामना करना 
(kāmanā karanā), इ छा 
रखना (icchā rakhanā) (to 

desire) 

इष ् (işa), कम ् (kam) (to 

desire) 

सवनाश करना (sarvanāa 

karanā) (to destroy) 

नश ् (na), वंस ्  (dhvam-

sa) (to destroy) 

शा त करना 
(śāā) (to stop) 

शम ्(śam) (to stop) 

Table.3 Conjunct Verb with a त सम word in Hindi 
and Simple Verb in Sanskrit 

                                                
4 त सम word is a Sanskrit word used in modern languages. 

These verbs in Hindi are conjunct verbs and the 
verbs in Sanskrit are the roots of the words in 
Hindi conjunct verbs, e.g.; इ छा (icchā) is de-

rived from the verbal root इष ् (işa), कामना 
(kāmanā) is derived from कम ्(kam) and so on.  
 
2.3.2 Conjunct Verb in Hindi and Pre-
verb+Verb in Sanskrit 
 
7861 कसी का अनुसरण 

करना (kis kā anusaraa 

karanā) (Meaning- to 
follow somebody) 

"पुिलस ने बहुत देर तक 

चोर का पीछा कया"  (puli-

sa ne bahuta dera taka 
chora kā pchā kiyā) 
(Meaning- The police 
followed the thief for 
long time.) 

पीछा करना,पिछयाना,पीछे 

लगना (pchā karanā 
pachiyānā pche laganā) 
(All the verbs mean ‘to 
follow’) 
 

प ात ् धावनानुकूलः 
यापारः। (paścāt 

dhāvnānuklḥ vyāpāraḥ) 
(to follow somebody) 
आर काः द घकालं यावत ्

चौरम ् अ वसाषुः। 
(ārakşakāḥ cauram 
anvasārşuh) (The police 
followed the thief for 
long time.) 

अनुस ृ (anusŗ), अनुगम ्

(anugam), अनुधाव ्

(anudhāv), अनुोज ् (anu-

vraj), अनुया (anuyā), 

अनुवृत ् (anuvŗt), अनुबम ्

(anukram), अनुि ु (anu-

dru), समनुगम ् (samanu-

gam), समनुि ु (samanu-

dru) (All the verbs mean 
‘to follow’) 

Table.4 Conjunct Verb in Hindi and Pre-verb+Verb 
in Sanskrit 

 
This example (id 7861) is in the sense of ‘to pur-
sue or to follow’. In Hindi it is expressed through 
conjunct verb (पीछा करना ‘pchā karanā’, पीछे लगना 
‘pche laganā’) and a simple verb (पिछयाना 
‘pachiyānā’). In Sanskrit, it is expressed through a 
pre-verb अनु (anu) and समनु (samanu) along with 
verbs which mean ‘to go’ and ‘to run’. Here two 
pre-verbs combine together. This is the unique 
feature of Sanskrit absolutely absent in Hindi.  
 
2.4 Simple Verb in Hindi and Conjunct 
Verb in Sanskrit 
 
Here is the example where Hindi expresses a par-
ticular concept through a simple verb. But San-
skrit, against its natural tendency, expresses a 
particular concept through a noun and simple 
verb combination. 
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5351 सूय,चंि आ द का 
अःत होना  (sūrya 
Chandra ādi kā asta 
honā)  (Meaning- 
Setting of the son or 
moon) 
 
 
 

"सूय प म म डूबता 
है "   

(Sūrya pacima me 
ūbatā hai)     (Mean-
ing- The sun sets in 
the west.)                      
                                      

डूबना (ūbanā), ढलना 
(halanā), अःत होना 
(asta honā), अःतगत 

होना (astagata honā) 
(All the verbs mean 
‘to set’) 

सूयःय च िःय वा अःतं 
ूित गमनानुकूलः यापारः। 
(Sūryasya chandrasya vā 
asta prati 

gamanānukūla vyāpāra) 
(Meaning- setting of the 

sun or moon) 

"सूयः प म दिश अःतं 
ग छित।"    (Sūrya 

pacimadiI asta gaccha-

ti)            (Meaning- The 
sun sets in the west.)  
अअःतं_गम ् (asta_gam),  
अःतं_ोज ् (asta_vraj), 
अःतं_या (asta_yā), 
अःतं_इ (asta_i), 
अःताचलम_्अवलंब ्

(astācalam_avalamb), 
अःतिशखरम_्अवलंब ् (as-

taikharam_avalamb), 
अःताचलम_् ाूप ्

(astācalam_prāp), 
अःतिशखरम_्ूाप ् (as-

taikharam_prāp), 
सागरे_मःज ् (sāgare_masj) 
(All the verbs mean ‘to 
set’) 

  Table.5 Simple Verb in Hindi and Conjunct Verb in 
Sanskrit 

This is an example of such concept which is not 
expressed through a single verb in Sanskrit. The 
synset in Hindi is ‘डूबना’ (ḍbanā) means ‘to set’. 
This concept is expressed through a single verb,  
ढलना (halanā) as well as डूबना’ (ḍbanā), in Hindi. 
Other members of the synset are ‘conjunct 
verbs’. The first member is ‘त सम’ (tatsama) 
word in it. There should be a strategy to map this 
synset in SWN. The possible solution is, a phrase 
which means ‘to set’ in Sanskrit should be en-
tered in the synset like HWN does in other syn-
sets of verbs.  
Should we call all the members (अःतं_गम)् (as-

ta_gam) etc. of this synset in SWN ‘conjunct 
verb’? The first word in ‘asta gam’ means ‘set-
ting’ and second word means ‘to go’. Both of 

these words together mean ‘to set’. ‘Asta’ is an 
independent lexeme in Sanskrit and ‘gam’ too. In 
this way one concept is expressed through 
‘noun+simple verb’ combination. Hence it can 
be labeled as a ‘conjunct verb’.  

 
3. Emerging Issues 
 
3.1 Role of pre-verbs 
 
In the section 2.3.2 we have shown that Sanskrit 
expresses meanings (expressed by conjunct verbs 
in Hindi) through pre-verb and verb combina-
tion. Hence pre-verbs will play an important role 
as far as the lexicalization in Sanskrit is con-
cerned. The pre-verbs are also important to study 
the relational semantics. 
 
 

    Synonym                                    Synonym 

                                                 

Antonym                                                Synonym 

 

Fig.1 Semantics of pre-verb 

The verb तुष ् (tuş) means ‘to satisfy’ or ‘to 

please’. When various pre-verbs like सम ्(sam), ू 

(pra), प र (pari) etc. are attached to it then mean-
ing of the verb gets changed slightly, hence we 
may say that these newly formed words are syn-
onyms of the original verbs5. But the other pre-
verb i.e. व expresses opposite meaning i.e. ‘to be 
unhappy’. 
The figure no.1 gives an over-view that such 
kind of study of the relations among the verbs 
and their combinations with the pre-verbs would 
reveal some interesting issues in the field of ‘re-
lational’ semantics which forms a foundation to 
the Wordnet activity. 
 
3.2 Nature of conjunct verbs in Sanskrit 
 
Sen (reprint 1995) is an important contribution in 
this discussion. It provides (presented below) a 
list6 of verses in Mahābhārata7 and goes to show 
the usage of conjunct verbs. 

                                                
5 This feature drastically increases the size of the synset. 
6 Sen 1995:382 
7 Mahābhārata is an epic composed by Vyāsa. 

pratuş  (to delight)  

 tuş (to please) 
 

vituş (to displease) parituş  (much please) 

santuş (to please) 
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The list is given below. 
1. रा यं कारियतुम ्Mahābhārata I.80.27  

(rājyam kārayitum) 
State  to make somebody to do 
(to rule a state)  

2. पा डुभाव ंचबे । Mahābhārata 1.90.73 

(Pāḍurbhāvam cakre) 
Pāḍu opinion do 

(Pāḍu decided)।  
3. गमनाय मितं चबे । Mahābhārata 2.2.2 

(gamanāya matim cakre) 
To go         intellect  to do 

((He) decided to go)।   
4. राजसूये मनः कु  । Mahābhārata 2.13.26 

(rājasye manaḥ kuru) 
rājasya mind do 
(Concentrate on rājasya) 

5. य ायैव मनो दधे । Mahābhārata 2.13.4 

(yajāyaiva mano dadhe) 
sacrifice only mind keep 
(Concentrate only on sacrifice.) 

6. वाच ंददािन । Mahābhārata 3.265.3 

(vācam dadāni) 
word      give  
((Let me) promise) 

The members of each verb (in these cases) are a 
noun and a verb. The verbs like कृ (kŗ), दा (dā), धा 
(dhā) are used here. So we may say that there are 
‘conjunct verbs’ found in the Sanskrit literature 
also. On the basis of this discussion we can say 
that we use conjunct verbs in SWN to map con-
cepts in HWN.  
We are also aware of the distinction between the 
conjunct verbs and the peri-phrases. 
 
3.2.1 Peri-phrases- Most of the verbs in Sanskrit 
can be converted into ‘derived form of the verb + 
kr’ format (peri-phrase) e.g. ग छित (gacchati)- 

गमनं करोित 8  (gamana karoti) (he goes), पठित 

(pahati)- पठनं करोित (pahana karoti) (he stu-

dies), शेते (ete)- शयनं करोित (ayana karoti) (he 

                                                
8 Speijer uses a term ‘Peri-phrase of a verb’ and notes that 
such kinds of constructions are frequent in the literature.  

sleeps) etc. Because of their distinct nature from 
the conjunct verbs we do not make peri-phrases 
part of SWN 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

Pre-verbs play an important role in Sanskrit and 
will be used effectively in SWN to express vari-
ous Hindi language phenomenon like ‘light 
verbs’. It could be shown that Sanskrit has con-
junct verbs. The study of the inchoative construc-
tions in Sanskrit and conjunct verbs in Hindi is 
an interesting issue which we reserve for future 
discussions. 
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Abstract 

Machine Translation (MT) for low-resource 
language has high probability of handling Out-
Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. Using WordNet 
we propose a method to handle the OOV prob-
lem in Example-Based Machine Translation 
(EBMT) for English to Bangla language. Pro-
posed method first tries to find semantically 
related English words from WordNet for 
OOV. From these related words, we choose 
the semantically closest related word whose 
Bangla translation exists in English-Bangla 
dictionary. If no Bangla translation exists, the 
system uses IPA-based-transliteration. For 
proper nouns, the system uses Akkhor Bangla 
transliteration mechanism. 

1 Introduction 

Machine Translation (MT) for low-resource lan-
guage has high probability of handling Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) words. According to “Distri-
bution of languages on the Internet”1, 56.4% web 
contents are in English. On the other hand, “Hu-
man Development Report 2009” 2 of United Na-
tions Development Program (UNDP) reported 
the literacy rate of Bangladesh as 53.5%. That 
means, around half of the Bangla speaking 
people of Bangladesh are monolingual. To im-
prove the information access to those Bangla 
speaking monolingual people, it is important to 
have good English to Bangla Machine Transla-
tion (MT) system. However, lack of parallel cor-
pus makes the development of the MT system 
very challenging. 

English has rich language resources like auto-
mated parser and tokenizer. WordNet  is a large 
lexical database of English [4]. On the other 

                                                 
1 http://www.netz-tipp.de/languages.html 
2 http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2009/ 

hand Bangla is a low-resource language due to 
the lack of language resources like Bangla 
WordNet and authorizedparallel corpus.  

In this situation, to utilize the available lan-
guage resources for English, we consider to use 
English as source language (SL) and Bangla as 
target language (TL). The Proposed method only 
uses SL analysis information and it does not re-
quire rich TL resources. 

There were several attempts at building Eng-
lish-Bangla MT systems. The first available free 
MT system from Bangladesh was Akkhor Bangla 
Software3. The second available online MT sys-
tem was apertium based Anubadok4. These sys-
tems used Rule-Based approach and did not han-
dle OOV Words considering low-resource scena-
rio. Most recently from June 2011, Google 
Translation 5  started offering MT service for 
Bangla language, having issues in translating 
OOV Words. 

In present, there are several approaches for 
Machine Translation, such as Rule-Based MT 
(RBMT), Statistical MT (SMT) and Example-
Based MT (EBMT). RBMT require human made 
rules, which are very costly in terms of time and 
money, but still unable to translate general-
domain texts. SMT and EBMT both are data dri-
ven approach. SMT works well for close lan-
guage pairs like English and French. It requires 
huge parallel corpus, but currently huge English-
Bangla parallel corpus is not available. EBMT is 
better choice for Bangla language, as it is less 
demanding on large parallel corpus. Moreover, 
EBMT system can translate in good quality when 
it has good example match. All these approaches 
has issues on translating OOV Words. 

We considered EBMT approach by improving 
the translation quality using WordNet. For using 

                                                 
3 http://www.akkhorbangla.com 
4 anubadok.sourceforge.net 
5 http://translate.google.com/#en|bn| 
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WordNet in translation rules we used chunk-
string templates (CSTs) (Salam et. al, 2011). 
CSTs consist of a chunk in the source language 
(English), a string in the target language (Ban-
gla), and the word alignment information be-
tween them. CSTs are generated from the aligned 
parallel corpus and WordNet, by using English 
chunker. For clustering CSTs, we used <lexical 
filename> information for each words, provided 
by WordNet-Online6. 

Using WordNet we propose a method to han-
dle the OOV problem in Example-Based Ma-
chine Translation (EBMT) for English to Bangla 
language. To improve the translation quality, we 
propose a method for EBMT using WordNet, 
IPA-based and Akkhor transliteration. Proposed 
method first tries to find semantically related 
English words from WordNet for the OOV 
words. From these related words, we choose the 
semantically closest related word whose Bangla 
translation exists in English-Bangla dictionary. If 
no Bangla translation exists, the system uses In-
ternational-Phonetic-Alphabet(IPA)-based-
transliteration. For proper nouns, the system uses 
the transliteration mechanism provided by Akk-
hor Bangla Software. Based on the above me-
thods, we built an English-to-Bangla EBMT. The 
evaluation of the initial system is described (Sa-
lam et al., 2011). 

2 Background 

For this research we used EBMT approach for 
low-resource language using chunk-string tem-
plates (Salam, 2011). The Figure 1 shows the 
EBMT architecture. The dotted rectangles identi-
fied the main contribution area of this research. 
During the translation process, at first, the input 
sentence is parsed into chunks using OpenNLP 
Chunker. The output of Source Language Analy-
sis step is the English chunks. Then the chunks 
are matched with the example base using the 
Matching algorithm as described in section IV. 
This process provides the CSTs candidates from 
the example-base. It also marks the OOV Words. 
In OOV Word Translation step, using our pro-
posed mechanism in section V, we try to find 
translation candidates for those OOV Words. 
Then in Generation process WordNet helps to 
translate determiners and prepositions correctly 
to improve MT performance [7]. Finally using 
the generation rules we output the target-
language strings. Based on the above MT system 

                                                 
6 http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 

architecture, we built an English-to-Bangla MT 
system. 

 
Figure 1: EBMT Architecture 

In this research we used EBMT based on 
chunk-string templates (CSTs), which is espe-
cially useful for developing a MT system for 
high-resource to low-resource language. CSTs 
consist of a chunk in the source language (Eng-
lish), a string in the target language (Bangla), and 
the word alignment information between them. 
From the English-Bangla aligned parallel corpus 
CSTs are generated automatically. 
English Bangla  Align 
Bangla is the native language of 
    1       2  3      4           5         6 
around 230 million people worldwide  
     7      8      9       10        11 

িব ব াপী বাংলা 
হে  া  ২৩০ 
িমিলয়ন মানষু –এর 
মাতৃভাষা  

11 1  
2  7  8  
9 10 6 
4 

Table 1: Example word-aligned parallel corpus 
Table 1 shows sample word-aligned parallel 

corpus. Here the alignment information contains 
English position number for each Bangla word. 
For example, the first Bangla word “িব ব াপী  is 
aligned with the 11th word in the English sen-
tence. That means “িব ব াপী  is aligned with 
“worldwide”. 

The example-base of our EBMT is stored as 
CSTs. We produced CSTs from the parallel cor-
pus. Table 2 shows the initial CSTs for the paral-
lel sentence given in Table1. In Table 2, c is a 
chunk in the source language (English), s is a 
string in the target language (Bangla), and t is the 
alignment information calculated from the origi-
nal word alignment. 
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CST# English Chunk (C)  Bangla (S) T 
CST1 [NP Bangla/NNP ] বাংলা 1 
CST2 [VP is/VBZ ] হে  1 
CST3 [NP the/DT native/JJ laguage/NN মাতৃভাষা 2 
CST4 [PP of/IN ]  –এর 1 
CST5 [NP around/RB 230/CD  

million/CD people/NNS ]  
া  ২৩০ 

িমিলয়ন মানষু 
1 2 
3 4 

CST6 [ADVP worlwide/RB] িব ব াপী 1 
Table 2: Example of initial CSTs 

In the next step CSTs are generalized by using 
WordNet to increase the EBMT coverage. To 
generalize we only consider nouns, proper nouns 
and cardinal number (NN, NNP, CD in 
OpenNLP tagset). For each proper nouns we 
search in WordNet. If available we replace that 
NNP with <lexical filename> returned from the 
WordNet. For example WordNet return 
<noun.communication>  for “Bangla”.  For car-
dinal number we simply CDs together to 
<noun.quantity>. We show example generalized 
CSTs produced using WordNet in Table 3. 
CST# English Chunk (C)  Generalized Chunk 
CST1 [NP Bangla /NNP ] [NP<noun.communication>/NNP] 
CST5 [NP around/RB 

230/CD million/CD 
people/NNS] 

[NP around/RB 
<noun.quantity> people/NNS ]  

Table 3: Combined- CSTs examples  
Finally we get the CSTs database which has 

three tables: initial CSTs, generalized CSTs and 
Combined-CSTs. From the example word-
aligned parallel sentence of Table 1, system gen-
erated 6 initial CSTs, 2 Generalized CSTs and 4 
Combined-CSTs. 

2.1 Matching Algorithm for CSTs 

From the set of all CSTs we select the most 
suitable one, according to the following criteria: 
1. The more CSTs matched, the better; 
2. Linguistically match give priority by follow-
ing these ranks, higher level is better: 
•Level 4: Exact match.  
•Level 3: <lexical filename> of WordNet and 
POS tags match 
•Level 2: <lexical filename> of WordNet match 
•Level 1: Only POS tags match 
•Level 0: No match found, all OOV words. 

3 Handle Out-of-Vocabulary Problem  

As in our assumption, the main users of this 
EBMT will be monolingual people; they cannot 
read or understand English words written in Eng-
lish alphabet. However, with related word trans-
lation using WordNet and Transliteration can 
give them some clues to understand the sentence 
meaning. As Bangla language accepts foreign 

words, transliterating an English word into Ban-
gla alphabet, makes that a Bangla foreign word. 
For example, in Bangla there exist many words, 
which speakers can identify as foreign words. 
 Figure 3 shows the OOV or Unknown Words 
translation process in a flow chart. Proposed sys-
tem first tries to find semantically related English 
words from WordNet for the unknown word. 
From these related words, we choose the seman-
tically closest related word whose Bangla trans-
lation exists in English-Bangla dictionary. If no 
Bangla translation exists, the system uses IPA-
based-transliteration. For proper nouns, the sys-
tem uses transliteration mechanism provided by 
Akkhor Bangla Software.  

 
Figure 2: Steps of handling OOV words. 

3.1 Find related words from WordNet  

 As small English-Bangla parallel corpus is 
available, there is high probability of translating 
OOV words. Therefore, it is important to have a 
good method for translating OOV words.  When 
the word has no match in the CSTs, it tries to 
translate using English WordNet and bilingual 
dictionary for English-Bangla.  
 Input of this step is OOV or unknown words 
words. For example “dog” is a OOV in our sys-
tem. Output of this process is the related OOV 
words translation. 

3.1.1 Find Translation Using Synonyms  

WordNet provide related word for nouns, proper 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The system 
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first finds the synonyms for the OOV word from 
WordNet. If any of the synonyms exist in Eng-
lish-Bangla dictionary, the system translate the 
OO word with that synonym meaning.  
 Polysemous words need word sense disam-
biguation techniques to choose the right candi-
date of the OOV word. For translating polysem-
ous words we used special rules (Salam et. al. 
2009). 

3.1.2 Find Translation Using Hypernyms  

For nouns and verbs WordNet provide hyper-
nyms, which is defined as follows: 

Y is a hypernym of X if every X is a (kind of) Y. 
 For example “canine” is a hypernym of noun 
“dog”, because every dog is a member of the 
larger category of canines. Verb example, “to 
perceive” is an hypernym of “to listen”. Howev-
er, WordNet only provides hypernym(s) of a 
synset, not the hypernym tree itself. As hyper-
nyms can express the meaning, we can translate 
the hypernym of the unknown word. To do that, 
until any hypernym’s Bangla translation found in 
the English-Bangla dictionary, we keep discover-
ing upper level of hypernym’s. Because, nouns 
and verbs are organized into hierarchies, defined 
by hypernyms or is-a-relationships in WordNet. 
So, we considered lower level synset words are 
generally more suitable then the higher level 
synset words.  
 This process discovers the hypernym tree 
from WordNet in step by step. For example, 
from the hypernym tree of “dog” from WordNet, 
we only had the “animal” entry in our English-
Bangla dictionary. Our system discovered the 
hypernym tree of “dog” from WordNet until “an-
imal”. Following is the discovered hypernym 
tree: 
dog, domestic dog, Canis familiaris 
=> canine, canid 
=> carnivore  => placental, placental mammal 
 => mammal  => vertebrate, craniate => chordate 
 => animal => ... 
This process search in English-Bangla dictio-
nary, for each of the entry of this hypernym tree. 
So at first we used the IPA representation of the 
English word from our dictionary, then using 
transliterating that into Bengali. Then system 
produce “a kind of X” - এক ধরেনর X  [ek dhoroner 
X]. 
 For example of “dog” we only had the Ben-
gali dictionary entry for “animal” form the whole 
hypernym tree. We translated “dog” as the trans-
lation of “dog, a kind of animal”, in Bangla 

which is “ডগ, এক ধরেনর পশু  [dog, ek dhoroner 
poshu].  
 Similarly, for adjectives we try to find “simi-
lar to” words from WordNet. And for Adverbs 
we try to find “root adjectives”. 
 Finally, this step returns OOV words candi-
dates from WordNet which exist in English-
Bangla dictionary.  

3.2 Transliteration 

When OOV word is not even found in WordNet, 
we use IPA-Based transliteration using the Eng-
lish IPA Dictionary (Salam, 2011). Output for 
this step is the Bangla word transliterated from 
the IPA of the English word. In this step, we use 
English-Bangla Transliteration map to translite-
rate the IPA into Bangla alphabet.  
 However, when unknown word is not even 
found in the English IPA dictionary, we use 
transliteration mechanism of Akkhor Bangla 
Software. For example, for the word “Muham-
mod” which is a popular Bangla name, Akkhor 
transliterated into “মহুা দ” in Bangla.  

4 Example 

The implementation details and the evaluation 
of the EBMT-baseline is described (Salam et al., 
2011). Table 6 shows sample translation exam-
ples produced by EBMT-Baseline and EBMT 
with OOV words solution. It also shows the 
translation quality in bracket (A,B,C,D: Perfect, 
Good, Medium, Poor).  
# English EBMT Base-

line 
EBMT with 
OOV words 

1. Are you looking 
for an aardvark? 

আপিন িক aa rdva rk 
খুজঁেছন ?(D) 

আপিন িক আডভাক, এক 
ধরেনর প  খুজঁেছন?(A) 

2. This dog is 
really cool. 

Dog আসেলই দা ন 

(D) 
ডগ, এক ধরেনর প  
আসেলই দা ন (A) 

3. I am eating 
onigiri 

আিম onig iri খাি  
(D) আিম অিনিগির খাি (A) 

4. His name is 
Rupok.  

তার নাম Rupok. 
(D) তার নাম পক৷(A) 

5. What is abstric-
tion? abstrict ion িক? (D) এ্যাবি কশান িক? (B) 

Table 6: Proposed system produced translations com-
parison with the baseline system 

As “aardvark” and “dog” are OOV words, 
EBMT baseline produced poor translation for #1 
and #2. Our proposed solution improved these 
two translations into perfect category. “onigiri” 
is a Japanese food name and “rupok” which is a 
person name are OOV words in #3 and #4. Our 
Akkhor transliteration solution improved these 
from poor to perfect translation. In the case of #5, 
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“abstriction” is an unknown word, which the sys-
tem translated using the proposed IPA-based 
transliteration solution. As a result the translation 
improved to good quality. All these examples 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed 
solution for translating OOV words. 

5 Conclusion 

We proposed to Use WordNet to handle the 
OOV problem in Example-Based Machine 
Translation (EBMT) for English to Bangla lan-
guage. Proposed method first tries to find seman-
tically related English words from WordNet for 
OOV. From these related words, we choose the 
semantically closest related word whose Bangla 
translation exists in English-Bangla dictionary. If 
no Bangla translation exists, the system uses 
IPA-based-transliteration. For proper nouns, the 
system uses Akkhor Bangla transliteration me-
chanism. Although current system works well for 
small parallel corpus. In future, we want to do 
the detailed analysis of the proposed method 
with larger test-set. 
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Abstract 

Our paper presents a new development of a 
new hierarchy of ArchiWordNet (AWN), a 
bilingual thesaurus for architecture and 
building, concerning building elements. 
This thesaurus is being created according to 
the WordNet model and fully integrated in 
it. We describe the application of a regional 
law during the validation of the cataloguing 
cards of Guarini Patrimonio Culturale data-
base; the compilation of the lexical hierar-
chy <building element, construction entity 
part> and its implementation with images. 

1 Introduction 

The ArchiWordNet (AWN) project has been 
developed by Politecnico di Torino – DICAS 
and Bruno Kessler Foundation (FBK). This 
collaboration allows to join competence in ar-
chitecture (Politecnico) and computational lin-
guistics (FBK) with the aim to create a thesau-
rus for architecture and building according to 
the WordNet model and fully integrated with 
WordNet itself (Bentivogli et al., 2004). 
The first facets that we developed contain over 
3.800 synsets distributed in <buildings and 
buildings complexes>, <building element, con-
struction entity part>, and <material>. 
We tested the adaptation of AWN terminology 
to indexing purposes in two cases: some archi-
tectural fonds at the Laboratory of History and 
Cultural Heritage of DICAS, and SIS 1  (Still 
Image Server) archive (Cavaglià, 2001); 
(Bocco et al., 2009). 
The project has been further developed with 
the compilation of the new hierarchy <building 
                                                
1 SIS is an online database for architectural photographs 
created for didactic purposes at the Politecnico di Torino. 
This database can be reached by Politecnico users only.

element, construction entity part>, which is 
being  enriched with images. 

2 The development of ArchiWordNet 
(AWN) applied to LR 35/1995 

The development of AWN was supported by 
Regione Piemonte who commissioned us to 
validate eight fields of the cataloguing cards 
(Guarini Patrimonio Culturale database). Re-
gione Piemonte also needed a thesaurus to or-
ganize the terminology of the regional archi-
tectural heritage census (Regional Law no. 
35/1995), founded on the standards established 
by the Italian Central Institute for Cataloguing 
and Documentation (ICCD). 
At the beginning, there was a phase of corpus 
analysis required to organize the lexi-
cal/morphological heterogeneity of the 30.359 
compiled cards. These cards were commis-
sioned by 672 Piedmontese municipalities and 
were compiled by hundreds of different profes-
sionals. 
The analysis of Guarini Patrimonio Culturale
records, allowed us to extract new terms to 
develop a new lexical hierarchy of AWN re-
garding <building element, construction entity 
part> and to obtain a feedback on the <build-
ings and buildings complexes> hierarchy, that 
had already been realized. 
After the automatic extraction of the lemmas, 
we identified and organized manually possible 
repetitions and synonymies among the 24.267 
lemmas allocated in eight fields. 
During the validation operations we verified 
the terms consulting discipline-specific litera-
ture; we attributed the terms to correct synsets; 
we created a list of approved terms; we cross-
checked AWN for possible integrations or cor-
rections; we defined automatic procedures for 
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the correction of inappropriate terms and we 
updated the Guarini user’s guide. 
During this work we met some problems con-
cerning the use of an inappropriate lexicon, 
repetitions not recognised by the system 
(“door” ≠  “Door”), terms containing mathe-
matical symbols (“fountain/wash-house”), mis-
spelled words (“bowindows”) or terms not fit-
ting the field. We also examined the photo-
graphs attached to many of the cards to under-
stand the description of the object. 

3 The development of the hierarchy 
<building element, construction en-
tity part> 

After the validation operations, the extracted 
terms were added to other words coming from 
norms, oral sources and discipline-specific lit-
erature, to enrich the lexicon of building parts 
(including, among others, Leva Pistoi et 
al.,1993; Galliani, 2001; Maruffi, 1941; Pevs-
ner, 1966; Hubner, 2003). Terms were not col-
lected using automatic extraction tools both 
because when we started working on Archi-
WordNet in 1999 we were not aware of the 
existence of such tools, and because we believe 
that, in our case, this method doesn’t guarantee 
more satisfactory results, both in pertinence 
and quantity, in comparison to the manual 
method (Verlardi et al., 2005, Sagri et al., 
2004, Stamou et al., 2002). In fact, the sources 
we have been using are high quality, domain-
specific, and very synthetic.
To define the structure of the hierarchy we 
consulted some available classifications like 
the ISO 12006-2 norm (ISO, 2007), the UNI 
norm 8290-1 (UNI, 1981), the Art & Architec-
ture Thesaurus (AAT) (Petersen, 1990), and 
other sources such as (Ray-Jones, 1991). Dur-
ing the population of this classification with 
synsets and relations we adopted the criterion 
of the functional role of each building part, as 
defined by ISO Technical Report no. 14.177 
(ISO, 1994), and we had some feedback on the 
framework to modify it. 
The hierarchy <building element, construction 
entity part> was structured in hy-
pernymy/hyponymy and meronymy relations 
to describe the building. In fact, for our disci-
pline it is important both that “A” is a type of 
B (ISA) and especially that it belongs to (an) 
other element(s) (IS PART OF). 
For the construction of synonymy relation-
ships, we started from the terms extracted from 

LR 35/1995 cards which were related with 
other consulted sources to arrange synonymous 
terms depending on the frequency of use. To 
explain this, LR 35/1995 compilers used fre-
quently some terms like “angular” than other 
synonymous terms founded in architectural 
literature like “quoin” or “corner”.  
All the terms collected were divided into 
groups (“structure”, “enclosure”, “partition”, 
“architectural ornament”, “service, apparatus”, 
“instrumentality”, and “building part”), that 
became  direct hyponyms of <building ele-
ment, construction entity part> as be seen in 
figure 12.  
We also created two artificial nodes (<building 
part (by form)>, <building part (by position)>) 
to make the organization of <building part> 
hypernym easier. 

Figure 1. Structure of <building element, con-
struction entity part> 

To understand the importance of semantic rela-
tions for our discipline, we present an excerpt 
from <staircase, stairway, stairs> hierarchy, 
showing both hypernymy/hyponymy and 
meronymy relations. In figure 2, is represented 
the hierarchy of a tread in the following mode: 
a <tread, surface of tread> IS PART OF (IPO) 
<step, gradine, gradin, stepping>; <step, grad-
ine, gradin, stepping> IS PART OF <staircase, 
stairway, stairs>; <staircase, stairway, stairs> 

                                                
2 Continuous lines indicate hypernymy/hyponymy rela-
tions (IS A) while broken lines meronymy relations (IS 
PART OF).
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IS A <sloped partition>; <sloped partition> IS 
A <partition>; <partition> IS A <building ele-
ment, construction entity part>; etc. 
During the population of this hierarchy, we 
verified that a synset can be linked to other 
synsets by meronymy relations. In fact, <hand-
rail, rail, hand railing>, IS PART OF <stair-
case, stairway, stairs>, IS PART OF <interior 
protection element, indoor protection ele-
ment>, and IS PART OF <external partition 
element>. 
We arranged 771 synsets and 1150 lemmas as 
hyponyms of <structure>, <partition> and 
<enclosure>. Our work is not finished and we 
are still populating the hyponyms <architec-

tural ornament>, <service, apparatus>, <in-
strumentality> and <building part>. Wherever 
possible, during this work we have preferred 
using synsets existent in WordNet and tag 
them as pertinent to the Architecture and 
Building Domain.
During the compilation of the <building ele-
ment, construction entity part> hierarchy, we 
often hand-sketched some graphics to repre-
sent the objects and/or to make the gloss un-
derstandable. This is very common because 
through this instrument it is possible to men-
tally associate the object and the words that 
conceptualize it. 

Figure 2. Structure of <staircase, stairway, stairs> relations 

Figure 3. MultiWordNet interface 
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Practising this habit, with the help of FBK, we 
have been able to modify the interface of Mul-
tiWordNet to include photographs and captions 
with the purpose to realize an illustrated Word-
Net. 
Now, we can upload images associated to sin-
gle synsets. The system recognizes every sin-
gle image because it adds a prefix - the number 
of the sysnet - before the name of the image 
file. For instance, if we have “portone.jpg” and 
we want to add this file to synset 
{n#N0001550} main door, the system will 
save the image with this name: “n_N0001550-
portone.jpg”. In this way, it is possible to link 
an image to different synsets, giving it differ-
ent names. 
In MultiWordNet interface it is possible to 
visualize the synset number, the synset, the 
glosses and the image(s). In figure 3, the inter-
face of MultiWordNet is shown. 
As a result of SIS cataloguing work and our 
habit to comment architectural photos with 
notes, we decided to associate a caption to 
each photo. In figure 4, it is shown that the 
caption can become apparent by the position-
ing of the mouse over the image. 
It is also possible to enlarge the photo opening  
it in a new window. 
These late developments allow to implement 
ArchiWordNet and make it easier to grasp the 
meaning of a synset (set of words) through the 
use of architectural images. 
The <building element, construction entity 
part> hierarchy has been developed on the ba-
sis of the Italian lexicon, on the assumption 
that in a technical domain as that of architec-
ture and building the language is relatively 
standardised and that semiotic gaps met in 
translation are few. The next step – still in pro-
gress – has been the completion of synsets with 
English terms and definitions. 

Figure 4. The visualization of an image’s cap-
tion (main door with impending fan-window) 

4 Conclusions 

In this article we have introduced our experi-
ence with the population of the <building ele-
ment, construction entity part> hierarchy and 
the first attempt to realize an illustrated Ar-
chiWordNet. 
This instrument allows us to organize the con-
cepts according to a classification even with 
image implementation. We demonstrated that 
it is possible to use this instrument in an appli-
cation to a regional law. 
In the future, we will continue to populate the 
remaining parts of AWN and to implement 
images. 
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Abstract

In this paper we describe semi-automatical
extending of the Czech WordNet lexi-
cal database (48,000 literals in 28,000
synsets) by translation of English literals
from existing synsets in Princeton Word-
Net. We make use of a machine-readable
bilingual dictionary to extract English-
Czech translation pairs, search the English
literals in Princeton WordNet and in case
of a high-confidence match we transfer the
literal into Czech WordNet. Along with
literals, new synsets parallel to the En-
glish ones and identified by ILI are intro-
duced into CzechWordNet, including in-
formation on their ILR (Internal Language
Relations) such as hypernymy/hyponymy.
The paper describes the parsing of the dic-
tionary data, extraction of translation pairs
and the criteria used for estimating the
confidence level of a match. Results of the
work are 36,228 added literals and 12,403
created synsets. An overview of previous
similar attempts for other languages is also
included.

1 Credits

This paper is an adaption of a Master’s thesis
defended by Marek Blahuš at Masaryk Univer-
sity in June 2011, under the supervision of Karel
Pala (Blahuš, 2011).

2 Introduction

WordNet (developed at Princeton University by
Miller (1995) and Fellbaum (1998), further re-
ferred to as PWN), a lexical database for the En-
glish language, describes a large amount of se-
mantic relations among concepts. If an approach
is found to automatize the translation of synsets

(synonym sets) by using a suitable linguistic re-
source as a reference, e.g. a bilingual dictionary,
PWN’s data might be used to stimulate the growth
of its other-language counterparts.

In the summer of 2010, we acquired machine-
readable data from the largest one-volume
English-Czech dictionary ever published, which
has prepared the ground for this attempt at au-
tomatically suggesting extensions to the Czech
WordNet.

2.1 Czech WordNet

The unique concept introduced by PWN and the
interest in the range of its applications in Natu-
ral Language Processing had stirred up an interna-
tional research cooperation which eventually cul-
minated in the founding of the Global WordNet
Association (2000). The main initiative came from
the members of the EuroWordNet project (Vossen,
1997) that ran from 1996 to 1999. It has pro-
duced lexical databases of WordNet type for seven
European languages, including Czech. BalkaNet
(Tufi et al., 2004), a later project running from
2001 to 2004, has contributed by WordNets for
five Balkan languages. A common link among all
these databases is the Inter-Lingual Index (here-
after ILI) – a unique assignment of identification
numbers to all synsets of PWN which makes it
possible to establish links among PWN synsets
and their equivalents in any other language.

The CzechWordNet (Pala and Ševeček, 1999)
(hereafter CzWN) has been developed at the Fac-
ulty of Informatics of Masaryk University since
1998. During the second phase of EuroWordNet,
approximately 14,000 synsets were gathered that
formed the first version of CzWN in 1999. Be-
fore extending CzWN as described below, in 2011,
it comprised 34,026 literals organized in 28,478
synsets for a total of 47,542 word-sense pairs. Out
of this, 21,018 (74 %) were noun synsets, 5162
(18 %) were verb synsets, 2129 (7 %) were adjec-
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tive synsets and 166 (1 %) were adverb synsets.
The ILI indices that link CzWN synsets to PWN
are those of PWN 2.0 (remapping them to PWN
3.0 has been considered but not done yet). Ver-
baLex (Hlaváčková, 2008) is a database of verb
valency frames created since 2005 at the Faculty
of Informatics, which has also been linked by ILI
to PWN 2.0, is large in size (approximately 20,000
valency frames) and may eventually replace the
verbal part of CzWN.

2.2 Comprehensive English-Czech
Dictionary

The Comprehensive English-Czech Dictionary
(hereafter referred to by its Czech abbreviation
VAC) compiled by Josef Fronek (2006) is the
largest one-volume English-Czech dictionary ever
published. It contains more than 100,000 head-
words and sub-headwords, more than 200,000
words and phrases and roughly 400,000 equiva-
lents.

3 Overview of Previous WordNet
Translation Attempts

In the foreword of (Fellbaum, 1998), the cre-
ators of PWN mention that they have used vari-
ous dictionaries, word lists, corpora and thesauri
as sources for building their vocabulary over the
time. There have been many attempts at using
bilingual (and multilingual) dictionaries for the
construction or enlargement of non-English Word-
Nets. In this paper we provide a short summary
for two of them that have inspired our attempt the
most.

MLSN (Cook, 2008), the multi-lingual seman-
tic network, started in 2005, has created a database
consisting of words and relations among them,
plus a web interface to enable the public to con-
tribute data. In MLSN’s algorithm, freely avail-
able bilingual dictionaries are used to automati-
cally translate entries. All monosemous English
nouns from PWN for which there is a single trans-
lation in the target language are translated back us-
ing a complementary dictionary (target language
to English). The result of this counter-checking
is a set of one or more English literals. If it
equals exactly to the original PWN synset of the
English noun (”high confidence”), or if at least
some of this synset’s members (and at the same
time no non-member literals) have been discov-
ered (”medium confidence”), the result gets im-

ported into the MLSN database.
The authors report a high reliability, although at

the cost of excluding many common words that are
polysemous. Between eight and seventeen thou-
sand literals could be imported by this algorithm
for Japanese, German and Chinese. Moreover,
inclusion of a second independent dictionary –
Wiktionary (Wiktionary authors, 2011) – has fur-
ther improved the quality of the results. Manual
evaluation has shown that 95–97 % of the high-
confidence results and 94–98 % of the medium-
confidence results were achieved.

WordNet Builder (Sathapornrungkij and
Pluempitiwiriyawej, 2005) is a Thai project that
has designed a WordNet-building system with
a clearly defined architecture. Its two main
components are a Machine-Readable Dictio-
nary Extractor and a WordNet Constructor that
communicate with each other through a Link
Analyzer. Three kinds of links are distinguished:
translation links (between English and Thai
words), semantic links (between English words
and their meaning) and candidate links (between
Thai words and their meaning). A set of 13
criteria, divided into three groups (monosemic,
polysemic and structural), has been used. For
each, a sample of translation links was manually
verified and a statistical classification model was
constructed which was later used to classify and
validate the remaining ones. WordNet Builder
is very instructive by the clear distinction of
the possible word-to-word-to-synset-mapping
situations (as expressed by the criteria) which are
depicted in the form of diagrams.

With little surprise, the best criterion (92 % cor-
rectness) was the ”monosemic one-to-one” crite-
rion. It considers only those monosemous PWN
literals that have a single translation equivalent in
Thai. The worst criterion (49.25 % correctness)
was ”polysemic many-to-many”.

4 Proposed Algorithm

Due to the simplicity and effectiveness of MLSN’s
algorithm, we drew inspiration particularly from
it, but we made modifications to it and expressed
it in terms of the criteria introduced by Word-
Net Builder. In contrast with MLSN, we consider
not only the monosemous English literals that
have a single Czech translation in VAC (criterion
1: ”monosemic one-to-one”), but also those that
have several translation equivalents in the dictio-
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nary (criterion 3: ”monosemic many-to-one”). On
the other hand, since we do not have a machine-
readable Czech-English dictionary of similar size
at our disposal, we do not translate the found
equivalents back to English to compare the results
with the original synset as MLSN does.

Instead, we benefit from a special property of
VAC, namely its design as an active dictionary, in
contrast to a passive (i.e. typically translational)
dictionary. This has the consequence that individ-
ual senses of a single English word are being care-
fully distinguished and identified by Arabic nu-
merals. Sometimes, this distinction goes even into
three levels (subsenses), using also Roman numer-
als and upper-case letters.

The research we have done has confirmed the
validity of the above statement. Average polysemy
of English literals in VAC has been found same or
higher in comparison with polysemy in PWN 3.0
(Princeton University, 2011). On average, there
are:

• 1.51 senses per noun in VAC as compared to
only 1.24 in PWN 3.0;

• 2.22 senses per verb as compared to 2.17;

• 1.36 per adjective as compared to 1.40;

• 1.33 per adjective as compared to 1.25.

This observation makes us believe that the sense
distinctions made in VAC are at least as fine-
grained as in PWN and that therefore, if we re-
strict our attention only to literals that are monose-
mous in both PWN and VAC, we can be confident
enough to assume that we indeed work with the
same sense on both sides.

We propose the following algorithm (in pseu-
docode), divided into two main blocks that we de-
scribe in the sections below:

1. Dictionary Data Parser

(a) Transform VAC data from presenta-
tional markup to descriptive markup.

(b) Extract translation pairs from VAC data.

2. WordNet Synset Generator

(a) Keep only pairs in which English literals
are monosemous.

(b) If desired, keep only pairs with unique
source literals (one-to-one translations).

(c) Match VAC English literals with
monosemous PWN literals.

(d) See which matched synsets are present
in CzWN and which not.

(e) Recalculate and transfer ILR to new
CzWN synsets.

(f) Merge new synsets and new literals with
CzWN.

5 Dictionary Data Parser

Because VAC, source of our dictionary data, had
never been used in NLP before, we have spent a
considerable amount of time by parsing the ac-
quired data so that they would suit to our needs
and be in a form that can be passed to a WordNet
constructor.

5.1 Transformation of Dictionary Data

The dictionary came in form of a huge XML file
with most of the markup obviously designed to
serve presentational purposes rather than show-
ing the structure of entries. Fortunately, we were
able to reconstruct the semantic structure of dic-
tionary entries by taking notice of distinctive font
and punctuation patterns. Still, some inaccuracy
could not be avoided, because of ambiguities in
markup design and its occasional inconsistent use.
Treatment of syntactic exceptions has eventually
consisted in a significant part of the work spent
on transforming the dictionary file into a more de-
scriptive markup.

In VAC, each dictionary entry is encapsulated
in its own XML element. These elements are read
one-by-one from the XML file – represented using
the DOM formalism (Hors et al., 2007) – and each
is processed on its own by means of an XSL trans-
formation run in the Saxon XSLT processor (Kay,
2010).

By searching for specific elements, each entry
is structured into head sections (containing head-
words) and body sections (each contains informa-
tion specific to a single sense of the most recent
headword). Again, because of occasional markup
inconsistencies, rather complicated matching ex-
pressions have had to be used; all treated ex-
ceptions have been illustrated by examples in the
source code.

In the first head section of a dictionary entry,
we look for headwords, their spelling variants or
alternatives, as well as grammatical marks (part of
speech) and references to other headwords (”see
also”). In the first body section, we go down the
sense hierarchy, noting all sense numbers found
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(to recognize polysemy), grammatical marks (part
of speech of a sense may differ from the head-
word), all translation equivalents (of the most re-
cent headword), all examples and idioms and their
translations. All other kinds of information (such
as pronunciation) get ignored. In eventual sub-
sequent head sections, new headwords (such as
phrasal verbs) are defined as derivations from the
first headword of the dictionary entry, for instance
using the symbol.

5.2 Extracting Translation Pairs

To extract translation pairs, we need need con-
textual (as opposed to purely hierarchical) infor-
mation on processed XML elements, but XSLT
transformations are stateless. We solve this by
adding another XSLT stylesheet, processed during
the event-driven XML parser SAX (Megginson,
2004), which scans elements in document order
and for each translation pair, a five-tuple is output
that consists of: the respective pair of literals, the
sense number of its English constituent (so that we
may still distinguish pairs originating from polyse-
mous headwords), information on part of speech
(defined as the value of the most recently encoun-
tered part of speech mark within the same entry),
and the type of that pair (either headword transla-
tion equivalent, example or idiom).

English literals (headwords and their deriva-
tives, phrasal verbs, examples, and idioms) are
held in a hierarchy that changes progressively
while we scan through an entry so that it always
describes the current context. Every time we reach
a Czech literal, we match it with the most re-
cently encountered English literal and output the
two as a translation pair. If more English liter-
als are grouped (e.g. several spellings variations
of the same headword), we output a five-tuple for
each combination.

Special attention has been paid to the treatment
of alternatives (expressed by a slash or OR) and
parentheses that are vastly applied in both En-
glish and Czech literals to make dictionary entries
shorter. We try to expand each such expression
to all the different values it represents. Note that
possible overproduction of English literals is not
a major problem, because in most cases those are
non-existent in PWN and therefore get ignored.

Our expansion algorithm produces satisfactory
results for most cases, but it fails in the difficult
ones, from which some are ambiguous even to

a human. Additionally, the algorithm performs
also expansion of headwords, which are usually
referred to only by or by their first letter and a
period. The basic rules of the algorithm are:

• If the number of slash-delimited parts is the
same for both the source and the target liter-
als, split the literals at the slashes and gen-
erate new translation pairs from each pair of
such parts (due to the similarity to the math-
ematical operation, call this a dot product).

• If the number of slash-delimited parts differs,
create new translation pairs for each possible
combination of a source literal’s part and a
target’s literal part (call this a cross product).

• For any translation pair containing an OR,
perform cross product with taking OR as de-
limiter.

• For any translation pair containing a paren-
thetical expression, generate all possible ex-
pansions for each of the two literals by either
including or excluding each of the parenthe-
ses’ content (call the result a power set) and
eventually perform a cross product on the re-
sulting two power sets.

• When performing a power set, run this algo-
rithm recursively on the content of parenthe-
ses in case it contains any slashes or ORs.

6 WordNet Synset Generator

We use an XML file structure defined by VisDic
(Horák and Smrž, 2003) to represent all our Word-
Net data (PWN, CzWN), due to the possibility to
parse such files with existing generic parsers. In
it, each SYNSET element contains an ID element
(its identificator in ILI), a POS element (part of
speech) and one or more LITERALs that form
the SYNSET. If there are several LITERAL ele-
ments of identical value in a WordNet file, each
such occurrence must be distinguished by a unique
SENSE number.

We work only with translation pairs that could
normally appear in a WordNet, i.e. we exclude
idioms and examples and we limit us to nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs. Only those English
literals that are monosemous both in PWN and
VAC are kept. A literal in PWN is monosemous
if it appears only once in the whole database. A
literal is monosemous in VAC if it appears with a
unique sense number across all output translation
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pairs. Dummy sense numbers are introduced if
a heardword did not produce any translation pair.
Better results (at the expense of decreasing quan-
tity) may be achieved by considering only English
literals having a single Czech translation equiva-
lent(step 2b of the pseudocode above and a move
from WordNet Builder’s criterion 3 to criterion 1).

With help of ILI, we search CzWN for Czech
equivalent of the PWN synset corresponding to
each VAC literal. If the results is negative, we es-
tablish a new synset in CzWN, otherwise we only
add any VAC literals new to this synset and call
this a changed synset. Newly added literals may
be marked by prepending ”X ” to make their iden-
tification easier during later inspection in VisDic.

7 Evaluation

The extended version of CzWN, created as
described above, now contains 83,769 literals
(growth by 76 %) organized into 40,621 synsets
(growth by 43 %). The number of unique liter-
als is 63,775, which is an average polysemy of
1.31 senses per literal (monosemy has increased).
There are on average 2.06 literals in a synset
(synset size has grown due to augmentation). Out
of the synsets, 27,658 are noun synsets (increase
by 6640, or 31.6 %), 5852 are verb synsets (in-
crease by 690, or 13.3 %), 5651 are adjective
synsets (increase by 3522, or 165.4 %) and 1457
are adverb synsets (increase by 1291, or 877.7 %).

VAC data contains 54,046 entries, from which
we were able to generate 315,991 translation pairs.
Out of these, 194,276 are headword or phrasal
verb equivalents, 111,774 are examples and 9941
are idioms. Out of the headword or phrasal verb
equivalents, 47,588 (24.5 %) are monosemous.
Out of these, 21,700 have a single Czech trans-
lation (”one-to-one monosemy”).

Because of unsupervised nature of the exten-
sion, the newly produced CzWN data need to be
inspected manually. An experimental manual as-
sessment of a hundred of synsets generated with
the ”one-to-one” limitation switched on has identi-
fied that two synsets in a hundred had to be recon-
sidered by a human editor and one needed a minor
change (result of incorrect slash expansion). This
indicates a satisfactory 97–98 % reliability rate of
the results. There are in total 7399 synsets gener-
ated with such a high confidence. Further analysis
of the reliability of the results as well as inspection
of the newly added and modified literals have not

yet been performed but will be done by linguists
who had previously helped producing CzWN data
manually.

As a side effect, parsing of the VAC dictionary
has been of direct use to PRESEMT (2011), a run-
ning machine translation project.

8 Conclusion

We have designed and implemented a set of tools
that is capable of automatically generating and
augmenting CzWN synsets, based on analysis of
English synsets in PWN and of English-Czech
equivalents extracted from VAC data transformed
from presentational to descriptive markup.

We have shown that by searching PWN for En-
glish literals from VAC, links may be established
that make it possible to create new synsets in
CzWN, using the Czech translations of these lit-
erals to populate the synsets, and the synsets may
be linked to their PWN counterparts by means of
ILI (Inter-Lingual Index). Along with this link-
ing, also ILR (Internal Language Relations) may
be transfered from English synsets into the new
Czech ones, on demand, including the possibility
of automatically creating a hypernymy/hyponymy
relation between the new Czech synset and its
closest existing Czech hypernym, by tracing the
hypernym axis in PWN and looking for synsets
that already have a Czech equivalent.

In spite of the fact that only a subset of the
whole dictionary could be used, due to the con-
straint that only monosemous literals were to be
taken into account, we have managed to almost
double the size of CzWN in the number of literals
and increase it by a half in the number of synsets.
First observations suggest that the quality of the
produced data is high enough for it to be passed to
linguists who would check all the new and modi-
fied synsets and make any necessary corrections.

9 Future Directions

Future directions include trying to match VAC
senses with PWN senses to overcome polysemy;
identifying the most sustainable way of merging
CzWN data and VerbaLex data; remapping CzWN
from PWN 2.0 ILI to PWN 3.0 ILI.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the creation of
the Japanese SemCor (JSEMCOR) sense-
tagged corpus of Japanese. The corpus
is a translation of the English SEMCOR,
with senses projected across from En-
glish. The final corpus consists of 14,169
sentences with 150,555 content words of
which 58,265 are sense tagged. The cor-
pus is one of the corpora used to pro-
vide sense frequency data for the Japanese
Wordnet.

1 Introduction

Wordnets have been shown to have utility across
a broad range of applications, largely in combina-
tion with sense frequency data and sense-tagged
corpora. This paper describes Japanese Sem-
Cor (JSEMCOR), a sense-tagged corpus for the
Japanese Wordnet (Isahara et al., 2008), based on
translation of the English SEMCOR and sense pro-
jection.

In order to produce annotated text quickly and
cheaply, we adopt the method of annotation
transfer pioneered in the Italian MULTISEMCOR

(Bentivogli and Pianta, 2005). In this approach,
a sense-tagged text in one language is translated
into the language in question, and the sense an-
notations from the original corpus are projected
onto the new language. The sense projection is
based on a wordnet in the target language which
is aligned with the wordnet that was used to sense
tag the source language text. Bentivogli and Pianta
(2005) found that annotation transfer led to sense
tagging with a precision of 86% and coverage of
81% (that is 19% of open class words still needed
to be annotated), at less cost than annotating from
scratch. The main differences in our case are: (1)
the target language (Japanese) is linguistically fur-
ther removed from the source language (English);

and (2) to boost coverage, we provide the transla-
tors with sense-specific translations of each open
class words to optionally include in their transla-
tions.

Similarly to MULTISEMCOR, our method takes
English SEMCOR and translates it into the tar-
get language. In addition to the immediate objec-
tive of deriving a sense-tagged corpus of Japanese
based on Japanese Wordnet, we also create a trilin-
gual (English–Italian–Japanese) sensebank, with
potential applications in other tasks such as trans-
lation. Because the Japanese (and Italian) texts are
translated, the sense distribution may not be truly
representative of native Japanese text. Ultimately,
we aim to supplement JSEMCOR with other sense-
tagged data, based on native Japanese text.

Finally, in the same way that the English and
Italian annotation revealed missing word senses
for their respective wordnets, we expect to find and
correct such errors in the Japanese Wordnet, which
will be fed back to the developers.

In the next section we give a brief description of
the base resources used in the creation of JSEM-
COR. Next, we describe the creation, size and dis-
tribution of JSEMCOR (§3). Finally, we discuss
future work (§4) and then conclude.

2 Resources

2.1 The English Wordnet

The wordnet used both to tag the English SEM-
COR corpus (§2.3) and as the backbone of the
Japanese wordnet (§2.2) is the Princeton WordNet
of English (Fellbaum, 1998). SEMCOR is tagged
with tags from version 1.6 and the Japanese word-
net aligns with version 3.0. PWN has a rich struc-
ture of semantic relations, but we are only using it
as a source of sense inventories in this task.
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2.2 The Japanese Wordnet

The Japanese Wordnet is a large scale, freely avail-
able, semantic dictionary of Japanese. The Na-
tional Institute of Information and Communica-
tions Technology (NICT) started developing the
Japanese Wordnet in 2006, as part of its sup-
port for Natural Language Processing research
in Japan. The first version (0.9) was released
in February 2009. In the initial phase Japanese
equivalents were added to synsets of the Prince-
ton WordNet. These have been expanded and
corrected in subsequent releases. The current re-
lease is version 1.1. It contains 57,238 synsets
(concepts), 93,834 unique Japanese words and
158,058 senses (synset–word pairs). All synsets
have Japanese definitions, and over 45,000 also
have examples.

We give an example of an entry in Figure 1.
From the beginning, the Japanese Wordnet

project planned to tag text in order to verify its
coverage and get distribution information (Isahara
et al., 2008), but no tagged text has been released
so far.

2.3 SemCor and MultiSemCor

The English SEMCOR corpus is a sense-tagged
corpus of English created at Princeton University
by the WordNet Project research team (Landes
et al., 1998). It was created very early in the
WordNet project, and was one of the first sense-
tagged corpora produced for any language. The
corpus consists of a subset of the Brown Corpus
(Francis and Kucera, 1979), and has been part-of-
speech tagged and sense tagged. We use the sub-
set of SEMCOR which was translated into Italian
as part of MULTISEMCOR 1.1 (Bentivogli and Pi-
anta, 2005).

MULTISEMCOR is an English/Italian parallel
corpus created by translating the English SEM-
COR corpus into Italian. Texts are aligned at the
sentence and word level, and annotated with part
of speech, lemma and word sense (PWN 1.6).
MULTISEMCOR version 1.1 contains 116 English
texts: 14,144 sentences and 261,283 tokens, of
which 119,802 tokens are annotated with senses.
These are aligned with their corresponding Italian
translations. In this paper we only use the English
texts, which are freely available.1 The MULTI-
SEMCOR team reports tag errors for around 2.5%
of the English open-class tokens in the English
SEMCOR (Bentivogli and Pianta, 2005).

3 Japanese SemCor

The initial data for the translation was created by
taking the English SEMCOR data and mapping the
senses to version 3.0 using the mappings created
by Daude et al. (2003). These senses were then
used to look up synsets in the Japanese Wordnet
to be presented to the translators.

3.1 Creation

Similar to MULTISEMCOR, sense annotation in
JSEMCOR was set up as a translation task, where
translators were provided with a SEMCOR sen-
tence in English and asked to generate a Japanese
translation using the interface depicted in Figure 2.
For each sense-indexed word in the original SEM-
COR data, we provided translators with a list of
all words contained in the corresponding Japanese
Wordnet synset. Clicking on one of these words
both appended that lemma to the translation, and
recorded clickthrough data for the word, which

1The Italian texts are available free for research
from the Istituto Trentino Di Cultura (ITC) http://
multisemcor.itc.it.

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Synset 02076196-n

Synonyms

[
ja 海豹,アザラシ,シール

en seal

]
animal/seal.png

Def (en) “any of numerous marine mammals that come on shore to breed; chiefly of cold regions”

Def (ja) 「繁殖のために岸に上がる海洋性哺乳動物の各種；主に寒帯地域に」

Hypernyms アシカ亜目/pinniped

Hyponyms ？/crabeater seal？/eared seal海驢/earless seal

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Figure 1: Example Entry for Seal/海豹
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Figure 2: Screen shot of the annotation interface, for the SEMCOR sentence Remove the child from the
scene of his misbehaviour

provided the basis for the ultimate sense tags in
the translation. Translators also had the option to
leave a comment (e.g. if they wanted to note some-
thing about the translation lists, or the source En-
glish), to mark their lack of confidence in a trans-
lation (via the “Unsure” checkbox), or to leave a
translation to come back to (via the “Hold” check-
box).

In the example in Figure 2, shown in (1),
the translator has used the words 子供 kodomo
“child” and現場 geNba “scene”, but has not made
use of any of the translations for remove or misbe-
havior in their final translation (as indicated both
by the lack of a highlighted translation and the
ticked checkboxes for the respective words). They
had the option of adding the new translation of re-
move to the synset, but did not use it here. The sin-
gle word misbehavior was translated as the multi-
word expression 悪い こと を した warui-koto-

wo shita “did something bad”, probably because
all of the translations of misbehavior sound more
criminal than their English equivalents, making
them inappropriate for child behaviour.

(1) a. Removea1 the childb1 from the scenec1 of
his misbehavior1 .

b. 悪い?

warui
bad

こと?

koto
thing

を

wo
ACC

した?

shita
done

子供b
1

kodomo
child

を

wo
ACC

現場c
1

genba
scene

から

kara
from

離すa
1

hanasu
remove

。
.
.

The final result for this sentence is that, of the
four sense-tagged words in the original, two words
have their sense transferred (b,c), one word could
be transferred if the new lemma were added to it
(a), and one word gets translated into three, none
of which can be easily linked.
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At the outset of the translation process, sen-
tences were allocated to translators from a global
sentence queue, meaning that if two translators
were working in tandem, a given translator would
often not translate contiguous sentences from a
given document, potentially leading to lack of co-
herence in the translations. While translation co-
herence was not of primary interest, we switched
across to allocating data from a document queue
about 20% of the way through the translation pro-
cess, in response to concerns over the resultant
consistency in sense annotations within a given
document, and requests from the translators. As
part of this, we provided support for a “Document
view”, to allow the translator to look over a doc-
ument in its entirety, including whatever progress
had been made through the translation. We also
gave translators the option of viewing the source
English and translation for the immediately pre-
ceding sentence (Remove temptations and 疑惑
を払うこと giwaku-o harau koto, resp., in Fig-
ure 2). They could also view their past 10 transla-
tions via the pulldown menu at the top-left of the
translation page.

Translators were instructed to use translations
provided in the list where possible, in order to
maximise sense tagging coverage, except where
this led to stilted Japanese (e.g. in translating an
English deictic pronoun literally, rather than us-
ing a zero pronoun). The purpose of transla-
tion lists and the need for the clickthrough data
was explained to the translators, although none
of the translators were computational linguists, so
the significance of sense tagging and the resulting
sense-tagged corpus wasn’t self-evident to them.
Translators were also instructed to:

• use formal “editorial” Japanese, e.g. using
theである dearu form of the copular, unless
the text was clearly written in a colloquial or
other style;

• attempt to determine the canonical transla-
tion/transliteration of proper names where
possible, and failing this, to transliterate,
flagging the translation as “Hold” if unsure of
the pronunciation; acronyms were to be left
as is, unless there was a well-known Japanese
rendering of the acronym (e.g. METI for 通
産省 tsūsaNshō);

• refrain from including alternative transla-
tions, e.g. in parentheses, in cases of doubt;

Corpus SEMCOR JSEMCOR

Sentences 12,842 14,169
Words 261,283 382,762
Content Words 119,802 150,555

Table 1: Corpus Size

• be faithful to the English sentence tokenisa-
tion (i.e. never translate multiple English sen-
tences into a single Japanese translation), but
to translate into multiple sentences in cases
where it improved readability (e.g. for partic-
ularly long or heavily embedded English sen-
tences);

• reorder the words where necessary to max-
imise readability in Japanese (esp. for con-
junctions of nouns or adjectives);

• include discourse connectives where it im-
proved overall sentence and document read-
ability, irrespective of whether a correspond-
ing sentential adverb (or equivalent) was in-
cluded in the original English sentence.

3.2 Statistics

In contrast to Bentivogli and Pianta (2005), we
have used manual rather than automatic word
alignment. However, the alignment requires some
post-processing before annotation transfer can oc-
cur. In this section, we look at various statistics of
the alignment and annotation transfer process.

The word-alignment clickthrough data pro-
duced by our translators maps tokens in SEMCOR

to lemmas in Japanese Wordnet, within the context
of a translated sentence. In the following, we refer
to a translated lemma in context as a translation
lemma. Each translation lemma must be mapped
onto the text of the translated sentence to complete
the word alignment.

We perform this mapping automatically by first
tokenising the sentence with the morphological
analyser MeCab using the IPAdic lexicon and
tagset (Kudo et al., 2004) and using the part of
speech and lemma information it provides. This
results in 382,762 tokens overall and 148,249 open
class tokens, giving averages of 27 and 10.5 per
sentence respectively.

The segmentation MeCab produces is fine
grained relative to both English and to the
Japanese Wordnet — in particular splitting com-
pounds into their components — so we map trans-
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lation lemmas to sequences of tokens. We ac-
cept a sequence of tokens as a match for a Prince-
ton WordNet lemma if all parts in the translation
match in their canonical word order, optionally al-
lowing the final token to be in its lemmatised form,
which is a convenient heuristic for lemmatising
Japanese compounds. The numbers are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Of 61,827 translation lemmas available, 7,551
are compounds with respect to IPAdic. Of the rest,
44,813 are single token and 9,463 are not found
in the translation: the translation interface allowed
free editing of the translation text but did not allow
clickthrough word alignments to be undone.

Note that the resulting word alignment is not
one-to-one: 1,734 translation lemmas come from
more than one source word, though only 190 come
from more than one source lemma (and none from
more than two). Conversely, 3,252 translation
lemmas match more than once in the translated
sentence. Also, the alignment coverage is not
complete: 51,450 sense tagged tokens in SEMCOR

have not been translated, and 90,525 open class
tokens in the Japanese sentence translations have
no translation lemma mapped to them. Part of
speech distributions for unaligned tokens in both
languages are shown in Table 2.

After completion of the word alignment, we
perform the annotation transfer. For a number of
reasons, annotation transfer can result in zero or
multiple senses being assigned to a word-aligned
translation:

• Due to rearrangement of senses between
WordNet versions 1.6 and 3.0, some SEM-
COR tokens are annoted with deleted senses
and others with more than one sense.

• We introduce additional variation in annota-
tion multiplicity with a many-to-many word
alignment.

• The presence in the translation data of user-
contributed word translations means that an
aligned word is not always in the transferred
synset in Japanse Wordnet. In fact, this oc-
curs 13,857 times, suggesting a large num-
ber of potential new synset memberships for
Japanese Wordnet.

Therefore, of the 61,827 translation lemmas, 131
are assigned more than one sense and 13,771 have
none. The remaining 47,925 translation lemmas

are assigned a single sense. After taking into ac-
count translation lemmas which appear more than
once — or not at all — in the target sentence,
46,121 words receive tags from the annotation
transfer.

Due to the granularity mismatch between
IPAdic and Japanese Wordnet, we take the ad-
ditional step of mapping Japanese Wordnet lem-
mas to portions of text without word-aligned trans-
lations. The resulting compounds (or single to-
kens) do not receive a sense tag but are anno-
tated with Japanese Wordnet lemma and part of
speech. Where potential matches overlap, prece-
dence is given first to longer matches (e.g., 米
国政府 beiko-kuseifu “Washington” is chosen
over政府 seifu “government”) and then to earlier
matches (e.g. 近代化 kiNdaika “modernisation”
is chosen over化する ka-suru “to change” where
they intersect in the out-of-vocabulary 近代化す
る kiNdaika-suru “to modernise”). This process
produces an additional 61,495 unaligned words.
We then include open class MeCab tokens which
have still not been assigned a Japanese Wordnet
lemma as an additional 34,329 words.

Finally, there are 12,144 monosemous Japanese
words (with only a single sense) which were not
annotated in the translation process, either because
sense transfer fails or because the word is not
aligned. Applying these single sense annotations
brings the total number of sense annotated words
to 58,265.

3.3 Distribution

We use the Kyoto Annotation Format (KAF) to
share the corpus (Bosma et al., 2009). This is
an emerging standard for wordnet annotation. We
only use the two lowest layers (text and term),
not including any higher levels such as depen-
dencies or geodata. In order to make the data
accessible, we will release it under the same li-
cense as the English SEMCOR. JSEMCOR is dis-
tributed with the Japanese Wordnet, available from
http://nlpwww.nict.go.jp/wn-ja/.

A sample KAF record is presented in Figure 3,
containing two words with Japanese Wordnet
senses (学校 gakkō “school” and 戻る modoru
“return”), IPAdic part-of-speech tags for all to-
kens, and file and sentence IDs which align with
English SEMCOR.
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Part of Speech English Tokens Japanese Tokens
Verb 13,457 24,698
Noun 9,979 41,394
Adjective 10,337 2,794
Adverb 12,321 5,635

Table 2: Part of speech distribution for tokens without word alignment

4 Discussion and Future Work

We were able to transfer far fewer senses than the
MULTISEMCOR (39% vs. 81%). One major rea-
son for this is that the missing terms that this anno-
tation project has found have not yet been added to
the Japanese Wordnet. Adding them will raise the
coverage by another 9%. Another reason is that we
are currently overcounting untagged senses — if a
word should be tagged as a multiword expression
we count is once as the MWE and once for each
of the single terms. However, the greatest reason
is the fundamental differences between Japanese
and English. There were three major causes that
made transfer impossible. The first is that in many
cases a word-for-word translation is unnatural —
either there is a lexical gap in Japanese so that the
English term does not have any translation, or the
direct translation has a different connotation.

A major cause of lexical gaps is part-of-speech
mismatches. For example, the English Wordnet
has these three entries for French:2 French n 1
“a native or inhabitant of France”; French n 2
“the Romance language spoken in France” and
French a 1 “of or pertaining to France or the
people of France”. In Japanese, the first two
are productive multiword expressions furansu-
jiN “France person” and furansu-go “France lan-
guage” and the third is made by adding the postpo-
sition no “of” to either of these or just to France:
furansu-jiN-no “French (person) lit: France per-
son of”, furansu-go-no “French (language) lit:
France language of” and furansu-no “French
(other) lit: France of”. Because these post-
positional phrases are completely compositional,
it seems redundant to list them in the Japanese
Wordnet. In addition, to align accurately, we
would have to either separate the current adjective
synset into three senses: “of or pertaining to the
language of France”; “of or pertaining to the peo-
ple of France” and “of or pertaining to the France”
possibly with the third as the hypernym of the first

2In addition there are two more which are not relevant to
this discussion.

two. A better approach may be to take advantage
of the rich structure of the current wordnet and
allow alignment between furansu “France” and
French through the pertainym relation (French a 1
pertains-to France n 1). However, currently there
is no easy way to link furansu-go “French n 1
(Language)” with French a 1. Perhaps the proper
solution is to add additional pertainym links:
French a 1 pertains-to French n 1 (language) and
French a 1 pertains-to French n 2 (people). Note
that similar differences exist, of course, between
English and Italian, but they occur far less of-
ten due to greater similarity between the two lan-
guages.

We have a rich source of new senses suggested
by the translators (13,857 cases) that can be used
to extend the cover of the Japanese Wordnet. For
example, in Figure 2, remove is translated as 離
す hanasu, even though this word was not one
of the synonyms for that synset in the Japanese
Wordnet. A preliminary investigation of these
found that, in all cases, something had to be added
to the wordnet, and in 60% of the cases the sug-
gested translation could be used as is. The remain-
ing cases fall into three groups (similar to those
discussed above): loose translations which do not
really refer to the same synset; Japanese tokens
which should be part of a larger multiword ex-
pression; and translations which change the part
of speech. In addition, we found some errors in
the English sense tagging.

In future work, we intend to investigate tech-
niques for efficiently correcting any remaining er-
rors in the corpus. As much as possible, we would
like to fix errors in both English and Japanese,
so that we can start to carry out quantitative con-
trastive semantic analysis.

We would also like to investigate how ambigui-
ties are distributed across different languages. For
example, 歯 ha “tooth” is used for human teeth
and cogwheel teeth in English, Japanese and Ital-
ian: all three languages share the same ambiguity.
In general, we expect to find less ambiguity shared
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf8"?>
<KAF lang="jpn">

<kafHeader>
<fileDesc filename="br-k01"/>
<linguisticProcessors layer="text">

<lp timestamp="2011-09-23T11:45:18" version="0.98" name="MeCab"/>
</linguisticProcessors>

</kafHeader>
<text>
<wf wid="w1.1.1" sent="1" para="1">スコッティ</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.2" sent="1" para="1">は</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.3" sent="1" para="1">学校</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.4" sent="1" para="1">に</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.5" sent="1" para="1">戻ら</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.6" sent="1" para="1">なかっ</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.7" sent="1" para="1">た</wf>
<wf wid="w1.1.8" sent="1" para="1">。</wf>

</text>
<terms>
<term tid="t1.1.1" lemma="スコッティ" type="open" pos="N.名詞.一般">

<span>
<target id="w1.1.1"/>

</span>
<component lemma="スコッティ" id="c1.1.1" pos="N.名詞.一般"/>

</term>
<term tid="t1.1.3" lemma="学校" type="open" pos="N.n">

<span>
<target id="w1.1.3"/>

</span>
<component lemma="学校" id="c1.1.3" pos="N.名詞.一般"/>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef resource="Wordnet jpn 1.1" reference="jpn-11-学校-n"/>
</externalReferences>

</term>
<term tid="t1.1.5" lemma="戻る" type="open" pos="V.v">

<span>
<target id="w1.1.5"/>

</span>
<component lemma="戻る" id="c1.1.5" pos="V.動詞.自立"/>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef resource="Wordnet jpn 1.1" reference="jpn-11-戻る-v"/>
</externalReferences>

</term>
</terms>

</KAF>

Figure 3: Sample KAF record for スコッティ は 学校 に 戻ら なかっ た 。 Scotty ha gakkō ni
modora nakat ta ., the Japanese translation of English sentence Scotty did not go back to school

between languages from very different families
(such as Japanese and English/Italian), but there
is also extensive borrowing between English and
Japanese. With a sense-tagged tritext, we can start
to investigate these questions.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we described the creation of the
Japanese Semantic Corpus JSEMCOR. The cor-
pus is a translation of the English SEMCOR, with
senses projected across from English. The final
corpus consists of 14,169 sentences with 150,555
content words of which 58,265 are sense tagged.
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Abstract

This paper surveys currently avail-
able wordnets. We measure the ef-
fect that license choice has on their us-
age, measured by the number of cita-
tions. Finally, we discuss methods to
make wordnets more generally accessi-
ble, starting with a shared online server
for freely distributable wordnets.

1 Introduction

In this paper we answer two questions: (i)
what effect does license choice have on wordnet
uptake? and (ii) How can we make wordnets
more widely useful? To answer these questions
we start off by surveying the current available
wordnets and end up trying to make a multi-
lingual wordnet server.

This paper was mainly inspired by two
things. The first was a discussion with
researchers in Europe who were presenting
their work on linking semantic classes between
French and Italian. They were using seman-
tic classes derived from clustering Europarl
and we asked why they didn’t use WordNet.
Their answer was that it wasn’t available for
their languages. Our first reaction was shock
— of course there are wordnets for French
and Italian. On relection, we realized that in
fact, they are somewhat hard to find. If you
search for downloadable wordnets for these
two languages, you end up at the ELRA page,
where you are charged a considerable amount
of money for out-of-date versions from the Eu-
roWordNet project. If you know what to look
for, you can find free (at least for research) up-
to-date versions of wordnets for French and
Italian, called WOLF and MultiWordNet re-
spectively, but they are not obvious.

The second inspiration was discussions
within projects we have been involved with

building wordnets, where we were trying to
decide which license should be used. We
found there was very little in the way of qual-
itative evidence that one license was better
than another, and decided to try to produce
some ourselves. There are over 40 projects to
build wordnets for various languages. They
range from the Princeton WordNet of English
(Fellbaum, 1998) the original wordnet project
which has over 150,000 concepts, to research
projects such as those on Bantu or Norwegian,
which have yet to release any results. Because
there are so many wordnets all sharing a sim-
ilar structure, but with a wide variety of li-
censes, they provide good data to look at li-
cense use.

Language resources, to be useful, must be
both accessible (legally OK to use) and us-
able (of sufficient quality, size and with a doc-
umented interface) (Ishida, 2006). We address
both of these concerns in this paper.

This paper is structured as follows. First,
we survey currently available wordnets (§ 2).
Based on the results we look at the effect that
license choice has on wordnet citations (§ 3).
Then we look at building a combined multilin-
gual wordnet based on the available free word-
nets (§ 4). We finish with some discussion (§ 5)
and then conclude.

2 A Survey of WordNets and their
Licenses

We have compiled a survey of wordnet
projects, and found the license for the projects
that have released data (see Table 1). This
table shows the project name, languages in-
cluded, number of synsets, first release, li-
cense, canonical citation and number of cita-
tions for the canonical citation.

Roughly a third of the wordnets are open
source, that is, free and redistributable with
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no constraints. The most common license is a
variant of original Princeton Wordnet License
(a modified MIT license), the rest are free li-
censes such as the LGPL, GNU-FDL, GPL or
CC BY. These are all free, open-source licenses
according to widely accepted definitions such
as the Open Source Definition,1 Debian Free
Software Guidelines2 or the GNU project.3

Roughly a third are available free for re-
search, but they cannot be redistributed or
have some restriction on their use and are thus
not open source licenses. Most of these also of-
fer a separate license for commercial use.

Finally, there are roughly a third of the
wordnets which are non-free, costing money
even for research use, although generally with
a reduced cost. Some wordnets have both free
and non-free versions. In particular, wordnets
produced through Euro WordNet are all sold
by the European Language Resources Associ-
ation (ELRA) even if exactly the same data or
updated newer versions are also available for
free.

There is a trend for newer projects to use
open licenses (such as Japanese, Finnish and
Thai) and for older projects to re-release their
data under more open licenses (such as Ger-
man and Catalan).

To compile this data we took as our start-
ing point the table of WordNet projects Word-
nets in the World4 maintained by the Global
WordNet Association (GWA). In addition to
projects listed here, we have added other
projects that we discovered through mailing
lists or conferences.

As our interest is mainly in NLP applica-
tions, we have not included wordnets which
have an online interface but no information
on how to obtain the whole database (such
as Latin, Nepali, Portuguese, and many oth-
ers). We have done our best to survey as
many wordnets as we can, but apologize in ad-
vance if we have missed any. There are some
projects (e.g., Albanian) where we could ac-
tually download the data, but could not find
information on the license, we have omitted
them from the table.

1www.opensource.org/docs/definition.php
2www.debian.org/social_contract.

html#guidelines
3www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.html
4www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/wordnet_table.htm

Size Date Open Free Non free
Large 2008 Japanese Dutch

24 19
Large 2009 Danish/Thai Korean

8/4 5
Small 2008 French Slovenian Bulgarian

22 13 3

Table 2: Similar wordnets with different li-
censes

We sent out a questionnaire to get more
data for the paper. Entries in the table marked
with a ∗ are based on the questionnaire re-
sponses. The questionnaire is given in Ap-
pendix A.

We have created a map based on this data
(Figure 1). The map is based on countries,
which means that language/mapping involves
some subjective judgment.5 Languages with
an open source wordnet are shown in green,
with a free for research wordnet in blue, and
a non-free wordnet in brown. The higher the
number of synsets, the lighter the color. When
there are two wordnets with different licenses,
we have used the most complete version as rep-
resentative for that languages.

The map shows that much of the world has
at least some wordnet for it, although the cov-
erage of Africa and central Asia is still very
incomplete.

3 Assessing the Effect of License
Choice on WordNet Citations

In order to compare effect of license choice on
number of citations, we compare a few sim-
ilar size projects released at similar times in
Table 2. Any comparisons done in this way
are inherently noisy — Google Scholar counts
may be wrong and citations may depend on
any number of factors, including the novelty of
the construction method, the number of peo-
ple working on the language, the accessibility
of the publication venue and so forth. How-
ever, comparing the most similar pairs we can,
in general the more free version has the most
citations.

There are some exceptions, the Chinese
wordnet (Xu et al., 2008) has no citations, de-
spite it being large and free for research. We
suspect that this is because you must email

5For example, we have marked Spain as having free
coverage thanks to the Catalan Wordnet.
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Name Language # Synsets Release License Citation Count

Open Source

Princeton WN∗e English 155,000 1991 WordNet Fellbaum (1998) 6,821
FinnWordNet Finnish 117,700 2010 WordNet Lindén and Carlson. (2010) 0
Russian WN Russian 117,000 2004 Wordnet Balkova et al. (2008) 15
Thai Wordnet Thai 73,593 2007 WordNet Thoongsup et al. (2009) 4
DanNet∗ Danish 65,000 2008 WordNet Pedersen et al. (2009) 8
Japanese WN∗ Japanese 57,000 2009 WordNet Isahara et al. (2008) 24
Catalan WN∗ Catalan 42,000 1999 GPL Beńıtez et al. (1998) 17
LSG Irish Gaelic 32,742 ? GNU FDL http://borel.slu.edu/lsg/ —
Hindi WN Hindi 28,687 ? GNU FDL Jha et al. (2001) 10
WOLF French 22,000 2009 Cecill-C† Sagot and Fǐser (2008) 22

Wordnet Bahasa∗
Malay,
Indonesian

20,000 2011 MIT Nurril Hirfana et al. (2011) —

Spanish WN∗�e Spanish 15,556 2006 LGPL Farreres et al. (1998) 65
Catalan WN∗�e Catalan 15,556 2006 LGPL Beńıtez et al. (1998) 17
Arabic WN∗ Arabic 11,269 2008 CC BY SA Black et al. (2006) 28
Hebrew WN∗ Hebrew 5000 2006 GPL Ordan and Wintner (2007) 0

Free for Research

Chinese WN∗ Chinese 115,424 2008 res/com Xu et al. (2008) 0
KorLex∗� Korean 90,000 2007 res/com Yoon et al. (2009) (nouns) —
Spanish WN∗e Spanish 62,000 1999 res/com Farreres et al. (1998) 65
Cornetto∗e Dutch 70,371 2009 res/com Vossen et al. (2008) 19
GermaNet∗e German 69,594 2011 res/com Kunze and Lemnitzer (2002) 52
MultiWN∗e Italian 38,877 2008 res/com Pianta et al. (2002) 143
MWN∗ Macedonian 33,276 2010 CC BY NC Saveski and Trajkovski (2010) 0
Ro-WordNet∗ Romanian 30,000 soon no-deriv. Tufiş et al. (2008) 9
Czech WN ∗e Czech 29,000 1999 res/com Pala and Smrž (2004) 34
SloWnet∗ Slovene 20,000 2010 CC BY NC SA Fǐser and Sagot (2008) 13

Non Free (Available for Research)

KorLex∗ Korean 130,878 2007 res/com Yoon et al. (2009) 5
Estonian∗e Estonian 47,000 — ELRA Kerner et al. (2010) 0
EuroWordNet Vossen (1998) 728

Dutch Dutch 44015 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0016
Spanish Spanish 23370 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0017
Italian Italian 48529 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0018
German German 15,132 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0019
French French 22,745 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0020
Czech Czech 22,745 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0021
Estonian Estonian 9,317 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0022
ItalWordNet Italian 49,360 1999 ELRA ELRA-M0018

BasqWN Basque 30,281 ? ELRA Pociello et al. (2011) 0
BulNet∗� Bulgarian 23,715 2004 ELRA ELRA-M0041 (Koeva, 2008) 3

Table 1: Catalog of WordNets
∗Results from our survey
�A subset released under a less restrictive license
eA version from EuroWordNet is also available from ELRA
† A variant of the LGPL
res/com means that it is available under different license for research and commercial use
Release is the first release under this license
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Figure 1: Map of Countries showing WordNet availability

Countries with open source wordnets are in green; free for research wordnets are in blue;
non free wordnets are in brown. The lighter the color, the more synsets.
Citation counts from Google Scholar (accessed on 2011-09-23)

and ask for permission to use it, which is a
substantial barrier to use. The Italian word-
net (Pianta et al., 2002) has a very high num-
ber of citations. In this case it was developed
as part of a multilingual wordnet with several
other languages, thus giving it a large citation
group. Finally, the Thai wordnet (Thoongsup
et al., 2009), has relatively few citations, in
this case it is also a part of a large project
(the Asian Wordnet: Sornlertlamvanich et al.
(2008)) which gets more citations (10).

Even with all these caveats, we think that
the data supports the unsurprising result that
the more open the license a wordnet is released
under, the more likely it is to be used (or at
least cited). In other word, uptake of a re-
source depends on how usable (legally accesi-
ble) a resource is.

4 Construction of an Open
Multi-lingual WordNet

In order to make the wordnets more acces-
sible, we have started to build a simple SQL
server with information from those wordnets
whose licenses allows us to do so. We show a
screen shot in Figure 2. Most of these word-
nets are based on the extend model, basically

adding lemmas in new languages to existing
English synsets. Therefore, adding a new lan-
guage is a case of just adding new lemmas to
the synsets (annotated with their language).
In theory, this should be easy.

In practice, adding a new language turned
out to be difficult for two reasons. The first
problem was that none of the wordnets we sur-
veyed updated their structure when the En-
glish wordnet did. In order to combine them
into a single multilingual structure, we had to
map to a common version. The second prob-
lem was the incredible variety of formats that
the wordnets are distributed in. Almost ev-
ery project used a different format and thus
required a new script to convert it. These
two problems mean that, even if a wordnet is
legally available, there is still a technical hur-
dle before it becomes easily accessible.

The first problem can largely be overcome
using the mapping scripts from Daude et al.
(2003). Mapping introduces some distortions,
in particular, when a synset is split, we chose
to only map the translations to the most prob-
able mapping, so some new synsets will have
no translations.

The second problem we are currently solving
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Catalan, English, French, Japanese, Indonesian, Spanish and Malaysian wordnets stored in a
common database searchable database.

Figure 2: Screenshot of Free Wordnet Lookup

through brute force, writing a new script for
almost every new wordnet we add. We discuss
better possible solutions in Section 5.

The server currently includes English (Fell-
baum, 1998), Japanese (Bond et al., 2008);
French (Sagot and Fǐser, 2008); Indonesian
and Malaysian (Nurril Hirfana et al. 2010);
Catalan and Spanish from the Global Word-
Net Grid (Fig 2.) The wordnets are all in
a shared sqlite database with a PERL cgi
server using the wordnet module produced by
the Japanese WordNet project (Isahara et al.,
2008).

We plan to add further free wordnets. Ad-
ditional wordnets with licenses that allow us
to serve the data exist for Arabic, Danish,
Finnish, Gaelic, Hebrew, Hindi, Macedonian,
Slovenian and Thai (see Table 1 or 3).

We also have a script that outputs wordnets
from our database into either tab separated
values, where they can be used by the Natu-
ral Language Tool Kit6 (Bird et al., 2009) or
the emerging standard of WordNet-LMF (Lex-

6With the extensions that were added with the
Japanese translation (Bird et al., 2010).

ical Markup Framework: Soria et al., 2009).
Finally, we will also make the SQL database
available. Licenses that allow redistribution
of derivative works allow people to make the
entire lexicons available in any format, thus
greatly improving their usefulness.

Notes on the various formats and
conversions

Our conversion scripts basically reduce each
wordnet to a list of synset-lemma pairs, which
we then map to the English 3.0 synsets. We
currently lose any extra information about, for
example, other morphological forms of words
(we expect the morphological analyzers to give
us lemmas). We also lose any synsets not in
the English 3.0 wordnet.

T/CSV (Tab/Comma Separated Val-
ues) The Japanese Wordnet is already avail-
able as a table of synset-lemma pairs, and a
third field that gives a confidence score, so we
can use it immediately. The Bahasa Word-
net has an additional field that says whether
each synset-lemma pair can be used in Malay
or Indonesian or either (98% of entries are ac-
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Wordnet Ver Format

Arabic ? pwn

Bahasa� 3.0 tsv

Catalan� 1.6 gwa-xml
Danish 2.0 csv, owl
English 3.0 pwn∗

Finnish 3.0 text tables

French (WOLF)� 2.0 xml
Irish

Japanese� 3.0 tsv
Hebrew xml
Hindi ? pwn

Spanish� 1.6 gwa-xml
Thai 3.0 LMF

Table 3: Free WordNets and their formats

∗Read using the perl WordNet::QueryData module

(Rennie, 2000)
�Conversion script built

Ver. is the corresponding English version

ceptable in either language). We pre-process
the wordnet to output two wordnets, one for
Malay and one for Indonesian. The Danish
wordnet is similar to the Japanese wordnet.

GWA-XML A subset of the Spanish and
Catalan wordnets are released under the
LGPL. They are released in pseudo XML.
We convert them to actual XML by fix-
ing the encoding of the quotation marks
and adding a tag surrounding the whole file
(<wn>...</wn>7). French (WOLF) and He-
brew are released in a very similar format.
This format is based on the de facto standard
established by the Euro WordNet project.

We have a simple script that pulls out the
synset-lemma pairs from this XML (and ig-
nores everything else).

LMF To get a mapping from a lemma to the
English synset in LMF theoretically requires
two mappings (lemma to language synset, lan-
guage synset to English synset). In practice,
for the current version of the Thai Wordnet,
the Thai synset ID is always the same as the
English 3.0 ID. We take advantage of this to
extract the information we want with a very
simple script.

7We have reported these problems upstream.

The remainder of the wordnets all use quite
different formats. We are hoping to persuade
each individual project to also output the data
in a more universal format.

5 Discussion and Further Work

In general, the freer the license, the more a
wordnet appears to be used. Therefore, for
projects whose goal is to produce a resource
that will be widely used, the freer the license
the better.

Access to multiple wordnets would, of
course, be simplest if everyone used the same
format. This would also make tool sharing
easier and perhaps reduce some of the cur-
rent duplicated effort. Currently there seem
to be two front runners: Wordnet-LMF (Soria
et al., 2009), which is explicitly designed as an
interchange format, and Wordnet SQL.8 Both
of them are easily processed with existing in-
terfaces (for XML and SQL) unlike the PWN
format, which is very specialized to wordnet.
However, different projects already have in-
vested effort into their current interfaces and
formats, so may not change quickly. In addi-
tion, it is often easier to get funding to build
resources that to maintain them.

Given this, a more realistic medium term
goal for increasing access to multiple wordnets
is to encourage conversion from whatever lo-
cal representation to a shared representation,
such as Wordnet-LMF. Because accurate con-
version relies on knowledge of each wordnet’s
individual structure, it would be safer if each
project did this conversion themselves. As a
start, we will release our conversion scripts.

In the near future, we also plan to improve
our conversion scripts so as to also add new
synsets when they exist, although there is cur-
rently no way to link them across different lan-
guage pairs. This problem was solved with the
Inter-Lingual Index in EuroWordNet (Vossen,
1998), but currently there is not yet a single
index shared by all projects.

All of the data in our catalog, and the map,
is being fed back to the Wordnets in the World
page. We have already been sending additions
and corrections to the maintainers throughout
the project. In particular, we found the con-
tact details were out of date for 5 out of 45

8wnsql.sourceforge.net/uml2.html
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projects, and are in the process of finding the
current contacts for these projects. We are
also adding projects that we know of through
the Asian WordNet meetings to the list.

Finally, on a positive note, regardless of the
actual license, researchers are generally very
willing to share their data, and will often make
it available on request, or even link to it on-
line, even though the license does not, strictly
speaking allow this. While this is very wel-
come, receiving data without a proper license
does not legally allow its use, and thus does
not lead to more reproducible research.

6 Conclusions

We have surveyed the current coverage of
wordnets, both in terms of size and license.
Many of the world’s most widely used lan-
guages now have wordnets, although not all of
them are freely available, and lack of standard
interfaces and data formats makes them hard
to access. We have made a first step to increas-
ing accessibility by converting free wordnets to
a common format. We show that, in general,
wordnets released with freer licenses are cited
more often.
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A Questionnaire about WordNet
licensing

This is the questionnaire we sent out, reformatted to
fit in one column. We also added a filled-out sample.

Please send to: xxx@yyy

More information can be found at:
<http://zzz.yyy>

-----------------------------------------
Questions:

* Resource Name:

* Language(s) Described:

* Developer(s):
(Institution)

* Contact Person(s):
(name and email please)

* URL:

* Date of (planned) release:

* License:

* Reason for choosing license:

* Current Size (in synsets):

* Canonical citation(s):

* Funding Source(s):

* Main users:

-----------------------------------------
Please answer the questions and send the
questionnaire to <xxx@yyy>. If you have
any other questions or comments, feel free
to ask us.

If you would like us to not add the data
to the GWA page, please let us know.
Otherwise we will do so.

We estimate that filling in this form
should take around 15-20 minutes.
----------------------------------------
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Abstract 

Does context help determine sense? This ques-
tion might seem frivolous, even preposterous 
to anybody sensible. However, our long time 
research on Word Sense Disambiguation 
(WSD) shows that in almost all disambigua-
tion algorithms, the sense distribution parame-
ter P(S/W), where P is the probability of the 
sense of a word W being S, plays the deciding 
role. The widely reported accuracy figure of 
around 60% for all-words-domain-
independent WSD is contributed to mainly by 
P(S/W), as one ablation test after another re-
veals.   

The story with human annotation is dif-
ferent though. Our experience of working with 
human annotators who mark with WordNet 
sense ids, general and domain specific corpora 
brings to light the interesting fact that produc-
ing sense ids without looking at the context is 
a heavy cognitive load. Sense annotators do 
form hypothesis in their minds about the poss-
ible sense of a word (‘most frequent sense’ bi-
as), but then look at the context for clues to 
accept or reject the hypothesis. Such clues are 
minimal, just one or two words, but are critical 
nonetheless. Without these clues the annotator 
is left in an indecisive state as to whether or 
not to put down the first sense coming to his 
mind.  The task becomes all the more cogni-
tively challenging, if the senses are fine 
grained and seem equally probable. These 
facts increase the annotation time by a factor 
of almost 1.5.  

In the current paper we explore the di-
chotomy that might exist between machines 
and humans in the way they determine senses. 
We study the various parameters for WSD and 
also the sense marking behavior of human 
sense annotators. The observations, though not 
completely conclusive, establish the need for 
context for humans and that for accurate sense 
distribution parameters for machines. 

1 Introduction 

The process of sense annotation of words with 
senses is more accurate for humans than ma-
chines. The deciding parameter in the human 
sense disambiguation process is contextual evi-
dence. Considering the principle of weak AI, the 
annotation procedure employed by the machine 
should make use of contextual evidence for dis-
ambiguation purposes in some form, which also 
conforms to the classical definition of WSD. 

Our motivation is to exhibit that contextual 
evidence is a necessary attribute for the human 
tagging process. Without contextual information 
the human tagging process is crippled. Machines, 
which use the P(S|W) statistic for WSD,  take 
human context-sensitive information to learn the 
P(S|W) measure. This is an adaptation of the 
contextual evidence used by human beings. 
Hence the principle of weak AI (Searle, 1980) 
holds for such WSD algorithms. Hence obtaining 
the P(S|W) values perfectly is of paramount con-
cern for machines. 

A glimpse at the history of the WSD task, 
reveals that the initial attempt was made towards 
WSD in the 1980s, when machine readable 
knowledge resources started becoming available, 
especially the Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 
1998). In this period, context-based knowledge 
formed the sole tool for sense disambiguation 
purposes. In the 1990s statistical methods gained 
momentum, and till date have high accuracies in 
the sense disambiguation process (Ide and Véro-
nis 1998).  

Today, supervised approaches to WSD de-
liver far better results, compared to knowledge-
based or unsupervised methods (Navigli, 2009). 
In a supervised framework, WSD is considered 
as a classification task, where senses of words 
are the classes. If we take a closer look at the 
state-of-the-art supervised algorithms for WSD, 
it will be evident that the parameters used by 
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such algorithms are mostly statistical, i.e., cor-
pus-based evidence. 

WSD researchers have tried to incorporate 
contextual support in the form of syntactical fea-
tures, co-occurrence statistics and so on, but 
these algorithms do not perform significantly 
better over the Most Frequent Sense baseline.  

A study of human cognition techniques in 
the annotation task unfolds that context-based 
evidence is a major parameter used by humans 
during annotation. In order to establish this, we 
made a study of the cognition techniques used by 
skilled lexicographers during the annotation task.  

Consequently, state-of-the-art WSD algo-
rithms use the P(S|W) statistic for annotation. In 
this paper we attempt to answer two basic ques-
tions regarding the annotation techniques of man 
and machine:  

 
For Humans: Can humans annotate data 
efficiently without contextual evidence? 
For Machines: Do machines need context 
information during the annotation process? 

 
By providing relevant answers to these questions 
we intend to present a comparative study of me-
thods employed by humans and machines for 
sense annotation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2 we present related work. 
Section 3 presents the different corpora and an-
notation scenarios used in our experiments, fol-
lowed by section 4 which discusses the super-
vised WSD algorithm which we use as a repre-
sentation of the machine annotation strategy. 
Section 5 describes the need for a critical analy-
sis of the algorithm and how the analysis is done. 
In section 6 we provide a layout of the experi-
mental setup, followed by the results obtained 
and discussions in sections 7 and 8. Section 9 
concludes the paper and section 10 pertains to 
future-work. 

2 Related Work 

In this paper we compare the annotation 
processes of state-of-the-art algorithms, which 
use the P(S|W) statistic as a classifier. (Lee, Ng 
and Chia 2004), (Khapra et. al 2010) are some 
examples of such state-of-the-art algorithms. 

Unfortunately enough, our work seems to be 
a first of its kind, as to the best of our knowledge 
we do not know of any such work done before in 
the literature.  

3 Corpora and Annotation Scenarios 

Before elaborating on the details of the algorithm 
employed by us and the experiments conducted, 
it is essential to lay down an account of the types 
of corpora that have been used for our experi-
ments and correspondingly the tagging tech-
niques employed in each case. 

It must be noted that from a linguistic 
point of view, the term context means a set of 
surrounding words. This can be a paragraph, 
sentence or a number of neighboring words de-
pending on the need and focus of the experiment. 
In our case, we have considered the sentence sur-
rounding the word as the context. 

3.1 Context Sensitive Scenario 

In this setting, a team of two skilled lexicograph-
ers was assigned the task of annotating the cor-
pora from two specific domains (TOURISM and 
HEALTH) and a generic domain (NEWS), using 
the context of each word. This is a usual annota-
tion scenario, where the lexicographer can sense 
the context and tag the word accordingly. 

In order to enquire into the importance of 
context in the annotation processes of both hu-
man and machines, a scenario independent of 
contextual information was actuated. 

3.2 Context Agnostic Scenario 

In this setting, the same team of lexicographers 
was assigned the task of annotating the same 
corpora without using the context. To make the 
process more interesting and ensure genuineness, 
the corpora used in this case consisted of the list 
of unique words, obtained from the corpora used 
in the context sensitive scenario. The focus here 
was to make the lexicographers agnostic of the 
context. 

 

3.3 Importance of Context in Annotation 

After the annotation process, the lexicographers 
opined that this annotation task was cognitively 
taxing in the context agnostic scenario, which is 
a strong indication that context is the lone ingre-
dient in the human annotation procedure. 

In the case of machines, high accuracy 
WSD algorithms are mostly supervised and use 
the P(S|W) statistic for annotation. Besides, the 
P(S|W) statistic is obtained after training on a 
corpus in the context sensitive setting. Hence 
there is an absorption of contextual information 
in the generation of the P(S|W) values from the 
context sensitive training data. 
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4 WSD Algorithm: Iterative WSD 

In order to compare the annotations of human 
and machine, the machine output WSD algo-
rithm is necessary. For our experiments we have 
taken the output of a supervised WSD algorithm, 
developed at IIT Bombay, called Iterative WSD 
(IWSD) (Khapra et al. 2010). The algorithm is 
greedy and uses a scoring function to disambi-
guate senses. The scoring function, the parame-
ters based on which IWSD has been designed 
and the basic algorithm are described in the fol-
lowing subsections. 

4.1 Parameters for IWSD 

Khapra et al. (2010) proposed a supervised algo-
rithm for domain-specific WSD and showed that 
it beats the most frequent corpus sense and per-
forms on par with other state-of-the-art algo-
rithms like Personalized PageRank (Agirre, 
2009). The various parameters used by Iterative 
WSD can be classified as:  

 
Wordnet-dependent parameters  
 belongingness-to-dominant-concept  
 conceptual-distance  
 semantic-distance  

 
Corpus-dependent parameters  
 sense distributions  
 corpus co-occurrences.  

4.2 Scoring function for IWSD 

The scoring function of the IWSD algorithm in-
tegrates the WordNet-dependant parameters and 
the corpus-based parameters to rank the candi-
date senses of the target word. The scoring func-
tion is illustrated below: 

Jj
jiijii

i
VVWVS maxarg*   (1) 

Where, 
J = Set of disambiguated words 

i = BelongingnessToDominantConcept(Si) 

Vi = P(Si|word) 
Wij = CorpusCooccurrence(Si,Sj) * 
1/WNConceptualDistance(Si,Sj)  * 
1/WNSemanticGraphDistance(Si,Sj) 
 

4.3 Algorithm 

As stated earlier, IWSD is a greedy algorithm. 
The greedy nature of the algorithm can be ex-

plained through the steps followed by the algo-
rithm. 
 
Algorithm 1: performIterativeWSD (sentence) 

1. Tag all monosemous words in the sen-
tence. 

2. Iteratively disambiguate the remaining 
words in the sentence in increasing order 
of their degree of polysemy. 

3. At each stage select that sense for a word 
which maximizes the score given by Eq-
uation 1 

Monosemous words are used as the seed input 
for the algorithm but are not considered while 
calculating the precision and recall values. It is 
quite possible that a sentence may not contain 
any monosemous words in which case the algo-
rithm will first disambiguate the least polysem-
ous word in the sentence. In this case, the disam-
biguation will be performed only using the first 
term in the formula which represents the corpus 
bias (the second term will not be active as there 
are no previously disambiguated words). 

The least polysemous word thus disambi-
guated will then act as the seed input to the algo-
rithm. IWSD is clearly greedy. It bases its deci-
sions on already disambiguated words, and ig-
nores completely words with higher degree of 
polysemy. For example, while disambiguating 
bisemous words, the algorithm uses only the mo-
nosemous words and ignores completely the tri-
semous words and higher order polysemous 
words appearing in the context. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: IWSD Operation: Only previously disambi-
guated words and monosemous words are used while 
disambiguating Word3 
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5 Critique of IWSD 

The accuracy of the IWSD algorithm is compa-
rable to other state-of-the-art supervised algo-
rithms. Also IWSD has both statistical as well as 
contextual parameters in its scoring function. To 
get a deeper understanding of which parameters 
in the IWSD scoring function contribute towards  
its high accuracy, we performed the following 
tests. 

5.1 Experiments on IWSD 

First we conducted an ablation test on the para-
meters of the IWSD scoring function, tested on a 
generic corpus (NEWS), the details of which are 
given in table 1. The results of the ablation test 
are shown in table 2.  

 
We also compared the accuracy of IWSD against 
the Most Frequent Sense (MFS) baseline, on the 
NEWS corpus. MFS tags the words based on 
their P(Si|word) values. The results are shown in 
table 3. Next, in order to find the output of IWSD 
by assigning varying weights to the statistical 
and contextual parts of its scoring function, we 
tweaked the IWSD scoring formula into a linear 
combination of the statistical parameters and 
contextual parameters as explained in Equation 
2, and tested for varying values of . Table 4 
shows the results of this experiment. 
 

Jj
jiijii

i
VVWVS )1(maxarg* (2) 

 The results of tables 3 strongly indicate 
that IWSD algorithm is marginally better than 
MFS. From tables 2 and 4 it is evident that 
P(S|W) is the prime parameter for IWSD. 

The fact to be noted here is that, even 
though the P(S|W) statistic apparently seems 
context agnostic, but it cannot be ignored that 
this statistic is in fact learned from corpus which 
was annotated in a context sensitive fashion. 
Hence in a way, the P(S|W) parameter in IWSD 
is an adaption of Human Context Sensitive anno-
tations. 

 

5.2 Accuracy estimation of IWSD 

Consider a sample word W which appears N 
times in the corpus. If W has k senses, S1

w, S2
w, 

S3
w, …, Sk

w which occur in the corpus with 
probabilities, P1

w, P2
w, P3

w, …, Pk
w, respective-

ly. 
As W occurs N times in the corpus, the total no. 
of occurrences of Si

w in the corpus, can be cap-
tured in the following formulation: 
 

#Si
w = Pi

w * N 
 
For an algorithm like IWSD, which tags all the 
occurrences of a word W with the most frequent 

sense in almost all cases, the accuracy will be 
bounded as follows:  
 

 mini { Pi
w} ≤ accuracy ≤  maxi { Pi

w} 
  ( 1- mini { Pi

w})  ≥ (1 – accuracy) ≥ ( 1- maxi { 
Pi

w}) 

 Poly-
semous 
words 

Mono-
semous 
words 

Word-
net Po-
lysemy 

Corpus 
Poly-
semy 

Noun 72225 61682 3.03 1.82 
Verb 26436 4372 4.47 3.00 
Adj 15462 30122 2.68 2.03 
Adv 12907 10658 2.52 2.11 

Overall 127030 106834 3.13 2.02 
Table 1: Corpus statistics for NEWS domain 

Ablation Parameter Precision Recall F-Score 
θ 79.61% 78.62% 79.11% 

P(S|W) 59.59% 58.84% 59.21% 

Corpus-Cooccurence 79.57% 78.58% 79.07% 
ConceptualDis-

tance(Si,Sj) 79.50% 78.51% 79.01% 

SemanticSimilarity(Si,Sj) 79.61% 78.62% 79.11% 
Table 2: Results for ablation tests 

 Precision Recall F-Score 

MFS 79.57 78.52 79.04 

IWSD 79.61 78.62 79.11 

Table 3: MFS v/s IWSD 

Alpha (α) Precision Recall F-score 
0 59.59% 58.84% 59.21 

0.00001 79.48% 78.49% 78.98 
0.0001 79.50% 78.51% 79 
0.001 79.50% 78.51% 79.01 
0.01 79.61% 78.62% 79.01 
0.1 79.61% 78.62% 79.11 
0.2 79.61% 78.62% 79.11 

0.25 79.61% 78.62% 79.11 
0.5 79.61% 78.62% 79.11 

0.75 79.61% 78.62% 79.11 
1 79.59% 78.60% 79.1 

Table 4: IWSD results over range of alpha values 
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 ( 1- mini { Pi
w})  ≥ error ≥ ( 1- maxi { Pi

w}) 
 
Now, let Sd

w be the most frequent sense for W 
with probability Pd

w. 
 Pd

w > Pi
w ,   i ≠ d 

 maxi { Pi
w} = Pd

w. 
 % error ≥ (1- Pd

w )* 100 
 
Since we have N occurrences of the word W in 
the corpus, the number of occurrences which will 
get tagged incorrectly will be at least,  

N * (1- Pd
w)      (3) 

6 Experimental Setup 

We report annotation experiments which were 
run on two specific domains (TOURISM and 
HEALTH) and a generic domain (NEWS). The 
TOURISM and HEALTH corpora consisted of 
around 8,000 words each and the NEWS corpus 
consisted of around 7,000 words. 
To compare the annotated data obtained through 
the techniques described in Fig 1, we used Jac-
card’s similarity coefficient and Cohen’s Kappa 
coefficient. We conducted the following experi-
ments. 
 We compared IWSD, Human Context Agnos-

tic (HCA) and Human Context Sensitive (HCS) 
annotations taking HCS as the gold standard. 
 We similarly compared the annotation genres 

mentioned above from the POS and ontological 
perspectives. 
As described in section 3, we conducted experi-
ments in both context sensitive and context ag-
nostic scenarios to compare the annotation 
processes of man and machine.  Sections 4 and 5 
establish the algorithmic foundations of the 
IWSD. We can now categorize human and ma-
chine tagging into the genres illustrated in Fig 2. 

 

7 Observations 

7.1 Part-of-Speech (POS)-based and overall 
similarity measure 

The similarity measures for Tourism, Health and 
News domains were calculated using Jaccard’s 
similarity coefficient for all POS categories for 
every pair of annotation process as well as for 
IWSD. The Cohen’s Kappa statistic was also 
calculated between Human Context Agnostic 
tagging and IWSD results. The results are sum-
marized in tables 5 and 10. 

7.2 Ontology-based similarity measure 

Using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient, the simi-
larity measures for Tourism, Health and News 
domains were calculated for ontological catego-
ries for every pair of annotation process as well 
as for IWSD. We report the statistics for top few 
ontological categories that occur highest number 
of times. The results are summarized in tables 7 
to 9.  

8 Discussion 

From the observations in the previous section, 
we see that for both the specific as well as gener-
ic domains, the similarity coefficients between 
pairs of annotations processes follows similar 
behavior. The similarity between IWSD and 
Human Context Sensitive tagging is highest 
among all three annotation comparisons. The 
lowest similarity occurs in case of Human Con-
text Agnostic and Human Context Sensitive an-
notation pair. This behavior across all domains 
can be visualized as follows: 

We observe similar behavior in the POS 
based as well Ontology based similarity meas-
ures, and the results are summarized in tables 5 
to 10. The similarity measure is calculated using 
Human Context Sensitive data as gold standard. 

We observed that the similarity between 
Human Context Agnostic annotations and Hu-
man Context Sensitive annotations is low across 
all domains, POS categories and ontological cat-
egories, which clearly indicate that the accuracy 
of human annotations get degraded significantly 
when humans try to annotate data without having 
knowledge of the context. Further, we also ob-
served that extent of similarity between Human 
Context Agnostic annotations and Human Con-
text Sensitive annotations was around 50%-60% 
across all domains, which is close to Wordnet 
First Sense baseline reported for these domains 
by Khapra et. al (2010). 

Type of 
Experiment Domain 

POS Category 
NOUN ADJ ADV VERB OVERALL 

IWSD v/s 
HCA 

TOURISM 0.34 0.13 0.05 0.31 0.27 
HEALTH 0.26 0.16 0.30 0.29 0.24 

NEWS 0.25 0.04 0.24 0.19 0.17 
Table 5: Cohen's Kappa statistics for IWSD v/s 

Human Context Agnostic tagging 

Human Context 
Agnostic (HCA) 

Human Context 
Sensitive (HCS) 

Machine Context 
Agnostic (MCA) 

Machine Context 
Sensitive (MCS) 

Figure 2: Human and Machine Tagging genres 
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In section 5, we have established that the prime 
parameter for IWSD is the P(S|W) statistic. Fur-
thermore, we have also shown that IWSD is not 
truly context agnostic. The similarity measure is 
highest for IWSD and Human Context Sensitive 
annotations, which is consistent with our claim. 
 It can also be observed that similarity 
between Human Context Agnostic annotations 
and IWSD is low compared to similarity between 
Human Context Agnostic annotations and Hu-
man Context Sensitive annotations, which indi-
cates that human beings are crippled without the 
context based knowledge during annotation. 
Conversely for machines, once training is done 
and the P(S|W) statistic is obtained, there is no 
further need of contextual evidence during anno-
tation. 
 

9 Conclusion  

Based on our study on the two annotation scena-
rios in the two specific domains (TOURISM and 
HEALTH) and generic domain (NEWS), we 
conclude the following: 
a) Contextual information is paramount for 

humans while disambiguating sense of a 
word. 

b) The annotation process of tagging without 
the context is cognitively strenuous and time 
consuming as compared to tagging with help 
of the context.  

Type of Experi-
ment 

TOURISM HEALTH NEWS 
NOUN ADJ ADV VERB OVERALL NOUN ADJ ADV VERB OVERALL NOUN ADJ ADV VERB OVERALL 

IWSD v/s HCA 0.72 0.56 0.61 0.74 0.68 0.69 0.56 0.79 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.40 0.75 0.53 0.62 

HCS v/s IWSD 0.80 0.71 0.82 0.78 0.78 0.81 0.80 0.88 0.60 0.81 0.84 0.77 0.86 0.70 0.80 

HCS v/s HCA 0.65 0.48 0.63 0.69 0.61 0.64 0.45 0.76 0.73 0.61 0.57 0.27 0.74 0.26 0.50 
Table 6: Jaccard Similarity coefficient for highest occurring ontological categories across all pairs of annotation 

processes for HEALTH domain 

Ontological Category 

HEALTH 

Count 
IWSD 

v/s 
HCA 

HCS 
v/s 

IWSD 

HCS 
v/s 

HCA 

Bodily action 1198 0.06 0.95 0.89 
Quantity 1188 0.01 0.90 0.16 

Qualitative 1118 0.22 0.86 0.17 
Numeral 1000 0.42 0.99 0.43 

Table 9: Jaccard Similarity coefficient for highest 
occurring ontological categories across all pairs of 
annotation processes for NEWS domain 

Figure 3: Visualization of comparison between  
tagging genres 

 
Ontological Category 

TOURISM 

Count 
IWSD 

v/s 
HCA 

HCS 
v/s 

IWSD 

HCS 
v/s 

HCA 
Verb of State 972 0.43 0.95 0.33 

Action 863 0.25 0.83 0.21 
Anatomical 798 0.35 0.89 0.34 
Relational 721 0.33 0.75 0.18 

Table 7: Jaccard Similarity coefficient for highest oc-
curring ontological categories across all pairs of anno-
tation processes for TOURISM domain 

Ontological Category 

NEWS 

Count 
IWSD 

v/s 
HCA 

HCS 
v/s 

IWSD 

HCS 
v/s 

HCA 

Physical Place 2209 0.67 0.92 0.73 
Person 1829 0.47 0.90 0.70 
Artifact 1796 0.27 0.85 0.61 

Bodily action 1582 0.20 0.83 0.55 
Table 8: Jaccard Similarity coefficient for highest 
occurring ontological categories across all pairs of 
annotation processes for HEALTH domain 

HCS 

IWSD 

HCA 

0.78 0.68 

0.61 

TOURISM 

HCS 

IWSD 

HCA 

0.81 0.67 

0.61 

HEALTH 

HCS 

IWSD 

HCA 

0.80 0.62 

0.50 

NEWS 
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c) In the case of machines, the P(S|W) measure 
can fetch high accuracies, provided that it 
has been correctly captured in the corpus by 
human beings, during annotation process. 
This in turn necessitates annotations with the 
help of context. 

d) WSD algorithms, if trained on corpus gener-
ated through Context Agnostic annotation 
process, would result in low accuracies, as 
the P(S|W) parameter is not efficiently cap-
tured in this case. 

e) Once the training process is over and P(S|W) 
statistic is captured, machines do not require 
further contextual information while annotat-
ing, unlike human annotation process. From 
this perspective, machines do not ape the 
human annotation technique but, through an 
adaptation of this technique provide high ac-
curacies. Hence, machines conform to the 
principle of weak AI with respect to the an-
notation process. 

10 Future-Work 

In case of machines, we have observed that the 
P(S|W) statistic is the machine’s adaption of hu-
man context sensitive annotation process and  
the principle of weak AI is satisfied here. How-
ever, the accuracies for WSD algorithms are not 
yet at par with human annotation quality. For this, 
we would like to see if using better contextual 
parameters in the IWSD scoring function and 
ranking the senses using a balanced formulation 
between statistical and contextual parameters, 
can further enhance the accuracy of the ma-
chine’s annotation process. 

 In case of humans, a deeper insight into 
the exact cognitive processes which are involved 
during the annotation process could further leve-
rage the study between man v/s machine sense 
annotation processes. 
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Abstract

WordNet is studied and applied exten-
sively nowadays as an underlying knowl-
edge base. The semantic information
in WordNet is an important evidence for
many applications. Because the synsets
are defined in natural language, which is
difficult for computer to understand, it is
meaningful to extend it with computer-
readable semantic definitions. Motivated
by this objective, this paper proposed a
computer aided method to give synsets se-
mantic definitions. These semantic def-
initions are picked up from HowNet, an
English-Chinese bilingual Ontology, in
which the definitions can be easily utilized
by computers and thus will make Word-
Net more attractive. Experimental results
show that the proposed method is capable
of this enriching task.

1 Introduction

WordNet 1 is a lexical database for the English
language(Miller et al., 1990). It groups En-
glish words into sets of synonyms called synsets,
provides short, general definitions, and records
the various semantic relations between these syn-
onym sets. So far, WordNet has been used for
many of different purposes in information sys-
tems, such as word sense disambiguation (Ped-
ersen et al., 2004), information retrieval (Toku-
naga et al., 1998) (Gonzalo et al., 1998), auto-
matic text classification (Scott and Matwin, 2009)
(Gonzalo et al., 2009), automatic text summa-
rization (Chaves, 2001), and so on. Further-
more, WordNet can also be widely interpreted
and used as a lexical ontology in the computer

science sense. For example, Mann (2002) ex-
plored the idea of a fine-grained proper noun on-
tology based on WordNet in question answering.
Buscaldi (2005) described a method of using the
WordNet ontology in the GeoCLEF geographical
information retrieval task.

As well known, WordNet organizes concepts
into hierarchies and gives each synset a natural
language definition and usage samples. By ex-
ploring these information, computer based sys-
tems can perform semantic computing. But be-
cause the definitions and samples are given in nat-
ural language, it is easy for people to understand
but difficult for computers to do so. Thus it is very
meaningful to give each synset a computer read-
able definition. This is the objective of this paper.

Besides Wordnet, stimulated by monolin-
gual and multilingual NLP applications, some
WordNet-style or non-WordNet-style ontologies
have been constructed. HowNet (Dong, 2003)2,
which reveals the relationship among concepts,
and the relationship among attributes of concepts,
is such a non–WordNet–style knowledge base.
HowNet takes a constructive approach to building
a lexical hierarchy. HowNet defines each concept
with a definition expression, which can be easily
utilized by computers. At the most atomic level
of definitions, there is a set of about 2000 basic
semantic definitions (or meta-concepts), such as
“human”, or “bird” (Carpuat, 2002). In HowNet,
relations between concepts are represented by
their definitions. HowNet’s special definition sys-
tem and design philosophy facilitate many NLP
applications such as automatic text summariza-
tion, word sense disambiguation and so on (Dai
et al., 2008).

Because both HowNet and WordNet are de-
scribing concepts of this world, there are many

1WordNet 3.0 is used in this paper.
2HowNet version 2010 is used in our experiments.
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identical concepts in them. It is possible to transfer
the definitions of the these concepts from HowNet
to WordNet. Nevertheless, manual alignment be-
tween WordNet’s synsets and HowNet’s concept
definitions would be extremely expensive. In this
paper, we propose a computer aided method for
this task. The key part of the method is to rank
the candidate definitions according to relevance
by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) tech-
nique(Landauer et al., 1998).

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 briefly describes the definition
system of HowNet. The proposed method is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the rel-
evance ranking algorithm of candidate definitions.
And Section 5 presents the experimental results
before concluding this paper in Section 6.

2 Definition system of HowNet

In this section we briefly introduce the definition
system of HowNet, which is firmly related to our
task.

As pointed out by its creator (Dong, 2003),
“HowNet is an on-line common-sense knowledge
base unveiling inter-conceptual relations and inter-
attribute relations of concepts”. The philosophy
behind HowNet grounds its understanding and in-
terpretation of the objective world. The crux is that
all matters (physical and metaphysical) differenti-
ate themselves from others by their attribute(s).

As a knowledge base for natural language pro-
cessing, HowNet could be viewed as firstly a gen-
eral ontology, secondly a thesaurus, and lastly a
dictionary. It provides plenty of taxonomically se-
mantic knowledge as well as real-world knowl-
edge. As a knowledge system that describes re-
lations between concepts, HowNet is not a tradi-
tional thesaurus. HowNet attempts to construct
a graph structure of its knowledge base from
the inter-concept relations and inter-attribute re-
lations. This is the fundamental distinction be-
tween HowNet and other tree-structured lexical
databases. The philosophy of HowNet and its na-
ture entail its unique structure.

The meta-concept in HowNet is called sememe,
which is the smallest semantic unit that can’t be
reduced further and used to define other concepts.

Through combining sememes selected from a fi-
nite sememe set, HowNet can describe infinite
concepts. There are 2219 basic sememes in the
current version of HowNet which are organized
into five taxonomies, namely Entity, Event, At-
tribute, Attribute Value, and Secondary Feature.
Besides the basic sememes, HowNet uses sub-
sidiary sememes to describe the world.

As the sememes are concerned, in addition
to being fundamental description units, there
are complicated relations among them. The
relations include hypernym-hyponym, antonym,
converse, whole-part, material-product, attribute-
owner, event-roller, etc. In HowNet, these rela-
tions are given in two ways. One way is the tree
structure which represents hypernym-hyponym in
taxonomies. Figure 13 is a part of the tree struc-
ture of the Entity taxonomy. The other way
of giving relations is the definition frame of se-
memes. Although sememes are the meta-concepts
used to define other concepts, they may have
their own definition frame, which is again made
up by sememes. For example, the frame of
sememe bird is: {animal:materialOf={edible},
{eat:patient={˜}}, {fly:agent={˜}}}, and the
frame of sememe food is: {edible:{cook: Pa-
tientProduct ={˜}}}. Because both of these two
frames have a sememe edible, we can tell that
there is a strong relation between sememe bird and
food.From the relations among sememes we can
see that the actual structure of HowNet is indeed
a net rather than merely a tree. By thoroughly ex-
ploring these relations, we may get evidences for
many NLP applications.

From the relations among sememes we can see
that the actual structure of HowNet is indeed a net
rather than merely a tree. By thoroughly explor-
ing these relations, we may get evidences for many
NLP applications.

Although there exist tree hierarchies in
HowNet, it is totally different to WordNet. In
WordNet, concepts are represented by synsets and
they are the minimum unit for word sense descrip-
tion and each concept is a node in a hierarchy. But
in HowNet, sememes are nodes in hierarchies and
each concept is defined by sememes.

3The current version of HowNet is bilingual, i.e., English and Chinese. Sememes are labeled with English words and Chi-
nese words at the same time. The English sememe set is essentially independent and redundant to the Chinese sememe set.
Actually, both English words and Chinese words can be defined by solo-lingual sememe set. In other words, both English
version and Chinese version of sememe set is competent to define words of different language. Thus, we only give the English
version of the sememes.
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Figure 1: A part of the tree structure of the Entity
taxonomy in HowNet

HowNet uses Knowledge Database Markup
Language (Dong, 2003) (KDML, in short) to con-
struct the semantic expression of concepts and se-
memes. KDML consists of a set of grammar
rules and keywords. The detailed introduction of
KDML is beyond this work. Hence we give sev-
eral definition examples in Table 1.

Word Definition
cock {bird:modifier={domesticated}{male}}
fruit {fruit}
asylum {InstitutePlace:domain={medical},

{doctor:content={disease:CoEvent
={mad}},location={˜}}}

shore {land:{BeNear:existent={˜},partner=
{waters}}}

cushion {furniture:{sit:location={˜}}}
grin {CausePartMove:PatientPart={part:

PartPosition={mouth},whole=
{AnimalHuman}}}

jewel {material:MaterialOf={treasure}}
midday {time:TimeSect={afternoon}}
stove {tool:{WarmUp:instrument={˜}},

{burn:location={˜}}}

Table 1: The examples of definition expression of
concepts in HowNet

The current version of HowNet includes mainly
frequently used English words and Chinese words,
as shown in the Table 2. Its large coverage makes
it competent to act as a knowledge base in many
NLP tasks.

Item Number
English word and expression 96370
English meaning 121042
Concept definition 29868

Total record 191924

Table 2: The coverage of the current version of
HowNet

A complete sample of semantic definition in
HowNet is shown in Figure 2.

NO. = 023648
W C = (Pinyin: da)
G C = CLAS [da3]
E C = (Pinyin: shi er ge yi

da. a dozen is twelve),
(Pinyin:yi da qian bi. a dozen of
pensils), (Pinyin: liang da

ji dan. two dozens of eggs),
(Pinyin: lun da chu shou, sale in
dozen), (Pinyin: mai liang da.
buy two dozen of)

W E = dozen
G E = N
E E =
DEF = {NounUnit| (Pinyin: ming

liang. quantifier):host={inanimate |
(Pinyin: wu sheng wu.

inanimate)}}}

Figure 2: An example of a concept in HowNet.
In Figure 2, “NO.” is the index of the entry.

“W C” is the Chinese word. “G C” is the POS and
the Pinyin of this Chinese word. “E C” gives some
examples of this Chinese word. “W E” is the cor-
responding English word. “G E” is the POS of the
corresponding English word. “E E” gives some
example of this English word, if any. “DEF” is
the definition of this Chinese word.

3 Basic Idea

As discussed above, WordNet gives each concept,
i.e., synset, a nature language definition and us-
age samples. On the other hand, HowNet gives
each concept a semantic definition based on meta-
concepts. If synsets in WornNet have semantic
definition as HowNet does, at least two benefits
will be entailed: 1) both human rates and comput-
ers can easilier understand synsets. 2) more useful
semantic information will be available to WordNet
based systems.
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But it will take much labor to annotate seman-
tic definition to synsets. So we are seeking a
computer aided method to reduce the labor. This
method can give a definition to given synset if pos-
sible, or it can give the candidate definitions for
synsets from which people can select or generate
proper definitions.

The feasibility of the method lies in the nature
of WornNet and HowNet: Both of them are dedi-
cated to define concepts of this world. For a given
synset, if there is one and only one described con-
cepts in HowNet, we can directly transfer the def-
inition to the synset. Otherwise, the method tries
to find a sorted list of candidate definitions from
HowNet according to relevance.

Given a synset sysnsetn, the method consists
of two steps, as follows.

Step 1. Eliciting possible definitions
The starting point is to find out all the possible

matching semantic definitions for synsetn. For
each word in the synset, we look up HowNet to
find the definitions that have the same POS as this
synses. All these definitions make up the synset’s
possible definition set. Figure 3 elaborates this
step.

Figure 3: Example of eliciting semantic defini-
tions to synset

In this example, each of the four words of
synsetn has one or more possible related concepts
in HowNet. The possible definitions of words are:

set1:{Defr, Defs, Deft}
set2:{Defs, Deft}
set3:{Deft}
set4:{Deft, Defp, Defq}

The union of the possible definition sets makes
up the possible definition set of the synset {Defr,
Defs, Deft, Defp, Defq }.

Step 2. Handling definitions

After getting the possible definition sets of ele-
ments of a synset, we compute the intersection of
them. There should be three cases:

• Case 1: The intersection consists of only one
definition.

• Case 2: The intersection is empty.

• Case 3: The intersection consists of more
than one definition.

If the result is Case 1, the only definition of
the intersection is directly deemed as the seman-
tic definition of the synset. For example, in Fig-
ure 3, Deft is the only resulting element in the in-
tersection, thus it becomes the semantic definition
of synsetn.

If the result is Case 2 or Case 3, we need to rank
the possible definitions. Definitions with high rank
will become the candidate definition of the synset.
By this way, people can select or modify the can-
didate definitions to get the final definition.

4 Ranking Candidate Definitions

In order to rank candidate definitions, we com-
pute the relevance of each candidate definition to
the given synset. The available information for
synsets includes nature language descriptions and
examples(for example, see Figure 4). Information
from HowNet includes semantic definitions and
examples, i.e., {E C} (in Figure 2). Note that we
should translate examples {E C} from Chinese to
English for further computation.

test, trial, run – (the act of testing some-
thing; “in the experimental trials the
amount of carbon was measured sepa-
rately”; “he called each flip of the coin
a new trial”)

Figure 4: A sample of WordNet’s synset. “test,
trial, run” are the elements making up this
synset; “the act of testing something” is a descrip-
tion of this synset. And the last two sentences are
usage examples about this synset.

Both the available information of HowNet’s
concepts and WordNet’s synset makes up a short
document. There is a problem that the feature
space is very sparse. Under such a circumstance,
standard document similarity measures will fail
because they rely heavily on term counts in doc-
uments. If the short documents do not have any
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terms in common, then they receive a very low
similarity score, regardless of how topically re-
lated they actually are. To overcome the difficulty
caused by the sparsity, Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) is introduced to represent the short docu-
ments in this paper.

4.1 Computing Relevance with LSA
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a theory
and method for extracting and representing the
contextual–usage meaning of words by statistical
computations applied to a large corpus of docu-
ment (Landauer et al., 1998). LSA is closely re-
lated to neural net models, but is based on sin-
gular value decomposition, a mathematical ma-
trix decomposition technique closely akin to fac-
tor analysis. As a practical method for the charac-
terization of word meaning, LSA produces mea-
sures of term-term, term-document and document-
document relations that are well correlated with
several human cognitive phenomena involving as-
sociation or semantic similarity.

To successfully apply LSA to short document
relevance measure, we need to follow the steps be-
low:

Step 1: Feature extraction
First, a feature matrix (W ) must be constructed

from training data. The matrix W consists of mea-
sures of co-occurrence between term and docu-
ment. This measure needs suitable functions of the
number of times each term appears in each docu-
ment. In this paper the (i, j) cell of W is obtained
as:

Wij = (1 + log2(tij)) log2(
C

di
) (1)

where tij is the number of times term(i) occurs in
document(j), di is the document frequency(DF )
of term(i), and C is the total number of documents
in training data.

Step 2: Singular value decomposition(SVD)
Secondly, perform the SVD on W as follows:

W = T0 · S0 ·D′
0 (2)

such that T0 and D0 have orthonormal columns
and S0 is diagonal. T0 and D0 are the matrices of
left and right singular vectors and S0 is the diago-
nal matrix of singular values.

Once we get the Matrices T , S, D by SVD, a la-
tent semantic space (LSS, in short) is successfully
decided. Then we further get the approximate LSS
with reduced model:

W ≈ W̃ = T · S ·D′ (3)

which is the rank-k model with the best possi-
ble least-squares-fit to W . The dimension k is
bounded from above by the (unknown) rank of the
matrix W , and from below by the amount of dis-
tortion tolerable in the decomposition.

Step 3: Document-Document comparisons
Documents similarity can be computed on the

latent semantic space. Given a document, the fol-
lowing equation is used to project it to LSS:

E = F · T · S−1 (4)

where F is the feature vector of a document, T
is the left matrix of SVD, S is the singular val-
ues matrix of SVD, and E is the feature vector on
LSS.

At last, the relevance between two feature vec-
tor of latent semantic space is computed by cosine
similarity:

Rel(Ea, Eb) =
Ea · E′

b

‖Ea‖ · ‖Eb‖
(5)

4.2 Ranking Definitions

To use LSA to rank candidate definitions, we
needs to transform the information of HowNet’s
concepts and WordNet’s synset into short docu-
ments. Because their structures are different, we
handle them differently.

• HowNet’s definitions are reorganized into
short documents according to the following
format:

W E | sememes in DEF | E C
H | M | L

Take Figure 2 for example, the resulting short
document is:

dozen | NounUnit inanimate |
twelve dozen, a dozen pencils, two
dozen eggs, On the sale of playing,
buy two dozen

• Meanwhile, WordNet’s synsets are recon-
structed into short documents according to
the following format:

elements | description | examples
H | M | L

Take Figure 4 for example, the short docu-
ment is:
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test trial run | the act of testing
something | in the experimental tri-
als the amount of carbon was mea-
sured separately he called each flip
of the coin a new trial

It is intuitive that the part H and M are more
informative to relevance estimation. To embody
the difference, before using equation 1 to calculate
weight, features in H and M are enhanced expe-
rientially by multiply their counts, with multiplier
h=100 and m=80 experientially, respectively.

So far, we can rank the candidate definitions of
given synset according to their relevance to a given
synset.

5 Experiments and Results

Wikipedia database4 is used as LSA’s training
data set. In our experiments we use the English
Wikipedia database dump from 20 June 2011,
which contains 3,720,790 articles covers broadly
topics. The large coverage of this data set will give
sound latent relevance between words. The google
translation5 is used to translate Chinese examples
of HowNet’s concepts into English.

To estimate the accuracy of the resulting def-
initions, in each experiment, we randomly select
300 synset-definition pairs and manually decide if
it is correct or not. Then the estimated accuracy is
recorded. And the recall is also recorded in each
experiment.

The statistic features of the two knowledge base
are shown in table 3, classified by POS.

# Synsets # Concepts # Case 1 # Case 2 # Case 3

NOUN 82115 63262 12564 35454 15244
VERB 13767 27427 2158 5479 6130
ADJ 18156 12408 3561 4841 4006
ADV 3621 2860 656 1432 772

Table 3: Statistics of three cases of intersection.

We firstly check the synsets whose definition
could be decided, i.e., the intersection of defini-
tion sets of words in it contains only one element
(Case 1). The accuracies and recalls are presented
in table 4.

Accuracy Recall

NOUN 93.5 15.3
VERB 92.6 15.7
ADJ 85.1 19.6
ADV 90.0 18.1

Table 4: Accuracies and Recalls of Case 1

From Table 4 we can see that see that 1) The
number of concepts in HowNet and WordNet are
different with HowNet has slightly more entries
in general, 2) more than 15% synsets can be suc-
cessfully given a semantic definition automatically
with good quality.

For the other two cases, i.e., the intersection of
definition sets of words in a synset contains none
or more than one element (Case 2 and Case 3),
we rank the all the definitions related to the words.

When estimate accuracies, the top-rank definition
is used. And when estimate recalls, we consider a
synset get a definition if the top relevance is higher
than a threshold, which is set as 0.2 in this paper
based on experience. The results are shown in ta-
ble 5.

Accuracy Recall

NOUN 80.5 89.3
VERB 66.6 79.7
ADJ 34.1 87.6
ADV 23.0 45.1

Table 5: Statistics on Ranking Algorithm

It can be seen from Table 5 that, in general,
NOUNs and VERBs have higher accurate and re-
call than ADJs and ADVs. It is partially caused by
the training data of LSA, because Wikipedia cor-
pus mainly concentrates on entitative objects.

Table 6 gives two examples of ranked def-
initions of two synsets. It can be seen
that the synset “animal, animatebeing, beast...”
is firmly related to top ranked semantic def-

4Wikipedia can be downloaded at http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
5http://translate.google.com.
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initions “livestock”, “beast” and “AnimalHu-
man”. Meanwhile, the synset “course, course
of action” is close to semantic definitions
“process”, “route:fly:agent=aircraft ” and “Se-

quence:host=event”. From these two examples we
can see that the granularity of HowNet is finer than
WordNet. As a conclusion, the ranked list of defi-
nitions is informative to define a synset.

Se. Def.

Syn. W E DEF Sim.

animal, animatebeing, beast, brute, creature, fauna

beast {livestock} 0.95
animal {beast} 0.89
fauna {AnimalHuman} 0.89
brute {human:modifier={wicked}} 0.55
creature {human:modifier={special}} 0.20

course, course of action

course {process} 0.94
course {route:{fly:agent={aircraft}}} 0.79
course {Sequence:host={event}} 0.77
course {direction:{SelfMoveInManner}} 0.55
course {facilities:{exercise:location={}}} 0.34
course {food:{cook:PatientProduct={}}} 0.11

Table 6: Two examples of ranked semantic definitions of synsets

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper tries to give each synset of WordNet
a computer-readable semantic definition in semi-
automatic manner. The semantic definitions are
transferred from HowNet, a bilingual knowledge
base. The proposed method can give a synset a
solo definition or a ranked list of candidate def-
initions. The candidate definitions are ranked
via LSA algorithm in latent feature space, with
Wikipedia as background corpus. Experimental
results show that our method is promising.

We are planning to introduce more comprehen-
sive corpus to improve the accurate and recall of
the ranking algorithm in future. We are also plan-
ning to make a English-Chinese bilingual Word-
Net based on this work.
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Abstract 

Background: Wordnet® is a large multilin-
gual lexical database in various languages. 
The European Health Terminology/Ontology 
Portal (EHTOP) provides access to terminol-
ogies and ontologies, allowing dynamic 
browsing and navigation. EHTOP can be 
used either by individuals  or by computer 
systems  via Web services.  
Methods: To integrate terminologies and on-
tology into EHTOP, three steps are neces-
sary: (1) designing a meta-model into which 
each terminology and ontology can be inte-
grated, (2) developing a process to include 
terminologies into EHTOP, (3) building and 
integrating existing and new inter & intra-
terminology semantic harmonization into 
EHTOP. 
Results: EHTOP is freely available for the 
MeSH in French (URL: http://pts.chu-
rouen.fr). The access to other terminologies 
and to other languages (mainly English and 
French, but also German, Italian and Greek.) 
is restricted and available only for the scien-
tific community. A total of 32 terminologies 
are included in EHTOP, with 980,000 con-
cepts, 2,300,000 synonyms, 222,800 defini-
tions and 4,000,000 relations. More recently, 
the cross-lingual version of EHTOP has been 
made available (URL: http://cispro.chu-
rouen.fr/ehtop_site/) and freely provides ac-
cess to ICD10 in five languages. 

Combining EHTOP to Wordnet has improved 
both tools: allowing not only for EHTOP to 
obtain definitions and a rich source of infor-
mation but also for Wordnet to have access to 
more health terms, including definitions and 
therefore expanding its database. 
Conclusion: Combined with a cross-lingual 
dictionary, EHTOP is a useful tool for a wide 
range of applications and users, whatever in 
education, resources indexing, information 
retrieval or performing audits in terminology 
management.  

MeSH keywords: Abstracting and indexing; 
Cataloguing; Controlled Vocabulary; Inter-
net; Database; Dictionaries; Europe; Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval; Internet; Subject 
Headings; Terminology as subject. 

1 Introduction 

The Internet is currently the major source of sci-
entific and health information as well as knowl-
edge. If health information and knowledge for 
health professionals is generally in English, 
health information for lay people is also avail-
able in each language. Moreover, as people 
around the world are travelling more and more, 
health information should transcend borders. It 
should become multilingual and based on differ-
ent health terminologies and ontology sources. 
Some institutions are already proving health in-
formation in several languages: e.g. 
MEDLINEplus1 is providing health information 

                                                
1 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ (August 2011) 
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for lay people in English and Spanish. 
Futhermore, Europe Medicines Agency2 is pro-
viding drug information for health professionals 
and lay people in each European language. 
Health is with law the main fields, where several 
terminologies and ontology (T/O) coexist. For 
the English languages, over 150 terminologies 
and classifications are included in the Unified 
Medical Language System (UMLS) meta-
thesaurus developed by the US National Library 
of Medicine since 1986.  
There is an increasing amount of interest today 
not only in developing and maintaining health-
care T/O but also in making it interoperable 
within information technology (IT) systems de-
livering services to applications. Terminology 
server has been defined as a tool to manage and 
to give access to various terminologies (Burgun 
et al. 1997). Several terminology servers have al-
ready been developed, mostly in English. One 
was recently developed for French terminologies 
by three partners (Darmoni et al. 2009): the pri-
vate company Mondeca and two academic medi-
cal informatics labs: the LERTIM from Mar-
seilles and the CISMeF team from Rouen, 
France.  
Wordnet® (n.d.) is a large lexical database for 
English which is also available in various lan-
guages, including French for this work: the Sen-
seGates Web site (n.d.) is providing this transla-
tion. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are 
grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (syn-
sets), each expressing a distinct concept that 
should be linked to EHTOP. The main relation-
ships between words in WordNet is synonymy 
(Wordnet, n.d.; Fenbaum, 2005), where in EH-
TOP the main relationships is the hierarchy 
among descriptors, although synonymy is also an 
important relationships (e.g. CISMeF has manu-
ally added 16,000 French synonyms to the MeSH 
thesaurus in the last 16 years).  
Co operation between the CISMeF team and 
SenseGates (previously Memodata) began in 
2004 with the Vodel project with the same 
objective “ontological valorization of electronic 
dictionaries” following in 2007 by the InterSTIS 
project 3  (Darmoni et al. 2009) (Semantic 
Interoperability between T/O), both funded by 
the French National Research Agency. Bilingual 
dictionaries based on Wordnet (Alexandria tool) 
have been integrated in various CISMeF tools, in 
particular the CISMeF quality-controlled health 

                                                
2 http://www.ema.europa.eu/ (August 2011) 
3 http://www.interstis.org/about-interstis/ (August 2011) 

gateway (Catalog and Index of Health Resources 
in French-Fr) [URL: http://www.cismef.org] 
(Darmoni et a., 2000) and French MeSH 
Browser (Thirion et al. 2007). 
The aim of this work was to create a Health 
Multi-Terminology Cross-Lingual Portal mainly 
based on European languages (EHTOP) as well 
as combining EHTOP to WordNet®. The 
primary goal of EHTOP was to search concepts 
among all the health terminologies available in 
French (or in English and translated to French) 
included in this portal and to browse it 
dynamically. The ultimate goal was to use this 
search: (a) to index resources manually or 
automatically in the CISMeF quality-controlled 
health gateway (Catalog and Index of Health 
Resources in French-Fr) [URL: 
http://www.cismef.org] (Darmoni et al, 2000); 
(b) to allow multi-terminology automatic 
indexing and information retrieval; (c) to 
evaluate the integrity of terminological data 
(audit); (d) to provide a new useful tool to train 
health students.

2 Material and methods 

2.1 List of T/O included in EHTOP 

Thirty two T/O were included in the CISMeF 
Information System (n=32), and therefore in 
EHTOP (see Figure 1) . Some T/O are included 
in the UMLS meta-thesaurus (n=11) but most are 
not (n=21). 
Among these 32 T/0:  

• MeSH thesaurus (National Library of Medi-
cine, 2010), including the MeSH Supple-
mentary Concepts (MeSH SC), including 
the translation of 15,300 MeSH SC in 
French and the inclusion of over 16,000 
synonyms to MeSH terms; the MeSH the-
saurus is the pivotal thesaurus used to index 
health resources in the CISMeF catalogue. 
During the first 10 years of existence, CIS-
MeF used only one thesaurus to index Inter-
net resources as only MeSH is used in the 
MEDLINE bibliographic database. Because 
Internet resources are more diverse than sci-
entific articles, the CISMeF team underwent 
a major strategic shift in 2005: switching 
from a mono-terminological world to a 
multi-terminology universe for the overall 
CISMeF information system, which in-
cludes multi-terminology automatic index-
ing, multi-terminology information retrieval 
and integration of several terminologies into 
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the CISMeF information system, then 
allowing the creation of the EHTOP portal. 

• CISMeF thesaurus, is an extension to the 
MeSH thesaurus, including 130 metaterms 
(super-concepts to unify MeSH terms of the 
same medical discipline), 300 resource 
types (adaptation to the Internet of the pub-
lication types), over 200 predefined queries 
and the translation of 12,000 MeSH Scope 
Notes (8,000 manually and the rest semi-
automatically); this semi-automatic transla-
tion was performed by Sensegates tools 
based on Wordnet.  

• SNOMED CT & SNOMED International 
(French version) to describe electronic 
health records (Lussier, 1998), 

• And all T/O developed by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), in particular ICD10 
(International Classification of Diseases, 
10th revision) (WHO, n.d.). 

Some other terminologies and ontology will be 
integrated in the coming months, in particular US 
National Cancer Institute Terminology. Most of 
these T/O (those freely available), in particular 
all the MeSH add-ons were then included in Sen-
segates tools to improve its dictionaries with 
health and scientific terms and its definitions.

2.2 Integration of the terminologies 

To integrate the terminologies in the CISMeF 
Information System (Oracle 11.1g database), 
three steps are necessary: 

• to design a terminology  generic model into 
which each terminology model can be inte-
grated, 

• to design a process capable of integrating 
terminologies into the EHTOP, 

• to build and integrate intra and inter-
terminology semantic harmonization into 
EHTOP. Two inter-terminology mappings 
were performed automatically: one based on 

UMLS concepts and one based on NLP 
tools developed by the CISMeF team. 

A generic model was designed for the database 
in order to fit all the terminologies into one 
global structure (see Figure 2): this database is 
the CISMeF Information System. Then, a model 
of each terminology was designed as a speciali-
zation of the meta-model. Many conceptual and 
technical issues were encountered, especially in 
the model creation for several terminologies 
(MedDRA model, FMA ontology to terminol-
ogy). It was necessary to understand the whole 
structure and the functional purpose of each ter-
minology to propose a good representation for 
users. Another problem with terminologies is the 
space complexity when data are very large (e.g. 
SNOMED International with more than 80,000 
terms and 62,000 relations). We had to adapt our 
tools to allow integration in short period of time 
while keeping a control on data. 

2.3 The CISMeF Information System 

This system was established around the "De-
scriptor" which is the central concept of the ter-
minologies (aka "keyword"). Each descriptor is 
labelled and may be defined, linked to other de-
scriptors (such as Related-Term relation) and in-
volved in a son-father type of hierarchy (BT-NT 
for Broader Term – Narrower Term), which is 
the main relation within EHTOP. A descriptor 
may also contain specific attributes and syno-
nyms (which is the main relation of Wordnet), 
abbreviations etc.  
It was also necessary to work on the terminol-
ogies modeling (OWL format) in order to fit it 
into the global database structure and to stan-
dardize the data in a well known and shared for-
mat. That is why the RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) syntax was chosen with the OWL 
(Ontology Web Language).  

Figure 1: Interelationship between CISMeF Information System, EHTOP and Wordnet 
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Figure 2: The CISMeF BackOffice database conceptual structure

2.4 Creation of the EHTOP 

The EHTOP was designed as a graphic interface 
of a Web Service, entirely dedicated to informa-
tion retrieval and associations between terms of 
several terminologies. Thus, the main objective 
was to dissociate the substance from the form, in 
particular the interface. 

3 Results 

This project is human-oriented work to deal with 
terminologies and ontologies. In the EHTOP 
modelization, data is more important for humans 
as opposed to structure for computer. Therefore, 
we decided to oversimplify ontologies and when 
necessary integrated  terminologies into EHTOP.  
Finally, on July 2011, the time spent to build and 
maintain this health multi-terminology multilin-
gual portal was estimated as to be approximately 
nine man-years. Currently, the CISMeF team is 
using one junior engineer (JG) to integrate new 
terminologies (e.g. SNOMED CT) and one post-
doc (TM) to perform semantic harmonization on 
each terminology to another (almost 500 align-
ments were already performed -32*31/2-) using 
CISMeF NLP tools.  
Currently, two versions of EHTOP exist: (a) the 
first version is mainly bilingual (French and Eng-
lish) specifically devoted to French users. This 
version is available at the following URL: 
http://pts.chu-rouen.fr/. Only MeSH and CISMeF 
terminologies are freely available. We also pro-
vide a restricted access only for the scientific 

community (click on “Subscribe”); (b) the sec-
ond version is multilingual. Because the right to 
access terminologies varies among countries 
(e.g. the MeSH is freely available in English and 
French, but it is not the case in other European 
languages), the EHTOP multilingual version 
provides a free access to ICD10 in five European 
languages (English, French, German, Dutch, 
Greek). 
A total of 32 terminologies are included in EH-
TOP, with 980,000 concepts, 2,300,000 syno-
nyms, 222,800 definitions and 4,000,000 rela-
tions. Twenty-one of these terminologies are not 
yet included in the UMLS including some from 
the World Health Organization. Due to various 
optimizations, the average response time for one 
concurrent user takes less than 500 milliseconds.  
The access to Wordnet content is available on 
each page of CISMeF (see Figure 3). The same 
figure displays that Wordnet content was en-
riched by CISMeF definitions and hierarchies. 
Some hyperlinks allow navigation through both 
interfaces.  
Via its human interface, since January 2010, 
EHTOP is used daily by the CISMeF team to in-
dex resources in multi-terminology mode. It is 
also used by various CISMeF academic partners 
in different French and European projects, which 
was necessary to develop the EHTOP. EHTOP 
was qualitatively evaluated in 2010 by 25 medi-
cal students from the Rouen Medical School and 
gave 58% satisfaction for its user interface and 
76% for its functionalities and content. 
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Since March 2010, the bilingual version is used 
daily by 600 unique machines, mainly to query 
MeSH in their native language, as it was the case 
using the French MeSH Browser. Two hundred 
thirty people have already registered to access 
other T/O, mainly physicians, health students, li-
brarians and translators. For the 11 T/O included 
in UMLS, we performed a contextual link to 
BioPortal (Noy et al. 2009). 

4 Discussion 

The Health Multi-Terminology Cross-lingual 
Portal (EHTOP) is used daily by various CIS-
MeF academic partners in different French and 
European projects. In 2011, the Top 3 EHTOP 
targets are librarians, health professionals and 
health students to learn how to manipulate health 
terminologies (e.g. about rare disease with Or-
phanet thesaurus or anatomy with the FMA on-
tology) and to extract knowledge from it, in par-
ticular from hierarchies and relations (e.g. vari-
ous siblings of a rare disease, symptoms of this 
rare disease or to obtain all the muscles of the 
forearm in one click). One important role of EH-
TOP is to improve the knowledge of health terms 
available in different T/O and in several lan-
guages, for example, to obtain the Latin transla-
tion of an anatomical term in English or French 
thanks to the FMA ontology. The fourth target is 
translators, who can access several health termi-
nologies/ontologies in different languages. Com-
bining EHTOP to Wordnet has improved both 
tools: allowing for EHTOP to obtain definitions 
and rich relations from Wordnet and for Wordnet 

to obtain more health terms, including definitions 
and even richer relations (e.g. relations for one 
rare disease to the genes linked to it).
If French MeSH Browser was also heavily used 
(500 unique users per working day) mainly to 
access MeSH using queries in French, EHTOP 
allows access to MeSH in 10 other native lan-
guages. Via its Web services, EHTOP may also 
be used by several interactive applications. The 
standard response of the EHTOP Web Service is 
natively in the SKOS format. The other targeted 
users include the entire range of medical IT play-
ers (e.g. institutions, hospitals, software publish-
ers, information portals) and, through them all 
those involved in the healthcare sector, in par-
ticular healthcare professionals and patients.  
The EHTOP presented here has the main func-
tionalities of any terminology server, except the 
extensive management of terminologies (e.g. 
adding a new hierarchy). To the best of our 
knowledge, EHTOP is the first of its kind to al-
low cross-lingual navigation. The main added 
value of EHTOP when compared to any UMLS 
browser (McCray et Razi, 1995) is the possibility 
to access the main health terminologies in French 
or the multi-lingual terminologies and classifica-
tion coming from WHO, which are not (yet) in-
cluded in the UMLS (e.g. ATC for drugs or ICPS 
for patient safety), as demonstrated in accessing 
ICD10 in five languages. Currently, the EHTOP 
is a necessary basic tool to index any document 
in a multi-terminology multilingual mode.  
Other portals propose to search and navigate T/O 
such as NCBO Bioportal (Noy et al, 2009) and 

Figure 3: Improvment of CISMeF by Wordnet and reciprocaly 
a: It is possible to access Wordnet content from everywhere in CISMeF interface. 
b: Wordnet was enriched by CISMeF content

a

b
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the EBI Ontology Lookup Service (Cote et al, 
2006; Cote et al, 2008). Those tools are also very 
user-friendly and do not allow users to navigate 
through terms or search among synonyms in dif-
ferent languages. They are also not adapted to a 
daily use to index or to present the FMA to 
medical students.  
In the near future, we have planned to integrate 
multi-lingual dictionaries (Wordnet) via an app-
let to the new multi-lingual health search engine 
Doc’CISMeF.

5 Conclusion 

A health cross-lingual multi-terminology portal 
connected to a cross-lingual dictionary is a valu-
able tool to help to index and retrieve resources 
from a quality-controlled health gateway. It can 
also be very useful for teaching or performing 
audits in terminology management.
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Abstract

Brazilian Portuguese needs a WordNet
that is open access, downloadable and
changeable, so that it can be improved by
researchers, such as the community inter-
ested in automated deduction. This would
be very valuable to linguists and com-
puter scientist interested in representing
knowledge obtained from texts. We dis-
cuss briefly why we want a Brazilian Por-
tuguese WordNet and how we are going
about getting one. These are only first
steps, though, as our project is just start-
ing.

1 Introduction

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is an extremely valu-
able resource for research in Computational Lin-
guistics and Natural Language Processing in gen-
eral. WordNet has been used for a number of dif-
ferent purposes in information systems, including
word sense disambiguation, information retrieval,
automatic text classification, automatic text sum-
marization, and dozens of other knowledge inten-
sive projects.

But if there is still a lack of lexical resources
for English, the problem is ten-fold more acute for
other languages, which lack even easily accessible
corpora and basic tools such as tokenizers, taggers
and splitters. This lack of resources slows down
considerably, almost stops completely any work
on reasoning about knowledge obtained from lan-
guage, our main goal.

We are starting a project at Foundação Getulio
Vargas (FGV) in Brazil, where we want, in the
long run, to use formal logical tools to rea-
son about knowledge obtained from text in Por-
tuguese. We are logicians, not linguists, so we
want to minimize the amount of Computational
Linguistics that we have to develop. Hence it

would have been very sensible to use a Brazilian
WordNet, if we could have one. While we orig-
inally expected to be able to use some existing
Brazilian WordNet, out of the box, it turns out that
these are not available. There are some attempts.

There is the project WordNet.PT (Portuguese
WordNet) from the “Centro de Linguitica da Uni-
versidade de Lisboa” headed by Palmira Mar-
rafa. But this is available online only, no down-
load available and, as far as we can see on their
webpages, little development has happened re-
cently to this project. The WordNet.PT version
available online 1 has about 19000 lexical expres-
sions, from different semantic fields. The frag-
ment made available online includes expressions
from subdomains such as art, clothing, geogra-
phy, health, institutions, living entities and trans-
portation, but no description of other domains
and/or future releases of the database are dis-
cussed. The group has also a newer version of
WordNet.PT called WordNet.PTglobal (Mar-
rafa et al., 2011) which pays attention to different
varieties of Portuguese, like African variations in
the language. But while this is very interesting for
linguistic comparative research and useful for on-
line queries 2, this smaller version of WordNet.PT
is still not available for download and/or modifica-
tions and improvements.

Then there is also the MultiWordNet project
and its Portuguese version MWN.PT, developed
by Antônio Branco and colleagues at the NLX-
Natural Language and Speech Group, of the Uni-
versity of Lisbon, Department of Informatics.
According to their description 3 MWN.PT the
MultiWordnet of Portuguese (version 1) spans
over 17,200 manually validated concepts/synsets,
linked under the semantic relations of hyponymy
and hypernymy. These concepts are made of over

1http://tinyurl.com/6p2vsy3.
2http://www.clul.ul.pt/wnglobal/.
3http://tinyurl.com/bum4mmh.
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21,000 word senses/word forms and 16,000 lem-
mas from both European and American variants
of Portuguese. It includes the subontologies un-
der the concepts of Person, Organization, Event,
Location, and Art works, which are covered by
the top ontology made of the Portuguese equiva-
lents to all concepts in the 4 top layers of the En-
glish Princeton WordNet and to the 98 Base Con-
cepts suggested by the Global Wordnet Associa-
tion, and the 164 Core Base Concepts indicated by
the EuroWordNet project. But again this wordnet
is available online only and/or with a restrictive li-
cense that requires payment.

Thirdly there is a first version of a Brazilian Por-
tuguese version of Wordnet developed by Bento
Dias da Silva and collaborators (Dias-Da-Silva et
al., 2000; Scarton and Aluisio, 2009). But this also
cannot be downloaded, is not available online and
is not being maintained in an open access basis,
which is one of the strongest points of Princeton
WordNet. Open access availability is one of the
main reasons we would like to have our own ver-
sion of WordNet-BR, which we are calling WN-
BR. This is because we believe that resources like
Wikipedia and WordNet need to be open and mod-
ifiable by others in order to improve over time.

Finally there is a whole batch of work
on merging WordNet with Wikipedia cate-
gories and infoboxes, that tries to leverage the
work already done by the Wikipedia volunteers.
Amongst these we are particularly excited about
YAGO/MENTA (de Melo and Weikum, 2010)
(and YAGO2 for further work on temporal/spatial
information), which we describe below. This kind
of work fits in well with our goals of ultimately
doing reasoning, in large scale, with knowledge
obtained from text.

2 Global WordNet Grid

In this forum it is perhaps not necessary to recall
that the Global WordNet Association aims at the
development of wordnets for all languages of the
world and to extend the existing wordnets to full
coverage and all parts-of-speech. In 2006 the asso-
ciation launched a project to start building a com-
pletely free worldwide wordnet “grid”. This grid
would be built around a shared set of concepts, and
would be expressed in terms of the original Word-
net synsets and SUMO (Niles and Pease, 2001)
terms. The idea of the grid is very appealing and
the suggested procedure to create wordnets looks

sensible and feasible.

To recap the suggestion was to build the first
version of the Grid around the set of 4689 “Com-
mon Base Concepts” and to make the Grid free,
following the example of the Princeton WordNet.
Now the Base Concepts are supposed to be the
most important concepts in the various wordnets
of different languages. The importance of the con-
cepts was measured in terms of two main crite-
ria: (1) A high position in the semantic hierar-
chy; (2) Having many relationships to other con-
cepts. The procedure described as the “expand
approach” seems to us viable: First translate the
synsets in the Princeton WordNet to Portuguese,
then take over the relations from Princeton and re-
vise, adding the Portuguese terms that satisfy dif-
ferent relations. Then revise and revise and revise
until we can guarantee the consistency of the tax-
onomy.

In somewhat more detail but still following the
suggestions of the global wordnet grid, we think
we can develop a core WordNet for Brazilian Por-
tuguese by: first representing the 1024 core ba-
sic concepts by one or more synsets in Portuguese
that are either equivalent or very closely associ-
ated to the original core concepts in the Princeton
WordNet. Then adding Base Concepts that are im-
portant to Brazilian Portuguese, but not in the set
of core basic concepts. (For that one could use
lists of Portuguese words listed by frequency, and
comparisons with other Wordnets for romance lan-
guages.) Next we need to check that this forms a
closed and consistent hierarchy. Finally we should
add further relations necessary to specify the se-
mantics of the basic concepts.

While this procedure seems sensible and
doable, despite being hard work, the existence of
several versions of Wordnet, and the fact that the
concepts uncovered as basic ones are not related
to their synsets in WordNet 3.0 makes things more
difficult. WordNet 3.0 has the huge advantage of
disambiguated glosses, a real plus if the goal is se-
mantics. But the mechanics of following the pro-
cedure sketched above turn out more complicated
than expected.

Our solution is to use the mapping from Word-
Net 2.0 to WordNet 3.0 provided by (Daudé et
al., 2000). The idea consists in, using the map,
identify the WordNet 3.0 synsets equivalent to the
4689 WordNet 2.0 basic concepts listed in the Eu-
roWordNet project (Stamou et al., 2002).
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We plan to use the RDF version of WordNet
3.0 made freely available online 4 by Mark van
Assem and Jacco van Ossenbruggen. The RDF
version has the benefit of better supporting our
collaborative work, facilitating the maintenance in
the same data structure of both English and Por-
tuguese versions of the glosses and lexical forms,
and, once loaded in a Triple Store, providing us
with a working environment to add or remove
relations, comments and so on. Unfortunately,
there are at least two different versions of Word-
Net available in RDF. The RDF representation of
WordNet 2.0 is described in http://www.w3.
org/TR/wordnet-rdf/ and seems to be used
as reference for the newly minted RDF represen-
tation of WordNet 3.0. Nevertheless, we still have
to investigate the differences between the Word-
Net 2.0/3.0 mapping used in the RDF representa-
tion of WordNet 3.0 and the mapping provided by
(Daudé et al., 2000).

3 Sumo and WordNet-BR

The Global WordNet Grid approach has three as-
pects that seem to us worth considering. First
there is the work on determining which synsets
(corresponding to concepts) are most popular in
several languages. This work was done in the
EuroWordNet projects and it would be a shame
not to use it. The emphasis on many languages
should help filter out personal and cultural biases.
Then there is the proposed stepping up schedule,
which seems to us very attractive, as a way of help-
ing to get the “grunt” work done. Finally and in
some ways more importantly there is the connec-
tion with SUMO that we discuss now.

According to Wikipedia, the Suggested Upper
Merged Ontology or SUMO is an upper ontol-
ogy intended as a foundation ontology for a va-
riety of computer information processing systems.
It can be downloaded and used freely and it has
been available and in development since 2000. A
mapping from WordNet synsets to SUMO has also
been defined and maintained for several versions
of WordNet. Most importantly for us, SUMO is
organized for interoperability of automated rea-
soning engines. In particular SUMO’s associated
open source knowledge engineering environment,
Sigma 5 runs already in Vampire (Ganzinger et
al., 1999) and Leo-II (Benzmueller and Paulson,

4http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/.
5http://sigmakee.sourceforge.net/.

2010), for example. Projections of SUMO into
description logics, automatically available, can be
run in the OWL reasoners.

In the beginning of 2010 we started an informal
project of discussing how logic and automated rea-
soning could have a bigger impact, if coupled with
natural language processing and how it would be
a great thing to translate some of the advances al-
ready made for English text understanding to Por-
tuguese text understanding and reasoning.

Since one of us (Valeria de Paiva) had worked
for almost nine years in Xerox PARC, in the sys-
tems developed by the Natural Language Theory
and Technology (NLTT) group, particularly on the
system Bridge, we requested an academic license
to the XLE (Xerox Language Engine) to try to
adapt the systems to Brazilian Portuguese. How-
ever, we are both logicians, our expertise lies at
the end of the long pipeline of the system Bridge
and we tried to recruit, still informally, people with
more expertise on the language side of the project.
But at that stage we did not have any formal back-
ing, so despite some interesting offers, nothing
much happened. Recently we have been granted
formal backing, although still in small scale, and
one of the opportunities that presented itself was
to forestall the need for the creation of a Brazilian
WordNet (or perhaps to help improve the creation
of such) , via the use of SUMO.

Wordnet is an important component of the XLE
Unified Lexicon (UL (Crouch and King, 2005)),
as the logical formulae created by the Abstract
Knowledge Representation (AKR) component of
the system are given meaning, in terms of Word-
net sysets. A previous version of the system used,
instead of the Unified Lexicon, Cyc (Lenat, 1995)
concepts as semantics. As discussed in (De Paiva
et al., 2007) the sparseness of Cyc concepts was
the main reason to move away from Cyc onto a
version of the Bridge system based on the UL and
WordNet. Since a WordNet-BR is not available,
a workaround might be gotten via SUMO, if this
were to be available in Portuguese. As a warming
exercise we translated the basic concepts used for
the basic concept descriptions in SUMO to Brazil-
ian Portuguese 6 and this is already available on
the SourceForge repository for Sigma, SUMO’s
knowledge engineering platform. This is not a
substitute for a Brazilian Portuguese WordNet, but
merely a stopping stone towards it.

6http://tinyurl.com/bu874aq
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4 Scaling Up?

One of the ways we are considering of scaling
up our proposal, from the five thousand concepts
suggested in the grid page to the level that we
think is necessary for our application goes via the
work on YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007) and, per-
haps, YAGO2. The YAGO approach to informa-
tion extraction for building a searchable, large-
scale, highly accurate knowledge base of common
facts goes via harvesting infoboxes and category
names from Wikipedia for facts about individual
entities. It reconciles these with the taxonomic
backbone of WordNet in order to ensure that all
entities have proper classes and the class system
is consistent. The work in YAGO at the Max-
PlanckInstitute has led de Melo and Weikum to
work in MENTA (Multilingual Taxonomies from
Wikipedia), which can be considered a multilin-
gual version of WordNet. From this multilingual
version (with 254 languages) we want to ‘project’
the component consisting of Portuguese synsets
only. (The plan is to use the work in the Por-
tuguese version of MENTA to complement, auto-
matically, the five thousand concepts for WN-BR,
obtained through manual translation. We believe
that the MENTA (de Melo and Weikum, 2010)
projection into Portuguese could give us a rea-
sonable basis in terms of synsets in Portuguese
to which we would like to compare the existing
versions of Portuguese wordnets.) Since YAGO
is already integrated with SUMO (De Melo et al.,
2008), we hope to be able to maintain consistency
of the database.

5 Conclusions

It is early days for our project and time will tell
whether our decision to follow the global Word-
Net grid guidelines for seeding new wordnets will
pay off or not, and if so, how well. We have now
a master student interested in the project and more
interested students are expected. One thing is clear
to us, whatever kinds of resource we end up with,
we hope to make them freely available in one of
the numerous sites (SourceForge, GitHub, etc.) at
our disposal nowadays. We are not aware of any
such specialized lexicons available for Brazilian
Portuguese and it is about time that we had them
openly and freely accessible.
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Abstract 

 

We examine three groups of English verbs 

expressing the causation of emotions (sur-

prise, anger and fear). Each verb in a 

given group denotes a different degree of 

intensity of the emotion. We search the 

Web for pairs of verbs co-occurring in 

specific lexical-semantic patterns like if 

not…then…, which have been shown to 

discriminate between the members of 

pairs of scalar adjectives in terms of their 

relative strength. Results show that the 

chosen verbs possess scalar qualities and 

confirm the prior assignment of the verbs 

into broad classes sharing an underlying 

emotion; finally, the Web data allow us to 

construct consistent scales with verbs or-

dered according to the intensity of the 

emotion. Furthermore, the Web data are 

compatible with scales constructed by 

human subjects, though across-subject 

variation is noted. We propose a way to 

represent the scalar aspects of verbs in 

WordNet that is consistent with current 

proposals for the integration of dimen-

sional adjectives (Sheinman et al., submit-

ted).  

11  IIntroduction  

The lexicon of emotions presents significant 

challenges for systematic investigation. Psy-

chologists have identified a small number of ba-

sic emotions that are maximally distinct from 

one another and arguably have universal status, 

independenof cultural or linguistic diversity (e.g., 

Johnson-Laird and Oatley, 1989). Emotion verbs 

have been classified semantically and syntacti-

cally for different languages (Belletti and Rizzi, 

1988, Levin 1993, Mathieu 2005, inter alia), but 

there is little agreement among the different se-

mantic analyses. We undertake a corpus-based 

examination of three groups of emotion verbs. 

Our goal is to empirically derive a semantic clas-

sification of English emotion verbs that  

(1) provides a novel, subtle and empirically 

grounded analysis of an important component of 

the English verb lexicon; 

(2) serves as the basis for appropriate 

representations in lexical resources serving NLP, 

such as WordNet; 

(3) has the potential to improve automatic text 

understanding by facilitating inferencing and the 

detection of lexically-based cohesion; 

(4) can be represented in WordNet in a way 

that is consistent with WordNet's structure.  

2 Scalar Emotion Verbs 

Psychologists and linguists have offered different 

classifications of emotions (e.g., Johnson-Laird 

and Oatley 1989, Martin and White 2005, 

Mathieu 2005, Ortony 1988). We examine three 

sub-groups of English emotion verbs (frighten, 

surprise, anger) based on Mathieu and Fell-

baum’s (2010) classification. Our goal is to rank 

the verbs in each group in terms of the intensity 

of the shared underlying emotion
1
.  

All classes consist entirely of so-called Expe-

riencer psych verbs. As (1) shows, the transitive 

use of the verbs in this syntactically defined class 

requires a structural subject that refers to the 

                                                
1 Emotion verbs are not always easily distinguishable from 

cognition verbs. Thus, shock and scandalize denote 
events that can evoke both judgments and emotions. 
However, the possible overlap with cognition verbs does 
not affect our method or results. 
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Stimulus or Cause of the emotion, while the ob-

ject expresses the Experiencer (Belletti and Rizzi 

1988, Levin 1993). Thus, our class of frighten 

verbs includes the verbs intimidate, scare, terrify 

and alarm but not verbs like fear and dread, 

whose subject in a transitive construction denotes 

the Experiencer, as in (2): 

(1) Lightning frightens/scares Mary 
         CAUSE EXPERIENCER 

(2) Mary    fears/dreads lightning 
 EXPERIENCER  CAUSE 

We depart from the observation that within 

each semantic class, the verbs express different 

degrees of intensity of the basic emotion that 

represents the class. For example, terrify seems 

intuitively to express a stronger degree of 

frighten than scare. Similarly, anger seems more 

intense than annoy, and infuriate in turn appears 

stronger than anger, though all three verbs refer 

to a feeling directed toward a real or perceived 

grievance. Hence these verbs represent different 

points on a scale, similar to gradable adjectives 

like good-fine-superb that express greater or 

smaller degrees of a common property (e.g., 

Bierwisch and Lang 1989, Kennedy 1999).  

While gradability has been studied primarily 

for properties, which are typically expressed by 

adjectives, this semantic attribute clearly extends 

to concepts lexicalized by other parts of speech. 

Nouns like fear and terror and adjectives like 

afraid and terrified similarly differ in the 

strength of the emotion they express. Here we 

limit ourselves to the consideration of verbs. 

 

33  LLexical--SSemantic Patterns  

To determine the relation among words with 

similar meanings, lexical-semantic patterns can 

be evoked. For example, Cruse (1986) noted that 

the patterns Xs and other Ys and Ys such as Xs 

establish that Y is a superordinate (more general) 

concept than X, and conversely, that X is a kind 

of Y. This is exemplified by phrases like roses 

and other flowers and flowers such as roses. 

Hearst (1992) and Snow et al. (2005), working 

with corpus data, extended this method and dem-

onstrated its usefulness for detecting and encod-

ing semantic relatedness. These authors have 

extracted lexical-semantic patterns to determine 

semantic relatedness for nouns; one goal is the 

extension of taxonomies and semantic networks 

like WordNet (Miller 1995, Fellbaum 1998).   

Using the Web as a corpus, Sheinman and Toku-

naga (2009) induce lexical-semantic patterns for 

gradable adjectives in order to determine their 

relative position on a scale. They assume Word-

Net’s organization of adjectives into “dumbbell” 

structures, with a pair of frequent and strongly 

associated “direct antonyms” such as wet and dry 

partitioning a scale into two. Each direct anto-

nym is associated with a number of  “semanti-

cally similar” adjectives, such as drenched, 

soaked at one side of the scale and arid, parched 

on the other (Miller 1998). From a given scale 

(e.g., “goodness”), Sheinman and Tokunaga 

(2009) select adjectives pairs, choosing first one 

of WordNet’s direct antonyms (e.g., good) and 

one of its semantically similar adjectives from 

the same side of the scale (e.g. great). A search 

of the Web for occurrences of the expression 

good*great (where * is a lexically unspecified 

wildcard) yields lexical-semantic patterns con-

sisting of single words or short phrases, such as 

(perhaps) even and if not
2
. Inverting the order of 

the adjectives returns patterns like if not…then as 

in (3) and (4): 

(3) good if not great 

(4) if not great, then god 

Sheinman and Tokunaga apply the patterns 

they induced to pairs of “semantically similar” 

adjectives and derive a relative ordering for 

them, which they subsequently evaluate against 

human judgments.  

44 Ordering Verbs of Emotion on a 

SScale   

Establishing the semantic relatedness of verbs is 

arguably much more difficult. Fellbaum (2002) 

and Chlovsky and Pantel (2004) propose the ap-

plication of  lexical-semantic patterns to detect 

and encode relations including and beyond those 

currently in WordNet. Chlovsky and Pantel pro-

pose an "strength" relation among verbs, but 

limit it to pairs.    

 

We asked whether the patterns identified by 

Sheinman and Tokunaga (2009) for adjectives 

could be applied to emotion verbs, since many of 

these verbs resemble adjectives in exhibiting sca-

lar properties and expressing different degrees of 

intensity of a common basic feeling.  

As an initial proof of concept, we studied three 

broad classes that we judged to be clearly distinct 

and non-overlapping representatives of the emo-

tion lexicon: surprise, fear and annoyance. Our 

                                                
2 Horn (1989) suggests that even serves to discriminate be-

tween more and less intense adjectives to the left and 
right of this word, respectively. 
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intuitive pre-classification assigned ten, five and 

nine members, respectively, to these groups:   

Surprise verbs: astonish, surprise, amaze, as-

tound, strike, stun, floor, dumbfound, flabber-

gast, stupefy 

Frighten verbs: intimidate, scare, frighten, 

alarm, terrify 

Annoy verbs: irk, nettle, annoy, anger, exas-

perate, infuriate, enrage, incense 

It is important to note that we are merely in-

terested in the relative ordering of the verbs on a 

scale and not making any claims as to the seman-

tic distance between them. Quite possibly, some 

verbs are more similar to one another in terms of 

their intensity than others, and the distance 

among the verbs on the scale is not uniform, as 

seems to be generally the case with gradable ad-

jectives
3
.  

To arrive at a placement of the verbs on their 

respective scales, we applied Sheinman and To-

kunaga’s (2009) patterns. Like Sheinman and 

Tokunaga, we used the Web as a corpus, as its 

size constitutes an obvious advantage over bal-

anced but relatively small corpora like the British 

National Corpus. We selected three patterns:  

(P1) V1 (perhaps) even V2  

(P2) V1, not to say V2  

(P3) If not V1 then V2  

First, note that these patterns return verbs from 

the same syntactic class (Experiencer verbs with 

the Cause argument in subject position) on either 

side; the queries did not return hits with syntacti-

cally distinct emotion verbs, such as she feared, 

even frightened him.  

Second, the directions of the patterns differ. In 

the case of the first and the second pattern, the 

more intense verb is found to the right of the 

phrase: 

 (5) annoy even infuriate 

 (6) anger, not to say incense 

while in the third pattern, the verb expressing the 

more intense emotion is to the left: 

 (7) if not terrify then scare 

 

55  EExperimental Validation  

Using the Google search engine, we manually 

searched all possible pairwise combinations, with 

both orders for each pair. Thus, for the five verbs 

                                                
3 Just as in the case of scalar adjectives (Bierwisch and Lang 

1989) the emotion verb scales are open-ended, independ-
ently of the lexical encoding of values on the scales. 
Thus, if terrify expresses the strongest form of frighten, 
this does not imply that terrify expresses the highest de-
gree of fear a person may experience.  

we assigned to the fear class (alarm, frighten, 

intimidate, scare, terrify) twenty pairs were 

searched for each patterns as shown Table 1. For 

each of the pairs, queries were written with each 

of the three patterns. The queries included the 

inflected forms of the verbs (past tense, past par-

ticiple, third person singular present).  

Table 1.  Pairs of frighten verbs.  

Verb1-Verb2 Verb2-Verb1 

alarm-frighten *frighten-alarm 

*alarm-intimidate *intimidate-alarm 

alarm-scare *scare-alarm 

alarm-terrify *terrify-alarm 

intimidate-frighten *frighten-intimidate 

intimidate-scare scare-intimidate 

intimidate-terrify *terrify-intimidate 

frighten-terrify *terrify-frighten 

scare-frighten *frighten-scare 

scare-terrify *terrify-scare 

 

The results show for most pairs, one verb ex-

presses a stronger degree of the same basic emo-

tion than the other verb. The asterisks indicate 

the pairs for which either no example or only a 

single one were found. For the remaining cases, 

the number of hits ranged from dozens to hun-

dreds. In the latter cases, we manually inspected 

at least a dozen returns to assure that the searches 

had returned valid examples. We manually iden-

tified and discarded some non-verb usages such 

as gerunds.  

 

 

5.1  Results 

 

Several points are worth noting. First, the even 

pattern was by far the most productive. This is 

unsurprising given that its meaning is roughly 

equivalent to the other two strong patterns while 

being lexically and syntactically much less com-

plex and thus likely preferred by speakers.  

Second, the majority of the hits contained the 

target not in its active verb form but as an adjec-

tival past participle. Nevertheless, we believe 

that the participles encode the respective strength 

of the emotions in the same way as their underly-

ing verbs and that our results are not impaired by 

the preponderance of adjectival rather than ver-

bal forms. Quite possibly the patterns we used 

tend to favor adjectives over verbs as their collo-

cates, as these patterns had been specifically 

identified by Sheinman and Tokunaga (2009) to 

occur with contrasting adjectives. Some of the 

target verbs have homographic nouns (alarm, 
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scare) and a search for the base form of the verb 

often returned hits with the nouns.  

Below we illustrate our findings with 

representative examples from the group of  five 

verbs expressing fear-causing events. We present 

examples for each of the pairs we found from the 

set of twenty possible pairs listed in Table 1. The 

data are similar to those for the two other verb 

groups that we examined (surprise, annoy) but 

these will not be presented and discussed here in 

detail.  

(8) Truly, a cold chill gripped me, my heart 

rate increased, and I became alarmed, even 

frightened. 

(9) She looked alarmed, even scared by our fes-

tive look. 

(10) Now, when money is tight, the Government 

seeks to claw back the entitlements and does so 

in a way that alarms, even terrifies 

(11) The ticking clock intimidates us, even 

frightens us 

(12) I am still dealing with some level of doubt 

and fear, the assignment intimidates and even 

scares me a little. 

(13) However, for some people, anger is a con-

stant companion that defines their personality 

and intimidates - even terrifies - their loved ones 

(14) The prospect of change and evolution 

frightens, even terrifies, many people around the 

world 

(15) For the first time since she had crossed him 

Annabeth looked scared, even frightened.  

(16) See something in McCain that others don't; 

something that scares - even terrifies - many of 

those who know McCain on a personal basis. 

(17) When she first became an agent on his team 

she felt scared even intimidated by them 

 

5.2  Outliers 

 

Scare and intimidate were found on both sides of 

the patterns, as exemplified in (12) and (17). Al-

though our search returned several hundred ex-

amples where scare expressed a stronger emo-

tion than intimidate, only six examples with the 

inverse order, such as (17), were found, all with 

the even pattern. A possible explanation for the 

fact that scare and intimidate do not seem to ex-

hibit a clear asymmetry might be that their mean-

ings differ not just with respect to the intensity of 

the same underlying emotion but that there is an 

added subtle meaning difference. As a result, the 

two verbs, though related semantically, might not 

fall neatly on the same linear scale of intensity. 

This explanation receives some support from the 

results for the pair alarm-intimidate, which did 

not co-occur in either order, with the exception 

of one single example. This case, too, suggests 

that the verbs, though similar, are not members 

of the same broader frighten class. Given the 

overall results, intimidate seems to be the outlier. 

Moreover, we did find numerous examples there 

these verbs occur in a coordinate structure:  

(18) Being ignorant and illiterate, he was 

alarmed and intimidated by the fear that his 

land would be taken from him by Fletcher 

(19) If you receive a "reservation of rights" letter 

from the insurance company, don't be alarmed 

or intimidated 

 

And and or do not discriminate among scale 

mates; thus, phrases like good and superb or 

speedy or fast seem odd. These examples indi-

cate further that the paired verbs here are seman-

tically similar but not necessarily scale mates 

with different degrees of intensity. In other cases, 

the verbs occurred in a “list” pattern:  

(20) Intimidation related to prejudice and 

discrimination may include conduct "which 

annoys, threatens, intimidates, alarms, or puts a 

person in fear of… 

(21) If someone else's behavior makes you feel 

alarmed, intimidated, embarrassed, or annoyed, 

there are many resources available 

Such “listing” does not reveal an asymmetry 

in the strength of the emotion, though it indicates 

that the emotions are similar and can be evoked 

by a common Cause or Stimulus.  

 

66   Establishing a Scale  
 

The data summed up in Table 1 show asymme-

tries among the members of the verb pairs, as 

suggested by the lexical-semantic patterns. Con-

sidering our data in the light of the two different 

kinds of patterns—two in which the more intense 

verb occurs on the right and one  where it occurs 

to the left—we can construct a scale.  

For example, we can place scare (less intense) 

to the left of terrify (more intense) on the basis of 

examples like the following: 

 

(22) Are there other women out there with SA 

who are scared (even terrified) of becoming 

pregnant and being responsible for a new life 

(23) He is terrified of being on stage - if not ter-

rified then scared, worried, mildly anxious, you 

get the drift. 

And we can place scare to right of alarm, 

since it seems stronger:  
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(24) However, your solution of involving the pri-

vate sector is one that the public should be very 

alarmed, if not scared 

 Based on such examples we construct a linear 

scale: 

 Intimidate>alarm>scare>frighten>terrify  

For the class of surprise verbs, which com-

prised ten verbs, queries involving the verbs 

amaze, astonish and surprise returned large 

numbers of hits where these verbs appear on both 

sides of the patterns. We interpret this to suggest 

that speakers use these verbs to refer to very 

similar, if not identical, degrees of surprise. 

Moreover, these three verbs also pattern identi-

cally with respect to the other verbs on the scale 

(i.e., amaze, astonish and surprise were all con-

sistently weaker than stun and dumbfound, for 

example). 

 

6.1  Cross-Class Pairs 

 

We applied the patterns with only a single verb 

from our classes on either side. In some cases, 

these searches returned hits where the second 

verb did not come from the same group of emo-

tion verbs preclassified by Mathieu and Fellbaum 

(2010).  

(25) offended and alarmed, if not threatened by 

the song 

(26) The Philadelphia Fringe Festival is grow-

ing, but many intelligent theater-lovers are puz-

zled and even intimidated by it 

Such data may suggest that the assignment of 

verbs to their classes needs to be reconsidered. 

However, it seems more likely that the verbs be-

long to different but semantically similar classes 

that may have fuzzy boundaries; the lexical-

semantic patterns may “leak” across these related 

classes. However, we did not find examples 

where the verbs on either side of the pattern were 

in completely unrelated classes. For example, no 

hits of the kind *this surprised, not to say ex-

hausted/reminded me were returned.  

7   Human judgments of scalar emotion 

verbs 

To compare the automatically derived scales against 

human judgments, we collected data from ten Prince-

ton University students, all of them native speakers. 

They were given a booklet with the three groups of 

verbs expressing causation of  fear, surprise, and an-

ger. The verbs in each group were presented in ran-

dom order, and the students were asked to construct 

scales based on the intensity of the emotion expressed 

by all members of a scale. The scale like>love>adore 

served as an illustrative example. Options to construct 

multiple scales for verbs in a given group and to place 

several verbs on the same point on a scale were ex-

plicitly allowed for and exemplified.  

7.1   Results of Human Judgments 

Tables 2-4 show how often the judges placed a 

given verb on a position on the scale. Interest-

ingly, the students—who were not given the 

lexical-semantic patterns-- stated that they found 

the task very difficult.  

The tables reveal the relative strength of the 

verbs on a scale, in that the number of place-

ments for a given verb increases or decreases 

linearly (e.g., irk) or shows a local peak (e.g., 

amaze). While not as clear-cut as the results  ob-

tained automatically via the AdjScale method, 

they are clearly consistent with the corpus-

derived data. The perceived difficulty of the task 

may be blamed in part; introspection about subtle 

meaning differences is difficult (Fellbaum, 

Grabowski and Landes, 1997). As one would 

expect, the results are noisier for the larger verb 

groups of anger and surprise verbs.  

Table 2.  Human judgments of scalar verbs of causing fear.  

Verb Pos. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

intimidate  5  2 2  

alarm  4 4 1 1  

scare  1 4 4 1  

frighten   4 2 4  

terrify    1 1 8 

 

The data show that most participants judged ter-

rify to be the verb that expresses the strongest 

degree of causation of fear while intimidate was 

judged to be the weakest verb in this scale.  Two 

participants judged scare and frighten to be 

equally strong, placing them both in position 

Two. One participant stated that intimidate does 

not belong on the scale of verbs denoting causa-

tion of fear. This conforms nicely to the results 

of our automatic analysis, which pointed to in-

timidate as an outlier.  

Table 3.  Human judgments of scalar verbs of causing an-
ger.  

Verb Pos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

nettle  6 3  1      

irk  5 2 3       

annoy  4 5 1 1      

irritate   3 4 2      
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Verb Pos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

exasper-

ate 

   3 3 2   2  

anger   1 1 2 4 1    

incense    1  4 3 2 1  

enrage      2 2 3 2 1 

infuriate     1 2 2 1 1 2 

 

Irk and nettle were judged to be the weakest 

forms of angering, while incense, enrage and 

infuriate were judged to be the strongest; the rat-

ings reveal that these verbs were not very clearly 

distinguished in terms of their intensity.  

Table 4.  Human judgments of scalar verbs of causing 
surprise  

Verb Pos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

strike  6 3 1 1       

surprise  5 6         

amaze  1 2 5 1      1 

dumb-

found 

  1  2 1 1 2 2  1 

astound    1 3 3 1  1 1  

astonish    3 3 2  2    

flabber-

gast 

   1 1  2 2 3  1 

stun    3 5 1  1    

floor     1 1 5 1 1   

stupefy     1   3 1 3  

 

These verbs seem to be the most difficult to 

distinguish in terms of their intensity. While 

strike, surprise and amaze were clearly judged to 

be the least strong verbs, the participants did not 

assign clear intensity ratings to dumbfound, 

astound, and flabbergast with respect to other 

verbs in the group.  

The collection of human judgments concerning 

the relative order of experiencer verbs based on 

intensity yielded less clear-cut results than the 

corpus searches. But importantly, both sets of the 

results are consistent with each other. 

 

8  Representing Verbs with Scalar Proper-

ties in WordNet 
 

Verbs of emotion, like all other verbs, are cur-

rently encoded in WordNet in terms of tro-

ponymy (the super-/subordinate "manner" rela-

tion), entailment and antonymy. This representa-

tion does not make reference to different degrees 

of intensity, though troponyms of a common su-

perordinate are likely to be verbs expressing not 

only more specific but also stronger forms of the 

emotion. For example, the synset {hate, detest} 

currently has two immediate subordinates, {ab-

hor, loathe, abominate, execrate} and {contemn, 

despise, scorn, disdain}. Its antonym, {love} has 

three direct troponym synsets, {care for, hold 

dear, cherish, treasure}, {dote} and {adore}. 

Clearly,  the assignment of these verbs to synsets 

seems somewhat arbitrary and does not try to 

reflect subtle differences in the intensity of the 

emotion either among synset mates nor across 

synsets.  Introducing scales that encode the rela-

tive strengths of a shared emotion among differ-

ent verbs would be desirable and useful for vari-

ous applications (see "Future Work").  

 

Sheinman et al. (submitted) make a specific pro-

posal to represent scalar dimensional adjectives 

(big, large, huge, gigantic, enormous,...) in 

WordNet in a way that reflects their relative 

strength. Briefly, WordNet's current adjective 

dumbbells are maintained but enhanced with 

links to the noun synsets that refer to the related 

attribute (thus, big, large, etc. are linked to size). 

Additionally, those dumbell members for which 

corpus data indicate a partial ordering of strength 

are represented  on an appropriate linear scale. 

We propose to adopt the scalar representation for 

verbs of emotions as well. Each synset is marked 

by an integer referring to its position on the 

scale. The members of a scale are all linked to a 

noun that expresses the common emotion.  

An example is shown in Figure 1: 

 
                          {fear} 

 

{intimidate}1 {alarm}2 {scare}3 {frighten}4 {terrify}5 

  

The representation of other verb-verb relations 

(entailment) will remain unchanged.  

9  Limitations  

Our work is preliminary; many more verbs and 

patterns need to be investigated. The number of 

hits returned by our corpus queries for a given 

pair depends on the frequency of the verbs in the 

query, for which counts in the British National 

Corpus serve as a guideline. Thus, for surprise 

verbs, queries including flabbergast returned far 

fewer hits than queries for astonish and amaze. 

Moreover, the limitations of even a very large 

corpus like the Web allow for the possibility that 

not finding any corpus examples of a given pat-

tern does not mean that this pattern is inadmissi-

ble.  
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110 Conclusion and Future Work  
 

Encoding the relative ordering of verbs on a 

scale reflects their meaning more clearly than is 

currently the case in WordNet.  The degree of 

intensity of the emotion shared by all scale mates 

is perhaps the verbs' most important semantic 

component, since it distinguishes the scale mates 

from one another.   

Some research in sentiment analysis classifies 

emotion terms that characterize a speaker’s or 

writer’s attitude towards a particular issue in a 

binary fashion, distinguishing only “positive” 

from “negative” emotions (e.g., Turney 2002, Yu 

and Hatzivassiloglou 2003). A binary classifica-

tion seems overly coarse-grained, given the 

number of distinct lexemes that denote varying 

strength of a common emotion. Rather than as-

signing verbs to one of two opposed poles, our 

work attempts to determine more fine-grained 

distinctions among semantically similar verbs of 

emotions. Representing the scalar properties of 

some verbs enables inferencing: Knowing that a 

verb v1 is placed to the right of another verb v2 on 

the same scale of intensity (i.e., that v1 is stronger 

or more intense than v2) means that if X v1 –s Y 

then X necessarily v2 –s Y.  Thus, if Slovakia’s 

knocking out England in the World Cup dumb-

founded John, it necessarily surprised him. (The 

entailment is, of course, unidirectional.)  

The results reported here are intended to serve as 

a proof of concept, and we are currently extend-

ing the approach to other areas of the lexicon and  

applying additional patterns to the automated 

searches so that the results can be scaled up and 

be considered more robust.  

Finally, a crosslinguistic examination of scalar 

properties of emotion verbs might reveal interest-

ing differences with respect to lexicalization. Not 

all languages are likely to lexically encode the 

same degrees of a given emotion. While the 

work reported here cannot reliably reveal 

crosslingual matches, it can show how densely 

the semantic space around a given emotion is 

lexically labeled and distinguished. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present the development, ex-
tension and cleaning of Slovene wordnet by 
reusing existing language resources. The ini-
tial induction of synsets and the subsequent 
extension of sloWNet are based on multilin-
gual resources and were performed automati-
cally. The cleaning of the developed lexicon, 
on the other hand, is based on a monolingual 
reference corpus and requires manual valida-
tion. Manual work is performed in sloWTool, 
a new browser, editor and visualizer of word-
net content. The developed wordnet and editor 
are freely available under the Creative Com-
mons licence. 

1 Introduction 

In the past five years much effort has been in-
vested to close the gap in Slovene language re-
sources which had still been lacking in the lexi-
co-semantic layer. Semantic lexica and semanti-
cally annotated corpora are a prerequisite for 
practically any task that involves semantically 
enhanced processing of natural language. In ad-
dition, they are also extremely useful in applied 
linguistics, such as lexicography and language 
pedagogy, as well as in corpus linguistics for the 
study of sense frequency and co-occurrence. 

While the development of the resources is still 
on-going and a lot of work on further extensions 
and refinements still needs to be done in the fu-
ture, we have reached a relatively stable version 
of the resources which are large and precise 
enough to be useful in practical applications. The 
Slovene wordnet called sloWNet has been used 
to mine definitions from corpora (Fišer et al. 
2010) improve the results of machine translation 
at lexical level (Fišer and Vintar 2010), to auto-
matically detect semantic shifts in translated 

texts (Vintar 2011), and as a seed dictionary for 
building context vectors to extract bilingual lexi-
cons from large comparable corpora (Ljubešić 
and Fišer, submitted). 

The aim of this paper is to present the latest 
developments connected with the Slovene word-
net and is organized as follows: in the next sec-
tion we summarize the development stages of 
sloWNet and report on the content of the latest 
version. In Section 3 we present the corpus that 
was annotated with wordnet synsets and the re-
finements that were made in order to achieve 
greater consistency. In Section 4 we describe the 
tool we developed for browsing, editing and vis-
ualizing wordnet content, and in Section 5 con-
clude with some final remarks and plans for fu-
ture work. 

2 Automatic development of sloWNet 

Slovene wordnet is based on Princeton WordNet 
(Fellbaum 1998) and was built automatically in 
three stages, each using a different approach ac-
cording to the resources used for extracting the 
relevant lexico-semantic information. The first 
and most straightforward approach relied on the-
Serbian wordnet (Krstev et al. 2004) where the 
literals were translated into Slovene utilizing a 
traditional digitized bilingual Slovene-Serbian 
dictionary (Erjavec and Fišer 2006). This simple 
approach lacked automatic disambiguation of 
polysemous dictionary entries and therefore re-
quired a lot of manual cleaning. This was im-
proved in the second approach which was able to 
assign the correct wordnet sense to a Slovene 
equivalent by disambiguating it with a word-
aligned parallel multilingual corpus and already 
existing wordnets for several languages (Fišer 
2007). The main contribution of the third and 
final approach was the extraction of a large num-
ber of monosemous specialized vocabulary and 
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multi-word expressions from Wikipedia and its 
related resources (Fišer and Sagot 2008). After 
merging the results of these three approaches 
sloWNet contained about 17,000 literal which 
belonged to roughly 20,000 synsets. 

3 Further extension of sloWNet 

The next major step in the development of 
sloWNet 3.0 is the recent large-scale automatic 
extension in which we combined all the re-
sources from the previous steps in order to ex-
ploit the available resources to their full potential 
and thereby improve coverage of sloWNet with-
out compromising its quality. First, a model was 
trained on the existing elements in sloWNet, and 
a maximum entropy classifier was used to de-
termine appropriate senses of translation candi-
dates extracted from the heterogeneous resources 
described above (see Sagot and Fišer 2012). 

The extended sloWNet now has 114% more 
synsets than before, while the number of (literal, 
synset) pairs has increased from 24,081 to 
82,721, which is 244% of its initial size. An 
analysis of the sources that contributed to crea-
tion of the current synsets in sloWNet shows that 
for adjectives, the classifier provided as much as 
95% of the synsets. Similarly, 88% of the adver-
bial synsets were populated by the classifier, 
while the rest were added by hand during manual 
revision of the created wordnet (see Secton 4). 
Verbs behave in a very similar fashion with 85% 
of them originating from the classifier while the 
rest originated in the previous development step 
from the dictionary, manual revision and the cor-
pus. This is understandable because these parts 
of speech had been handled less successfully in 
our previous wordnet development approaches. 
But a somewhat different distribution can be 
seen among nominal synsets that had dominated 
the Slovene wordnet all along. Of these, 36% had 
already been created before from Wikipedia, dic-
tionary and the corpus or were added manually, 
so that only 64% were contributed in the recent 
extension process by the classifier.  

As Table 1 shows, the current version of Slo-
vene wordnet contains 36% of all the synsets in 
Princeton WordNet. Nouns are still by far the 
most frequent, representing more than 70% of all 
synsets. sloWNet contains all synsets from the 
Base Concept Sets but also has a lot of special-
ized vocabulary as 66% of all the literals in it are 
monosemous. The extended sloWNet also con-
tains a lot of multi-word expressions and proper 
names, which are both mostly nominal. A com-

parison of the average number of literals per syn-
set and average level of polysemy between 
sloWNet and PWN is interesting because it can 
indicate how accurate the automatic population 
of Slovene synsets was. While average synset 
length is comparable to PWN, the total average 
polysemy (2.07 vs. 1.51) and the average poly-
semy excluding monosemous words (4.19 vs. 
3.39) show that Slovene wordnet contains noise 
that will have to be filtered out in the future (see 
Section 4). 

The fact that sloWNet is noisy due to the au-
tomatic construction process is further indicated 
by the number of literals in the longest synsets 
which are, at first glance, quite similar to PWN 
(see Table 2) but a more careful analysis shows 
that even though these synsets contain several 
synonyms, not all of them are correct and should 
therefore be filtered out in the future. 

This is even more obvious with the most poly-
semous literals in sloWNet that are clearly very 
noisy. The most important source of such errors 
was the inadequate sense assignment for the 
most frequent words in the language, such as the 
verb to be, the noun person, the adjective big and 
the adverb very. 

While Princeton WordNet contains glosses for 
all its 117,658 synsets, sloWNet currently con-
tains only 3,178 definitions for nominal synsets 
that were extracted automatically from Wikipe-
dia articles. 32,881 PWN synsets are also 
equipped with at least one usage example which 
is only the case for the 517 sloWNet nominal 
synsets that were annotated in the corpus. A fo-
cused attempt to providing additional definition 
and example sentences is planned in the near fu-
ture. 

As additional information, useful in for many 
tasks, many wordnet synsets have domain labels 
which are further organized into a domain hier-
archy (Bentivogli et al. 2004). Analysis of the 
domains in the created Slovene wordnet shows 
that they are much better represented. 46% of all 
the synsets in PWN that belong to one of the 
domains exist in sloWNet as well. Of all 161 
domains that are present in PWN, only 4 of them 
are missing entirely, all of them belonging to the 
Sports domain hierarchy: Rugby, Soccer, Sub 
and Volleyball. Just like in PWN, the most fre-
quent domain is Factotum and the following 
three most frequent ones are represented in the 
same order in both wordnets. There are also 
many similarities among the ten most frequent 
domains in the two wordnets (see Table 3). 
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no. of synsets no. of literals no. of (synset, literal) pairs 

  PWN3.0 sloWNet3.0   PWN3.0 sloWNet3.0   PWN3.0 sloWNet3.0 
Adj 18,156 6,218 Adj 21,538 5,108 Adj 30,004 12,438 
Adv 3,621 453 Adv 4,481 514 Adv 5,580 847 
N 82,114 30,911 N 119,034 30,319 N 146,345 55,383 
V 13,767 5,337 V 11,531 3,840 V 25,047 14,053 
total: 117,658 42,919 total: 156,584 39,781 total: 206,976 82,721 
BCS1 1,220 1,220 monos. 130,208 26,339 avg. syn. length 1.76 1.92 
BCS2 2,213 2,213 mwe 64,383 9,050 avg. polys.-all 1.51 2.07 
BCS3 1,238 1,238 proper n. 35,002 2,946 avg. polys.-poly 3.39 4.19 
total: 4,671 4,671 non-letter lit. 178 32       

Table 1: A comparison of Princeton WordNet 3.0 and sloWNet 3.0 
 
 

longest synsets 
POS PWN 3.0 sloWNet 3.0 
Adj 23 (02074929-a) 23 (00148078-a) 
Adv 10 (00048739-b) 14 (00004722-b) 
N 28 (05559256-n) 20 (05921123-n) 
V 25 (01426397-v) 24 (00933821-v) 

most polysemous literals 
POS PWN 3.0 sloWNet 3.0 
Adj 27 (heavy) 47 (velik~big) 
Adv 13 (well) 13 (zelo~very) 
N 33 (head) 70 (oseba~person) 
V 59 (break) 757 (biti~to be) 
Table 2: A comparison of longest synsets and most 
polysemous literals in PWN 3.0 and sloWNet 3.0 

 
PWN 3.0 Synsets sloWNet 3.0 Synsets 
Factotum 19,454 Factotum 9,701 
Zoology 6,270 Zoology 3,345 
Botany 5,998 Botany 2,716 
Biology 3,004 Biology 1,512 
Gastronomy 2,183 Person 793 
Chemistry 2,011 Admin. 790 
Medicine 1,999 Chemistry 656 
Admin. 1,909 Medicine 625 
Anatomy 1,768 Building_ind. 575 
Person 1,600 Gastronomy 525 
Total 77,701 total 33,126 
Table 3: A comparison of synsets belonging to do-

mains in PWN 3.0 and sloWNet 3.0 
 

4 Cleaning of sloWNet synsets 

Even before the large-scale automatic extension, 
sloWNet has undergone two cycles of partial 

manual revision; the goal of the first revision was 
to manually check, correct and add the missing 
translations for all synsets belonging to the Base 
Concept Sets (about 5,000) while the second 
revision was performed in parallel with semantic 
annotation of the corpus (see Fišer and Erjavec 
2010). At that time, all the synsets containing the 
nouns (about 1,000, not all of which were finally 
assigned to words in the corpus) which were 
selected for annotation in the corpus were 
checked and corrected as necessary and the 
missing senses of those nouns were also added if 
they were found in the corpus.  

But as the analysis of the automatically ex-
tended wordnet in the previous section shows, a 
more comprehensive cleaning of the resource is 
required. We have developed a 2-step procedure 
where we first automatically detected those liter-
als that are most likely outliers given the synsets 
they appear in, which were then presented to 
wordnet editors for manual validation. 

The automatic detection of noisy literals is 
based on distributional methods and aims to 
identify the most obvious errors in synsets that 
occurred due to errors in word-alignment of par-
allel corpora (e.g. misaligned elements of multi-
word expressions) and inappropriate word-sense 
disambiguation of homonymous words (e.g. as-
signing a valid translation of one sense of a ho-
monymous source word to all its senses). We 
started from a (noisy) list of synonym candidates 
and ranked them according to the similarity of 
contexts they appear in  FidaPLUS reference 
corpus (Arhar and Gorjanc 2007). The ranking 
relied on a simple hypothesis that literal-synset 
pairs tend to co-occur in corpora with other lex-
emes that are semantically related, as made ex-
plicit by relations between synsets in wordnet 
(see Sagot and Fišer, submitted). 
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So far, the procedure has been applied on 
nominal synsets only because they represent the 
majority (67%) of all synset-literal pairs in the 
latest version of sloWNet. Of all nominal synset-
literal pairs in sloWNet, 37,356 (67%) were at-
tested in the reference corpus. We then empiri-
cally set a threshold that defines the minimum 
score under which a (literal, synset) pair is con-
sidered as a candidate outlier. The overall error 
rate in the extended sloWNet has been evaluated 
at 15%, which means that around 13,000 incor-
rect (literal, synset) pairs were introduced with 
the automatic extension. We have therefore cho-
sen a threshold for candidate outliers of the same 
order of magnitude, generating 12,578 candidate 
outliers. They are not deleted from wordnet au-
tomatically because some candidates could not 
be ranked reliably due to lacking distributional 
information in the corpus, which is why they are 
presented to wordnet editors who decide whether 
they are true outliers or not. Despite the manual 
effort required in the cleaning of the created 
wordnet, the approach is still valuable because 
instead of having to check all (literal, synset) 

pairs in sloWNet, the editors now check only 
about a third of them, saving them a significant 
amount of time and effort. With the experience 
gained during manual validation of the candidate 
outliers we plan to further refine their automatic 
detection as well as to extend the approach to 
other parts of speech. 

The detected candidate outliers are currently 
being manually validated in sloWTool, an all-in-
one browser, editor and visualizer for wordnets 
we developed for this and many other tasks 
(Fišer and Novak 2011). An example of this pro-
cedure is illustrated in Figure 1 where the poly-
semous English word organ has two possible 
translations in Slovene: organ for the body part 
sense, and orgle for the instrument sense. In the 
example shown, orgle is the correct literal for the 
synset but organ is not, which was correctly de-
tected as an outlier candidate and therefore has to 
be manually deleted from the synset by clicking 
on the delete button right of the highlighted lit-
eral. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Manual editing of synsets in sloWTool. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a set of automatic ap-
proaches we used to develop Slovene wordnet by 
recycling already available language resources. 
The analysis of the created sloWNet showed that 
filtering of inappropriate synset elements was 
required in order to reduce the noise in the re-
source, which is being done in a 2-step way by 
first automatically detecting candidate outliers 
based on distributional methods and then manual 
validation of the noisy candidates. Manual work 
is being performed in sloWTool, the 3-in-1 tool 
for wordnet browsing editing and visualisation. 
Both sloWNet and slowTool are freely available 
for research under the Creative Commons license 
at http://nl.ijs.si/slownet/. 

In the future we plan to refine the approach to 
removing noisy synset candidates so that it can 
handle more subtle polysemy as well and to ex-
tend it to other parts of speech. We also wish to 
focus on refinements and extensions of the 
sloWNet-annotated jos100k corpus (Erjavec et 
al. 2010) so that it can serve as a training set for 
automatic word-sense disambiguation. In addi-
tion, we are looking into possibilities to further 
develop sloWTool to allow assigning wordnet 
senses to words in the corpus. 
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Abstract

This paper describes the upgrading pro-
cess of the Multilingual Central Reposi-
tory (MCR). The new MCR uses WordNet
3.0 as Interlingual-Index (ILI). Now, the
current version of the MCR integrates in
the same EuroWordNet framework word-
nets from five different languages: En-
glish, Spanish, Catalan, Basque and Gali-
cian. In order to provide ontological co-
herence to all the integrated wordnets,
the MCR has also been enriched with a
disparate set of ontologies: Base Con-
cepts, Top Ontology, WordNet Domains
and Suggested Upper Merged Ontology.
We also suggest a novel approach for im-
proving some of the semantic resources
integrated in the MCR, including a semi-
automatic method to propagate domain in-
formation. The whole content of the MCR
is freely available.

1 Introduction

Building large and rich knowledge bases is a very
costly effort which involves large research groups
for long periods of development. For instance,
hundreds of person-years have been invested in the
development of wordnets for various languages
(Fellbaum, 1998; Vossen, 1998; Tufis et al., 2004;
K. et al., 2010). In the case of the English Word-
Net, in more than ten years of manual construc-
tion (from 1995 to 2006, that is, from version 1.5
to 3.0), WordNet grew from 103,445 to 235,402
semantic relations1, which represents a growth of
around one thousand new relations per month.

The Multilingual Central Repository (MCR)2

(Atserias et al., 2004b) follows the model pro-
posed by the European project EuroWordNet (LE-

1Symmetric relations are counted only once.
2http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR

2 4003) (Vossen, 1998). The MCR is the re-
sult of the European MEANING project (IST-
2001-34460) (Rigau et al., 2002), as well as
projects KNOW (TIN2006-15049-C03)3 (Agirre
et al., 2009), KNOW2 (TIN2009-14715-C04)4

and several complementary actions associated to
the KNOW2 project. The original MCR was
aligned to the 1.6 version of WordNet. In the
framework of the KNOW2 project, we decided to
upgrade the MCR to be aligned to a most recent
version of WordNet.

The previous version of the MCR, aligned
to the English 1.6 WordNet version, also inte-
grated the eXtended WordNet project (Mihalcea
and Moldovan, 2001), large collections of selec-
tional preferences acquired from SemCor (Agirre
and Martinez, 2001) and different sets of named
entities (Alfonseca and Manandhar, 2002). It
was also enriched with semantic and ontological
properties as Top Ontology (Álvez et al., 2008),
SUMO (Pease et al., 2002) or WordNet Domains
(Magnini and Cavaglià, 2000).

The new MCR integrates wordnets of five
different languages, including English, Spanish,
Catalan, Basque and Galician. This paper presents
the work carried out to upgrade the MCR to new
versions of these resources. By using technol-
ogy to automatically align wordnets (Daudé et al.,
2003), we have been able to transport knowledge
from different WordNet versions. Thus, we can
maintain the compatibility between all the knowl-
edge bases that use a particular version of Word-
Net as a sense repository. However, most of
the ontological knowledge have not been directly
ported from the previous version of the MCR.

Furthermore, WordNet Domains5 was gener-
ated semi-automatically and has never been ver-
ified completely. Additionaly, it was aligned to

3http://ixa.si.ehu.es/know
4http://ixa.si.ehu.es/know2
5http://wndomains.fbk.eu/
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WordNet 1.6. Thus, one goal of this work is the
automatic construction of a new semantic resource
derived from WordNet Domains and aligned to
WordNet 3.0.

To assist in the correction and maintenance of
the integrated resources in the MCR, we also
adapted and enhanced the Web EuroWordNet In-
terface (WEI) in both consult and edit modes.

2 Multilingual Central Repository 3.0

The first version of the MCR was built following
the model proposed by the EuroWordNet project.
The EuroWordNet architecture includes the Inter-
Lingual Index (ILI), a Domain Ontology and a Top
Ontology (Vossen, 1998).

Initially most of the knowledge uploaded into
the MCR was aligned to WordNet 1.6 and the
Spanish, Catalan, Basque and Italian WordNet and
the MultiWordNet Domains, were using WordNet
1.6 as ILI (Bentivogli et al., 2002; Magnini and
Cavaglià, 2000). Thus, the original MCR used
Princeton WordNet 1.6 as ILI. This option also
minimized side efects with other European initia-
tives (Balkanet, EuroTerm, etc.) and wordnet de-
velopments around Global WordNet Association.
Thus, the Spanish, Catalan and Basque wordnets
as well as the EuroWordNet Top Ontology and the
associated Base Concepts were transported from
its original WordNet 1.5 to WordNet 1.6 (Atserias
et al., 1997; Benı́tez et al., 1998; Atserias et al.,
2004a).

The release of new free versions of Spanish and
Galician wordnets aligned to Princeton WordNet
3.0 (Fernández-Montraveta et al., 2008; Xavier
et al., 2011) brought with it the need to update
the MCR and transport all its previous content to
a new version using WordNet 3.0 as ILI. Thus, as
a first step, we decided to transport Catalan and
Basque wordnets and the ontological knowledge:
Base Concepts, SUMO, WordNet Domains and
Top Ontology.

2.1 Upgrading from 1.6 to 3.0

This section describes the process carried out for
adapting the MCR to ILI 3.0. Due to its size and
complexity, all this process have been mainly au-
tomatic.

To perform the porting between the wordnets
1.6 and 3.0 we have followed a similar process to
the one used to port the Spanish and Catalan ver-
sions from 1.5 to 1.6 (Atserias et al., 2004a).

Figure 1: Example of a multiple intersection in the
mapping between two versions of WordNet.

Upgrading ILI: The algorithm to align word-
nets (Daudé et al., 2000; Daudé et al., 2001;
Daudé et al., 2003) produces two mappings for
each POS, one in each direction (from 1.6 to 3.0,
and from 3.0 to 1.6). To upgrade the ILI, different
approaches were applied depending on the POS.

For nouns, those synsets having multiple map-
pings from 1.6 to 3.0 were checked manually
(Pociello et al., 2008).

For verbs, adjectives and adverbs, for those
synsets having multiple mappings, we took the in-
tersection between the two mappings (from 1.6 to
3.0, and from 3.0 to 1.6).

Upgrading WordNets: Finally, using the pre-
vious mapping, we transported from ILI 1.6 to
ILI 3.0 the Basque (Pociello et al., 2008) and
Catalan (Benı́tez et al., 1998) wordnets. The
English WordNet was uploaded directly from
the source files while the Spanish (Fernández-
Montraveta et al., 2008) and Galician (Xavier
et al., 2011) wordnets were directly uploaded
from their database dumps.

It is possible to have multiple intersections for
a source synset. When multiple intersections co-
lapsed into the same target synset, we decided to
join the set of variants from the source synsets to
the target synset.

Figure 1 shows an example of this particular
case (the intersections are displayed as dot lines).
Therefore, the variants of the synsets A, B and C of
WordNet 1.6 will be placed together in the synset
Z of WordNet 3.0.

Upgrading Base Concepts: We used Base
Concepts directly generated for WN 3.06

6http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/BLC
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Figure 2: Example of a multiple intersection in the
mapping between two versions of WordNet.

(Izquierdo et al., 2007).
Upgrading SUMO: SUMO has been directly

ported from version 1.6 using the mapping. Those
unlabelled synsets have been filled through in-
heritance. The ontology of the previous version
is a modified version of SUMO, trimmed and
polished, to allow the use of first-order theorem
provers (like E-prover or Vampire) for formal rea-
soning, called AdimenSUMO7. The next step is to
update AdimenSUMO using the latest version of
SUMO for WordNet 3.0 (available on the website
of SUMO8).

Upgrading WordNet Domains: As SUMO,
what is currently in the MCR has been trans-
ported directly from version 1.6 using the map-
ping. Again, those unlabelled synsets have been
filled through inheritance. In addition, new ver-
sions have been generated using graph techniques
(see Section 4 for a detailed description of the pro-
cess).

Upgrading the Top Ontology: Similar to
SUMO and WordNet Domains, what is currently
available in the MCR has been transported directly
from version 1.6 using the mapping. Once more,
those unlabelled synsets have been filled through
inheritance. It remains to check the incompatibili-
ties between labels following (Álvez et al., 2008).

An example of how to perform the process of in-
heritance used for SUMO, WordNet Domains and
Top Ontology is shown in Figure 2. The example
is presented for domains, but it can be applied to
the other two cases.

Figure 2 shows a sample hierarchy where each
node represents a synset. The domains are dis-
played on the sides. The inherited domain labels

7http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/adimenSUMO
8http://www.ontologyportal.org/

are highlighted using dot lines. In this specific
example synset soccer player inherits labels play
and athlete from its hypernyms player and athlete,
respectively. Note that synset hockey player does
not inherit any label form its hypernyms because
of it owns a domain (hockey). Similarly, synset
goalkeeper does not inherit domains coming from
the synset soccer player. Finally, synset titu-
lar goalkeeper inherits hockey domain (but nei-
ther play nor athlete domains).

Thus, some of the current content of the MCR
will require a future revision. Fortunately, by
cross-checking its ontological knowledge most of
these errors can be easily detected.

2.2 Web EuroWordNet Interface

WEI is a web application that allows consult-
ing and editing the data contained in the MCR
and navigating throw them. Consulting refers to
exploring the content of the MCR by accessing
words, a synsets, a variants or ILIs. The inter-
face presents different searching parameters and
displays the query results. The different searching
parameters are:

• Item: a value to search for, it can be a Word,
a Synset a Variant or an ILI.

• Item type: the type of item to search for:
Word, a Synset a Variant or an ILI.

• PoS: the item’ s gramatical cathegory or Part
of Speech: Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Ad-
verbs.

• Search: the type of search and subsearches
(which are dinamically loaded from the
database): Synonyms, Hyponyms, etc.

• WordNet Source: the WordNet from which
navigate.

• Navigation WordNet: the WordNet to which
navigate.

• Gloss: if selected it shows the glosses of the
Synsets.

• Score: if selected, it shows the confidence
factor.

• Rels: if selected, it shows information about
the relations that each Synset has in all the
target languages.
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• Full: if selected, makes a recursive search.

• Target WordNets: the target WordNets of
our search.

2.3 Automatic translations
The new version of WEI is able to use Automatic
Translation Web Services for translating automati-
cally the glosses and examples from other word-
nets. This new feature helps users to complete
and/or improve the gloss or examples of a given
WordNet more quicky. Both glosses and exam-
ples are taken from the original English WordNet
and translated to the target language. Suggestions
for glosses and/or examples will appear below the
existing ones, and may choose the most appro-
priate. In the current version, the translations of
the glosses and examples are translated only from
English (despite the possibility of translating from
any available source).

2.4 Marks for synsets and variants
In the new version of WEI it is possible to assign a
mark to a variant or synset to indicate special prop-
erties. We can also write a small note or comment
to explain better the reason to assign that mark.

The available marks are the following:

• Variant marks:

– DUBLEX: For those variant with dubi-
ous lexicalization.

– INFL: Indicates that the variant is a in-
flected one.

– RARE: Old fashioned or rarely used
variant.

– SUBCAT: Subcategorization.
– VULG: For those variants that are vul-

gar, rude, or offensive.

• Synset marks:

– GENLEX: Non-lexicalized general con-
cepts that are introduced to better orga-
nize the hierarchy.

– HYPLEX: Indicates that the hypernym
has identical lexicalization.

– SPECLEX: Domain specific terms that
should be checked.

2.5 User management
We also included a new user access control to
WEI. The previous user access control to WEI was

carried out using Apache, in the Operating Sys-
tem. This implies that the access control and user
management was done outside WEI. The MCR is
being edited in a distributed way. Several research
groups are editing the MCR in some of the lan-
guages. Each group has different users. Thus, the
responsibility of managing the users is also dis-
tributed.

3 Current state of the MCR

In this section provide some information about the
current state of the MCR, including the progress
over the English WordNet.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present respectively the cur-
rent number of synsets and variants, the number of
glosses and the number of examples of each word-
net per PoS.

4 A proposal for upgrading WordNet
Domains

WordNet Domains9 (WND) is a lexical resource
developed at ITC-IRST where synsets have been
semi-automatically annotated with one or more
domain labels from a set of 165 hierarchically or-
ganized domains (Magnini and Cavaglià, 2000).
WND allow to reduce the polysemy degree of the
words, grouping those senses that belong to the
same domain (Magnini et al., 2002).

But the semi-automatic method used to develop
this resource was not free of errors and inconsis-
tencies. By cross-checking the ontological content
of the MCR it is possible to find some of these
problems. For instance, noun synset <diver 1
frogman 1 underwater diver 1> defined as some-
one who works underwater has domain history be-
cause it inherits from its hypernym <explorer 1
adventurer 2>.

4.0.1 Domain inheritance
WND was developed using WordNet 1.6. One
consequence of the automatic mapping that we
used to upgrade version 1.6 to 3.0 is that many
synsets were left unlabeled (because there are new
synsets, changes in the structure, etc.).

One of the first tasks undertaken has been to fill
these gaps. For them, we has carried out a propa-
gation of the labels by inheritance for nominal and
verbal synsets. The inherent structure of Word-
Net for adjectives and adverbs makes this spread

9http://wndomains.fbk.eu/
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WordNet Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Synsets WN %
EngWN3.0 147,360 25,051 30,004 5,580 118,431 100%
SpaWN3.0 40,009 11,107 7,005 1,106 59,227 50%
CatWN3.0 51,598 11,577 7,679 2 46,027 39%
EusWN3.0 41,071 9,472 148 0 30,615 26%
GalWN3.0 9,114 1,413 4,866 0 9,320 8%

Table 1: Current number of synsets and variants of each WN.

WordNet Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Synsets WN %
EngWN3.0 82,379 13,767 18,156 3,621 117,923 100%
SpaWN3.0 13,014 3,469 1,965 687 19,135 16%
CatWN3.0 6,289 44 840 1 7,174 6%
EusWN3.0 2,854 78 0 0 2,932 2%
GalWN3.0 4,997 2 3,111 0 8,111 7%

Table 2: Current number of glosses of each WN.

not trivial. Therefore, this simple process has been
carried out only for nouns and verbs.

We have worked exclusively on those synsets
that had no labels at all. We inherited the labels
from its hypernyms. If a synset has more than one
hypernym, the domain labels are taken from all of
them. We used a small list of incompatible labels
to detect incompatibilities. Therefore, the same
synset can not be both factotum and biology, or
animals and plants.

This process increased our domain information
by nearly a 18-19%, as shown in Tables 4 and 5:

PoS Before After Increase
Nouns 66,595 83,286 +25%
Verbs 12,219 14,224 +16%
All 100,315 119,011 +19%

Table 4: Number of synsets with domain labels.

PoS Before After Increase
Nouns 87,938 108,665 +24%
Verbs 13,026 15,051 +16%
All 124,551 146,899 +18%

Table 5: Total number of domain labels.

However, this process may also have propa-
gated innapropriate domain labels to unlabeled
synsets. It remains for future research an accurate
evaluation of this new resource.

In the next section we present some examples
using a new graph-based method for propagating

domain labels through WordNet. Additionaly, the
method can also be used to detect anomalies in the
original WND labels.

4.0.2 A new graph based method
UKB10 algorithm (Agirre and Soroa, 2009) ap-
plies personalized PageRank on a graph derived
from a wordnet. This algorithm has proven to be
very competitive on Word Sense Disambiguation
tasks and it is easily portable to other languages
that have a wordnet (Agirre et al., 2010). Now,
we present a novel use of the UKB algorithm for
propagating information through a wordnet struc-
ture.

Given an input context, ’ukb ppv’ (Personal-
ized PageRank Vector) algorithm outputs a rank-
ing vector over the nodes of a graph, after apply-
ing a Personalized PageRank over it. We just need
to use a wordnet as a knowledge base and pass to
the application the contexts we want to process,
performing a kind of spreading activation through
the WordNet structure.

As context we use those synsets labelled with
a particular domain. Thus, for each of the 16911

domain labels included in the MCR we generate a
context. Each file contains the list of offsets cor-
responding to those synsets with a particular do-
main label. After creating the context file, we just
need to execute ’ukb ppv’ that returns a ranking of
weights for each WordNet synset with respect to
that particular domain.

10http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/
11Excluding factotum labels.
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WordNet Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Synsets WN %
EngWN3.0 10,433 11,583 15,615 3,674 41,305 100%
SpaWN3.0 478 27 195 967 700 2%
CatWN3.0 2,103 46 368 0 2,517 6%
EusWN3.0 2,377 0 0 0 2,377 6%
GalWN3.0 270 2 4,291 0 4,563 11%

Table 3: Current number of examples of each WN.

Once made the process for all domains we have
weights for each synset and for each of the do-
mains. Therefore, we know which are the highest
weights for each domain and the highest weights
for each synset. This allows us to estimate which
synsets are more representative of each domain
and which domains are best for each synset.

Basically, what we do is to mark some synsets
with a domain (using the labels we already know
from the original porting process) and use the
wordnet graph to propagate the new labelling. We
work on the assumption that a synset directly re-
lated to several synsets labelled with a particular
domain (i.e biology) would itself possibly be also
related somehow to that domain (i.e. biology).
Therefore, it makes no sense to use the domain
factotum for this technique.

Table 6 shows the first ten domains and weights
resulting from the application of this method on
synset <diver 1 frogman 1 underwater diver 1>.
The suggestions of the algorithm seems to im-
prove the current labeling because it suggests sub
(possibly the best one) and diving (possibly, the
second best option). Moreover, the method sug-
gests the wrong label with a much lower weight.

Weight Domain
0.0144335: sub
0.0015939: diving
0.0001725: swimming
0.0001297: history
0.0000557: nautical
0.0000529: fashion
0.0000412: jewellery
0.0000315: ethnology
0.0000274: archaeology
0.0000204: gas

Table 6: PPV weight rankings for sense diver1n.

Table 7 shows the first ten domains and weights
resulting from the application of this method on

synset <pornography 1 porno 1 porn 1 erotica 1
smut 5> defined as creative activity (writing or
pictures or films etc.) of no literary or artistic
value other than to stimulate sexual desire and la-
belled with the domain law. The suggestions of
the algorithm seems to improve the current label-
ing because it suggests sexuality (possibly the best
one) and cinema (possibly, the second best op-
tion). Moreover, the wrong label dissapears.

Method 3
Weight Domain

0.000123453: sexuality
0.000112444: cinema
0.000077780: theatre
0.000075525: painting
0.000062377: telecommunication
0.000060640: publishing
0.000050370: psychological features
0.000047003: photography
0.000046853: artisanship
0.000040458: graphic arts

Table 7: PPV weight rankings for sense porno1n.

5 Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions

As a result of this work, the current version of
the MCR consistently maintains new wordnet ver-
sions for five languages (English, Spanish, Cata-
lan, Basque and Galician), and the ontological
knowledge from WordNet Domains, Top Ontol-
ogy and SUMO.

In particular, the main contributions of our work
can be summarized as follows:

We have created a new version of the MCR us-
ing WordNet 3.0 as ILI.

We have improved the existing Web EuroWord-
Net Interface (WEI) (both consult and edit inter-
faces) to work with the new version of the MCR.
Now, the interface includes automatic translation
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facilities, making it easier and faster the develop-
ment of the resources integrated into the MCR.
We also added new editing facilities for recording
new linguistic information associated to the vari-
ants and synsets.

We have uploaded into the new version of the
MCR the English WordNet 3.0, the new Spanish
WordNet 3.0 (Fernández-Montraveta et al., 2008)
and a new Galician WordNet 3.0.

We have used a complete mapping from Word-
Net 1.6 to WordNet 3.0 (covering not only nouns,
but verbs, adjectives and adverbs) to transport the
Basque and Catalan wordnets and the ontological
knowledge from the existing version of the MCR
(using WordNet 1.6 as ILI) to the new MCR ver-
sion (using WordNet 3.0 as ILI).

We have applied a very simple estrategy to com-
plete the ontological information by exploiting ba-
sic inheritance mechanisms. This process has been
applied to WordNet Domains, Top Ontology and
SUMO.

We have also investigated a new approach
for consistently propagating domain formation
through the WordNet structure by exploiting a
well-known graph algorithm using UKB. Al-
though an exhaustive empirical evaluation should
be addressed in a near future, a preliminary re-
view of the new resources created using this pro-
cess presents very interesting insights for future
research.

Obviously, further investigation is needed to as-
sess the quality of the new labelling of WordNet
Domains. We plan to evaluate the quality of these
new resources indirectly by comparing their per-
formance on a common Word Sense Disambigua-
tion task. We would also like to continue studing
different ways for selecting the most appropriate
set of domain labels per synset. We also plan to
derive domain information from Wikipedia by ex-
ploiting WordNet++ (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010).

The whole content of the MCR and the new
WEI is freely available 12.

Moreover, the maintenance of this type of
resources is continuous, and all the integrated
knowledge should be constantly updated and re-
vised.
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Abstract 

Semantics constitute one of the major stakes in 
the information retrieval (IR) system evolu-
tion. Taking semantics into account passes by 
the use of external semantic resources coupled 
with the initial documentation on which it is 
necessary to have semantic similarity mea-
surements to carry out comparisons between 
concepts. This paper presents a new approach 
for measuring semantic relatedness between 
words and concepts. It combines a new infor-
mation content (IC) metric using the WordNet 
thesaurus and the k-means clustering algo-
rithm.  Specifically, the proposed method of-
fers a thorough use of the relation hyper-
nym/hyponym (“is a” taxonomy) without ex-
ternal corpus statistical information.  Mainly, 
we use the subgraph formed by hypernyms of 
the concerned concept which inherits the 
whole features of its hypernyms. Moreover, 
we exploit the significant depth in “is a” hie-
rarchical structure. The 3-means clustering al-
gorithm is used to exceed the problem of  very 
fine granularity. When tested on a common 
data set of word pair similarity ratings, the 
proposed approach outperforms other compu-
tational models. It gives the highest correlation 
value 0.72 with a benchmark based on human 
similarity judgments and especially a large da-
taset composed of 200 Finkelstein word pairs. 

1 Introduction  

Semantic similarity is an important topic in Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) and IR. It is 
commonly accepted that the use of semantic re-
sources like ontologies and taxonomies of con-

cepts improves the performances of the IR sys-
tems (Renard et al., 2010). Closely related works 
to this study are those that were aligned with the 
thread of our discussion. Indeed, application 
areas of semantic similarity include word sense 
disambiguation (WSD) (Resnik, 1999), detection 
and correction of word spelling errors (malaprop-
isms) (Budanitsky and  Hirst, 2001) and semantic 
indexing (Zargayouna, 2004). 
To quantify the concept of similarity between 
words, some ideas have been put forth by re-
searchers, most of which rely heavily on the 
knowledge available in lexical knowledge bases 
like WordNet1. 
There are mainly two approaches to compute 
semantic similarity. The first approach is making 
use of a large corpus or word definitions and ga-
thering statistical data from these sources to es-
timate a score of semantic similarity, which we 
call text-based approach. The second approach 
makes use of the relations and the hierarchy of a 
thesaurus, such as Word-Net, which we call 
structure-based approach. 
In text-based approach, word relationships are 
often derived from their co-occurrence distribu-
tion in a corpus (Grefenstette, 1992). Gloss over-
lap, introduced by Lesk (1986) and extended 
gloss overlap, introduced by Banerjee and Peder-
sen, are other instances of this approach. The 
latter is a measure that determines the relatedness 
of concepts proportional to the extent of overlap 
of their WordNet glosses (Banerjee and Peder-
sen, 2003). Besides gloss vector measure of se-
mantic relatedness, introduced by Pedersen and 

                                                
1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu 
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Patwardhan, is based on second order co–
occurrence vectors in combination with the struc-
ture and content of WordNet, a semantic network 
of concepts (Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006). 
In structure-based approach, first studies date 
back to Quilian’s semantic memory model 
(1968) and MacQueen studies (1967), where the 
number of hops between nodes of concepts in the 
hierarchical network specifies the similarity or 
difference of concepts. Wu and Palmer’s seman-
tic similarity measure (1994) was based on the 
path length between concepts located in taxono-
my. Also, the similarity measure of Leacock and 
Chodorow is based on the shortest path length 
between two concepts in is-a hierarchy (Leacock 
and Chodorow, 1998). 
In combining two approaches, Resnik (1995) 
introduced a new factor of relatedness called in-
formation content (IC). The Similarity measures 
of Resnik, Jiang and Conrath (1997) and Lin 
(1998)  all rely on the IC values assigned to the 
concepts in an is-a hierarchy, but their usage of 
IC has few differences. 
Using a different approach Hirst G. and St-Onge 
assign relatedness scores to words rather than 
word senses. They set different weights for dif-
ferent kinds of links in a semantic network, and 
uses those weights for edge counting (Hirst and 
St-Onge, 1998). 
In this paper, we first introduce a new method for 
computing IC of concepts in a hierarchical struc-
ture. We will show that this method uses only the 
hierarchical structure and not corpus to deter-
mine IC. Furthermore, information content ob-
tained from this method includes the subgraph 
formed by hypernyms of the concerned concept 
and the depth from root to target concept. Then 
we use formula that is similar to Lin formula for 
measuring similarity coupled with k-means clus-
tering algorithm. Finally our similarity measure 
is evaluated against a benchmark set of human 
similarity ratings, and demonstrates that the pro-
posed measure significantly outperformed tradi-
tional similarity measures. 
In section 2 we describe WordNet, which was 
used in our method. Section 3 describes the ap-
proaches of information content metric using 
WordNet taxonomic structure as semantic re-
source. Section 4 presents our novel information 
content metric using only the WordNet taxonom-
ic structure. Section 5 defines the novel semantic 
similarity measurement using k-means algo-
rithm. Section 6 presents an evaluation of the 
similarity measure against human similarity 
judgments benchmarks. Finally, the paper con-

cludes in Section 7 that, based on the benchmark 
data set, our measure outperforms existing meas-
ures, and we expose future directions of this 
study. 

2 WordNet 

The WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is an electronic 
lexical database created at Princeton University 
in 1990. The WordNet organizes the lexical in-
formation in meanings (senses) and synsets (set 
of words – sentence(s) - describing the meaning 
of the word in a specific context). Each synset 
has a gloss that defines the concept of the word. 
For example the words car, auto, automobile, 
and motorcar is a synset that represents the con-
cept defined by gloss: four wheel Motor vehicle, 
usually propelled by an internal combustion en-
gine. Many glosses have examples of usages as-
sociated with them, such as "he needs a car to 
get to work." What makes WordNet remarkable 
is the existence of various relations between the 
word forms. These semantic relations for nouns 
include: Hyponym/Hypernym (IS-A/ HAS A), 
Meronym/Holonym (Part-of / Has-Part), Me-
ronym/Holonym (Member-of / Has-Member) 
and Meronym/Holonym (Substance-of / Has-
Substance). 
The hypernymy relation, used in our method, is a 
relation that organizes nouns and verbs into a 
lexical inheritance system. It is an is-a hierarchy. 
In this hierarchical system, a subordinate term 
inherits the basic features from the superordinate 
term and adds its own distinguishing features to 
form its meaning. Hence, the organization of the 
WordNet allows us to start from a topmost node 
or from an intermediate one and to go up or 
down finding the broader or narrower (more spe-
cific) meanings and then use them in a variety of 
ways. 

3 The WordNet-based Information 
Content Metric  

The IC concept was introduced for the first time 
by Resnik (Resnik, 1995). Following the stan-
dard argumentation of information theory (Ross, 
1976), the information content of a concept c can 
be quantified as negative the log likelihood, -log 
p(c). Notice that quantifying information content 
in this way makes intuitive sense in this setting: 
as probability increases, informativeness de-
creases, so the more abstract a concept, the lower 
its information content. 
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3.1 Previous Information Content Based 
Approach: Statistically Analyzing Cor-
pora 

The IC is an important dimension of word know-
ledge when assessing the similarity of two terms 
or word senses. The conventional way of mea-
suring the IC of word senses is to combine 
knowledge of their hierarchical structure from 
ontology like WordNet with statistics on their 
actual usage in text as derived from a large cor-
pus. 
Many researchers consider statistical figures to 
compute IC value. They assign a probability to a 
concept in taxonomy based on the occurrence of 
target concept in a given corpus. For Resnik 
(1995), frequencies of concepts in taxonomy 
were estimated using noun frequencies from the 
Brown Corpus of American English (Francis and 
Kucera, 1982), a large (1,000,000 word) collec-
tion of text across genres ranging from new ar-
ticles to science fiction. Each noun that occurred 
in the corpus was counted as an occurrence of 
each taxonomic class containing it. The IC value 
is then calculated by negative log likelihood 
formula as follow: 

  

Where c is a concept and p is the probability of 
encountering c in a given corpus. If sense-tagged 
text is available, frequency counts of concepts 
can be attained directly, since each concept will 
be associated with a unique sense. If sense 
tagged text is not available, it will be necessary 
to adopt an alternative counting scheme. Resnik 
(1995) suggests counting the number of occur-
rences of a word type in a corpus, and then divid-
ing that count by the number of different con-
cepts/senses associated with that word. This val-
ue is then assigned to each concept. For example, 
suppose that the word type bank occurs 20 times 
in a corpus, and that there are two concepts asso-
ciated with this type in the hierarchy, one for riv-
er bank and the other for financial bank. Each of 
these concepts would receive a count of 10. If the 
occurrences of bank were sense tagged then the 
relevant counts could simply be assigned to the 
appropriate concept. Resnik showed that seman-
tic similarity depends on the amount of informa-
tion that two concepts have in common, this 
shared information is given by the Most Specific 
Common Abstraction (MSCA) that subsumes 
both concepts. 
Therefore we must first discover the MSCA and 
then shared information is equal to the IC value 

of the MSCA. If MSCA does not exist then the 
two concepts are maximally dissimilar. 

3.2 Previous Information Content Based 
Approach: WordNet Taxonomic Struc-
ture 

As was made clear in the previous paragraph, IC is 
obtained through statistical analysis of corpora, from 
where probabilities of concepts occurring are inferred. 
Other authors feel that WordNet can also be used as a 
statistical resource with no need for external ones. 
Moreover, they argue that the WordNet taxonomy may 
be innovatively exploited to produce the IC values 
needed for semantic similarity calculations. Their me-
thods of obtaining IC values rest on the assumption 
that the taxonomic structure of WordNet is organized 
in a meaningful and principled way. 

Nuno and al. (2004) present a completely intrinsic 
measurement of IC which is connected only to the 
hierarchical structure of WordNet. This minimizes the 
complexity of calculation while getting rid of the time 
necessary to the treatment of a corpus in order to ex-
tract the probabilities from the concepts. Their idea 
coincides better with the human judgments than by 
using extrinsic measurements of IC which employ an 
external corpus. The information content of a concept 
c depends amongst concept which it subsumes. The 
computation formula is the following: 

 

hypo(c) is a function which returns the hypo-
nyms number of a given concept and maxwn is a 
constant which represents the maximum number 
of concepts in the WordNet thesaurus (in Word-
Net 2.0 maxwn=79689). 

Sebti and al. (2008) present a new approach for 
measuring semantic similarity between words via con-
cepts. Their proposed measure is a hybrid system 
based on using a new Information content metric with 
the WordNet hierarchical structure. This method im-
plicitly includes the concept of depth of a target con-
cept. Figure 1 explains the process followed in order to 
calculate the IC of a given concept. As we notice, this 
method is based on the number of direct hyponyms of 
each concept pertaining to the initial way of the root 
until the target concept. 

 

(1) 

Entity 

Object 

Artifact 

Instrumentality 

Container Clothing 

Covering 

Box Dress 

(2) 
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Figure 1.  Example of  IC computing for some concepts using 
Sebti method. 

For a better understanding of this method, we 
present the following equation that represents the 
IC calculated for the concept Box in relation to 
figure 1: 

 

4 Our IC Metric 

Hence, we present a novel IC metric that is com-
pletely derived from WordNet without the need 
for external resources from which statistical data 
is gathered. In (Hadj Taieb et al., 2011), we have 
discussed the limits of approaches which are al-
ready cited in the previous section (Nuno and 
Sebti).  
The two principal ideas in the creation of our 
new method are explained in the following para-
graphs. 

4.1 The Taxonomic Relation « is a » or 
Hypernym/Hyponym 

In this hierarchical system, a subordinate concept 
inherits the basic features from the superordinate con-
cept and adds its own specific features to form its 
meaning. Thus, a concept is an accumulation of the 
propagated information of an ancestor to another by 
adding specificity to each descendant. Therefore, a 
concept depends strongly on its direct parents and their 
ancestors. Direct and indirect hypernym relations of a 
concept c from a subgraph which will take part in its 
IC quantification. 

The notation w#i#j represents the synset number i 
amongst   j synsets of the word w. 

In figure 2 we present an example of two hyper-
nyms subgraphs for concepts atropine#1#1 (sub-
graph(atropine#1#1)={a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,p}) 
and obidox-
ime_chloride#1#1(subgraph(obidoxime_chloride#1#1)
={a,b,d,h,j,l,n,o}). Concerning this example, it is clear 
the remarkable difference between volumes of both 
subgraphs. Therefore, the IC of the concept atro-
pine#1#1 must be largely higher than the IC of the 
concept obidoxime chloride#1#1. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Wordnet fragment that represents subgraphs defining 
IC(atropine#1#1)(Part A) and IC(obidoxime chloride#1#1) (Part 
B). Concepts are labeled by alphabetic letters. Besides, the solid 
lines in Parts A and B represent respectively the subgraph of 
atropine#1#1 and obidoxime chloride#1#1. 

4.2 The Significant Depth in Taxonomic 
Structure “is a”  

Each concept except the root has one or more 
hypernyms (up to 6 in WordNet 2.0). These 
hypernyms do not have the same depth in the 
taxonomy “is a”. The depth is significant be-
cause raising from a level to another generates 
the data propagation towards the descendants 
with addition of certain specificities. The transi-
tion from concept c1 towards concept c2 using the 
hyponymy relation does not mean the passage 
from depth i to depth i+1. Thus, two concepts, 
directly connected, do not have necessarily suc-
cessive depths in “is a” taxonomy (For example, 
the synsets poison#1#2 and atropine#1#1 in the 
figure 2 are directly connected but the depth is 
equal to 3 for the first synset and for the second 
synset, depth=8). 

4.3 New IC Method  

In this section, we explain our method which 
quantify hypernyms subgraph of a given concept 
and take into account the depth influence of each 
concept and the mean average depth of the sub-
graph. Therefore, we use these notations: 
Hyper(c): the set of direct hypernyms of the 
concept c. For example, Hy-
per(atropine#1#1)={n,g,m,k,f} and Hy-
per(obidoxime chloride#1#1)={n}. 
Hypo(c): the number of concepts subsumed by 
the concept c. For example, Hy-
po(entity#1#1)=74104 (in WordNet 2.0). 
SubGraph(c): set of all concepts belonging to 
hypernyms subgraph modelling the information 
content of the concept c. For example sub-

(13) 
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graph(atropine#1#1)={a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,p
}. 
Depth(c): the maximal depth of the concept c in 
the WordNet thesaurus. For example, 
Depth(atropine#1#1)=8. 
We suppose that we want to compute IC (Con) 
where Con is a concept. 
For each  c  SubGraph(Con), we calculate a 
score: 

 

Indeed, for each concept c’   we cal-

culate a term as follows:  

(term). Score(c) represents the contribution of 
each concept belonging to Subgraph(Con) on 
IC(Con). 
For noun POS, WordNet 2.0 contains 9 roots 
(enti-
ty#1#1,event#1#4,group#1#3,phenomenon#1#2, 
possession#2#7, psychological feature#1#1, 
state#4#8, abstraction#6#6 and act#2#5). Then, if 
the concept c is one of these 9 concepts, we sup-
pose that we have a principle root that subsumes 
them to calculate Socre(c). 
For example, Score(atropine#1#1) is equal to the 
sum of contribution rate of each hypernym 
({n,g,m,k,f}) in its score. This contribution rate 
was calculated thanks to the already cited term. 
Concerning Score(atropine#1#1), the term in-
creases when the hyponyms of atropine#1#1 
represent most of the hyponyms of its hypernyms 
(hyponyms of antidote#1#1, hyponyms of my-
driatic#1#1 …). 
Moreover, the contribution rate of a hypernym c 
belonging to Subgraph (Con) depends on its 
depth. Because, while going down from the root 
towards any target concept, there is a data 
enrichment. Therefore, the term contains a mul-
tiplication by Depth(c’). For example, the con-
cepts poison#1#2 (depth=3) and antidote#1#1 
(depth=7) are hypernyms of atropine#1#1 con-
cept. Inspite, the contribution of poison#1#2 
concept in score (atropine#1#1) is less impor-
tant. 
Finally, we calculate the total IC of the concept 
Con as follows: 

 

5 New Semantic Similarity Measure 

In order to evaluate our new approach, we use 
the Lin formula (1998) in order to measure the 
semantic similarity between words, we use our 
novel IC method to quantify the similarity be-
tween two concepts c1 and c2. We use the MSCA 
that return the lowest common subsumer of the 
both concepts: 

 

This can be viewed as taking the information 
content of the intersection of the two concepts 
(multiplied by 2) and dividing it by their sum, 
which is analogous to the well-known Dice 
Coefficient. 
Then, we use the maximum function to extract 
the semantic similarity degree between these 
words: 

 

The counterpart of its important cover is that 
WordNet is very precise in the sense of defini-
tions. There is a too fine granularity of senses. A 
word in WordNet can have several meanings i.e. 
a large number of synsets, (such as book: 10 syn-
sets and library: 5 synsets then we have 50 poss-
ible combinations). Then certain particular mean-
ings lead to false measure of semantic similarity. 
K-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967) is a 
commonly used method to automatically parti-
tioning a data set into k groups. It proceeds by 
selecting k initial cluster centers and then itera-
tively refining them as follows: 
1. Each instance is assigned to its closest cluster 
center. 
2. Each cluster center is updated to be the mean 
of its constituent instances. 
The algorithm converges when there is no further 
change in assignment of instances to clusters. As 
for us, the distance between 2 values x and y is 
|x-y|, and the distance between a value x and a 
cluster E is |x-avg(E)|.  
To calculate the semantic relatedness between 
two words w1 and w2, we start by calculating the 
semantic similarity of each concept couple (ci,cj) 

  Syn(w1)  Syn(w2) where Syn(w) represents 
the synsets of the word w. Then, we select non-
zero values. Finally, we apply the k-means algo-
rithm to divide values on 3 sets (E1, E2 and E3). 
Setting the clusters number parameter at k=3 
seems optimal as most of the resultant values 
outperform others tested experimentally. Finally, 

(4) 

(3) 

(6) 

(5) 
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the semantic similarity degree will be the maxi-
mum mean. So, 

 

Where avg(Ei) is the center value of Ei cluster. 

6 Experiments and Results  

We would be reasonable to evaluate the perfor-
mance of machine measurements of semantic similari-
ty between concepts by comparing them to human 
ratings on the same setting. The simplest way to im-
plement this is to set up an experiment to rate the simi-
larity of a set of word pairs, and examine the correla-
tion between human judgments and machine calcula-
tions. To make our experimental results comparable 
with other previous experiments, we use some bench-
mark sets of noun pairs. 

Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) obtained 
“synonymy judgments” of 51 human subjects on 65 
pairs of words. The pairs ranged from “highly syn-
onymous” to “semantically unrelated”. Subjects were 
asked to rate them on the scale of 0.0 to 4.0 according 
to their similarity of meaning. Miller and Charles 
(1991) subsequently extracted 30 pairs from the origi-
nal 65 and then obtained similarity judgments from 38 
subjects. Finkelstein and al. (2002)2 (Finkelstein et al., 
2002) created a large dataset that included the original 
MC ‘30’ dataset for their study of human association 
performance. Subjects were asked to rate them on the 
scale of 0.0 to 10.0 according to their meaning similar-
ity. We extract 200 noun pairs of Finkelstein dataset 
F* (see appendix) to test our approach on a large data-
set (with an average rate equal to 5.96).  

To compare our measurement with those proposed 
by other authors, we used wordnet 2.0 with the free 
package created by Siddarth Patwarddhan and Ted 
Pederson 3  (2004). This package implements some 
measures described by Leacock and Chodorow (1998), 
Wu and Palmer (1994), Jiang and Conrath (1997), 
Banerjee and Pederson (Extended Gloss Overlap) 
(2003), Lin (1998), Resnik (1995), Patwardhan and 
Pederson (Gloss Vectors) (2006), Hirst-St-Onge 
(1998) and LSA4 (Latent Semantic Analysis). 

Similarity Measure R&G M&C F* 
Lin 0.73 0.80 0.41 
Jiang et Conrath 0.68 0.70 0.40 
Resnik 0.77 0.77 0.53 
Leacock et Chodorow 0.82 0.82 0.57 
Hirst-St-Onge 0.70 0.68 0.43 
Wu et Palmer 0.76 0.74 0.60 

                                                
2 Data from 13 subjects from the wordsimilarity-353 test 

collection (Finkelstein et al., 2002).   Downloadable 
from: 
http://alfonseca.org/eng/research/wordsim353.html. 

3  Package downloadable via http://wn-
similarity.sourceforge.net/. 

4 LSA plateforme accessible via http://lsa.colorado.edu/ 

Gloss Vectors 0.79 0.88 0.48 
Extended Gloss Overlap 0.33 0.34 0.31 
LSA 0.65 0.73 0.52 
Our (Max) 0.81 0.75 0.63 
Our (K-means) 0.82 0.76 0.72 

Table 1: The coefficients correlation between human 
similarity judgments (Miller & Charles, Rubenstein & 
Goodenough and Finkelstein) and the suggested simi-

larity measures.  

In the table 1, we obtained for each implementation 
similarity measure or semantic relatedness scores for 
the human rated pairs. We follow Resnik (1995) and 
other authors in summarizing the comparison results 
by means of correlation coefficient with the reported 
human ratings for each computational measure. 

For R&G and M&C benchmark set of human simi-
larity, our novel measure shows a significantly better 
correlation (r=0.82 and r=0.76). But, for a large dataset 
(200 noun pairs extracted from Fenkelstein word simi-
larity test collection), our measure outperforms other 
methods. Overall, there is a good performance im-
provement (10%) over the result when the k-means 
clustering algorithm is used instead of the max me-
thod. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

The result obtained using our IC values in the in-
formation theoretic formulas seem to have outper-
formed their homologies which suggests that the initial 
assumption concerning the taxonomic structure of 
WordNet is correct. Indeed, the hypernyms subgraph 
of a concept expresses the IC as best possible manner. 
K-means clustering algorithm coupled to the novel IC 
method leads to a semantic relatedness measurement 
closer to the human judgments. 

This approach uses a novel IC metric which tries to 
quantify the meaning contribution of each concept 
belonging to the hypernyms subgraph in a target con-
cept. Moreover, it does not rely on corpora analysis, 
thus we avoid the sparse data problem which is evident 
in many corpus based approaches. 

Future research regarding the information content 
metric will make use of taxonomies other than Word-
Net. This will allow us to conclude if our metric gene-
ralizes and can be used with other hierarchical know-
ledge bases. 

In future research, we will emphasize the analysis of 
the textual WordNet definitions to investigate latent 
features of concepts. Moreover, we will attempt to 
evaluate our model in specific applications such as 
Word Senses Disambiguation (WSD). A powerful 
semantic relatedness measure influences on Semantic 
Information Retrieval (SIR) system. In (Harrathi and 
Calabretto, 2010), the authors use the semantic meas-
ures in conceptual indexing for semi-structured doc-
uments. It exists some information retrieval system 
that support retrieval by Semantic Similarity Retrieval 
Model (SSRM) (Varelas et al., 2005), a novel informa-
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tion retrieval method which is capable for associating 
documents containing semantically similar (but not 
necessarily lexically similar) terms. SSRM suggests 
discovering semantically similar terms in documents 
and queries using term taxonomies and by associating 
such terms using semantic similarity methods. There-
fore, our method can be tested in a semantic retrieval 
system supported by SSRM. 
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Appendix: The test dataset F* 

The total 200 pairs of nouns 
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announcement production midday noon tiger cat dollar yen 
announcement warning stock life money cash dollar buck 
television radio bird cock century year five month 
psychology psychiatry bird crane delay racism report gain 
combination  direction terror Arafat cup tableware book paper 
implement tool food rooster news report listing proximity 
computer keyboard monk oracle territory surface coast hill 
development population Mexico Brazil cup coffee network hardware 
manslaughter  murder cucumber potato planet sun plane car 
accommodation  arrangement space chemistry furnace stove seafood lobster 
equipment phone shore woodland doctor professor bed closet 
forest graveyard glass magician image surface liquid water 
substance cup coast forest record number seafood food 
student professor money deposit mile kilometer Arafat Jackson 
experience music wood forest jaguar cat stock CD 
Wednesday news tiger animal king queen game round 
psychology cognition tiger organism tiger tiger start year 
observation architecture fuck sex tiger fauna rooster voyage 
atmosphere landscape tiger jaguar sign recess cup food 
preparation food brother monk skin eye video archive 
prejudice recognition computer Internet money dollar dividend payment 
environment ecology rook king money currency drink mother 
association journal tiger feline journey car journey voyage 
shower thunderstorm tiger carnivore noon string stock market 
football basketball tiger mammal chord smile nature man 
morality importance tiger zoo minister Party cell phone 
opera performance drink car doctor nurse lobster food 
chemistry  physics bishop rabbi school center boxing round 
psychology discipline planet star index benchmark man woman 
television Film boy lad reason criterion book library 
cemetery woodland Harvard Yale life death oil stock 
constellation planet planet moon life term game series 
calculation computation football soccer gem jewel closet clothes 
professor cucumber cup article king cabbage line insurance 
hypertension reason baby mother car flight man governor 
competition price coast shore credit card street avenue 
announcement news company stock vodka gin cup liquid 
psychology science cup object drink ear focus life 
madhouse  asylum planet galaxy vodka brandy glass metal 
astronomer  planet change attitude practice institution aluminum metal 
automobile  car football tennis viewer serial chance credibility 
information credit Japanese American precedent law precedent group 
precedent antecedent movie star space world rock jazz 
psychology mind street block admission ticket museum theater 
exhibit memorabilia sugar approach precedent example start match 
development issue problem challenge shower flood summer drought 
arrangement registration life lesson governor office day dawn 
production hike type kind drink mouth ministry culture 
atmosphere peace train car music project equipment maker 
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Abstract

This paper proposes a method to com-
pute cross-lingual semantic similarity be-
tween synonym sets. By making use of
Princeton Annotated Gloss Corpus as the
source of target language statistics, the
proposed method exhibited promising re-
sults in the experiments: More than 73%
of the Princeton WordNet synsets were
successfully recovered within the top-5
candidates, given a corresponding set of
Japanese WordNet synsets. As the pro-
posed method minimally requires that the
input to be seen as an apparently synony-
mous word set, the method could be ex-
tended and the performance would be fur-
ther improved by incorporating richer in-
formation such as textual glosses and/or
structural constraints posed by the lexical
resources at hand.

1 Introduction

Aligning different knowledge structures, such as
ontologies or lexical resources, has long been
tackled by several approaches as summarized in
(Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007). The importance of
the issue would be much higher, but the method-
ological direction should be slightly altered, given
the recent trends of Web-servicized language re-
sources, by which a dynamic yet virtual lexical
resource (Calzolari, 2008) could be realized on-
demand/on-the-fly. That is, to promptly respond
to a user request in such an environment, a robust
yet efficient object-to-object matching method for
finding possible mates in a different resource is
more solicited than a structural alignment1, which
may require an expensive batch procedure to pro-
cess the entire resources.

1An alignment is accomplished as the output of matching
processes (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007).

With this background, this paper develops a
light-weight method to compute cross-lingual se-
mantic similarity, which can contribute to the on-
demand/on-the-fly cross-lingual matching of word
senses/lexical concepts. The proposed method,
which makes use of Princeton Annotated Gloss
Corpus2 as the source of target language statis-
tics, exhibited promising results in the experi-
ments, demonstrating that the sense-tagged corpus
is highly beneficial resource in the presented task.

2 Motivation of the Proposed Method

Lexical semantic resources, in a sense, can be
characterized in the light of how the meaning of
a word is described and represented. A sense of
a word, or a lexicalized concept, could be mini-
mally represented by a set of synonymous words
in the same language or in a different language.
Such a set of synonyms, a synonym set or a synset
after Princeton WordNet (PWN), may be further
described by the attached textual gloss. As well
known, PWN as well as its variant wordnets, in-
cluding Japanese WordNet (WN-Ja) (Isahara et al.,
2008; Bond et al., 2009), model and implement the
relational semantics (Miller and Fellbaum, 2007).
That is, a lexical resource of this type organizes a
lexical semantic network, in which each edge car-
ries a lexical semantic relation that holds between
the associated lexicalized concept nodes.

In principle, any type of information provided
by an actual lexical semantic resource could con-
tribute to the computation of sense similarity. The
method proposed in this paper, however, only as-
sumes that the input set of words to be seen as a
synonym set. The rationale behind this arrange-
ment is described as follows: (1) Even a poorly
annotated lexical resource would provide a kind of
synonym set for a sense of the entry word. Some

2It provides a corpus of manually annotated WordNet
synset definitions (glosses). It can be download at: http:
//wordnet.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml.
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of the bilingual dictionaries may fall into this cat-
egory; (2) We could measure a kind of similar-
ity or relatedness between two distinct synonym
sets by measuring a cross-lingual semantic over-
lap. To accomplish (2) however, we obviously
need to cross the language barrier in some way. To
tackle this problem, the presented work makes use
of available translation resources backed up by a
sense-tagged corpus in the target language, which
could play a significant role in narrowing down the
potential translation ambiguities.

From a computational perspective, the proposed
method can be seen as a light-weight method in
the sense that it does not perform a computation-
ally expensive structure-to-structure alignment. If
we could achieve a relatively good performance
with such a less demanding method, we would
be able to develop a far better method on top of
it by incorporating additional information, which
are often available in lexical semantic resources,
into the proposed method. In fact, we may be
able to combine the gloss overlap similarity (Lesk,
1986) with the proposed method, again by, for ex-
ample, translating the source gloss into the target
language. Furthermore, we could refine the com-
bined similarity by integrating the extended sim-
ilarity (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003; Budanitsky
and Hirst, 2006) between the sets of surrounding
nodes in the respective semantic networks.

3 Methodology

Given a lexicalized concept s in the source lan-
guage (SL), the task of the presented work is to ac-
quire a ranked list of possibly corresponding lexi-
calized concepts {t1, t2, . . .} in the target language
(TL)3. To accomplish this, we compute the seman-
tic similarity between s and t by employing a scor-
ing function score(s, t).

As already discussed in the previous section, the
presented method assumes that the input to be seen
as an apparently synonymous word set. We thus
formulate score(s, t) as follows.

score(s, t) =
∑

xi∈σ(s)
ω(xi, s, t)× score′(xi, t)

(1)
Here, σ(s) = {xi} denotes the input synonym

set; score′(xi, t) dictates a cross-lingual word-to-
concept similarity/relatedness; whereas ω(xi, s, t)

3More precisely, each of s and t is defined in a lexical
semantic resource of the each language.

fundamentally measures the importance or impact
of xi. The weighting function ω(xi, s, t) could
have various function forms depending on the type
of the available lexical resource as discussed in 3.4

3.1 Computing score′(xi, t) by p(t|xi)
In the presented work, we compute score′(xi, t)
by estimating p(t|xi), which is the conditional
probability of t given xi. There would obviously
be a number of ways to expand p(t|x), but we ex-
pand it as follows. Here τ(x) = {yj} denotes a set
of translations in the TL for a word x in the given
SL synonym set.

p(t|x) = p(t)
∑

yj∈τ(x)

p(yj |t)p(yj |x)
p(yj)

(2)

The derivation of the equation (2) is detailed in
Appendix A, where we applied Bayes’ theorem
and made the following assumption.

p(x|t) ≡
∑

yj

p(yj |t)p(x|yj) (3)

The rationale behind this assumption is that there
may exist a number of hidden elements (TL
words); each of which is simultaneously associ-
ated with t (by sense relation) and x (by transla-
tion relation).

Let us note here that while yj , in principle,
can range over the TL vocabulary, it can be con-
strained by the condition p(x|yj) > 0.0. In addi-
tion, although p(x|yj) requires TL-to-SL reverse
translation probability, this term is removed in the
final equation (2), thanks to Bayes’ theorem.

Another issue associated with the equation (2) is
that a candidate concept t, in principle, can range
over the whole set of TL concepts. To be practical,
we need to restrict the set of candidate concepts.
Two resources can be utilized to accomplish this:
(1) The target lexical resource, in our case PWN.
We can create a set of candidate synsets by gather-
ing synsets whose synonym set σ(t) contains the
English word yj . We call this set S syn; (2) A
sense-tagged corpus, in our case Princeton Anno-
tated Gloss Corpus. We can gather synsets, for
which p(yj |t) is estimated non-zero. We call this
set S cor.

In the rest of this section, we describe how
p(y|x) and p(y|t) can be computed, and discuss
possible formulations of the weighting function
ω(xi, s, t).
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3.2 Computing p(y|x)
We constructed two translation probability tables
to give p(y|x) : (1) pd(y|x) gives a pseudo trans-
lation probability of y given x. We employed more
than one bilingual resources provided by EDR
Electronic Dictionary (EDR)4 (Yokoi, 1995) and
assigned pseudo probabilities based on the occur-
rence number of a word in the set of bilingual re-
sources; (2) pc(y|x) gives a corpus-based trans-
lation probability of y given x. In order to de-
rive this translation probability table, we applied
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), with the ready-
made default setting, toward the parallel cor-
pus which comprises of the sense-aligned English
glosses (from PWN) and Japanese glosses (from
WN-Ja). The gloss texts were morphologically an-
alyzed and lemmatized by using MeCab (Kudo et
al., 2004) (for WN-Ja) and TreeTagger (Schmid,
1994) (for PWN). For PWN glosses we also ap-
plied stopword deletion and multi-word recogni-
tion.

In the following experiments, we also computed
p(y|x) by averaging these two probability values.
Although the blending ratio could be better deter-
mined through experiments, we followed (Xu et
al., 2001), which simply calculates the averages.

3.3 Computing p(y|t)
Given a sense-tagged corpus, we can readily com-
pute p(y|t) by applying maximum likelihood esti-
mation. We call this pc(y|t).

Alternatively, the probability value for y that be-
longs to σ(t) can be faked by p(y|t) = 1/|σ(t)|.
We call this pd(y|t).

In the following experiments, we computed
p(y|t) by blending these two probability values
with a varying weight α: (1 − α)pc(y|t) +
αpd(y|t), (0 ≤ α ≤ 1).

3.4 Formulation of ω(xi, s, t)

It would be natural to utilize a uniform weight, say
1.0, if the words in σ(s) are equally important in
SL and each τ(xi) has almost same impact in de-
termining p(y|t) in TL. As it might not always be
the case, we have to devise an appropriate weight-
ing scheme and represent it as a computable func-
tion. We considered the following factors in for-

4The EDR actually is a dictionary system containing
a set of dictionaries organized around the concept system.
EDR Japanese-to-English, English-to-Japanese (in a reverse
mode), and Concept dictionaries are utilized as bilingual re-
sources.

mulating ω(xi, s, t), while we can combine some
of these weighting functions to further improve the
performance.

• The representativeness of xi in s. If x is one
of the representative words of s, the weight
should be higher, while if x is considered as
a kind of noisy word in s, the weight should
be greatly suppressed. To formulate this, we
devised tset(xi, σ(s)) as detailed below.

• The discriminative power of xi for s. If x has
a skewed association with s, then the weight
should be higher, because x can discriminate
s among other potentially corresponding SL
concepts. We can utilize the inverse doc-
ument frequency idf(x) to capture this re-
quirement. Note in this case that the docu-
ment frequency of x dictates the number of
lexicalized concepts, in the current lexical re-
source, whose synonym set includes x as the
member. This means that this scheme re-
quires a global figure in the SL lexical re-
source.

• The global similarity between s and t. If s
is identified similar to t from a perspective
that was not considered in the computation
of p(t|x), then score(s, t) would be inflated.
To capture this requirement, among several
possible measures, we devised toverlap(s, t)
as detailed below. Note that this weighting
scheme is independent of each xi in s.

tset(xi, σ(s)): This scheme captures the repre-
sentativeness of x in s by using their translations.
Note that these translations have already been ac-
quired while computing p(t|x), hence can be ef-
ficiently reused. Dice(A,B) computes the well-
known Dice coefficient between set A and set B.

tset(xi, s) = Dice(τ(xi),∪xj∈s&xj �=xi
τ(xj))

toverlap(s, t): This scheme simply dictates the
cross-lingual concept-to-concept similarity by
measuring the overlap between translations of s
and the synonym set of t as follows.

toverlap(s, t) = Dice(∪xj∈sτ(xj), σ(t))

4 Experiments

4.1 Overall Design

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we conducted a series of experiments as
follows.
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In the first two experiments, the task was to re-
cover5 corresponding PWN synsets given a WN-
Ja synset as the query. We first explored an ad-
equate parameter setting for computing p(t|x),
while fixing the weighting scheme ω(xi, s, t) =
1.0 (Experiment-1); we then sought the best
weighting scheme ω(xi, s, t) that works with the
derived p(t|x) configuration (Experiment-2).

The task of Experiment-3, on the other hand,
was to discover concepts in EDR that could have
some association with the given WN-Ja synset.
This experiment was conducted in order to assess
the applicability of the proposed method to an in-
dependently developed lexical resource.

We evaluated the performances by using follow-
ing measures. As the task, in a sense, is pretty
similar to that of information retrieval (IR), we can
utilize IR-based measures.

• t-coverage: fraction of queries for which at
least one English translation was obtained.

• Success rate at rank-n (S@n): fraction of
queries for which the target synset was
ranked within top-n rank. We consider S@1,
S@5, and S@10.

• Mean reciprocal rank (MRR): the average of
the reciprocal ranks of the rank at which the
target synset was retrieved.

4.2 Experiment-1: Setting Parameters

4.2.1 Data Set

We decided to use Core WordNet6 as the source
of query concepts to be chosen from WN-Ja. The
reasons for this decision was twofold: (1) Core
WordNet provides a set of frequent word senses,
insisting that a better coverage in translations as
well as sense-tag statistics could be expected; (2)
Japanese words assigned to the core synsets would
be better maintained (Isahara et al., 2008) than the
ones assigned to other less frequent synsets.

The query set finally yielded 4,690 synsets (583
adjectives, 3,176 nouns, and 931 verbs7), after
removing the synsets for which WN-Ja did not
assign any Japanese word. We should remind

5As each synset in WN-Ja is intrinsically aligned with a
synset in PWN, any human-annotated gold-standard data was
not required.

6http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/
stand-off-files/core-wordnet.txt

7No adverbs are contained in the Core WordNet.

t-cov. S@1 S@5 S@10 MRR
BL-n 0.956 0.072 0.263 0.395 0.177
BL-d 0.943 0.314 0.540 0.661 0.419
BL-c 0.920 0.311 0.409 0.488 0.296
α = 0.0 0.365 0.660 0.755 0.497
α = 0.25 0.185 0.502 0.675 0.330
α = 0.5 0.956 0.180 0.494 0.664 0.324
α = 0.75 0.178 0.485 0.654 0.319
α = 1.0 0.173 0.477 0.646 0.313

Table 1: The results from the Experiment-1. Each
of the bold figures represents the best performance
among the comparable conditions. The same ap-
plies to the succeeding tables.

again that we did not have to prepare any human-
annotated gold-standard data, thanks to the WN-
Ja’s pre-aligned organization with PWN.

4.2.2 Results

Table 1 summarizes the results from the
Experiment-1, where three baselines (BL-n, BL-d,
and BL-c), described below, as well as the results
with varying α are shown. Note that we computed
a final score by score(s, t) =

∑
xj∈σ(s) p(t|xj),

meaning that we applied a uniform weighting
scheme.

• BL-n: the set of candidate synsets was cre-
ated by S syn∪ S cor, while synset ranking
was made only by consulting priors, that is,
score(s, t) = p(t).

• BL-d: S syn was utilized as the set of candi-
date synsets; p(y|x) and p(y|t) were solely
computed by pd(y|x) and pd(y|t) respec-
tively. This baseline prescribes a situation in
which no sense-tagged corpora are available.
Thus, uniform p(y), as well as p(t) were em-
ployed.

• BL-c: S cor was utilized as the set of candi-
date synsets; p(y|x) and p(y|t) were solely
computed by pc(y|x) and pc(y|t) respec-
tively. This baseline prescribes a situation in
which no translation resources other than the
GIZA-aligned translation table are available.

• α = x: the set of candidate synsets was same
as the BL-n; p(y|x) was computed by av-
eraging the pd(y|x) and pc(y|x), as in (Xu
et al., 2001), while p(y|t) was computed by
(1 − α)pc(y|t) + αpd(y|t), (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) to
investigate the impact of the resources.
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Query: 01904930-v
; ;

* 1 01904930-v 0.980950632623
; ; ;walk

;
use one’s feet to advance;advance by steps

2 00283951-n 0.920335762072
ambulation

walking about

3 10412055-n 0.257621306855
; ;pedestrian;footer;walker

a person who travels by foot

Figure 1: Example of output from the PWN synset
recovery task.

As summarized in Table 1, the α = 0.0 case
outperformed the baselines as well as other cases
with α > 0.0; the performances monotonically de-
graded as α increased. In the succeeding experi-
ments, we thus adopted this resource combination
and the parameter setting.

We should remark the following: (1) Although
the blend ratio might not be optimal, blending two
translation resources helped improve the cover-
age as well as the performance. (2) As the re-
sult with α = 0 indicates, the statistics from
the sense-tagged corpus largely outperformed the
faked statistics originated from the bilingual dic-
tionaries. (3) Among the baselines, BL-d per-
formed relatively well in all measures, while BL-c
exhibited only good in S@1, suggesting that the
coverage in the sense-tagged corpus statistics was
not broad enough nor uniform. This could be quite
reasonable, because the body of the corpus was
glosses taken from the PWN synsets.

4.3 Experiment-2: Recovering PWN Synsets

To illustrate how the output of the method looks
like, Figure 1 exemplifies the output, in which the
query synset (id:01904930-v) with the Japanese
synonym set { , , } is correctly
ranked first among others. Notice that we did not
apply part-of-speech constraint, as the ranked sec-
ond and third noun synset show.

4.3.1 Results

Table 2 sums up the results. Although not
shown in the table, t-coverage was 0.956 for all
cases. The bottom row of the table dictates a
kind of upper-limit case, which is defined as:
sset(xj , σ

′(t)) × toverlap(s, t). Notice that we
can never utilize this scheme in an actual task of

Weighting scheme S@1 S@5 S@10 MRR
Baseline 0.365 0.660 0.755 0.497
idf 0.365 0.659 0.757 0.498
tset 0.474 0.716 0.790 0.582
toverlap 0.397 0.687 0.778 0.527
idf × toverlap 0.398 0.688 0.778 0.528
idf × tset 0.475 0.717 0.791 0.583
idf × tset × toverlap 0.493 0.737 0.813 0.603
Upper-limit 0.634 0.915 0.948 0.754

Table 2: The results from the Experiment-2.

mate finding across language resources, because
it incorporates sset(xj , σ′(t)), which is defined as
sset(xj , σ

′(t)) = 1/|σ′(t)|, (xj ∈ σ′(t)). Here,
σ′(t) denotes a set of Japanese words associated
with the PWN synset t, meaning that this scheme
illegally utilizes the information that can only be
acquired from WN-ja, which, needless to say, has
already been aligned with PWN.

The figures shown in Table 2 are reasonably
promising, given the fact that PWN synsets are
often considered overly fine-grained (Miller and
Fellbaum, 2007). From Table 2, we can safely
say: (1) The discriminative power given by idf(x)
slightly contributed to the performance improve-
ment, while tset(x, s), capturing the representa-
tiveness of a set element, greatly improved the per-
formance. By closely looked at the weights given
by tset(x, s), we noticed that assigning zeros to
potentially irrelevant synsets were quite effective.
That is, generating a richer translation set first is
necessary, but being backed up by a proper filter-
ing mechanism is crucially important. (2) By com-
bining these two weights, the MRR measure was
improved from 0.497, achieved by the baseline, to
0.583, showing more than 17% improvement. (3)
The performance was further improved to 0.603
(21.3% improvement) by incorporating the global
weight dictated by toverlap(s, t).

While the results obtained from this experi-
ment were promising, we should and would be
able to further improve the weighting scheme, be-
cause there still exist performance gaps between
the best-so-far case and the upper-limit case.

To help drill down the potential issues, Table 3
breaks down the results from the best-so-far case
and the upper-limit case by the part-of-speech of
the query synsets. The parenthesized numbers are
ratios to the corresponding figures brought about
by the upper-limit case. One of the tendencies ob-
vious in the table is noun concepts are far easier to
identify than adjective and verb concepts. In par-
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Weighting scheme POS S@1 (%) S@5 (%) S@10 (%) MRR (%)
idf × tset × toverlap adj 0.350 (67.0) 0.563 (70.3) 0.658 (80.0) 0.452 (70.6)

noun 0.569 (81.9) 0.809 (85.1) 0.869 (89.1) 0.676 (84.1)
verb 0.310 (63.3) 0.586 (68.7) 0.705 (76.5) 0.439 (67.3)
total 0.560 (88.3) 0.761 (83.2) 0.829 (87.4) 0.652 (86.5)

Upper-limit adj 0.522 0.801 0.822 0.640
noun 0.695 0.951 0.975 0.804
verb 0.490 0.853 0.922 0.644
total 0.634 0.915 0.948 0.754

Table 3: Part-Of-Speech breakdown of the Experiment-2 results.

Relevance level Weighting scheme S@1 S@5 S@10 MRR
Baseline 0.412 0.663 0.724 0.522

Syn idf 0.432 0.683 0.714 0.540
idf × tset 0.441 0.676 0.706 0.546
idf × tset × toverlap 0.412 0.689 0.724 0.533
Upper-limit 0.427 0.709 0.749 0.543
Baseline 0.683 0.859 0.910 0.763

Rel idf 0.688 0.859 0.910 0.765
idf × tset 0.719 0.884 0.915 0.792
idf × tset × toverlap 0.724 0.890 0.915 0.796
Upper-limit 0.714 0.920 0.930 0.799

Table 4: The results from the Experiment-3.

Query: 0eced1
Jsynonyms: ; ; ; ; ; ;
Esynonyms:cowardice;timidness;faint-heartedness;
timidity;poltroonery;fearsomeness;recreancy;timorousness
Jgloss:
Egloss:the condition of timidness

** 1 04860065-n 0.0271817807978
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; cowardice;cowardliness

the trait of lacking courage

* 2 04860759-n 0.00644116122449
; ; ; ; ;timidity;timorousness

fearfulness in venturing into new and unknown places
or activities

** 3 00264776-a 0.00429356521739
; ; ; ; ; ;

; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ;

; ;cowardly;fearful
;

lacking courage;ignobly timid and faint-hearted

Figure 2: Example of output from the PWN synset
discovery task (**:Syn-level, *:Rel-level).

ticular, to improve the S@1 figure for verb con-
cepts seems quite difficult. Although it is readily
expected that the degree of word sense ambigu-
ity defined in PWN affected the results, we should
carefully look through each of the defeated cases.

4.4 Experiment-3: Discovering Mate Synsets
for Concepts in EDR

Figure 2 exemplifies the output, in which pos-
sibly corresponding PWN synsets are discovered

against the EDR query concept (id:0eced1).
Similar to PWN synsets, many of the concepts

in EDR are associated with a set of Japanese
and/or English words that participate in some of
the sub-dictionaries of EDR. Also many of the
concepts are glossed in Japanese and/or English;
and the concept nodes form a kind of seman-
tic network by being connected each other with
conceptual/semantic relations. In this sense, at
least from the perspective of information structure,
EDR can be modeled as a WordNet-type seman-
tic lexicon (Savas et al., 2010). However unlike
PWN, any EDR concept is not classified by the
part-of-speech of the associated words, meaning
that an EDR concept is POS-independent.

4.4.1 Data Set

Unlike the previous experiment of PWN synset re-
covery, we had to prepare an evaluation data set
for this experiment, because no innate gold stan-
dards exist for any EDR concept. This time we
constructed a small-sized evaluation data set com-
prises of 203 query concepts and the assigned rele-
vance judgments through the following procedure.

1. Choosing query concepts: Among more than
400,000 EDR concepts, we applied the fol-
lowing conditions, and then randomly chose
203 concepts: (1) A concept has to have one
or more Japanese synonym words; (2) It has
to have both Japanese and English glosses;
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(3) At least one of the senses of Japanese
synonyms have to be considered familiar by
Japanese native speakers. This may be a spe-
cial requirement, but it is introduced so that
the query set would be similar to Core Word-
Net, in the sense it gathers frequent and fa-
miliar concepts. To this end, we consulted a
Japanese lexical resource called Lexeed (Fu-
jita and Nagata, 2010) in which a word sense
familiarity figure is assigned to the word
sense entries.

2. Collecting candidate PWN synsets: By ap-
plying one of the already described methods
(α = 0.0, uniform weight), we collected
at most 25 candidate synsets for each query
concept. Collected ranked lists were then
given to a human annotator.

3. Annotating relevance judgments: One of the
following labels was assigned to each can-
didate synset by a human annotator if it is
not irrelevant. The annotator, not the au-
thor of this paper; a Japanese native speaker
with a relatively high English literacy, was re-
quested to annotate just by referring to EDR
synonyms/glosses given in Japanese and En-
glish and PWN synonyms/glosses given in
English.

• Almost-synonymous (Syn-level): A synset
considered almost synonymous is given this
label. As a concept in EDR is not classi-
fied by part-of-speech, this label was also as-
signed to POS variants of a thought-to-be rel-
evant concept. This led the cases where one
or more candidate synsets were assigned this
label. In the evaluation however, only the
highest ranked candidate was considered cor-
rect. Also, not always this label was given
to any synset in the candidate set, due to the
sense gap between EDR and PWN concepts
and/or missing of relevant synsets in the col-
lected candidate set.

• Related-somehow (Rel-level): A synset that
may have some association with the EDR
query concept is assigned this label. The as-
sociation could be: hyponymy, meronymy,
agentive argument or even more informal re-
lationships. It is natural that more than one
candidate synsets were assigned this label.
As in the Syn-level, only the highest ranked

candidate was considered in the utilized mea-
sures.

4.4.2 Results

Table 4 summarizes the results, where t-coverage
was 0.980 for all cases. Remind that a Rel-level
figure contains the number of Syn-level match-
ing. As the best weighting cases show, S@5 in
Syn-level approaches to 70%, while that of in Rel-
level approximates 90%, insisting that the pro-
posed method could be effectively utilized as a
tool to associate two distinct lexical resources.

Points that should be made from this table are
threefold: (1) The scheme mentioned as upper-
limit does not function as upper-limit any more.
This is quite reasonable, because the query syn-
onyms are coming from EDR, which is a totally
different resource from PWN; (2) In Syn-level, the
effect of tset was significant in improving S@10
and MRR, while combining it with toverlap im-
proved S@5 and S@10. We should further investi-
gate the results, but it can be said that the Japanese
synonym sets in EDR were relatively uniform and
less noisy compared to that of WN-Ja; (3) In Rel-
level, although the baseline exhibited a steady per-
formance, tset combined with toverlap outper-
formed it. Interestingly the combined method also
surpassed tset. At the moment the reason is un-
clear, but this should be further examined, because
it might provide some clue to distinguish syn-
onymy identified in the Syn-level with other lex-
ical semantic relations identified in the Rel-level.

5 Concluding Remarks

The proposed method, which only requires a set
of apparently synonymous SL words as the input,
exhibited promising results in computing cross-
lingual semantic similarity between synonym sets.
Encouraged by the results, we are now, in expecta-
tion of gaining substantially higher performances,
investigating incorporation of other types of infor-
mation, such as textual glosses and structural con-
straints available in lexical semantic resources.

Comparing our method with a representative
method such as proposed in (Agirre et al., 2009)
ours accepts a set of synonymous SL words as
the input, rather than a single word. To en-
able this, weighting schemes to integrate word-
to-synset similarities were devised and evaluated.
However a more robust scheme could be further
explored by evaluating it with a larger data set. In
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the course of the work, we would also devise a
computational method to distinguish between the
synonymous relation and other lexical semantic
relations.

The proposed method obviously benefited from
the use of the Princeton Annotated Gloss Corpus
as the source of TL statistics, particularly in han-
dling frequent and familiar concepts. This means
that if we are to broaden the coverage to less
frequent concepts, we need to have larger sense-
tagged corpora or explore alternative resources
good for dealing with translation ambiguities.
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Appendix A. Derivation of p(t|x)
By Bayes’ theorem, p(t|x) is rewritten as:

p(t|x) = p(t)p(x|t)
p(x)

(4)

Here, we assume the equation (3). This equation
is expanded as follows, again by applying Bayes’
theorem.

p(x|t) ≡
∑

yj

p(yj |t)p(x|yj)

=
∑

yj

p(yj |t)
p(yj |x)p(x)

p(yj)

By plugging this into (4) and adjusting the sum-
mation range, we get the equation (2).

p(t|x) = p(t)
∑

yj∈τ(x)

p(yj |t)p(yj |x)
p(yj)

(2)
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Abstract 

 

We discuss the shortcomings of the current 

representation of adjectives in the Princeton 

WordNet and present a proposal for a 

comprehensive reorganization. First, a 

clustering algorithm applied to Web data 

allows us to determine the adjectives' 

compatibility and to (re)group senses 

accordingly. Next, we discuss the integration 

of adjectives into a relational database that is 

currently being developed for WordNet. To 

support this work, we developed an editor and 

a GUI that allow users to assign adjectives to 

the semantically appropriate groups. The 

clustering algorithm is adapted specifically to 

work with the editor.  

 

1 Introduction 

WordNet currently organizes ascriptive 

adjectives into “dumbbell” structures (Gross and 

Miller 1990, Miller 1998). Two antonymous 

head synsets (in most cases singlets) are 

connected by an arc expressing lexical-semantic 

antonymy, and each head synset is linked to one 

or more “satellite” adjective synsets by a link 

denoting “semantic similarity.” Additionally, 

each head synset may be linked to a noun 

attribute that denotes the property shared by all 

adjectives. 

 

Figure 1: WordNet Dumbbell Structure 

 For example, in Figure 1, the 

antonymous heads (also called “centroids”) are 

“hot” and “cold.” “Hot” is linked to similar 

adjectives “red-hot” and “scorching, ” and “cold” 

to “heatless” and “ice-cold.” We refer to the 

structure comprising the centroid and its 

satellites as a “cluster.” All adjectives in the 

dumbbell express specific values of the attribute 

“temperature.” While the representation of 

adjectives in WordNet differs significantly from 

that of nouns and verbs, it is founded on 

semantic similarity, a cornerstone of WordNet 

that has proved to be beneficial for applications 

requiring word sense disambiguation.  

 This organization of WordNet adjectives 

has several benefits. First, as described by Gross, 

Fischer and Miller (1989), it captures the strong 

mutual association between the antonymous 

centroids. Justeson and Katz (1991) 

demonstrated that centroids also show particular 

distributional properties not shared by their 

satellites or other adjectives. Second, the 

representation of a cluster in terms of a centroid 

and satellite allows for the subtle distinction 

between “direct” (centroid-centroid) and 

“indirect” (satellite-centroid and satellite-

satellite) antonyms across clusters; this 

distinction, too, receives support from 

psycholinguistics, the adjectives' frequencies and 

distributional properties. Third, the “attribute” 

link is one of the few arcs in WordNet 

connecting words and synsets from different 

parts of speech. The current sparsity of cross-

POS links is a weakness of WordNet's design 

and limits its usefulness for NLP applications.  

Despite its appealing design, the dumbbell 

structure has some significant problems, some of 

which we attempt to address here. 
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2 Problems with the Dumbbell 

Structure  

We identify several shortcomings of the current 

organization of adjectives in WordNet. The first 

and most significant is the vague and 

heterogeneous “similar” link, which does not 

capture a specific, consistent relation between 

either the satellites and the centroid or among the 

satellites. As a result, some adjectives that are 

currently assigned to the same cluster do not 

form a semantically coherent group.  

 

Figure 2: Temperature Adjective Cluster 

Figure 2 shows part of the cluster of 

adjectives expressing values of he attribute 

“temperature.” The centroid “cold” is similar to 

the synsets {frosty, rimed, rimy}, {ice-cold} and 

{refrigerated}. But while “ice-cold” expresses a 

value of the attribute “temperature,” “frosty” and 

“refrigerated” arguably do not. Something that is 

frosty or refrigerated might well be inferred to be 

cold, but the adjectives themselves do not 

describe temperature: “frosty” and “rimy” relate 

to frost, but not to temperature per se; 

“refrigerated” means no more than that an entity 

is placed inside a refrigerator, and while it may 

have cooled there, this does not necessarily 

follow. Similarly, “calorific” is classified as 

being similar to “hot,” even though “calorific” 

does not express a degree of temperature but 

instead refers to the ability to generate heat 

(WordNet defines “calorific” as “heat-

generating”). “Heatable” simply refers to the 

property of an entity that can be heated; thus, 

water is inherently heatable but it is not always 

warm or hot.  

Moreover, similar adjectives in the same 

cluster often evaluate different senses of the 

cluster’s attribute. For example, adjectives 

“bulky” and “epic” are classified as being 

"similar" and belonging to a cluster related to the 

attribute “size.” However, while “bulky” 

describes physical size, “epic” does not and it 

should be assigned to another cluster of 

adjectives expressing values of non-physical 

size.  

The intuitively obvious lack of semantic 

homogeneity among adjectives in a cluster is 

reflected in their different selectional restrictions, 

i.e., the fact that they modify distinct classes of 

nouns. In Figure 2, both “cold” and “ice-cold” 

can describe anything that has a value for 

temperature (“this food is ice-cold,” “the weather 

is cold”; “his feet were cold,” etc.) but 

“refrigerated” is far more restricted (“this food is 

refrigerated,” *the weather is refrigerated”, *his 

feet were refrigerated”).  

The infelicitous assignment of “similar“ 

adjectives to a centroid results in inaccurate 

pairings of indirect antonyms, such “calorific-

cold.” Similarly, the indirect antonym of 

“refrigerated” is “hot,” whereas “unrefrigerated” 

or “heated” would be more appropriate. Indirect 

antonyms are characterized by their relatively 

low frequency and tighter selectional restrictions 

compared to those of the centroids. In most 

cases, the centroid selects for a wider class of 

nouns than its satellites. This is a consequence of 

the centroid being semantically underspecified, 

whereas the meanings of the satellites are more 

specific and hence apply to a narrower class of 

nouns. (This, in turn, accounts at least in part for 

the lower frequency of satellites.) Thus, many of 

the adjectives currently included in a single 

cluster may be candidates for assignment to 

different clusters whose centroids share the same 

word form but express different senses. Such a 

representation would pair adjectives that are 

similar (or antonymous) by virtue of shared 

selectional restrictions. Finally, “attribute” links 

have not been consistently been encoded. Many 

clusters that intuitively seem to share an obvious 

attribute are not connected to one. For example, 

the centroids “rich” and “poor” should probably 

be linked to the attribute “wealth.” (We leave 

aside here the question concerning the overlap of 

attributes and nouns linked to adjectives via 

“morphosemantic” links as well as 

“pertainyms”.)  

3   A Suggested New Structure 

We propose a revised structure for the adjectives 

in WordNet that maintains the attribute and 

antonymy links but does away with the 
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undefined “similar” arc among centroids and 

satellite synsets. Instead of clusters containing a 

centroid linked to similar adjectives, the 

proposed structure consists of smaller groups of 

adjectives that are indeed semantically similar in 

that they express values of the same attribute (in 

many cases, a particular sense of a polysemous 

noun). Each group (or cluster, a term we will 

retain) of adjectives is linked to an attribute, and 

may be linked to an antonymous group of 

adjectives linked to the same attribute. No one 

adjective in each group is singled out as a 

centroid. However, the original antonymy link 

between centroids - a lexical relation between 

two words, not between synsets or clusters - will 

be preserved. 

 

Figure 3: Suggested New Structure 

Figure 3 shows an example of the 

proposed new structure. Among the adjectives 

expressing values of the attribute “temperature,” 

the cluster [“polar”, “arctic,” “frigid”] is distinct 

from [“cold,” ice-cold”] because the adjectives in 

the former typically modify the weather, whereas 

“cold” and “ice-cold” additionally can describe 

physical objects. As such, they are antonyms of 

“red” and “red-hot,” as indicated by the red line 

in the figure. (Senses of “hot” and “cold” that do 

not describe temperature are in different clusters 

and relate to different attributes.)  

The revised structure preserves the 

current semantic information about antonymy 

but it is more precise in that it includes only 

strictly related adjectives. We have described 

elsewhere (Sheinman et al., submitted) in detail 

specific proposals for the reorganization of scalar 

adjectives in WordNet, based on Sheinman and 

Tokunaga (2009). In the remainder of this paper, 

we focus on the description of a new editor that 

will facilitate the manual restructuring of 

WordNet's adjective component along the lines 

outlined above. The tool will be made freely 

available so as to allow builders of wordnets in 

other languages to create or edit adjectives. A 

unified approach to the representation of 

adjectives across languages will significantly 

improve crosslingual comparisons and NLP 

applications.  

33.1  ClusterEditor 

To restructure WordNet adjectives as described 

in the previous section, a tool is needed that will 

allow the manual reassignment of adjectives in 

the current clusters to new clusters. ClusterEditor 

is a java GUI designed to make the restructuring 

process as fast, easy, flexible, and accurate as 

possible. 

ClusterEditor allows a user to view and 

edit adjective clusters in the current WordNet 

database. Its main functionality is to allow the 

reformatting of these clusters into the proposed 

new ones. 

3.2 WordNet as an SQLite Database 

ClusterEditor is designed to modify the WordNet 

database in a relational (SQLite) format. A 

number of users have proposed relational 

databases for WordNet. Bernard Bou makes a 

WordNet SQLite database freely available online 

with his WordNetScope project (Bou, 

WordNetScope). Ernst (2010) discusses in detail 

the significant advantages of a relational format 

over the current limited text-based one. Working 

with an SQLite database moreover makes 

restructuring the adjectives a much more 

approachable task. In anticipation of the 

transition to a relational database, we work with 

an SQLite version of WordNet. 

3.3   Modifying the Current Database 

For full documentation on ClusterEditor, see 

ClusterEditor Documentation Available on the 

WordNet site at http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). 

The main window of ClusterEditor 

allows a user to view WordNet adjectives in their 

current structure. ClusterEditor displays a list of 

noun attributes; the user can select an attribute to 

see the adjective centroids linked to it, and can 

then select a centroid to see its “similar” 

(satellite) adjectives. For the many clusters that 

are not linked to an attribute, an option to view 

them directly is available.  

ClusterEditor allows the user to make 

several kinds of changes to the current structure. 
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First, the definition (gloss) of a selected centroid 

or satellite adjective can be edited. This allows 

for more precise and specific descriptions of the 

meanings of adjectives. Importantly, many 

algorithms based on WordNet incorporate the 

Lesk method (Lesk 1986), which uses the lexical 

overlap among definitions, and crisp and clearly 

distinguishable definitions may well improve 

results. Second, ClusterEditor allows users to 

move satellite adjectives to new centroids, and to 

move centroids to different attributes. In this 

way, the user may reassign existing adjectives 

without a complete restructuring and without 

adding or deleting adjectives. There many 

inconsistencies among the “attribute” and 

“similar” links make this a necessary feature. As 

mentioned before, many clusters are currently 

unconnected to the nouns that express the 

relevant attributes. Any changes made to the 

current adjective structure are recorded in a file 

“log.txt” created in the same directory as 

ClusterEditor and can be reviewed or undone. 

3.4 Restructuring Adjectives 

The main functionality of ClusterEditor 

is to reformat the current WordNet adjective 

clusters into the new clusters proposed above. 

The user can select one or more centroids to 

reformat. Some currently separate clusters like 

“hot” and “warm” are obvious candidates for 

grouping. The reformatting window displays a 

list of all the adjectives chosen for reformatting 

and allows the user to remove those that do not 

belong in a given cluster. The user can then 

either manually divide the adjectives up into new 

clusters, or use the automatic clustering tool 

described in the next section. The user can also 

select attributes for each of the clusters; 

ClusterEditor will suggest a list of attributes to 

choose from based on words in each cluster, or 

the user can search for one in a popup window. 

When the user finalizes a new cluster to 

be added to the database, ClusterEditor checks if 

any other clusters already exist under the 

attributes selected. In that case, the user has the 

option to merge the new cluster(s) with the 

existing ones or to represent them as antonyms. 

This prevents the assignment of related 

adjectives to different, unrelated clusters.  

3.4  New Database Tables 

ClusterEditor creates three new tables in 

the SQLite database: “clusters,” “attributes,” and 

“antonyms.” The “clusters” table contains 

synsetids of adjectives as the primary key and 

clusterids, randomly generated integers between 

1 and 999,999,999. Adjective synsets in this way 

are connected to the appropriate clusters. The 

“attributes” table links clusters to attributes (e.g., 

adjectives like large, big and huge are assigned 

to the attribute size), and contains the clusterid 

(primary key) and synsetid of the attribute. The 

“antonyms” table links antonymous clusters and 

contains the clusterids of the two clusters (the 

first clusterid is the primary key). 

The implication of using the synsetid of 

adjectives as a primary key is that no adjective 

can belong to more than one cluster. While this 

constraint may seem overly strict, we argue that 

if an adjective synset appears to belong to two 

clusters, it has two distinct senses and should be 

split into two different synsets accordingly. This 

principle of unique form-meaning mappings 

underlies all of WordNet. 

4  Clustering Adjectives 

We explore ways to separate WordNet adjective 

clusters automatically into groups of closely 

related adjectives. The goal is to facilitate the 

reorganization of adjectives into the proposed 

new structure and reduce the considerable 

manual effort involved in this task.  

Given that selectional restrictions serve 

to distinguish meanings, we first examine the 

types of nouns that each adjective in a cluster can 

modify. For example, in the cluster in Figure 2, 

we might want to separate “refrigerated” from 

“cold” and “ice-cold.” This move would be 

supported if we found that set of nouns modified 

by “cold” is similar to that modified by “ice-

cold,” but different from the set of nouns 

described as “refrigerated.” 

We search the OANC corpus [OANC], 

part-of-speech tagged with the ANC Tool 

[OANC] for syntactic constructions including an 

adjective and a noun that it modifies, such as 

“[adjective] [noun]” and “[noun] is/are/was/were 

[adjective]” (“an expensive watch,” “this watch 

is expensive”). The OANC is a balanced and 

contemporary corpus, and we expect the 

extracted data to be representative.  
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4.1 Applying a Distance Measure 

Next we define a semantic distance measure 

among adjectives, based on the sets of nouns 

found in the OANC that are modified the 

adjectives. We calculate the shortest path to the 

lowest common superordinate (the Shortest 

Ancestral Path, or SAP, Ene and Wayne, 2006; 

Resnik 1995, Leacock and Chodorow 1998, inter 

alia) between every noun described by the first 

adjective and every noun described by the 

second.  

4.2  The Clustering Algorithm 

The clustering algorithm takes a group of 

adjectives from one of the WordNet dumbbells 

as input. After identifying the nouns modified by 

each adjective and computing the distance 

between each pair of adjectives, as described 

above, the clustering algorithm splits up the old 

cluster into one or more new clusters. 

The adjectives are initially in a single 

group. The algorithm calculates the distance of 

each adjective from the group as the average 

distance to all of the other adjectives in the 

group. The distance of each adjective to the 

group is compared to the average of these 

distances. If it is greater than one standard 

deviation above the average, the adjective is 

removed from the group. When an adjective is 

removed from a group, it is either placed in a 

new group or moved to an existing group. The 

algorithm adds it to an existing group if its 

average distance to the members of that group is 

less than one standard deviation above the 

average distance of the members of that group to 

the group. This process repeats for each group 

until either the algorithm stops making changes 

between iterations or reaches a preset limit on the 

number of iterations (currently set to 1000). The 

resulting groups are the new clusters. We initially 

used k-means clustering, starting with a number 

of clusters that depended on the number of 

adjectives being clustered, and merging clusters 

whose members were close enough to each other. 

However, the results varied too much from run to 

run, and we abandoned this approach in favor of 

the current method. 

4.3  A Sample Result 

For the the attribute “weight,” the algorithm 

produced the clusters in Figure 4 below. Notice 

that the synset [“doughy,” “soggy”], which does 

not describe weight, has been separated out, and 

that [“dense”] and [“massive”], which describe 

mass, have been grouped together apart from 

[“heavy”]. 

Cluster 1: [dense], [massive] 

Cluster 2: [heavy], [hefty], [ponderous] 

Cluster 3: [doughy, soggy] 

Figure 4: Sample Result of Clustering 

 

5  Limitations and Remaining Problems 

The OANC corpus, which we chose for its 

currency, balancedness, and POS tags, with 

roughly 15 million words of spoken and written 

dialogue [OANC], is however too small to 

include many of the less common adjectives in 

WordNet clusters or to include a reliable number 

of tokens. The clustering algorithm requires 

some minimum number of nouns for each 

adjective, and cannot accurately cluster these 

uncommon adjectives. Second, the algorithm 

makes no distinction between different senses of 

an adjective, since the corpus is not sense-

tagged. For uncommon senses of an adjective 

with a different predominant sense (“cold” in the 

sense of “emotionless”), the accuracy of the 

clustering is thrown off.  

Finally, there is a trade-off between the 

time the clustering algorithm takes to run and the 

accuracy of the results. Considering more nouns 

for each adjective means performing more SAP 

calculations, the most expensive part of the 

algorithm. Considering fewer nouns means a 

higher risk of ending up with erroneous results. 

6  Adapting the Algorithm for ClusterEditor 

With these limitations in mind, we adapt the 

clustering algorithm for use in ClusterEditor. 

First, we divide the algorithm into two steps: the 

initial data gathering where the distances 

between all pairs of adjectives is calculated, and 

the actual clustering. The first step is the time 

consuming one, so this allows the user, after 

clustering once, to adjust the sensitivity of the 
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algorithm and cluster again almost instantly. 

Second, we allow the user to make changes to 

the groups that result from clustering. In that 

sense ClusterEditor uses the clustering algorithm 

to provide a suggestion of what the new clusters 

should be. The user can then adjust the 

sensitivity of the clustering and move or delete 

adjectives from the clusters. This adds flexibility 

to the reformatting process, and since other steps 

such as attribute selection must be done 

manually, there is not much benefit to clustering 

completely automatically. 

Another question concerns synsets with 

more than one lemma. While the reorganization 

must be done on the level of synsets, the pattern 

searching for the clustering algorithm is done for 

each lemma in a synset, so lemmas that initially 

were assigned one same synset may end up 

different synsets and even distinct clusters. To 

place synsets into clusters, the algorithm chooses 

the cluster that the majority of its lemmas ended 

up in. 

6  The Database GUI 

When working with ClusterEditor, a user might 

want to view and edit the new structures. DBGUI 

is another java GUI that allows flexible control 

over reorganized clusters and their antonyms and 

attributes. For full documentation on DBGUI, 

see DBGUI documentation (Available on the 

WordNet site at http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). 

6.1  Modifying the Adjective Representation 

DBGUI allows the user to view all of the 

adjective clusters that have been added to the 

new database tables, organized by attribute. It 

displays the members of each cluster, as well as 

any antonymous clusters. The user can make any 

necessary changes by adding or removing 

adjectives from clusters, deleting clusters, and 

adding or removing antonyms. If ClusterEditor 

produces clusters that the user later wants to 

check on or change, DBGUI makes it easy to do 

so. 

7  Conclusion 

We addressed some of the major problems with 

the current representation of adjectives in 

WordNet. Arguing for an improved 

representation that would result in semantically 

clean clusters, we describe an editing tool that 

allows the manual reassignment of adjectives in 

WordNet to different clusters and to the 

corresponding attribute nouns. We propose to 

harness corpus data that will identify 

semantically (dis)similar adjectives on the basis 

of their selectional restrictions. It is hoped that 

the work described here will lead to a renewed 

interest in adjectives and that the potential of 

ClusterEditor will be harnessed by developers of 

wordnets, leading to improved results in NLP 

applications.  
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Abstract 

 

Automatic text summarization means finding 
out the summary of one or more document by 
a computer program. The output text or the 
summary should contain the most important 
points of the original text without changing its 
meaning. In this report, we present an extrac-
tive approach of Text summarization of Assa-
mese, a free word order inflectional Indic lan-
guage, using WordNet. From our experiment, 
we got approximately 78% accurate result. 

1 Introduction 

Automatic text summarization means finding out 
the summary of one or more document by a 
computer program. The output text or the sum-
mary should contain the most important points of 
the original text without changing its meaning. 
With huge amount of information available on 
the World Wide Web, there is a pressing need to 
have “Information Access” systems that would 
help users by providing the relevant information 
in a concise, pertinent format. Two main catego-
ry of text summarization are (Das and Martins,  
2007). 

 Extractive 
 Abstractive 

Extractive approach is a procedure of identifying 
important sections of the text and reproducing 
them as they are. There are no modifications 
done in the input text pattern. In this approach, 
there are mainly two steps- Extraction and Fu-
sion. In the extraction step, important sections 
are identified and extracted sections are com-
bined coherently in the fusion phase. In abstrac-
tive approach considerable amount of linguistic 

analysis is performed for the task of summariza-
tion. In this approach, important sections of the 
input text are identified and produced in a new 
way. In the abstractive approach new sentence 
are generated without changing the topic mean-
ing. In this paper, we present certain aspects of 
“Text Summarization” and implement one ex-
tractive approach for Assamese language that is 
the easternmost Indo-European language with 
around 30 million speakers.  
In the next section, we describe prior works in 
single and multi-document text summarization. 
Section 3 and 4 describe preprocessing phases: 
similarity measures used in our approach for 
summarization of Assamese text and obtained 
results respectively. Section 5 concludes our pa-
per. 

2 Literature Survey  

2.1 Single document summarization 

In the 1990s, with the advent of machine learn-
ing technique used in NLP, a series of seminal 
publications appeared that employed statistical 
techniques to produce document extracts. 

Naive-Bayes Method:  
In this method the program is able to learn from 
existing data. A classification function deter-
mines for each sentence whether the sentence 
should be included in the summary or not using a 
Naive Bayes classifier. In this approach a score 
is given to each sentence and only the n top sen-
tences are extracted. 

Rich Features based Method:  
Lin and Hovy, 1997 studied the importance of a 
single feature- “sentence position”. Just weighing 
a sentence by its position in the text, which the 
authors term as the “position method”, is based 
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on the idea that texts generally follow a predicta-
ble discourse structure, and the sentences of the 
main topic tend to occur in certain predefined 
locations (e.g. title, abstracts, etc). However, 
since the discourse structure significantly varies 
over domains, the position method is not a good 
choice. Naive-Bayes method and Rich Features 
based methods are some example of sentence 
extraction based summarization approach. There 
are some other approaches whose working prin-
ciples are different but use extraction based. For 
example Hidden Markov Model, Neural Net-
works Third Party Features etc. These are basi-
cally machine-learning methods. 

Deep Natural Language Analysis Methods 
In this category, all approaches involve complex 
natural language analysis techniques. None of 
these approaches solves the problem using ma-
chine learning, but rather uses a set of heuristics 
to create document extracts. 
 

2.2 Multi-Document Summarization 

Extraction of a single summary from multiple 
documents has gained interest since mid 1990s, 
most applications being in the domain of news 
articles. Several Web based news clustering sys-
tems were inspired by research on multi-
document summarization, for example Google 
News, Yahoo News etc. This departs from sin-
gle-document summarization since the problem 
involves multiple sources of information that 
overlap and supplement each other, being con-
tradictory at occasions. Therefore, the key tasks 
are not only identifying and coping with redun-
dancy across documents, but also recognizing 
novelty and ensuring that the final summary is 
both coherent and complete. 

Abstraction and Information Fusion: 
SUMMONS (Radev and MCKeown, 1998) is the 
first historical example of a multi-document 
summarization system. It takes multiple docu-
ments about a single event of narrow domain 
from various sources and produces a brief sum-
mary containing information about the event. 
Rather than working with raw text, SUMMONS 
reads a database previously built by a template-
based message understanding system. The archi-
tecture of SUMMONS consists of two major 
components: a content planner that selects the 
information to include in the summary through 
combination of the input templates, and a lin-

guistic generator that selects the right words to 
express the information in grammatical and co-
herent text. 

Graph Spreading Activation: 
Mani and Bloedorn, 1997 describe an informa-
tion extraction framework for summarization, a 
graph-based method to find similarities and dis-
similarities in pairs of documents. Although no 
textual summary is generated, the summary con-
tent is represented via entities (concepts) and 
relations that are displayed respectively as nodes 
and edges of a graph. Rather than extracting sen-
tences, they detect salient regions of the graph 
via a spreading activation technique. A document 
is represented as a graph as follows: 
Each node represents the occurrence of a single 
word (i.e., one word together with its position in 
the text). Each node can have several kinds of 
links: adjacency links (ADJ) to adjacent words in 
the text, SAME links to other occurrences of the 
same word, and ALPHA links encoding semantic 
relationships captured through WordNet. Besides 
these, PHRASE links bind together sequences of 
adjacent nodes, which belong to the same phrase 
and NAME, and COREF link stands for co-
referential name occurrences. 

Centroid-Based Summarization 
Generally this type of approaches do not use a 
language generation module(Zhang and Li, 
2009). All documents are modeled as bags-of-
words. The first stage consists of topic detection, 
whose goal is to group together news articles that 
describe the same event. To accomplish this task, 
an agglomerative clustering algorithm is used 
that operates over the TF-IDF vector representa-
tions of the documents. The second stage uses 
the centroids to identify sentences in each cluster 
that are central to the topic of the entire cluster. 
The system is easily scalable and domain-
independent. 
 

3 Our Approach 

We have developed a text summarizing method 
for Assamese, based on the use of a WordNet 
and a stop word list. Since no prior Assamese 
WordNet exists, we have to build the required 
WordNet for our experiment. To populate the 
Assamese WordNet database (Hussain et. al, 
2011) (as there is no publicly available WordNet 
database for Assamese) we uses the following 
sources of data - 
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 Online Dictionary  
 Chandrakanta Abhidhan 

We also create a stop word list of 168 Assa-
mese words. Since no Assamese WordNet is 
available on the internet, the WordNet database 
was very small; therefore, we added to it all the 
words of our test document by ourselves.  

 

3.1 Preprocessing 

In the file, Put every sentence in a new line. It 
will help to retrieve each sentence easily and it 
can be solved by breaking each sentence on some 
special character.  All the words should be in 
their root form. This is needed because the 
WordNet contains only the root words of a lan-
guage. To solve this problem we need a stemmer. 
Designing a stemmer is difficult because it in-
volves lots of morphological analysis. In our ex-
periment, we manually performed this job. If a 
word is not available in the WordNet due to not 
being in root form, we can adopt the following 
idea for finding similarity between such two 
words. If the word W1=a1a2a3…an and W2= 
b1b2b3……bm and not present in the WordNet 
then the similarity between W1 and W2 is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For example   

W1= মৰম (Maram : love)      
W2= মৰমৰ (Maramar : of love) 

Similarity = (2*3) / (3+4) = = 0.85       
 
In (Zhang and Li, 2009) the author propose a 
sentence similarity computing method based on 
the three features of the sentences, the word form 
feature, the word order feature and the semantic 
feature, using weights to describe the contribu-
tion of each feature of the sentence. Since our 
work is on Assamese language and it is free 
word order language we do not need to consider 
the word order feature. In the next section of this 
report, we discuss the similarity measures that 
we used. 
 
To calculate the semantic similarity we used the 
Assamese WordNet (Hussain et. al, 2011) . To 
find the similarity of two words we first arrange 
the WordNet entry of these particular words tree 

wise. The tree structure is created according to 
the relation between the words. After that, we 
count the number of edges N between both the 
words. If there is no relationship between the 
words then N become very large (size of the 
WordNet). In that case, similarity will be approx-
imately zero. But in case of synonym words 
there are no any edges between the words. But in 
that case similarity should be one. Therefore af-
ter deriving N we will calculate the similarity as 
follows.  

 
WSS(w1,w2)=1/(N+1) i.e. semantic similarity 
will proportional to 1/N. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Similarity measure between sentences: 

Definition 1: Word Form Similarity. 
The word form similarity is mainly used to de-
scribe the form similarity between two sentences. 
It is the number of same words in two sentences 
measures it. First, we get rid of the stop words. If 
S1 and S2 are two sentences, the word form simi-
larity is calculated by the formula (Zhang and Li, 
2009). 
                  
Sim1(S1,S2)=2*(SameWord(S1,S2)/(Len(S1)+Len(S2))) 
                                                …………..(1) 

Definition 2: Word Semantic Similarity. 
The word semantic similarity is mainly used to 
describe the semantic similarity between two 
sentences. Here the word semantic similarity 
computing is based on the Assamese WordNet. 
Based on semantic similarity among words, 
(Zhang and Li, 2009) Word-Sentence Similarity 
(WSSim) is defined to be the maximum similari-
ty between the word w and words within the sen-
tence S. WSSim(w,S) is defined with the follow-
ing formula 
 

2*|length of matching character sequence of W1 and W2| 

|length of W1| + |length of W2| 

Pet 

Animal 

Wild 

Dog Cat … Tiger Lion ….. 

Figure 1:  A fragment of WordNet 
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Sim2(S1,S2) = 
+|S2| |S1| 

i=1 

|S1| 

j=1 

|S2| 
∑ WSSim(wi,S2) + ∑ WSSim(wj,S1) 

WSSim(w,S)=max{Sim(w, Wi)|Wi S, where w and Wi 
are words}               ……….....(2) 
 
 
Here the Sim(w,Wi) is the word similarity be-
tween w and Wi. With WSSim(w,S), the sen-
tence similarity is defined as follows: 
 
      
  
 
 
                  ………. (3) 
 
In (3) S1, S2 are sentences; |S| is the number of 
words in the sentence S. 

Definition 3: Sentence Similarity. 
The sentence similarity is usually described as a 
number between zero and one, zero stands for 
non-similar, and one stands for totally similar. 
The larger the number is, the more the sentences 
similar. The sentence similarity between S1 and 
S2 is defined as follows (Zhang and Li, 2009): 
 
Sim(S1,S2)=λ1*Sim1(S1,S2)+λ2*Sim2(S1,S2)  
                ……. (4) 
 
In (4) λ1 and λ2 are constants, and satisfy the eq-
uation λ1+λ2 =1. λ1 and λ2 defines the contribu-
tion of the semantic similarity and word form 
similarity between S1 and S2. In our implementa-
tion we assumed λ1= λ2=0.5.  

The function Sim() (Equation (4)) is used as 
the final measure of sentence similarity. Since 
we focus mainly on sentence clustering, we need 
a proper similarity function, which will measure 
the similarity between two sentences not only in 
terms of word level but also in semantic level. In 
this work during sentence clustering, we use this 
function as the similarity function. Next, we need 
to find the number of clusters. 

3.2 Estimating the number of clusters  

Determination of the optimal number of sentence 
clusters in a text document is a difficult issue and 
depends on the compression ratio of summary 
and chosen similarity measure, as well as on the 
document topics. For clustering of sentences, 
author used a strategy to determine the optimal 
number of clusters (the number of topics in a 
document) based on the distribution (Das and 
Martins, 2007) of words in the sentences: 
 
 

 
 
 
     ……. (5) 
 
 
 
Where |D| is the number of terms in the docu-
ment D, |Si| is the number of terms in the sen-
tence Si, n is the number of sentences in docu-
ment D. Here terms refers to all those words 
which are not in stop word list. From the above 
formula we can see that if the number of terms 
which are common to some sentences are in-
creased then the number of clusters will be re-
duced, i.e. common terms in multiple sentences 
means the domain of the document is small. 
Such documents contain less number of topic. 
Here we analyze the property of this estimation 
by two extreme cases. 

Case 1: 
The document is constituted of n sentences, 
which have the same set of terms. i.e. all the sen-
tences are constituted of the same words. There-
fore, the set of terms of the document coincides 
with the set of terms of each sentence i.e. D= (t1, 
t2, …, tm)=Si=S. From (5) it follows that 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case2: 
The document consists of n sentence which do 
not have any term in common, that is, Si∩Sj=Φ 
for i≠j. This means that each term belonging to D 
belongs only to one of the sentences Si. i.e. 
 
 
 
 
  
Therefore from (5) it follows that k=n. In 
both the extreme cases are depicted correct-
ly. We assume that it will also work at any 
intermediate state. Therefore, we use the 
formula to find out the number of topics or 
the number of clusters of sentences in the 
document. 
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3.3 Summary Generation  

After calculating the number of clusters, we use 
the K-means algorithm to cluster the sentences of 
the document. After clustering the sentences of 
the input document, the following few steps are 
there to find the final summary.  
 
Step1: Extract the central sentences of each 
cluster. 
Step2: Find similarity between headline (title) 
and those sentences, which are not included in 
the Step 1. 
Step3: Add those sentences that are highly simi-
lar to the headline. 
Step4: Sort them according to occurrence in the 
original input document. 
Step5: Put the sorted sentences into the output 
document. 
 
Based on the result of clustering, suppose the 
sentences clusters are D = {C1, C2, ……. ,Ck}. 
First, determine the central sentence μi of each 
cluster based on the accumulative similarity be-
tween the sentence Si and other sentences, and 
then calculate the similarity between the sentence 
Si and the central sentence μi. Assume that the 
similarity of central sentence μi as 1, sort the sen-
tences based on their similarity weights, and 
choose the high weight sentences as the topic 
sentences. After finding out the topic sentences, 
we add some more sentences to the summary 
based on the high similarity with the headline. In 
the summary generation process, there are main-
ly two steps. In the first stage, we select the clus-
ter sentence, which is used as pruning of dupli-
cate data. And in the second stage i.e. in step 2 
and 3 we add those sentence which are 
representing the main topic of the document. Our 
entire method contains three phases as follows- 
 
Phase1: Stem the words to obtain their root 
forms.  

(Performed Manually in our experiment) 
Phase2: Create a table of similarity between 
every sentence.                                           (Auto) 
Phase3: Cluster the sentences.                   (Auto) 
Phase4: Summary Generation     (Auto) 
 

4 Experiments and Results 

We conducted experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of the automatic text summarization 
system based on sentences clustering. Automatic 
text summarization systems and evaluations of 

summary is not a straight-forward process. For 
evaluate the results we use F-measure which is 
widely used in Information Retrieval. Due to 
lack of large WordNet database, we restrict our 
experiment to a few small documents as input to 
find the summary. Table 1 gives the obtained 
result of 10 media documents with different do-
main. 

 
Document P R F 

1 0.73 0.84 0.78 

2 0.75 0.75 0.74 

3 0.82 0.93 0.87 

4 0.79 0.73 0.75 

5 0.81 0.86 0.83 

6 0.85 0.77 0.8 

7 0.82 0.77 0.79 

8 0.75 0.8 0.77 

9 0.87 0.9 0.88 

10 0.72 0.61 0.66 

    

Table 1: Obtained Result 

 

5 Conclusion  

We have presented the approach to automatic 
text summarization based on the sentences clus-
tering and extraction. The main contribution of 
this report is that it proposed and implemented a 
sentence similarity computing method based on 
the semantic features of the sentences, based on 
analyzing the word form Assamese WordNet 
(Hussain et. al, 2011). We find that the approach 
produces good result and can be considered for 
further improvement. 
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Abstract 

The present research paper is an attempt to 
provide an idea of vocabulary system in 
Assamese language. It also tries to high-
light the conditions under which Modern 
Assamese language was separated from 
Indo-Aryan Language in 10th century A.D. 
It also deals with the enrichment of the 
vocabulary of Assamese language through 
the ages. Wordnet is contributed much in 
the development of Assamese vocabulary. 
In fact, this paper will also point out how 
Assamese vocabulary helps in building the 
Wordnet in Assamese with suitable exam-
ples. 

 
Keywords: Assamese Wordnet, Vocabulary. 

1.0. Introduction 

Vocabulary is the backbone of any language. It 
expands the horizon of any language and builds a 
close relation among various languages. Thus, 
Assamese language also has gained a large 
amount of words from various languages by dif-
ferent processes in course of time. Assamese 
language was established as an independent lan-
guage since 10th century A.D. and in 14th century 
A.D., the written form of the language could be 
found. The development of the language and lite-
rature in Assamese till today has greatly contri-
buted to the growth and enrichment of the voca-
bulary of the language. 
Wordnet is prepared to establish a bond of un-
derstanding among the various languages of the 

world. In this respect, Assamese also plays a ma-
jor role in building Wordnet of Assamese lan-
guage. As a result, Assamese Wordnet is being 
prepared on the basis of Hindi Wordnet. 
1.1. A discussion of Assamese vocabulary and 
Wordnet (Assamese Wordnet) building is given 
in following: 
1.2.The scope of Assamese vocabulary is very 
vast. It consists of words of Sanskrit origin, Non-
Aryan words, dialect oriented words. Besides 
Assamese socio-cultural influences are also per-
ceived in the vocabulary of the language. It is to 
be noted here that in this paper we would basi-
cally deal with the standard Assamese language 
forms. Assamese still lacks a common vocabu-
lary dictionary in the language. Moreover, no 
dictionary was found in the early and the middle 
ages. The selected modern dictionaries are – ‘A 
Dictionary in Assamese and English by Miles 
Bronson’  (1867);  ‘Hemkosh’ (1900), by Hem-
chandra Barua and later it is compiled by Deba-
nanda Barua (the 14th edition ) which included 
1,54,428 words; ‘Chandrakanta Abhidhan’ 
(2004, 3rd  edition) ‘Adhunik Asomiya Sabda-
kosh’ (2007, 9th  edition), ‘Asamiya Jatiya Ab-
hidhan’ (2010) and many other vocabulary dic-
tionaries are available in Assamese language. No 
common standard vocabulary dictionary has 
been made till today. Many critics have prepared 
vocabulary lists in their own way. Earlier philol-
ogists like Kaliram Medhi and Banikanta kakati 
had classified vocabulary list in their own style.  
2.0.  Kaliram Medhi in ‘Asomiya Byakaran aru 
Bhasatattva’[3] has provided a classification As-
samese vocabulary such as ‘tatsama’, ‘tatbhava’ 
and ‘desaja’. But his ‘Desaja’ words are shown 
as loan words in which maximum words are Per-
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so-Arabic words. Therefore, his vocabulary clas-
sification cannot be taken as valid. On the other 
hand, though Banikanta Kakati’s classifica-
tion[1] of Assamese vocabulary covers almost all 
the aspects, yet his classification also cannot be 
regarded as valid one. 
 
2.1. It is interesting to note here that there are a 
large amount of loan words in Assamese lan-
guage. In day-to-day life these loan words have 
been used extremely to express feelings, ideas 
etc. Moreover, it is seen that Perso-Arabic words 
have been used in Assamese language. these 
words occupy a significant status in Assamese 
language.  
 
3.0.  Assamese vocabulary  
 
Assamese vocabulary can be divided into the 
following heads [5] 
 

1. Aryan or words of Sanskrit origin 
         a.Tatsama 
        b.Semi-tatsama 
      c.Tadbhava 

2. Non-Aryan words 
         a.Austro-Asiatic 
          b.Tibeto-Burmese 
         c.Tai-Ahom 
         d.Dravidian 

3. Loan words 
a.Words coming from N.I.A. Languages 
b.Foreign Words 
   i.Persian 
   ii.Arabic 
   iii.Portugese 
   iv.English 
c.Loan translations 

i.Translated words 
ii.Terminology 

4. Unclassified words 
a. Hybrid 
b. Onomatopoetic 
c. Compound 

 
3.0.1. Sanskrit origin 
 
The development of the Assamese language is 
very much indebted to the Sanskrit. Neverthe-
less, other languages also play an active role in 
contributing to the development of vocabulary in 
the language, but Assamese can be characterised 
as a Indo-Aryan language only due to Sanskrit.  
 

3.0.1.1. Tatsama words 
 
Though Assamese originated from Magadhi Pra-
krit, many tatsama words have been used in the 
language. No tatsama words are seemed to be 
found in Assamese. However, when a language 
takes words from another language, there occurs 
some changes in the pronunciation in the bor-
rowed words. These kinds of changes are very 
much frequent in Assamese. In Sanskrit, there 
were 11 vowel sounds and 8 in Assamese. Like 
Sanskrit, Assamese does not possess Dental, pa-
latal and labial sounds, but instead it has dental 
sound in Assamese. There is no difference be-
tween ‘ /s/ and ‘ /ts/ or ‘ /z/ and ‘ /dz/. 
These can be termed as dental sounds. The pro-
nunciation of the sounds like , , /x/ can 

found in more changed forms. Besides, as many 
of Sanskrit sounds are not available in Assamese, 
so we cannot find the pronunciation of Sanskrit 
words in Assamese language. Some examples of 
Assamese tatsama words:  
 
        /g by /              (related to cow) 
        / x isj /             (grain) 
        / nt rzami/        (god)      etc. 
 
In fact, there are certain grounds in support of the 
availability of tatsama words in the Assamese 
language. These are mentioned below[5]: 
 
1 We find all the Sanskrit letters in Assamese 

spelling system as it is written on the basis 
of Sanskrit spelling system, though in 
speaking these are not used in pronuncia-
tion. 

2 These words are determined according to 
the grammatical rules of sandhi, samasa etc. 
of Sanskrit. 

3 In these words, it is seemed to follow the 
rules of natva-vidhi and satva-vidhi.  

4 In case of tatsama words, it is found to add 
–tara, -tama and istha in degree of compari-
son. But in case of tatbhava words such suf-
fixes are not used. 

5 In the use of tatsama words in Assamese, 
some conventional norms are employed. In 
compounding, both the words must be either 
tatsama or tadbhava and never a mixture of  
both. 

6 Moreover, tatsama words are used depend-
ing on the context of the sentence structure. 
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3.0.1.2. Semi-tatsama words 
 

Semi-tatsama or Ardha-tatsama words mean 
half of the word is equivalent to that of San-
skrit. Unlike tadbhava words, these words 
are new in the Assamese language and retain 
the traces of the original form. Besides, 
semi-tatsama words come through the Prakit 
stage. There are some processes which help 
in the changes of these words like Anaptyxis, 
epenthesis and metathesis. In fact, the num-
ber of semi-tatsama words is very less in 
comparison to tatsama and tadbhava words. 
There are some examples of Asamese semi-
tatsama words given below: 
 

/k r m/     (work) 
/d r m/  (duty) 
/duwar/    (door)   etc. 
 

3.0.1.3.Tadbhava words 
 

Tadbhava words are those words which were 
handed down through the M.I.A. stage. In 
the M.I.A. period, the O.I.A. words went 
through a significant change and again were 
changed in the N.I.A. period. There are some 
examples of tadbhava words given below – 

 
/b ai/         <     / b rata/        (brother) 
/loha/          <    /louh /       (iron) 
/misa/         <   /mit ya/      (false)  etc. 

 
3.1. 
Assamese has been used as a link language in 
North-east India. Therefore, it is found that As-
samese contains words from other neighboring 
language families. For this reason, Assamese can 
be regarded as a separate language from other 
Indo-Aryan language. The contributions of these 
Non-Aryan languages into Assamese make it 
able to keep the greater Assam as one family. 
This is observed from the following examples. 

 
 

3.1.1: Non-Aryan words 
(a) Austro- asiatic:  / nodo-

ka/(fleshy), /sik ra/(a tick), 
/selauri/(eye-brow) etc.  

(b) Tibeto-Burman: /g s k/(act of 
trampling) , /g ba-mar/(hug), 

/ t lamuri mar/ (to slap on the 
head with the palm of the 
hand)etc. 

(c) Tai-Ahom: / maiha /(a dish), 
/kar /(palace),/ bur nji/ (histo-
ry)etc. 

(d) Dravadian:/ amoi/(a motherly 
woman), /uruk

/(to draw into the mouth or 
smoke),   etc. 

3.1.2:    Loan words: 
In Assamese, we can see many loan or borrowed 
words from other Indo-Aryan, foreign languages. 
There are many reasons behind the coming of the 
loan words in Assamese. It may be due to social 
contact or due to the study of literature etc. In 
fact, Assamese has been enriched with a large 
numbers of non-native words through the ages 
and they came to be used native-like words.  
 
3.1.2.1.Words coming from other N.I.A. lan-
guages — 
(i) Bangla  : / r s gulla/(one kind of sweet),/ 

x nd x/(one kind of sweet), 
/k l kari/(scandal),/ b jal/(adulterated) 
etc. 

(ii) Hindi  : /kag jwala/(a hawker), /k adi/(an 
woman cloth of hand yarn), /k ali/(empty), 
/d kait/(dacoit) etc. 

(iii) Marathi  : /gaoburha/(a village head-man), 
/b r ni/(contribution),/ b ji/(niddle), 
/ta r n/(edition) etc. 

(iv) Gujarati :/ h rtal/ (protest)etc. 
 

3.1.2.2.  Foreign words 
(i) Persian: / aina/(mirror), /adal t/(court), 

/dokan/(shop), /d rji/(tailor),/ adar/(honour) 
(ii) Arabic: /dowat/(ink pot),/ hajira/(presence),/ 

hakim/(judge),/tabij/(charm) 
(iii) Portuguese:/ saku/(knife), 

/daroga/(constable), /b gam/(queen),/ 
anar x/(pineapple), 

(iv) English: /pluto/, /meter/,/ ameba/,/ bus/, 
/tragedy/, / comedy/ 

(v) Other foreign words- 
French:/ boutique/, /cafe/ 
Dutch:/ hartan/, /rahittan/, /iskapan/, 
/turup/ etc. 
Spanish: /cigarette/ 

3.1.2.3. Loan translated 
(i) Translated words: 

/durd rx n/(television),/k nduwa-g s/(tear-
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gas),/ bat ri kak t/ (news paper) / k la -
b jar/ (black market) 

(ii) Terminology:  Various types of terminolog-
ical words are used in Assamese language 
whenever necessary.  
  

3.2. Unclassified words 
 
There are certain words in Assamese language 
which are labeled as unclassified. These are: 
(i)  Hybrid:/ p ndit-giri/(fancying oneself to be 
learned), /tik t-g r/(ticket house),/ bas-
ast an/(bus station),/ man-ijj t/ etc. 
(ii) Onomatopoetic: / p usp us ni/ (whishper-
ing), / k uji-magi/(act of begging),/ dabi-
d mki/ etc. 
(iii)Compound: / at u-karh/(to kneel down), /hat-
b jar/(market), / r nd a-b rha/(cooking) etc. 
 
4.0. Use of Assamese vocabularies in As-
samese Wordnet  
 
Wordnet is basically a synonymous lexical data-
base. Vocabulary plays a main role in building 
Wordnet. As Assamese language possesses a 
huge amount of vocabulary, it becomes easy to 
build Wordnet in the language. The task of As-
samese Wordnet building is almost ready to pro-
vide us with all the lexical words. Yet there are 
still many words in the language those need to be 
entered. 
 
Assamese Wordnet is built on the basis of  Hindi 
Wordnet. Here, words are shown according to 
the sense of the given context or sentence and 
accordingly, we can derive different meanings 
from them. For example, the assamese word 
‘bhaal’ has different meaning according to its 
sense in the context.                                            
 Bhaal  (Adj) - jijan bhaal gunar adhikaari  
 -jito sakalo phaalar paraa bhaal abasthaat 
thaake 
 -jito bhaangi-singi baa beyaa hoi juwaa nai 
                 -jito shubha baa bhaal hay 
                  -dekhaat shuwani 
                  - su-swaad jukta 
                  -gun samriddha 
                  -jaar parinati shubha 
 
Apart from sense, we also deal with the morpho-
logical structure of  the  words. The grammatical 
category of a given word is changed by using 

morphological processes. Generally, affixes are 
used to show the different grammatical category  
of the words in different context. The following 
examples represent it clearly: 
dakshya (n)- dakshyajane kaamto kariba 
dakshya (adj)- ei kaantor babe tekhet dakshya 
dakshya(adv)- tekhete kaamto dakshyataare 
sampanna karile. 
 
5.0. Conclusion 
 
This paper highlights the Assamese vocabulary 
system and  also the use of vocabulary in build-
ing Assamese wordnet. Though Assamese word-
net tries to cover all the Assamese vocabulary, 
yet it cannot able to represent all the forms of the 
vocabulary of  Assamese language.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose an extension of the 
WordNet conceptual model, with the final 
purpose of encoding the common sense lexical 
knowledge associated to words used in every-
day life. The extended model has been defined 
starting from the short descriptions generated 
by naïve speakers in relation to target concepts 
(i.e. feature norms). Even if this proposal has 
been developed primarily for therapeutic pur-
poses, it can be seen as a generalization of the 
original WordNet model that takes into ac-
count a much wider and systematic set of se-
mantic relations. The extended model is also 
an enhancement of the psycholinguistic voca-
tion of the WordNet model. A featural repre-
sentation of concepts is nowadays assumed by 
most models of the human semantic memory.  
For testing our proposal, we conducted a fea-
ture elicitation experiment and collected de-
scriptions of 50 concepts from 60 participants. 
Problematic issues related to the encoding of 
this information into WordNet are discussed 
and preliminary results are presented. 

1 Introduction 

WordNet (WN: Fellbaum, 1998) is the largest 
and most systematic lexical database in electron-
ic format available nowadays. Nevertheless, it is 
hard to maintain that such a successful and wide-
ly used resource contains a complete (or near-to-
complete) representation of the information that 
is encoded in the mental lexicon of English 
speakers. The lack of completeness is not only 
referred to the coverage of lexical unites, or to 
the population of the already defined lexical and 
semantic relations (see for instance the sparse 
instantiation of the meronym relation), but also 
to structural aspects, such as: the number and 
type of the encoded relations; the encoding of the 
strength (or any similar quantitative notion) of 
relations, in order to represent, for instance, pro-

totypicality effects; the encoding of quantifiers 
and logical operators, as an important aspect of 
the knowledge associated to concepts; the encod-
ing of syntagmatic information, e.g. collocations 
and selectional preferences or restrictions. 

In order to overcome such limitations, in the 
last twenty years, many extensions of the WN 
conceptual model have been proposed by the 
creators of the original Princeton WordNet 
(PWN) and by other scholars in projects such as 
EuroWordNet (EWN: Alonge et al, 1998), Mul-
tiWordNet (MWN: Pianta et al, 2002), WordNet 
Domains (Bentivogli et al, 2004) and BalkaNet 
(Tufi , 2004). However, none of such proposals 
has tried to define, on the basis of psycholinguis-
tic evidence, a close set of semantic relations that 
are expected to be able to represent all (or most) 
of the meaning aspects conveyed by a concept. 
In this paper we make such an attempt, starting 
from the requirements of a very specific applica-
tion scenario, in which an electronic lexical data-
base is used to support speech therapists in their 
daily work with aphasic patients. 

2 Background and Motivation 

Anomia is a common symptom associated with 
aphasia. Most patients affected by an acquired 
linguistic disorder due to a brain damage expe-
rience some difficulty in retrieving or producing 
words. In this context, computers can be helpful 
in many ways: from assisting the therapist in the 
rehabilitation, to helping the patients in his/her 
everyday life (Petheram, 2004). Given the great 
variability of forms and severity in which anomia 
can manifest itself, a requirement that any assis-
tive tool has to meet is to be flexible enough to 
fit the needs of different classes of patients.

STaRS.sys (Semantic Task Rehabilitation 
Support system) is the outcome of a joint effort 
between Fondazione Bruno Kessler and the CI-
MeC Center for Neuropsychological Rehabilita-
tion (CeRiN). The aim of this project is the crea-
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tion of a tool for supporting the therapist in the 
preparation of rehabilitative tasks for Italian-
speaking patients affected by anomia.  

Typically, the information exploited in seman-
tic rehabilitation tasks can be represented as con-
cept-description pairs like <chair> has four 

legs, <airplane> flies1. Notably, this is the 
same kind of information that is collected by 
scholars who study the characteristics of concep-
tual knowledge by running feature generation
experiments, that is by asking speakers to de-
scribe concepts (cfr. Murphy, 2002). We’ve ar-
gued elsewhere (Lebani and Pianta, 2010b) that 
the WordNet conceptual model fits well the 
STaRS.sys requirements, so that we chose to 
build the STaRS.sys semantic knowledge starting 
from the Italian MWN lexicon (iMWN). 

We believe that only a lexicon organized on 
the basis of psycholinguistic evidence can be 
flexible enough to meet the STaRS.sys require-
ments. As a matter of fact, many psycholinguis-
tic assumptions lay at the basis of the WN model 
(e.g. Miller, 1998), and its psychological validity 
has been tested explicitly or implicitly by several 
scholars (e.g. Fellbaum, 1998b; Izquierdo et al, 
2007; Barbu and Poesio, 2008). However, just 
few of the many WN extensions proposed in the 
last two decades seem to be based on psycholin-
guistic hypotheses and methodologies. 

An outstanding exception to this trend is the 
evocation relation by Boyd-Graber et al (2006), 
who proposed the introduction of weighted, 
oriented arcs between pairs of synsets, e.g. from
{car} to {road}, representing how much a 
concept evokes the other. The relation has been 
populated by collecting judgments from speakers 
(Boyd-Graber et al, 2006; Nikolova et al, 2011). 

There are many similarities between our work 
and that by Boyd-Graber and colleagues. In both 
proposals, WN is enriched with speaker generat-
ed semantic information, and the encoding of this 
information requires an extension of the WN 
model. Also, both proposals are exploited for 
assistive purposes. The resource by Boyd-Graber 
and colleagues has been adopted as the semantic 
knowledge base behind the tool ViVa (Nikolova 
et al, 2009), a visual vocabulary designed for 
aiding anomic patients in their everyday life. In a 
similar way, STaRS.sys will be part of a comput-

                                                
1 Concepts and features are printed in courier new font. 
When reporting a concept-feature pair, the concept is further 
enclosed by <angled brackets>. WordNet synsets are 
enclosed by {curly brackets}. Feature types, relations 
and concept categories are reported in italics times roman.  

er aided therapy tool designed for supporting 
therapists in their daily work with patients. In 
spite of the commonalities between the two 
projects, we observe that a generic evocation re-
lation seems not to meet all the requirements of 
speech therapists, which need instead a more 
fine-grained classification of semantic relations. 
For the STaRS.sys purposes, we need to encode 
structured lexical information that is more simi-
lar to what can be obtained by exploiting a fea-
ture generation paradigm, than to what can be 
obtained through free associations. 

Due to the great variability of impairment 
shown by anomic patients and to the lack of re-
sources, the preparation of a therapeutic task for 
anomia rehabilitation is a manual work on behalf 
of the therapist. STaRS.sys is a system thought 
for being helpful in this preparatory phase by 
helping the therapist to (1) retrieve concepts, (2) 
retrieve information associated to concepts and 
(3) compare concepts. In the knowledge base 
underlying this system, the following kinds of 
information have to be available for every con-
cept: its position in a conceptual taxonomy; a set 
of featural descriptions (FDs) classified accord-
ing to the types of knowledge conveyed; a value 
of prototypicality and of word frequency. 

As argued in Lebani and Pianta (2010b), the 
WN conceptual model fits well our needs, be-
cause of its cognitive plausibility, for its ease of 
use and because it is based on a fully specified 
is-a hierarchy. Moreover, it is powerful enough, 
with some modifications, to represent the infor-
mation contained in featural descriptions. FDs 
like <cup> is used for drinking can be 
represented in WN as a relation (say is Used for) 
holding between the described (or “source”) syn-
set {cup} and the most prominent synset of the 
description, i.e. the (“target”) synset {drink}.  

A similar assumption has been used by Barbu 
and Poesio (2008), who analyze the overlap be-
tween the semantic information encoded in PWN 
and in the collections by McRae et al (2005) and 
Garrard et al (2001). In their analysis, the au-
thors, who also considered information contained 
in glosses, estimated that the overlap between 
PWN and existing norms collections can vary 
between 22 and 40% (depending on the collec-
tion and on the method used to calculate the 
overlap). The same analysis showed that the WN 
coverage with regards to FDs is highly skewed 
(e.g. categorical information is highly present, 
whereas functional information is missing).  

To overcome some of the limitations of the 
current WN model, Lebani and Pianta (2010b) 
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proposed to add a set of 25 semantic relations in 
a dedicated version of iMWN called StarsMul-
tiWordNet (sMWN), with the final objective of 
finding a complete set of intuitive and cognitive-
ly plausible relations representing lexical mean-
ing. This extension has been built by combining 
experimental evidence from existing feature 
norms with theoretical proposals developed in 
lexicography, linguistics and cognitive psychol-
ogy (for details, see Lebani and Pianta, 2010a).  

This paper presents the results of a pilot study 
aiming at populating the extended set of WN re-
lations by collecting FDs from subjects in a con-
trolled setting, and encoding them into sMWN. 
Section 3 will present available feature norms 
collections; Section 4 will illustrate the results of 
the collection experiment and Section 5 will 
comment on the issues faced when actually map-
ping FDs into WN relations. 

3 Available feature norms collections 

Since the early times of the cognitive psychology 
enterprise, the feature norm paradigm has been 
widely employed in the investigation of the hu-
man’s conceptual representation and computa-
tion (cfr. Murphy, 2002). Despite this wide use, 
to date there are few freely available collections 
(Garrard et al, 2001; McRae et al, 2005; Vinson 
and Vigliocco, 2008; De Deyne et al, 2008; 
Kremer and Baroni, 2011). These resources are 
strongly influenced by the goals and theoretical 
framework of the connected studies, so that they 
differ substantially on the quantity and kind of 
described concepts, on the procedure adopted for 
collecting and processing features and on the 
classification adopted for classifying them.  

In the canonical paradigm, speakers are simply 
asked to describe a concept. On the one side, this 
approach has shown his utility for investigating 
which concepts and/or properties are easier to 
recall. On the other side, however, it produces a 
very sparse population of the various compo-
nents of lexical meaning. As an example, consid-
er that 75.44% of the descriptions of the McRae 
dataset belongs to just 7 types out of 27. Many 
factors may contribute to this sparseness, among 
which the organization of the human semantic 
memory itself. It is also probable, however, that 
part of this disproportion is due to the methodol-
ogy exploited for eliciting and normalizing de-
scriptions. Because of the sparseness of property 
types, it turned out that none of the available col-
lections can be efficiently exploited for our pur-
poses, as we need to collect FDs that are as va-

ried as possible. We coped with this issue by 
adopting a question answering paradigm for the 
elicitation experiment, as described in Section 4. 

Another problematic issue in existing collec-
tions concerns the normalization of raw descrip-
tions. Even if this practice is claimed to be as 
much conservative as possible, the ways in 
which it is usually carried out leads, from our 
point of view, to a loss of knowledge. Further-
more, our feeling is that too much is left to the 
interpretation of the persons in charge of the 
normalization. As an example, in the Kremer 
norms, the description of the pair <garage>

can be used as a utility room is pa-
raphrased as used for storing. However in 
this way we miss the information that garage
and utility room are similar concepts, en-
coded by the coordination relation in our relation 
scheme we will show in Section 5 how iMWN 
can be used to alleviate such problems. 

4 A new norms collection 

Given the limitation of existing norms collec-
tions, we decided to conduct an elicitation expe-
riment adopting the stimulus set by Kremer and 
Baroni (2011) and a comparable number of par-
ticipants, with a slightly different methodology. 
This allows for the comparison of our dataset 
with the only freely available norms in Italian. 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

Participants: 60 Italian speakers participated in 
the the experiment. Their age ranged from 19 to 
55 years (mean: 28.9, s.d. 9.27). All subjects 
were recruited in the university environment. 

Materials: The stimulus set was composed by 
50 concepts belonging to the following 10 cate-
gories: bird, body part, building, clothing, fruit, 
furniture, implement, mammal, vegetable and 
vehicle. Kremer and Baroni (2011) selected these 
same 50 concepts for the reasonable unambi-
guousness of their lexical realizations. 

Procedure: The descriptions have been col-
lected through an on-line experiment. 12 groups 
of 5 tasks were prepared, each task composed of 
10 randomly ordered concepts, one for each cat-
egory. In this way, every concept has been de-
scribed by 12 subjects, and no participants re-
ceived a questionnaire that was previously as-
signed to another participant. 

The semantics of each relation has been pa-
raphrased as a question of the form: “what are 
the portions of a [concept]?” (for the hasPortion
relation). This allowed us to populate as much as 
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possible all feature types, and to reduce need for 
interpretation in the normalization process. 

Every subject has been presented a concept 
per web page, followed by a set of relevant ques-
tions. For each question, examples were availa-
ble in the online documentation, accessible by 
clicking on the question text. Subjects were in-
structed not to report any biographic or technical 
knowledge, and they were allowed to leave a 
field empty if they didn’t come up with any an-
swer. Participants were trained on two example 
concepts (cat, knife) for which some sugges-
tions were supplied in different ways (pre-filled 
fields, auto-completion). 

4.2 Results 

We collected 18,884 raw FDs, that is a mean of 
377.68 descriptions (s.d. 60.71) per concept. 
Every subject, on average, produced 314.73 (s.d. 
115.68) descriptions over 10 concepts and 31.47 
descriptions per concept (s.d. 13.71).  

In a pre-processing phase every FD has been 
analyzed as an instance of one the feature types 
proposed in Lebani and Pianta (2010b). In doing 
so, we exploited the fact that all FDs have been 
produced as an answer to a specific question that 
was formulated on the basis of one these feature 
types. The appropriateness of the descriptions 
was manually checked by one of the authors. 
This led to the deletion of 1,023 raw descriptions 
because they were conveying technical, autobio-
graphical or patently wrong information. Given 
the remaining descriptions, in 2,247 cases we re-
categorized the FD, and associated it to a feature 
type different from that implied by the subject. 
Summing up, a total of 3270 features (17.3% of 
the total) underwent some change in this phase. 

Comparison with the Kremer norms: A pre-
liminary quantitative evaluation of our dataset 
shows that we have collected 18,884 descriptions 
against 8,250 descriptions in Kremer dataset. 
Other meaningful comparisons concern the num-
ber of descriptions per subjects (314.73 vs. 
123.48), the number of descriptions per concept 
(377.68 vs. 170.4) and the average of feature per 
concept produced by every subject (31.47 vs. 
4.96). These data suggest that our strategy paid 
off, by providing a richer and more systematic 
set of feature descriptions for each concept. 

5 Encoding descriptions into WN 

The second step of our pilot study consisted in 
manually populating sMWN with the normalized
version of the 1,785 raw descriptions collected 

for the following five concepts: seagull, fin-
ger, chair, corn and airplane.  

5.1 The encoding procedure 

The manual encoding of the FDs content in 
sMWN is based on two main criteria. First, the 
annotator should have minimum space for inter-
preting the data. Second, the simplification of the 
informative content of a description should be 
used only as a “last resort” strategy. 

Normalization: In works belonging to the fea-
ture generation paradigm, the collection of the 
descriptions is always followed by a normaliza-
tion step, in which semantically equivalent FDs 
are merged. However, often a clear explanation 
of how equivalent descriptions are identified is 
missing. As an example, raw descriptions like is 
a quadruped and has four legs can be 
seen as exemplars of the same feature (e.g. has 
four legs) and merged (cfr. Vinson and Vig-
liocco, 2008). It is questionable, however, that 
these expressions convey the same information. 
A quadruped is “an animal that moves by using 
four legs”, and reducing its definition to “having 
four legs” is reductive.  

In our approach equivalent descriptions are 
defined as descriptions sharing the same seman-
tic relation and the same source and target syn-
sets. Accordingly, then, we consider the two FDs 
<wheel> is a component of a car and 
<wheel> is an auto part equivalent be-
cause they can be both mapped into a meronymic 
relation linking {wheel} and {car, auto}. 

Ambiguity: In a number of cases the FD con-
tained an ambiguous word, so we need to choose 
an appropriate synset for it. We identified two 
variants of this situation.  

If the concurrent synsets are in a hyponym re-
lation, and the property is possessed by all the 
hyponyms of the more general synset, this is se-
lected. As an example, the target concept of the 
FD <coltello> è usato dal cuoco

(<knife> is used by the cook/chef) can 
be represented in sMWN as the Italian equivalent 
of either {cook} or {chef}, where the first is a 
hypernym of the second. In this situation, given 
that the property of “using a knife” is possessed 
by all hyponyms of {cook}, our choice falls on 
the more general synset. 

Instead, when the property cannot be predi-
cated of all the hyponyms of the more general 
synset, we opt for the more specific. Consider the 
pair <ciliegia> cresce in giardino

(“<cherry> grows in gardens/grounds”). 
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The target concept, in this case, can be encoded 
with the Italian translations of both {grounds}
and {garden}. However, since cherry trees to 
now usually grow in a {parvis} or in other hy-
ponyms of {grounds} according to sMWN, we 
encoded this feature as a relation holding be-
tween {cherry} and {garden}. 

In most cases the synsets corresponding to the 
ambiguous words are not one the hyponym of the 
other. As an example, given the FD <corn> can 
be found in a cellar, the target concept cel-
lar can be encoded as either {basement, cel-
lar} or {root_cellar, cellar}. Given that 
both synsets look plausible, we chose to double 
the concept-description pair in the database. 

Loose Talk: Speakers are not dictionaries, so 
they may ignore some terms or they simply may 
not recall them in a certain moment. As a conse-
quence, some raw phrases express concepts that 
could be expressed by an existing term, such as 
is used by people who cook.  

In the standard feature generation paradigm, 
descriptions like these can be interpreted in many 
ways. They may even be re-phrased as features 
of a different kind, such as is used for 
cooking. In our approach, the rephrasing is 
guided by the synsets and glosses available in 
WN. In our case, we choose the synset {cook}
given the gloss “someone who cooks food”. 

Compositionality: One of the most complex 
issues faced in the encoding of FDs into sMWN 
is given by complex linguistic descriptions like 
<seagull> has an orange beak. Complex 
target concepts such as orange beak cannot be 
represented as WN synsets, in that in this model 
synsets are bound to be lexical units.  

The solution has been to exploit the notion of 
phraset introduced in MWN for coping with 
cross-language lexical gaps and with complex 
ways to express a concept for which a synset al-
ready exists (cfr. Bentivogli and Pianta, 2004). In 
this way, a free combination of words like col-
tello da pane (the Italian translation for 
breadknife) is encoded as a phraset 
{GAP}{coltello_da_pane} linked by the lexi-
cal relation composed-of to the synsets {col-
tello} (‘knife’) and {pane} (‘bread’), and 
by the semantic relation hypernym to the synset 
{coltello} (‘knife’). 

In Lebani and Pianta (2010b) we proposed to 
exploit the same structure for representing com-
plex descriptions, with the important difference, 
shown in figure 1, that we represent also the se-
mantic of the modifier (in our example orange), 

Figure 1: Representation of the FD 
<seagull> has an orange beak 

by linking the phraset to the “modifying” synset 
also with a semantic relation. This allows us to 
keep track of properties of the described concept 
that would be otherwise lost. 

The set of normalized features: The outcome 
of the encoding phase has been the insertion into 
sMWN of 871 normalized descriptions for 5 
concepts. On average, every concept received 
174.6 descriptions (s.d. 33.44). The results of this 
encoding confirm that the WN model is apt to 
represent the kind of commonsense knowledge 
carried by featural descriptions.  

The simplest normalizing procedure has been, 
as a matter of fact, powerful enough for encoding 
the vast majority of the collected descriptions. 
The semantics of 795 normalized FDs (91.3% of 
the total) could indeed be fully encoded as a se-
mantic relation between two simple synsets. In 
137 cases (15.7%) a synset for the focal concept 
of the description was missing. By exploiting 
iMWN, 59 equivalent descriptions have been 
merged together into 29 relations.  

The encoding of 71 normalized features re-
quired the creation of one or more phrasets, lead-
ing to the creation of 76 new phrasets.  

In the disambiguation of words we faced an 
average ambiguity of 3.2 synsets per lemma (s.d. 
2.87), and 64 descriptions (7.3% of the sample) 
have been encoded with more than one relation. 
In 32 cases a part of the information expressed 
by the FD, has been discarded. Only 5 raw de-
scriptions were discarded because an efficient 
way to encode them was not found. 

5.2 Modifying the WN model 

Even if the bulk of the design of sMWN is the 
WN model implemented in iMWN, some minor 
modifications have been necessary to cope with 
some recurrent problematic kinds of descriptions.  

Apart from the exploitation of the phraset 
structure, we used relation features, that is fea-
tures (labels) associated to relation instances, in 
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order to refine the semantics of a specific rela-
tion-concept pair, along the lines of the proposal 
advanced by Alonge et al (1998) in the context 
of the EuroWordNet project. 

Negation: In some norms collections, e.g. the 
McRae database, negative statements are treated 
as a class on their own, so that FDs like <bike>
doesn’t have an engine and <chicken>
cannot fly are treated as conveying the same 
type of information. However, for our purposes, 
it is important to encode not only that a concept 
does not possess some property, but also the 
property it does not possess.  

Our solution is the exploitation, in sMWN, of 
a negative operator analogue to that implemented 
in the EWN database. In this way, a FD like 
<chicken> cannot fly is encoded as a rela-
tion of type is Involved in between {chicken}
and {fly} and the relation is marked with the 
negation relation feature. 

In accordance with the rationale behind the 
implementation of the negation operator in 
EWN, we noticed that the properties negated by 
our speakers can be seen as blocking “expected” 
undesired implications. In our example, indeed, 
the negated property fly is a distinctive property 
possessed by birds, the general category to 
which the described concept belongs. 

Cardinality: This issue affects virtually every 
work belonging to the feature generation para-
digm. Many different solutions have been pro-
posed, but none of them is useful for our pur-
poses. As an example, in Vinson and Vigliocco 
(2008), descriptions such as has 4 wheels are 
split into the two concepts 4 and wheels. How-
ever, what is predicated in the pair <bus> has 4 
wheels cannot be equivalent to what is encoded 
by associating the concepts 4 and wheel to the 
concept bus. McRae and colleagues, on the other 
side, treated these cases by splitting them in two 
features (has wheels and has four wheels), 
thus introducing some redundancy in their data. 

Our proposal is to encode cardinality by 
means of a has cardinality relation feature that 
specifies the number, numbers or range of num-
bers of the elements of the set referred to in the 
description. Accordingly, pairs like <bus> has 
4 wheels have been encoded as a has Compo-
nent relation, marked with a “has cardinality:4” 
label, holding between the synsets {bus} and 
{wheel}. When encoding FDs involving the 
same synsets with different cardinalities (e.g. 
<truck> has wheels, may have 4 wheels, 
may have 6 wheels), we clustered them by 

marking the range or set of different cardinalities 
(in our example, “has cardinality:4,6”). 

Certainty features: Another common prob-
lem for the building of norms collections is the 
treatment of modifiers like “generally”, “most of 
the times” and “sometimes”. Standard approach-
es to feature norms collection remove such ex-
pressions in the normalization phase. Also stan-
dard WN encoding of semantic relations ignores 
any kind of qualification of the probability or 
strength of semantic relations between concepts.  

However we think that by ignoring this kind 
of information an important aspect of lexical 
meaning gets lost. In the same vein, Boyd-
Graber et al (2006) argue for the usefulness of 
adding to the WN model a characterization of the 
strength of the relation holding between synsets. 

We propose to add a relation feature, called 
Certainty, representing the intuition of the lan-
guage speaker about how strong is his/her expec-
tation that a certain relation holds between the 
instances of two concepts. We distinguish four 
levels of expectation: 

• True by definition: the speaker thinks that the 
relation between two concept instances holds 
because of how the concepts are conventional-
ly defined; no exceptions are admitted: <cat>
is a feline. 

• Certain: the speaker expects the relation to 
hold unless an anomaly occurs, which needs a 
causal explanation: <man> has arms,
<socks> always come in a couple. 

• Probable: the speaker expects the relation to 
hold most of the times; however if this does 
not occur it is not perceived as an anomaly. 
This feature is associated to pairs like <war-
drobe> is typically made of wood. 

• Possible: the speaker expects the relation to 
occur sometimes, but not most of the times. 
This feature is associated to FDs like: <war-
drobe> can be made of plastic. 

It should be stressed that in the above definitions 
we are interested in representing a subjective, 
speaker-oriented, notion of possibility/probabili-
ty instead of the corresponding formally oriented 
notions defined in modal logic (Hughes and 
Cresswell, 1996). Note also that when a FD does 
not include any type of modifier, it is impossible 
to decide which of the four classes above it be-
longs to. Because of this, we represent the Cer-
tainty feature only when an explicit linguistic 
clue allows us to infer a value for it. In all other 
cases the value of the feature is undefined. We 
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Figure 2: Representation of the FDs <sword> has a metallic or wooden hilt (left)  
and <apple> can be red and yellow (right). 

reserve for the future the design of further expe-
riments aiming at systematically collecting the 
value of the certainty feature for all relations, see 
Nikolova et al (2011). 

Conjunction and disjunction: the last set of 
relation features introduced in sMWN are an im-
plementation of the conjunction/disjunction la-
bels introduced in EWN for marking the relation 
holding between features of the same type that 
have been predicated of a certain concept. 

In sMWN, we set a default value for every 
semantic relation. As an example, by default the 
has Component descriptions stand in a conjunc-
tive relation, while the has Colour ones are dis-
junctive. As in EWN, moreover, special cases are 
marked by adding labels to the semantic rela-
tions. In this way, the two descriptions <sword>
can have a wooden hilt and <sword> can 
have a metallic hilt have been encoded in 
sMWN as shown in figure 2 (left), while figure 2 
(right) shows how we encoded conjunctive FDs 
in a disjunctive environment such as <apple>
can be red and yellow. In this figure, 
“di”/”ci” stands for “disjunction”/“conjunction” 
and the index points to the other feature(s) stand-
ing in a disjunctive/conjunctive relation. 

5.3 Comparison with the Kremer Sample 

We can get some indications of the goodness of 
our methodology also from a quick comparison 
with a parallel sample from the Kremer dataset. 
For these concepts Kremer and colleagues col-
lected 832 raw descriptions. We annotated their 
dataset with our feature types, obtaining 231 dis-
tinct properties, that is, a mean of 46.2 properties 
per concept (s.d. 7.95). A chi-square analysis 
failed to highlight a significant difference in the 
distribution of raw descriptions across concepts 
in the two samples (p > .5). However, the differ-
ence in the average number of features per con-
cept is significant (W = 25, p < .01).  

Moreover, there is a significant difference in 
the distribution of descriptions in the different 
feature type classes (χ2 = 75.42, df = 9, p < .001). 
While in our sample there are on average 30.1 
description for the 29 represented feature types 
(s.d. 22.24), in the re-tagged Kremer sample the 
23 represented feature types received, on aver-
age, 10.04 descriptions (s.d. 9.88).  

Our sample, finally, seems to suffer a little 
less from the problem of disproportionate repre-
sentation of certain types over others reported by 
Kremer and Baroni (2011). In the sample from 
their dataset, indeed, the 6 most frequent rela-
tions account for the 62.8% of the whole set of 
descriptions, while in our sample this measure 
reduces itself to the 45.1%. 

6 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we presented our reflections and 
preliminary work for the creation of a WordNet 
that can be exploited for therapeutic purposes. 
Even if created with a specific applicative use in 
mind, we conceived this resource as to be able to 
represent every kind of knowledge that can be 
associated with a concrete concept. 

By modifying the WN model, we’ve been able 
to represent a subset of the descriptions we col-
lected from 60 Italian speakers. Even if we con-
centrated only on a subset of our collection, we 
feel safe to claim that we demonstrated that it is 
possible to represent in a WN-like resource all 
the semantic information that can be collected 
through a description elicitation experiment. 

There are, still, many steps left to go. We are 
currently mapping all the remaining features of 
our collection and we are testing the reliability 
and the intuitiveness of our feature type classifi-
cation. Given that building a norms collection is 
a time consuming task (McRae and colleagues 
begun working on their collection in the 90s), an 
issue that we will face in the immediate future is 
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how to automatically mine and annotate the 
commonsense knowledge to encode into WN. 

Furthermore, being our resource based on a 
multilingual version of WN, i.e. MWN, another 
issue we’re going to pursue is the evaluation of 
the portability of the information we elicited 
from our participants to languages other than 
Italian. 
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Abstract 

 

Over the last years the Estonian Wordnet (EstWN) 
has grown quite large – currently there are around 
45 000 concepts present. The work is done by differ-
ent people over many years and that is the reason why 
the EstWN needs constantly to be checked for errors 
and other non suitable concepts, semantic relations 
etc. In this paper we describe a visualization algo-
rithm (diagnostics tool), which indicates to possible 
problems in EstWN1.  
 

1 Introduction 

At present the main goal is to increase EstWN 
with new concepts and enrich EstWN with dif-
ferent kinds of semantic relations. But at the 
same time it is necessary to check and to correct 
the concepts already present (Kerner, 2010; Orav 
et al 2008). 

One of the issues is that originally in EstWN 
the aim was to avoid (if possible) multiple hy-
peronyms (Vider, 2001). In EstWN there are 
currently 1 117 concepts (synsets) with two hy-
peronyms, 134 concepts with three or more hy-
peronyms and the concept which has the most 
hyperonyms – 9 – is ’alkydcolour’. Of course, 
some synsets might have multiple hyperonyms, 
also the EuroWordNet2 format allows this. Often 
however the situation where a synset has multi-
ple hyperonyms happens if the lexicographer 
adds a new and more precise hyperonym in edit-
ing process but forgets to delete the old one; or 
the lexicographer can’t decide which hyperonym 
fits better. Usually the multiple hyperonyms are 
                                                           
1  http://www.cl.ut.ee/ressursid/teksaurus/ 
2  http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/ 

all somehow related to its hyponym but only one 
of them is the most suitable one and others can 
be corrected into some other semantic relations. 
Similarly it is important to detect and to remove 
false hyperonyms even if the synset has only one 
hyperonym.  

For a lexicographer it is much easier to have 
data visualized in some way, so the errors can be 
more easily detected (similar work has been done 
for Chinese WordNet, see Xu et al 2008). 
 In what follows we take a more general 
viewpoint. We allow all relations between syn-
sets which are standard in wordnet. 
 Wordnet can be formally described as a col-
lection of synsets (concepts). On that set there 
are defined different relations (hyperonymy, hy-
ponymy, near synonymy etc) between synsets or 
even words (depends on how we look at this sys-
tem).  As the number of words in wordnet is big 
enough and any word can have many different 
relations to other words it is easy to understand 
that we have to do with a very complex system 
of connections which are hard to handle and to 
check. 
 For a deeper interactive study of any word-
net system we did build a special workbench 
enabling to present the finite separable subsets of 
a relation in a formal way (bipartite graphs) and 
then  in a visualization mode which makes it 
easy for a lexicographer to estimate the quality of 
separated natural subsets (closed sets). 

2 Method 

We will explain our method's main idea with a 
small artificial example. Let us have a small 
separated subset presented as a matrix: 
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In the rows of that table we have synsets and 
in columns hyperonyms. On the right side of that 
figure we have presented the same data as a bi-
partite graph where all column numbers are posi-
tioned on the upper line and all rows on the 
lower line. Every connecting line on the right 
side has been drawn between every “1”-s column 
and row number.  
 As we see there exist a lot of line crossings 
even in our very small example. It is possible to 
reorder the rows and columns of that table into 
optimal positions so that the number of line 
crossings would be minimal possible. If there is 

full order then there will be no crossings of lines! 
In general case this crossing number minimiza-
tion is a NP-complete task. We are using the idea 
of S. Niermann's (2005) evolutionary algorithm 
to minimize the number of line crossings. 
In our example the optimal result will be: 
 

 
 
 As we can see there are no crossings and all 
connections are separated into two classes. We 
have got a nice and natural ordering for rows and 
columns.  With that kind of picture the relations 
between words (synsets) are easier to see and 
understand. We will present real cases from 
EstWN later. 

 

 
 

Table 1: Closed set 
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 We have to add that for the whole wordnet 
to use crossing minimization directly would be 
practically impossible. To make it easier for the 
computer and also for the lexicographer we first 
separate from the wordnet all connected compo-
nents (closed sets) for the chosen relation (Ta-
ble 1). We use a standard algorithm from D. 
Knuth's encyclopedia (1968) which creates all 
connected components very quickly. For exam-
ple using hyperonymy relation on all nouns for 
EstWN it takes only 2.5 minutes on a standard 
laptop to get all 4 854 closed sets. 

3 Examples of closed sets in EstWN 

It is possible to determine closed sets in EstWN 
considering hyperonymy-hyponymy relations of 
verbs and nouns. For adjectives and adverbs we 
decided that the best relation to create closed sets 
was near synonymy.  Altogether it was possible to 
determine 4 854 closed sets for nouns, 1 178 sets 
for verbs, 478 for adjectives and 331 for adverbs.  
  Each closed set should consist of word 
senses which are semantically related.  
It is also possible to create closed sets by using 
other semantic relations present in EstWN. The 
more members the closed set has the higher is the 
chance that there are also non suitable words. For 
example the largest closed set of verbs contains 
481 words and hyperonyms in this set are ’to in-
form’, ’to sound’, ’to move’, ’to hit’. Many hypo-
nyms in this set are onomatopoetic words – they 
can denote movement and sound at the same  
time and this explains why hyperonyms such as 
’sound’, ’move’ and ’hit’ and their hyponyms 
might belong to the same set. But the verb ’to 
inform’ is connected to this closed set only be-
cause one of the hyponym ’to knock’ has also a 
hyperonym ’to hit’ (’knock’ in Estonian means 
also to ’to hint’, ‘to narc’). 
 In Table 1 there is an example of a closed 
set for nouns.  It can be seen that the word rat-
sionaliseerimisettepanek (’labour-saving pro-
posal ') does not belong to this semantic field 
(this semantic field can be named ‘different 
kinds of rituals’ for example). This closed set can 
be seen as a bipartite graph where words with 
gray background are hyperonyms to words with 
white background.  
 In Tabel 1, only the first synset literal is pre-
sented as hyperonym. That kind of approach has 
been chosen because of two reasons: on the one 
hand  EstWN web application uses this type of 
format and on the other hand before applying the 

crossing number minimization we separate all 
connected components (closed sets) as it was 
mentioned before. If the components are sepa-
rated then a lexicographer can have an overview 
of how many hyperonym-synsets are connected 
with this closed set and that hopefully leads 
his/her attention to the potential problems. 
 After the closed sets are formed it is possible 
to apply the minimal crossing algorithm to a cho-
sen set. 
 Minimal crossing in Figure1 is created based 
on the data in Table 1. While applying Minimal 
Crossing it is not important if the connected ob-
jects in the matrix are word-word (as in Figure 1) 
or synset-synset (as in Figure 2).  

4 Possible ways of using the Minimal 
Crossing method 

There are different possibilities where the me-
thod of Minimal Crossing can be helpful for de-
tecting to errors and problematic cases. 
 As next we propose four points which illu-
strate the possible benefits of the Minimal Cross-
ing method. 
 It is possible to different kinds of semantic 

relations to create closed sets. For the closed 
set of the nouns in Figure 1 we used hyper-
onymy as the connecting relation and in Fig-
ure 2 the closed sets are done by connecting 
adjective synsets which are near synonyms. 

 It is possible to detect subgroups. For exam-
ple in figure 1 one set of words is subgroup 
of another group. A lexicographer can cor-
rect relations between these synsets. In this 
example the synset võidmine (‘unction’) 
should be probably hyponym to sakrament 
(‘sacrament’).  

 It is possible to detect wrong and missing 
semantic relations. For example it is strange 
that words ratsionaliseerimisettepanek (‘la-
bour-saving proposal’) and kosjakäik (‘a visit 
to bride’s house to make a marriage propos-
al’) belong to same closed set. Both these 
synsets share a hyperonym ettepanek (‘pro-
posal’), but kosjakäik should be connected to 
ettepanek (‘proposal’) by is_involved rela-
tion and the hyperonym to kosjakäik should 
be ‘ritual’ instead. 

 It is possible to detect missing senses. In the 
adjective closed set example in figure 2 
words ‘taevalik’ (‘heavenly’) and perversne 
(‘perverse’) belong to the same closed set 
(are near synonyms of near synonyms). By 
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examining the senses and relations of these 
words and synsets it appears that one word –
ebaloomulik (‘abnormal’) – has been marked 
as a near synonym but the sense is an inaccu-
rate one. The correct sense of ebaloomulik 

(‘abnormal’) is missing altogether from 
EstWN. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Bipartite graph and minimal crossing with hyperonyms. 
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Figure 2. Bipartite graph and minimal crossing with near synonyms. 
 

 Synsets (upper part):4-instinctive, instinctual, 5-intuitive, non-rational, 1-absurd, non-
reasonable, 3-abnormal, 6-ghostlike, apparitional, 2-nonmaterial, spiritual; 

Synsets (lower part):6-glandular, intuitive, 2- un-logical, illogical, 1-unwise, 5-perverse, deviant, 
4-supernatural, 3- divine, dysian, inspired, sublime. 

 

5 Conclusion and future work 

The created workbench has already proven its 
usefulness in lexicographer’s practical work. 
 Lexicographer doesn't need programmer's 
help to work with the system. 
 Also, this algorithm can be used to cluster 
concepts in EstWN. 
 As next we will use the tool to study the in-
ners of Princeton Wordnet (Miller, 1990). 
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Abstract

Verbs usually make up 10-15% of the material in a

wordnet. We have embarked on a project in which

this proportion increases to a lexically more real-

istic 1/3. The development of plWordNet 2.0 has

been geared toward building up the verb hierarchy

very considerably. The scaffolding upon which this

part of our wordnet will rest is a detailed system of

semantic relations. The selection of relations is in-

formed by the linguistic accounts of Polish lexical

semantics, notably the derivational procedures. The

paper presents the background, rationale and spe-

cific solutions. While the system we describe has

been tailored to one language, it could suggest sim-

ilar solutions for typologically similar languages.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Verbs, the second-largest component of any word-
net, have properties which go far beyond lexi-
cal semantics, the principal concern in wordnets.
Predicate-argument structure, semantic roles, sub-
categorisation, frames, inter-clause connections –
such phenomena are what verbs are mainly about.
That may be why verb relation systems vary across
wordnets and versions, and appear less settled than
inventories of relations among nouns.

The research question which we pose ourselves
is this: how to steer a course between too much
and too little verb semantics in a wordnet, and
how to account for the lexical-semantic properties
of verbs in an inflected language with highly pro-
ductive derivation. It is an additional considera-
tion that we work on a wordnet in which the basic
building block is a lexical unit rather than a synset
(Piasecki et al., 2009). Another factor is that as-
pectual differences pervade the verb system in our
language, so aspect must be accounted for. All in
all, we seek a set of relations for verbs which will
ensure a clear account of all differences among
lexical units – mandated by the language system
and confirmed by links in a wordnet.

Princeton WordNet (PWN), a model for nearly
all wordnets, has thus far paid much more atten-
tion to nouns than to verbs – and so, it seems, have
other notable wordnets – see Table 1.1 This is his-
torically and practically justified. Many applica-
tions rely on the noun component and expect it
to be highly developed. Yet verbs and common
nouns may be more or less equally numerous in
any language’s vocabulary. If a wordnet is to be a
go-to resource for language processing, such rela-
tive neglect of verbs must end.

We have attempted to give verbs their due in the
plWordNet 2.0 project. Not only does our word-
net already contain nearly 1/3 verbs (Table 1),
but there also is in place a rich system of lexico-
semantic relations among verbs, as well as from
verbs to other categories. It is that system which
will be the main theme of this paper.

1.2 Influences

Our endeavour began with a careful analysis of the
relation sets in PWN, EuroWordNet (EWN) and
GermaNet. We concluded soon enough that, while
in theory comprehensive, none of those sets allows
us distinctions fine enough to account for the intri-
cacies of the Polish derivational system. This pa-
per will first enumerate another 13 relations, a few
of them with subtypes, and then discuss our deci-
sions. The resulting system of relations should be
broadly compatible with those sets and applicable,
with few adjustments, to Slavic languages.

The theory of PWN (Fellbaum, 1998b, pp. 76-
88, 220-223) lists six relations relevant to our in-
vestigation: synonymy, antonymy, inclusive en-
tailment (proper inclusion), troponymy (coexten-
siveness), cause and presupposition.2 In PWN 1.5
and later, inclusion and presupposition are com-
bined into entailment.

GermaNet identifies troponymy with hyponymy
(Kunze, 1999). PWN’s inclusive entailment is
named subevent as in EWN (Alonge, 1996, p. 43),

1Czech data cited after (Fišer, 2007).
2We omit domain and group of verbs.
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VERBS PWN 3.1 GermaNet BulNet Czech WN plWN 1.0 plWN 1.5
(June 2011) (Apr. 2011) (Sep. 2005) (fall 2009) (Sep. 2011)

LUs 25047, 12.1% 12981, 13.9% — — 3497, 16.7% 31184, 32.0%
synsets 11529, 12.1% 9850, 14.2% 4421, 18.1% 5126, 18.0% 1860, 10.5% 17044, 24.7%

Table 1: Verb lexical units across selected wordnets.

and ‘entailment’ is only a label for backward pre-
supposition (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997). Causality
is cross-categorial (Kunze and Lemnitzer, 2002).

EWN’s set is similar to GermaNet’s (Vossen,
1998, p. 94). Hyponymy is PWN’s troponymy.
Cause includes PWN’s presupposition (Vossen,
1998, p. 109). Synonymy is weak.3 EWN also
introduced near-synonymy (for semantically close
co-hyponyms), near-antonymy, as well as cross-
categorial synonymy, antonymy and hypernymy.

There are 19 verb relations in plWordNet, 6 of
them derivational – a set significantly built up from
that in plWordNet 1.0. Table 2 contrasts our rela-
tions and relations shared with (or very similar to
relations in) PWN, EWN and GermaNet. Details
of the additions follow in Section 2.

2 Verb Relations in plWordNet

The core relations listed in Table 2 do not differ-
entiate lexical units (LUs) sufficiently well. It is
a fact confirmed by rather low network density of
verbs in plWordNet 1.0 (Piasecki et al., 2010).4 We
aim at increasing it significantly in plWordNet 2.0
by introducing a finer-grained system of relations.

We now list the new relations, those not taken
over (one way or another) from PWN, EWN or
GermaNet. Brief descriptions follow; in parenthe-
ses – the element linked by the relation (synset or
LU) and parts of speech to which it applies. The
fuller definitions, and more examples, appear in
(Maziarz et al., 2011).

The purpose of the first six relations on our list
is a further specification of the relations noted in
wordnets. Except converseness, they are meant to
enhance differentiation of synsets. Converseness,
relatively frequent in the Polish data, was intro-
duced to complete the description of antonymy.

• Processuality (synset, V-N, V-Adj) describes
transition to a state described by a noun

3Two words are synonymous if they are interchangeable
in at least one context (Vossen, 1998, p. 104).

4Network density is the average number of relation in-
stances (links) between a LU and any other LU in the whole
wordnet or, in our case, in its verb component.

or an adjective (zgłupieć ‘becomepf a fool’
or ‘becomepf stupid’ [głupiec ‘fool’, głupi
‘stupid’]).

• Inchoativity (synset, V-V) holds between a
verb of ingressive/inchoative situation and a
verb initiating that situation (zasnąć ‘fallpf
asleep’ – spać ‘sleepimpf ’).

• State (synset, V-N, V-Adj) is best para-
phrased as “X is YN” or “X is ZAdj”
(królować ‘ruleimpf as a king’ = być królem
‘beimpf a king’).

• Preceding (synset, V-V) resembles presup-
position but with a weaker form of precon-
dition: typical rather than mandatory. Ex-
amples: siedzieć ‘sitimpf ’ – stać ‘standimpf ’,
siedzieć ‘sitimpf ’ – leżeć ‘lieimpf ’.

• Inter-register synonymy (synset, V-V)
links verbs in significantly different regis-
ters (mówić ‘speakimpf ’ – pieprzyć [vulgar]

‘talkimpf nonsense’).

• Conversness (LU, V-V) links converses –
verbs with opposite meaning and mutually
reversed roles of arguments (kupić ‘buypf ’ –
sprzedać ‘sellpf ’) .

The remaining six relations are motivated by
derivational facts in Polish.

• Pure aspectuality (LU, V-V) links pure
derivational pairs (wykuć ‘forgepf ’ –
wykuwać ‘forgeimpf ’).

• Secondary aspectuality (LU, V-V) links
secondary derivational pairs (zgubić ‘losepf ’
– gubić ‘loseimpf [habitual]’).

• Cross-categorial synonymy (LU, V-N, V-
Adj) goes by derivation across parts of
speech without change of meaning (mówić
‘talkimpf ’ – mówienie ‘talkinggerund’ and
mówiący ‘talkingparticiple’).
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PWN GermaNet EWN plWordNet
synonymy synonymy synonymy synonymy (V-V)
antonymy antonymy antonymy antonymy (V-V)
troponymy hyponymy hyponymy hyponymy (V-V)
entailment subevent subevent meronymy (V-V)

(proper inclusion)
entailment entailment cause presupposition (V-V)

(backward presupposition)
cause cause* cause causality* (V-V, V-N, V-Adj)

— — ’near’ relations cross-categorial synonymy
— — fuzzynymy fuzzynymy

Table 2: Core verb relations in selected wordnets (* = cross-categorial relations)

• Multiplicativity (LU, V-V), three subtypes:
Iterativity impf-impf links imperfective
derivatives with imperfective bases (jadać
‘eatimpf from time to time’ - jeść ‘eatimpf ’).
Iterativity impf-pf links imperfec-
tive derivatives with perfective bases
(zakochiwać się ‘fallimpf in love occasion-
ally’ - zakochać się ‘fallpf in love’).
Distributivity links verb LUs with a
clear distributive meaning with their bases
(pozabijać ‘killinf,pf (many individuals)’ –
zabić ‘killinf,pf ’).

• Role inclusion (LU, V-N) links a denomi-
nal verb with its base, usually paraphrased
as a thematic role – Agent, Patient, Instru-
ment and so on (pozłocić ‘gildpf ’ < złoto
‘gold’, posrebrzyć ‘coverpf with silver’ <
srebro ‘silver’).5

• Derivationality (LU, V-V, V-Adj, V-N) is a
last-resort, catch-all derivational relation.

3 Entailment

Troponymy in PWN, the inverse of verb hyper-
nymy, is described as “To V1 is to V2 in some
particular manner”, and called “a manner relation”
in (Fellbaum, 1998a, pp. 79-80, 285, 213). Fell-
baum states that troponymy links temporally co-
extenstive verbs; she argues that verb hyponymy
differs from noun hyponymy, because noun tests
cannot apply to verbs without essential changes.

EWN has opted for verb hyponymy instead. As
in PWN, it must link verbs describing co-extensive

5The relation has no inverse; EuroWordNet’s mutual in-
verses Role and Involved hold between synsets (Vossen,
2002, pp. 28-9).

situations (Vossen, 2002, p. 35). The test expres-
sion “to X is to Y + AdvP/AdjP/NP/PP” (Vossen,
2002, p. 23) – “to slurp is to eat noisily” – resem-
bles that in PWN, where ”AdvP/AdjP/NP/PP” is
EWN’s rendition of “in some particular manner”.
The manner component has its own representation
in EWN structure. It links a hyponym with an ad-
jective or adverb characterising it (slurp – nois-
ily (Vossen, 2002, p. 36). Vossen (2002, p. 13)
claims that the term hyponymy may be succesfully
adapted to the manner relation.

Traditional semantics defines hyponymy and
hypernymy via sense inclusion (Carter, 1998, p.
21), (Murphy, 2003, p. 236). In a modern formu-
lation: hyponymy can be seen as predicate mod-
ification of a superordinate (to swim is to move
through fluid) (Maienborn et al., 2011, p. 460). It
seems that in PWN and EWN tests the hyponym
is a definiendum and the hypernym is the head of a
definiens). Verb hyponymy would thus be no dif-
ferent than noun hyponymy, even if test expres-
sions for nouns and verbs are essentially different.
It must be pointed out, however, that verb hierar-
chies are shallower than noun hierarchies (Carter,
1998, p. 21). This shows that verbal and nominal
hyponymies do differ.

We assume, then, that – despite clear dif-
ferences – verb hyponymy resembles noun hy-
ponymy. As in EWN, we talk of hyponymy and
hypernymy rather than entailment. The substitu-
tion test for verb hyponymy refers to infinitives
and a manner element (AdjP/AdvP/NP/PP as in
EWN and PWN):

X-ować to Y-ować w specjalny sposób
‘to X is to Y in a special way’
Thus the pairs płynąć ‘swim’ – przemieszczać

się ‘move’, nawilżać ‘moisten’ – moczyć ‘wet’,
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gwałcić ‘rape’ – krzywdzić ‘hurt’ are in the hy-
ponymy/hypernymy relation because of płynąć =
‘move through water’, nawilżać = ‘wet slightly’
and gwałcić = ‘hurt by forcing to have sex’.

The denotation of a verb can be seen as a set of
situations. Situations do not only have participants
(roles) and a temporal span, but they often have
constituents – sub-situations which together make
up a more complex structure. Naturally, such con-
stituents are denoted by other verbs. For example,
jeść ‘eat’ has three sub-situation synsets: 〈gryźć
‘chewimpf ’〉, 〈połykać, przełykać ‘swallowimpf ’〉
and 〈połknąć, przełknąć ‘swallowpf ’〉. The con-
nection between a situation as a whole and its con-
stituents is captured by broadly conceived entail-
ment. In plWordNet 2.0, we analysed other part-
whole relations and decided to extend meronymy
to verbs. We introduced two new subtypes of the
meronymy, both defined only for verbs (Maziarz
et al., 2011, p 191):

• «Meronymy and holonymy of sub-situation
associate a composite situation and its com-
ponent. There is “temporal inclusion” be-
tween the component and the whole.» The
substitution test refers to the idea of sub-
situation as an integral and typical part of the
situation represented by the holonym.

• «Meronymy and holonymy of accompanying
situation accounts for a “primary” situation,
represented by the holonym, typically sup-
plemented by another situation, represented
by the meronym.»

Substitution tests for both subtypes also require
that the situation described by the meronym be
entailed by that of the holonym. “Temporal in-
clusion” is much simpler than what temporal logic
allows, but it seems to be sufficient for distinguish-
ing both subtypes. It is worth noting that verb
meronymy shares with noun meronymy the basic
idea of the association of the sub-components with
the whole, but verb subtypes do not intersect with
noun subtypes. Our goal was to recognise and
name specific forms of entailments and identify
their place in the high-level picture of our word-
net’s system of the lexico-semantic relations.

Verb meronymy in plWordNet corresponds to
HAS_SUBEVENT in EWN, subevent in Ger-
maNet and proper inclusion in PWN. EWN refers
to subevent as a kind of entailment, compared to
meronymy of “concrete entities” (Vossen, 2002, p.

MERONYMY N %
subsituation 179 7.5%

accompying situation 34 1.4%
HOLONYMY N %
subsituation 2106 88.4%

accompying situation 62 2.6%

Table 3: Percentage of mero-/holonymy subtypes
in plWordNet 1.5

36). A key test is “Y takes place during or as a part
of X, and whenever Y takes place, X takes place”
(ibid.). It shows that the relation is of the tempo-
ral inclusion type (in PWN terms) and has part-
whole inclinations. It must be undoubtedly identi-
fied with proper inclusion entailment of PWN: the
time span of the subevent is included in the time
span of superordinate situation (Vossen, 1998, p.
94). The ‘meronymic’ nature of proper inclusion
is obvious (Fellbaum, 1998b, p. 78).6

Verb meronymy and holonymy together ac-
count for 9.4% of plWordNet’s verb synset re-
lations. Holonymy of sub-situation is the most
frequent, probably because it usually describes
the manner of action (quite like the manner rela-
tion in EWN). For example, chlipać ‘lapimpf up
[drink noisily, making smacking sounds]’ has a meronym
mlaskać ‘smackimpf [make smacking noises]’ and is
a hyponym of pić ‘drinkimpf ’. Co-hyponyms of
chlipać include cmoktać ‘smackimpf [drink making

lapping sounds] and ssać ‘suckimpf ’. The former has
a meronym smakować ‘relish impf [food or drink]’,
the latter – wyciągać ‘drawimpf out [e.g, liquid]’.
The verbs chlipać, cmoktać and ssać, defined by
hyponymy with pić (genus proximum), are distin-
guished only by their meronyms which express
differentia specifica.

Presupposition, understood very strictly, can
be attractive for potential applications, because
it makes the precondition mandatory and true all
over the contexts of use. The present version of
plWordNet (September 2011) includes 136 pre-
supposition links. Example: dachować ‘±capsize
[applied to cars]’ – jechać ‘go [when applied to cars]’).
The verb component is still under development,
but the number of presupposition instances is un-
likely to increase. In many case, however, we en-

6GermaNet and EWN point out the differences between
two types of PWN entailment (presuppositive and proper in-
clusion) on the basis of temporal inclusion and exclusion
(Alonge, 1996, p. 43), (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997), (Vossen,
1998, p. 94), (Kunze, 1999).
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counter a weak form of backward-going depen-
dency, in which the precondition is desirable and
typical, but not mandatory. Examples: 〈gniewać
się ‘be angry’〉 – 〈kłócić się ‘quarrel’, waśnić się
‘generate discord’, wadzić się ‘≈ generate dis-
cord’, sprzeczać się ‘argue’〉. Preceding should
be a much more frequent relation than presuppo-
sition. The potential problem is achieving consis-
tency among wordnet editors.

Inchoativity works in the reverse direction:
from a verb denoting an initial phase of situation
S to a verb representing S as a lasting state or
process. Example: 〈nasuwać ‘draw [something upon

something]’〉 – 〈pokrywać ‘cover’〉. It seems mod-
erately frequent (316 instances in plWordNet 1.5),
but significantly different from cause: inchoativity
instances do not express entailment.

4 Relations Motivated by Word
Formation

The most frequent derivational association is as-
pect. We moved the discussion of its representa-
tion to a separate Section 5, because it is so cen-
tral in the verb relation system. Derivational as-
sociations in Polish, quite like in other Slavic lan-
guages, are numerous and usually signal seman-
tic distinctions. The state and process relations
are also encoded by derivational associations, but
both were expanded beyond the formal associa-
tions, and they now link non-derivative LUs and
synsets. For example,

• state links błękitnieć 1 ‘be/appearimpf azure’
with its adjectival base błękitny ‘azure’;

• state links czekać ‘waitimpf ’ and the adjec-
tive gotowy ‘ready’;

• state links dyrygować ‘conductimpf [an orches-

tra]’ and its derivative dyrygent ‘conductor’;

• state links lizusować ‘toadyimpf ’ with its
noun base lizus ‘toady’ and such synonyms
as pochlebca ‘flatterer’ or służalec ‘flunkey’;

• process links błękitnieć 2 ‘becomeimpf

azure’ and the adjective błękitny;

• process links wypłynąć ‘becomepf famous
[lit. surface]’ with such adjectives as sławny
‘famous’, rozpoznawany ‘recognized’;

• owdowieć ‘becomepf a widow or a widower’
has process links to wdowa ‘widow’ and
wdowiec ‘widower’;

• process links 〈oślepnąć, ociemnieć〉 ‘gopf
blind’ with 〈ślepy, niewidzący, niewidomy〉 ‘a
blind person’.

Role inclusion (1258 instances) is purely deriva-
tional. Instances: 〈derivative, its base〉, corre-
spond to EWN’s involved relation and subtypes
(Vossen, 1998, pp. 101-102). Semantic role, link-
ing noun derivatives to the verb derivative bases,
goes in the opposite direction but the relations are
not mutual inverses. Both are directed and de-
fined only for derivational pairs. Semantic roles
affect the word formation process in Polish (Wró-
bel, 1998, 578-583) as in other languages (Dun-
can, 1985). Examples of verb-noun pairs (inclu-
sion is very productive in Polish):

• ocienić ‘shadepf ’ < cień ‘shade’ (agent);

• bębnić ‘playimpf drums’ < bęben ‘drum’ (ob-
ject);

• cementować ‘cementimpf ’ < cement ‘ce-
ment’ (instrument);

• pauzować ‘pauseimpf ’ < pauza ‘pause,
break’ (time);

• plażować ‘sunbatheimpf ’ < plaża ‘beach’ (lo-
cation)

• faulować ‘(commit a) foulimpf ’ < faul ‘foul’
(result).

5 Aspect and Verb Classes

Aspect and semantic classes play a central role
in our verb relation system. Word formation via
aspectual derivation is listed among most promi-
nent derivational relations in Slavic languages –
see for example (Pala, 2008; Pala and Hlaváčková,
2007). Authors of Slavic wordnets tend to see as-
pect as a problem difficult to solve using wordnet
relations (Pala, 2008; Pala and Smrž, 2004). Af-
fixation carries not only aspectual differences but
also lexical meaning shift (Raffaelli et al., 2008;
Laskowski, 1998). The Czech WordNet deals with
aspect in heterogeneous ways: it is captured by
the HAS-SUBEVENT relation (Pala and Smrž,
2004), Pala also proposed special synset relations
X HAS IMPF, X HAS PERF, X HAS ITER to
help keep perfectives, imperfectives and iteratives
in separate synsets. It is not obvious for every
Slavic wordnet maker, however, whether aspectual
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pairs should be kept in different synsets. In Bul-
Net (Koeva, 2008) aspectual pairs were introduced
in one synset at the beginning; Koeva claimed it
to be insufficient in capturing lexical differences
between many aspectual pairs, so a special mor-
phosemantic aspect relation had to be added. As
far as we know, no wordnet distinguishes pure and
secondary aspectuality, although although the dis-
tinction has been noticed.

Pure and secondary aspectual pairs are dis-
tinguished in plWordNet. Aspectuality links
morphologically connected pairs with the as-
pect values PERF and IMPERF. Pure aspectu-
ality, in which the only semantic difference is
the perfective-imperfective opposition, is inter-
connected with semantic classes, because after
Laskowski (Laskowski, 1998) we consider pure
aspectual pairs to be telic. In order to assist editors
of plWordNet, rather sophisticated entailment-like
tests for telicity and pure aspectuality have been
developed, similar to those proposed by Vendler
(1957)7, Comrie (1989) and Laskowski (1998).
Here is the essential telicity test:
Jeżeli w ciągu jakiegoś czasu X-nął, to znaczy, że
przez cały ten czas Y-ował
‘If he X-ed for some time, then he must have been
Y-ing for all that time’

Aspect affects verb relations. We impose the
same aspect on synonyms, antonyms, converses,
hyponyms and hypernyms. That is because verb
pairs share a meaning element, usually the mean-
ing of the superordinate verb (genus proximum of
all sub-ordinates). For example, the pair poga-
rszać ‘worsenimpf , makeimpf worse’ > zmieniać
‘changeimpf ’ is a proper instance of hyponymy,
but the hypernym zmieniać cannot be replaced
by its aspectual counterpart zmienić ‘changepf ’:
a perfective semantic element should not be in-
cluded in an imperfective hyponymic verb.

One more example: the verbs chorować ‘beimpf

ill, sufferimpf from an illness’ and pochorować
‘bepf ill [for some time]’ have a lot in common:
they both denote durative situation of being ill.
They cannot, however, be put in the same synset
because of the aspect difference. In fact, aspect
signals an important semantic difference here –
between an activity and a dynamic-changeable-
atelic situation denoted by the prefix po-.8 A good

7Vendler’s tests were analysed by Verkuyl (1989, p. 53).
8In Bulnet, po-formations are linked via hyponymy to

their derivational bases (Koeva et al., 2010), which is unac-
ceptable in plWordNet.

synonym for chorować is not pochorować. It is
cierpieć ‘suffer [from an illness]’. Like synonyms,
antonyms must be hyponyms of the same hyper-
nym, so they must have the same aspect. The verbs
kochać ‘loveimpf ’ and nienawidzić ‘hateimpf ’ are
both hyponyms of czuć ‘feelimpf ’.

The verb classes are as follows:

• states (imperfectiva tantum, primarily atelic,
static): spać ‘sleep’, kosztować ‘cost’,

• activities (imperfectiva tantum, primar-
ily atelic, dynamic, changeless): tańczyć
‘dance’, jeść ‘eat’,

• accomplishments (imperfectives and perfec-
tives: primarily telic), budować ‘buildimpf ’
- wybudować ‘buildpf ’,

• achievements (perfectiva tantum, momentary
verbs): zgubić ‘lose (sth)’, klęknąć ‘kneel’,

• dynamic–atelic–non-momentary perfectives
(perfectiva tantum): posiedzieć ‘sit (for a
while)’, przesiedzieć ‘sit (for some time)’,
nakłamać ‘lie (a lot)’, pozabijać ‘kill some
number of people, animals’.

Our classification draws upon the post-
Vendlerian typology (Vendler, 1957), notably on
the work of Laskowski (1998)9 and Paducheva
(1995). Although Vendler classified situations
(usages) rather than verbs – see (Comrie, 1989,
pp. 44-45) and (Verkuyl, 1996, p. 47) – we apply
this typology to verbs. Our telicity test makes use
of the prototypical semantic verb properties. For
example, budować ‘buildimpf ’ and wybudować
‘buildpf ’ are primary telic verbs, whereas the
intransitive tańczyć ‘danceimpf ’ and zatańczyć
‘dancepf ’ are primary atelic verbs. They can be
made telic in sentences with bounded nominal
arguments (objects), for example zatańczyć walca
‘dancepf a waltz’ – we adopt Jackendoff’s notion
of boundedness (Verkuyl, 1996, pp. 230, 233).
Semantic classes influence the distribution of
relations: some apply to all verbs, others are
limited to particular classes. Examples:

• Process links accomplishments with adjec-
tives and nouns,10 for example, mętnieć
‘becomeimpf muddy [e.g., water]’ and the per-
fective counterpart zmętnieć are connected

9For the original class labels, see (Cetnarowska and
Stawnicka, 2010)

10In rare cases also achievements and activities (iteratives).
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with the adjective mętny ‘muddy [not trans-

parent]’; ramoleć ‘becomeimpf a dotard’ and
the perfective counterpart zramoleć are con-
nected with ramol ‘dotard’.

• Inchoativity links inchoatives (achievements
and activitities) with states and activities:
the achievement verb nawrócić się ‘convertpf
oneself’ is linked with the activity wyznawać
‘professimpf [religion, ideology]’; the activity
nawracać się ‘convertimpf oneself’ is linked
with wyznawać by inchoativity.

• Distributivity (a type of multiplicativity)
links distributive verbs (a sub-class of
dynamic–atelic–non-momentary perfectives,
usually created with po- prefixation) with
perfective accomplishments or achievements:
pokraść ‘stealpf much’ and ukraść ‘stealpf ’.

• Hyponymy is limited not only to verbs of the
same aspect, but also of the same semantic
class. Let us reuse the preceding examples:
mętnieć is a hyponym of stać się ‘becomepf ’
– both are accomplishments; the activity verb
nawracać się is a sub-ordinate verb of the
activity hypernym zmieniać się ‘changeimpf

oneself’ (an iterative meaning).

Aspect and verb classes help form plWord-
Net’s structure, but the restrictions on relations
are sometimes difficult to follow, e.g., per-
fective verbs with a delimitative po- are of-
ten defined in (Dubisz, 2004) by imperfectives:
ponarzekaćpf ’‘complainimpf [for some time]’ –
narzekać ‘complainimpf ’; polataćpf ‘flyimpf [for

some time]’ – latać ‘flyimpf ’. It is not uncom-
mon, though, for such verbs to get a proper
definition using a perfective hypernym: spędzić
‘spendpf [some time]” or pobyć ‘staypf [for some

time]’; plWordNet editors must then choose the
right (perfective) hypernym for all po-formations
even though Polish dictionaries are not aware of it.
Also verb classes are often neglected in dictionar-
ies. The accomplishment przenieść ‘carrypf [from–

to]’ is defined in (Dubisz, 2004) by an achieve-
ment: zabrać ‘takepf ’, while the achievement
spaść ‘fall downpf ’ is explained with an accom-
plishment: przemieścić się ‘movepf [from–to]’.

6 Conclusions

Verb description in wordnets tends to be limited
in terms of network density of verb relations and

the number of lexical units. That is not the case
for plWordNet. Our rich system of verb rela-
tions merges selectively and expands several ex-
isting wordnet systems of verb relations. We have
kept the main semantic distinctions which un-
derpin verb relations in other wordnets, and in-
troduced relations which better differentiate verb
LUs. We explored two sources of such new re-
lations: a more detailed treatment of the general
entailment relation, and semantic oppositions en-
coded by derivational relations. The two sources
overlap, because several new entailment-like rela-
tions are supported by regular derivational associ-
ations. We extending meronymy and hyponymy
to verbs, and – following EWN’s tradition of a
rich set of cross-categorial relations – we continue
to build a more unified wordnet model. Aspect
and verb semantic classes help improve wordnet
structure, and promote consistency among word-
net editors. This practice makes plWordNet unique
among wordnets.
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Abstract

The Polish Wordnet, plWordNet, has been in steady

development for five years. We are building it from

scratch, all the time making provisions for its gen-

eral compatibility with the other major wordnets.

We are very close to reaching a milestone of 100000

lexical units in 70000 synsets. In addition to a fairly

comprehensive coverage of common nouns, there

already is in plWordNet a significantly built-up verb

component, and a similarly enlarged adjective com-

ponent is under construction. We present the back-

ground, the assumptions, the relation set (essential

for any wordnet, and central for our inflection- and

derivation-rich language) and the current state of

the project, and we map the near future.

1 Promises

In 2009, we began the work on plWordNet 2.0, the
next major release of the first large, publicly avail-
able Polish wordnet. The construction of plWord-
Net, initiated in 2005, has led to the release of a
wordnet with 26990 lexical units in 17695 synsets
(Piasecki et al., 2009, Section 5.2); plWordNet 2.0
has been planned (Piasecki et al., 2010b) as a very
significant step toward a wide-coverage wordnet
for Polish. We envisaged the expansion of plWord-
Net 1.0 in size and in the expressive power of
the relation-based description. A special focus
was to be given to verbs and adjectives, under-
represented in the 2009 release.

While no one can venture a guess at the ideal
size of a wordnet, an optimistic target is to exceed
the size of the largest existing dictionaries: a word-
net should describe lexical units which occur in
textual data relevant to its numerous applications.
The size of the Princeton WordNet (PWN) is still a
hard-to-reach target for other wordnets. Our initial
plans for plWordNet 2.0 were to make it compara-
ble in size to what were then large European word-
nets, among them GermaNet(Kunze and Lem-
nitzer, 2002), and to include all most frequent Pol-
ish lemmas. That meant 70000-80000 lexical units

(LUs)1 in 45000-55000 synsets. We revised our
objective after receiving additional funds for the
expansion of plWordNet: ≈ 135000 LUs in 90000-
100000 synsets. We are already nearing 100000
LUs and 70000 synsets. The verb component is
ready, and so is most of the noun component. Sec-
tion 4 shows the detailed statistics.

The inventory of relations for nouns in plWord-
Net has been slightly modified; major changes are
in place for verbs, and will be implemented for ad-
jectives. Section 2 discusses the main assumptions
and principles upon which plWordNet is founded.
Section 3 briefly presents the system of relations.
Section 4 presents the construction process. Fi-
nally, we discuss the experience gained and the
work schedule for the last phase of the expansion.

2 Assumptions and Principles

PWN and most of other wordnets are structured
into synsets. The synset is usually briefly de-
scribed as capturing a lexicalised concept. A
synset should contain a group of near-synonyms
and represent the concept behind them, so that
synset members share some meaning. How much
is to be shared is left to the discretion of wordnet
editors. An operational definition of synonymy is
hard to formulate in a way which would support
consistency of decisions among synset authors.

Synsets are linked by conceptual relations with
names borrowed from linguistic work on lexi-
cal semantics, such as hypernymy or meronymy.
Many lexico-semantic relations, however, clearly
link LUs rather than sets of LUs (examples include
various oppositions – including antonymy – and
forms of derivation), and most wordnets note such
links.2 In fact, lexical semantics tends to say that
hypernymy, meronymy etc. link pairs of LUs, not
pairs of sets of LUs. We found it difficult to define
simultaneously synonymy, synset and conceptual

1Without going into details, a lexical unit can be under-
stood as a lemma with a sense number.

2See lexical relations (Fellbaum, 1998, p. 17) or relations
between word forms (Miller et al., 1990), contrasted with con-
ceptual relations or relations between word meanings.
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relations. We proposed to adopt the LU rather than
the synset as the centrepiece of the wordnet struc-
ture (Derwojedowa et al., 2008; Piasecki et al.,
2009). Thus, lexico-semantic relations between
LUs are primary, and from them we derive rela-
tions between synsets. LUs in a synset share cer-
tain (carefully selected) lexico-semantic relations:
recognised by semanticists, well grounded in the
wordnet tradition, frequent in language, with a rea-
sonable sharing factor,3 and with a potential to
facilitate wordnet applications. They come with
linguistically accurate substitution tests (Vossen,
2002; Piasecki et al., 2009), so a group of editors
can annotate them consistently.

Synsets in plWordNet, then, are a notational
convenience: to say that synsets S1 and S2 are
linked by relation R is to say that any pair s1 ∈ S1

and s2 ∈ S2 is an instance of R. We refer as con-
stitutive relations to the lexico-semantic relations
selected to be the basis of synset construction. Dif-
ferent parts of speech require different sets of con-
stitutive relations; see Section 3. Our experience
has also shown convincingly that additional crite-
ria are necessary to distinguish precisely between
members of any two synsets. Such secondary fac-
tors include stylistic register for nouns, and se-
mantic class and aspect for verbs (Maziarz et al.,
2011a; Maziarz et al., 2011b).

The plWordNet project has always focussed on
lexico-semantic facts specific to Polish. We de-
cided to forgo the route which many wordnet de-
velopers take: translate PWN and adjust the result
of that translation. Not only are we building the
whole network (Piasecki et al., 2009), but we also
design from scratch a system of relations to under-
pin plWordNet. Register and aspect (richly mani-
fested in Polish) are among the prime considera-
tion, though we constantly keep in mind the future
– inevitable – alignment with PWN.

The hypernymy structure in PWN was initially
a forest with unique beginners, only later joined
into a tree. Potential links among very general
LUs (such as entity or abstraction) are seldom
well motivated by linguistic criteria. Not all ab-
stract notions are lexicalised, so the introduction
of artificial lexical units may be required. That
is why in plWordNet we only introduce those hy-
pernymy links which are compatible with the lin-

3The sharing factor of a relation is the average size of a
group of LUs which share this relation. Thus antonymy’s
sharing factor is 1 (a LU has at most one antonym) and hy-
pernymy’s usually well above 1.

guistic definition of hypernymy, and for which
LU pairs pass the relevant substitution tests. This
strategy must result in a hypernymy forest. On the
other hand, plWordNet applications can only ben-
efit from a single-root tree organisation (wordnet-
based word-similarity calculation is a case in
point). To meet application needs, we plan to
map the top synsets (not linked by hypernymy or
any other constitutive relation) onto a general, top-
level ontology. SUMO (Niles and Pease, 2001) is
among those considered.

We focus on the description of the Polish lexi-
cal system, so proper names (PNs) get very lim-
ited coverage in plWordNet. PNs are a very large,
open category, which changes dynamically. Even
if we wanted to select a limited subset, reasonably
based on high frequency in a very large corpus, se-
lection would be strongly biased by the origin of
texts. We also wanted first to achieve nearly com-
prehensive coverage of “feasibly numerous” cate-
gories, mainly common nouns and verbs. Besides,
the techniques of Named Entity Recognition sup-
port PNs and provide their classification. We made
one exception: PNs which represent geographical
objects and areas, and are the derivative bases for
common nouns (such as inhabitants, for example
“warszawianin” Warsaw citizen from “Warszawa”
Warsaw) – a process very productive in Polish.
Geographical names are a necessary completion of
the description of the derivative common nouns.

In the relation-based paradigm of the lexical-
semantic description, the number of relation
links associated with a LU characterises well the
amount of information encoded for this LU – each
link adds to its differentiation from other LUs. In
order to get good and balanced coverage of the
description of LUs, we should aim at a wordnet
which has at least several links for any LU. Pi-
asecki et al. (2010b) propose to characterise this
property by network density: the average number
of relation instances – links – going from a LU to
any other LU in the wordnet. Network density can
be increased simply by increasing the number of
relations, but an excessively detailed relation list
would lead to an excessively fragmented descrip-
tion. The properties we postulate for the constitu-
tive relations (Section 2) seem to be a good basis
for selecting lexico-semantic relations for a word-
net. One constraint must be relaxed: we should
not expect all wordnet relations to have high val-
ues of the sharing factor. For example, antonymy
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is quite frequent but does not form LU groups.
At the early stages of the plWordNet 1.0 project

there was no electronic dictionary on which we
could base our work, so we adopted a corpus-
based approach. The following recapitulation
sums up a longer discussion in (Piasecki et al.,
2009). First, lemma frequencies are gener-
ated from a very large corpus,4 previously anal-
ysed morpho-syntactically, lemmatised and dis-
ambiguated. Next, proper nouns are filtered out,
using a few large gazetteers (Marcińczuk and Pi-
asecki, 2011). A morphological guesser is applied
during the morpho-syntactic processing, so the list
can include potential lemmas absent from the ex-
isting dictionaries. Lemmas with the highest fre-
quency are selected if they are not yet in plWord-
Net. We usually take ≈ 9000 new lemmas in each
phase of plWordNet expansion.

The corpus-based procedure allows us to in-
clude contemporary lexical units in the wordnet.
In practice, however, every corpus is somewhat
unbalanced, and that introduces a bias into the
lemma frequency lists. That is why the pro-
cess now includes consultation with dictionaries
to correct flaws in corpus-derived frequency lists,
though lemmas extracted from the corpus domi-
nate. The reliance on the corpus imposes bottom-
up direction on the construction of the wordnet
hypernymy structure. There is no predefined hy-
pernymy structure to import. Instead, LUs created
for lemmas (extracted from the corpus) trigger the
addition of synsets to link to the already existing
hypernym synsets or to those recently added.

It is efficient, if linguistically not quite proper,
to import language data from monolingual and
bilingual dictionaries and existing wordnets. We
could not, clearly, rely only on lemma frequencies
and simple concordance. In a semi-automatic ap-
proach to wordnet development, we implemented
several methods of extracting from our very large
corpus potential instances of lexico-semantic re-
lations. These raw data, combined in the Word-
netWeaver system (Piasecki et al., 2009; Piasecki
et al., 2011), suggest, for each new lemma, one
or more LUs (Section 4). WordnetWeaver has
been the main software support for the work of
the editors, who still make all editing decisions
but in a more efficient manner. Let us only note
here that such partial automation complements

4The present version contains 1.2 billion tokens taken
from several publicly available Polish corpora – see (Piasecki
et al., 2009) – plus texts collected from the Internet.

the corpus-based development philosophy: auto-
mated tools ensure advanced semantic browsing
and exploration of the language data and produce
a condensed description of the discovered lexico-
semantic dependencies for the editors.

3 Relations

The system of relations in plWordNet has been
fundamentally informed by the solutions in PWN
and EuroWordNet (EWN), but also substantially
influenced by the Polish linguistic tradition and the
assumption that the lexical unit is the basic build-
ing block. Nine central relations have been de-
fined for plWordNet 1.0 (Piasecki et al., 2009), not
counting synonymy implicitly encoded in synsets;
with subtypes of meronymy and holonymy the ac-
tual number was 19. Network density was rela-
tively high for nouns, but too low for verbs and
adjectives. There were also clearly fewer verb
relations than in PWN and EWN. The rich Pol-
ish derivation was given in plWordNet 1.0 only
two very general relations: relatedness and per-
tainymy. The plWordNet relation system is now
much more involved: 17 relations among synsets
and 16 among LUs, plus synonymy. With sub-
types, there now are 44 synset and 42 LU rela-
tions. Many of them have a derivational character
or originate from the derivational relations.

3.1 Synset relations

Synset relations are lexico-semantic relations ex-
trapolated from the level of LU via the sharing of a
relation between candidate synset members (Sec-
tion 2). Substitution tests have been defined for
each relation and relation subtype.

Hypernymy/hyponymy is defined for all parts
of speech, only for LUs (extrapolated onto
synsets) of the same part of speech. For nouns, the
relation’s definition is very similarly to that in Eu-
roWordNet, see (Maziarz et al., 2011a). A handful
of hypernymy/hyponymy instances in the adjec-
tive component of plWordNet 1.0 have yet to be
revised. For verbs, we have decided to follow the
practice of plWordNet 1.0, inspired by EuroWord-
Net, and refer as verb hypernymy/hyponymy to a
special kind of entailment. The test was enriched
with constraints which force both linked LUs to
have the same aspect and belong to the same se-
mantic verb class, see (Maziarz et al., 2011b).

Inter-register synonymy (defined between
nouns and between verbs, considered for adjec-
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tives) is «synonymy between lexical units which
have different stylistic registers» (Maziarz et al.,
2011a). It is used to link stylistically marked lexi-
cal units with their unmarked counterparts.

Holonymy/meronymy (nouns and verbs) is di-
vided into subtypes. We have kept part, place,
portion, element of a collection and substance, de-
fined in plWordNet 1.0. A new subtype, taxonomic
unit, expresses «lexico-semantic relations inside
scientific taxonomies, especially biological taxon-
omy, for example, kotowate ‘felidae’ – kotoksz-
tałtne ‘feliformia’» (Maziarz et al., 2011a).

By analogy, holonymy/meronymy has been
adopted for verbs. Two subtypes, accompany-
ing situation and sub-situation, link verb LUs.
The first «accounts for a ‘primary’ situation,
represented by the holonym, typically supple-
mented by another situation, represented by the
meronym» (Maziarz et al., 2011b). The second
«associates a composite situation and its com-
ponent», referring to a kind of temporal inclu-
sion between the component and the whole (ibid.);
it corresponds to the subevent relation in Ger-
maNet (Kunze, 1999) and EWN (Vossen, 2002).
For example, the verbs trząść ‘shake [while trav-

elling in a vehicle]’ and jechać ‘travel [in a vehicle]’
are linked by accompanying situation, while kryć
‘seek [in the hide-and-seek game]’ and bawić się w
chowanego ‘play hide-and-seek’ are connected by
sub-situation. The two differ in that a typical situ-
ation of travelling in a vehicle need not be accom-
panied by shaking, whereas seeking is a typical
(obligatory!) part of the hide-and-seek game.

Type/instance links synsets made up of proper
names (synonymous names put into the same
synset) to nouns which are their most specific de-
scriptions. For example, 〈Wrocław〉 and 〈miasto
‘city’〉 are linked by type relation. This is how it
is done in WordNet (Miller and Hristea, 2006) and
EuroWordNet (Vossen, 2002), where it is the rela-
tion belongs_to_class / has_instance.

Inhabitant (for nouns) arises from a specific
but surprisingly productive derivational relation.
Examples: domownik ‘household member’ – dom
‘house’, wrocławianin ‘one living in Wrocław’ –
Wrocław. Because of the proper name variants
and synonymous proper names, the relation was
expanded beyond the derivational associations to
link synsets, required to include the derivative and
its base, respectively (Maziarz et al., 2011a).

The remaining relations, meant for verbs, are

described in detail by Maziarz et al. (2011b). For
full definitions and motivation please refer to that
paper, from which we also took the « » quotations.

Cause (from verbs to verbs, nouns, adjectives)
is a form of entailment, signalled in dictionary de-
scriptions by verbs synonymous to “cause”. The
relation resembles cause relations in PWN (Fell-
baum, 1998) and EWN (Vossen, 2002). There
are two subtypes of cause for verb-to-verb pairs
(pf-to-pf and impf-to-impf); four cause of process
subtypes link verbs of different aspects with nouns
and adjectives (pf-to-Adj, impf-to-Adj, pf-to-N,
impf-to-N); and the cause of state subtype links
perfective with imperfective verbs denoting states
(pf-to-state), for example uśpić ‘put to sleepperf.’
– spać ‘sleepimperf.’. This variety of subtypes, a
little paradoxically, helps maintain coherence be-
tween editors: it simplifies test expressions.

Process (from verbs to nouns or adjectives) as-
sociates «verbs which denote spontaneous change
of state or any dynamic situation» with nouns and
adjectives describing the result of the change. The
relation can be paraphrased using the verb be-
come. It links synsets, but is often indicated by
derivational associations, e.g., it links the synsets
〈chamieć ≈ ‘becomeimperf. a boor’〉 and 〈prostak
‘simpleton’, cham ‘boor’, wieśniak ‘yokel’〉. Four
subtypes are defined by two values of aspect and
two parts of speech (nouns and adjectives).

Inchoativity links verbs which describe either
entering into a state or beginning an activity with
verbs which describe being in this state or activity
(in general, dynamic durative situations). There
are two subtypes: perfective → imperfective and
imperfective → imperfective verbs. An example
is a link from 〈usypiać ‘put to sleepimpf ’, zasypiać
‘fall asleepimpf ’〉 to 〈spać ‘sleepimpf ’〉.

State (from verbs to nouns or adjectives) ex-
presses being in a state. It links stative verbs
(representing static situations) with nouns or ad-
jectives which describe a state. An example:
panować ‘ruleinf ’ is to be pan ‘lord, ruler’.

Multiplicativity is a relation of a derivational
character, with subtypes. Iterativity impf-impf
«can link pairs of imperfective verbs such that
one of them, which expresses an iterative mean-
ing, is derived by suffixation from the other»,
for example, 〈pisywać 1 ‘writeimpf sometimes’〉
and 〈pisać 1 ‘writeimpf ’〉. Iterativity impf-pf sub-
type «can also link imperfective derivatives of
perfectiva tantum»; for example, zakochiwać się
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‘fallimpf in love sometimes’ is the iterative form
of zakochać się ‘fallpf in love’. The third subtype,
distributivity, associates a perfective verb which
represents multiplicative performance of an ac-
tion on many patients or by many agents with a
perfective verb which denotes the performance of
the whole process; for example, 〈nałowić ‘catchpf
(plenty of)’〉 and 〈złowić ‘catchpf ’〉.

Presupposition «expresses the backward-going
dependency between a situation represented by
the given verb and a situation whose occurrence
is a kind of precondition». The precondition is
«mandatory regardless of the negative polarity of
the sentence with the given verb». Example:
〈dawać ‘give’〉 and 〈mieć ‘have’〉.

Preceding is similar to presupposition, but the
precondition is treated as desirable or holding in
many, but not necessarily all, situations. Exam-
ple: 〈popuścić 1 ‘loosen’〉 and 〈ścisnąć 1 ‘press
(together)’, zacisnąć 1 ‘tighten’〉.

All synset relations except inter-register syn-
onymy are treated in plWordNet as constitutive:
they meet the conditions defined in Section 2.

3.2 Lexical unit relations

Lexico-semantic relations not extrapolated to the
level of synsets comprise two large groups: re-
lations (motivated by linguistic or wordnet tradi-
tions) which do not express a sharing factor, and
derivational relations. Synonymy is not directly
described but it is encoded by synsets.

Antonymy applies to all parts of speech. It has
been defined similarly to the definitions in PWN
and EWN (Maziarz et al., 2011a), but divided
into two subtypes: complementarity and gradable
opposition. Complementary antonymy includes
bipolar pairs of LUs with opposite and exclusive
meanings, for example man – woman. Gradable
antonymy links LUs with opposite senses which
do not exhaust the semantic field, for example, ab-
stynent 1 ‘teetotaller’ – pijak ‘drunkard’.

Converseness is a relation of oppositeness, ap-
plicable to nouns and verbs (Cruse, 1986, 10.6-
10.7). It was considered in (Fellbaum, 1998), but
in the end not included in PWN. For verbs, it is
signalled by the mutually opposite roles assigned
to the arguments, as in the classic pair sell – buy.
Nouns are converses if they play opposite roles in
some situation. A good substitution test is “If A is
X (Prep) B, then B is Y (Prep) A” where X and Y
are the nouns under investigation, such as X=wife

and Y=husband.
Cross-categorial synonymy, always expressed

by productive derivational patterns, has been de-
fined for the noun-verb, noun-adjective and verb-
adjective pairings. It has six subtypes, because the
relationship is directional.

The feature bearer relation links a noun which
represents an object characterised by some feature
to an adjective which represents the feature, for
example starzec ’an old man’ – stary ’old’. State
is an inverse of feature bearer.

Femininity links a feminine noun LU to its
masculine derivational base. This relation, exem-
plified in English by actress – actor, is quite pro-
ductive in Polish.

Markedness captures several forms of emo-
tional markedness in derivationally associated
nouns. There are three subtypes, all linking
marked to unmarked words: diminutive (armatka
‘small cannon’ – armata ‘cannon’), augmentative
(brzucho ‘big belly’ – brzuch ‘abdomen’), and
young being (wilczek ‘wolf cub’ – wilk ‘wolf’).

Semantic role (noun to verb, as well as noun to
noun) «characterises associations between a noun
and derivationally linked verb from the perspec-
tive of a situation denoted by the verb» (Maziarz
et al., 2011a). This relation is very similar to the
role relation in EWN, and similarly subdivided
into agent, patient, instrument, location, product,
time, agent of hidden predicate, object (of hidden
predicate) and product (of hidden predicate). The
last three subtypes are defined for derivationally
associated pairs of nouns. The relation is direc-
tional: from a derivative to its base.

Role inclusion (verb to noun) is semantically
opposite to semantic role, but the two relations
are not mutually inverse. That is because they are
always defined only for pairs: derivative and its
base. The role inclusion subtypes are analogous to
the first six subtypes of semantic role.

The derivational relation and fuzzynymy ap-
ply to all parts of speech. As in EWN, they are
the last resort: the editor is convinced that two
LUs are somehow related, but no regular plWord-
Net relation “works”. Fuzzynymy is extrapolated
to synsets by the relation-sharing rule.

4 The Construction Process

The growth of plWordNet from 27000 LUs to
nearly 100000 LUs required the average workload
of about 3.5 full-time editor positions over 1.5
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years. It is notable that we did not resort to any
form of translation from another wordnet, nor to
importing data from any lexico-semantic resource.
The construction process relied on the processing
of a very large corpus. The editors could consult
several dictionaries (Dubisz, 2004; Bańko, 2000)
when they edited suggestions generated by the au-
tomated tools. We are confident that the fast pace
of work was greatly assisted by the organisation
of work we adopted, and by significant software
support for the work of the linguists.

The work was divided into phases of 3-5
months. Each phase concentrated on the part of
the network for one category (noun, verb, adjec-
tive). The first step was to firm up the definition of
the relation system for this part of speech. This in-
evitably had wider consequences: there are many
cross-categorial relations, so any change may af-
fect relations for other parts of speech. Next, sub-
stitution tests are required for each relation and
its subtypes. Tests – with a very strict structure
– are treated as an intrinsic part of relation defi-
nitions. They are automatically instantiated with
specific lemmas for testing, and systematically
presented to the editor in a wordnet-editing sys-
tem called WordnetLoom (Piasecki et al., 2009; Pi-
asecki et al., 2010a). The number of relation sub-
types had increased considerably because of the
need to make test specifications formal.

Next, we select lemmas for addition to the
wordnet and prepare knowledge sources which de-
scribe those lemmas for the automatic tools. Lem-
mas are extracted from our corpus.4 During the
first phases of plWordNet expansion, lemmas not
recognised by the morphological analyser were fil-
tered out; later we left on the list very frequent
lemmas recognised by the morphological guesser.
Next, we prune all proper names found in a large
gazetteer (Marcińczuk and Piasecki, 2011). We al-
ways select 7000-9000 most frequent lemmas.

For the selected lemmas – combined with the
lemmas MP already included in plWordNet – the
following information is automatically produced
from the corpus (Piasecki et al., 2009):

• Measure of Semantic Relatedness (MSR),

• lemma pairs extracted by hand-written
lexico-syntactic patterns designed to detect
hypernymy,

• lemma pairs extracted by automatically dis-
covered statistical lexico-syntactic patterns,

• a classifier (trained on the data extracted from
the corpus) designed to distinguish instances
of plWordNet relation and other lemma pairs.

MSR, combined with the clustering system
CLUTO (Karypis, 2002), groups the list of new
lemmas into clusters of semantically related lem-
mas (50-200 in each). MSR and clustering intro-
duce errors, and one lemma can represent several
LUs, so flaws in the final clusters are inevitable.
Nevertheless, each cluster represents about 2-3
different domains. Editors are next assigned clus-
ters of lemmas to work on. This division of work,
supported by WordnetLoom, enables them to con-
centrate on a limited number of semantic domains.

The extracted knowledge source are next de-
livered to the WordnetWeaver, a subsystem of
WordnetLoom. For each new lemma, Word-
netWeaver generates suggested LUs and presents
them visually as subgraphs of the existing hyper-
nymy structure. Editors are not limited by the sug-
gestions: they can freely edit the wordnet.

There is even more support for editors, a re-
cent addition to WordnetWeaver: automatically
extracted examples of LU uses, produced by a sys-
tem for unsupervised Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) called LexCSD (Broda, 2011). LexCSD
first identifies potential senses of a lemma by clus-
tering its occurrences in the corpus. Next, for
each cluster the most representative use is se-
lected. For each new lemma, the generated exam-
ples are presented in the bottom part of the Word-
netWeaver screen. While not all senses are au-
tomatically extracted, the size of the corpus (1.2
billion tokens) and the variety of texts and genres
mean that the examples often include senses not
covered by the existing dictionaries.

There were several stages of the expansion of
plWordNet 1.0 toward 2.0. There were three stages
devoted to nouns, considering that this is the cate-
gory perhaps most important for potential appli-
cations of plWordNet. There were some 26000
new lemmas on the lists, but the final number
of lemmas added was much higher. The editors
included many synsets or even hypernymy sub-
graphs not on the extracted list; though frequency
considerations dominate the expansion process,
we decided that is better not to leave gaps in the
new portions, because they might later be over-
looked. The third stage saw some 9000 verb lem-
mas extracted from the corpus, some 13500 even-
tually added to plWordNet (more than 26500 new
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LUs). The plWordNet statistics after the first three
stages appear in Table 1. A new plWordNet is
published every three months on the Web 〈www.
plwordnet.pwr.wroc.pl〉 along with de-
tailed statistics.

5 Lessons Learned

Semi-automatic wordnet-creation methods are far
from producing results which would be acceptable
without almost any human control. Nevertheless,
they proved very useful: by “digging” into a very
large corpus, they greatly helped increase the effi-
ciency of the process and the coverage. It must be
noted that a strict corpus-based procedure would
almost certainly lead to many omissions clear to
the native speaker. That is why we ask the editors
to add units which they find obviously missing: a
linguist, supported by a dictionary, can rather eas-
ily spot such lacunae.

The construction of the verb hypernymy struc-
ture benefitted from our verb classification. The
verb class and the aspect are not elements of the
relation-based description, but we refer to them in
the definitions of relations. Both have influenced
the relation system and became indirectly part of
the description (Maziarz et al., 2011b).

The plWordNet structure is crucially shaped by
the constitutive relations. They include no deriva-
tionally motivated relations, but relations which
originate from derivational associations help dif-
ferentiate LUs much more accurately. They link
LUs, not word forms, and quite often only two
particular LUs derived from the same lemmas
are linked. As an example, consider the word
“kometka”. There are two LUs, kometka 1 ‘bad-
minton’ and kometka 2 ‘small comet’, but the
relation markedness:diminutivity can link only
kometka 1 to the LU kometa 1 ‘comet’.

6 More to Come

The present version of plWordNet is already large,
but several expansion stages are still required to
achieve the shape planned for version 2.0. First,
we will create semi-automatically the hypernymy
structure of nouns derived from verbs.5 The struc-
ture will be based on the existing verb hypernymy
structure. We want to add derivatives of the al-
ready described verb derivative bases. The anal-
ysis of a sample helped estimate that only 5%

5Polish deverbal nouns are similar to English gerunds, but
they function more as independent nominal LUs.

verbs will not have corresponding gerunds. Most
of the verb hypernymy structure should be easily
transferred to the noun component. The difficulty
may be in merging the structures with the existing
ones. Some gerunds were described in plWord-
Net 1.0. Also, verb hypernymy is more ‘bushy’,
while gerundial structures will be mostly linked to
the upper parts of the noun hypernymy structure.
We expect to add some 20000 new noun LUs.

For the adjective component, a system of re-
lations must be developed, perhaps inspired by a
most interesting system in the Portuguese Word-
Net.PT (Marrafa and Mendes, 2006). We plan to
add ≈ 15000 adjective LUs.

The Polish derivational mechanisms are rela-
tively regular and very productive. We are work-
ing on automatic recognition of derivational re-
lations with a tool trained on derivational pairs
already described. The tool, applied to a long
list of Polish lemmas, will identify derivatives
and derivative bases not yet present in plWord-
Net. WordnetWeaver will be expanded to facilitate
semi-automatic addition of LUs based the gener-
ated results. We expect to add 5000-8000 LUs.

The development of plWordNet has been mono-
lingual all along, but mapping plWordNet synsets
to Princeton WordNet synsets has always been an
important element of our long-term plans. The
process, slated for the year 2012, should provide
mapping for at least 40000 of plWordNet’s noun
LUs at the higher levels. We plan to perform the
mapping in two iteratively repeated phases: first,
verify and correct a selected part of the hypernymy
structure (from the monolingual perspective), and
then build a mapping for exactly the same hyper-
nymy subgraph. We envisage some form of semi-
automatic approach based on existing resources
and methods. We expect that some new LUs can
be added during verification and correction, so the
final size of plWordNet at the end of the current
project should reach 140000-150000 LUs in more
than 100000 synsets.
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Abstract 

 
Neither the lexicographers nor the 

grammarians of Odia have considered 

the feature ‘animacy’ important in 

their dictionaries and grammar books 

respectively. Most probably they have 

not found it useful for their work. 

That is why, they have never 

classified Odia nouns into categories 

like [+animate] and [-animate].  As a 

result, no Odia dictionary has marked 

the nouns for animacy nor has any 

Odia grammar discussed its role in 

the language. But this paper 

demonstrates that such a 

categorisation is necessary for both 

the lexicographers as well as the 

grammarians dealing with Odia, 

because the use of this ontological 

information will make the dictionaries 

more suitable for NLP purposes and 

also help to produce more fine-

grained grammatical descriptions. 

(Key words: ontology, animacy, case-

suffix attachment, subject-verb 

agreement, Odia) 

 

1 Introduction 

Ontologies, in general, refer to 

knowledge bases and “… are commonly 

defined as specification of shared 

conceptualizations. Intuitively, the 

conceptualization is the relevant informal 

knowledge one can extract and 

generalize from experience, observation 

or introspection.” Prévot et al. (2010:3) 

But it has been discussed in different 

ways and form different perspectives in 

various disciplines to achieve each one’s 

specific goals. Hence, many ontologies 

are possible in a language, and there is no 

consensus among scholars as to what 

exactly ontology is. 

 As a result, the ontological 

discussions in different disciplines have 

given rise to different traditions (Vossen 

2003; Prévot et al. 2010). On the other 

hand, there is a broad agreement among 

scholars as to what ontology is meant for. 

According to Jansen (2008:173), “The 

task of ontology is to represent reality or, 

rather, to support the sciences in their 

representation of reality.” 

 Therefore, any discussion on 

ontologies has to focus on the 

categorization of our knowledge 

regarding the realities of the world. 

“Thus, it is more likely that knowledge 

of such naturally existing categories will 

put us in a position to constant systematic 

representations of that domain which 

have some degree of predictive power. If 

we can predict the way in which entities 

in a domain will behave under certain 

conditions, we are better able to 

understand that domain, interact with it, 
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and gain more knowledge about it.” 

(Munn 2008:13) 

 With reference to NLP, Vossen 

(2003:473) argues that ontological 

information or knowledge is used for the 

following two purposes: It “… helps the 

system to make a structural analysis of 

language, e.g. to resolve PP attachments, 

correct spelling and syntax errors, 

improve speech recognition” and “… is 

used to do partial understanding, e.g. 

query search in information retrieval, 

document classification, automatic 

semantics, word-sense disambiguation.” 

 In this paper, I would like to focus 

on the first one and argue that animacy is 

an important ontological feature in Odia 

(earlier Oriya), a major Neo Indo-Aryan 

language and official language of the 

state of Odisha (earlier Orissa). The point 

to be noted is that animacy is quite 

important in language analysis “because 

essentially the same kinds of conceptual 

distinction are found to be of structural 

relevance across a wide range of 

languages.” (Comrie 1983:178). But 

there is hardly any serious work on 

animacy in the context of Indian 

languages.  

 Considering the role of animacy in 

Odia, its nouns can be grouped under two 

categories: [+animate] and [-animate]. 

This argument will be substantiated on 

the basis of attachment of certain case-

suffixes which are sensitive to this 

ontological information. It may not be 

out of place to mention here that Odia is 

different from its sister languages like 

Assamese and Bengali because the 

degree of animacy is lower in the latter 

than the former. The following example 

from Odia will drive home the point: 

1. (a) jONe lokO jauci 
         “one man is going” 
         ‘A man is going.’ 

(b) Onek lokO jaucanti 
        “many man are going” 
        ‘Many men are going.’ 

But 
 
2. (a) goTe kar jauci 
         “one car is going” 
         ‘A car is going.’ 
 (b) Onek kar jauci 
         “many car is going” 
         ‘Many cars are going.’ 
 
Notice that 1(b) has a plural subject and a 

plural verb whereas 2(b) has a plural 

subject (the subject ‘car’ is modified by 

‘many’) and a singular verb, because the 

former subject is [+animate] whereas the 

latter is [-animate]. Tis kind of difference 

in the verb is absent in Assamese and 

Bengali. Thus, categorization of nouns 

into [+animate] and [-animate] is an 

important characteristic in Odia, and that 

is why it is emphasized in this paper 

 

2 Odia Case-suffixes  

Let us now list the case-suffixes in Odia 

which are as follows: 

Nominative    : Ø 

Accusative     : ku, te, Ø 

Instrumental  : dwara, dei, re 

Comitative     : sOhO, sOhitO, sOn’ge, san’ge,  

                         san’gOre, sathire2, bina, chORa 

Dative       : paiM, lagi, joguM, sOkase  

Ablative       : Tharu ͠   Thu, ru, u 
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Genitive       : kOrO, kO, rO, karO, ka 

Locative      : Thare  ͠   Thi, re, e 
 
But out of all these only those which are 
sensitive to the animacy feature will be 
considered in this paper. 
  
3 General Remarks  

Odia does not have any nominative case 

suffix; therefore, it is marked /Ø/. 

Inanimate as well as indefinite nouns 

also do not normally take any accusative 

marker (hence, it is /Ø/) when they are 

used as grammatical objects.  For 

example: 

3. sita-Ø bOhi pORhila  
“Sita book read” 
‘Sita read a book.’ 

4. se bhatO-Ø khaila 
“he rice ate” 
‘He ate rice.’ 

5. tu baghO-Ø dekhilu 
“you tiger saw” 
‘You saw a tiger.’ 

 
Notice that the nominative subject 

/sita/ in (3), the inanimate object /bhatO/ 

in (4), and the indefinite object /baghO/ 

in (5) do not have any case-suffixes 

attached to them. Therefore, /Ø/ has been 

posited as the nominative case-suffix as 

well as an accusative case-marker in all 

these examples. 

The accusative suffix /-te/ is used 

only with the first person singular 

pronominal oblique stem /mo/  ‘my’  and 

the second person non-honorific singular 

pronominal oblique stem /to/ ‘your’, 

whereas /-ku/ is used in all other cases.  

For example: 

mote / * mo-ku    ‘to me’ 

to-te/ * to-ku    ‘to you’ 

*ta-te / ta-ku    ‘to him’ 

*amO-te / amO-ku   ‘to us’ 

*semanOn’-te / semanOn’-ku ‘to them’ 

*ramO-te / ramO-ku   ‘to Ram’ 

*sita-te / sita-ku    ‘to Sita’ 
 

The genitive endings /-karO/ and /-

ka/ can be added only to a few adverbs of 

time and place. Interestingly, these 

adverbs are also deictic in nature.  The 

following examples will drive home the 

point: 

eThi-karO   ‘of here’ 

eThi-ka   ‘of here’ 

aji-karO   ‘of to-day’ 

aji-ka   ‘of to-day’ 
 

On the other hand, /-kOrO/ and /-

kO/ are always added to the honorific 

and/or plural oblique stems; but /-rO/ is 

added to those stems which are non-

honorific and singular.  For example3: 

Plural                   Honorific         Non-hon. &  
                                Singular 
   
semanOn’-kOrO/       tan’-kOrO/        *ta-kOrO /ta-rO 
*semanOn’-rO       *tan’-rO          ‘his’ (non-hon.) 
‘their’                      ‘his’ (hon.) 
bhaimanOn’-kO      bhain’-kO      *bhai-kO  
/*bhaimanOn’-rO   /*bhain’-rO     /bhai-rO 
‘of  brothers’          ‘of brother’s’  ‘of brother’s’ 
                                 (hon.)             (non-hon.) 
This distinction between /-kOrO/ and /-

rO/ can be schematized in a tabular form 

as follows: 

Genitive case-suffix hon. and/or pl. 

kOrO + 

kO + 

rO - 

 

4 Animacy in Odia   

Though animacy plays a significant role 

in Odia, it has been completely neglected 

by the scholars of this language. That is 
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why, a very interesting facet of certain 

Odia case-endings has remained 

unnoticed till now.  To be specific, the 

instrumental, ablative, genitive, and 

locative endings are clearly divisible into 

two categories: [+animate] and [-

animate].  In other words, certain 

instrumental, ablative, genitive, and 

locative endings are added to [+animate] 

stems whereas the remaining 

instrumental, ablative, genitive, and 

locative endings are attached to [-

animate] stems. Thus, they are mutually 

exclusive as will be made clear in what 

follows.  

 

4.1  The Instrumental Suffixes 

Out of the three instrumental endings, /-

re/ is used with [-animate] stems, and the 

other two, such as /-dwara, -dei/ with 

[+animate] stems. 

                                         dwara 
6. (a) muM cakOrO-                 ghOrO dhueili 
                                          dei 

“I servant- by house got washed” 
‘I got the house washed by the servant.’ 
 
(b) *muM cakOrO-re ghOrO dhueili 

 
7. (a) muM churi-re seu kaTili 

“I knife- with apple cut” 
‘I cut an apple with the knife.’ 
                           dwara 
(b) *muM churi-                      seu kaTili4 

                                            dei 
 

Here 6(a) has a [+ animate] stem 

/cakOrO/ ‘servant’ and it is acceptable 

because /-dwara/ and /-dei/ are used with 

it. But attachment of /-re/ to the same 

stem in 6(b) has made it unacceptable.  In 

7(a) /-re/ has been added to [-animate] 

/churi/ ‘knife’ and, therefore, it is 

acceptable.  But when /-dwara, -dei/ are 

added to it in 7(b), the sentence becomes 

unacceptable.  So we can argue that /-

dwara, -dei/ are [+animate]  and  /-re/ is 

[-animate] case-suffixes. 

 

4.2 The Ablative Suffixes 

The ablative ending [-Thu] is an 

allomorph of /-Tharu/ and both are 

widely used in the spoken and written 

varieties of Odia respectively.  Among 

all the ablative endings /-u, -ru/ are added 

exclusively to [-animate] stems. Again, /-

u/ is attached mostly to stems that convey 

a deictic or directional meaning, e.g. 

/upOr-u/ ‘from above’, /tOL-u/ ‘from 

below’, /aR-u/ ‘from a direction’, /pOT-

u/ ‘from a side’, /pakh-u/ ‘from a side’, 

etc. However, consider the following 

examples: 

8. (a)  muM ghOr-u asili 
      “I home-from came” 
      ‘I came from home.’ 
(b) *muM ta-u asili 
       “I him-from came” 
       ‘I came from him.’ 

 
9. (a)  muM kOTOkO-ru asili 

       “I Cuttack-from came” 
       ‘I came from Cuttack.’ 
(b) *muM ta-ru asili 
       “I him-from came” 
       ‘I came from him.’ 
 

The cause of unacceptability of 8(b) 

and 9(b) is due to attachment of the [-

animate] endings /-u, -ru/ to the 

[+animate] oblique stem /ta-/. 
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Then, /-Tharu͠ Thu/ can be added to 

both [+animate] as well as [-animate] 

stems.  For example: 

 

                 Tharu 
10. (a) se mo-                       bOhi nObO 

                   Thu 
       

 “he me- from book will take” 
       ‘He will take a book from me.’ 

                                                Tharu 
 (b) darjilin’ kOTOkO              bOhut durO 
                                                 Thu 

       “Darjeeling Cuttack-from much distant” 
       ‘Darjeeling is very far from Cuttack.’ 
 
Among all these endings, /-u/ is an 

organic one which Odia has inherited 

from its parent Prakrit.  Between the 

other two, /-ru/ is the actual ablative 

ending whereas /-Tharu/ denotes 

comparison.  For example: 

11. (a)  gOchO-ru nORia pORila 
       “tree-from coconut fell” 
       ‘A coconut fell from the tree.’ 

 
(b)  *gOchO-     Tharu    nORia pORila 

                       Thu 
 
12. (a)  mo kOlOmO- Tharu ta kOlOmO bhOlO 
                                       Thu 

     “my pen-from his pen good” 
     ‘His pen is better than mine.’ 
 
 (b) *mo kOlOmO-ru ta kOlOmO bhOlO 
 
11(b) is unacceptable due to the 

substitution of  the  real  ablative ending 

/-ru/ by the comparison  marker /-Tharu~ 

Thu/ in it, and 12(b) is unacceptable as 

the sentence requires the comparison 

marker /-Tharu~Thu/, and not the 

ablative /-ru/.  It should be noted here 

that /-Tharu~Thu/ are used not only as 

comparison markers, but also as ablative 

endings with the time and place adverbs. 

For example: 

13. (a) kOTOkO-ru darjilin’ bOhut durO 
       “Cuttack-from Darjeeling much distant” 

 
(b) kOTOkO-  Tharu  darjilin’ bOhut durO 

                            Thu 
     ‘Darjeeling is very far from Cuttack.’ 

 

4.3  The Genitive Suffixes  

Now let us consider the genitive endings 

/-kOrO/, /kO/, /rO/; because it has been 

pointed out above that the other two 

endings /-karO, ka/ are added exclusively 

to certain adverbs of time and place.  But 

before that it should be mentioned that 

besides the genitive /-kO/ there is another 

/-kO/ which is a definitizer in Odia.   For 

example: 

14. (a) gOchOguRa dhire dhire mOrijauci 
       “trees slowly slowly are dying” 
       ‘The trees are dying out slowly.’ 

 
(b) gOchOguRa-kO dhire dhire mOrijauci 
      “the trees slowly slowly are dying” 
      ‘The trees are dying out slowly.’ 

 
In 14(a) /gOchOguRa/ is [-definite] 

whereas in  14(b)  with the  attachment of 

/-kO/, /gOchOguRa-kO/ becomes 

[+definite].  If the genitive ending /-rO/ 

is added to this definitizer /-kO/, we get a 

compound morpheme /-kO-rO/ which is 

different from the genitive ending /-

kOrO/. Compare the following sentences: 

15. (a) ei pilaguRan’-kOrO bhagyO khOrap 
         “these boys’ luck bad” 
         ‘The luck of these boys is bad.’ 

 
(b)  ei pilaguRan’-kO bhagyO khOrap 
         “these boys’ luck bad” 
         ‘The luck of these boys is bad.’ 

 
16. (a) ei Tebulgura-kO-rO dam besi 

         “these tables’ price much” 
         ‘The price of these tables is high.’ 

 
(b) *ei TebulguRa-kO dam besi 
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The difference between 15(a) and (b) 

is that the former has the genitive ending 

/-kOrO/ and the latter, another genitive 

ending /-kO/.  Apparently, the same kind 

of difference seems to exist between 

16(a) and (b). But it is significant that 

both 15(a) and (b) are perfectly 

acceptable, and though there is no 

problem with respect to 16(a), 16(b) is 

not acceptable.  A careful examination 

will reveal that, unlike /-kOrO/ in 15(a), 

/-kO-rO/ of 16(a) consists of two 

morphemes, i.e. /-kO/ and /-rO/. Then, 

unlike /-kO/ of 15(b), /-kO/ of 16(b) is a 

definitizer; not a genitive ending.  This 

has rendered 16(b) unacceptable. 

From these examples and the 

discussion above, it is clear that out of 

the genitive endings  /-kOrO, -kO, -rO/, 

the former two are added only to 

[+animate] stems that are [+plural] 

and/or [+honorific]   and  /-rO/  is  added 

to either [-animate] stems or those which 

are both [+animate] and [+singular]5.   

Again, /-rO/ has to be obligatorily 

present if the stem is [-animate] whereas 

its presence is optional if the stem is [-

animate].  The following examples are 

illustrative: 

17. (a) eiTa amO-rO Tebul 
        “this our table” 
        ‘This is our table.’ 

 
(b) eiTa amO Tebul 
        “this our table” 
        ‘This is our table.’ 

 
18. (a) eiTa amO Tebul-rO goRO 

        “This our table’s leg” 
        ‘This is a leg of our table.’ 

 

(b) *eiTa amO Tebul goRO6 
         “this our table leg”. 
 

In 17(a), /-rO/ is overtly present whereas 

it is deleted in 17(b).  On the other hand, 

because /-rO/ is used in 18(a) it is 

acceptable, and its deletion in 18(b) 

makes the sentence unacceptable.  These 

observations provide further strength and 

support to our claim that if a noun stem is 

[-animate], /-rO/ has to be used 

obligatorily and its use is optional in the 

case of [+animate] stems. 

 

4.4 The Locative Suffixes  

Like the ablative /-u, -ru/, the locative /-

e, -re/ get attached to the [-animate] 

stems only and never to [+animate] 

stems.  For example: 

19. (a) se ghOr-e Ochi 
       “he home-at is” 
       ‘He is at home.’ 
 
(b) *se ta-e Ochi 
       “he him-at is” 
       ‘He is with him.’ 

 
20. (a) se kOTOkO-re Ochi 

       “he Cuttack-at is” 
       ‘He is at Cuttack.’ 

 
(b) *se ta-re Ochi 
       “he him-at is” 
       ‘He is with him.’ 

 
Here /ghOrO/ ‘home, house’ in 19(a) 

and /kOTOkO/ ‘Cuttack (name of a city 

in Odisha)’ in 20(a) are [-animate]. That 

is why attachment of the locative suffixes 

/-e/ and /-re/ to them respectively does 

not create any problem. On the other 

hand, /ta/ ‘he (oblique)’ is [+animate] 

and, therefore, 19(b) and 20(b) have 
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become unacceptable due to the addition 

of /-e/ and /re/ respectively to it. 

Then between /-Thare~Thi/, the 

latter is the abbreviated form of the 

former. Again, like /-Tharu~Thu/, /-

Thare~Thi/ can be added to both 

[+animate] and [-animate] stems.  The 

following examples are illustrative: 

        Thare        
21. (a)  mo-               TOn’ka pOisa kichi nahiM 

           Thi 
     “me-at rupee paise some is not” 
     ‘I have no money at all.’ 
 

           Thare 
(b) ghOrO                TOn’ka pOisa kichi nahiM 

             Thi 

    “home-at rupee paise some is not” 
   ‘There is no money at home at all.’ 

 

5  Conclusion  

From the above discussion it is clear that 

animacy plays a significant role in Odia 

and the case-suffixes in Odia can be 

grouped under two distinct categories, 

such as [+animate] and [-animate]: 

Case suffixes [animate] 
Re – 
Dwara + 
Dei  + 
U – 
Tharu ͠   Thu +, – 
kOrO + 
kO [-pl., -hon.] + 
rO [-pl., -hon.] – 
E – 
re  – 
Thare ͠  Thi  +, – 

 
Use of this categorization in the analysis 

of the Odia language will be helpful in 

writing better grammars and marking of 

this feature in the nouns will create 

dictionaries that will be better suited for 

computational purposes. Again, 

incorporation of these findings in an NLP 

system will be very useful in an array of 

tasks, like machine translation, detection 

and automatic correction of morpho-

syntactic errors, and automatic case-

suffix attachment. 

 
Notes 
 
1.  I thank the two anonymous referees 

for their comments on an earlier version 

of this paper, but the usual disclaimers 

apply.  

2. In this paper [O] is used for the half-

open rounded back vowel; [T, Th, R, Rh, 

N, L] for the voiceless unaspirated 

retroflex stop, voiceless aspirated 

retroflex stop, unaspirated retroflex flap, 

aspirated retroflex flap, retroflex nasal, 

and retroflex lateral respectively; [n’] for 

the velar nasal; and [M] for nasalization. 

3. The lexical meaning of /san’gO/ and 

/sathi/ both is ‘companion’ and these 

words possess the feature [+animate]. It 

is important to note that the animate 

nouns in Odia can take only the locative 

case-markers /- Thare ͠  Thi/, and not /-re/. 

But /san’gO/ and /sathi/ are found here 

with the [-animate] suffix /-re/. So I want 

to claim that these two words do not 

carry the feature [+animate] here. They 

are devoid of their semantic content and 

have undergone the process of 

grammaticalisation. As a result, the [-

animate] locative suffix /-re/ has been 

attached to them.  
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4. According to the homorganic nasal 

rule in Odia, n ―> n’ /-k. 

5. Though such a sentence may 

occasionally be found  in stylized Odia, it 

is considered unacceptable in both the 

written and the spoken varieties.  

5. The only exceptions to this description 

are  /ame/   ‘we’  and   /tOme~tume/ ‘you 

(pl.)’ which, though [+animate], take /-

rO/ in the oblique case, e.g. /amO-rO/ 

and /tOmO-rO~tumO-rO/.  These 

exceptions provide an interesting piece of 

evidence that /ame/ and /tOme~tume/, 

now the plural forms of /muM/ ‘I’ and 

/tu/ ‘you (sg.)’ respectively, were 

certainly honorific singular first person 

and honorific singular second person 

pronouns at an earlier stage of Odia. The 

Old Odia texts are full of such examples.  

6.  A sentence like 18(b) will, of course, 

be quite acceptable if /Tebul/ and /goRO/ 

are used together, to form a compound 

/TebulgoRO/. 
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Abstract 

Sanskrit is the mother Language of all the Indian 
Languages. This is the Oriental Language of India. It 
is unique for its strong base of grammar and rigidity. 
Many ancient and valuable documents Veda , 
VedAnta  and Upanishhads  are writ-
ten in this language. To have an access to such manu-
scripts knowledge of Sanskrit language is essential. 
Sanskrit Wordnet is an effort to help people to learn 
the language and make a study of the knowledge 
available through it. This wordnet is developed based 
on Navya Nyaya ( Philosophy and Paninian 
Grammar. During the development of this wordnet 
the architecture of this wordnet contains features like 
Etymology and Analogy besides the normal features 
like Synonym, Hypernym and Antonym. Navya 
Nyaya Philosophy provides the scope for such extra 
analysis as it deals with the construction of a word in 
Sanskrit Language. 

1 Introduction 

Indian Languages are derived from the Ori-
ental Sanskrit language and being influenced by 
Prakrit and Pali the other two ancient languages 
of India. This oriental language has a systematic 
and technically strong base of grammar and thus 
plays a vital role on the modern Indian lan-
guages. Understanding this language needs a 
strong base of grammar and concept of the ob-
jects. To cater the needs of this language we are 
developing a Sanskrit Wordnet, which can help 
one to have an access to all other languages for 
different types of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP).    
 

A word has a great importance in the field 
of NLP. Information like meaning or Part-of-
Speech can be obtained from a Lexical resource 
like Dictionary while a Wordnet which is also a 
special type of Lexical Resource can provide 
many more information like Synonymy, 
Atonymy, Hypernymy, Etymology and Analogy 

besides some definition and examples of its use 
in the language. This provides the classification 
and the origin of its formation too. 
 
 To design a robust wordnet the Onto-
logical analysis of the words has been opted at 
the initial stage as it provides path to proceed for 
the use of the words in many form of NLP. The 
Navya-NyAya ShAstra ( of Bhatta 
Jayanta,(Jayanta Bhatta, 1969), “Nyayamanjari” 

 and Paninian Grammar (Bhattacharya 
V. N. 1884) help in analysing the base structure 
or (PrakritirUpa) of any word in San-
skrit language. This helps to get the Universal 
Concept level knowledge of any word. Some 
words which are Indian culture specific give a 
clear idea of the concept which explains and dis-
ambiguates the meaning at the universal level. 
As Sanskrit language is having universal impor-
tance with respect to the conceptual knowledge 
exchange through Natural Language Processing 
techniques, the development and use of Sanskrit 
Wordnet in the field of Universal Networking of 
Languages has a greater role to play.   

2 Ontology of Sanskrit Wordnet  

Ontology is expressed through entities, 
ideas, and events, along with their properties and 
relations in both Computer Science and in 
Philosophy for knowledge  representation of 
knowledge in conceptual form. In a Wordnet 
when a word in encountered it is expected that 
besides the meaning and Part-of-Speech the 
Word may also provide other Extended Lexical 
information like Synonymy, Hypernymy, An-
tonymy, Etymology and Analogy of the word. 
For all these Ontological analysis of the word is 
quite essential. In such type of analysis the repre-
sentation as per Navya-NyAya ShAstra 
(  and Paninian Grammar are with 
technical justification and is more informative to 
get the base-structure (PrakritirUpa) 
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Bhattacarya Gadadhara (Bhattacharya et.al 1995) 
, “Vyutpattivada”  of all Sanskrit 
words than that of a normal dictionary relevant to 
the NLP.  
 Defining the term Ontology it is the spe-
cific conceptualization of any word. Since it pro-
vides the concept as per philosophy or the logical 
representation so can be used or interpreted uni-
versally and helps in universal knowledge shar-
ing. The formal definition of ontological com-
mitment can be mentioned as a set of definitions 
of formal vocabulary with properties of knowl-
edge sharing. Dealing with semantic web analy-
sis an ontological commitment is an agreement 
to use a vocabulary like asking a query or mak-
ing some assertive statements to get consistent 
meaning as per the theory of the ontology for 
knowledge exchange. It also helps for the Prag-
matic analysis with respect to NLP. Ontologies 
are to describe ontological commitments for a set 
of agents so that they can communicate about a 
domain without operating on a globally shared 
principle.   
  

The ontology of the words with respect 
to their base structure as per the lexical recogni-
tion are described below through Figure 2.1 to 
2.5 which provides the idea to the issue of de-
signing this computational lexicon the Wordnet 
for Sanskrit. This is done as per the theory of the 
famous Navya-Nyaya ( ) specialist Navya-
NaiyAayika ( ), Visvanathanyaya 
Panchanana Bhattacarya (

 (16th century A.D.). He mentioned 8 
methods for confirming syntactic and semantic 
information of any Sanskrit word which is coded 
in the following verse. 

 

| | 
 

shaktigraham vyAkaraNopamAna 
koshAptavAkyAt vyavaHAratashcha / 
vAkyasya sheshhAd vivRtervadanti 

sannidhyatah siddhapadasya vRddhAh // 
 

Those eight methods are i) grammar, ii) 
analogy, iii) dictionary iv) statement of 
knowledgeable persons (logic), v) usage (ex-
ample), vi) supplementary statement (Expla-
nation), vii) paraphrase and viii) contiguity 
of well known words. A Word when selected 
for incorporation to the Wordnet of Sanskrit is 
first analysed for its grammar and meaning and 

then the other ontological analysis are done for 
adding the logic and other features with respect 
to NLP.  

2.1 Grammar  

The first important item Grammatical In-
formation consists of mainly four parts: Nominal 
(nAmagata) and Verbal (kriyAgata) 

, which has further, sub-items. In this lexical 
analysis if a word comes under the nominal form 
it must either be Noun (visheshhya) or 
Adjective (visheshhaNa) or Pronoun 
(sarvanAma)  or Particle (avyaya) .  
 
 Again, if a word satisfies the second 
level of grammatical information, then it must 
come under seven inflections (sapta-vibhakti) 

. According to Paninian Grammar, sup-
vibhakti-s  are being known as subanta 

. By nature they are known as suffix and 
being used after the nominal. Again, each inflec-
tion contains three numbers namely, singular, 
dual and plural. (Verbal words also contain such 
kinds of number). By this division sup-vibhaktis 

 are of 21 types. Panini technically 
represents 21 varieties of sup-vibhakti  
as described in the following Table No.1. It is 
also to be noted that though avyaya  (parti-
cle) does not possess any inflectional suffix, yet 
it implies the meaning of suffix. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.1 Analysis of a word to find its category 
 

A word when selected can be analysed 
through the above processes to find its category 
through grammatical properties. If it comes 
broadly as noun or verb or pronoun then the ap-
propriate process are to be conducted for the 
analysis. If it is a noun or a verb Figure 2.2 nar-
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rates the steps to be followed to get the exact 
category.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.2 Analysis of a word for its category 
(Nominal or Verbal) 
                                      

Number 
Singular Dual Plural 

1st su (  au ( ) jas
 

2nd am aut shas
 

3rd TA  bhyAm 
(  

bhis
 

4th Nge  bhyAm 
(  

bhyas
 

5th Ngasi  bhyAm 
(  

bhyas
 

6th Ngas  os
 

Am
 

In
fl

ec
tio

ns

7th Ngi (  os 
 

sup 
 

 
Table-1: 21 Nominal Inflections  
for Nominal Words 
 
In the second part of the diagram (Figure 2.2) the 
use of parasmai and Atmane  for 
determining the nature of verbal words. By 
grammatical nature any verbal word can be ei-
ther of parasmai or Atmane . A root 
word whose verbal-result (kriyAphala) 
  belongs to the agent (kartR) only, 
then the word is called Atmane

(kriyAphalam  kartR -
nishhTa tatra Atmane-padam). Unlikely, in case 
of  parasmai the result of a root word does 
not belong to the agent  

(yatra ca kartR-bhinna-nishhTham tatra paras-
mai-padam)  [Panini Sutra4: 1-3-72/ 1-4-100/3- 

 
 
Figure 2.3 Ontological Analysis for any Word 
(Part – A) 
 

 
 
Figure 2.4 Ontological Analysis for a Word (Part 
– B, continuation of Part – A) 
 
2-106/1-3-12). For the identification of parasmai 
and Atmane words Panini technically develops 
18 suffixes namely, tip, tas, jhi etc. These 
suffixes also contain further classification like 
number and person. They have been mentioned 
in the following Table No.2 and Table No. 3. 
 

Number 3rd Per-
son  

2nd Per-
son 

1st Person 

Singular   Tip 
 

Sip 
 

Mip  

Dual Tas 
 

Thas 
 

vas  

Plural  Jhi
 

Tha 
  

Mas  

 
Table 2. Parasmai is having the above 9 Suf-
fixes. 
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Number 3rd Per-

son  
2nd Per-
son 

1st Person 

Singular      Tip 
 

Sip 
 

Mip  

Dual Tas 
 

Thas 
 

vas  

Plural  Jhi  Tha 
  

Mas  

 
Table 3.  Atmane is having the above 9 Suffixes. 

3 Design of the Sanskrit Wordnet  

The architecture of the database design used 
for English Word-Net by Fellbaum et.al. (Fell-
baum 1999), Hindi Word-Net by Jha et.al. (Jha 
2001), and Oriya Word-Net by Mohanty et.al. 
(Mohanty et. al. 2002), Sanskrit Word-Net by 
Mohanty et.al (Mohanty et.al. 2002) and Kul-
karni et.al. (Kulkari et.al. 2009) are also followed 
for this Word-Net. Along with it, we have used 
the Navya-NyAya (  Philosophy for a de-
tailed analysis of a word. In this Word-Net we 
have analysed the category of the word first. In 
the next phase the synonymy, antonymy, hy-
pernymy etc as per the Figures 2.1-2.4 are incor-
porated. The specialty of this wordnet is the in-
corporation of analogy and etymology as fea-
tures.    
  
 3.1 Etymology. 
 
 Etymology has also important role with 
respect to the present Sanskrit Wordnet. The 
main purpose in organizing the items in the San-
skrit Wordnet is to determine the original con-
struction of the word, which clearly describes the 
construction of the primary word (mUlashabda) 

by base (prakRti)  or prAtipadika 
 and suffix (pratyaya) .  The 

pratyayas cited here don’t include verbal inflec-
tion   and nominal inflection . Ety-
mology is of four kinds namely, i) derivative 
(yaugika) , ii) conventional (rUDha) , 
iii) derivatively conventional (yogarUDha) 

 and iv) both derivative and conventional 
(yaugika-rUDha) . The compound 
words (samAsa-sabda) are although a 
construction of more than one primary word, yet 
it can be included in either of the yaugika 

or yogarUdha  or in yaugika rUdha 
 )which are under further modification. 

The architecture of the database design 
used for English Word-Net by Fellbaum et.al.,4, 
Hindi Word-Net by Jha et.al.,5 and Oriya Word-
Net by Mohanty et.al.,6 are also followed for this 
Word-Net. Along with it, we have used the 
Navya-NyAya (  Philosophy for a detailed 
analysis of a word. In this Word-Net we have 
analysed the category of the word first. In the 
next phase the synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy 
etc are incorporated. The specialty of this word-
net is the incorporation of analogy and etymol-
ogy as features.    
  
 3.1 Etymology. 
 
 Etymology has also important role with 
respect to the present Sanskrit Wordnet. The 
main purpose in organizing the items in the San-
skrit Wordnet is to determine the original con-
struction of the word, which clearly describes the 
construction of the primary word (mUlashabda) 

by base (prakRti)  or prAtipadika 
 and suffix (pratyaya) .  The 

pratyayas cited here don’t include verbal inflec-
tion   and nominal inflection . Ety-
mology is of four kinds namely, i) derivative 
(yaugika) , ii) conventional (rUDha) , 
iii) derivatively conventional (yogarUDha) 

 and iv) both derivative and conventional 
(yaugika-rUDha) . The compound 
words (samAsa-sabda) are although a 
construction of more than one primary word, yet 
it can be included in either of the yaugika 

or yogarUdha  or in yaugika rUdha 
 )which are under further modification. 

4 Examples from Sanskrit Wordnet  

NOUN in Sanskrit wordnet: 
 
The Noun  (Sea) has 15 senses in Sanskri-
Wordnet--- 
 
Sense 1:- Sea

 

1. Synonyms of Sea  
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Figure 4.1 Snapshot of the Noun Sea
 
Sense 1:- Sea
Sense 2 :- Sense 3 :- Sense 4 :- 
Sense 5 :- Sense 6 :-  
Sense 7 :- Sense 8 :- Sense 9 :- 
Sense 10 :- Sense 11 :- Sense 12 :- 

Sense 13 :- Sense 14 :- 
Sense 15 :-  
2. Antonymy: Does not exist. 
3. Hypernymy:  
4. Category:  
5. Etymology of sea) is 
6. Analogy of  (Sea) does not exit in San-
skritNet--- 
Sense 1 :-  Sense 2 :-  Sense 3 :-  
7. Definition:  
8. Application:  
Sense 1 :-  Sense 2 :-  Sense 3 :-  

Sense 4 :-  Sense 5 :-  
9. Example:  
Sense 1 :-  

Sense 2 :-  Sense 3 :-  Sense 4 :-  Sense 
5 :-  Sense 6 :-  
10. Morphology: null 
 
VERB in Sanskrit wordnet: 
 
The Verb (Eat) has 6 senses in Sanskritnet- 
1. Synonyms:  
Sense 1:- Eat

 

 
 
Figure 4.2 Snapshot of the verb Eat  
 
Sense 2 :- Sense 3 :- Sense 4 :- Sense 
5 :- 
2. Antonymy  (Eat): Does not exist. 
3. Result for the  (Eat) is: 
4. Instrument:  
Instrument form of the verb  (Eat) is— 
Type 1 => Type 2 => Type 3 => 
Type 4 => Type 5 => 
Type 6 => Type 7 => 
5.  Locative: 
Locative form of  (Eat) is -- 
Type 1 => Type 2 => Type 3 => 

Type 4 => Type 5 =>  
Type 6 => Type 2 => Type 7 => 

Type 8 => Type 9 =>  
Type 10 => Type 11 => Type 12 => 
Type 13 => Type 14 =>  
Type 15 => Type 16 => 
6. Activity: 
Activity of  (Eat) is: 
7. Object:  
The Object of  (Eat) is--- 
Type 1 => Type 2 => Type 3 => 

Type 4 => Type 5 =>  
Type 6 => Type 7 => Type 8 => 
Type 9 => Type 10 => 
Type 11 => 
6. Subject: 
The Subject of  (Eat) is--- 
Type 1 => Type 2 => Type 3 =>

Type 4 => 
Type 5 => Type 6 => 
7. Example: 
The Example of  (Eat) is-- 
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Type 1 =>  
Type 2 => 
Type 3 => 
9. Morphology: 
The Morphology of  (Eat) ----  
Class (gaNa)  =>  
Type (pada)  => 

PRONOUN (sarvanAma) avaya)  
 or Particle (avyaya)  in Sanskrit 

wordnet: 

1. Grammatical information of asmadx: 
i. Nominal: 
ii. visheshhya  , sarvanAma  
iii. Possesses seven inflections  
iv. Implies respective karakas  
2. Category:    
i. dravya  =>AtmA  => 
(manusyAtmA)  => speaker  
 3. Antonym: i. (hearer in semantic level) 
4.   Analogy: i. sva  (self) 
5. Etymology:  rUDha 

svatantra-uccArayitA

 
 

Figure 4.3 Snapshot of the Pronoun (sarvanAma) 
 avaya .  

5 Conclusion  

Sanskrit Wordnet developed by us is a spe-
cially designed lexical resource which can be of 
used in Natural Language processing extensively  

 

as it provides comprehensive and systematic in-
formation about a word. The semantic of a word 
or a sentence offers same effect in all languages. 
We have made a detailed analysis of the Navya 
Nyaya philosophy and its use in the development 
of the Sanskrit Wordnet and have found that this 
philosophy provides a strong background for the 
wordnet. This wordnet can provide a background 
as an interlingua for any type of Cross Lingual 
Natural Language Processing as most of the In-
dian and Indo Aryian languages are developed 
from this Oriental Language. Since this wordnet 
is developed on the basis of fundamental concept 
which is true in situation it can be used to make a 
link with any of the Indo Aryian Languages too. 
Snapshot of different words gives a flavor of the 
Sanskrit Wordnet developed by us.     
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Abstract 

Most nouns must be modified by a numeral-
classifier combination when quantified in 
classifier languages like Chinese and Japa-
nese. In this paper, we present a method to 
generate numeral classifiers using Chinese 
and Japanese WordNets. We assign synsets 
from WordNet to each classifier by hand and 
use a modified algorithm to generate sortal 
classifiers based on semantic hierarchies. We 
obtained a generation score of 78.80% for 
Chinese and 89.84% for Japanese. 

1 Introduction 

Classifiers have long been an interest for many 
linguists. In many Asian languages like Japanese 
and Chinese, nouns often require numeral classi-
fiers when they are quantified (Bond & Paik, 
2000; Downing, 1996). This contrasts with Eng-
lish where count nouns can be modified by a 
numeral. In English, it is acceptable to say “two 
books”. In classifier languages, it is obligatory to 
use a numeral-classifier pairing, as in (1) and (2). 

(1) Japanese:  
2-satsu-no  hon 

         2-CL-ADN  book 
        “2 books” 

(2) Chinese:  
     liǎng  běn  shū 
     2  CL  book 
     “2 books” 

Numeral classifier languages typically lack 
plural markings. Greenberg (1972) has suggested 
that a classifier in these languages functions like 
a plural suffix in languages that require plural 
markings (cited in Downing, 1996). Hundius and 
Kӧlver (1983) argue that a classifier establishes 
immediate reference to individual objects. 

The type of classifier used depends on the 
semantic features of the noun referent (Zhang, 
2007). Some of these semantic categories in-

clude animacy and shape. For example,  zhǐ is 
commonly used as the classifier for counting 
“animals” in Chinese. However, there are also 
instances when nouns with similar properties use 
different classifiers (Guo and Zhong, 2005). For 
instance,  tiáo, which is used for long and thin 
objects like “ropes”, is also used as the classifier 
for “snakes”. 

The Japanese distribution of classifiers is de-
pendent on their referent classes: animates, con-
crete inanimates and abstract inanimates (Down-
ing, 1996). 

Bond and Paik (2000) identified five major 
types of classifiers that have different properties 
depending on the context. These are sortal, event, 
mensural, group and taxonomic. 

Sortal classifiers are defined as those which 
classify the kind of noun they count (e.g. 
liàng, the classifier for “vehicle”). Mensural 
classifiers measure some property of the object 
denoted by the noun they modify (e.g.  mǐ 
“metre”). Event classifiers are used to count 
events (e.g.  cì “time”). Group classifiers refer 
to a set of individuals belonging to the type de-
noted by the noun (e.g.  zǔ “group”). Taxo-
nomic classifiers exert a generic interpretation of 
the noun phrase that they modify (e.g.  zhǒng 
“kind”). 

Understanding the classifier systems of these 
languages can help us to appreciate how the lan-
guages cover the hierarchy of meaning with the 
use of classifiers. In addition, it will provide us 
with some insight on how speakers of these lan-
guages view the world. 

Classifier systems are usually very complex. 
They are also one of the more difficult aspects of 
grammar to acquire. Even native speakers may 
have difficulty using some of them. Furthermore, 
classifiers are often poorly translated. The wrong 
classifier may be used or left out altogether. 
Hence, we hope that this study can help to im-
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prove the accuracy and efficiency of machine 
translation. The results of this study can also 
benefit learners of Japanese and Chinese by 
helping them retrieve the appropriate classifier 
when forming noun phrases. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 
gives a brief overview of work that has been 
conducted in this area thus far. It also introduces 
the resources that we will be using for this study. 
Section 3 documents the methodology. Then, we 
present the results in Section 4 and discuss the 
significance of the results and the limitations 
faced in Section 5. 

2 Background 
There has been much more work done on analyz-
ing classifiers than in generating them in natural 
language processing. One important study inves-
tigating the generation of classifiers in Thai was 
carried out by Sornlertlamvanich, Pantachat & 
Meknavin (1994). The authors proposed an algo-
rithm for matching an appropriate classifier with 
a noun. Their study involved obtaining noun-
classifier pairs from a tagged, word-segmented 
corpus. From the pattern of noun-classifier collo-
cations, they determined the best representative 
classifier for each noun and semantic class. 
However, they did not include a detailed evalua-
tion of the accuracy of their algorithm. 
 Bond and Paik (2000, 2001) presented a mod-
ified algorithm based on Sornlertlamvanich et 
al’s (1994) work. This modified algorithm was 
used for associating classifiers with semantic 
classes in Japanese and Korean. It is able to han-
dle nouns which belong to more than one seman-
tic class. It does this by organizing the semantic 
classes according to the noun referent’s most fre-
quent use. The general idea is to assign the de-
fault classifier of the most typical semantic class 
to the noun. 

Resources 

There are 145,000 synsets for different parts of 
speech (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs) in the 
Princeton WordNet of English v3.0 (PWN: Fell-
baum 1998). The structure of WordNet allows 
one to see the relationship between words such 
as hypernyms (superordinates) and hyponyms 
(subordinates). It is often used for work in natu-
ral language processing. 

The Japanese Wordnet (JWN: Isahara et al 
2008), contains about 57,238 synsets based on 
the same lexical arrangement as PWN. This 
means that lexical units in the Japanese Wordnet 
were arranged according to their hierarchical 

connections among words as well. However, the 
Japanese and English wordnets are not a direct 
copy of each other; for instance, there are Japa-
nese synsets that are not found in the English 
wordnet and vice versa due to the uniqueness of 
both languages (Isahara et al., 2009). One exam-
ple is the concept of “rice”. Japanese makes a 
distinction between  kome “rice” and  

gohan “cooked rice”. This distinction is not 
made in English, and therefore the English 
wordnet does not include a separate entry for the 
two senses. 

The Wordnet used for Chinese is a bilingual 
Chinese-English Wordnet (CWN: Xu, Gao, Pan, 
Qu and Huang, 2008). It is a bilingual lexical 
database, which also uses the semantic hierarchy 
from WN. This Chinese-English Wordnet has 
more than 150,000 Chinese words. Each Chinese 
synset is linked to an English synset, which al-
lows for useful cross-language information re-
trieval. 

We used a 38,000 sentence Japanese-English-
Chinese corpus, the NICT Multilingual corpus,   
(Zhang, Uchimoto, Ma and Isahara, 2005) based 
on the Kyoto text corpus. The corpus was created 
using Japanese sentences from Mainichi News-
paper and manually translated into Chinese and 
English. 

3 Methodology 

This section documents the steps taken in the 
study.  
 
3.1 Categorisation of classifiers 

 
We extracted 228 Japanese classifiers and 264 
Mandarin Chinese numeral classifiers from the 
corpus. This was done by extracting anything 
tagged as classifier for part-of-speech (POS). For 
Japanese, we pulled out every word that was 
tagged with meishi-setsubi-jousuushi “noun-
suffix-classifier”. For Chinese, q.* was the POS 
for classifier. 

These were sorted into the following catego-
ries: sortal, mensural, date and time, currency 
and not classifier. Sortal and mensural classifiers 
were defined as mentioned before. Date and time 
classifiers measure the span of days and time 
periods (such as  nián “year” and  miǎo “se-
cond”). Currency classifiers are used to refer to a 
country’s currency (such as  měiyuán 
“American dollar”). Lastly, nouns which had 
been paired with a numeral, but were in fact not 
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classifiers, were removed (such as  sānyè 
“three pages” and  liǎngcān “two meals”). 

3.2 Hand annotation of corpus 

Distribution pattern Example 

classifier-no-noun 
(NUM)+CL no (NOUN)+ 

2  

2-hiki-no-inu 

“2 of the dogs” 

noun-no-classifier 
(NOUN)+ no (NUM)+CL 

 

inu-no-2-hiki 

“2 dogs” 

noun-ga/wo/mo/wa-
classifier 
(NOUN)+ ga|wo|mo|wa 
(NUM)+CL 

/ / / /  

inu-ga/wo/mo/wa-2-hiki 

“dogs, 2” 

Table 1. Distribution pattern for Japanese 
 

Distribution pattern: 
(DET)? (NUM)+ CL1 (NOUN)+ 2 

Table 2. Distribution pattern for Chinese 

55 sortal classifiers were identified for Japanese 
and we extracted sentences containing noun 
phrases that are modified by those sortal classifi-
ers. We did the same for Chinese. Chinese had 
more classifiers with 136 sortal classifiers identi-
fied in the previous step. Classifiers that ap-
peared more than 100 times had their counts re-
duced. We used distribution patterns of classifi-
ers and nouns to retrieve sentences with the nu-
meral-classifier combination and the noun 
phrases. These distribution patterns were identi-
fied using language dependent patterns. Tables 1 
and 2 show the distribution patterns identified for 
Japanese and Chinese respectively. 

The distribution patterns that we identified 
were able to retrieve many correct matches with 
the numeral-classifier combination and target 
noun phrase. However, there were some instanc-
es when the noun phrase identified was incom-
plete, as shown in (3) below. 

 
 

                                                 
1 There can only be one classifier in an expression. 

2 DET: Determiner, NUM: Numeral, CL: Classifier, ?: 0 or 
1, +: 1 or more 

(3)  
sānqiānqībǎi míng huìyuán 

 3700  CL member 
 

 
 jí pǔtōngshìmín 

 and citizen 
“3700 members of the party and citizens.” 
 

In (3), the target noun phrase picked out by 
the regular expression was “members of the par-
ty”. However, the entire target noun phrase 
should be “members of the party and citizens”. 
In such instances, we had to redefine the correct 
boundaries for the full noun phrase. 

After retrieving the matches made by the reg-
ular expression, we tagged the classifiers to the 
target noun phrases by hand and marked the 
boundaries for both classifier and target noun 
phrase. We also marked the type of relationship 
they had: sortal, mensural, event, group, ana-
phoric, non-classifier and other. In cases where 
the target noun phrase was present in the sen-
tence but was syntactically distant from the nu-
meral classifier, as in (4), the relationship was 
marked as anaphoric. 

(4)     
 kujouT  wa  mai-getsu   
 complaints  wa  every-month 
 
  600     
 heikin 600-ken1  ni noboru, 
 average 600-CL  ni add up 
 
     
 zen-nen  yori  yaku   
 last-year than about  
 
 2000      
 2000-ken  zou   no 
 2000-CL increase no 
 
 18320    
 18320-ken2  wo  tekihatsushi-ta 
 18,320-CL  wo expose-PST 

“The number of complaints is as many as 600 
per month on average and the police wrote 
tickets for 18, 320 cases this year, up about 2,000 
from last year.” 

In the example, the target of the first   ken,a 
classifier used for things like “cases” or 
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“matters”,  is  kujou “complaint”. Therefore, 
the classifier was tagged to  kujou 
“complaint” with a sortal relationship. However, 
for the second ken, although the referent  
kujou “complaint” is still in the sentence, it is 
not in the same clause as the classifier, therefore, 
for this classifier, it was tagged as anaphoric. 

Anaphoric targets share a sortal relationship 
with the classifier that modifies the noun phrase. 
When the target is anaphoric, and the 
relationship between the target and classifier is 
under ‘other’, the set will be tagged as other 
instead of anaphoric. 

Any instance of synecdoche was tagged as 
‘other’. One instance of synecdoche was found 
for  míng (one of the classifiers for “people”), 
as shown in (5) below: 

(5)    
liù míng zìmíndǎng 
6 CL Liberal Democratic Party 

“6 members of the Liberal Democratic Party” 
 
In this example, the numeral-classifier pair 

counts the number of party members and not the 
number of political parties.   

Numeral-classifier combinations that were be-
ing used in an ordinal sense were tagged as ‘not’. 
In addition, noun phrases with very abstract ref-
erents like hope and courage were also tagged as 
‘not’ as they were considered uncountable. 

3.3 Assignment of synsets to classifiers 

Then, we associated synsets from Japanese and 
Chinese Wordnet to each of these classifiers by 
hand. We looked up the semantic class for each 
target noun phrase and checked if it was suitable 
for the classifier. We also checked how high in 
the semantic hierarchy the use of the classifier 
could extend to. Table 3 illustrates how we as-
signed synsets to  gè (general classifier) and 

 zhǐ (animal classifier) based on the semantic 
hierarchy shown in Figure 1. 
 
 

Classifier Usage Synsets 
 gè general +00001740-n 

-00015388-n 
 zhǐ animal +00015388-n 

-02374249-n 
-02512053-n 
-01726692-n 

 tiáo fish 
snake 

+02512053-n 
+01726692-n 

 pǐ equine +02374149-n 

Table 3. Assignment of synsets to classifiers 
_______________________________________ 

 

 
 
_______________________________________ 
Figure 1. Semantic hierarchy in Chinese Wordnet 
 

In both Chinese and Japanese, there is a gen-
eral classifier that can be used for any entity 
when there is no specific classifier (  gè for 
Chinese and ko for Japanese). While  gè 
in Chinese can be used to count both “humans” 
and “objects”, ko in Japanese cannot be 
used for “humans”. 

Since  gè is considered a general classifier, 
we assigned the semantic class of entity_n_1 
to it. A + symbol added in front of the synset sig-
nifies that all synsets below entity_n_1 will 
share the same classifier,  gè. We also removed 
animal_n_1 from it because animals are usu-
ally not counted with this classifier. The - sym-
bol added in front of the synset signifies that the 
synset animal_n_1 does not share the same 
classifier.

 zhǐ is the classifier used to count “animal”. 
We assigned animal_n_1 to it. We also re-
moved fish_n_1, snake_n_1, eq-
uine_n_1 from it. These animals are not 
counted with the default animal classifier in Chi-
nese. “Fish” and “snakes” are counted with  
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tiáo and “horses” and “mules” are counted with 
 pǐ. There were quite a number of nouns that 

did not have an entry in both the Chinese and 
Japanese Wordnets. Thus, we had to add these 
nouns into the Wordnets. Due to time constraints, 
we only added nouns which occurred very fre-
quently in the extracted noun phrases. 

3.4 Generation of classifiers 

We ran the annotated data through a program 
such that it picked out the head noun from a noun 
phrase (6). This is achieved by having the pro-
gram go through the noun phrase and match it to 
a synset in the Wordnet, with the assumption that 
noun phrases are right-headed. 

Based on example (6), the head noun that is 
retrieved from the noun phrase is  oo-
kami “wolf”. The Chinese example in (7) shows 
that the head noun extracted and matched with a 
synset  is  fēijī “aircraft”. 

 
hai-iro   ookami 
gray-colour wolf 
“gray wolf” 

(7)  
         qīngxíng  fēijī 
         light              aircraft 
         “light aircraft” 

We used the modified algorithm by Bond and 
Paik (2000) to generate the classifier. Based on 
this algorithm, the classifier most closely associ-
ated to the head noun in terms of semantic class 
was generated (Figure 2). All hyponyms under 
that synset will be counted with the same classi-
fier unless a specific classifier has been marked 
for it. 

Based on intuition, the algorithm will select 
the classifier marked on the closest possible hy-
pernym. For example, the synset ante-
lope_n_1 is compatible with  zhǐ, which is 

the classifier for “animals” and  tóu, which is 
the classifier for certain types of animals like 
“pigs”, “cattle”, “elephants” and “livestock”.  
Since tóu is associated with bovid_n_1, 
which is the hypernym of antelope_n_1, we 
select   tóu as the classifier for ante-
lope_n_1. 

 
 

___________________________________________ 
For a noun phrase: 
(a) find its synset 
(b) find all hypernyms and see if any are se-

lected for by classifiers 
(c) select the classifier from the synset with 

the highest similarity 
_______________________________________
Figure 2. Algorithm to generate a classifier 

 
To analyse noun phrases with more than one 

sense, we used an algorithm shown in Figure 3. 
This algorithm identifies the semantic class of 
the noun based on the classifier used. 

From the Japanese Wordnet,  shiiru 
“seal” has at least two senses: 

a. seal_n_9 marine mammal (subset of 
mammal) 
b. seal_n_5 a stamp affixed to a 
document (subset of stamp) 
Since the classifier  hiki is tagged to the 

semantic class of animal, the sense of 
shiiru “seal” implied in the example is that of the 
synset seal_n_9, a marine mammal which is a 
hyponym of animal. 
___________________________________________ 

For a noun phrase: 
(a) Identify the semantic class of the head 

noun based on the classifier present 
e.g.  

 shiiru 2-hiki  kaimashita 
 seal 2-CL buy-PST 
“I have two seals” 

Figure 3. Algorithm to analyse a noun phrase 
 

In this generation stage, we only looked at 
nouns with unique synsets that had been identi-
fied in the analysis stage. Lastly, we tested the 
predictions made using Wordnet to check the 
accuracy of the predictions. 

 

4 Results 
Japanese 
Classifier 

Usage Count 

“person” 122 

“(abstract) mat-
ters/cases” 

69 

“vehicles”; “ma-
chines” 

58 

“companies”; 
“shrines” 

47 
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long, thin objects e.g. 
“roads/ties/pencils” 

45 

thin, flat objects e.g. 
“pa-
pers/photographs/plate
s” 

40 

general measure word; 
“military units” 

30 

“pieces of a set”; 
“goods/items” 

21 

“buildings/apartments” 15 

“houses” 15 

Table 4. Ten most frequent Japanese classifiers 
 

Chinese 
Classifier 

Usage Count 

“families/businesses” 112 
“people” 107 
“people/objects” 111 
“events e.g. ex-
ams/sporting events” 

95 

“things/clothes” 93 

“people” (honorific) 87 

“long and thin things 
e.g. 
snakes/rivers/ropes” 
“lives” 

82 

“vehicles” 80 

“flat objects/things 
with flat surfaces e.g. 
beds, paper” 
“votes” 

74 

“phrases/lines of 
verse/sayings” 

70 

Table 5. Ten most frequent Chinese classifiers 
 

Tables 4 and 5 show the ten most frequent classi-
fiers in Japanese and Chinese respectively.  
 

 
Classifier 
type 

Japanese 
(J) 

Chinese 
(C) 

Sortal 592 1906 
Anaphoric 133 113 
Event 61 26 
Group 7 41 
Other 407 267 
Non-
classifier 

142 921 

Total 1400 3274 

Table 6. Results of hand annotation 
 
Table 6 summarises the results of the hand an-

notation for Japanese and Chinese. The total 
number of classifier phrases in Chinese is much 
more than in Japanese. This is because Chinese 
classifiers can also appear with determinatives 
like  zhè “this”, not just with numerals.  

As shown in Table 6, the number of sortal 
classifiers in Japanese that share a sortal relation-
ship with the target is less than half. This is much 
lower than we expected. 

For Chinese, there were 1,906 noun phrases 
modified by a sortal classifier. This was slightly 
more than half of the total number of extracted 
sentences. Classifiers tagged as ‘other’ and ‘not’ 
were mostly being used in an ordinal sense or 
had uncountable abstract noun referents. 

 
Scores % 

(J) 
Total 
(J) 

% 
(C) 

Total 
(C) 

Correctly 
analysed 

76.33 405 79.37 1312 

Total 100 528 100 1653 
     
Correctly 
generated 

89.84 116 78.80 223 

Total 100 129 100 283 
Table 7. Analysis and generation scores 

 
Table 7 presents the results of our evaluation. 
The analysis score tells us how often we 

match a noun’s semantic class and the generation 
score tells us how often we correctly generate a 
classifier. A generated classifier is judged to be 
correct if it exactly matched the original classifi-
er used in the annotated corpus. For Japanese, the 
analysis score is 76.33% and the generation score 
is higher at 89.84%. The analysis score is slightly 
lower by 3.04% than that for Chinese. However, 
the generation score is higher by 11.04% as 
compared to Chinese. 

5 Discussion 

For this study, we only considered classifiers that 
share a sortal relationship with the noun phrase 
they modify. Noun phrases that are modified by 
classifiers that share a group, event, mensural 
relationship were not included in the evaluation. 
Similarly, noun phrases in which the target is 
anaphoric were also not included. 

Based on the results of the hand annotation, 
most sortal classifiers often have an anaphoric 
use. The anaphoric target can either be in the 
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same sentence but different clause or in a differ-
ent sentence. 

Overall, the evaluation of both algorithms is 
satisfactory. For Chinese, we were able to ana-
lyse correctly 79.37% or 1312 noun phrases. By 
using the default classifier assigned to each se-
mantic class, we were able to generate correctly 
78.80% or 223 classifiers. 

For Japanese, we were able to correctly ana-
lyse 76.33% or 405 noun phrases and generate 
89.84% or 108 classifiers. 

One of the issues we faced in this study is the 
problem of dealing with synecdoche, particularly 
for Chinese. In example (5), given in Section 3.2, 
we saw the classifier  míng being used to 
count the number of members of the political 
party and not the number of political parties. 

Based on our mapping of classifiers to seman-
tic class, the “Liberal Democratic Party” would 
belong to the semantic class of organization 
which uses a different classifier  gè. However, 
this type of synecdoche will not be captured us-
ing the current method of analysis. 

For Japanese, a large number of classifiers that 
were tagged with having “other” relationship 
with the targets were in fact functioning as ordi-
nal classifiers. These were often preceded by an 
ordinal prefix (8) or followed by the ordinal suf-
fix  me (9). 

 
  dai-1-dou no    ryokan 
 ORD-1-CL  no    hotel 
 “the first hotel” 

 
   ni-kai-me    no     yuushou 
 2-CL-ORD     no     victory 

“the second victory” 
 One of the limitations of this study is the cov-

erage of Wordnet. During our assignment of 
synsets to classifiers, we found that approximate-
ly 20% of our target noun phrases were not rep-
resented in CWN. For instance,  qiú duì “a 
team for ball sports” was not included. Although 
it had synsets for bàngqiúduì “baseball 

team” (baseball_team_n_1) and
lánqiúduì “basketball team”, (basket-
ball_team_n_1), it did not have a generic 
term to refer to a team that played ball sports. 
For the Japanese study too, there are some nouns 
that are not yet represented in JWN, for example 

 oote “major company” or  tis-

shuu “tissues”. In addition, the lexicon does not 
include proper nouns like names of companies 
like  mitsubishi denki “Mitsubishi 
Electric Corporation”. In a similar manner, a 
noun may be present in Wordnet but is missing 
the correct sense. One example is  hakushi 
“blank paper”. Although this noun is represented 
in JWN, the sense given is that of “fresh start”. 
The lack of a corresponding noun or sense in the 
lexicon may have affected the evaluation scores. 

Similarly, some nouns which were represented 
in CWN were also missing other senses. For in-
stance, chē has two senses. The first sense is 
“car” and the second sense is “rook”, a type of 
chess piece. When we looked up chē “car” 
CWN presented us with rook_n_2. This sense 
is the subset of corvine bird. 

In this case, the noun is being represented by 
the wrong synset and one of its sense “car” was 
also missing. Although we assigned the synset 
for vehicle_n_1 to the classifier  liàng (the 
classifier for “vehicles”), it was not able to gen-
erate this classifier when it encountered chē 
“car” in the test sentences.   

In addition, since the Chinese sentences were 
translated from Japanese sentences from the 
Mainichi Newspaper, there were also a few Japa-
nese loanwords which were not represented in 
Chinese Wordnet.   Some of these include 

 tàtàmǐ “tatami” and  hénggāng “yokozu-
na”. This could also account for the lower gener-
ation scores obtained for Chinese as compared to 
Japanese. Although CWN covers more synsets, 
its coverage of common senses appears to be 
slightly worse than JWN. 

Some nouns can also be used with more than 
one classifier. For instance, in Japanese,  
juutaku “residence” can be used with classifiers 

 ken,  ko, or  tou, all three being classi-
fiers for houses. In the corpus, there were in-
stances of all three classifiers being used to quan-
tify  juutaku “residence”. The choice of 
which classifier to use is up to the individual’s 
personal preference. Hence, it is difficult to pre-
dict the correct classifier for cases like this. 

Another issue that may have contributed to the 
generation error is the problem of fixed expres-
sions, particularly for Chinese. This was often 
seen with the classifier  kǒu, which is used for 
counting things with mouths. It is commonly 
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used to count the number of people in a family or 
household, as shown in (10). 

(10)  
yījiā  wǔ  kǒu  rén 
a family5 CL person 
“a family of five.” 

Although (10) shows that  kǒu can be used 
to count “person”, this classifier is generally used 
this way only when it follows  jiā “family”. 
gè  is the more common classifier to use when 
counting “person”. Such fixed expressions can-
not be properly analysed with our current meth-
ods of analysis and will require special pro-
cessing. 

Shape, size and animacy are some factors that 
play a part in selecting the correct classifier (Al-
lan, 1977). For instance,  zhāng is used to 
count flat objects or things with a flat surface. 
Some examples include tables, stools, papers, 
newspapers and beds. However, the wordnets do 
not contain such information about shape or size 
of the nouns. Hence, some world knowledge is 
still required in order to predict the right classifi-
er for a target noun phrase.   

In order to further research on Japanese and 
Chinese classifiers, we release the following data 
for both languages under the creative-common 
attribution license (CC-by): (i) the table of classi-
fier phrase + antecedent noun phrase pairs with 
their disambiguated synset (ii)  the table of which 
synsets are classified by which classifiers (Figure 
1).  It is available from the Japanese Wordnet 
page: http://nlpwww.nict.go.jp/wn-ja/.  We are 
also feeding back information on missing senses 
to the respective Wordnet projects. 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented an algorithm to gen-
erate numeral classifiers based on semantic hier-
archies present in wordnets. For Chinese, it was 
shown to select the correct sortal classifier 
78.80% of the time. We believe that this score 
can be raised with improvements to Chinese 
Wordnet. For Japanese, it was shown to select 
the correct sortal classifier 89.84% of the time. 
At the present moment, the wordnets do not pro-
vide a full coverage of all the nouns in the world. 
In addition, there are factors that may guide the 
choice of selection, making a purely taxonomic 
hierarchy inadequate. This study has shown that 
the selection of a classifier based only on a taxo-
nomic hierarchy may not be accurate all the time 
because semantic attributes of the noun are also 

important. Future studies can work to improve on 
the coverage of wordnet and also perhaps expand 
the wordnet in terms of linking semantic attrib-
utes. World knowledge is also required in order 
to select the most suitable classifier. 
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Abstract 

Action verbs are the least predictable linguistic 
type for bilingual dictionaries and they cause 
major problems for NLP technologies. This is 
not only because of language specific phrase-
ology, but it is rather a consequence of the pe-
culiar way each language categorizes events. 
In ordinary languages the most frequent action 
verbs are “general”, since they extend produc-
tively to actions belonging to different onto-
logical types. Moreover, each language cate-
gorizes actions in its own way and therefore 
the cross-linguistic reference to everyday ac-
tivities is puzzling. A cross-linguistic stable 
ontology of actions is difficult to achieve be-
cause our knowledge on the actual variation of 
verbs across types of actions is largely un-
known. This paper briefly presents the prob-
lems and the building strategies of the IM-
AGACT Ontology, which aims at filling this 
gap, and compares some early results on a set 
of Italian verbs with the information contained 
in ItalWordNet. 

1 The Semantic Variation of Action 
verbs within and across Languages 

Action verbs refer to at least an eventuality 
where an agent/causer theta role fills its argu-
ment structure. In all language modalities, action 
verbs bear the basic information that should be 
processed in order to make sense of a sentence. 
Especially in speech, they are the most frequent 
structuring elements (Moneglia and Panunzi, 
2007), but unfortunately no one-to-one corres-

pondence can be established between an action 
verb, conceived as a lexical entry, and an action 
type, conceived as an ontological entity. 

For instance, the English verb to take can refer 
to qualitatively different actions. In some uses 
the agent assumes the control of an object and 
changes its location (1); in some other uses the 
agent receives the object (2); in other cases, the 
agent takes the object away from somebody else 
(3): 

(1)  John takes the umbrella 
[= to get]

(2)  John takes the book from Sara 
[= to receive]

(3)  the thief takes the money from the girl 
[= to take away]

In short, in the above circumstances different 
action types occur. This judgment is confirmed 
by the productivity of each action type. For in-
stance, despite the fact that the predicate is ap-
plied to different objects, humans are able to 
judge by reading a set of sentences whether the 
same action is performed or not: 

(1a) John takes the glass/ the candle 
(2a) John takes the pen from the assistant 
(3a) the thief takes the hat off the lady 

Moreover, to take has several meanings cor-
responding to the different action types, and none 
of these types can be considered more appropri-
ate than the others in characterizing the meaning 
of the verb. Each one could be a prototypic in-
stance of the verb (Givon, 1986). 
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We call general verbs all natural language ac-
tion verbs that share this property. In the case of 
general verbs, ordinary language does not mirror 
the ontology of action, causing a huge problem 
for all natural language understanding and ma-
chine translation tasks. As a matter of fact, the 
lemma does not specify the referred ontological 
entity. 

2 Action Ontology and Translation 

The problem of the lack of one-to-one mapping 
between lexical entries and ontological entities 
becomes even more relevant when cross-
linguistic communication is taken into account. 

The above variation of to take is also shared 
by the verbs roughly translating it in Italian. 
However, no translation equivalent can be estab-
lished between action predicates of the two lan-
guages, as far as the ontological entity referred 
by action verbs is not identified and there is no 
guarantee that two predicates in a bilingual dic-
tionary pick up the same entity (Majid et al., 
2008). For this reason, action verbs are puzzling 
for machine translation, which may not find the 
translation equivalent even for simple sentences. 

For example, according to pragmatic circums-
tances, the Italian sentence in (4) can be inter-
preted as an instance of different actions and can 
be translated into English respectively with to 
take / to hold / to catch, but this can be properly 
foreseen only if action types are identified cross-
linguistically: 

(4)  Mario prende il gatto 
(4a) Mario takes the cat 
(4b) Mario holds the cat 
(4c) Mario catches the cat 

Given that action verbs have high frequency 
both in speech and in written corpora, this prob-
lem is extremely important for practical applica-
tions. The existence of the above semantic rela-
tions cannot be predicted, since they require gen-
eral ontological knowledge which is not accessi-
ble through lexical entries.  

Nevertheless, the mapping of general verbs to 
the action types is productive and should be in 
principle predictable. Once one action type is 
identified, we can foresee that the translation re-
lation among predicates referring to that type in 
different languages holds in all instances of the 
type. 

Therefore, action types can be considered as 
an ontological level that is independent from the 
language. 

2.1 Action ontology and lexical databases: 
primary and marked variation  

Existing verb typologies have gone a long way in 
systematically categorizing verbs into classes. 

There is a range of lexical resources and on-
tologies which provide information on verb 
meaning variation (Baker et al., 1998; Levin, 
1993; Kipper-Schuler, 2005; Palmer et. al., 2005) 
and a number of initiatives which extend the in-
formation provided according to each frame for 
many languages. 

The problems encountered by present ontolo-
gies to deal with categorization of action at 
cross-linguistic level can be made explicit by 
looking at WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Verbs are 
an important part of WordNet: more than 11,000 
lexical entries, divided into 25,047 senses and 
corresponding to 13,767 synsets in the English 
database (version 3.0), which has been extended 
to many other languages. 

For instance, WordNet identifies 42 synsets 
for the verb to take. Let’s just focus on three of 
these entries: 

a) S: (v) take, get hold of (get into one's 
hands, take physically) "Take a cookie!"; 
"Can you take this bag, please"; 

b) S: (v) lead, take, direct, conduct, guide 
(take somebody somewhere) "We lead 
him to our chief"; "can you take me to the 
main entrance?"; "He conducted us to the 
palace"; 

c) S: (v) assume, acquire, adopt, take on, take 
(take on a certain form, attribute, or as-
pect) "His voice took on a sad tone"; "The 
story took a new turn"; "he adopted an air 
of superiority"; "She assumed strange 
manners"; "The gods assume human or an-
imal form in these fables". 

Despite its richness, this information is hard to 
use for disambiguation and translation tasks even 
by expert annotators (Ng et al., 1999). Since the 
glosses given for each synset are often too vague, 
the identification of the actual use of a verb 
among all its synsets becomes difficult. 

Another crucial reason is that the productivity 
of verb application cannot be guaranteed by all 
synsets in the same manner. More specifically 
WordNet does not distinguish the synsets instan-
tiating the proper meaning of the verb (for in-
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stance a and b) from those which instantiate 
phraseological or metaphorical usages (for in-
stance c). 

Verbs have various usages which depart from 
their actual meaning, but those usages do not 
constitute any productive action type. From this 
perspective, it is reasonable to foresee that the 
Italian verb prendere can be applied to all in-
stances of a (5) and in no instances of b (6): 

(5)  he takes a cookie / a glass / a bag 
(5a) lui prende un biscotto / un bicchiere / 

una borsa 
(6) he takes the car / the dog / his friend 

there 
(6a) *lui prende la macchina / il cane / il suo 

amico là 

On the contrary this is not the case of c (7-8), 
which is a metaphorical usage of the verb. We 
cannot foresee any regularity in the application 
of the Italian verb prendere to the possible in-
stances of c: 

(7)  he took an air of superiority 
(7a) ha preso un’aria di superiorità 
(8)  he took on strange manners 
(8a) *ha preso strane maniere 

In summary, despite the high number of 
senses registered in WordNet, there is no possi-
bility of identifying those types that constitute 
the basis for a productive cross-linguistic rela-
tion. 

3 The IMAGACT project 

The IMAGACT project, which has been funded 
in Italy with the PAR/FAS program (undertaken 
by the University of Florence, ILC-CNR, Pisa, 
and the University of Siena) uses both corpus-
based and competence-based methodologies for 
simultaneous extraction of a language indepen-
dent action inventory from spontaneous speech 
resources of different languages. 

The IMAGACT infrastructure faces key issues 
in ontology building. It grounds productive trans-
lation relations since it distinguishes the proper 
usage of verbs from their metaphorical or phra-
seological extensions; it allows easy identifica-
tion of types in the variation, it is cross-linguistic 
in nature, it derives from the actual use of lan-
guage but it can be freely extended to other lan-
guages through competence-based judgments 

and it is therefore suitable for filling gaps in lexi-
cal resources. 

3.1 Exploiting spontaneous speech corpora 

The first idea developed in IMAGACT is to 
strictly define the relevant domain of language 
usage from which data about linguistic reference 
to actions can be derived. Actions specified by 
those verbs are most frequently used in ordinary 
communication since they are very relevant in 
everyday life. The actual use of action oriented 
verbs in linguistic performance can therefore be 
appreciated by observing their occurrence in 
spontaneous speech corpora, in which reference 
to action performance is primary.  

The IMAGACT database focuses on high fre-
quency verbs, which can provide sufficient varia-
tion in spoken corpora; i.e. roughly 500 verbs 
referring to actions which represent the full basic 
action oriented verbal lexicon. 

In order to maximize the probability of occur-
rence of relevant action types, IMAGACT identi-
fies the variation of this set in parallel on two 
spoken corpora: 

• a 2 million word English corpus, taken 
from the British National Corpus; 

• a collection of spoken Italian corpora 
with 1.6 million words in total (LABLITA 
corpus, Cresti and Moneglia, 2005; LIP, 
De Mauro et al., 1993; CLIPS corpus). 

The corpus-based strategy consists of a ma-
nual annotation of the instances of action verbs, 
which first separates the metaphorical and phra-
seological usages from proper occurrences and 
then classifies proper occurrences into action 
types. 

3.2 The cross-linguistic definition of the on-
tology of action in a Wittgenstein-like 
scenario 

The experience in ontology building has shown 
that the level of consensus that can be reached in 
defining entities which are object of language 
reference tends to be lower, since the identifica-
tion of such entities relies on a definition. Defini-
tions are highly underdetermined, since they de-
pend on the granularity of feature retrieval. 

The traditional methodology will require re-
conciling in a unique definition all definitions 
given by linguists to classify the actions occur-
ring in each language corpus. This is certainly a 
difficult task.  
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The key innovation of IMAGACT is to pro-
vide an alternative methodology which exploits 
the language independent ability to recognize 
similarities among scenes, distinguishing the 
identification of action types from their lexico-
graphic definition. The annotator is required to 
identify the action that is expressed in each in-
stance of the action verbs taken into account. 
Different actions are identified for each verb and 
then grouped into cross verbal action types.  

All primary occurrences (the ones referring to 
a physical action) of a verb in the corpus are ma-
nually clustered around best examples that 
represent the different actions in terms of in-
volved body schema, spatial relations and focal 
properties. Local equivalents (other verbs that 
can be replaced in the instance) are identified for 
each cluster, thus producing verb independent 
action types. Action types are then described in 
scripts and videos are made, onto which action 
types from many languages are mapped. 

Working with more than one language pro-
duces a language independent type inventory. 
Crucially only the identification (and not the ac-
tive writing of a definition) is required to set up 
the cross-linguistic relations. In Wittgenstein’s 
terms, how can you explain to somebody what a 
play is? Just point out a play and say “this and 
similar things are plays” (Wittgenstein, 1953). 

In IMAGACT the ontology makes use of the 
universal language of images which allows re-
conciling in a unique inventory of action types 
the descriptions derived from the annotation of 
corpora belonging to different languages.  

For instance, let us consider the Italian verb 
spingere and the English verb to push, which 
might be expected to match on a similar set of 
action types. The annotation of the Italian corpus 
has identified six different types extended by 
spingere,  which are instantiated by the following 
best examples: 

(9)  il dottore spinge sulla pancia del paziente 
[the doctor presses on the patient’s belly] 

(10) John spinge la carta nel cestino 
[John pushes the paper in the basket 
down] 

(11) la ragazza spinge il carrello 
[the girl pushes the trolley] 

(12) Maria spinge la bottiglia giù dal tavolo 
[Mary pushes the bottle off the table] 

(13) la ragazza spinge la creta nello stampo 
[the girl pushes the plasticine into the 
mold] 

(14) lo yogi spinge il ventre avanti 

[the yogi pushes his belly out]  

On the basis of this information, a scene 
representing the occurrence of each type is pro-
duced. Therefore the above best examples will be 
respectively linked to A1, A5, A6, A8 and A9 of 
Figure 1 below.  

Assuming that the English corpus will also be 
processed, the action types extended by to push
will come about through best examples extracted 
from the corpus, obviously referring to different 
eventualities.  

Of course there is no necessity that all possible 
types extended by to push and spingere will be 
recorded in the corpora, however the intersection 
of types actually extended by both verbs can be 
easily recognized. Indeed on the basis of the evi-
dence provided by the cited scenes all competent 
speakers will recognize that, for instance, the 
Best examples “Mary pushes the car on the 
highway” should be mapped onto A5 and “The 
killer pushes the man off the cliff” should be 
mapped onto A6. This will be achieved without 
any direct comparison between Italian and Eng-
lish. 

On the basis of the scenes, the differential of 
the two verbs for what regards their possible ex-
tension across action types recorded in the cor-
pus will also easily be recognized. For instance, 
competent speakers will also recognize that A7 is 
the only model of Figure 1 in which to push can-
not be extended at all. Considering the difference 
in extension between spingere and to push it will 
become evident that to push is more general 
since it can also be extended to A3, which is not 
a possible model of spingere. 

IMAGACT will deliver a database of action 
types with their language encoding of English 
and Italian verbs in conjunction with the set of 
sentences (derived from corpora) instantiating 
each type. 

Action types will be recorded in the form of 
videos. The scene corresponding to the best ex-
ample of each action type (prototypic scene) is 
played by a supervisor. The adequacy of this 
scene in representing what’s specified in the an-
notation is negotiated by the supervisor with the 
annotator to avoid misunderstandings. The scene 
is then transformed into a 3D animation and all 
information that is not essential to the representa-
tion is eliminated (stereotypic scene, not availa-
ble at this stage of the project). 

On the basis of this outcome it will be possible 
to ask informants with a different language what 
verb(s) is applied in their language for each type 
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identified by a scene and by a set of English sen-
tences derived from corpus occurrences and as-
signed to that scene. The informant will provide 
the lexical choice available in his language. Cru-
cially, the informant will verify whether or not 
the choice is correct for all arguments retrieved 
from corpus and assigned to that type. 

4 Linking to WordNet  

The IMAGACT project has already produced a 
corpus-based extraction of action types from a 
subset of high frequency Italian action verbs. 

Let’s consider as an example a restricted set of 
Italian verbs roughly equivalent in some way or 
other to to press or to push:{spingere, premere, 
schiacciare, pigiare, comprimere, spremere, 
pressare}. 

The IMAGACT methodology starts from the 
identification of the semantic (referential) varia-
tion of the verbs. Once this variation is identi-

fied, it is possible to list all the referred action 
types, and then to connect to each type the set of 
equivalent verbs that can be applied to it. 

From the given set of verbs a tentative inven-
tory of action types has been extracted (see Fig-
ure 1). 

Of course, each of the verbs that have been 
taken into account can be used to express a sub-
set of these actions. For instance the verb spin-
gere (the more general in the examined cases) 
can be applied to the actions A1, A2, A3, A5, 
A6, A8 and A9, while the verb spremere can be 
applied only to action A3. 

Conversely, all identified action types can be 
referred by a set of verbs: Action A1 can be ex-
pressed by spingere, premere, pigiare, while Ac-
tion A3 can be expressed by schiacciare, com-
primere, spremere. 

Figure 1: IMAGACT action types  
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Speculatively we expect to find synsets that 
match these groupings, thus in this case one cor-
responding to A1 {spingere, premere, pigiare}, 
one corresponding to A3, and so on.1

Still in the perspective of a linking of the final 
IMAGACT action inventory to one or more 
WordNets, among which ItalWordNet (IWN, 
Roventini et al., 2003). we could imagine at least 
three kinds of links: 

• Perfect matching: an IMAGACT type 
of action matches a synset; 

• IMAGACT action types enriches 
IWN: one or more IMAGACT types of 
actions are subsumed by a synset;  

• IWN enriches IMAGACT action 
types: an IMAGACT action type sub-
sumes one or more synsets. 

The possibility of an imperfect match can also 
be foreseen. 

In order to carry out the linking, a set of basic 
heuristics have been defined and applied to better 
align corpus-induced action verb types and the 
IMAGACT action types with the lexical know-
ledge encoded in ItalWordNet.2

We don’t expect a full alignment but as a first 
step we aim at maximizing corpus-induced gene-
ralizations with synsets. In the early stages of the 
project we want to make clear the gap between 
lexical entries and ontological types. 

A first check on ItalWordNet performed by a 
human annotator shows partial but not total 
matching for our predictions. Synsets have been 
retrieved by entering IWN with one of the lem-
mas associated with each action, and checking 
for synsets containing these lemmas. When all 
possible synsets seemed to be too generic, a best 
match has been found with hyponyms, if present. 

                                                
1 Let it be stressed that the action inventory that we are de-
scribing here is still under development, and it still lacks the 
important contribution that may derive from the analysis of 
English action verbs. 
2 The ItalWordNet lexical database (henceforth IWN) was 
first developed in the framework of the EuroWordNet 
project and then enlarged and improved in the national 
project SI-TAL1. The theoretical model underlying this 
lexicon is based on the EuroWordNet lexical model which 
is, in its turn, inspired by the Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 
1998).  

Act. Synset Type of match 

A1 (pigiare [1], premere
[1], spingere [5]) 
“apply pressure to 
something” 

hypernymic match 
(the synset captures 
the meaning of the 
action but is more 
generic, applies 
also to A4) 

A2 (appiattire [1], 
schiacciare [1]) 
“flatten” 

possible exact 
match 

A2 (comprimere [1], 
pressare [2],  
schiacciare [2]) 
“compress” 

hypernymic match 
(A3, A8) 

A3 (comprimere [1], 
pressare [2],  
schiacciare [2]) 
“compress” 

hypernymic match 
(A2, A8) 

A3 (spremere [1]) 
“squeeze” 

hyponymic match 
(applies only when 
the object is soft) 

A4 (pigiare [1],  
premere [1],  
spingere [5]) 
“apply pressure to 
something” 

hypernymic match 
(also A1) 

A5 (imprimere un movi-
mento [1],  
spingere [2])
“make something 
move, push” 

possible exact 
match 

A6 (spingere [1]) 
“push away” 

Possible exact 
match 

A7 (schiacciare [3], 
spiaccicare [1]) 
“crush” 

possible exact 
match 

A8 (comprimere [1], 
pressare [2], 
schiacciare [2]) 

hypernymic match 
(A2, A3) 

A8 (pressare [1]) 
“press” 

no match 

A9 (premere [3]) no match 
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Table 1: IMAGACT to ItalWordNet linking 
This table shows how the simple access to 

IWN via the lemmas of potential action verbs 
does not guarantee finding good matches for the 
action at hand. As foreseen, on the one hand we 
have some synset like (pigiare [1], premere [1], 
spingere [5]) and (comprimere [1], pressare [2], 
schiacciare [2]) that are less specific than the 
action. On the other hand, a synset like (spre-
mere [1]) seems to be more specific in that it ap-
plies to a subset of the objects that are involved 
in A3. Finally, some lemmas point to IWN syn-
sets that, after manual inspection, prove to be 
non-relevant for the action at hand because of the 
existence of marked/metaphorical meanings.   

Some heuristics can be applied to fine tune the 
linking: one possibility would be to use words 
that the annotator has identified as local equiva-
lents in order to try and disambiguate between 
synsets. Local equivalents are manually identi-
fied verbs that cover the same action type (a no-
tion akin to but not equal to that of synonymy). 

For example, uses like premere for the action 
type A2 (“Fabio preme la carta nel cestino / Fa-
bio presses the paper in the bin”) are not directly 
represented in IWN but they are recoverable 
through the local equivalent verb pressare and 
schiacciare that have synsets matching that ac-
tion type. This strategy is useful but not resolu-
tive, because in several cases it is not possible to 
recover missing synsets or to narrow too general 
synsets, simply by looking at local equivalents’ 
synsets. However, in this case study we found 
that this heuristic was effective for 2 IMAGACT 
action types (A2, A3) out of 9. 

The possibility of an automatic alignment of 
IWN with the action types in IMAGACT can 
also be taken into account. A possible strategy 
could be creating a link between each action and 
each synset showing a certain amount of match 
with the set of verbs expressing that action.  

A perfect match would be that each of the 
verbs related to the action appear in the synset. 
This being rarely the case, an algorithm could 
compute similarity. When the same synset is 
linked to more than one action the link could be 
automatically identified as a hypernymic link, 
that is, IWN has fewer distinctions than the IM-
AGACT ontology. Clearly though this strategy is 
not error free: it does not perform any check on 
whether the synset is referring to a phraseologi-
cal usage and most crucially it does not work 
when there is just one verb associated with an 
action, and that verb appears in many synsets. 
Moreover, the possibility still exist that a synset 

including a totally different set of verbs (non-
generic verbs for instance) can be found in IWN 
that matches the action we want to link. 

5 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we briefly show that action verbs 
are the less predictable linguistic type for bilin-
gual dictionaries and they cause major problems 
for NLP technologies because no one-to-one cor-
respondence can be established between an ac-
tion verb and an action type.  

The need for general ontological knowledge 
which is not accessible through lexical entries 
motivates the IMAGACT project. It will use both 
corpus-based and competence-based methodolo-
gies for simultaneous extraction of a language 
independent action ontology from spontaneous 
speech corpora for different languages.  

Although the project was just started, several 
issues concerning the initial version of a stable 
ontology of actions are already evident from the 
case study presented in this paper. We didn’t ex-
pect a full alignment but we aim at maximizing 
as a first step corpus-induced generalizations 
with synsets. As a first result we have shown that 
actions that are different for human annotators 
are not always mirrored by equivalent entries in 
lexical resources. 

The comparison between corpus-induced ge-
neralizations about action types and lexical in-
formation found in ItalWordNet gives rise to a 
set of heuristics (i.e. using the hierarchy of IWN, 
checking for local equivalents’ synsets) that can 
be useful in the near future for a cross-linguistic 
integration of action types performed on the ba-
sis of English WordNet, after which the annota-
tion process for English will be finished.  
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Abstract

This paper presents a simple method for
finding new synonym candidates for a
bilingual wordnet by using another bilin-
gual resource. Our goal is to add new
synonyms to the existing synsets of the
Finnish WordNet, which has direct word
sense translation correspondences to the
Princeton WordNet. For this task, we use
Wikipedia and its links between the arti-
cles of the same topic in Finnish and En-
glish. One of the automatically extracted
groups of synonyms yielded ca. 2,000 syn-
onyms with 89 % accuracy.

1 Introduction

Even a large wordnet is never complete but should
be open to extending. Besides adding completely
new senses (synsets), new synonyms can be con-
sidered for existing synsets. In this paper, we
present a simple method for finding new synonym
candidates for existing synsets of a wordnet by
using a bilingual resource. We wish to extend
the Finnish wordnet, and we use Wikipedia as the
source for new synonyms.

1.1 FinnWordNet as a Translation
FinnWordNet – The Finnish WordNet (FiWN)1

was initially created by translating into Finnish all
the word senses in Princeton WordNet (PWN, ver-
sion 3.0) (Fellbaum, 1998). FiWN has 117,659
synsets. The first version of FiWN was published
in December 2010; the current version with some
corrections is 1.1.2. FiWN is freely available un-
der the Creative Commons 3.0 licence (CC-BY).

The PWN word senses were translated by pro-
fessional translators to ensure the quality of the
content. The translation process is outlined and

1http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/en/lt/
research/finnwordnet/

discussed by Lindén and Carlson (2010). The
direct translation approach was based on the as-
sumption that most synsets in PWN represent
language-independent real-world concepts. Thus
also the semantic relations between synsets are as-
sumed to be mostly independent of the language,
so the structure of PWN can be reused as well.
This approach made it possible to create an exten-
sive Finnish wordnet directly aligned with PWN.
The direct translation of PWN word senses from
English into Finnish also provided us with a trans-
lation relation and thus a bilingual wordnet.

The work described in this paper also acts as an
evaluation of the translations: the quality can be
considered the better the fewer translations need to
be corrected, and the coverage the better the fewer
translations need to be added.

1.2 Extending FinnWordNet

We wish to extend FiWN in various, preferably
semi-automatic ways. In this paper, we consider
adding missing synonyms to existing synsets.
For example, the synset containing the words
cover and blanket lacks the common Finnish word
peitto, although the existing translations are valid.

Adding thousands of words to their correct
places in the semantic hierarchy is a tedious task if
done manually. Hence our focus is on such words
that can be automatically placed into the struc-
ture, i.e. Finnish words with an English translation
found in PWN. Since the structure of FiWN fol-
lows that of PWN, we can assume that the Finnish
equivalent of any English word sense in PWN be-
longs in the corresponding place in FiWN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews some related work. Section 3
describes the method for finding new synonym
candidates. Section 4 describes the Wikipedia data
used for evaluation; Section 5 presents evaluation
results. Section 6 discusses the results and avenues
for future work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

Wikipedia2 and its sisters, such as Wiktionary,3

have been exploited in various NLP tasks and also
as sources of lexical information. An extensive
overview on such tasks as well as the structure of
Wikipedia is presented by Medelyan et al. (2009).

Our approach resembles that of Tyers and Pien-
aar (2008), who extracted bilingual translation lex-
icons from the interlanguage links in Wikipedia.
Erdmann et al. (2009) extracted domain-specific
terminologies with a similar method, but since a
Wikipedia article has at most one interlanguage
link for each language, they also obtained synony-
mous translations from redirection pages and link
texts. By contrast, we do not construct a dictionary
from scratch but use the existing data in FiWN.

Alkhalifa and Rodrı́guez (2009) use the
English–Arabic interlanguage links in Wikipedia
to add new named entities (synsets) to the Arabic
WordNet, corresponding to ones in PWN. By con-
trast, in this work, we only search for new syn-
onyms for existing synsets.

3 Method for Finding Synonym
Candidates in a Bilingual Resource

Our method essentially mines new synonyms for a
wordnet by using translation pairs in a bilingual re-
source (BLR) aligned at word (or phrase) level, by
joining them on the English word in PWN, and by
considering the Finnish translations found in the
BLR as synonym candidates for FiWN. The prin-
ciple is illustrated in Fig. 1. The synonym candi-
dates must then be manually checked for correct-
ness before adding them to FiWN.

FiWN–PWN: kahtiajako = dichotomy

=

dichotomy = dikotomiaBLR English–Finnish:

new synonym

Figure 1: Finding a new Finnish synonym by join-
ing on the English word: dikotomia as a synonym
for kahtiajako, both translations of dichotomy.

We are able to apply the method to FiWN be-
cause it has been created by directly translating the
word senses of PWN, which provides a translation
relation between Finnish and English word senses.
The PWN–FiWN translation relation is between

2http://www.wikipedia.org
3http://www.wiktionary.org

individual word senses in synsets instead of be-
tween synsets as in many other multilingual word-
nets, such as EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998). The
translation relation is many-to-many.

When an English word is present in both PWN
and the BLR, there are four different basic occur-
rence categories for the translation in FiWN (illus-
trated in Fig. 2):

1. FiWN already has the exact translation pair.

2. FiWN has the translation for a different word
in the same synset.

3. FiWN has the translation for a different word
in a different synset.

4. No synset in FiWN has the translation as a
synonym.

We classify each translation pair only into the first
matching category.

BLRBLR WNWN11

2

3

4

Figure 2: The categories of translation pairs from
two sources: a bilingual resource and a wordnet.

The translation pairs in category 1 can be disre-
garded, since they already occur in PWN–FiWN.
The Finnish words in the translation pairs in cate-
gory 2 could in general be added to FiWN directly,
without manual checking, if desired.

The translation pair categories in which we are
mainly interested in this paper are 3 and 4, since
in these categories the found translation pair does
not occur in the PWN–FiWN translation relation.
Each of these two categories is further divided into
two different groups based on whether the English
word occurs in (a) one or (b) more PWN synsets.

More formally, let WN be the PWN–FiWN
translation relation where (wW

en,w
W
fi ,ss) ∈ WN, wW

en

is the English word in PWN, wW
fi its Finnish trans-

lation in FiWN and ss ∈ SS a synset identifier.
Let BLR be the translation relation in the BLR,
(wB

en,w
B
fi ) ∈ BLR. We then consider the join J be-

tween BLR and WN on the English word: J =
BLR �

wB
en=wW

en

WN, where (wen,wB
fi ,w

W
fi ,ss) ∈ J and

wen = wB
en = wW

en. A translation pair tp = (wen,wB
fi )

is a projection of tuple (wen,wB
fi ,w

W
fi ,ss) ∈ J. The

above categories can be defined for tp as follows:
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1. For some (wen, · ,w′W
fi , ·) ∈ J: wB

fi = w′W
fi .

2. For some (w′
en,w

B
fi ,w

W
fi ,ss) ∈ J: w′

en 	= wen.

3. For some (w′
en,w

B
fi ,w

W
fi ,ss′) ∈ J: w′

en 	= wen

and ss′ 	= ss.

4. For all ( · , · ,w′W
fi , ·) ∈ J: w′W

fi 	= wB
fi .

4 Test Data

4.1 Wikipedia Translation Links
To test our method outlined above, we used as
the bilingual resource the interlanguage (transla-
tion) links between the Finnish and English Wiki-
pedia in the freely available article contents of the
Finnish Wikipedia as of 29 August 2011.4 From a
Wikipedia article, we extracted its title and the in-
terlanguage links containing the title of the target
article prefixed with a language code.

4.2 Preprocessing and Filtering Translations
A Wikipedia article title may contain in parenthe-
ses a disambiguation tag disambiguating between
different senses of a word. To simplify our task,
we filtered out all article titles with a disambigua-
tion tag, along with the titles of disambiguation
pages, since they are by definition polysemous.

Because the titles of Wikipedia articles are in
general nouns or noun phrases, we regarded only
the nouns in FiWN when considering translations.

We included article titles with a namespace pre-
fix; we simply removed the prefix. We omitted
translation links pointing to a section of an article.

We considered the Finnish Wikipedia title to be
equal to the FiWN word (and classified in category
1) even if they differed in capitalization. We also
lemmatized the Finnish words in FiWN and the
Finnish Wikipedia and considered the words (or
phrases) equal if their lemmas were the same. As
the lemmatizer we used Omorfi.5

4.3 Data Sizes
The number of Finnish–English noun translation
pairs in the PWN–FiWN translation relation is
157,775 and those in the interlanguage links from
the Finnish to English Wikipedia 213,796.

Table 1 shows the number of different Wikipe-
dia article titles in Finnish and English, the num-
ber of different nouns (noun phrases) in FiWN and

4http://download.wikimedia.org/fiwiki/
20110829/fiwiki-20110829-pages-articles.
xml.bz2

5https://gna.org/projects/omorfi

PWN, and how many of them are in common.6 To
make the numbers comparable with the number of
translation pairs, we preprocessed and filtered the
words as described in Sect. 4.2.7 The numbers for
Wikipedia include the titles of various meta pages
as well as articles proper.

Finnish English
Unique WP titles (WP) 326,546 5,543,618
Unique WN nouns (WN) 100,901 117,972
Common (C = WP ∩ WN) 19,974 38,985
Common of WN (C / WN) 19.8 % 33.0 %

Table 1: Wikipedia titles in FiWN and PWN.

The Finnish Wikipedia interlanguage links con-
tained 25,062 different translation pairs in which
the English word was found in PWN. In prepro-
cessing, we filtered out 8,148 of them, leaving us
with 16,914 Finnish synonym candidates.

5 Results and Evaluation

5.1 Classifying Synonym Candidates
The translation pairs obtained from the join of
the Wikipedia and wordnet were divided into the
categories described in Sect. 3. In addition, we
counted untranslated words, which were identical
in the Finnish and English Wikipedia, FiWN and
PWN, mostly proper nouns. The number of trans-
lation pairs in each category and their percentage
of the total are listed in Table 2.

Category Translation pairs % of pairs
Untranslated 3,451 20.4
1 8,478 50.1
2 1,245 7.4
3a 554 3.3
3b 356 2.1
4a 2,278 13.5
4b 552 3.3
Total 16,914 100.0

Table 2: The number of translation pairs in each
category and their percentage of the total.

The data sets 1 to 4 and the evaluated samples
of data sets 3 and 4 are available for download.8

6The figures for the English Wikipedia are based on the
dump of article contents on 4 August 2011.

7The intersection for English is smaller than the 80,295
reported by Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) because we have
omitted the titles of disambiguation and redirection pages.

8http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/en/lt/
research/finnwordnet/testdata/gwc2012/
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Category
Synonym candidate quality 3a 3b 4a 4b Total
Replaces original translation 4 (3.8) 2 (2.7) 5 (2.2) 2 (1.8) 13 (2.5)
To be added 68 (64.8) 29 (39.2) 198 (86.8) 65 (59.1) 360 (69.6)
– good as such 62 (59.0) 26 (35.1) 145 (63.6) 53 (48.2) 286 (55.3)

– good if edited 4 (3.8) 3 (4.1) 8 (3.5) 7 (6.4) 22 (4.3)

– alternative form 2 (1.9) 0 (0.0) 45 (19.7) 5 (4.5) 52 (10.1)

Unsure 1 (1.0) 1 (1.4) 3 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 5 (1.0)
Poor 32 (30.5) 42 (56.8) 22 (9.6) 43 (39.1) 139 (26.9)
Total (sample size) 105 (100.0) 74 (100.0) 228 (100.0) 110 (100.0) 517 (100.0)

Table 3: The quality of the synonym candidates found in the samples of data categories 3 and 4. The
numbers in parentheses are percentages.

5.2 Evaluating Synonym Candidates

We tested our method using ca. 20 % samples of
the data, except for the largest set 4a, for which
we deemed a 10 % sample to suffice for reliable
enough results. As we focus on new synonym can-
didates, we do not analyse category 1, which con-
tains only translation pairs already in FiWN.

The sample for category 2 was rather homoge-
neous, containing pairs in which the Finnish word
is a good translation for the English one as such,
but slightly less precise than the FiWN translation.
For instance, Amur-joki was suggested as a trans-
lation for Amur in a synset containing the transla-
tion pairs Amur = Amur and Amur River = Amur-
joki (joki means ‘river’). However, we decided
against adding such less precise translations. Los-
ing the fine distinctions between the translations
of word senses would also move the PWN–FiWN
translation relation towards one between synsets.

For categories 3 and 4, we determined the num-
ber of synonym candidates replacing the transla-
tion in FiWN, ones to be added, and poor and un-
sure ones. The synonym candidates to be added
were further divided into good ones as such, good
ones if edited (e.g., from plural to singular) and al-
ternative forms of the translation in FiWN. Alter-
native forms included variants of dates and proper
nouns as well as alternative spellings. Unsure can-
didates included medical terminology and compli-
cated abstract concepts. These results are shown
in Table 3. As can be seen, the translations miss-
ing altogether from FiWN (category 4) are much
more often useful than the ones already occurring
in some synset (category 3).

Based on the results from the samples, we esti-
mated the total number of synonyms that could be
mined from the Finnish Wikipedia interlanguage

link data with using our method. We used the per-
centages obtained from the samples for the whole
data set. We considered separately synonyms that
would replace the translation in FiWN and syn-
onyms to be added (all subgroups together). Ta-
ble 4 shows the estimated numbers by category,
along with confidence estimates calculated based
on the size of the sample of each category.

An example of a found new synonym is peitto
for the synset containing the words cover and
blanket in PWN. Although the existing synonyms
peite and huopa are good translations of the En-
glish words, peitto is the most common Finnish
word for a blanket as described in the synset gloss.
We also found several official terms and loan-
words; for instance, eristic, translated as väittely,
was offered the additional translation eristiikka.

A poor synonym candidate is often a good trans-
lation of the English word, but in the wrong sense
for the synset for which it is suggested. The differ-
ent senses of a polysemous English word tend to
be translated as several different words in Finnish.

6 Discussion and Future Work

All in all we found in Wikipedia 16,914 translation
pairs which could be relevant for FiWN (version
1.1.2). Among the relevant synonym candidates in
categories 3 and 4, we estimated that 91 of 16,914
(= 0.5 %) were to replace the original translation
and 2,803 of 16,914 (= 16.6 %) were to be added.
From this we can conclude that the quality of the
original translations from PWN to FiWN is high.

The translation pair category that provided the
best results was clearly 4a (89.0 ± 4.1 % useful
synonym candidates). The synonyms provided by
this group do not yet occur in FiWN and they
are translations of English words monosemous in
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Category
Type 3a 3b 4a 4b Total
Replace 21±20 (3.8±3.7) 10±13 (2.7± 3.7) 50± 43 (2.2±1.9) 10±14 (1.8±2.5) 91± 50 (2.4±1.4)
Add 359±51 (64.8±9.1) 140±40 (39.2±11.1) 1978±100 (86.8±4.4) 326±51 (59.1±9.2) 2803±148 (74.9±4.0)
Total 380±49 (68.6±8.9) 149±40 (41.9±11.2) 2028± 92 (89.0±4.1) 336±50 (60.9±9.1) 2893±145 (77.4±3.9)

Table 4: Estimated total number of replacement and additional synonyms for FiWN obtainable from the
Finnish Wikipedia data. The numbers in parentheses are percentages of the total number of translation
pairs in each category. Confidence estimates are at the 95 % confidence level.

PWN. This category was also by far the largest of
the relevant ones: we estimated that it could yield
roughly 2,000 new synonyms to FiWN.

If we knew with reasonable certainty which Wi-
kipedia articles correspond to which synsets, we
could improve the accuracy of in particular those
synonym candidates which have several possible
target synsets. Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005) present
a method for linking Wikipedia articles and Word-
Net synsets based on the similarity between the
content of the Wikipedia article and the gloss of
the synset. Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) use Word-
Net synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms and sister
words, as well as glosses, in determining cor-
respondences between WordNet synsets and Wi-
kipedia articles. The method of Niemann and
Gurevych (2011) allows multiple alignments be-
tween synsets and Wikipedia articles. Even if im-
perfect, such methods can speed up the manual
verification by often providing good suggestions.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a method for finding
new synonym candidates for synsets in the Finnish
WordNet, which has direct word sense transla-
tion correspondences to the Princeton WordNet.
The method exploits translation relations in bilin-
gual resources having the same languages. We
tested the method with the Finnish–English inter-
language links of the Finnish Wikipedia. Only
0.5± 0.3 % of the suggested synonyms were es-
timated to replace a translation already in FiWN,
which indicates a good quality of translation. The
evaluation of a sample of the synonym candidates
that do not occur in FiWN and that are transla-
tions of monosemous PWN words showed that we
could add 89.0±4.1 % of such synonyms.
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Abstract

This paper describes a methodology for
the construction of WordNets based on
machine translation of an English sense
tagged corpus. For the construction of
such a corpus we used two freely avail-
able resources: the Semcor Corpus and the
Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus. This
methodology is applied on the construc-
tion of Spanish and Catalan WordNet 3.0.
In our first experiments we used a sim-
ple word alignment algorithm obtaining
precision results comparable to those ob-
tained by methods based on bilingual dic-
tionaries. After that, we used a freely
available statistical word alignment algo-
rithm (Berkeley Aligner) obtaining better
results. This methodology can be suitable
for those languages with an available sta-
tistical machine translation system and can
be used for either constructing WordNets
from the scratch or for enlarging existing
WordNets.

1 Introduction

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is a lexical knowl-
edge database that organizes nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs in sets of synsets. Each
synset represents a lexicalized concept in English.
Synsets are connected to other synsets by semantic
relations (hiponymy, antonymy, meronymy, tro-
ponymy, etc.). Each synset has a gloss or defini-
tion. WordNet has become a standard resource in
all kind of researches and applications in Natural
Language Processing.

The English WordNet (PWN Princeton Word-
Net henceforth) is a free resource and it’s available

∗This research has been carried out thanks to the Project
MICINN, TIN2009-14715-C04-04 of the Spanish Ministry
of Science and Innovation

for download from its web page of the University
of Princeton1. The current version is 3.1 but at the
moment of writing this paper the version available
for downloading is 3.0.

Several projects have developed WordNets for
other languages: EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998)
initially for Dutch, Italian, Spanish and for the en-
largement and improvement of English, and in an
extension of the project for German, French and
Estonian; Balkanet (Tufis et al., 2004) for Bulgar-
ian, Greek, Romanian, Serbian and Turkish and
RusNet (Azarova et al., 2002) for Russian, among
others. On the Global WordNet Association2 web-
site we can find a comprehensive list WordNets
available for different languages.

Many of the available WordNets are subject to
proprietary licenses. Some of the WordNets other
than PWN holding a free license are: Catalan,
Danish, French WOLF WordNet, Hebrew, Hindi,
Japanese, Russian and Tamil WordNets among
others. Our goal is to improve Catalan WordNet
3.0 and develop Spanish WordNet 3.0 and dis-
tribute both under free licenses.

2 WordNet building strategies

In this section we review some techniques that
have been used to build WordNets for various lan-
guages other than English. We can distinguish
two general approaches for building WordNets
(Vossen, 1998):

• Merge model: a new ontology is constructed
for the target language, with its own levels
and relations. After that, relations between
PWN and this local WordNet are generated.

• Expand model: English variants associated
with PWN synsets are translated, using bilin-
gual dictionaries or other strategies. Subse-
quently, relations imposed by the structure

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu
2http://www.globalwordnet.org
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of PWN are assumed to be valid for the tar-
get language. It is not necessary to establish
interlingual relations because local WordNet
and PWN are parallel.

Each of these strategies has a number of pros
and cons (Vossen, 1996). On the one hand, the
expand model is simpler from a technical point of
view and ensures a greater degree of compatibil-
ity between WordNets for different languages. In
contrast, WordNets developed using this technique
are overly influenced by PWN and thus retain their
mistakes and structural drawbacks. The merge
model strategy is more complex from a technical
point of view but allows a more direct use of ex-
isting ontologies and thesauri.

In the EuroWordNet project (Vossen, 1999)
Dutch and Italian used the merge model, whereas
Spanish chose the expand model. Catalan Word-
Net used the same methodology as Spanish Word-
Net (Benı́tez et al., 1998). Other projects using the
merge model are RussNet (Azarova et al., 2002)
and BalkaNet (Tufis et al., 2004). The expand
model has been used as well in the MultiWordNet
project for Italian (Pianta et al., 2002), the French
WOLF WordNet (Sagot and Fišer, 2008), the In-
donesian WordNet (Putra et al., 2008) and the
Hungarian WordNet (Miháltz et al., 2008), among
others.

Some WordNets have been constructed using
a hybrid approach. In the Portuguese WordNet
(Marrafa, 2002), for instance the vocabulary and
the set of internal relations were developed in-
dependently from PWN but PWN was taken as
model and source. Basque WordNet (Agirre et
al., 2002) used also a hybrid approach since PWN
was taken as a starting point but new hierarchies
and lexical-semantic relations extracted from dic-
tionaries were also used to enrich, and in some
cases, modify those of PWN.

3 Using machine translation in the
construction of WordNets

In this section we will briefly present two projects
related to WordNet that use machine translation
systems to translate a semantically tagged corpus:
the construction of the Macedonian WordNet and
the Babelnet project.

3.1 The Macedonian WordNet

In the construction of the Macedonian Word-
Net (Saveski and Trajkovski, 2010) a bilingual

English-Macedonian dictionary has been used as
a main source of information. For monosemic en-
tries the PWN synset - Macedonian word relation
can be established directly. For polysemic entries
the task of establishing relations between PWN
synsets and Macedonian words can be seen as a
Word Sense Disambiguation problem. In this pa-
per the authors used the proposal of (Dagan and
Itai, 1994) based in the fact than a given word
tends to co-occur more times in a big corpus with
the open class words from its definition than with
other words. The authors had to face two main
problems: (i) the available English-Macedonian
dictionary didn’t have definitions; and (ii) no big
Macedonian corpora was available. The first prob-
lem was solved by translating the PWN glosses
into Macedonian using Google Translate; in this
way, translated glosses were used as definitions.
The second problem was solved using the web as
a corpus through the Google Similarity Distance
(Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007). This distance be-
tween a word or a phrase x and a word or a phrase
y is calculated using the Google search results for
x, for y and form a query including x and y.

3.2 The Babelnet project

The main goal of the Babelnet project (Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2010) is the creation of a big seman-
tic network by linking the lexicographic knowl-
edge from WordNet to the encyclopedic knowl-
edge from Wikipedia. This is done by assign-
ing WordNet synsets to Wikipedia entries. Since
Wikipedia entries bear interlingual relations, a
variant in several languages can be assigned to
some of the WordNet synsets. Therefore, if a rela-
tion between a synset s and an English Wikipedia
entry weng has been set, using the Wikipedia in-
terlingual links the same relation can be set for
all languages having the corresponding Wikipedia
entry: wspa, wfra, etc. For those languages lack-
ing the corresponding Wikipedia entry, the authors
propose the use of Google Translate to translate a
set of English sentences containing the synset s.
This set of sentences is built using two sources:

• The Semcor corpus (Miller et al., 1993).

• Sentences from Wikipedia containing a link
to the English Wikipedia page weng.

Once the automatic translation is done the most
frequent translation is detected and included as a
variant for the synset s in the given language.
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4 Our approach

4.1 Goal

In this paper we propose an approach for the con-
struction of WordNets based on machine transla-
tion of sense tagged corpora. As it is known, it
is relatively easy to extract a bilingual dictionary
from a parallel corpus (Och and Ney, 2003). If
the sentences of the source language are semanti-
cally tagged with PWN synsets, we can treat these
synsets as words so that we can get their corre-
sponding variants for the equivalent synsets in the
target language. To our knowledge it doesn’t ex-
ist a big semantically tagged bilingual corpus for
English and either Spanish or Catalan -or at least
tagged for the English source. For this reason we
use machine translation systems to get such a par-
allel corpus from an English monolingual corpus.

4.2 Sense tagged corpus

We have used two sense tagged corpora for En-
glish (see 4.6 below) where the tags are the PWN
3.0 synsets. For each sentence we can get two ver-
sions: the sentence itself, and the sentence with all
tagged words substituted by its PWN 3.0 synset.
We can see an example in the following lines:
Then he noticed that the dry wood of the
wheels had swollen .
00117620r he 02154508v that the 02551380a
15098161n of the 04574999n had 00256507v .

4.3 Use of Machine Translation

The machine translation system to be used in this
work must be capable to perform good lexical se-
lection, that is, it should select the correct target
words for the source English sentence. For am-
biguous words the system must be able to disam-
biguate and choose the correct translation. Other
translation errors are less important for our exper-
iments. For our experiments we use two statis-
tical machine translation systems: Google Trans-
late and Microsoft Bing Translator. We didn’t as-
sess in deep the ability of these systems to do a
correct lexical selection, but we performed some
succesful tests, as explained now on. Consider
first sentences containing the English word wood.
This word is a variant of both the PWN synset
15098161-n (the hard fibrous lignified substance
under the bark of trees; translated into Spanish as
madera and into Catalan as fusta) and 08438533-
n (the trees and other plants in a large densely
wooded area; Spanish bosque and Catalan bosc. If
we take a sentence corresponding to the first sense

and we translate it using the given MT systems we
get:
This house is made of wood.
*Google Translate:
Esta casa es de madera.
Aquesta casa és de fusta.
*Microsoft Bing Translator:
Esta casa está hecha de madera.
Aquesta casa és fa de fusta

By performing the same task to a sentence corre-
sponding to the second sense we get:
He got lost in the wood beyond Seattle.
*Google Translate:
Se perdió en el bosque más allá de Seattle.
Es va perdre en el bosc més enllà de Seattle.
*Microsoft Bing Translator:
Se perdió la madera más allá de Seattle.
Es va perdre en la fusta més enllà de Seattle.

Consider now the English word bank. As a noun
it has 10 meanings according PWN. We will con-
centrate on two of them: 09213565n (sloping land
(especially the slope beside a body of water)) and
08420278n (a financial institution that accepts de-
posits and channels the money into lending activ-
ities). The first meaning has three possible vari-
ants in Spanish (margen, orilla, vera) and two in
Catalan (marge, vora). The second meaning has
one variant both in Spanish (banco) and Catalan
(banc)3.

If we take a sentence corresponding to the first
sense and we translate it with the given MT sys-
tems we get:
She waits on the bank of the river.
*Google Translate:
Ella espera en la orilla del rı́o.
Ella espera a la vora del riu.
*Microsoft Bing Translator:
Ella espera en la orilla del rı́o.
Ella espera a la riba del riu.

and if we perform the same task to a sentence cor-
responding to the second sense we get:
She puts money into the bank.
*Google Translate:
Ella pone el dinero en el banco.
Ella posa els diners al banc.
*Microsoft Bing Translator:
Ella pone dinero en el Banco.
Ella posa diners en el Banc.

As we can see, these systems can do, at least
in certain situations, a good lexical selection (note
that Microsoft translator failed to select the cor-
rect Spanish and Catalan translation for wood as
a forest, using madera instead of bosque and fusta
instead of bosc). In the second example we can ob-
serve an interesting result. While in Spanish both

3All these variants were taken from the preliminary ver-
sions of Spanish and Catalan WordNet 3.0.
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systems propose a translation for bank (of a river)
that coincides with one of the variants of Span-
ish WordNet, in Catalan Microsoft Translator pro-
poses a translation (riba) not registered as a pos-
sible variant in the Catalan WordNet, but that can
be considered correct. In some situations, the use
of machine translation systems can be useful for
enriching existing local WordNet versions.

The machine translation systems fail to choose
the correct word in some cases, thus this will un-
doubtedly lead to errors. Nevertheless, our evalua-
tion methodology, described in section 5, gives us
an idea of the influence of the translation quality
in the results.

4.4 Bilingual corpus

Using a machine translation system we can get a
bilingual corpus. For example, from the sentence
used in 4.2 above we can get the pair English -
Spanish:
Then he noticed that the dry wood of the
wheels had swollen.
Entonces se dio cuenta de que la madera
seca de las ruedas se habı́a hinchado.

But in fact we are not really interested in this
pair of languages. Instead, we are interested in the
pair Sense Tagged English - Spanish:
00117620r he 02154508v that the 02551380a
15098161n of the 04574999n had 00256507v .
Entonces se dio cuenta de que la madera
seca de las ruedas se habı́a hinchado.

4.5 Word alignment algorithms

So, having a parallel corpus Sense Tagged English
- Target Language, the task of deriving the local
WordNet can be viewed as a word alignment prob-
lem. We need an algorithm capable to select the
following relations (from the example in 4.4)
Synset - Spanish - Catalan
00117620r - entonces - llavors
02154508v - darse cuenta - adonar-se
02551380a - seco - sec
15098161n - madera - fusta

Fortunately, word alignment is a well-known
task and there are several algorithms available to
solve it. In this work we will test two algorithms:

• MFT: A very simple algorithm based on the
detection of the most used target word of the
same part-of-speech in the translation of the
sentences containing the PWN synset.

• Berkeley Aligner4 (Liang et al., 2006): A
well known word alignment algorithm.

4http://code.google.com/p/berkeleyaligner/

In both algorithms we force two restrictions: (i)
we only detect as a variant for a given synset sim-
ple lexical units, that is, no multiwords; and (ii) we
only detect one variant for each synset. In a future
work we will try to overcome such restrictions.

4.5.1 MTF - Most Frequent Translation

This algorithm works as follows:

• We take all the synsets in the corpus ordered
by frequency, beginning with the most fre-
quent.

• For every synset we take all target sentences
alligned to the corresponding source sen-
tences containing this synset.

• The most frequent target lemma of the same
POS from this set of sentences is the candi-
date variant for the synset.

For example, the synset 00393105a (white 1)
appears 1190 times in the corpus. By applying the
algorithm we get a set of candidates. If we take
the most frequent adjectives in the translation of
the sentences containing this synset, we obtain for
Spanish:
blanco:1139;pequeño:212;perenne:160;
grande:105;rosa:86;rojo:83;amarillo:81;
fragante:66;púrpura:60;azul:53;

The most frequent is blanco, that is several
times more frequent than the second one. So we
take this word as a variant in Spanish for this
synset.

4.5.2 Berkeley Aligner

In our experiments we also used the Berkeley
Aligner (Liang et al., 2006). We used it with de-
fault options and only one variant for each synset
was taken -the one bearing the higher probability.
In these experiments we used lemma and part-of-
speech information.

4.6 Linguistic resources

For our experiments we need a sense tagged cor-
pus. The tags must be the PWN 3.0 synsets. For-
tunately there are two freely available resources:

• The Semcor corpus5 (Miller et al., 1993).

• The Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus
(PWGC) 6, consisting of the WordNet 3.0
glosses with semantic annotation.

5http://www.cse.unt.edu/ rada/downloads.html
6http://wordnet.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml
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Corpus Sentences Words
Semcor 37.176 721.622
PWGC 117.659 1.174.666
Total 154.835 1.896.288

Table 1: Size of the corpus

Spanish Catalan
Synsets Variants Synsets Variants

T 115.989 69.829 70.856 46.027
N 80.324 48.676 51.598 36.454
V 16.805 9.010 11.577 5.424
A 17.752 11.450 7.679 4.148
R 1.108 693 2 1

Table 2: Size of the preliminar WordNets used for
evaluation

In table 1 we can observe the total number of
sentences and words in the corpus.

4.7 Linguistic tools

4.7.1 Machine Translation Systems

• Google Translate7.

• Microsoft Bing Translator8.

Both systems are statistical and allow us to
translate from English to Spanish and Catalan.

4.7.2 Morphosyntactic tagger

All sentences in the corpus, both source and target
sentences, have been morphosyntactically tagged
whith Freeling (Padró et al., 2010a).

4.7.3 Preliminary versions of the Spanish and
Catalan 3.0 WordNets

The results obtained with the different algorithms
have been automatically evaluated with a prelimi-
nary version of the Spanish and Catalan 3.0 Word-
Nets. These preliminary versions have been ob-
tained from versions 1.6 applying a mapping and
other techniques. In table 2 we can see the number
of synsets and variants of these versions.

5 Evaluation

We conducted the experiments for three language
pairs:

• English - English: this dummy language pair
allows to evaluate the effect of the quality of
the machine translation system in the results.
As we are using the source language we sim-
ulate a perfect machine translation system.

7http://translate.google.com
8http://www.microsofttranslator.com/

• English - Spanish

• English - Catalan

We have tested all the algorithms for every
language pair. As machine translations systems,
for English-Catalan and English-Spanish we have
used both Google Translate and Microsoft Trans-
lator.

5.1 Algorithm MFT

In figure 1 we can see the results of this algorithm
for all the language pairs (for the translated pairs
we show only the results for Google Translate).
In the figure we can see the precision obtained
regarding the number of translated synsets. As
we can realize, precision decreases along with the
number of synsets. As we start the evaluation with
the most frequent synset, this means that the pre-
cision decreases with the decrease of frequency, as
it was expected.

Figure 1: Precision of MFT for English, Spanish
and Catalan (using Google Translate).

As we can see in the figure, with this algorithm
we can obtain for the pair English-English about
20.000 translated synsets with a precision of 80%,
and about 30.000 with a precision score of 70%.
For this language pair we don’t have the negative
effects of errors coming from the machine transla-
tion system. As we can observe, results for Span-
ish and Catalan are very similar so that we can ob-
tain about 2.200 translated synset with 80% preci-
sion and 10.000 with 70%.

We must keep in mind that we are perform-
ing an automatic evaluation using the full PWN
3.0 for English but using preliminary versions for
Spanish and Catalan. Therefore, in some cases we
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might be rejecting correct variants, as they are not
present in the preliminary versions. For English
this is less likely to happen as PWN is much more
complete.

Results obtained with Microsoft Translator are
very similar with a very slight decrease in preci-
sion. Figure 2 shows a comparison for Spanish.

Figure 2: Comparison of MFT for Spanish using
Google Translate and Microsoft Translator

5.1.1 Berkeley Aligner

Figure 3 shows the results achieved by using the
Berkeley Aligner -please notice the change of x
and y scales respect figure 1. In the figure we
can observe some interesting facts. First of all,
precision has increased significantly for the pair
English-English so that it remains practically con-
stant regardless of the frequency of the synset. For
this ideal language pair we obtain precision scores
higher than 96%. For real language pairs results
are not so good since precision decreases with fre-
quency. We can also observe that results for Span-
ish are better than for Catalan and the difference is
higher for smaller frequencies.

As we are using a statistical word alignment al-
gorithm, we can get a probability score for each
synset. We can improve precision by taking only
those alignments with a probability higher than a
given threshold. Of course, this will have a cost on
the recall but the goal is to get a subset of results
indicating high precision. We have taken 0.9 as
probability threshold, that is, we get the alignment
if its probability is 0.9 or higher. In figure 4 we can
observe the results for Spanish and a comparison
with MFT and Berkeley Aligner taking the best
candidate for all alignments, regardless of its pre-
cision. As we can observe, Berlkeley Aligner per-

Figure 3: Precision for Berkeley Aligner for En-
glish, Spanish and Catalan.

forms better than MFT for all frequencies -about
5% better. Taking those alignments with a preci-
sion of 0.9 or higher we get a good improvement
of the results until the 15.000th synset. Until the
5.000th synset the improvement is about 7 points
with respect the Berkeley Aligner.

Figure 4: Comparison of MFT, Berkeley Aligner
and Berkeley Aligner for p ≥ 0.9 for Spanish

In figure 5 we can see the same comparison for
Catalan. In this case Berkeley Aligner starts with
better results but for a given frequency MFT starts
to perform better. If we see the results for the
Berkeley Aligner with probabilities higher than
0.9, we can observe that we get better results until
the 10.000th synset. Until the 5.000th synset the
improvement is also about 7 points with respect
the Berkeley Aligner.

As for MFT results for Berkeley Aligner for the
different machine translation systems are practi-
cally identical. In figure 6 we can see a compar-
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Figure 5: Comparison of MFT, Berkeley Aligner
and Berkeley Aligner for p � 0.9 for Catalan

ison for Spanish using Google Translate and Mi-
crosoft translator. As we can see we obtain slight
better results with Google Translate. The same ap-
plies for Catalan.

Figure 6: Comparison of Berkeley Aligner for
Spanish using Google Translate and Microsoft
Translator.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a methodology for
the construction of WordNets based on machine
translation of a sense disambiguated corpus of En-
glish. This methodology has been used for the
construction of the Spanish and Catalan WordNets
3.0 along with methodologies based on a mapping
of previous existing versions.

This methodology achieves values of preci-
sion and number of obtained synsets comparable
to methodologies based on bilingual dictionaries

for Spanish (Atserias et al., 1997) and Catalan
(Benı́tez et al., 1998). To perform a good com-
parison we need to further analyse our results in
order to group synsets according to the degree of
polisemy. For Spanish, our best algorithm (Berke-
ley Aligner for p � 0.9) performs better than
all the criteria presented in (Atserias et al., 1997)
except monosemic-1 criterion. Nevertheless, our
proposal performs worse than their combination
of criteria as they can obtain 7.131 with a preci-
sion higher than 85% whereas we can obtain only
5.890 in the same conditions. For Catalan (Benı́tez
et al., 1998) obtained much better results and our
best proposal only outperforms monosemic-3 and
all polysemic criteria.

This methodology can be used for the construc-
tion of new WordNets and also for the enrichment
of existing WordNets. Our proposal can be applied
to those languages having an available English-
source machine translation system. Such a sys-
tem must be able to perform good lexical selection
while other translation errors are less important.
It has to be noticed that Google Translate offers
machine translation from English to more than 50
languages and Microsoft Translator to more than
35 languages. Of course, not all language pairs
achieve the same quality, but they can be a good
starting point.

In future work we plan to overcome some of the
restrictions of the algorithms presented in this pa-
per. First of all, we will use Berkeley Aligner to
try to get more of one variant for each synset. This
can be done by observing the assigned probabil-
ity and taking more than one candidate if proba-
bility scores are similar enough. We will aim to
overcome as well the restriction of considering the
possible variants only when they are simple lexical
units. This can also be done by further exploring
the possibilities of the alignment algorithm.

Finally, we want to cope with the limit of re-
call due the corpus: only those synsets present in
the corpus can be retrieved. To achieve this goal
we will to explore several possibilities, including
the use of automatic semantic tagging (Padró et
al., 2010b) and the use of Wikipedia page links
as a pseudo-semantical tagging as in (Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2010).
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Abstract 

This project report describes a multilingual wordnet 
initiative embarked in the META-NORD project and 
concerned with the validation and pilot linking be-
tween Nordic and Baltic wordnets. The builders of 
these wordnets have applied very different compila-
tion strategies: The Danish, Icelandic and Swedish 
wordnets are being developed via monolingual dic-
tionaries and corpora and subsequently linked to 
Princeton WordNet. In contrast, the Finnish and Nor-
wegian wordnets are applying the expand method by 
translating from Princeton WordNet and the Danish 
wordnet, DanNet, respectively. The Estonian wordnet 
was built as part of the EuroWordNet project and by 
translating the base concepts from English as a first 
basis for monolingual extension. The aim of the mul-
tilingual action is to test the perspective of a multilin-
gual linking of the Nordic and Baltic wordnets and via 
this (pilot) linking to perform a tentative comparison 
and validation of the wordnets along the measures of 
taxonomical structure, coverage, granularity and 
completeness. Currently, Danish, Finnish, Swedish 
and Estonian wordnets have been linked to Princeton 
Core WordNet, thereby providing a common, linked 
coverage of 5,000 core synsets. 

 

1 What is META-NORD? 

META-NORD is an EC project closely related to 
the META-NET initiative whose very general 
aim is to foster the technological foundations of a 
multilingual European information society. 1 
More specifically, the META-NORD project 
aims to establish an open linguistic infrastructure 
in the Baltic and Nordic countries to serve the 
needs of the industry and research communities.  

META-NORD runs from 2011 to the beginning 
of 2013 and focuses on 8 European languages - 
Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Icelandic, Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Norwegian and Swedish which each 
have less than 10 million speakers. The project 
aims at assembling, evaluating and linking across 
languages, and making widely available language 
resources of different types used by different cat-
egories of user communities in academia and in-
dustry.   

Among these Nordic and Baltic resources are 
wordnets, which have been developed or are be-
ing developed for most of the involved lan-
guages. In this paper we investigate the different 

                                                 
1 For more information on META-NORD and ME-
TA-NET, see www.meta-net.eu. 
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nature of these wordnets, and we focus on the 
perspectives of a linking and evaluation of these 
in a multilingual context according to certain 
measures. 

2 Multilingual Action on Wordnets  

As briefly mentioned, during the last decades, 
wordnets have been developed for several lan-
guages in the Nordic countries including Finnish, 
Danish, Estonian, Icelandic and Swedish, and just 
recently a Norwegian wordnet is being initiated 
on the basis on the Danish wordnet. Of these 
wordnets, Estonian WordNet is the oldest one 
since it was built as part of the EuroWordNet 
project in the 1990s (see Vossen 1999). In con-
trast, the other three wordnets have been recently 
initiated; the oldest of them being the Danish 
wordnet which has been under development since 
2005 (cf. Pedersen et al. 2009) and the latest the 
Norwegian wordnet which is initiated in 2011.  

The builders of these wordnets have applied dif-
ferent compilation strategies: Where the Danish, 
Icelandic and Swedish wordnets are being devel-
oped via monolingual dictionaries and corpora 
and subsequently partially linked to Princeton 
WordNet; the Finnish and Estonian wordnets 
have applied the translation method by translat-
ing Princeton WordNet into their respective lan-
guages for later adjustment.  

From the above mentioned different time per-
spectives and compilation, there was a need for 
upgrade of several of the wordnet resources to 
agreed standards, which was thus a preliminary 
task of this META-NORD action, in particular 
for Estonian WordNet.  

A prerequisite for multilingual use of the re-
sources is that the monolingually based resources 
are enhanced with regards to either synsets and/or 
more links to Princeton WordNet. From these 
links, which primarily constitute the so-called 
“core synsets” extracted at Princeton University,2 
pilot cross-lingual resources are derived and fur-
ther adjusted and validated.  

Currently, the linking of the monolingually based 
wordnets (Icelandic, Swedish and Danish 
wordnets) to the  5,000 “core synsets” has been 
completed to ensure common coverage between 

                                                 
2 http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/standoff-files/core-
wordnet.txt 

all wordnets. A tentative comparison of the re-
sources is planned along the measures of taxo-
nomical structure, coverage, granularity and 
completeness (see  Section 4).  

An additional aim of the multilingual task is to  
make the relevant wordnets accessible through a 
uniform web interface.  

Wordnets provide semantically-based concept 
hierarchies for specific languages and are there-
fore ideal resources to use as a starting point for 
cross- and multilingual resources; actually they 
are conceptually better suited than bilingual dic-
tionaries. With such linked resources, cross- and 
multilingual IR applying semantically-based que-
ry expansion becomes feasible. Another possible 
application for these resources is MT. The hier-
archical structure of wordnets ensures that a 
translation can be found (going up or down in the 
hierarchy) even if a precise equivalent is not pre-
sent between the specific languages (this feature  
is seen in the linking to Princeton Core  where 
some links are constituted by means of the rela-
tion eq_has_hyperonym rather than the direct 
eq_has_synonym). 

3 Background of Nordic and Baltic 
Wordnets 

3.1 Estonian Wordnet, EstWN 

Estonian wordnet, EstWN was initiated at the 
University of Tartu in 1990 as a part of the 
EuroWordNet project. The wordnet was devel-
oped by translating the basic concepts from Eng-
lish into Estonian and by building the rest of the 
wordnet on monolingual grounds. At present it 
contains more than 45,000 synsets, including 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, as well as 
some multiword units.  
 
EstWN has been compiled manually but there 
are some endeavors for automatic additions. For 
example, a number of words have been derived 
via suffixes. EstWn includes domain vocabulary 
from domains such as architecture, agriculture, 
transportation, and personality traits (Kerner et al 
2010). 
 
New updates here? Under the META-NORD 
project EstWN is being converted to XML-
format in compliance with the recently complet-
ed KYOTO project. Furthermore, a state of the 
art editing tool, which can produce XML 
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markup, is being developed for further exten-
sions. 
 

3.2 Finnish WordNet, FinnWordNet  

FinnWordNet is a recently built wordnet for 
Finnish developed at the University of Helsinki 
(cf. Lindén &Carlson 2010). It complies with the 
structure of Princeton WordNet. It was created 
by translating all the synsets in Princeton 
WordNet, and it is open source and contains over 
117,000 synsets. After the translation, various 
things have been done in order to check the qual-
ity of the manual translations, e.g. spelling cor-
rection, word class consistency correction and 
some translation correction. 
 
Currently, methods for improving and expanding 
the content of FinnWordNet are being devel-
oped. We have tested methods for finding a loca-
tion for a new word in the FinnWordNet hierar-
chy. Since wordnets are structured ontologies, a 
location for a word can be pinpointed by its rela-
tions to other words. Finding a location for a new 
word means finding a hypernym, a hyponym or a 
synonym in FinnWordnet. The methods include 
searching for multiword terms, compound words 
and using lexico-syntactic patterns. It has also 
been explored which types of corpora are useful 
for this task and WikiPedia was found to be val-
uable in several ways due to its multilingual na-
ture as well as its textual structure. 

 

3.3 Swedish Wordnet, Swesaurus  

Swesaurus, a free Swedish wordnet developed at 
Spräkbanken, University of Gothenburg, is con-
structed by reusing information about lexical-
semantic relations in a number of pre-existing 
freely available lexical resources: SALDO 
(Borin et al. 2008; Borin and Forsberg 2009), 
SDB (Järborg 2001), Synlex (Kann and Rosell 
2006) and Swedish Wiktionary. 
 
The SALDO resource constitutes the backbone 
of Swesaurus. SALDO is a large-scale lexical 
resource providing an inventory of 117k persis-
tent sense identifiers, a morphology of 1.7 MW, 
and associative semantic relations connecting all 
senses (somewhat similar to 'evocation' in the 
WordNet context; Boyd-Graber et al. 2006). 
 
A novel feature of Swesaurus is its fuzzy synsets 
derived from the graded synonymy relations of 
Synlex. The recognition of fuzzy synonymy rais-

es many intricate methodological and theoretical 
questions, e.g., the effect on other lexical-
semantic relations, such as hyponymy or 
meronymy. 
 
As part of the META-NORD project, a linking 
between Swesaurus and Core WordNet has been 
completed. The linkage was bootstrapped by us-
ing the Lexin basic Swedish-English dictionary. 
Swedish lemmas in Lexin were automatically 
linked, in an overgenerating manner, to SALDO 
sense identifiers, giving us a set of senses for 
every lemma. The glosses of Core WordNet were 
subsequently, via Lexin, linked to these sense 
sets. Core WordNet has 5,000 entries, of which 
around 89% were covered by Lexin. Further-
more, 23% had a unique link to one SALDO 
sense, and the remaining an average ambiguity of 
4.4 (a rather high ambiguity, but not unexpected 
for a core vocabulary). 
 
Swesaurus is a part of a larger lexical project, 
SweFN++, and its development version is pub-
lished through the lexical infrastructure of 
SweFN++ on a daily basis. Swesaurus and sev-
eral other lexical resources are open source 
available for download and inspection at 
spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/sblex. 

3.4 Danish Wordnet, DanNet  

In contrast to most other wordnets, DanNet has 
been constructed using the so-called merge ap-
proach where the wordnet is built on monolin-
gual grounds and thereafter merged with PWN. 
DanNet is open source and currently contains 
65,000 synsets available from www.wordnet.dk 
in owl/rdf and csv formats (Pedersen et al. 2009). 
It can be inspected in a browser from 
www.andreord.dk. The wordnet has been com-
piled as a collaboration between the University 
of Copenhagen and the Danish Society for Lan-
guage and Literature. 
 
Since the starting point of DanNet was a corpus-
based, newly completed dictionary of Danish 
accessible in a machine-readable version with 
hypernymy information explicitly specified for 
each sense definition (Den Danske Ordbog), the 
motivation for the monolingual approach was 
obvious. Furthermore, the Danish version of the 
SIMPLE lexicons (cf. Lenci et al. 2001, and for 
Danish Pedersen & Paggio 2004) has influenced 
the construction of DanNet in the sense that it 
includes also qualia information such as the telic 
(PURPOSE) and the agentive role (ORIGIN). 
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Qualia roles are encoded in DanNet in terms of 
relations such as used_for and made_by as well 
as by means of features such as SEX and CON-
NOTATION. 

3.5 Icelandic Wordnet 

Icelandic wordnet is in its early stage of devel-
opment. It applies the monolingual approach and 
builds on previous work in the extraction of lexi-
cal semantic information from a monolingual 
dictionary of Icelandic (Nikulásdóttir and 
Whelpton, 2009; Nikulásdóttir, 2007 Nikulásdóttir 
& Whelpton. 2010) and seeks to use a mixture of 
pattern matching and statistical methods for rela-
tion extraction, given the promising results from 
this hybrid methodology in recent years 
(Cederberg and Widdows, 2003; Cimiano, 2006; 
Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2008).  

3.6 Norwegian Wordnet(s)  

The compiling of a Norwegian wordnet for Nor-
wegian bokmål and Nynorsk is being launched in 
2011 by the language initiative Språkbanken and 
will be developed by the company Kaldera Lan-
guage Technology. It has been decided to trans-
late from the Danish wordnet, DanNet, and sub-
sequently adjust to Norwegian. The goal is to 
complete the wordnet(s) in 2013. 
 

4 Methodological Considerations on 
Linking and Validation 

Where the establishment of multilingual re-
sources has a very clear utility value in language 
technology applications, the purpose of this link-
ing exercise is in fact twofold: Feasibility of 
cross-lingual linking via the “core synsets” as 
well as a comparison/validation of the monolin-
gual wordnets. The linking is performed along 
the 5,000 Princeton Core synsets on the one hand 
and the selected languages on the other. The 
primary aim of the task is rather to provide a 
qualified feasibility study of the perspectives of 
such a linking at a larger scale and last but not 
least to give some valuable insights in the very 
diverse characteristics of the selected wordnets. 
The main questions to be examined in such a 
validation are the following:   
 

 Taxonomical structure: Do different ap-
proaches generally lead to different tax-
onomical structures of the lexical net-
works, and can we to some extend define 
best practice regarding depth of struc-

ture? (For instance, should wordnets 
generally cover the layman or the expert 
perspective?) 
 

 Coverage. Are frequent concepts in the 
target language covered well enough 
when compiling a wordnet via English? 
And when deducing it from a traditional 
lexical resource? Can we define a cover-
age “pain threshold”? These and related 
issues will be evaluated using corpora 
and existing core vocabulary lists. 
 

 Granularity of the described concepts. 
Does a specific approach result in many 
or few sense distinctions (i.e. synonym 
sets) for each lemma? Is it possible to 
identify a technology-oriented best prac-
tice for sense granularity (i.e. something 
that corresponds to main senses in tradi-
tional lexicography?) 
 

 Completeness of synonym sets. Does a 
given approach bring about many or few 
semantic relations and/or semantic fea-
tures per concept? And can a best prac-
tice set of semantic relations be estab-
lished along the validated wordnets?  
 

For illustration of difference in taxonomical 
characteristics, consider Figure 1 and 2 which 
show discrepant approaches regarding when to 
apply a zoological, highly taxonomical perspec-
tive and when to apply a simpler, layman ap-
proach.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Taxonomy of animals in DanNet, highly in-
spired by the zoological taxonomy. 
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In the case of animals, DanNet adopts a special-
ist view, where the Icelandic has taken a one-
dimensional, layman perspective.3 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Flat taxonomy of animals in Icelandic 

Wordnet following a layman approach. 
 

Also if we consider the sets of semantic relations 
established in the relevant wordnets, we find 
substantial differences which require further ex-
amination. Although the Danish and Swedish 
wordnets both adopt monolingual approaches, 
DanNet relates in a stricter way to classical 
wordnet relations than SALDO/Swesaurus, as is 
shown in Figure 3 and 4.  
 

 
Figure 3: Semantic relations to telephone in 

DanNet following basically the lines of the Princeton 
WordNet relations (light green illustrates 

                                                 
3 Actually, the Danish wordnet differs internally with re-
gards to layman or expert perspective. Based on The Danish 
Dictionary, the general approach is that of the layman, but 
in certain corners of the resource, an expert view has proven 
dominant. 

has_hyponym, yellow has_hyperonym, dark green 
has_mero_part, light blue purpose_of etc).  

 
In the Swedish wordnet we find a slightly more 
associative approach to semantic relations where 
telephone is furthermore associated to concepts 
like samtala ‘hold a conversation’, telefonledes 
‘by phone’,  mobiltelefon ‘mobile phone’.  

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Semantic (associative) relations for 

telefon in SALDO. 
 
At the current stage of the project, Danish, 

Finnish, Swedish and Estonian wordnets have 
been linked to Princeton Core WordNet, thereby 
providing a common, linked coverage of the pre-
viously mentioned 5,000 core synsets. Next step 
is to provide a viewer which enables evaluators 
to see the cross-lingual links in a flexible manner 
so that validation along the lines described above 
can be performed in a direct fashion. A possible 
approach  could be the one adapted in the Danish 
viewer ‘andreord.dk’ were cross-lingual links 
between DanNet and Princeton Core are shown 
as direct or indirect alignments. 

5 Conclusions 

According to the BLARK (Basic Language Re-
source Kit) scheme, wordnets along with tree-
banks and other resources, are crucial when 
building language enabled applications. BLARK 
lists Computer Assisted Language Learning 
(CALL), speech input, speech output, dialogue 
systems, document production, information ac-
cess and translation applications as dependent of 
wordnets. The semantic proximity metrics 
among words and concepts defined by a wordnet 
are very useful in such applications because in 
addition to identical concepts, the occurrence of 
words with similar (more general or more specif-
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ic) meanings contribute to measuring the similar-
ity of content.  
 
As has been presented in this paper, most Nordic 
and Baltic countries are in the fortunate situation 
where wordnets are already built or are being 
built right now. However, it is crucial that we 
continuously adapt them to currents standards 
and let them undergo cross-lingual comparison 
and validation in order to ensure that they be-
come of the highest possible quality and useful-
ness for future, hopefully also multilingual appli-
cations. META-NORD provides a unique oppor-
tunity for such a validation across languages. 
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Abstract

This paper presents the use of seman-
tic information at chunk level in a Ques-
tion Answering system called Ihardetsi.
The semantic information has been added
through a tool called UKB. For this ex-
periment, UKB uses the Basque Word-
Net to compute the similarity between the
chunks. We use this added information to
help Ihardetsi to choose the correct answer
among all the extracted candidates. Along
with the description of the system, we out-
line its performance presenting an experi-
ment and the obtained results.

1 Introduction

Question answering systems deal with the task of
finding a precise and concrete answer for a nat-
ural language question on a document collection.
These systems use Information Retrieval (IR) and
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to
understand the question and to extract the answer.

Ihardetsi (Ansa et al., 2009), a Basque ques-
tion answering system, takes questions written in
Basque as input and obtains the results from a cor-
pus written in Basque too. The stable version of
Ihardetsi incorporates tools and resources devel-
oped in the IXA group, such as the morphosyntac-
tic analyzer (Aduriz et al., 1998) and the named
entity recognizer and classifier (Fernandez et al.,
2011). Nevertheless, we can assume that the use of
more syntactic and semantic information in Ihard-
etsi, will probably improve the quality of the ob-
tained answers. Let us see, for instance, the next
question in Basque:

“Nor izendatu zuten EEBBtako lehendakari
1944. urtean?” (“Who was appointed president
of the US in the year 1944?”)

This question belongs to the Gold Stan-
dard question bank defined for Basque for the

CLEF2008 conference (Forner et al., 2008). In
this bank, the answer given as correct for this ques-
tion is the following:

“Harry Trumanek Franklin Roosevelt ordezkatu
zuen EEBBetako lehendakaritzan 1944. urtean.”
(“Harry Truman replaced Franklin Roosevelt in
the presidency of the US in 1944.”)

The search of the named entity “EEBB”
(“US”), the common noun “lehendakari” (“pres-
ident”) and the date “1944” separately, does not
guarantee that the president to be found by the sys-
tem will be from the US. For example, searching
in Google these three elements, we obtain among
others the sentence “The decision of President
Edwin Barclay (1930-1944) to adopt the US dollar
as the sole legal tender in Liberia...” in which the
president is from “Liberia”. The use of chunks,
that is noun and verbal phrases, in the question
answering system, i.e. “EEBBtako lehendakari”
(“president of the US”), would reduce the search-
ing space of the system.

On the other hand, and as we can see in the pre-
vious example, sometimes the terms used in the
question and in the possible answers, although are
not the same (“president of the US” in the ques-
tion, and “presidency of the US” in the best an-
swer) the terms refer to the same concept. That is
one of the reasons why we decided to use the se-
mantic similarity of the chunks to try to improve
Ihardetsi. The similarity algorithm we use has the
Basque WordNet (Pociello et al., 2010) as its base-
ontology. As this ontology lacks of named entities
we have included some of them with their corre-
sponding synsets to the dictionary used by the al-
gorithm.

As seen in the previous example, the use of shal-
low syntactic information and semantic informa-
tion seems to be helpful, so we have integrated
more linguistic knowledge in Ihardetsi. We have
integrated the IXATI chunker (Aduriz et al., 2004)
in the analysis chain and we have used a similarity
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Figure 1: General architecture of the system.

algorithm that is implemented into a tool called
UKB (Agirre et al., 2009). The chunks are ob-
tained both in the question and in all the candidate
answer-passages.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section two is devoted to introduce the gen-
eral architecture of the system. In section three
we describe the work done when comparing se-
mantically the chunks from the questions and from
the candidate answers. In section four evaluation
issues are discussed. Finally, section five con-
tains the conclusions and suggestions for future re-
search.

2 Ihardetsi - A QA System for Basque
Language

The principles of versatility and adaptability have
guided the development of Ihardetsi. It is based on
web services and integrated by the SOAP (Sim-
ple Object Access Protocol) communication pro-
tocol. The linguistic tools previously developed
in the IXA group are reused as autonomous web
services, and the QA system becomes a client that
calls these services when needed. This distributed
model allows to parameterize the linguistic tools,
and to adjust the behavior of the system.

As it is common in question answering sys-
tems, Ihardetsi is based on three main modules:
the question analysis module, the passage retrieval
module and the answer extraction module. Those
modules can be seen in the figure 1.

Question Analysis: the main goal of this mod-
ule is to analyze the question and to generate the
information needed for the next tasks. Concretely,
a set of search terms is extracted for the passage
retrieval module, and the expected answer type
along with some lexical and syntactic information
is passed to the answer extraction module. Before
our contributions, this module used to analyze the
questions at morphological level with an analyzer
called Morfeus (Aduriz et al., 1998), and a named
entity recognizer called Eihera (Fernandez et al.,
2011). After the changes described in this paper,
the chunker called Ixati is added to this module,
enriching this way, the question analysis linguistic
chain.

Passage Retrieval: basically an information re-
trieval task is performed, but in this case the re-
trieved units are passages and not entire docu-
ments. This module receives as input the selected
query terms and produces a set of queries that are
passed to a search engine.

Answer Extraction: in this module two tasks are
performed in sequence: the candidate extraction
and the answer selection. Basically, the candidate
extraction consists of extracting all the candidate
answers from the retrieved passages, and the an-
swer selection consists of choosing the best an-
swers among the considered as candidates. The
chunker is applied to the candidate answer pas-
sages extracted by the stable version of Ihardetsi
that uses a kind of “bag of words” technique. For
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the work presented in this paper, a re-ranking of
the candidate answers is performed using the se-
mantic similarity algorithm from UKB. The num-
ber of candidates to be shown could be parameter-
ized but usually five answers are presented to the
user.

3 Comparison at chunk level using
WordNet

Having applied shallow syntax to the text in-
volved in the QA process, it is possible to com-
pare syntactically the chunks from the question
with the according chunks from the candidate an-
swer passages; but also the semantic similarity of
the chunks could be measured. Although we have
used both syntactic and semantic information to
re-rank the answers, we will focus on the seman-
tic area in this paper. The next section describes
deeply this work.

3.1 Semantic similarity - UKB similarity

UKB is a collection of programs to perform graph-
based Word Sense Disambiguation and lexical
similarity/relatedness using a pre-existing knowl-
edge base. It applies the so-called Personalized
PageRank on a Lexical Knowledge Base (LKB)
to rank the vertices of the LKB and thus it per-
forms disambiguation. The algorithm can also be
used to calculate lexical similarity/relatedness of
words/sentences (Agirre et al., 2010a) (Agirre and
Soroa, 2009).

We took the decision of using UKB according
to different reasons: i) it is developed by our same
research group, the IXA group; ii) it is language
independent as it only needs the semantic knowl-
edge of a language in order to be used, so having
a Basque WordNet we can use it for our language;
iii) it is free and it is free software as well; iv) it
is robust and that is the reason why some analyz-
ers have already integrated it, for example Freeling
(Padró et al., 2010).

UKB needs two sources of knowledge that
could be extracted from a WordNet to work: on the
one hand, a graph containing relations and glosses
between concepts, and on the other hand, a dictio-
nary in which word-forms are linked to their cor-
responding concept. For specific domains as the
medical one, other sources as the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) has been successfully
used instead of WordNet in UKB (Agirre et al.,
2010b).

Similarity algorithms measure the semantic
similarity and relatedness between terms or texts.
This concrete algorithm in UKB is able to estimate
the similarity measure between two texts, based
on the relations of the LKB senses. The method
has basically two steps: first, it computes the Per-
sonalized PageRank over WordNet separately for
each text, producing a probability distribution over
WordNet synsets. Then, it compares how similar
these two discrete probability distributions are by
encoding them as vectors and computing the co-
sine among the vectors.

When using UKB and WordNet applied to the
question answering area, we have found some
problems related to the semantic ambiguity of the
chunks and to the lack of information in WordNet.
These problems will be extensively explained in
section 4.

3.2 Procedure to get a weight for each
candidate answer

The re-ranking of the candidate answers in Ihard-
etsi is performed by normalizing the weights ob-
tained after the analysis of several syntactic and
semantic characteristics. Before explaining this
process, in this section we will explain some lin-
guistic phenomena used for the definition of the
weights, and then, we will show by means of an
example, which features are taken into account for
the weight assignment.

We have defined some syntactic patterns at shal-
low syntax level in order to describe the behavior
of some interrogative pronouns in Basque, such
as “Nor” (“Who”), “Non” (“Where”), “Noiz”
(“When”) and “Zein” (“Which”). They all belong
to the factoid question type, i.e. the question is
asking about a simple fact or relationship, and the
answer is easily expressed, usually by means of a
named entity. We found some interesting phenom-
ena when defining the patterns:

• “Zein”. A noun following the pronoun.

The interrogative pronoun “Zein” (“Which”)
is more complicated than the others. When
a noun (or noun phrase) is following the in-
terrogative pronoun (“Which nation is...”) it
behaves different, because this noun specifies
which the answer should be (a nation in the
example). In other words, we know which
semantic concept (or synset) are we looking
for, so we can find different word forms or
instances related to the same concept.
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• “Zein”-”Non”/”Noiz”: overlap in the mean-
ing.

Continuing with the “Zein” (“Which”) inter-
rogative pronoun, we have noticed that de-
pending on the meaning of the noun fol-
lowing the pronoun, the pattern is similar to
the patterns in other interrogative pronouns.
For example, “Zein lekutan dago gailurrik
altuena?” (“In which place is the highest
peak?”) is equivalent to “Non” (“Where”).
In these cases we have added the “Non” pat-
terns to the “Zein” patterns as their mean-
ing is the same. The interrogative pronoun
“Noiz” is similar to “Non”, so we added
the “Noiz” patterns to the “Zein” patterns as
well.

As we have shown, an analysis of the question
patterns gives tips to find related concepts in the
answers (specific locations and dates) and tips to
share patterns among interrogative pronouns.

After having all the chunks tagged in the ques-
tion and candidate answer passages and having the
syntactic patterns properly defined, we perform
pattern matching. For the evaluation of the system,
we obtain a weight for each element to be com-
pared. These are the elements that are compared:
the noun phrase, the verb phrase and the noun (this
element is used to evaluate the noun following the
interrogative pronoun “Which”).

The following example identifies each of these
elements in a question and in one of its candidate
answers. In all the cases the lemma of the words is
used in order to make easier the deal with the high
inflection of the Basque language.

• Question: “Nor izendatu zuten EEBBtako
lehendakari 1944. urtean?” (“Who was
appointed president of the US in the year
1944?”)

– Noun phrase: “EEBB lehendakari 1944
urte” (“president of the US in the year
1944”)

– Verb phrase: “izendatu izan” (“be ap-
pointed”)

• Candidate answer: “Harry Trumanek
Franklin Roosevelt ordezkatu zuen EEBBe-
tako lehendakaritzan 1944. urtean.” (“Harry
Truman replaced Franklin Roosevelt in the
presidency of the US in 1944.”)

– Noun phrases: “Harry Truman”,
“Franklin Roosevelt” and “EEBB
lehendakaritza 1944 urte” (“in the
presidency of the US in 1944”)

– Verb phrase: “ordezkatu izan” (“be re-
placed”)

Following the example, we compare the noun
phrase in the question (“EEBB lehendakari 1944
urte”) with all the noun phrases of the candidate
answer (“Harry Truman”, “Franklin Roosevelt”
and “EEBB lehendakaritza 1944 urte”). Thus, we
get the marks given by the similarity script for the
three comparisons. We will choose the highest
mark as the noun phrase weight to evaluate this
candidate answer. In this case, we expect that the
chunk “EEBB lehendakaritza 1944 urte” is the se-
mantically closest chunk, and thus, this will be the
representative chunk of the candidate answer.

Let us show the marks obtained in this exam-
ple. In case of the noun phrases “Harry Tru-
man” and “Franklin Roosevelt” the marks ob-
tained from UKB are the same. This is caused by
the fact that both are named entities, and they do
not appear in our dictionary. As we will explain
in the following section, in those cases we get the
synset of the entity type, that is, the synset of per-
son. It is surprising that we obtain worse marks
comparing the noun phrase “EEBB lehendakaritza
1944 urte” with the question’s chunk. As we have
mentioned before, we were expecting this chunk
to be best one, but we get the mark 0.0025 over
the 0.0040 from the other two. We should ex-
plain that the mark 0.0025 seems to be low, but
it is a really good mark, considering that the sim-
ilarity obtained when comparing the chunk with
itself (“EEBB lehendakari 1944 urte”) is 0.0037.
Anyway, we will take the highest mark, 0.0040, to
compare with the other candidate answers. This
process is repeated for the verb phrases, and the
whole comparison is again applied to the other
candidate answers. Thus, we will be able to nor-
malize the weights obtained and according to this
normalization to get the best candidate answer.

We can not forget too the cases in which we
find a noun following the “Which” interrogative
pronoun. In these cases, we have an additional
weight: we compare the noun from the question
with each one of the concrete answers (not with
the passages). For example, for the question “Zein
herritan jaio zen Mikel Laboa?” (“In which town
was Mikel Laboa born?”) the noun following the
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interrogative pronoun is “town”. In this case, we
will get the semantic similarity between this noun
and the candidate answers. This way we are look-
ing for instances of the concept (“town”), such as
“Donostia” or “London”, and we are excluding
other kind of entities or nouns, such as “EHU” (an
organization) or “research”.

3.3 Problems with WordNet in QA

Clark et al. (2008) expose very clearly the impor-
tant limitations that WordNet has for supporting
textual QA. One of the biggest challenge and in
the same proportion important task is the recogni-
tion of textual entailment. For this task, we found
different semantic knowledge requirements to take
into account, such as derivational links, synonyms
or world knowledge. Some of those are included
in the current WordNet such as synonyms, hyper-
nyms or relations. Other requirements are well
oriented for the English WordNet such as the mor-
phosemantic links. In our case, we should follow
the path shown on Clark et al. to extend the current
Basque WordNet.

Otherwise, named entities have a weighty rele-
vance in QA systems. To treat this lack in Word-
Net Toral et al. (2008) present a new version of
the WordNet: Named Entity WordNet (NEWN).
This extension includes named entities extracted
from the Wikipedia. Suchanek et al. (2007) devel-
oped the YAGO ontology, that is based on Word-
Net and Wikipedia. Both choices are very interest-
ing for the work presented in this paper but both
are offering a solution for the English language.
NEWN and YAGO could be translated from En-
glish to Basque but as it is a very arduous task, we
have found a middle way solution: we have ex-
tended the dictionary given to UKB with named
entities (person names and location names). The
entries added to the dictionary have been extracted
from several lists of the Academy of the Basque
Language (Euskaltzaindia1). More concretely, we
have used toponyms, exonyms and person names
in Basque. On the other hand, some named en-
tities identified by Eihera are added to the dictio-
nary following these steps: i) UKB always looks
for the target word in the dictionary; if this word
is a named entity and it is found in the dictionary,
its synset number is used by UKB; ii) if the named
entity does not appear in the dictionary, the synset
number of the general category obtained by Ei-

1http://www.euskaltzaindia.net

hera (person, organization or location) is passed to
UKB; iii) if a word does not appear neither in the
dictionary nor among the entities, a synset number
that does not exist is given to the entity, to avoid
a crash from UKB. We should continue expand-
ing more the dictionary, for example, with named
entities found in the Basque Wikipedia.

Furthermore, we think that by adding acronyms
to this dictionary the accuracy of the system will
improve. In addition, we will overcome one of the
lacks of the Basque WordNet.

4 Experiment and Results

This section describes the results we obtained in
our first evaluation of the new version of Ihardetsi.

4.1 Experiment

Our corpus for evaluating the system is the “Gold
Standard” question bank from CLEF. Those ques-
tions were created to evaluate Basque-Basque QA
systems. The question bank is composed of 500
questions and their corresponding answers, and
we have filtered them just to get the question types
we have defined syntactic patterns for. Thus, we
only get 63 questions from 500. This subset of the
original corpus has been divided into two groups,
one for training, and the other one for testing: we
get 39 questions for training and 24 for testing.

During the evaluation of the training question
bank (39 questions), we noticed that as the ques-
tion group is small, it is very difficult to draw any
conclusion. In addition, some of the questions
of the bank were not useful for our system for
two main reasons: i) there were problems in the
analysis chain, and ii) the stable version of Ihard-
etsi working with a “bag of words” technique re-
turned no results, so the chunking could not be
performed. When we start evaluating the training
corpus, we realized that, before continuing with
the evaluation, a deeper analysis of the re-ranking
and the errors in the analysis chain was necessary.
Thus, we decided not to evaluate the test corpus.
The results in table 1 correspond to the training
question bank.

As far as the corpus is concerned, it is com-
posed of all the documents of the Euskaldunon
Egunkaria (a newspaper wholly written in Basque
language) from the years 2000 to 2002, with the
amount of 24 million up words (in total). Addi-
tionally, the corpus has a version of the Basque
Wikipedia from the year 2006 with 1.5 million up
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words.

4.2 Results

As mentioned in section 2, Ihardetsi usually shows
the best five candidate answers. In the evaluation
we decided that it is very interesting to measure if
the correct answer is close to the first position and
in which position it is.

Table 1 shows the results obtained when test-
ing the following systems: Ihardetsi in the orig-
inal/stable mode (Ihard), and Ihardetsi using se-
mantic information (Ihard+S).

Ihard Ihard+S
Correct answer (first candidate) 7 8
Answer in the first five candidates 8 5
Not in the first five candidates 8 10
Total 23 23

Table 1: Results.

As shown in the results, taking into account
the few data we deal with, no general conclusions
could be reached, but the overall impression is
good. The correct answers improve when Ihard-
etsi uses semantic information.

If we go into details, it could be surprising to
see that the semantic contribution obtains more
correct answers out from the first five candidates.
We think that this is caused by the behaviour of
UKB. We think that UKB gives higher marks to
the less ambiguous chunks and lower marks to
those in which the words inside the chunk have
a high ambiguity. Usually, in question answering
systems the answers have among others named en-
tities. In our system it is very important to an-
alyze if they must be tagged in a general way,
giving them an unique general synset (e.g. “lo-
cation” for “Barcelona”) or concretely assigning
them all the possible synsets they have (e.g. “Au-
tonomous city” synset 08524735 and “Province”
synset 08654360n for “Barcelona”). This decision
could change the obtained results. On the other
hand, the lack of named entities affects the results
too. As UKB works with the dictionary extracted
from the Basque Wordnet an it has very few named
entities (among others the ones added using lists as
described in section 3.3), we lose accuracy.

We find interesting to go step by step analyz-
ing each phase of the linguistic analysis chain
to try to understand the results. In the same
way, the reader will be able to understand the
problems of the system and how these barriers

could be broken down in order to obtain better re-
sults. We will explain those steps with the paper-
example: “Nor izendatu zuten EEBBetako lehen-
dakari 1944. urtean?” (“Who was appointed
president of the United States in the year 1944?”).

Our module takes two main input files: the anal-
ysis of the question and the analysis of all the can-
didate answer-passages. In the first step we gener-
ate a file that contains all the information we need
from the question:

Question structure: nor VP NP ?
Answer structure: [ENTI_PER] {VP} NP
Noun phrase: eebb lehendakari 1944. urte

(president United States year 1945)
Verb phrase : izendatu edun (appoint)

UKB format
Noun phrase: EEBB#n#1#0

lehendakari#n#2#0 urte#n#3#0
Verb phrase: izendatu#v#1#0 edun#v#2#0

In the second step we extract the information
from the candidate answers analysis and we gen-
erate a similar file with all the information about
all the candidate answers. The similarity algo-
rithm assigns weights to the chunks in the way ex-
plained in section 3.2. The semantic ambiguity of
the chunks and the numbers and specifity of the
synset assigned to the named entities change the
results.

Otherwise, we lose some information when we
translate the chunks into the UKB format. This
is the case of the numbers (i.e. the year “1944”).
UKB just works with nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs, and as there is not place for numbers, they
are tagged as determiners. Although usually num-
bers are not important for lexical semantics, they
are significant in question answering systems.

As a consequence of these problems, the results
of our module are not better than the results ob-
tained using the original Ihardetsi. Anyway, as we
have been able to identify the problems, we will
be able to correct them.

5 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we have presented important contri-
butions to Ihardetsi, a Question Answering system
for Basque, adding semantic information to Ihard-
etsi by means of a chunker and an algorithm that
performs semantic similarity. We have exposed
the use of UKB and WordNet for QA, and we have
listed some problems related to WordNet in QA,
finding a middle way solution to the lack of named
entities.
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In order to extract more concrete conclusions
about the behavior of UKB in Ihardetsi, we need
a bigger evaluation question bank. The number
of valid questions will increase improving the lin-
guistic analysis chain. A newer version of the lin-
guistic tools is ready to be integrated in Ihardetsi
giving us the chance to improve the results of the
system.

The similarity script output has been used as
given, but we think that it is necessary to study
the impact of the terms ambiguity in the chunk
and perhaps these results need to be tuned. Due to
the relevance of the named entities in QA systems,
we need to expand the dictionary for example with
named entities found in the Basque Wikipedia or
using other additional ontologies.

The results obtained in the experiment give us
a promising way to research. In our opinion, the
use of semantic information is very interesting not
only for the re-ranking of the candidate answers,
but also to help in the candidate extraction task.
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Abstract

We present a machine learning approach to the gen-

eration of derivative relations. Instances of deriva-

tive relations described in a wordnet are used in

the bootstrapping approach to build an analyser of

derivational relations. plWordNet derivational rela-

tions are presented and the planned semi-automatic

wordnet expansion with derivational relations is

discussed. Limits to which form-based markers

can encode semantic distinctions are analysed and

a model of semantic post-filtering of the generated

derivational relation instances is presented.

1 Introduction

Derivational relations occur in many languages
and mostly encode certain lexico-semantic rela-
tions, e.g. diminutives. They are present in many
wordnets. Due to their regular character and pro-
ductivity there are attempts to automate wordnet
expansion with respect to derivational relations. In
existing approaches lacking derivational links are
automatically generated by extended morphologi-
cal analysers, which, however, are based on hand-
crafted rules. For many languages, including Pol-
ish tools of this type and coverage do not exist.

Our idea is to remove this external dependency
and to enclose the automated expansion of the
wordnet derivational part in a kind of bootstrap-
ping scheme: start with a handful of instances of
derivational relations added manually to a word-
net, train a generator of derivatives and use it to
boost the wordnet expansion. The system should
be open for different relations and trained on
wordnet data. the system should not only generate
pairs of words as associated by a formal derivative
relation but should also identify a semantic rela-
tion that is expressed by a derivational pair.

2 Derivation, Automation and Wordnets

Two problems need to be solved in order to fully
automate wordnet expansion with derivational re-
lations: a method must be defined and semi-

automated construction of a generator of deriva-
tional links must be provided.

2.1 Automated wordnet expansion
A large scale process was run for Czech WordNet
(Pala and Hlaváčková, 2007). 10 “main regular
derivational relations” were covered. Relation in-
stances were generated on the basis of the hand-
crafted description of the inflection derivational
paradigms implemented in an expanded version of
the morphological analyser. The results were man-
ually corrected and non-derivational lemmas were
manually deleted. As the applied analyser do not
support “changes in stem” (alternations) appropri-
ate modifications had to be introduced manually.
Derivational relations link lemmas (“literals”) in
Czech WordNet, i.e. if a lemma has more than one
lexical unit (LU), the lexico-semantic derivational
relation is implicitly extended to all LUs pairs per-
taining to it. This is in contrast to the semantic am-
biguity of suffixes noted in (Fellbaum et al., 2009).

The idea of a semi-automated expansion of the
wordnet derivational relations was also discussed
in (Koeva et al., 2008) for the Serbian and Bulgar-
ian. In both wordnets derivational relations link
synsets, i.e. lemma pairs are expanded on synsets
to which they belong. So the semantics of these
relations seems to be expanded beyond the associ-
ations encoded by derivational pairs of LUs. Our
approach presented in Sec. 3 goes in between the
distinction: a relation on lemmas vs synsets.

2.2 Generating derivative relations
Works dedicated to derivational morphology
learning are relatively rare, contrary to general
methods of morphology learning. Roughly, two
groups of methods can be distinguished (Walther
and Nicolas, 2011): aimed at automated con-
struction of morphological analysers and extrac-
tion of morphological models (e.g. segmentation
and rules). As we need an analyser of derivatives
we focus on the methods of the first group. The
vast majority of them is based on unsupervised
learning from large annotated corpora. Combi-
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nations of different methods of statistical anal-
ysis are used in order to identify affixes, stems
and word form families, e.g. (Schone and Juraf-
sky, 2001), Minimum Description Length concept
is often used in discovering segmentation, e.g.
(Kohonen et al., 2009), cf overview in (Walther
and Nicolas, 2011). Walther and Nicolas (2011)
presented corpus-based extraction of derivational
rules. Derivative candidates were filtered on the
basis of their frequency in the corpus. From 37.5
million token corpus of French 62,158 derivative
candidates were extracted, but only 1,511 new de-
rived French lemmas were identified after ranking
candidates. During manual evaluation of a small
sample of 100 lemmas: 42 lemmas and relations
were identified as correct, but 43 lemmas were
definitely incorrect (many due to foreign words
and typos). However, we can use a limited but
manually annotated set of derivational pairs.

For a limited training data memory based learn-
ing, e.g. (van den Bosch and Daelemans, 1999),
and transformation-based learning paradigms,
e.g. (Oflazer et al., 2001), were used. The lat-
ter was applied to Polish, but without evaluation.
Both approaches are valuable options, but Pol-
ish derivational rules can be described in terms of
prefixes and suffixes added to the derivative base
lemma together with a limited set of internal stem
alternations (Rabiega-Wiśniewska, 2009). Polish
derivatives are rarely built by simultaneous use of
a prefix and suffix. Transducer based morpho-
logical models can easily cope with suffixation
and converted to morphological guessers applying
recorded rules to unknown words, e.g. for Polish
(Daciuk, 2001) and a large scale Polish guesser
called Odgadywacz (Piasecki and Radziszewski,
2008) of high precision and recall. Transducer
guessers have problems with alternations (store
exact word parts) and with prefixes (are mostly
built on the basis of a tergo indexes). In Sec. 4
we present solutions to both problems.

3 Derivative Relations in plWordNet

plWordNet is the largest publicly available word-
net of Polish. The version 1.0 was published in
2009 (Piasecki et al., 2009). plWordNet 2.0 project
started in 2009, according to the contemporary es-
timates, it is to reach the size of 140–150 thou-
sands of LUs and more than 100000 synsets by the
end of 2012. plWordNet 2.0 has been extended not
only in the number of LUs but also in the number

of lexico-semantic relations. Among them deriva-
tionally motivated relations were expanded from
two coarse grained defined in plWordNet 1.0 to a
sophisticated system described in this section.

Word formation is interconnected with se-
mantics: certain senses corresponds to af-
fixes, e.g., English suffix -er has several dif-
ferent meanings, among them: ‘(male) agent’
(thinker, writer, driver, etc.); ‘instrument’
(opener, printer, pager); ‘experiencer’ (hearer);
‘stimulus’ (pleaser, thriller); ‘patient/theme’
(fryer, keeper, looker, sinker, loaner) or ‘location’
(diner) (Lieber, 2008, pp. 1-2, 17), cf (Bosch et
al., 2008, p. 83). Of course, the same mean-
ing can be carried by many different affixes. The
‘agent’ sense is represented also by -ant/-ent (ser-
vant, evacuant, descendant) (Lieber, 2008, pp. 37,
69). The same holds for Polish. Suffix -ak is sim-
ilar in some of its functions to English -er, for
instance, it has meanings ‘agent’ (rybak ‘fisher’,
wieśniak ‘peasant’, pływak ‘swimmer’) or ‘instru-
ment’ (szczeliniak ‘chisel for making cracks’), but
it has also few other senses: ‘dweller’ (Polak,
Słowak), ‘offspring’ (e.g. kociak ‘kitten’, świniak
‘piglet’, kurczak ‘chicken’), ‘emotional marked-
ness’ (dzieciak ‘kid’, łobuziak ‘rascal’) (Grzegor-
czykowa and Puzynina, 1998).

For plWordNet, we have chosen relations that
have clear semantics and are regular or very fre-
quent in Polish, see (Maziarz et al., 2011a, p.
175), (Maziarz et al., 2011b)). In analysis of the
frequencies we followed (Grzegorczykowa and
Puzynina, 1998) who based their estimates on the
‘lexicon’ frequencies in (Doroszewski, 1969).

Cross-categorial synonymy is extremely fre-
quent. Semantically they are transposition rela-
tions causing that the meanings of the words are
very close and differ only in their parts of speech.

N-V subtype links deverbal nouns (gerunds)
with their bases. We account for regular type on
-anie, -enie, -cie: pływanie ‘swimming’ < pły-
wać ‘swimimpf ’, napełnienie ‘filling’ < napełnić
’fillpf ’, picie ‘drinking’ < pić ‘drinkimpf ’ (Grze-
gorczykowa and Puzynina, 1998, pp. 393-8).

Pact-V subtype connects active adjectival par-
ticiple on -ący (pact in IPIC tagset) with its verb
base (pijący ‘drinking’ < pić ‘drink’, pływający
‘swimming’ < pływać ‘swim’). In Polish the ac-
tive participle may be formed only from imper-
fective verbs. In many grammars the regular for-
mation is treated as an inflexional form of a given
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verb, e.g. (Laskowski, 1998, p. 268), however, we
follow Saloni and Świdziński (1998) in consider-
ing it an adjective due to its inflectional behaviour.

N-Adj type refers to deadjectival nouns on -
ość: bladość ‘paleness’ < blady ‘pale’, władczość
‘imperiousness’ < władczy ‘imperious’, małość
‘smallness’ < mały ‘small’; this type is regular.

Markedness (N-N relation) connects related
nouns of which one is a marked counterpart of the
second, unmarked. Three most productive Polish
subtypes were included in plWordNet.

Diminutives express small size or positive emo-
tional marking and are frequent in Polish. The
meaning could be characterised as: ‘Xderiv is a
little or pleasant Ybase’. The most popular suf-
fixes are -ek/-ik(-yk), -ko and -ka: płotek ‘little or
pleasant fence’ < płot ‘fence’, pałacyk ‘little or
pleasant palace’ < pałac ’palace’, uszko < ucho
‘ear’, lampka < lampa ‘lamp’ (Grzegorczykowa
and Puzynina, 1998, 425-6). Some formations are
derivatives from diachronic point of view but we
consider only synchronic formations: e.g., word
młotek ‘hammer’ was derived from młot ‘heavy
hammer’ with suffix -ek, but nowadays it will be
ridiculous to say that młotek is ’small or pleasant
młot’, so this pair is not included in plWordNet.

Augmentatives express grand size and negative
emotional marking, and may be paraphrased as:
Xderiv is huge or terrible Ybase’. Augmentative
suffixes are, e.g., -uch, -isko(-ysko) or -al: paluch
‘huge or terrible finger’ < palec ‘finger’, ptaszysko
‘huge or terrible bird’ < ptak ‘bird’, nochal < nos
‘nose’ (Grzegorczykowa and Puzynina, 1998).

Young being expresses youth of derivative’s
denotat and its paraphrase is: ‘Xderiv is young
Ybase’. There are two formants: -ę and -ak,
e.g.: małpię ’young monkey’ < małpa ‘monkey’,
świniak ‘piglet’ < świnia ‘pig’ (Grzegorczykowa
and Puzynina, 1998, pp. 429-30).

Femininity (N-N) links nouns denoting women
with their male counterparts: Xderivate–Ybase is
‘X is female Y’. For suffixes -ka (pisarka ‘female
writer’ < pisarz ’writer’) the type is almost fully
productive, another popular suffixes are -ini/-yni
(bogini ’goddess’ < bóg ’god’), -ica (kocica ‘fe-
male cat’ < kot ‘cat’), -a (markiza f. ‘marquise’
< markiz m. ‘marquis’) (Grzegorczykowa and
Puzynina, 1998, p. 422-5). plWordNet includes
1745 instances of this relation, see Tab. 1.

Role (N-V) expresses thematic roles of pred-
icate arguments, e.g. agent, object, instrument

etc., see Tab. 1. In the case of the most fre-
quent agent subtype, the most popular suffixes
are -acz (spawacz ‘welder’ < spawać ‘weld’), -
ca (władca ’ruler’ < władać ’rule’), -iciel (zbaw-
iciel ‘saviour’ < zbawić ‘save’), -ator (restaurator
‘restorer’ < restaurować ‘restore’), there is also
(less frequent) backward (paradigmatic) deriva-
tion (szpieg ‘spy’ < szpiegować ‘spy’). Together
suffixal and parafigmatic formations account in
(Doroszewski, 1969) for not less than 3500 in-
stances (Grzegorczykowa and Puzynina, 1998, pp.
398-416). In Słowosieć the relation occurs 4072
times and is most favourite among linguists.

Role inclusion (V-N) in a similar way to role
refers to thematic roles of predicate arguments
which are built into the verb meaning. How-
ever verb derivatives include its bases (noun ar-
guments) in role inclusion, whereas in role noun
derivative plays role of argument in its base (pred-
icate, verb). This derivation is relatively frequent
in plWordNet: 1262 instances. According to (Wró-
bel, 1998, pp. 577-83) the most frequent subtypes
in Polish are instrument and result, e.g. (pieprzyć
‘to pepper’ < pieprz ‘pepper’, dziurkować ‘to per-
forate’ < dziurka ‘hole’), next object (kartkować
‘to leaf through’ < kartka ‘a sheet’) and subject
(sędziować ‘to referee’ < sędzia ‘referee’), the rest
are less productive. The assumptions were con-
firmed by plWordNet data statistics, see Tab. 1.

State/feature bearer (N-Adj) and
state/feature (Adj-N) are both very produc-
tive in Polish. The meaning of the relation linking
XN -YAdj could be articulated in following way: X
is/has feature Y. The most frequent suffixes (more
than 100 lemmas in (Doroszewski, 1969)) are -ec
(mędrzec ‘sage’ < mądry ‘wise’), -ka (dziczka
‘ rootstock’ < dziki ‘wild’), -ak (dziwak ‘freak’
< dziwny ‘strange’), -ik (okrutnik ‘cruel man’
< okrutny ‘cruel’), together with less frequent
suffixes these relations are represented by about
600-800 instances (Grzegorczykowa and Puzyn-
ina, 1998, p. 420-1). Till now we have introduced
219 feature bearer relations into plWordNet .

Inhabitant (N-N) describes X as an ‘inhabi-
tant/dweller of Y’, where Y is the base denotation.
Inhabitant names are derived from geographical
proper names (for countries, regions, cities, towns,
villages and parts of the world) with such fre-
quent suffixes as -anin and -czyk or with paradig-
matic backward derivation: Afrykanin ‘African’
< Afryka ‘Africa’, Wietnamczyk ‘Vietnamese’ <
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Relation Subtype Instances Precision [%] Recall [%]
aspectuality - 5835 99.0 75.3
derivativity - 1752 77.4 30.5
feature bearer - 176 40.0 14.2
femininity - 1458 96.5 57.4
inhabitant - 153 71.7 14.3
state - 188 40.8 9.6
markedness deminutivity 1286 96.9 60.6
markedness augmentativity 213 67.9 23.9
markedness young being 46 26.7 28.5
semantic role agent of hidden predicate 1374 89.4 30.5
semantic role agent 625 58.9 22.2
semantic role time 45 11.7 59.5
semantic role location 129 24.2 26.4
semantic role location of hidden predicate 143 59.2 25.8
semantic role instrument 327 29.7 36.6
semantic role patient 92 26.7 31.7
semantic role other 82 0.0 41.2
semantic role product of hidden predicate 39 35.0 34.2
semantic role product 614 32.7 54.7
cross-categorial synonymy N-ADJ 1219 98.5 82.2
cross-categorial synonymy N-V 1173 82.1 79.1
cross-categorial synonymy PACT(ADJ)-V 99 95.9 66.9
role inclusion other 59 15.0 42.0
role inclusion agent inclusion 108 12.8 20.2
role inclusion time inclusion 14 10.0 45.0
role inclusion location inclusion 33 20.0 42.5
role inclusion instrument inclusion 287 38.8 43.2
role inclusion patient inclusion 79 10.0 35.0
role inclusion product inclusion 323 38.8 34.4

Table 1: Fine-grained cross-validation results and number of instances.

Wietnam ‘Vietnam’, Bułgar ‘Bulgarian’ < Buł-
garia ‘Bulgaria’ (Grzegorczykowa and Puzynina,
1998, pp. 437-8) (147 instances in plWordNet).

Aspectuality (V-V) expresses aspectual and Ak-
tionsart differences. The phenomenon is regular
in Polish. Two subtypes are defined in plWord-
Net: 9145 instances of pure aspectuality (only as-
pectual differences, wykopać ‘to digpf sth up’ -
wykopywać ‘to digimpf sth up’), 3979 instances of
secondary aspectuality (aspect differences + lexi-
cal meaning shift, zaświecić ‘to startpf shining’ -
świecić ’shineimpf ’).

Derivationality groups all derivational rela-
tions that are not included in the above subtypes.

4 Derivator

As regards a number of derivative pairs described
in plWordNet, we followed supervised learning
scheme in the construction of an analyser of
derivatives: trained and next used to suggest
derivational relation instances during expansion.

4.1 Learning

Polish derivative relations are encoded in a simi-
lar way to morphological oppositions: mostly en-

coded by a suffix and only some of them by a pre-
fix. Odgadywacz – a morphological ‘guesser’ gen-
erates morphological descriptions for unknown
Polish word forms with relatively high accuracy
on the basis of suffixes learned from annotated ex-
amples. Here, we want to expand Odgadywacz
and its learning model to recognition of deriva-
tional relations. Odgadywacz was described in
(Piasecki and Radziszewski, 2008), below a brief
overview is presented. The guesser is based on
a deterministic transducer which takes a word re-
versed sequence of letters and returns morphologi-
cal description attached to the terminal node. Only
an artificial suffix is read, that was identified dur-
ing learning. Training data: 〈word form, mor-
phosyntactic tags, base form〉 were acquired from
a large annotated corpus of Polish.

The guesser learning is divided into two phases:
transducer tree building and pruning. During the
first phase for each reversed word form a trans-
ducer path is built, partially utilising already ex-
isting nodes as long as different suffixes over-
lap. Morphosyntactic tags and base form recon-
struction specification are recorded in the terminal
nodes cf (Piasecki and Radziszewski, 2008). Next
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the tree is pruned. All final non-branching path
parts are cut off, next branches with a small num-
ber of training examples attached are further cut
off and the information attached is copied.

We used Odgadywacz as a core to build upon it
a tool, called Derywator (a ‘derivator’ – genera-
tor of derivatives) which returns possible deriva-
tive bases and the relation names for a lemma
on the input. Accordingly, a learning triple must
now be: 〈a derivative, a relation tag, a derivative
base〉. Two problems emerged: internal stem al-
ternations and construction of derivatives on the
basis of both: suffixes and prefixes. The latter was
solved by training two guessers working in paral-
lel in reversed directions, see the algorithm below.

Transformation of a base into a derivative is of-
ten not only achieved by suffixation or prefixa-
tion but also by up to several internal stem alter-
nations. Stem alternations are not supported by
Odgadywacz (are less frequent in morphological
forms). To model the alternations, we search for
a sequence of alternations that make the derivative
base overlapping on its ending or beginning with
a derivative. The identified alternations are next
used to transform the bases before the training data
are delivered to Odgadywacz. The sequences are
linked to the guesser tree nodes and used for re-
constructing derivative bases during guessing.
Learning algorithm
Input: L = 〈a derivative, a relation tag, a deriva-
tive base〉, T – table of alternations (a mapping: a
letter sequence to a letter sequence)
For each e = 〈d, r, b〉 ∈ L:

1. tp = sequence of at most k substitutions from
T such P is shared beginning of d and b.

2. ts = as in the above but in the relation to a
shared ending S

3. If length(P ) ≥ length(S)

• then add 〈d, r+ tp, tp(b)〉 to the training
examples of the normal guesser,

• else add 〈rev(ts(b)), r + ts, rev(d)〉
In steps 1–2, the longest ending and beginning

shared by the derivative and its base are identified.
But, we assume that alternations can occur in any
position and T (127 possible alternations defined
by a linguists) is used to sequentially extend the
found shared beginning and ending, e.g. for the
derivative lwiarnia ‘≈lion enclosure’ and its base
lew ‘lion’ the mapping [’le’/’l’] is added to

tp: b =‘lw’ and P =‘lw’. In step 3 the type of the
guesser to be trained is chosen depending whether
the beginning (the normal guesser) or the ending is
longer. The former is applied in the above exam-
ple, the latter in the case, e.g., zrobić ‘to doperf ’
– robić ‘to doimperf ’. As Odgadywacz assumes
that the forms delivered on input are differentiated
by the suffix only, the prefix-based guesser is sim-
ulated by reversing the letter order in both: the
derivative and its transformed base.

4.2 Derivative Base Recognition
For a possible derivative both must be guessed:
its derivative base and the relation type. There
is no information which Derywator module to ap-
ply: the suffix or the prefix-based. So, both mod-
ules are used in parallel and the results are fil-
tered. The filtering is based on Morfeusz SGJP1

– a Polish morphological analyser, as common
lemmas are only important for the wordnet ex-
pansion. Morphological filtering is based on the
observation that for most derivational relations we
can find constraints on the acceptable morpholog-
ical characteristics of the relation instance con-
stituents, e.g. for femininity only nouns in the nom-
inative case are accepted on both sides and the
derivative must be in the female gender.
Recognition algorithm
Input: a lemma l, Derywator modules, R –
morpho-syntactic filtering rules.

1. l is delivered to both modules that return a
set of triples: 〈b, t, r〉 where b is a base re-
constructed by the guesser algorithm, t a se-
quence of substitutions associated with the
guesser node during learning, r – relation tag.

2. For each triple:

(a) b is transformed by the reversed se-
quence of substitutions t.

(b) if b was generated by the prefix-based
guesser than it must be reversed.

3. Triples: 〈l, r, b〉 are filtered:

• l and b are first morphologically anal-
ysed – non recognised are discarded,

• and next all descriptions (forms can be
ambiguous) are compared with the fil-
tering rules for r – at least one pair of
description variants must match the rule.

1http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/
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Relation Precision [%] Recall [%]
markedness 97.1 55.8
semantic role 75.7 35.6
c-c synonymy 90.5 80.4
role inclusion 100.0 36.4

Table 2: Coarse-grained cross-validation results.

Morphological filtering limits the intrinsic lex-
ical over-generation of the guessers and is always
used. Very often non-words or non-lemmas are
generated as potential derivative bases, especially
for input lemmas that are not derivatives.

Derywator trees combine unique suffixes and
prefixes together with substitution sequences of
contextually constrained alternations. However,
all this is still insufficient to recognise unambigu-
ously the derivational relation: a lemma pair can
be not a derivational pair, e.g. Fryzyjczyk ‘Frisian’
– fryz ‘frieze’, represent a different relation, e.g.
przepychaczka ‘declogger’ is not a feminine from
przepychacz ‘plunger’ or are valid only for the
specific LUs, e.g. kometka 1:‘small comet’ or
2:‘badminton’ – kometa ‘comet’. Semantic infor-
mation must be considered to decide. For some re-
lations we can refer to the general semantic restric-
tions based on semantic domains or upper level
hypernyms, e.g. for femininity both: a derivative
and the base must belong to the same domain: os
(persons) or zw (animals), or both must be hy-
ponyms of 〈istota 3 ‘being’〉. For some relations
such simple rules does not exist, e.g. a derivative in
semantic role: patient or object can be anything.
Generated pairs in which only one lemma is in the
wordnet are most interesting for wordnet expan-
sion. But, they are only partially covered by the
simple semantic filtering. The filtering must be
based on semantic data extracted from the corpus.

5 Evaluation

Evaluation was performed on plWordNet from
06.09.2011. cf Tab. 1. First, a modified 10-fold
cross validation was performed, see average re-
sults in Tab. 1: each subtype was randomly di-
vided into 10 parts, one part from one subtype was
used for testing. For many subtypes the results are
low, contrary to the coarse grain level of the whole
types, cf Tab. 2. Thus, the majority of errors are
made on the subtle distinctions between subtypes.

Next, we used a list of 341230 lemmas (N,
gerunds, Adj, V) from Morfeusz SGJP. in two

Pair type Basic t-set Extended t-set Gain
Instance 10582 11105 523
Derivative 37886 41333 3447
Derivative
– monose-
mous base

24681 26727 2046

Base 5905 6467 562
Both 103990 107695 3705

Table 3: Wordnet expansion learning gain.

experiments. In the first experiment, two Dery-
wator versions were trained: on the training data
from plWordNet the version 18.08.2011 (15718
examples) – basic training set – and the version
06.09.2011 (17971 examples, 14% more) – ex-
tended training set, i.e. the one used in Tab. 1
and 2). Both versions were next applied to the
whole lemma list. The results are presented in
Tab. 3: gain means the increase in the number of
new derivational pairs. Five classes were identi-
fied: new instance of a derivational relation – both
elements already in plWordNet, new derivative –
the base is in plWordNet, but not the derivative,
new derivatives with monosemous base are of spe-
cial importance for the wordnet expansion as they
do not require sense disambiguation of base LU
and new base. The last class includes pairs with
both elements new. The smallest gain (about 5%)
was observed for new instances, however, this is a
more diagnostic tool – they should be already de-
scribed. However, for the cost of manual addition
of 2253 we obtained 8237 potential new instances.
Moreover, Derywator should support consistent
and systematic description of the derivational rela-
tions. The training examples are a standard result
of the wordnet editing, no extra work is required.

Among 41333 potential new instances in the
new derivative class 26727 refer to the monose-
mous bases (with one synset). Precision for this
subclass was checked manually. For each subtype
a sample of at most 50 pairs was randomly se-
lected. Linguists were asked to assign the pairs to
the three classes: Correct Subtype, Correct Type
(of any subtype of the same type), Derivatives
(a different type of derivation), non-derivational
pair, see Tab. 4. Concerning the limited number
of the training examples, the precision of the iden-
tification of derivatives is on a good level, mostly
above 80%. Only for two subtypes, the precision
is unacceptable: inhabitant – is based on a lim-
ited set of suffixes that produce good results only
for lemmas representing persons – and marked-
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ness: augmentativity – the dictionary of Morfeusz
is too broad and includes even tokens unknown to
Google. In the case of four subtypes the general
precision is lower, e.g. derivativity – very varied
training examples. Many errors were caused by
the over-generation of Morfeusz.

The comparison of the general high precision
with these of the subtype level shows problems
with precise differentiation among different kinds
of semantic associations.

6 Toward Wordnet Expansion

Derywator trained on the wordnet enables auto-
mated wordnet expansion with derivational rela-
tions. The generated new instances show poten-
tial gaps in the wordnet (a diagnostic tool), but
they cannot be automatically added to the word-
net – lemma pairs produced by Derywator must
be mapped to LUs and not all of them are proper
instances of the signalled relation e.g., for osad–
osadzić described by Derywator as role:patient
there are several LUs: osad 1 ‘deposit’, os-
adzić 1 ‘to plant’, osadzić 2 ‘to set’, osadzić 3
‘to stop short’ and osadzić 4 ‘to settle’. However,
only osad 1 –role:patient– osadzić 4 is a correct
link. Moreover we can notice that osad 2 ‘trace’
(metaphorical) is lacking and it cannot be linked to
any of the four LUs for osadzić. But several LUs
can be lacking, e.g., a lemma pair podbudowa,
podbudować returned as a role:tool instance, cor-
responds to LUs: podbudowa 1 ‘foundations’ –
podbudować 1 ‘to support’, a correct instance, but
also to podbudować 2 ‘underpin’ for which a noun
LU podbudowa 2 ‘base of something, e.g. a road’
is lacking and must be added. In addition, one
more verb LU is absent: podbudować 3 ‘to reas-
sure somebody’, which is not related by role:tool
to any of the two LUs of podbudowa.

Derywator must be combined with automated
assignment of new lemmas to the wordnet struc-
ture, cf also (Koeva et al., 2008). We plan to ex-
tend the WordnetWeaver system (Piasecki et al.,
2009). As the mapping of new lemmas to the
wordnet synsets is not sufficient for precise filter-
ing of erroneous relation instances, lemma pairs
must be classified according to the represented re-
lation on the basis of knowledge extracted from a
large corpus. If full automation is not possible, at
least more detailed semantic filtering on the basis
of the corpus extracted information can also de-
limit suggested relation instances and decrease the

error rate to the level acceptable by linguists.
Morphological filtering rules and semantic ones

appeared to be simple but very helpful diagnos-
tic tools. Filtering of training data revealed some
errors in plWordNet. Only a small portion of rejec-
tions were derivatives based on simultaneous suf-
fixation and prefixation, e.g., compounds.

7 Further Research

The approach is relatively simple: ready-to-use
morphological guesser and analyser, and about
one person month for expanding it to a tool learn-
ing productive derivational rules of good overall
accuracy. The only language dependent element
is the list of possible internal stem alternations.
However, the generation of derivatives is only
half-way to the effective semi-automatic wordnet
expansion. A semantic, corpus-based filtering and
sense identification techniques are required. Ap-
propriate selection of the new manually described
examples in a way maximising the expected gain
achieved in training Derywator on extended data
is needed in order to optimise workload and guar-
antee training space exploration.
Acknowledgments Work financed by the Polish Ministry of

Education and Science, Project N N516 068637.
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Abstract 
 
Nepali stands out among the classifier languages of the 
world, because it is the only language to our 
knowledge, which uses extensive number of mass 
noun classifiers. Numeral classifiers of other classifier 
languages typically supply classifiers only for the 
count nouns which have a definite boundary, but 
Nepali has conceptually bounded units as mass noun 
classifiers, abstract noun classifiers, verbal (action and 
state) classifiers and also classifiers for pieces in 
addition, of course, to classifiers for counting naturally 
bounded units. However, this paper is limited to the 
mass noun classifiers in Nepali. 

  
1. Introduction 

 
Among the classifier languages of the world, Nepali 
stands out for using mass noun classifiers in addition 
to count noun classifiers which are commonly found 
in all the classifier languages.  In a typical classifier 
language like Burmese ((Latter, 1845) (Bur651) (Pe, 
1965) (Becker, 1975)), Thai (Haas, 1942), Chinese 
((Schafer, 1948) (T’sou B. K., The place of classifiers 
in a generative grammar of Chinese, 1965)), 
Vietnamese (Nguyen, 1957), Khmer (Jacob, 1965), 
Sino-Tibetan (Hashimoto, 1977) and Japanese 
(Matsumoto, 1985), there are classifiers to count 
bounded objects, but in Nepali although there are 
classifiers to count bounded round and unround 
objects like man, mammal, insect, similar to other 
noted classifier languages, there are many mass noun 
classifiers in addition to these count noun classifiers 
and the number of those mass noun classifiers exceed 
the number of count noun classifiers. 

 
2. Classifier 

 
According to Pe (Pe, 1965) the word ‘classifier’ was 
coined by Latter (Latter, 1845). 

‘Classifier’ is an extra free or bound 
(typically obligatory) morpheme that co-occurs with a 
noun in a noun phrase and it states the semantic 
features of the noun it co-occurs with. 

Malinowski (Malinowski, 1929) supplies six 
criteria for defining ‘classificatory particles’ 
[classifiers]:  
 
a. Is the numerical classification comprehensive or 

not?  
b. Must the numerals be used obligatorily with 

classifiers?  
c. What are the rules of sporadic use?  
d. Does the classification embrace all nouns or only 

a few isolated groups? 
e. How many classifying formatives do there exist?  
f. Are the examples exhaustive or nearly so, or only 

a small fraction of the full list? 
 

There are more than 500 classifiers in the data. 
Almost all the count nouns in the noun phrase 
obligatorily take a classifier while counting it. Mass 
nouns typically fall outside this counting (Greenberg, 
Numeral classifiers and substantival number: problems 
in the genesis of a linguistic type, 1972). However, 
mass noun classifier is a device in Nepali to supply 
units to count culturally functional natural sections of 
mass nouns.  

In addition to making a classificatory device for 
counting culturally relevant sections of mass nouns, 
there are classifiers for the conceptually bounded units 
of abstract nouns and verbal nouns denoting actions 
and states in the data. However, abstract noun 
classifiers and action and state verbal noun classifiers 
(including the most typical count noun classifiers) fall 
outside the focus of this paper. 

According to Greenberg (Greenberg, Studies in 
numeral systems, I: Double numeral systems, 1974) 
the classifier morpheme disappears when someone 
tries to translate a text from a classifier language like 
Nepali or Japanese to a non-classifier language like 
English.  

a. Nepali: <ek koso kera> (one-CL.long.object-
kera) ‘a banana’ 

b. Japanese: <banana ip-pon> (banana-one-
CL.long.object) ‘a banana’  
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The examples show that the classifiers for long object 
<koso> in Nepali and <hon> in Japanese are lost when 
the noun phrase is translated into English from each of 
the languages.  

This stance presumes that classifiers do not supply 
any meaning to the noun it qualifies, but T’sou (T’sou 
B. K., The place of classifiers in a generative grammar 
of Chinese, 1965) and Becker (Becker, 1975) differ 
from Greenberg (Greenberg, Studies in numeral 
systems, I: Double numeral systems, 1974). Our data 
also support T’sou and Becker. (Kay, 1971) 

 
3. Numeral classifier as a subtype of classifiers 

 

There are six types of classifiers found in the 
languages of the world (Aikhenvald, 2000); 
(Grinevald, 2000). They are:  

a. Gender or noun class 
b. Numeral classifier  
c. Noun classifiers 
d. Verb classifiers   
e. Genitive or possessive classifiers 
f. Locative or deictic classifiers 

 
4. Three types of classifier in Nepali 

 
Nepali has three types of classifier, viz.  
 
(a) Gender or noun class  
(b) Verb classifiers and  
(c) Numeral classifiers.  

 
Mass noun classifier is a subtype of numeral 
classifiers in Nepali. 

 
5. Quantifiers vs. mass noun classifiers 

 
Every language has a set of words called quantifiers. 
They are also called measure words. A numeral 
classifier typically occupies the syntactic slot chosen 
by a quantifier like kilo, meter, liter, etc; therefore a 
quantifier may be confused to be a classifier. Care 
must be taken that a quantifier may not be counted in 
the list of classifiers.  

A measure word or a quantifier does not qualify 
the inherent property of the noun with which a 
quantifier collocates, e.g.  
 
a. Ek kilo pani ‘a kilo of water’ 
b. Ek kilo phʌlam ‘a kilo of iron’ 
c. Ek kilo kera ‘a kilo of banana’ 
 

But a classifier (in our case a typical mass noun 
classifier) classifies the inherent semantic properties of 
the noun it qualifies and collocates with, e.g.: 

 
a. Ek thopo pani ‘a drop of water’(while the drop is 

hanging at the source) 
b. Ek thoplo pani ‘a drop of water’(after the drop 

drops on a plane surface) 
c. Ek tˢʰiʈo pani ‘a drop of water’(when the drop is 

slanted upwards or downwards) 
d. Ek tˢʰirko pani ‘a drop of water’(when the drop 

falls on a surface being split up and sprinkled into 
a cluster of droplets) 

e. Ek tʌpkjani pani ‘a drop of water’(when one of 
the several drops of water periodically falls inside 
the house leaking through the roof) 

f. Ek batˢʰiʈo pani ‘a drop of water’(slanted and 
strayed raindrop) 

 
Each of the classifiers in the examples means ‘a drop’, 
however, each of the drops define different 
orientations of the drop. The classifier <tʰopo> is used 
when the drop is hanging; <tʰoplo> is used when the 
drop falls on the surface; <tˢʰito> is used when the 
projectile of the drop of is slanted (both upwards and 
downwards); <tˢʰirko> is a sprinkled cluster of drops; 
<tʌpkjani> is every drop of water periodically leaking 
through the roof or ceiling and <batˢʰiʈo> is the 
raindrop slanted downwards. Each of them occupies a 
typical classifier slot. We claim that each of the drops 
in the examples is a classifier not a quantifier. 

T’sou ( (T’sou B. K., The place of classifiers in a 
generative grammar of Chinese, 1965) (T’sou B. K., 
The structure of nominal classifier systems, 1973) 
(T’sou B. K., 1976)) has supplied two semantic 
features [ENTITY] and [EXACTNESS] to define classifiers. 
According to him quantifiers are [-ENTITY,+EXACT], 
abstract nouns are [-ENTITY,-EXACT],  classifiers like 
Chinese <zhi> ‘chicken’ are [+ENTITY,+EXACT] and 
group classifiers like ‘(a) school (of fish)’ are 
[+ENTITY,-EXACT]. Following T’sou Nepali mass noun 
classifiers fall under the fourth group.  

 
 

6. Model of analysis 
 

We have followed here the model and methodology of 
analyzing classifier semantics adopted by Berlin ( 
(Berlin B. &., 1964) (Berlin B. , Tzeltal numeral 
classifiers. A study in ethnographic semantics, 1968) 
(Berlin & Breedlove, General principles of 
classification and nomenclature in folk biology, 
1973)), but the method of classificatory device is 
somewhat influenced by Simpson’s (Simpson, 1945) 
biological classification and Kay (Kay, 1971). 
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7. Description of mass noun classifiers 

 
Following is the classified list of mass noun classifiers 
in Nepali. Each of the classifiers occupies the syntactic 
slot typically occupied by a classifier/quantifier. 
Besides, each of such mass noun classifiers classifies 
the fine grained properties of the noun it qualifies. 
 

1. Granules/ powder/ flour 

1.1. Ashes or sand etc. for rubbing the pots clean 
<mʌsko> 

1.2. Salt  

1.2.1. Big crystal <ɖ̤ikko> 
1.2.2. A pinch of salt <tsimʈ-i> ‘(literally) forceps’ 

(metaphorical) 

2. Semisolid [Characteristic test against both solid 
& liquid: <tsoili> ] (prototype <b̤at> ‘rice’/ 
<nʌuni>’butter’/ <maʈo> ‘mud’)  

2.1. Edge prominent slice or chop  

2.1.1. Small thickness <tsoil-o>/ <tsoil-i> 
2.1.2. Bigger chop of unmarked thickness <tsʌppʌri> 

2.2. Unmarked for edge 

2.2.1. Small lump <ɖʌllo>  
2.2.2. Bigger lump <b̤ʌkkano> 
2.2.3. Still bigger and harder mass of clay <ɖ̤isko> 

2.3. Particular place where people go to dig typically 
red color mud to paint their house wall, mud 
floor and inside and outside of the door 
<mʌɖkeno> 

2.4. Stool [these are different classifiers for stool of 
mammals/ category is stool] 

2.4.1. Buffalo <tʰas>, 
2.4.2. Cow <tʰapro>, 
2.4.3. Pig, cat, tiger, mouse <lĩɖ>, (semi cylindrical 

shape) 
2.4.4. Horse <lidi> 
2.4.5. Goat <bʌɖkaũlo> 

3. Emulsion, suspension and paste [Characteristic 
test against semisolid and liquid: <lʌtko>] 
<pitko> (vs. <turko> for liquid) ‘smallest natural 
drop/ mass/ quantity’ 

3.1. Edge prominent <ɖ̤ikko> (feels solid)(e.g. 
<dʌhi> ‘yoghurt’; <kʰʌkar> ‘phlegm’) 

3.2. Dispersed and without edge <lʌtko> (does not 
feel like solid) ( <siŋan> ‘nasal mucous’, <dʌhi> 
‘yoghurt’, <ʌtsar> ‘pickle’) 

3.3. Length prominent and smaller than referred to by 
<lʌtko> (e.g. toothpaste) <litko> 

3.4. Quantity of ghee that can be scooped up with an 
index finger hook <ʌũlo> ‘finger’ 

3.5. Not dispersed smallest natural mass (without 
edge) (usually collocates with food items) 
<pitko>  

3.6. Solidified chunks of blood <pʰalso> 
3.7. Chunks of solid particles separated/ not 

separated from liquid (related to food or drink) 
<tsʰokro> (maybe etymologically related with 
<tsokʈo> ‘piece of meat or forcibly torn piece of 
cloth)  

4. Liquid [Characteristic test against emulsion: 
<turko>] <pani>, < dud̤>, <tel>: <turk-o>/ <turk-
i> vs. <pitko> 

4.1. Static (source & container classifiers ) <kʰolo> 
‘stream’, < kulo> ‘canal’, < b̤ʌŋgalo> ‘estuary’, 
<dʌhʌ> ‘lake’,    <ɖobilko>/  <kʰobilʈo> ‘pit’, 
<mul> ‘source’  

4.2. Quantity of water occupied in two palms joining 
together <ʌ̃dzuli>  

4.3. Dynamic (direction: upward, downward, 
horizontal, slanted 

4.3.1. Direction:  

4.3.1.1. Upward <b̤ulko> ‘boil’  
4.3.1.2. Downward  

4.3.1.2.1. Drop 

4.3.1.2.1.1. Divergent single <tsʰiʈ-o> ‘sprinkle’(?) 
4.3.1.2.1.2. Sprinkled drops (multiple) drops or spots 

made by them <tsʰirko> (etymology 
*<tsʰiʈ-k-o> <tsʰir-k-o>) (<k> ‘bounded 
instantiation of an action or event) 

4.3.1.2.1.3. Convergent 

4.3.1.2.1.3.1. Hanging on the source <tʰopo> 
4.3.1.2.1.3.2. Fallen on some object <tʰoplo> 

4.3.1.2.2. Rain shower 

4.3.1.2.2.1. Big shower <dʌrko> 
4.3.1.2.2.2. One shower (normal) <d̤zʌr> 
4.3.1.2.2.3. Tap/ line of liquid while pouring <d̤aro> 
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4.3.1.3. With force 

4.3.1.3.1. Sudden surge  

4.3.1.3.1.1. Usually dirty water/ smoke <muslo> 
‘(literally) pole of flour mill for crushing 
grains’ (metaphorical)  

4.3.1.3.1.2. Usually clean water <mulko>  

4.3.1.3.2. Linear single spray of liquid <sirko>  

4.4. Number of times a cow or a buffalo gives milk 
<sãd̤z> ‘evening’ 

4.5. Quantity of oil needed for one time curry 
<b̤uʈun> 

5. Gas 

5.1. Eye sensitive  

5.1.1. Pungent smoke around felt in the eyes <pʌtyol> 
5.1.2. Smoke <kũɖullo> ‘(literally) coil’ 
5.1.3. Smoke/ dust/ muddy water (with force) 

<muslo> ‘(literally) pole of flour mill for 
crushing grains’ (metaphorical) 

5.2. Nose sensitive (smell) <hʌrʌk> 
5.3. Ear sensitive  

5.3.1. Whistling in the wind <susel-o> vs. <susel-i> 
‘whistling’ (metaphorical) 

5.3.2. Sound of wind/ hurricane <huĩko>  

5.4. Skin sensitive  

5.4.1. Cold <sireʈo>,  
5.4.2. Heat <ãts> 

6. Fire  

6.1. Spark <d̤zilko> 
6.2. Glow <pilko>, 
6.3. Burning fire particle <pʰiluŋgo> 
6.4. Flame <dzwalo> 
6.5. Biggest flame <dʌnko> 
6.6. Burning coal <koilo> 
6.7. Torch made of braided cloth <pulʈʰo>, 
6.8. Tongs <tsimʈa> 
6.9. Torch made on the stick <rãko>, 
6.10. Collection of burning coals <b̤uŋro>, 
6.11. Burning fire stick on one side <ʌgullʈo>, 
6.12. Hearth <ʌgeno>, 
6.13. Bonfire <d̤uni> 

 

 

 
7. Light 

7.1. (a) Sunlight and (b) dress measured in terms of 
human body <aŋ> ‘body’ 

7.2. Glow from a smallest light source <pilko>,  
7.3. Sunrise/ moonrise <d̤zulko>,  
7.4. Spark <d̤zilko> [cf. <d̤zʌlko> (for seeing) & 

<d̤zʌd̤zʌlko> (for memory)] 
 
8. Conclusions 

 
These examples are sufficient to claim that there are 
mass noun classifiers and that the mass noun classifier 
is a separate class and category to be explored in other 
languages and Universal Grammar. 
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Abstract

FinnWordNet is a Finnish wordnet which
complies with the structure of the Prince-
ton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). It was
created by translating all the words in
Princeton WordNet. It is open source
and contains over 117 000 synsets. We
are now testing different methods in or-
der to improve and expand the content of
FinnWordNet.

Since wordnets are structured ontologies,
a location for a word in FinnWordNet
can be pinpointed by its relations to other
words. To us, finding a location for a word
therefore means finding a hyperonym, a
hyponym or a synonym for the word. This
article describes some methods for finding
a location for a new word in FinnWord-
Net. Our methods include searching for
multiword terms, compounds and lexico-
syntactic patterns. Testing shows that with
a few simple methods, we were able to find
an indicator of the location for 83.2 % of
new words. Out of the new synonym pairs
we tested, we were able to find an indica-
tion for 86.7 %.

1 Introduction

WordNet (Miller et al., 1990; Fellbaum, 1998) is
a lexical database for English where words (adjec-
tives, nouns, verbs, adverbs) are grouped into syn-
onym sets, also called synsets. Each synset repre-
sents a concept. In addition to synonymy, Word-
Net also includes other types of semantic relations,
for instance antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy
and troponymy. The hyperonym/hyponym rela-
tion creates a hierarchical structure for nouns.
Typically, wordnets are monolingual but lately
multilingual wordnets have been under way, see

(Vossen, 1998; Tufis et al., 2004; Pianta et al.,
2002)

The Finnish WordNet (FinnWordNet or FiWN)
is a Finnish version of the Princeton WordNet
(Carlson and Lindén, 2010). There are three
main approaches to creating wordnets (Carlson
and Lindén, 2010): you can build a wordnet from
scratch, translate an existing wordnet or translate
the top ontology and extend it with local synonym
dictionaries. FiWN was created by translating the
word senses in Princeton WordNet 3.0 by using
professional translators. The translation process
was controlled with regard to quality, coverage,
cost and speed of translation. FiWN with trans-
lations can also be used as a Finnish–English dic-
tionary.

After translation, our next aim has been to im-
prove and to expand the content of FiWN. One
important part of this is to check that FiWN con-
tains the most frequently used Finnish terms and
concepts. The downside of creating a wordnet
by translation is that the content tends to include
terms specific to the source language, in this case
terms related to English-speaking cultures, while
some central concepts in the target language are
possibly left missing.

Another goal is to make sure that the seman-
tic relations as well as the translations are correct.
The FiWN search interface1 also includes a feed-
back and rating possibility. Crowdsourcing is one
of the methods we are using to improve and ex-
pand FiWN (Lindén et al., 2012). One impor-
tant method for enriching FiWN is finding new
instances of semantic relations and words in cor-
pora. Lindén et al. (2012) have already established
some useful lexico-syntactic patterns for Finnish
for finding instances of semantic relations, espe-
cially synonyms and hyponyms/hyperonyms.

The next stage of expanding the content of

1http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/cgi-bin/fiwn/search
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FiWN is to add new words and relations to FiWN.
To us, finding a location for a word in FiWN
means finding hyponyms, hyperonyms or syn-
onyms for that word. Hyponyms, hyperonyms and
synonyms act as indicators for the location. In this
article, we test a few simple methods for finding
such indicators. We use synonym pairs found by
Lindén et al. (2012) as our test set.

WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) describes hy-
ponymy as follows: A concept represented by the
synset {x, x’,...} is said to be a hyponym of the
concept represented by the synset {y, y’,...} if
native speakers of English accept sentences con-
structed from such frames as An x is a (kind of)
y. Inversely, synset {y, y’,...} is the hyperonym
of synset {x, x’,...}. Miller et al. (1990) also sug-
gest the following definition for synonymy: two
expressions are synonymous in a linguistic con-
text C if the substitution of one for the other in C
does not alter the truth value.

The article is divided as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related work for finding instances of se-
mantic relations for English. Section 3 describes
our methods in more detail. Section 4 describes
the material and Section 5 outlines the evaluation
and test results, whereas Section 6 discusses the
results and future work. Finally, Section 7 draws
the conclusions.

2 Related Work

There has been much research for finding word
pairs which share a certain semantic relation.
These approaches can be divided into two main
categories: pattern-based and cluster-based ap-
proaches. The latter uses statistics and clustering
algorithms to cluster similar words according to
context. This approach is based on the Distribu-
tional hypothesis (Harris, 1968) which states that
words that occur in a similar context tend to be
similar in meaning. Works using this approach in-
clude for instance (Caraballo, 1999), (Lin, 1998)
and (Pantel and Lin, 2002).

There are studies with this approach for Finnish
as well. In his Ph.D. thesis Piitulainen (2011)
did a case study on the distributional similarity of
words. He studied nearly twenty thousand nouns
that occur often in a Finnish newspaper corpus.
Lindén and Piitulainen (2004) introduced similar-
ity recalculation after context clustering to find
subclusters and they used translation dictionaries
for evaluating the rate of synonymy found in word

clusters.
Pattern-based approaches use lexico-syntactic

patterns in order to find the context of a relation.
Hearst (1992; 1998) conducted one of the first
studies that used patterns for hyponymy relation.
Hearst’s patterns included for example:

• NP such as {NP, NP..., (and|or)} NP
”The bowlute, such as the Bambara ndang”
hyponym(”Bambara ndang”, ”bowlute”)

• NP {, NP}* {,} or other NP
”Bruises, wounds, broken bones or other in-
juries”
hyponym(”bruise”, ”injury”),
hyponym(”wound”, ”injury”),
hyponym(”broken bone”, ”injury)

These manually created patterns usually have
good precision but low recall (Hearst, 1998).
Hearst also introduced her Lexico-Syntactic Pat-
tern Extraction method (LSPE) which many later
methods are based on. She also tried this method
for meronymy, but the results were not as promis-
ing. The patterns for meronymy were not unique
enough but also found other instances of seman-
tic relations. Berland and Charniak (1999) on the
other hand got better results since they used more
refined statistical measures for ranking the output.

Many automatic and semi-automatic ap-
proaches to finding patterns have later been
proposed. Many of them are based on Hearst
(1992). They usually have the same idea: First
gather seed instances of the desired relation and
find those occurrences in text. From this, the
context determines a new pattern which is then
used to find new instances. New instances in turn
can be used to find new patterns. Methods differ
in how new patterns are evaluated and selected.

Instead of manually created patterns, some
methods use machine learning to learn new pat-
terns. These approaches include for example
(Snow et al., 2005). They used a supervised learn-
ing algorithm to create a hyperonym classifier.
Other works are (Girju et al., 2003), (Girju et al.,
2006) for finding instances of part-whole relation
(meronymy/holonymy) and (Agichtein and Gra-
vano, 2000) for instances of any kind of semantic
relation.

Different approaches also use general patterns.
These broad coverage noisy patterns have high re-
call but low precision. Works include (Girju et al.,
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2003), (Girju et al., 2006) and (Pantel and Pennac-
chiotti, 2006). These patterns produce both right
and wrong instances and the methods need to fil-
ter out the wrong ones. Many methods use statisti-
cal evaluation to estimate the accuracy of generic
patterns. Works include for example (Brin, 1999),
(Agichtein and Gravano, 2000), (Agichtein et al.,
2001), (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) and (Pan-
tel et al., 2004)

Statistics-based methods are mainly applicable
to medium- or high-frequency words, whereas
pattern-based methods are applicable also to low-
frequency words, because even one occurence of
a pattern is often sufficient. Since most of the re-
maining words not in FiWN are low-frequency, we
will focus on pattern-based methods.

Many have compared their results with wordnet,
see e.g. (Hearst, 1992; Lin and Pantel, 2002; Snow
et al., 2005). This can be seen as the first step to
add words to wordnet because it requires finding a
location for an existing word. However, they have
not directly addressed the issue of where to add
the words that were not in wordnet.

3 Method

The purpose of our study is to find an indication
of the location in FiWN for a new word. The indi-
cations are hyponyms, hyperonyms and of course,
synonyms. Our test set includes synonym pairs
for which we try to find a place in FiWN. The syn-
onyms in our material may be single words, com-
pounds or multiword terms. The methods focus on
finding locations for nouns or noun phrases.

We have chosen to test and evaluate the follow-
ing simple methods:

(A) Categorize the word pairs into five groups:

1) Pairs where both words are in FiWN
and:
(a) in the same synset
(b) not in the same synset

2) Pairs with one word already in FiWN
and:
(a) the other word can be added to one

of the synsets
(b) the other word cannot be added to

one of the synsets
3) Pairs where neither of the words are in

FiWN

(B) Check compound words.

(C) Check main word of a multiword term.

(D) Use patterns.

In method A, the synonym pairs can be me-
chanically compared with the synsets in FiWN and
catecorized into groups 1, 2 or 3 accordingly. Sep-
arating group 2 into groups 2a and 2b needs to be
judged by a human.

Group 1a is unproblematic. Group 1b indicates
that some meanings are not yet covered in the ex-
isting FiWN. As both words in group 1b are al-
ready in FiWN, finding a location for the words
might seem unnecessary. But now we are actually
finding a location for a new meaning of a word.
For this group, we can add some assumptions, be-
cause we are most likely finding a less frequent
or more specialized meaning of one of the words.
We assume that either word of the word pair can
be added to a synset of the other word or the word
can be added as a hyponym of the other word.

Group 2a is straightforward. The synonym
pair’s meaning is represented by one of the synsets
which contains the known word of the word pair.
Since different synsets represent different con-
cepts (ergo meanings) it is likely that the new word
is added to only one of the synsets. This is rein-
forced by the fact that most of the high-frequency
words are already included in FiWN. This means
that if a word is missing from FiWN, it is most
likely a rare word, which usually has only one spe-
cific meaning.

Group 2b is similar to 1b, but group 2b also im-
plies that the synonym pair’s meaning is somehow
new. We have two views on this. First, we can as-
sume that the meaning is more precise so that the
new word should be added as a hyponym. On the
other hand, it is also possible that we have found a
new meaning for a word that is already in FiWN.

Method A is used on word pairs whereas meth-
ods B-D are used on words. Since our test set con-
sists of synonyms pairs, it is enough that we get
an indicator for at least one of the words in a word
pair. The other word gets its hyperonym or hy-
ponym via its synonym.

Method B and C rely on a language’s innate
mechanism of coining new words and terms based
on established ones. In Finnish, compound words
are written together and the last word is always the
main word. This differs from multiword terms, be-
cause the main word is not always the last word.
For example a White-tailed Tropicbird is a kind of
bird and a role-playing game is a kind of game.
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Finding noun compound words is relatively
easy in Finnish based on the compound word bor-
der. Additionally, proper nouns are excluded from
the results to make the results more useful. This
leaves out compound person names, for exam-
ple the surname Tois#kallio (neighbor-hill). Com-
pound names may reflect concepts, but they are no
longer perceived and used that way. In our an-
notated corpus a hash sign (#) indicates a word
boundary in compound words. In addition, we
also check if the word includes a dash (-), which is
sometimes used as an explicit compound word de-
limiter, for instance MIRV-ohjus (MIRV missile).

For the multiword terms we took similar steps
as for the compound words, e.g. proper nouns
were discarded to exclude person names. Our pro-
gram chooses the head word of the NP as the hy-
peronym. If no head word is annotated, then the
last noun of the NP is chosen.

Method D uses hand-made patterns. Lindén
et al. (2012) established some useful patterns for
Finnish which we are using to find a hyperonym
or a hyponym for a word in a corpus. These pat-
terns are based on Hearst’s patterns (1992; 1998).

4 Material

Lindén et al. (2012) evaluated a few lexico-
syntactic patterns. From their subsection of
Finnish Wikipedia2 articles they found 1405 oc-
currences of pattern eli (a.k.a.). They manually
checked 1100 and evaluated 583 (53.3 %) as use-
ful (that is to say the occurrence of the pattern
produced a word pair with a known semantic re-
lation). Relations were categorized as synonyms,
translations (which can be seen as kind a of syn-
onymy) and glosses. From this, we got a test set
of 459 synonym pairs.

Since the purpose of these tests is to find a hy-
ponym or hyperonym for the words, we only look
at noun pairs. This gives us a test set of 422
unique synonym pairs and 594 unique new words
(strings)3.

2http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Etusivu
3The word for a special species of dolphin, i.e. inia, was

left out as it was incorrectly given the baseform in and would
have affected the search results of method D by retrieving
English text fragments.

4.1 Preprocessing

The corpus we used for finding patterns was
Finnish Wikipedia4. This corpus was cleaned
from the Wikipedia tagging in order to get only
the text. The size of the cleaned corpus was 379.4
MB. This corpus was then annotated with Con-
nexor’s5 fi-fdg -tool6. Below is a sample sentence
of Times are hard in Finnish:
1 Ajat aika subj>2 @NH N PL NOM (Times)
2 ovat olla main>0 @MAIN V ACT IND
PRES PL P3 (are)
3 kovia kova comp>2 @NH A PL PTV (hard)
4 . .
5 <s><s>

Our test words were also annoted with the fi-fdg
-tool. The annotated words have one word per line
with the information for each word in tsv:

1. Word number

2. Surface form of the word

3. Baseform of the word, word boundaries
marked with a hash sign (#)

4. Role of the word, e.g. main word or attribute
etc.

5. Other annotations, e.g. class, case etc.

Words get their baseform where word bound-
aries of compound words are also marked. In addi-
tion, the main word is marked in multiword terms.
These are needed in the methods we are testing.

An example annotation of urethritis i.e. inflam-
mation of the urethra:
1 virtsaputken virtsa#putki attr>2
@PREMOD N SG GEN (of the urethra)
2 tulehdus tulehdus main>0
@NH N SG NOM (inflammation)
3 <p><p>

5 Results

Results for our methods can be seen in Table 1 and
2.

Group 1 was divided into two groups using
FiWN. As we assumed, one word of each word
pair in group 1b fit in the same synset as the other
word, but not necessarily the otherway around.

4http://dumps.wikimedia.org/fiwiki/, downloaded Jan-
uary 2011

5http://www.connexor.com/nlplib/
6http://www.csc.fi/english/research/software/fi-fdg
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Group 1a 1b 2a 2b 3 Altogether
Word Pairs 46 14 88 31 243 422
Percentage 10.9 % 3.3 % 20.8 % 7.3 % 57.6 % 100.0 %

Table 1: Results for method A (counting word pairs).

Method Words Applicable Useful Accuracy
Method B 479 151 119 78.8 %
Method C 479 116 82 70.7 %
Method D 479 4250 601 14.1 %

Table 2: Results for methods B, C and D (counting words).

Adding one word to the other words’s synset re-
quired knowing the meaning of the words in order
to decide which should be added to which synset,
so this was done by hand.

Group 2 was manually checked and divided into
two groups. Group 2a were clear cases where
the unknown word could be added to one of the
synsets of the other word. Some of these words
were for instance Finnish terms for international
words. For example kudosoppi can be added to
synset {histologia} (histology).

Group 2b implied that the word already in
FiWN has some new meaning which is why the
new word cannot simply be added to an existing
synset. This is the case for example in a synonym
pair aurinkokoira/hevonen (sun dog/horse). Since
sun dog is a native american term for horse, it is
more precise and should be added as a hyponym.
In group 2b, most of the new words were best
suited as hyponyms of the known words.

Only four words from groups 1b and 2b were
not suitable as a hyponym or in the same synset
of the word in FiWN. For these words we instead
used methods B, C and D and found indicators for
all of them.

Group 3 is the largest group, which produces
most of the new words for FiWN. This means that
there is still room for expanding FiWN. On the
other hand, at this point we did not exclude proper
names from the test words. Test words might
include words we are not currently interested in
adding to FiWN. These include for example vari-
ous person names and sport associations.

Excluding pairs from groups 1 and 2, we are left
with 243 pairs from group 3, where neither word
is in FiWN. The pairs contain 479 unique words.
On these words, we used methods B, C and D.

Among the unique words from group 3 our pro-
gram found 151 compounds. Of these, 119 were

evaluated as having a good hyperonym which
gives an accuracy of 78.8 %. There were some
clear cases, e.g. begonia#kasvi (begonia plant)
which is a plant. Some were a mere interpreta-
tion, for example a legal term oikeus#olettama (le-
gal presumption) is a certain type of olettama (pre-
sumption).

In group 3 our program found 116 multiword
terms and 82 were evaluated as having a good
hyperonym. This gives an accuracy of 70.7 %.
Words include for example neoklassinen musiikki
(neoclassical music) which is a kind of musiikki
(music). Out of the good hyperonyms, 19 were
compound words from the previous method.

The last method was to use patterns from
(Lindén et al., 2012). Patterns included:

• kuten, kuten esimerkiksi (as/like/such as, as
for example)

• ja/tai muu (and/or...other)

• NP(nom)...on/ovat/oli/olivat..NP
(NP(nominative
form)...is/are/was/were...NP)

First we searched for sentences which contained
the specific pattern. With the first pattern we found
42360 sentences, with pattern and...other 33482
sentences and with pattern or...other 5171 sen-
tences. Sentences having the last pattern were
964911.

From these senteces we searched those which
contained the test words from group 3. The
first pattern matched 340 sentences. With pattern
and...other we found 266 sentences and with pat-
tern or...other 26 sentences. With the last pattern
we added a restriction that the word should be in
nominative form. This resulted in 3618 sentences.
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We manually evaluated which ones indicated a
hyperonym or a hyperonym. Most of the good re-
sults came from the last pattern. Useful patterns in
Table 2 indicate how many of the results produced
a hyponym or hyperonym for the given word.
Testing for compounds and multiword terms re-
sulted in 297 words with no indication of a hyper-
onym or hyponym. With patterns, we were able to
find indications for 142 of those words. We also
found new hyperonyms or hyponyms for some of
the compound words and multiword terms.

Methods A-D result in only 155 words with no
indication of a location in FiWN. On the other
hand, since our test set consisted of synonym
pairs, we only need an indication for one of the
words. This lowered the words with no indication
to 100 (50 synonym pairs). Since we had 594 new
words (strings), this means that for 83.2 % of all of
the new words we found some indication. Out of
the 376 new synonym pairs, i.e. excluding group
1a already in FiWN from the total, we were able
to find an indication for 86.7 % of the pairs that
were new to FiWN.

6 Discussion and Future Work

The tests gave us some insight into which meth-
ods are useful in order to find hyperonyms and
hyponyms for a given word. Interestingly, find-
ing compound words and multiword terms is sim-
ple and the accuracy is far better than using pat-
terns. On the other hand, we currently only tested
that a sentence contained both the pattern and the
given word. To get better accuracy for patterns,
we need to more accurately check that the pattern
itself contains the given word.

Categorizing synonym pairs into different
groups allows us to concentrate on specific syn-
onym pairs. With a small amount of manual work,
we were able to cover groups 1 and 2 and focus
solely on group 3 with our remaining methods.

Using both methods B and C for the words al-
lows us to create multilevel hierarchies. For exam-
ple, the word laskennallinen virtaus#mekaniikka
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) is a multiword
term giving us a hyperonym virtaus#mekaniikka
(Fluid Dynamics). In addition, this main word
is also a compound word, giving us hyperonym
mekaniikka7 (Dynamics).

One problem was the quality of the fi-fdg -tool.
Some words were incorrectly annotated, for ex-

7Literal translation is mechanics.

ample the wrong word was annotated as the main
word. That is why some compounds and multi-
word terms from methods B and C did not show
up in the results.

In group 1b of our synonym pairs, both words
were included in FiWN, but they were not in the
same synset. We concluded that one of the words
in the word pair can be added to the synset of
the other word. Deciding on which synset the
other word should be added into was done by
hand. Later on, this should be automated. For
example, if we know which article produced the
synonym pair, we can check what the article is
about and deduce which synset is the best based
on its hyperonyms. For example, the synonym pair
moira/kohtalotar (Moirai, Moirae/Norn,weird sis-
ter) was found in an article talking about Greek
gods. Moirai/Mairae has a hyperonym Greek de-
ity whereas Norn/weird sister has a hyperonym
Norn deity.

Groups 1b and 2b produced new meanings for
words already in FiWN. Since those word pairs
cover only 10.6 % of our test pairs, we can in-
fer that most of the meanings of the words in
FiWN are covered in the current version. We also
conclude that categorizing word pairs is a useful
method to discover new meanings.

The obvious thing to point out about these meth-
ods is that they can be iterated. Even if the hy-
peronym or hyponym for a word is missing from
FiWN, we can use these same methods to find a lo-
cation for the new hyperonym/hyponym. We can
also use the pattern a.k.a to find synonyms for the
new word.

7 Conclusions

We have described some simple methods for find-
ing a location for a new word in FiWN. This means
finding a synonym, a hyponym or a hyperonym for
a new word. These indicate where a word can be
added. As a side-effect of our first method, we
can also find new meanings for some of the known
words in FiWN.

Testing showed that for a test set of 594 totally
new words (strings) for FiWN, we were able to
find an indication of a location for 83.2 % of the
words. Generally, exploiting the usual way a lan-
guage coins new words based on established ones,
e.g. compounding and multiword terms, has a bet-
ter accuracy than general lexico-syntatic patterns.
All in all, we were able to find an indication for
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86.7 % of the pairs that were new to FiWN.
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Abstract

Multi-word units (MWUs), interpreted
in these studies as both collocations and
phrasemes, pose a serious “challenge to
our understanding” (Fellbaum, 2007) even
when used in someone´s own mother tongue
(L1). Interpreters are exposed to this chal-
lenge twice, as they have to render them
properly and within a few seconds from
their L1 to L2/s (i. e. to their foreign lan-
guage/s).

Mistakes in the interpretation process
can put both the validity of the whole inter-
pretation and the interpreter´s credibility at
stake. Our studies examine MWU interpre-
tation errors to determine if they are made
either at the comprehension level in the
source language (SL) and/or if they develop
during the language production in the target
language (TL). Furthermore, we investigate
if errors depend on language direction (En-
glish [EN] ><German [GE]). Wordnets are
applied as a tool to determine comprehen-
sion and production errors. Based on these
studies, we propose an ontological schema
for interpreting studies with wordnets as a
learning and validation tool.

1 Background and Motivation
In this article, we aim to introduce WordNet

and its applications to the emerging field of inter-
preting studies. Our studies focus on multi-word
units (MWUs), which represent both a challenge
and an important source of errors in translation,
interpreting and in natural language processing.
We analyze the way professional and student in-
terpreters deal with formulaic language units, par-
ticularly collocations and phrasemes. We also dis-
cuss the way in which wordnets can be fully im-
plemented in an ontological learning method.

Two studies are introduced in this paper. The
first one examines EU interpreters´ performances
in simultaneously interpreting MWUs. After es-
tablishing the distribution of errors, we tried to
locate, in the second study, their origin. We ex-

amined interpreters´ note-taking and introduced
wordnets as reference tools, in order to determine
whether the errors arise during the comprehension
of the SL or during the language production into
the TL. The results were then compared to see if
errors may differ according to language direction
(GE><EN). Based on these two studies, we even-
tually proposed an ontological approach, anchored
to wordnets, for interpreting studies.

2 Theoretical and Methodological Con-
siderations

A definitional frame was required in order to
analyze the extracted forms descriptively. The
final, unapodictic formulated etiquette, MWUs,
refers to both collocations and phrasemes in a
wider sense. The umbrella term, MWUs of lan-
guage use, summarizes the attempt to focus on
a large–scale investigation of these expressions,
more than that of trying to justify their complex
linguistic nature.

Collocations are defined, in this context, as
holistic lexical, lexico-grammatical and semantic
units composed by at least two elements. One of
their compositional word retains its original mean-
ing. They have a variable degree of idiomati-
city, and some of them accept variable compos-
ing elements through synonymy, an aspect which
makes them recurrent but not fixed. In both
studies, collocations were separated into gram-
matical classes, including VN collocations, AN
collocations, AdvV collocations and PP colloca-
tions. These grammatical components should not
be considered fixed in their sentence position, as
they have to suit both languages (i. e. German
and English) despite their different morphosyntac-
tic alignment.

The term ‘phraseme’ is used as superordinate
term and category name for idiomatic phrases,
multi-word units, kinegrams, doublets, triplets,
metaphors, onymic phrases, phraseological terms,
truisms, sayings, winged words and routine forms
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such as speech openings and endings.
The studies´ results were first classified as

‘right’ or ‘wrong’; thereafter, they were more pre-
cisely defined through subcategories. These cate-
gories serve as assessment parameters for the eva-
luation of professional and student interpreters´
performance, presented as follows.

‘Right’ interpretation acts were differentiated
into the following categories:

a) Complete normative renderings (cnr). All
peculiar elements of a collocation or a phraseme
are preserved in both SL and TL. The entire gram-
matical form and discourse intention meant within
the unit are also rightly conveyed:
(1) Wir werden sie in guter Erinnerung behalten.

⇒ “We will always have a good memory of
her”.

b) Partial normative renderings (pnr). The
MWU and its meaning are preserved but a gram-
matical mistake occurred.
(2) for those who worked hard ⇒ “für diejenige,

die hart arbeiten” (for those who work hard)
c) Paraphrases (par) of one collocation in case

of nested MWUs or simplifications of the whole
unit´s meaning by using different words, of which
nevertheless at least one is the base or the collo-
cator of the original collocation. This rendering
does not compromise the correct translation of the
original unit´s meaning and gives ground to the
thought that the interpreter understood and recog-
nized MWUs in the SL, but was not able to render
them properly with equivalent forms in the TL.
(3) Er hat eine Lücke hinterlassen, die nur

schwer zu erschließen sein wird ⇒ “It has
left an enormous gap to fill”, instead of e. g.
“He has left an enormous gap that will be dif-
ficult to fill.”

(4) The microphone will be cut off ⇒ “Der
Mikrophon wird abgestellt”. A more idio-
matic form could be: “Der Mikrophon wird
abgeschaltet”.

d) Semantic chalks (sc). The MWU in the TL
‘copies’ the syntactic layout of the MWU in the
SL. The meaning of the multi-word string can still
be clearly understood, but the TL´s expression is
not as idiomatic as it should be.
(5) Wir wollen ein sehr breites Zielpublikum

ansprechen ⇒ “We want to address a broad
public”, instead of e. g. “We want to address
a wide audience.”

‘Wrong’ MWUs were categorised into two

main groups.
a) Omissions, i. e. SL units, which have been

partially or completely left out in the TL. This af-
fects the understanding of both the overall mean-
ing and the meaning of the discourse where the
MWU lies.
(6) Woe betide us if we jeopardise freedom! ⇒

– [The MWU was not translated.]
b) Distortions (dist.). Wrong translation of the

SL unit through a self-made unit (not idiomatic,
not recurrent); adding of another, arguable infor-
mation, not delivered in the original text, which
distorts the whole discourse´s meaning or adop-
tion of a word allegedly considered to be the right
synonym, which nonetheless changes the sentence
(or discourse) information.
(7) Ich verurteile das Verbrechen auf das Schärf-

ste ⇒ “I utterly condemn the crime” (‘Ut-
terly’ is a quantitive evaluation; ‘auf das
Schärfste’, on the contrary, a qualitative one.
A possible rendering could be: “I condemn
the crime in the strongest terms.”

(8) Higher costs ⇒ “Kosten in die Höhe treiben”
(the MWU “in die Höhe treiben” approxi-
mately means ‘to boost expenses’, while the
speaker meant ‘höhere Kosten.’

In both studies, we tried to measure the per-
formance of the interpreters on the base of these
evaluation parameters.

3 Evaluation of EU Interpreters´ Perfor-
mance

The first preparatory study aims at investigat-
ing and evaluating the performance of EU in-
terpreters, ten people for language combination,
in rendering MWUs in their own mother tongue.
They worked simultaneously in the booth and
translated opening speeches, keynote addresses,
reports to the EU Parliament and requests to speak,
which we refer to as ‘speeches’ with general con-
tent and no jargon.

We studied a total of 113 GE>EN speeches
and 147 EN>GE speeches. The total amount of
GE>EN collocations and phrasemes was 1,243,
while the sample for EN>GE amounted to 1,985
samples. All the original speeches were firstly
transcribed, then linguistically analyzed1. The lin-
guistic research on transcripts of EU interpreters´
performances was approved by the current EU Di-

1Speeches of EU representatives are individually down-
loadable since September 1st, 2008.
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GE>EN VN collocations
�: 81 x: 19

cnr pnr par. – dist.
85 0 15 33 67

GE>EN NA collocations
�: 80 x: 20

cnr pnr par. – dist.
50 50 0 100 0

GE>EN PP collocations
�: 88 x: 12

cnr pnr par. – dist.
73 5 22 67 33

GE>EN phrasemes
�: 77 x: 23

cnr pnr par. – dist.
68 3 29 67 33

EN>GE VN collocations
�: 86 x: 14

cnr pnr par. – dist.
58 25 17 50 50

EN>GE AdvV collocations
�: 83 x: 17

cnr pnr par. – dist.
60 0 40 0 100

EN>GE PP collocations
�: 83 x: 17

cnr pnr par. – dist.
87 7 6 100 0

EN>GE phrasemes
�: 90 x: 10

cnr pnr par. – dist.
60 5 35 40 60

Table 1: Evaluation of EU interpreters´ performance - most significant results

rectorate General for Interpretation and Confer-
ences, the current Head of the EU Plenary Records
Unit and the current EU Data Protection Officer
of the European Parliament, under the condition
that the transcriptions would remain unpublished2.
The results were evaluated according to a set of
criteria, as a golden standard is not available. In
interpreting studies, it is on one hand very difficult
(if not impossible) to collect sufficient data from
a homogeneous interpreters´ population with the
same language combination. On the other hand,
it is often unattainable to determine how a utter-
ance should be segmented into smaller units (and
whether there is a one-to-one mapping of these
units in the SL and the TL). Moreover, it is quite
impossible to identify how a single unit is best ren-
dered (as demonstrated by Pöchhacker [2011] and
Albl-Mikasa [2008]). In our study, the data were
evaluated by an experienced interpreter after care-
ful comparison of the transcriptions and after con-
sulting known language resources in both TL and
SL.

Table 1 and 2 below only report the most signif-
icant results. The correct MWUs are represented
by a checkmark (�), the wrong ones with an ‘x’.
All subcategories are abbreviated with the given
acronyms, except for omissions, that are indicated
with a dash (–). The data collected from the first
study only refer to mistakes made while translat-
ing into the interpreters´ mother tongue.

Phrasemes, VN and PP collocations were
particularly difficult to render (posed special prob-
lems) for both English and German interpreters (as
visible in Table 1). The most frequent strategy no-
ticed was anticipation, i. e. the act of anticipating
the speaker´s said MWU: right phrasemes were

2E-mail exchange: November 29th, 2010.

anticipated by English interpreters in 67 percent
of the cases and by their German colleagues in 75
percent of the cases.

Nevertheless, the first study´s results did not
allow understanding at which level of compre-
hension and in which language direction mistakes
mostly occurred (whether in the input or in the
output phase). Were mistakes made because in-
terpreters did not understand and/or know MWUs
in the SL, or rather because they missed an unam-
biguous mental representation of their meanings,
independently from their working language? We
tried to find this out in the second study, by test-
ing student interpreters´ note-taking (consecutive
interpreting) in both their L1 and L2.

4 Evaluation of Student Interpreters´
Rendering of MWUs

4.1 Note-Taking: A Brief Introduction
In order to understand the proceeding of the

second study and its outcome, we need to make
a brief introduction on note-taking, the technique
used to test student interpreters.

Note-taking or consecutive interpreting can be
fully considered to be a parameter to investigate
mental representations of meaning/s.

It is not the same as shorthand. With the lat-
ter, we generally refer to partial alphabetic sys-
tems; note-taking is, on the contrary, an interlin-
gua (Fellbaum 2011) combining ideograms, lo-
gograms, abbreviations, letters of the alphabet,
icons, symbols and some signs taken from i. a.
stenography and mathematics. Note-taking resem-
bles Blissymbolics3, because it represents con-
cepts rather than words. Symbols can there-
fore stand for glosses, synsets, frames and entire

3http://www.alysion.org/handy/althandwriting.htm
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GE>EN VN collocations
�: 92 x: 8

cnr pnr sc par. – dist.
52 8 32 8 0 100

GE>EN phrasemes
�: 73 x: 27

cnr pnr sc par. – dist.
56 13 18 13 83 17

EN>GE VN collocations
�: 95 x: 5

cnr pnr sc par. – dist.
83 5 8 4 77 23

EN>GE phrasemes
�: 82 x: 18

cnr pnr sc par. – dist.
8 0 15 77 75 25

Table 2: Evaluation of students´ performance - most significant results

propositions4. Notes are generally ‘overlapped’
when they refer to the same concept5. Little
changes are made on signs to disambiguate them
from the context6, while the morpho-syntactic
variations of a word are generally added on the
upper or lower, right or left side of the root–note7.
Signs could therefore excel in simplicity. From
an ontological view point, they span on a note
pad like Top Ontologies (TO) and Upper Domain
Ontologies (UDOs), which stand for and repre-
sent both a root as well as its synset/s. Despite
these few structural agreements however, one ma-
jor unresolved problem in the note-taking system
is arbitrariness. There are currently different opin-
ions and theories on the most suitable signs and
symbols to adopt, their preciseness and associated
meaning, their amount, the note language used
for abbreviations and the general content structure.
This randomness, apparently justified by a solial-
istic approach to the system (with the purpose of
immediate communication), leads to a frequent
use of new symbols just “for the occasion”. This,
as a result, remarkably affects the preciseness and
general textual coherence of the rendering. It also
partly justifies the difficulties in defining sound
and objective evaluation criteria and quality pa-
rameters in consecutive interpreting.

Phrasemes and collocations are notably diffi-

4↗n means e. g. ‘a quantity that is added ’, ‘to increase,
augment, rise’, and, when combined with little more signs,
e. g. � ρ �⇑, ‘to enhance, strenghten, reinforce the political
dialogue’. The same applies e. g. to x/sth.⇓, which means
‘to give an issue more weight, to lay more emphasis, to lend
greater weight to sth.’).

5This applies to the case of ‘international automotive in-

dustry’, commonly represented as: . Also visualized
overlapped MWUs should nonetheless be clearly readable.

6A ‘child’ is e. g. represented on a smaller scale; a
‘woman’ can wear a “skirt (�) ”.

7The adjective ‘ugly’is e. g. stressed by a minus to distin-
guish it from ‘horrible’. The adjective ‘visible’ can be drawn
by using the same ideogram for ‘eye’, as it pertains to the
word, however ‘visible ’ is put on the upper right side of the
noun or verb it refers to.

cult to notate in consecutive interpreting: accord-
ing to Albl-Mikasa (2008: 256), the base is gen-
erally represented, while the collocate is omitted
(which might lead to possible mistakes in the ren-
dering).

4.2 The study´s outcome
The study was conducted during the prepara-

tory session for an upcoming medical conference
on a population of ten undergraduate German stu-
dent interpreters in their last semester of study.
They were asked to listen to 30 short texts of
medical content in German and English, to which
MWUs were purposely added (for a total of 70
MWUs). Interpreters were then asked to notate
MWUs and render them in L1 or L2. They were
encouraged to integrate WORDNET SEARCH –
3.1.8, WORDVIS9, the EN><GE online dictio-
nary LANGUA.DE 10 ‡‡ and other reference tools
(i. a. EU´s multilingual term base IATE11) to
find right MWUs or check if they were correct.
Through the study, we could indirectly test if
wordnets extensively report MWUs in a clearly
readable form and with little search.

The most significant results in the interpreters´
performance (reported in Table 2) were noticed in
both language directions in phrasemes and VN
collocations. Interpreters seemed to have less
problems in rendering MWUs into their mother
tongue than in translating them into English: more
EN>GE phrasemes were in fact correctly trans-
lated than GE>EN phrasemes (82 percent against
73 percent of correct units). The same applies
to VN collocations (95 percent right EN>GE VN
collocations against 92 percent right GE>EN VN
MWUs). Interestingly, all wrong GE>EN VN

8http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
9http://wordvis.com/

10http://langua.de/
‡‡The second and third tools are respectively a WORD-

NET visual interface and a WORDNET aligned dictionary.
For more information visit: http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
wordnet/related-projects/.

11http://iate.europa.eu/iatediff/SearchByQueryLoad.do?
method=load
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MWUs were distorted. The majority of the in-
terpreters recognized the respective bases of the
MWUs, but had some problems in rendering the
entire multi-word strings in both language direc-
tions (GE><EN). The difficulty did not seem to
lie at the note-taking level; in fact, interpreters no-
tated the known MWUs (even if differently) and
could correctly define their meanings. This is an
interesting aspect, as mistakes in the output phase
of a consecutive session are generally attributed to
an unclear or lacking note-taking system, which
was clearly not the case in this instance.

5 WordNet and the Ontological Notation
in Interpreting

Our studies confirmed that MWUs are indeed
a major source of errors in interpreting and that
errors, be in the SL comprehension or in the TL
production, can be linked to the lack of an easily
accessible mapping of the single conceptual mean-
ing of a MWU. What fails is in other words a pivot
between the idiosyncratic mapping of multi-word
strings in SLs and TLs. Our studies also showed
that wordnets can be powerful tools by providing
the ontological link to the meaning of the units.
However, when consulting wordnets, interpreters
found that while some MWUs are clearly expli-
cated, others are not recorded. One possible so-
lution to help overcome the “resistance” to learn
collocations and phrasemes and/or the difficulty to
visualize them, could consist in entering MWUs in
wordnets as single entries. This would enhance
the ability to anticipate them while interpreting.
In order to develop tools tailored to interpreters´
needs, other factors should also be taken into ac-
count: multilinguality should e. g. be contem-
plated in wordnet templates. We suspect that this
would remarkably increase the search speed. A
clear overview of the entries could be maintained
by combining trimming and pruning as suggested
by Huang (2010), and by applying saliency as pre-
sented by Vossen (2001). Moreover, it could be
useful for interpreters to be given a visual repre-
sentation of the meaning next to an entry. The
adoption of a standardized note-taking system and
of one frame of notation should be therefore im-
plied. Other tools12 are already using fragmentary
word notation to improve learning and memory
effectiveness; we could further exploit the poten-
tial of non-linear notation by developing an ontol-

12E. g. relfinder.dbpedia.org/ www.smartwisdom.com/

ogy of language-independent consecutive notes.
Wordnets, already serving as dictionaries and the-
sauri, could eventually further expand to edito-
rial dictionaries, which would provide interpreters
with general knowledge patterns for a concept.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present the project build-
ing new lexical resource – shallow ontol-
ogy derived from the corpora. The on-
tology should be used primarily for ma-
chine translation, syntactic parsing and
word sense disambiguation. Currently, the
ontology for Czech language is developed,
but the methodology and tools are suitable
for other languages with similar structure.

Ontology is based on BushBank corpus,
which improves handling of ambiguity in
natural language. BushBank data and
tools are application-driven, thus reduc-
ing the time and costs needed to annotate
the corpora and develop new lexical re-
sources.

1 Introduction

Language resources for natural language process-
ing are very important for development as well as
improvement of existing natural language process-
ing (NLP) tools. Situation for different European
languages varies a lot. In the worst case there are
almost no resources and we have to face the prob-
lem of creating them cheaply and quickly while
maintaining high quality. We can attempt to build
an ultimate corpus that will be useful for every ap-
plication but we do not believe that such approach
is successful often enough. We have decided to
model our corpus using application-driven devel-
opment. This approach should prevent major de-
sign flaws which might not be automatically re-
coverable later and could limit the usefulness of
resulting work for ours needs.

This approach was used to build a multi-layered
annotated corpus which is one of the resources
used for creating our ontology. Application-driven
development means that at begining corpus does
not contain any data directly usable for creating

ontology as we avoid creating data with no im-
mediate application (even if it might be useful in
future). In fact proposed ontology is independent
of original corpus and we plan to use also other
(larger) corpora for enriching ontology.

This paper focuses on a new type of annotated
corpus named BushBank and an example study of
building shallow ontology for Czech language on
top of it. Semantic networks are among the most
popular formalisms for knowledge representation.
Like other networks, they consists of nodes and
links. For English we have a number of possi-
bilities from domain oriented to general ones like
Princeton WordNet (Miller, 1990). It is very rich
and complex network but unfortunately only few
applications use its potential.

Creation of similar resources for other close
languages such as Czech is very difficult and
also time-consuming. Our goal is to create a
simpler ontology which will be easy to create
and use primarily in our existing applications.
This application-driven approach should help us to
avoid creating a perfect complex ontology by pro-
viding us with a simple one instead, which can be
used in various projects right now. Simpler ontol-
ogy should also help us to create similar resources
for other languages and take advantage of it in ma-
chine translation. Such project can reuse many ex-
isting components that were created for different
purposes and projects.

2 WordNet ontologies

A lexicon with information about how words are
used and what they mean is a necessary compo-
nent for any application working with natural lan-
guage. Ontologies are one of the resources that
can provide enough information for those. On-
tology is a formal representation of a set of con-
cepts within a domain and the relationship be-
tween those concepts. Ontologies can be based
on different assumptions, for specific domains and
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different purposes. Thus it is very difficult to com-
pare them using objective metrics.

There are several ontologies built for the En-
glish language. For smaller European languages,
one of the most important general ontologies is
Princeton Wordnet (Miller, 1990). It contains
many relations (e.g. hypo/hyperonym, is part
of) connecting synsets (synonym set) which are
equated with ‘senses’. Specifically, according to
WordNet’s on-line glossary, a sense is a ‘a mean-
ing of a word in WordNet. Each sense of a word is
in a different synset’. Princeton WordNet is avail-
able under free license also for commercial appli-
cations.

EurowordNet (Vossen, 1998) and Balka-
net (Christodoulakis, 2004) were projects to lo-
calize (and improve) parts of the original version
to Central and South East European languages.
Thanks to ILI (inter lingual index), it is possible to
connect ontologies and use the result as a multilin-
gual dictionary. Unfortunately some of the prob-
lems of original WordNet still remain (Hanks and
Pustejovsky, 2005), e.g. the assumption that mem-
bership in two or more synsets is equivalent to
having more different senses. Some of the Word-
Net senses are indistinguishable from one another
by any criterion. Attempt to build a WordNet-like
ontology for new language was described in var-
ious papers (Pala and Smrž, 2004; Erjavec and
Fišer, 2006). Creation of proper synsets and as-
signing the relations is a time-consuming process
that needs expert in this field. One of the most se-
rious problems of the EWN data is their very strict
license.

3 VerbaLex

VerbaLex is the lexicon of verb valencies
for Czech language, developed at the Fac-
ulty of Informatics, Masaryk University. Ver-
baLex (Hlaváčková and Horák, 2005) combines
valency frames and formalism, used in previous
projects (Balkanet and Vallex 1.0 (Hajic et al.,
2003)), with other relevant information, such as
verb aspect, verb synonymy and semantic verb
classes based on VerbNet project (Schuler, 2005).
VerbaLex contains 10 478 verbs, 21 123 verb
senses and 19 360 valency frames. Information in
VerbaLex is stored in the form of complex valency
frames (CVF).

Complex valency frame is designed as a se-
quence of elements which form a list of necessary

grammatical features (e.g. preposition and gram-
matical case).

opustit:4/leave office:1 (give up or retire from a
position)
frame:
AG <person:1>obl

who1 VERB ACT<job:1>obl
what4

example:
Jarek opustil zaměstnánı́ / Jarek left his job

Example sentence can show us that if “Jarek”
has to be the agent (semantic role) then it has to be
in nominative (numbered 1) case. Also it has to be
a hyponym of person:1 in the WordNet ontology.
Thanks to ILI we can have nodes named in English
and use words from Czech EuroWordNet.

This notation exported to an XML format al-
lows us to easily process both syntactic and se-
mantic layer of the sentence.

4 Annotation process

Annotation of linguistic data is considered to be a
task for experts. This is especially right for those
corpora that attempt to cover more layers or struc-
tures of a language. Process of annotation is usu-
ally described in detail in an annotation manual.
As an example, we can take annotation manual for
the semantic layer of PDT2.0 which spans tens of
pages (Hajič et al., 2005). In last years, we have
witnessed several attempts to use crowdsourcing
for small parts of linguistic annotation (Munro et
al., 2010).

In order to use crowdsourcing we have to find a
crowd that exceeds a critical mass. Thanks to ser-
vices like Amazon Mechanical Turk, this is usu-
ally not a problem for widely used languages, such
as English. Situation for languages like Czech (10
million speakers) is more complicated as no ser-
vices of this type are available.

We have decided to involve students. Our anno-
tators are mostly in their first year at the university
and they have very limited amount of deeper lin-
guistic knowledge. Our previous experience with
student annotators gives us some hope that they
can be trained to carry out simple linguistic tasks
better than an average crowd-member, though.

We assume that an annotation standard is usu-
ally an attempt to approximate several mutually
exclusive and contradictory constraints (Jakubı́ček
et al., 2010):

1. completeness: the annotation should provide
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complete linguistic insight into the particular
area;

2. consistency: the annotation should be con-
sistent, i. e. same or similar language phe-
nomena should be handled in same or similar
ways;

3. usability: the annotation should enable
straightforward usage in the intended appli-
cations;

4. simplicity: the annotation should be as sim-
ple as possible to make high inter-annotator
agreement achievable.

In our experience, most language resources try
to find a trade-off among the constraints by priori-
tizing them in the order given above. They prefer
completeness over consistency, and both of them
over simplicity.

Following the so-called KISS1 principle, we are
strongly convinced that the reverse order of those
constraints represents a much better priority list to
be met when building a language resource. Thus,
our priorities are:

• simplicity: so that annotators do not err too
often;

• usability: so that the usage of the resource
will be straightforward;

• consistency: following from simplicity;

• completeness: just in case everything is sim-
ple, usable and consistent.

Main objection against this new order of priori-
ties can be that consistency is crucial to most NLP
application. This applies to using the data both
for testing/development and for machine learning.
From our perspective, natural language and its se-
mantics is too ambiguos and flexible to be easily
and consistenly annotated. We have to face situa-
tions where even expert human annotator encoun-
ters a possibility of having more than one correct
annotation. Inconsistencies between annotators
are traditionally resolved by an expert who decides
which annotation is correct. Qualified opinion of
an expert can improve consistency of annotations
but we do not prefered to use other than crowd-
sourcing methods. As we would like to know that

1Keep It Simple and Stupid

these examples are clear and others are ambiguos
for annotators. This can help us to better test appli-
cations as we can’t expect machines to handle se-
mantic ambiguity better than people and thus test-
ing should be performed mostly on clear cases.

We had attampt to constrain the annotators
as much as possible with a simple annotation
scheme. Annotators can not add new noun phrases
(nodes in ontology) and they have to work only
with noun phrases found in source material. As
can be seen on screenshot annotators can answer
only yes/no. Limiting creativity and working
with preprocessed data helps us to increase inter-
annotator agreement and (therefore) also consis-
tency.

5 BushBank corpus

BushBank is a concept that extends TreeBanks,
which are sets of annotated syntactic trees, by
reducing the requirements for unambiguity and
making them closer to real language. Like other
modern corpora, bushbank usually covers several
layers of lingusitic annotation. For this reason, we
have decided to use NXT NITE (Carletta et al.,
2005), which was developed for multimodal cor-
pora. We do not plan to have a multimodal cor-
pus, but using existing libraries for complex search
queries and the XML format persuaded us. On top
of this toolkit, we have built our own library which
maps elements in the corpus to objects, so that pro-
grammers do not need to care about the internal
NXT NITE structures or about XML elements.

One of our main objections against existing an-
notated corpora is the fact that they treat language
as an unambigious structure and possible ambigu-
ities are solved by the annotation manual or by ex-
pert decision. This leads to a situation when cor-
pora users are not able to determine whether they
are handling cases that were easy to determine or
cases where even human annotators were not re-
ally sure. For various NLP applications, it is cru-
cial to know whether the application can handle
correctly at least the clear cases and only later fo-
cus on areas which are hard even for humans.

Ambiguity in a BushBank is one of its main ad-
vantages. In fact, only the first layer has to be dis-
ambiguated. This layer contains marks for sen-
tences and a token for every word in the corpus.
We are aware that even on this layer, it is possible
to have ambiguities but both simplicity and usabil-
ity will be corrupted if we introduce ambiguity at
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this level. Currently for the Czech BushBank (as
first case-study of bushbank concept) we have the
following layers:

1. tokens: contains tokens and marks for be-
gin/end of sentence.

2. morphology: defines lemma and morpho-
logic tag for tokens.

3. syntactic structures: defines short noun
phrases, verb phrases, coordination and
clauses. This structures uses the token layer.

4. relations between syntactic structures: for
every short noun phrase we define its depen-
dency parent.

We believe that corpus users should be able to
select proper resolution model for their needs and
thus they should have access to the existing anno-
tation also in the form of raw data. All our results
are easily reproducible and can be reproduced by
anyone interested in doing so.

6 Building the Sholva ontology

The Sholva ontology, currently being developed
at FI MU, attempts to create a new lexical re-
source for Czech language which will be free to
use for any purpose. Proposed methods and im-
plementation of the tools are also suitable for other
languages with similar structure (e.g. Slovak)
and we believe that those languages will follow
soon. Our ontology should be used primarily for
machine translation, syntactic parsing and word
sense disambiguation. Application driven exten-
sions should be possible.

We do not intend to create an ontology with
dozens of relations and complicated. For our us-
age, only hypo/hyperonymical relations can be
used directly, and basic ontology will not contain
any other relations. In EWN, senses of words
are numbered, but splitting word senses is also a
very subjective task. More importantly, this has
no direct relevance to our primary goals. For word
sense disambiguation, we need to be able to distin-
guish various senses of a given word. We believe
that for this purpose, the knowledge of path from
the root node to any given word created by hy-
ponymical relations defines word sense. It is pos-
sible that a word will have several hyperonymical
relations, but we do not know if they refer to the
same or a different thing.

The process of creating an ontology in this style
is very similar to corpora annotation. Annotation
tool provides users with very simple interface. An-
notation tool is web-based and optimized for mo-
bile devices, see screenshots 1 and 2. Each anno-
tator is given a set of around 500 tokens per an-
notation round. This set can be annotated on iPad
device in 5–6 minutes as annotator can only an-
swer by clicking/touching yes or no buttons.

Each token consists of semantic class (e.g. per-
son:1) and noun phrase for which annotator have
to select its validity. Annotator do not have possi-
bility to look at whole original sentence or found
examples in corpus. This may look like a step
backwards as language resource build on top of
corpus are used for quite long time. But it is not.
Our noun phrases are from corpus but we want
ontology that do not contains figurative language.
For figurative language context of noun phrase is
very important so we have decided to preventively
ignore context at all.

Candidate tokens for annotation are prepared by
combination two layers from bushbank: syntactic
structures (noun and verb phrases) and relations
of syntactic structures and verb valency lexicon.
Using bushbank helps us to find only those noun
phrases which are mapped to verb as valencies.
These noun phrases are then mapped to valency
frames of given verb. As each of the slot of Ver-
baLex valency lexicon points to node in WordNet
we are able to suggest potential semantic class for
noun phrase.

In later stages of building ontology, we plan
to use existing ontology to improve precision of
our mapping by using only those valency frames
where at least one of the slot will be filled by noun
phrase which is already known and can be in ex-
pected semantic class.

7 Conclusion

Application driven development that lead us to
creation of new ontology means that ontology was
created to solve our specific problems. Our main
idea is to use this information to better disam-
biguate mapping of verb valency frames and to test
current recall and precision. We expect that suc-
cesfull mapping should helps us to improve ma-
chine translation dictionary as we will be able to
translate valency frames instead of verbs. Addi-
tionationaly this mapping can be used to improve
anaphora resolutions.
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In the future, the project will continue with the
annotation of additional resources and we plan to
develop methods to use also large corpora that are
not annotated in as detailed way as our bushbank.
We plan to release our corpus to the research com-
munity. Along with that, our linguistic tools and
resources will be improved by fixing problems dis-
covered in the process of annotation. We will
gladly help to create a similar resource for other
languages. We believe that this can be a way for
even smaller languages to obtain valuable linguis-
tic resources, using this very low-cost approach.
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Figure 1: Annotation tool on Android tablet

Figure 2: Annotation tool on iPad
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Abstract

The original Cornetto project started to
develop a new complex-structured lexi-
con for the Dutch language. The lex-
icon building process works with infor-
mation from two current electronic dic-
tionaries – the Referentie Bestand Neder-
lands (RBN), which contains FrameNet-
like structures, and the Dutch wordnet
(DWN) with the usual wordnet structures.
The resulting Cornetto lexicon is stored in
a system called Cornetto database, which
is built over the Dictionary Editor and
Browser platform.

In this paper, we describe a transition of
the Cornetto database system to a new
database backend based on large set of
tests that were run on four selected (out of
twenty) available XML database systems.
We present the technical details of the Cor-
netto editing process and the results before
and after the database transition.

1 Introduction

The Cornetto database system (Horák et al., 2009)
is based on the DEB (Dictionary Editor and
Browser) development platform (Horák et al.,
2006a). The general purpose of DEB is to offer
common client-server functionality for different
types of lexicographic resources, including dictio-
naries, wordnet semantic networks, classical on-
tologies or lexical databases.

The Cornetto lexico-semantic database1 com-
bines Wordnet with FrameNet-like informa-
tion (Fillmore et al., 2004) for the Dutch lan-
guage. During the lexicon building process the
Dutch Wordnet (Vossen, 1998) and the Referen-
tie Bestand Nederlands (Maks et al., 1999) are the

1see Figure 1

most consulted external language resources. The
Dutch Wordnet (DWN) is similar to the Princeton
Wordnet for English, and the Referentie Bestand
Nederlands (RBN) includes frame-like informa-
tion as in FrameNet plus additional information on
the combinatoric behaviour of words in a particu-
lar meaning. The combination of the two lexical
resources results in a rich linguistic database that
improves natural language processing (NLP) tech-
nologies, such as word sense-disambiguation, and
language-generation systems. In addition to merg-
ing the Wordnet and FrameNet-like information,
the database is also mapped to a formal ontology
to provide a more solid semantic backbone.

Both DWN and RBN are semantically based
lexical resources. RBN uses a traditional struc-
ture of form-meaning pairs, so-called Lexical
Units (Cruse, 1986). Lexical Units contain all
the necessary linguistic knowledge that is needed
to properly use the word in a language. Lexical
Units in Cornetto are organized into Synsets (syn-
onymical sets). For Cornetto, the Synsets follow
the concept of near synonymy from EuroWord-
Net (Vossen, 1998).

The DEB platform is currently employed in
more than 15 national and international projects,
e.g. the KYOTO EU project (Vossen, 2008) or a
five-year project of the New Encyclopaedia of the
Czech Language. Two projects with nearly thou-
sand active users all over the world are DEBDict
and DEBVisDic (Horák et al., 2006b). DEBDict
as a general dictionary browser offers access to
many dictionaries and lexical resources in several
languages, and DEBVisDic, wordnet editor and
browser has already been used to build more than
fifteen wordnets in different languages from all
over the world. The freely available DEB server
is currently installed in ten institutions from three
continents, where it is used mostly as an XML-
based data storage, presentation and manipulation
system.
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Figure 1: An example of the Cornetto editing interface.

In the following text, we first describe the needs
of a DEB storage backend and the selection pro-
cess between possible XML databases used as a
storage backend in the DEB platform, and then we
present the details of changing the backend within
the Cornetto database system.

2 The DEB Database Backend

With the current deployment of the DEB platform,
several complex tasks have appeared with grow-
ing needs for the employed database storage. To
resolve such problems and to offer reserves in the
speed of the DEB database backend (i.e. the XML
storage engine used for saving the data processed
by the system), available native XML database
systems were analyzed and compared, with the re-
sulting recommendation of the best performance
for knowledge and ontology systems.

The DEB (Dictionary Editor and Browser2) is
an open-source software platform for the develop-
ment of applications for viewing, creating, edit-
ing and authoring of electronic and printed dic-
tionaries. The platform is based on the client-
server architecture. Most of the functionality is
provided by the server side, and the client side of-
fers (computationally simple) graphical interfaces
to users. The client applications communicate

2http://deb.fi.muni.cz/, see e.g. (Horák et al.,
2006a)

with the server using the standard web HTTP pro-
tocol.

The server part is built from small, reusable
parts, called servlets, which allow a modular com-
position of all services. Each servlet provides dif-
ferent functionality such as database access, dic-
tionary search, morphological analysis or a con-
nection to corpora.

The overall design of the DEB platform fo-
cusses on modularity. The data stored in a DEB
server can use any kind of structural database and
combine the results in answers to user queries
without the need to use specific query languages
for each data source. The main data storage is
currently provided by the Oracle Berkeley DB
XML (Chaudhri et al., 2003). However, it is pos-
sible to switch to another database backend easily,
without any changes to the client parts of the ap-
plications.

Database systems working with XML data
(both native XML databases and XML enabled
relational databases) are already widespread and
used in many areas. Their performance was
benchmarked by many projects using several
benchmarks. However, conclusions of previous
publications (Böhme and Rahm, 2008; Nambiar
et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2005) do not provide one
definitive answer as for the choice of the best
XML database. XML-enabled and native XML
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Figure 2: Graph comparison of the most time-consuming Cornetto synset queries in Oracle Berkeley DB
XML and Sedna

databases. Generally, the results suggest that dif-
ferent XML benchmarks can show different weak
and strong points of each database systems. When
comparing the two classes of XML databases, i.e.
relational databases with XML support and na-
tive XML databases, we can see that XML en-
abled relational databases process data manipu-
lation queries more efficiently, and native XML
databases are faster in navigational queries which
rely on the document structure.

We have thus performed extensive testing with
the selection of 4 from more than 20 native XML
or XML-enabled databases. The selection was
driven by the requirements of effective XML pro-
cessing, an open source licence, active develop-
ment and support of XML-related standards. The
tested databases were:

• eXist. The eXist database (Meier and others,
2003) is developed in Java and licensed under
LGPL, active since 2000 and currently devel-
oped by the group of independent develop-
ers. The database supports XQuery, XSLT
and XUpdate standards for data manipula-
tion, and DTD, XML Schema, RelaxNG and
Schematron for validation.

Users are able to specify structural indexes
(element and attribute structure in docu-

ments), range indexes (contains, starts-with
and similar functions), and full-text indexes
(Apache Lucene (Foundation, 2006) is used
for full-text indexing).

• MonetDB. The MonetDB database (Boncz et
al., 2006) is developed by CWI Amsterdam
and several Linux distributions and MS Win-
dows are officially supported. The database
is licensed under a customised Mozilla Pub-
lic License.

The main goal of MonetDB is to design a
database for processing very large (in GBs)
XML documents. The default database set-
tings are optimized for document reading, of-
fering indexing for quick query execution, al-
though the indexes have to be rebuilt after
every document update. Another option is
an optimization for document updating, with
simpler index structure and slower perfor-
mance for search queries.

The database supports XQuery and partly
XQuery Update (W3C, 2009). It is also
possible to use MonetDB internal query lan-
guage. Indexing is automatized, without the
possibility to alter settings in any way. The
PF/Tijah (Hiemstra et al., 2006) text search
system is utilized for full-text searching.
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Table 1: Complex synset searches in Oracle Berkeley DB XML and Sedna (in seconds)

The slowest queries
in Oracle Berkeley DB XML

# of refs DBXML Sedna
doen 189 51.4 4.9
groeperen 18 21.7 1.9
boren 19 20.8 1.9
uitkomen 62 19.7 4.1
starten 33 16.8 2.2
koersen 35 16.3 2.3
gelden 34 16.1 1.5
reportage 12 14.5 1.2
reuzenrad 5 14.2 1.1
openen 43 13.9 0.7

in Sedna
# of refs Sedna

proper 31 8.3
omlaaglopen 12 7.9
gaan 216 7.0
houden 143 7.0
zin 145 6.8
stuk 168 6.8
oppassen 44 6.7
hol 58 6.6
hand 43 6.5
slag 117 6.3

The most frequent searches
in Oracle Berkeley DB XML

# of # of DB Sedna
searches refs XML

god 594 24 2.7 1.8
artikel 550 53 4.7 1.2
jacht 337 57 0.9 0.5
schijf 265 36 1.3 2.2
officier 260 75 0.9 2.0
arm 252 61 1.6 3.1
college 214 65 1.1 2.1
academie 206 30 0.8 1.5
rijkdom 197 38 0.9 2.0
president 194 9 0.5 0.5

in Sedna
# of # of Sedna

searches refs
artikel 128 53 1.2
aardig 127 62 1.4
intreden 120 17 0.9
gewoonte 113 26 1.1
komen 77 146 0.6
krijgen 73 31 1.1
vallen 64 115 1.4
slaan 62 73 0.5
inbrengen 60 21 0.9
heer 58 138 4

• Sedna. The Sedna database sys-
tem (Fomichev et al., 2006) is developed
by the Russian Academy of Sciences, and
released under Apache Licence. Official
packages for Windows, Linux, MacOS,
FreeBSD and Solaris are available.

The database supports XQuery and custom
variant of XQuery Update for data manipu-
lation, and XML Schema for validation. In-
dexes have to be set manually and a special
function must be used in the query to access
the index. Full-text indexing is provided by
external commercial tool dtSearch. Sedna of-
fers several extensions, such as the capability
of an SQL connection from XQuery, or the
trigger support.

• Oracle Berkeley DB XML. Oracle Berkeley
DB XML (Chaudhri et al., 2003) was created
as an extension of Berkeley DB. The database

is now developed by Oracle and released for
Windows and Linux. Users can choose be-
tween open source and commercial licences.

The underlying structure is still based on
Berkeley DB and each document container
is stored in a single file. The database sup-
ports XQuery and part of XQuery Update.
The document validation according to a sup-
plied XML Schema is checked only during
document storage, later changes can render
the document invalid. Users have to specify
indexes manually, full-text indexing is also
supported, although it is not possible to use
regular expressions in queries.

Because of the special focus on dictionary writing
systems, we ran different test suites designated to
both “raw speed” of the database and to specific
requirements of knowledge and ontology systems.
According to the results of the tests (see (Buka-
tovič et al., 2010) for the details of the tests re-
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Table 2: Lexical unit search in Oracle Berkeley DB XML and Sedna (in seconds)

The slowest queries
in Oracle Berkeley DB XML

DBXML Sedna
uitkomen 25.3 0.5
vervallen 22.9 0.4
steken 21.2 1.0
opstaan 20.9 0.8
trekken 20.7 0.9
opzetten 20.7 0.5
sterven 20.6 0.8
treden 20.5 0.5
plaatsen 20.5 0.4
springen 20.5 0.3

in Sedna
Sedna

sterk 9.1
doteren 6.6
prioriteit 4.5
gelijk 4.3
aanvaarding 4.2
zwaar 4.2
onbeschaafd 3.9
vurig 3.7
open 3.3
onmogelijk 3.3

The most frequent searches
in Oracle Berkeley DB XML

# of searches DBXML Sedna
god 560 1.8 0.6
artikel 533 3.2 0.2
eindy 183 1.0 1.0
gewoonte 152 5.4 0.3
vis 143 0.4 0.6
gang 127 1.4 1.1
richtlijn 123 0.2 0.7
beeld 114 1.4 0.3
huis 102 1.3 0.7
goed 101 0.9 1.4

in Sedna
# of searches Sedna

schilderen 1173 0.1
draaien 520 0.8
slaan 453 0.8
gebruiken 413 0.1
keren 349 0.5
branden 343 0.5
verliezen 317 0.2
blazen 306 0.2
hechten 294 0.3
steunen 279 0.2

sults), none of the available native XML databases
can supersede the others for all kinds of oper-
ations needed for knowledge and ontology stor-
age and manipulation. Berkeley DB XML can-
not efficiently solve the queries involving multiple
nodes and full-text queries. The eXist database
contains the Lucene module for text search and
supports many XML standards, so it can be rec-
ommended for deployment where these features
are more important than the database performance.
On the other hand the MonetDB database can be,
according to its specific architecture, conveniently
used for when working with very large amounts of
XML data. For middle-size data collections, the
Sedna database can provide the same performance
as MonetDB, while offering richer set of features.
The potential drawbacks of Sedna are the need to
use special queries for the defined data indexes
and the use of commercial tool for optimized full-
text queries. However, the full-text queries with-
out this optimization are already comparably fast.

During the testing of both database engines
within the DEB platform, we found out that the
MonetDB programming interface for the Ruby
language used in the DEB platform is not stable
enough and not developed actively at the moment.
Because of that, MonetDB is not ready yet to be
included in the platform. Fortunately, Ruby inter-
face for Sedna is stable and maintained and bet-
ter suited for DEB platform. That is why Sedna
was chosen for the DEB database backend transi-
tion for one of the very active projects with tens of
concurrent editors, the Cornetto project.

3 Cornetto Backend Transition and
Evaluation

The Cornetto data are split to four main databases
(lexical units, synsets, ontology terms, and Cor-
netto identifiers), plus two databases with more
detailed linguistic information and the English
wordnet database. Usually, user queries combine
data from several databases and different informa-
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tion are merged to form complex entries.
Database sizes and number of links between

them grew over time, currently the main databases
contain:

• lexical units – 117 967 entries;

• synsets – 70 507 entries;

• identifiers – 106 305 entries;

• ontology – 3 080 entries.

As the database size and complexity increased,
search queries were getting slower even with in-
dexes set up to speed up the most common queries
in the current database backend Oracle Berkeley
DB XML. Because the user experience was an is-
sue, Cornetto was chosen as the first project to mi-
grate to new database backend.

The database module of DEB platform was ex-
changed from Oracle Berkeley DB XML to Sedna
and no explicit indexes were set up. Even with-
out the indexes, the improvement in search queries
was considerable. We have analyzed the database
logs for both implementations. The speed was
measured in the same conditions (machine, work-
load, number of users and their interaction with
the software). Logs for Berkeley DB XML cover
the usage from April 2010 to March 2011. Logs
for Sedna cover the usage from March 2011 to
September 2011. All presented times are averages
of all the searches for the respective entry words
and represent just the time needed to run the query
in database and to prepare the result list, not the
time of the client-server communication over the
Internet.

Tables 1 present query times for complex
database queries on synsets, with references to
lexical units, English Wordnet and ontology. The
tables show top 10 slowest queries and 10 most
frequent queries in both DB XML and Sedna. For
the DB XML words the corresponding times in
Sedna are also displayed for comparison. It is
clear that the search times are affected by the num-
ber of references each synset contains. For ex-
ample, there are 10 synsets for the word doen,
with 146 references to other synsets, 28 references
to lexical units and 15 references to the English
Wordnet. Similar

Tables 2 show statistics for lexical units. The
tables present top 10 slowest queries and 10 most
frequent queries in Oracle Berkeley DB XML and
Sedna.

Table 3: Average time to execute queries in Cor-
netto database (in seconds)

Berkeley DB XML Sedna
Synset 6.1 2.4
Lexical units 2.7 0.9

Finally, Table 3 summarizes average search
times (in seconds) for Berkeley DB XML and
Sedna databases.

Considering the results of XMark and the cus-
tom knowledge and ontology benchmark, the
MonetDB and the Sedna databases represent a
good choice for the knowledge and ontology sys-
tems. MonetDB offers very good performance for
very large documents, on the other hand, Sedna
provides much more advanced features. Sedna
supports index usage only with its own special
functions, so the queries need to be changed ac-
cordingly.

According to the experiences and evaluation of
the Sedna database deployment for Cornetto, per-
formance improvement is significant and enhances
user experience. Database performance will be en-
hanced even more by utilizing specific indexes to
speed up the query execution. Based on this pilot
transition, the Sedna database will be included in
the DEB platform and will gradually replace Ora-
cle Berkeley DB XML as the main database back-
end.

Based on the preliminary tests, the performance
is also greatly affected by the XML parser li-
brary included in the DEB platform. Currently,
REXML (Russell, 2008) parser is used for parsing
each entry during search. However, other parser li-
braries can improve the speed significantly. Evalu-
ation of available XML parsers will be carried out
to find the best option for DEB platform.

4 Conclusions

In the paper, we have presented a successful adap-
tation of the Cornetto database system to a new
XML database backend. The Cornetto system
is based on the Dictionary Editor and Browser
(DEB) development platform that is designed to
provide modular framework for dictionary writing
systems. The structure of the Cornetto system and
the DEB platform thus allows to change the under-
lying data storage without the need to make sub-
stantial changes to the system as a whole.

We have described the details of the database
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selection process and the evaluation of the
database transition. The presented results, as well
as positive user experience, clearly justify that the
new database is very well suited to the kind of op-
erations needed for the development of the Cor-
netto Lexicon as a new complex lexico-semantic
language resource.
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Abstract 
 

  

Lexically rich resources form the foundation of all 
NLP tasks. Maintaining the  quality of resources is 
thus a high priority issue. In this paper we propose 
a tool for the purpose of inserting lexemes/words 
constituting a synset and a few other important 
characteristics of a synset into the database and then 
looking up  the synset using a synset extraction 
tool. The tool has been developed for Nepali 
Wordnet 
 

1 Introduction 

Princeton English WordNet (C. Fellbaum, 
1998) is an ontological, machine readable 
lexical database for English language 
developed at Princeton University. It graduated 
to become one of the most used and prized 
among language resources. When a language 
resource of quality as high as the English 
WordNet came into being,several tools were 
developed to utilize, enhance and maintain the 
resource as best as possible. 
Since the birth of the English WordNet, 
WordNets for many other languages have 
spawned. In case of Indian languages, Hindi 
WordNet (Dipak Narayan et al., 2002) was the 
first of its kind. Hindi Wordnet was developed 
at the IIT Bombay.  
 

1Nepali is a language in the Indo-Aryan branch of the 
Indo-European family. It is the official language of Nepal 
and in India it is the country’s one of the 23 offficial 
languages. The Ethnologue website counts more than 17 
million speakers worldwide. In India there are about 
5,00,000 Nepali speakers in Sikkim while in Darjeeling 
and Jalpaiguri districts of West Bengal there are about 
1,400,000 speakers of Nepali.  

Correspondingly a number of tools were 
developed to provide better functionality and 
transparency to this impeccable language 
resource which not only forms the heart of all 
Wordnets in India, but also of all NLP work in 
India.  

2   ROAD MAP 
The Road Map of the paper is as follows:- 
Section 3 provides an overview of some 
special features of Nepali language, Section 4 
provides a description of the Nepali WordNet , 
Section 5 describes the tool for synset insertion 
and look up and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

3  Features of Nepali Language 
The hereditary structure of Nepali language is:- 
Indo European>Indo Iranian>Indo 
Aryan>North Western>Khasa Prakrit>Pahadi 
Language>Eastern Pahadi(Nepali). Nepali, like 
Hindi and its ancestor Sanskrit , unlike 
English, is a Subject Object Verb (SOV) 
language, i.e., in Nepali, the subject, object, 
and verb of a sentence usually appear in that 
order.For example:- 
Sentence: उसले मेरो केरा खायो। 
Transliteration: usle mero keraa khaayo. 
Gloss: he my banana ate. 
Parts: Subject Object Verb 
Translation: He ate my banana. 
Nepali is written in Devnagari script. Nepali is 
a Head-right language i.e. in every phrase the 
head is on the right. The typical order of a VP 
is NP-VP. The typical order of a NP is ADJ-
NP. The typical order of ADJP is ADV-ADJP. 
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The typical order of PP is NP-PP i.e. the 
language is postpositional. It is written 
phonetically, that is, the sounds correspond 
almost exactly to the written letters. Nepali has 
many loanwords from Arabic and Persian 
languages, as well as some Hindi and English 
borrowings. There are some deviating features 
of Nepali among the Indo- Aryan languages. 
These are:- 
a.Unknown Past Aspect:- Let us take the 
sentence ‘kukhuro marechha’ (Nepali). A 
loose translation in English is ‘chicken is 
dead’. But actually it should be ‘chicken was 
found to be dead’(at the time the speaker came 
to know of this fact). ‘chicken is dead’ has an 
equivalent Nepali translation ‘kukhuro 
maryo’.But as the death has occured in some 
unknown past, the Nepali speakers tend to say  
‘kukhuro marechha’. 
b.Gender:- Human genders are treated as 
masculine or feminine. Apart from humans, all 
other nouns are treated as masculine. For e.g. 
‘Ram aayo’(Ram came), ‘Sita aai’(Sita came). 
‘Goru aayo’(Ox came), ‘Gaii aayo’(cow came) 
c.Number:- There are two numbers in Nepali-
eka bachan and bahu bachan. ‘Haru’ is the 
plural marker. But it is not imperative to use 
the plural marker for all nouns. For e.g. keto 
aayo(boy came,singular), Ketaa aaye(boys 
came,plural). Here ‘o’ ending nouns change 
into ‘aa’ ending for plural sense and verb 
‘aayo’ becomes ‘aaye’ for plural sense. As a 
result, sentences can be made plural without 
using plural marker. 

4   NEPALI WORDNET 
Nepali Wordnet is a system for bringing 
together different lexical and semantic 
relations between the Nepali words. It 
organizes the lexical information in terms of 
word meanings and can be termed as a lexicon 
based on psycholinguistic principles. The 
design of the Nepali WordNet is based on the 
principle of “expansion” from the Hindi 
Wordnet and English Wordnet. This principle 
was first proposed within the EuroWordNet 
project (Vossen, 2002). Thereafter it has been 
used by a number of WordNet development 
teams for the creation of new WordNets. 
Examples include the WordNets for Spanish, 
French (Vossen, 2002), Hungarian language 
(Alexin et al., 2006), Hindi, Marathi (Sinha et 
al., 2006) etc. In the Expansion Approach, 
synsets of a preexisting WordNet are 
understood by the lexicographer and the 

corresponding target language synsets 
expressing the same sense are  created.  

4.1  FEATURES OF NEPALI WORDNET 
In Nepali Wordnet, the words are grouped 
together  according to their similarity of 
meanings. Two words that can be interchanged 
in a context are synonymous in that context. 
For each word there is a synonym set, or 
synset, in the Nepali WordNet, representing 
one lexical concept. This is done to remove 
ambiguity in cases where a single word has 
multiple meanings. Synsets are the basic 
building blocks of WordNet. The Nepali 
WordNet deals with the content words, or open 
class category of words. Thus, the Nepali 
WordNet contains the following category of 
words- Noun, Verb, Adjective and Adverb. 
Each entry in the Nepali Synset consist of the 
following elements:- 
ID: The synset identifier. 
CAT: The syntactic category of the sense. 
CONCEPT: It explains the concept represented 
by the synset. For example, “य तो कुरा वा काम 

जसल े कसकैो मान वा त ा कम गराउँछ” 
(yastokuraa waa kaam jasle kasaiko maan waa 
pratishTha kam garaaũcha) explains the 
concept of insult as some saying or deed which 
diminishes somebody’s reputation. 
EXAMPLE: It gives the usage of the words of 
the synsets in the sentence. In general, the 
words in a synset are replaceable in the 
sentence. For example: “हामीले कसलैाई पन 

अपमान गनहँुुदैन (haameele kasailaaee pani 

apmaan garnuhũdain) gives the usage for the 
words in the synset of ‘अपमान’, ‘apmaan’ 
representing insult as something that should 
not be done to anybody. 
     Synsets in Nepali have been classified as:-   
Universal,Pan Indian,Language Specific, 
Synthesised and Rare. 
a.Universal Synset:- Linkable across all 
languages of the world with natural and 
indigenous lexemes/words(e.g. the synset of 
“sun”) 
ID   :: 2186 
CAT   :: noun 
CONCEPT  :: हा ो सौर जगतको 
यो सबभै दा ठुलो र वलनशील प ड 
जस ारा सब ै हह  तातो र उ यालो हु छन ्
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EXAMPLE  :: सयू सौर उजाको 
एउटा धेरै ठुलो ोत हो /पवूमा सयू उदाएको 
देखेर अँ यारो पु छर लकुाएर भा यो 
SYNSET-NEPALI :: सयु, घाम,र व  
b.Pan Indian:- Linkable across all languages 
of India with natural and preferably indigenous 
lexemes/words. (e.g. "papad"; a kind of crispy 
food) 
 
ID   :: 6171 
CAT   :: noun 
CONCEPT  :: चना, मङु, चामल 
आ दको पीठोलाई मसला लगाएर पातलो बेलेर 
सकुाएको खा व त ुजसलाई सेकेर वा फुराएर 
खाइ छ 
EXAMPLE  :: आमा पापड से ै  
हुनहुु छ 

SYNSET-NEPALI :: पापड 
c. In-Family: Linkable across all Indian 
languages belonging to a family (Indo-Aryan, 
Dravidian and Sino-Tibetan) with natural and 
preferably indigenous lexemes/words. (e.g. 
"bhatijaa" meaning  brother's son , “mama”  
meaning  mother’s brother, “kaka”  meaning  
father’s brother .These are all naturally 
occurring expression in Indo Aryan family of 
languages) 
 ID   :: 9783 
 CAT   :: noun 
 CONCEPT  :: आमाको भाइ 
 EXAMPLE  :: करणका मामा  
 उ च यायालयमा वक ल छन ्
 SYNSET-NEPALI :: मामा 
 
 ID   :: 7379 
 CAT   :: noun 
 CONCEPT  :: भाइको छोरो 
EXAMPLE  :: आज यामको 
भ तजो आउँनेछ 
SYNSET-NEPALI :: भ तजो, भ तज 
c.Language specific:-No issue of linkage  
here. Only synsets  expressing concepts that 
are common in a specific language have to be 
carefully included in the synset repository. 
Other languages can link to them only by 
constructing artificial phrases or through 

transliteration. It is imperative to allocate 
synset id spaces to these synsets like in 
Unicode. For example, {पेवा [pewaa, a portion 
of the property of family owned by a female 
meber]} is a sense in Nepali which does not 
have any corresponding sense in Hindi.  
i. Transliteration 
 ii.Use of multiword expression                   
(short phrases) 
 iii.Coining of new words 
 The steps should be used in the above order of 
priority. 
                     
d.Synthesised:- The words used by all 
languages in same sense/meaning . For e.g. 
rickshaw. 
 
e.Rare:- These are synsets expressing rare 
concepts. (e.g. highly technical terms).These 
will necessarily be transliterated and a range 
bearing very large id numbers will be allocated 
for these. 
 

5   Synset Entry and Extraction Tool 
To facilitate a simple synset insertion point for 
the linguists, the Synset entry tool was 
developed.This synset data entry interface tool 
has been developed in Java and is linked with 
an MS-Access database at the back-end. The 
data entry interface tool has features for 
entering the ID of a particular synset, the 
category of the synset(i.e. the POS of the 
synset) , the gloss which expound how the 
principal word of the synset can be used in a 
sentence and finally the words that represent 
the synset. 
Once the synsets are entered in the database, 
they can be searched or extracted using a tool 
which has been developed using ASP and Java 
Script. The ASP script  runs  in the IIS server. 
The user types in the head-word of the synset 
which he/she wants to search in a text box 
using a virtual keyboard . The virtual keyboard 
has been developed using JSP. It has keys 
which represent all the alphabets of the Nepali 
language and ‘yuktaakshars’ can be typed 
using this virtual keyboard. The virtual 
keyboard enables the user to directly type the 
lexeme/word which he/she intends to 
search.He/She does not need to, at first, look 
up any Nepali keyboard map which in itself is 
a  cumbersome and time taking job and then 
type the lexeme/word for look-up. The virtual 
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keyboard uses Unicode for the various Nepali 
alphabets and symbols. 
The lexemes/words typed by an user is the 
index to the database. An ASP script running 
in a Microsoft IIS server searches the database 
for the synset and if the synset is present, then 
it returns the ID of the synset, the category of 
the synset, the gloss of the synset and the 
words constituting the synset 
The words in a synset may have different 
senses if their categories are different. For 
example 
ID   :: 20630 
CAT   :: NOUN 

CONCEPT  :: यो वधान जो 
मा नएका मलूभतू स यह को आधारमा स  
ग र छ 
EXAMPLE  :: "उनको 
शोधकाय सत स बि धत १२० वटा मेय छन"् 
SYNSET-NEPALI:: मेय 
ID   :: 20629 
CAT   :: ADJECTIVE 
CONCEPT  :: जुन माणको वषय 

हुन स छ 

EXAMPLE  :: " मेय व तहु लाई 

ज मा गरेर राख ्न आव यक छ" 

SYNSET-NEPALI:: मेय 

 

 
Figure 1:A tool for inserting synsets into the 
database 
 
 

 
 Fig 2: Synset Extraction Tool 
 
   
 

 
Figure 3 : Result of Synset extraction tool 

6   Conclusion 

The synset entry tool has been developed 
keeping in mind that lexicographers and 
linguists would need such type of tool while 
entering the synsets into the database. As the 
Nepali Wordnet is in the process of 
development so an ontology for the synsets, 
various relations like hyponymy-
hypernymy,meronymy-holonymy, entailment, 
troponymy etc are yet to be developed in the 
wordnet.Cross part of speech linkage also 
needs to be developed. The future version of 
the tool would include the above mentioned 
features. 
The synset extraction tool has also been 
developed keeping in mind that in future, the 
Nepali Wordnet would be put online just like 
the Hindi Wordnet. The purpose is that people 
can use it and put forward their suggestions, if 
any. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present the extension of 
WOLF, a freely available, automatically creat-
ed wordnet for French, the biggest drawback 
of which has until now been the lack of gen-
eral concepts that are typically expressed with 
highly polysemous vocabulary that is on the 
one hand the most valuable for applications in 
human language technologies but also the 
most difficult to add to wordnet accurately 
with automatic methods on the other. Using a 
set of features, we train a Maximum Entropy 
classifier on the existing core wordnet to be 
able to assign appropriate synset ids to new 
words, extracted from multiple, multilingual 
sources of lexical knowledge, such as Wik-
tionaries, Wikipedias and corpora. Automatic 
and manual evaluation shows high coverage as 
well as high quality of the resulting lexico-
semantic repository of. Another important ad-
vantage of the approach is that it is fully au-
tomatic and language-independent and could 
therefore be applied to any other language still 
lacking a wordnet. 

1 Introduction 

Whatever the framework and representation of 
lexical knowledge, such as ontologies, framenets 
or wordnets, semantic lexicons can only contrib-
ute to applications in human language technolo-
gies, such as word-sense disambiguation, infor-
mation extraction or machine translation, if their 
coverage is comprehensive as well as accurate. 
The language resources development community 
seems to have reached a consensus that, despite 
giving the most reliable results, manual construc-
tion of lexical resources is to time-consuming 
and expensive to be practical for most purposes. 
Several semi- or fully automatic approaches have 
been proposed instead, exploiting various types 
of existing resources to facilitate the develop-
ment of a new semantic lexicon, especially 

wordnets. However, most proposed approaches 
to induce a wordnet automatically, still suffer 
from the necessary trade-off between limited 
coverage and the desired level of accuracy, both 
of which are required if the resource is to be use-
ful in a practical application.  
This is why we present here an approach for 
wordnet extension by extracting additional lexi-
co-semantic information from already available 
bilingual language resources and then training a 
maximum entropy classifier on the existing core 
wordnet in order to assign the new vocabulary to 
the appropriate synsets. Our approach, applied on 
the French wordnet WOLF, is comprehensive in 
that it can handle monosemous and polysemous 
words from all parts of speech which belong to 
the general vocabulary as well as specialized 
domains and can also deal with multi-word ex-
pressions. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in 
Section 2 we give an overview of related work. 
In Section 3 we introduce the current edition of 
WOLF. In Section 4, we describe the process of 
extracting lexico-semantic information from bi-
lingual lexical resources. In Section 5 we explain 
the wordnet enrichment experiment using a max-
imum entropy classifier that helped us determine 
whether a translation we extracted from the ex-
isting resources is an appropriate candidate for a 
given synset. Section 6 is dedicated to the analy-
sis and evaluation of the extended resources, and 
Section 7 contains concluding remarks and ideas 
for future work. 

2 Related work 

Most automatic approaches to create a wordnet 
for a new language take the Princeton wordnet as 
a backbone and extend it with the vocabulary 
inventory of the target language. One of the most 
straightforward and most widely used resources 
to obtain lexical knowledge for the language in 
question are machine-readable bilingual diction-
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aries. Entries from the dictionary are linked to 
PWN synsets under the assumption that their 
counterparts in the target language correspond to 
the same synset (Knight and Luk 1994). A well-
known problem with this approach is that bilin-
gual dictionaries are generally not concept-based 
but follow traditional lexicographic principles, 
which is why the biggest obstacle is the disam-
biguation of dictionary entries. 
When such dictionaries are not available or when 
they do not contain sufficient information to dis-
ambiguate the entries, bilingual lexicons can be 
extracted from parallel corpora (Fung 1995). The 
underlying assumption here is that senses of am-
biguous words in one language are often trans-
lated into distinct words in another language 
(Dyvik 2002). Furthermore, if two or more 
words are translated into the same word in an-
other language, then they often share some ele-
ment of meaning (Ide et al. 2002). This results in 
sense distinctions of a polysemous source word 
or yields synonym sets. 
The third set of approaches that have become 
popular in the past few years extract the mean-
ing, translations and relationships between words 
in one or several languages from Wikipedia. 
New wordnets have been induced by using struc-
tural information to assign Wikipedia categories 
to WordNet (Ponzetto and Navigli 2009) or by 
extracting keywords from Wikipedia articles 
(Reiter et al. 2008). Vector-space models to map 
Wikipedia pages to Wordnet have been devel-
oped (Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005). The most ad-
vanced approaches use Wikipedia and related 
projects, such as Wiktionary, to bootstrap word-
nets for multiple languages (Melo and Weikum 
2009, Navigli and Ponzetto 2010). 
An unsupervised machine-learning approach has 
been used by Montazery and Faili (2011) to con-
struct a wordnet for Persian. Their approach is 
similar to ours in the sense that they too combine 
translation candidates obtained from bilingual 
dictionaries and corpus-based contextual infor-
mation for these candidates to establish links to 
Princeton WordNet synsets. 

3 Wordnet Libre du Français (WOLF) 

Previous work on the development of WOLF 
(Fišer and Sagot 2008) has focused on benefit-
ting from available resources of three different 
types: general and domain-specific bilingual dic-
tionaries, parallel corpora and Wiki resources 
(Wikipedia and Wiktionaries). 

The core WOLF was created by disambiguating 
(literal, synset) pairs obtained from a word-
aligned multilingual parallel corpus with the help 
of already existing wordnets for several lan-
guages other than French. For each multilingual 
lexicon entry, translation equivalents in all these 
languages were assigned a set of possible synset 
ids from their wordnets. Assuming that transla-
tion equivalents in the word-aligned parallel cor-
pus are lexicalizations of the same concept, they 
shared one or several intersecting synset ids 
which were then also assigned to the French 
equivalent in the lexicon. The approach was lim-
ited to almost predominantly basic synsets which 
were common among all the wordnets used, and 
to single-word literals because cross-lingual 
mapping of multi-word expressions was not pos-
sible with or word-alignment procedure. In order 
to compensate these shortcomings, additional 
(literal, synset) pairs for monosemous English 
words were also harvested from various freely-
available bilingual resources (dictionaries, the-
sauri and Wikipedia). Sense assignment for these 
was near perfect because they did not require any 
disambiguation.  
The wordnet for French created in this way con-
tained about 32,300 non-empty synsets, 87% of 
which were nominal. With the approach we 
adopted, we were able to populate just over 50% 
of Base Concept Sets and 25% of the rest of the 
concepts from Princeton WordNet. The first ver-
sion of WOLF was already bigger than the 
French WordNet (22,121 synsets) that had been 
developed within the EuroWordNet Project 
(Vossen 1999) and was comparable to the more 
recent wordnet construction contribution called  
JAWS (34,367 synsets) which was developed by 
Mouton and de Chalendar (2010) from a bilin-
gual dictionary, which however contains only 
nouns. 
Manual evaluation of the results showed that the 
wordnet generated in this way is relatively relia-
ble but does not use full potential of the available 
resources. This is why we have devised an addi-
tional large-scale extension cycle, aiming at tak-
ing full advantage of the existing lexical re-
sources in order to improve the coverage of 
WOLF without compromising its accuracy while 
the first version of WOLF will serve as the base-
line. The procedure is described in the rest of this 
paper. We begin by presenting the various re-
sources used in the experiment and the way we 
extracted (literal, synset) candidates from them. 
Then we introduce the maximum entropy classi-
fier and the features we use for filtering these 
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pairs and extending our initial wordnet. We also 
report manual and automatic evaluation of the 
results and look into possible steps to refine the 
developed resource in the future. 

4 Bilingual lexicon extraction 

In this experiment we used two types of sources 
of lexical knowledge: the structured freely-
available general and domain specific bilingual 
dictionaries, and the semi-structured articles 
from the on-line Wikipedia. The main goal of the 
extraction process was to extract as many French 
translation variants for each English word as 
possible in order to capture as many senses of 
that word as possible. With this we obtained 
wordnet candidates in the form of (literal, syn-
set) pairs, i.e. a French translation of an English 
word with an assigned synset id from Princeton 
WordNet. 
General vocabulary was extracted from the Eng-
lish and French Wiktionary in which transla-
tions are explicitly encoded for all parts-of-
speech. The number of pairs extracted from each 
resource is given in Table 1. For domain-specific 
vocabulary we used Wikispecies, a taxonomy of 
living species that includes both Latin standard 
names and vernacular terms. 
Less structured than dictionaries but with a much 
more predefined structure than free text is the on-
line multilingual collaborative encyclopaedia 
Wikipedia. We used English and French articles 
by following inter-language links that relate two 
articles on the same topic. We enhanced the ex-
traction process with a simple analysis of article 
bodies with which we resolved ambiguities aris-
ing from to the capitalization of article titles (e.g. 
Grass-novelist, Grass-plant). In a similar way we 
also identified synonyms for the article titles 
(e.g. “Cannabis, also known as marijuana”), 
their definitions (e.g. “Hockey is a family of 
sports in which two teams play against each oth-
er by trying to manoeuvre a ball or a puck into 
the opponent's goal using a hockey stick.”) and 
usage examples. 
 

Resources used En-Fr equivalents 
English Wiktionary 39,286 
French Wiktionary 59,659 
Wikispecies 48,046 
Wikipedia 286,818 
Total (duplicates removed) 417.419 

 

Table 1: Results of bilingual lexicon extraction from 
heterogeneous resources 

 

The result of our extraction process is a large 
bilingual lexicon of all English-French transla-
tion pairs with the name of the resource they 
originate from. The figures for both extracted 
bilingual lexicons are summarized in Table 1.  
As can be seen in Table 1, we were able to ex-
tract a substantial amount of bilingual entries 
from the various resources. However, the ex-
tracted entries suffer from an important draw-
back: they do not contain any explicit infor-
mation that can help us map these entries to 
PWN, neither do they contain contextual infor-
mation from corpus occurrences that would help 
us determine their sense based on their usage. 
For example, an English-French translation pair 
(dog,chien), which we extracted from the Wik-
tionary, does not contain any information that 
would make it possible for us to determine which 
of the 8 synsets in WPN containing the literal 
dog would be appropriate to be translated with 
chien in WOLF. In Wiktionary articles, transla-
tions of a given word are sometimes organized 
into senses and described with short glosses. 
These have been compared to PWN glosses in 
order to map Wiktionary senses to PWN synsets 
(see Bernhard and Gurevych 2009). The first 
sentence of a Wikipedia article can be used in a 
similar way (see Ruiz-Casado et al. 2005). How-
ever, this is not the case for all Wiktionary en-
tries or for other resources. Therefore, at this 
point, we assign to each translation pair all pos-
sible synset ids and disambiguate it in the next 
step. 

5 Large-scale wordnet extension 

Restricting the use of a bilingual lexicon to mon-
osemous English literals is a safe but very lim-
ited approach that does not exploit the available 
resources to their full potential, which is a waste 
of resources and should be improved. However, 
using lexicon-based candidates generated from 
polysemous English literals is only possible if we 
can establish the likelihood with which a word 
should be added to a particular synset, i.e. can 
compute the semantic distance between a given 
French literal and PWN synset id. 
In this paper we propose a technique to achieve 
exactly that. It is based on the core version of 
WOLF and a probabilistic classifier that uses 
various features associated with each (literal, 
synset) candidate. 
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5.1 Training set and feature selection 

First we extract all (literal, synset) pairs from the 
bilingual lexicon that are already in the baseline 
wordnet and consider them as valid ones (score 
1). All the other candidates, on the other hand, 
are considered invalid (score 0). This creates a 
noisy but reasonable training set for a probabilis-
tic model. It is noisy for two reasons: first, our 
baseline wordnet does contain some mistakes 
because synsets were generated automatically 
and have not been completely manually validat-
ed; second, and more important reason is the fact 
that the baseline wordnet is not complete, which 
is why our new candidates may be valid even 
though they are not present in the baseline word-
nets. It is precisely these candidates we are look-
ing for in our wordnet extension procedure. 
In order to use the baseline wordnet as a training 
set for our classifier that will assign scores to all 
the candidates in the lexicon, we need to extract 
features from (literal, synset) pairs in WOLF. 

5.1.1 Semantic proximity 

The central feature we use models the semantic 
proximity between a literal and a synset. The 
feature can be illustrated on the example (dog, 
chien) we already used above. There are 8 PWN 
synsets that contain the literal dog, which is why 
this bilingual entry yields 8 different (literal, 
synset) candidates. We now need to determine 
which of these 8 candidates are valid. In other 
words, we need to establish which of the 8 corre-
sponding synsets the French literal chien should 
be added to in WOLF. We therefore compute the 
semantic similarity of the literal chien w.r.t. each 
of these 8 synsets. For doing this, we first repre-
sent each WOLF synset by a bag of words ob-
tained by extracting all literals from this synset 
and all the synsets up to 2 nodes apart in WOLF. 
For example, the synset {andiron, firedog, dog, 
dog-iron} in PWN, which is empty in the base-
line WOLF, is represented by the bag of words 
{appareil, mécanisme, barre, rayon, support, 
balustre,…} (~device, mechanism, bar, shelve, 
baluster,…). Next, we use a distributional se-
mantic model for evaluating the semantic simi-
larity of chien w.r.t. this bag of words. We use 
the freely-available SemanticVectors package 
(Widdows and Ferraro 2008). The distributional 
semantic model was built from the 65,000 lem-
matised webpages from the French web corpus 
frWaC corpus (Ferraresi et al. 2010). This gives 
us a semantic similarity score between chien and 
the synset {andiron, firedog, dog, dog-iron}, 

which is only 0.035, while the similarity between 
chien and one of its valid synsets, {dog, domestic 
dog, Canis familiaris} is as high as 0.331. 

5.1.2 Additional features 

In addition to semantic proximity, we use a 
number of other supporting features which are 
described below. Let us consider a candidate (T, 
S) that has been generated because our bilingual 
resources provided entries of the form (E1, 
T)…(En, T), where all PWN literals Ei’s are 
among S’s literals. The number of such PWN 
literals is one of the features. Each possible 
source (e.g. English Wiktionary) corresponds to 
one feature, which receives the value 1 if and 
only if at least one of the (Ei, T) entries was ex-
tracted from this source. We also extract the 
lowest polysemy index among all Ei’s: if one of 
the Ei’s is monosemous, this feature receives the 
value 1; if the least polysemous Ei is in two 
PWN synsets, this features receives the value 2. 
The idea is that if the candidate is generated from 
at least one monosemous PWN literal, it is very 
likely to be correct, whereas if it was generated 
from only highly polysemous PWN literals, it is 
much more questionable. Finally, the number of 
tokens in T is used as a feature (often, literals 
with many tokens are not translations of PWN 
literals but rather glosses). 

5.2 Classifier training 

Based on these features, we train a classifier us-
ing the Maximum-Entropy package megam (Hal 
Daumé III, 2004). An analysis of the models 
shows that the semantic similarity is by far the 
strongest feature. As expected, the lowest poly-
semy index among English literals also contrib-
utes positively, as does the number of different 
English literals yielding the generation of the 
candidate, and the number of sources involved. 
On the other hand, also as expected, the number 
of tokens in the target language literal has a neg-
ative impact on the certainty score. 
The result of our classifier on a given (lit-
eral,synset) candidate is a score between 0 (bad 
candidate) and 1 (good candidate). We empiri-
cally set the threshold at 0.1 (see Section 6.1) for 
adding the candidate to the wordnet. The results 
are presented and evaluated in the next section. 

6 Results and evaluation 

6.1 Analysis of the results 

Our wordnet extension procedure yielded 55,159 
French wordnet candidates (out of 177,980). 
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Among the 55,159 French candidates, 15,313 
(28%) correspond to (literal, synset) pairs al-
ready present in the previous version of WOLF, 
which means that 39,823 (72%) new pairs were 
added. As a consequence, 13,899 synsets that 
were empty in the previous version of WOLF 
now have at least one French literal. 
A comparison of WOLF before and after the ex-
tension paralleled with the figures from Prince-
ton WordNet 3.0 is given in in Table 2. The ex-
tended version of WOLF has 43% more non-
empty synsets than before the extension. The 
increase in the number of (literal, synset) pairs in 
the new WOLF is even higher; the number rose 
from 46,411 to 76,436 (+65%).  

 
 PWN 3.0 WOLF old WOLF new 
N 82,114 28,559 36,933 
V 13,767 1,554 4,105 
Adj 18,156 1,562 4,282 
Adv 3,621 871 1,125 
Total 117,658 32,550 46,449 
BCS1-3 4,671 4,339 6,171 
Non-BCS 112,987 28,211 40,278 

 

Table 2: Results of the wordnet extension procedure 
 
As in PWN, by far the most frequent domain is 
Factotum, and the order for the following three 
most frequent domains is the same in both word-
nets as well (Zoology, Botany, Biology). Most 
synsets belonging to these domains were gener-
ated from Wikispecies and Wikipedia while 
Wiktionary was the most frequent source for the 
Factotum domain. Of all the wordnet domains, 
only 3 are missing in WOLF (Paleontology, 
Rugby, and Volleyball) but these domains have 
less than 10 synsets in total even in PWN. 
Average synset length in the extended WOLF is 
1.79 literals per synset, which is slightly more 
than in PWN 3.0 (1.76). It is the lowest for nom-
inal synsets (1.72) and the highest for adverbial 
ones (2.06). In PWN adverbial synsets are by far 
the shortest (1.54) while verbal ones are the 
longest (1.82). The longest synset in the extend-
ed WOLF is an adverbial one which contains as 
many as 27 literals, while in PWN the longest 
synset is a nominal one with 28 literals. 
Table 3 contains a comparison between the level 
of polysemy when taking into account all literals 
vs. considering only polysemous ones. The com-
parison shows that while English literals are on 
average more polysemous than the French ones, 
there are big differences between English and 
French verbs, suggesting that automatically gen-

erated French verbal synsets contain some noise 
which will have to be filtered out in the future.  

 
 PWN 3.0 WOLF new 
avg. poly.  + mono. 1.39 1.28 
N 1.23 1.19 
V 2.17 3.36 
avg. poly. - mono 2.91 2.11 
N 2.77 1.84 
V 3.57 5.0 

 

Table 3: Results of the wordnet extension procedure 
 
A comparison of unique literals in PWN and 
WOLF shows that we were able to automatically 
generate as much as 25% of all multi-word ex-
pressions and over 30% of proper names found 
in PWN, which is a very good result, considering 
that the only source of both of these groups of 
literals was Wikipedia. 

6.2 Manual evaluation of the results 

In this section we report the results of manual 
evaluation of the wordnet extension where we 
evaluate the accuracy of the (literal, synset) can-
didates we obtained with the classifier as well as 
the accuracy of the candidates we discarded. For 
the evaluation we randomly selected 400 hun-
dred (literal, synset) and evaluated them manual-
ly, using only two tags: “OK” if it would be cor-
rect to add that literal to the synset, and “NO” if 
it would be wrong, regardless of what the reason 
was for the error and how semantically close it 
was to the synset. The accuracy of a set of candi-
dates is as usual as the proportion of candidates 
receiving the “OK” tag. Moreover, in order to 
assess the quality of our scoring technique, we 
compared the accuracy of the candidates per 
quartile w.r.t. their certainty scores. 
The results of manual evaluation are shown in 
Table 4. They show a strong correlation between 
the certainty score they received and the accura-
cy of the candidates, thus justifying our decision 
to use this threshold but other threshold values 
could have been used too: higher values would 
have provided candidates with an even higher 
accuracy but the scale of the wordnet extension 
would have been lower; on the other hand, lower 
threshold values would have extended our word-
nets even more, but would have introduced much 
more noise.  
 

No. of candidates evaluated 400 
No. of candidates added to wordnet  27% 
Accuracy of all candidates 52% 
Acc. of the candidates added to WOLF 81% 
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Accuracy of the discarded candidates  40% 
Accuracy in the upper (4th) quartile 83% 
Accuracy in the third quartile 63% 
Accuracy in the second quartile 41% 
Accuracy in the lower (1st) quartile 20% 

 

Table 4: Manual evaluation of (literal, synset) candi-
dates generated for extending WOLF 

 

6.3 Automatic evaluation of the results 

In this section we report the results of automatic 
evaluation of the generated wordnet against the 
already existing wordnet for French that was de-
veloped within the EuroWordNet project. With 
this evaluation we will gain an insight into the 
precision and recall of the wordnet we created 
with the proposed extension procedure. Howev-
er, such an evaluation is only partial, because the 
detected discrepancies between the two resources 
are not only errors in our automatically created 
wordnets but can also stem from a missing literal 
in the resource we use for comparison. Automat-
ic evaluation was performed on non-empty 
synsets, which means that adjectival and adver-
bial synsets in WOLF could not be evaluated this 
way at all because other existing French word-
nets do not cover them. 

When considering non-empty synsets in FWN, 
any (literal, synset) pair that is common to both 
resources is considered correct. When the num-
ber of valid (literal, synset) pairs of all types are 
combined, we reach a total of ~65,690 valid pairs 
out of 76,436, reaching a ~86% accuracy. A di-
rect comparison to other related resources devel-
oped by Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) and di Me-
lo and Weikum (2010) is not straightforward be-
cause even though the resources we used overlap 
to a great extent, their aim was to create a multi-
lingual network while we focused only on 
French. An important difference between our 
approach and the one proposed by Navigli and 
Ponzetto (2010) is that they machine-translated 
the missing translations, while we only use re-
sources that were created by humans, which is 
why we have more accurate translations. On the 
other hand, while di Melo and Weikum’s (2010) 
wordnet for French has a slightly higher accura-
cy, it is smaller than ours. This shows that the 
approach we used to benefit as much as possible 
from available resources using basic NLP tools 
only is very efficient for building large-scale re-
liable wordnets. 
 

 

 Correct (literal, synset) pairs 
in WOLF and FWN 

Correct WOLF 
pairs not in FWN 

Incorrect WOLF 
pairs not in FWN 

Correct FWN 
pairs not WOLF 

Nominal pairs not 
empty in FWN 

8,474 11,627 15,474 

~7,441 incorrect pairs: 
~4,186 

correct pairs: ~15,915 

Verbal pairs not 
empty in FWN 

1,826 3,859 6,168 

~1,351 incorrect pairs: 
~2,508 

correct pairs: ~3,177 

Empty pairs in 
FWN 

0 50,650 0 

~46,598 incorrect pairs: 
~4,052 

correct pairs: ~46,598 

All pairs 10,300 66,136 21,642 + the no. 
of literals miss-
ing in synsets 

not covered by 
FWN 

~55,390 incorrect pairs: 
~10,746 ~65,690 

overall precision: ~86 % 
 

Table 5: Automatic evaluation of the extended WOLF based on FWN 
 

7 Results and evaluation 

In this paper we described an approach to extend 
an existing wordnet from heterogeneous re-

sources. Using various features such as distribu-
tional similarity, we were able to reuse automati-
cally extracted bilingual lexicons for translating 
and disambiguating polysemous literals, which 
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had so far been dealt only with word-aligned 
corpora. The result of our work is a freely avail-
able lexical semantic resource that is large and 
accurate enough for use in real HLT applications. 
Compared to other similar resources for French, 
our wordnet is bigger than the much older French 
WuroWordNet and more comprehensive than the 
much more recent JAWS database. Due to the 
multiple human-produced resources which it was 
based on is more accurate than BabelNet (Navi-
gli and Ponzetto, 2010) and larger than the 
French part of the multilingual wordnet devel-
oped by di Melo and Weikum (2010). 
Analysis and evaluation of the approach shows 
that it is both versatile and accurate enough to 
successfully extend a wordnet of limited cover-
age. Another major advantage of the approach is 
that it is fully modular, adaptable and language 
independent and can therefore be used for any 
language still lacking a substantial wordnet. 
In the future we plans to adapt the distributional 
similarity measure in order to automatically de-
tect literas that are outliers in synsets and should 
therefore be removed from the developed word-
net. This procedure will provide an even more 
accurate and useful source of the much needed 
lexcal knowledge that is much needed in virtual-
ly all HLT tasks. 
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Abstract 

The tremendous growth of the Internet led to 
the development of million-million of docu-
ments and so, there is a great need in devel-
oping tools that help users in searching the 
Web and retrieve relevant documents. Docu-
ment Classification – the assignment of natu-
ral  language documents to one or more pre-
defined categories based on their content is 
an important task to gain relevant documents 
on the input of a query. This paper explores a 
novel approach for classification of Assamese 
documents using Assamese WordNet. The 
commonly used categories like News, Sports, 
Science and Arts were taken for our ap-
proach. The proposed method when applied 
on Assamese documents outcomes with a re-
sult of accuracy 90.27 %. 

Keyword: Assamese WordNet, Document 
Classification. 

1 Introduction 

Documents are the repositories of information, 
and the amount of documents are rapidly and 
continuously increasing with the wide availabili-
ty of the WWW and Internet. Document Catego-
rization/Classification task is to assign a docu-
ment to one or more predefined categories de-
pending on its semantic contents.  If the docu-
ments are properly categorized or classified then 
documents can be retrieved with less consuming 
time and with less effort. The existing literature 
says that the human intervention till 80's have led 
the researchers of 90's proposed many machine 
learning techniques or classifiers to automatical-
ly categorize the documents to predefined cate-
gories. The advantages of machine learning ap-
proaches are that no human intervention is re-
quired for the task of document classification. 

Those systems (computers and other computing 
devices) that hope to process natural languages 
as people do must have information about words 
and their meanings. This information is tradi-
tionally provided through dictionaries,  which are 
readable by machines and are widely available 
now. An optimal approach now can be consi-
dered to be using a WordNet which in many di-
rections provides better facilities  than a dictio-
nary. Wordnets have  been developed for various   
languages, and more and more Wordnets are be-
ing available with sound technicalities and archi-
tectures.  
 
WordNet is a large lexical database viz. Database 
of words, which was created by professor, 
George A. Miller in 1985 to make a combination  
of dictionary and thesaurus. It groups words into 
a set of synonyms called Synsets, each shows a 
distinct Concept and then records the various 
semantic relation between these synsets.  
 
For an Indian regional language Assamese, the 
Assamese WordNet is being developed which is 
a part of Indo-WordNet. Our work focuses on 
using Assamese Wordnet for classifying Assa-
mese documents.   
 
The rest of the paper discusses as follows. Sec-
tion 2 portrays the Assamese WordNet. Section 3 
discusses the approaches of Document Classifi-
cation, Section 4 presents the system architecture 
of our proposed Classification approach. Expe-
riments were done using Assamese documents in 
Section 5 and then results were analyzed. The 
paper is concluded in Section 6. 

2 Assamese WordNet 

The structure of Assamese WordNet was first 
developed by (Sarmah et al.,2010) in Gauhati 
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University. Assamese WordNet contains contents 
that are linked to the Hindi and English Word-
nets. Among the major components of WordNet, 
some of them are described by (Hussain et al., 
2011). They are: 
1.  ID: It is the Unique Identification Number for 
each word contained in the WordNet. 
2. CAT: It contains the category-the Parts of 
Speech. The data in Assamese WordNet is sepa-
rated into four parts of speech-noun, verb, adjec-
tive and adverb. 
3. Synset: Synsets contains synonymous Assa-
mese words and the words in a synset are         
arranged  according to the frequency it is being 
widely used. Synsets are important in WordNet 
as they are considered to be the basic building 
blocks of WordNet. There are various lexical and 
semantic relations between these synsets of 
WordNet such as Hyponym-Hypernym,   Me-
ronym-Holonym, Entailment, Troponym,   An-
tonym. 
4.   Gloss: It describes the Concepts of the given 
synset. Gloss plays an important role since it is 
through this the synsets are liked across Word-
Nets. It contains Text Definition- It explains con-
cepts denoted by the synset, Example Sentence - 
It makes use of the synsets words in the sentence. 
ID:                     3945 
CAT:                       NOUN  
Synset:                     } 
                            {Bangles} 
Gloss: 
Text Definition :     
                            A hand wearing ornament. 
Example Sentence: 
                           Shila was wearing golden bangles 
In the above example, Synset contains the first 
word “ (kharu: Bangles),” since it is the 
most frequently used word in Assamese language 
in the set of synset. 
The above format is used to update the WordNet 
by the Lexicographer’s with new synsets,  gloss. 
But, Assamese WordNet is a database of words 
which is actually contained in three text files- 
Index file, Data file and Ontology. Each file have 
their own Individual syntax for storing words 
and each syntax is given a pictorial view (shown 
below) and marked  in numerals in ascending 
order for which follows the other in the syntax 
for each file. 
1.  Index File: Contains details of every word  in 
the WordNet in this file.  
 

                      Figure 1: Index file. 
2.  Data File: It contains synsets and glosses  
with different relations. Here, this format have a 
symbol '|' which means it divides gloss ,examples  
from others. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Data file. 
3.  Ontology: Ontology is a hierarchical organi-
zation of Concepts. Concepts are classified into 
categories, then sub-categories, and then sub-
sub-categories and so on. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: WordNet ontology. 
 

Here offset means the ID of the catego-
ry/subcategory; level denotes - 0000 is the top 
level and 0001 is the lower level. Up-offset label 
denotes the offset of the upper level or the super 
- category of it. There is the symbol '|' in  this 
syntax which divides the  category/subcategory 
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and example. Each word contains a category. A 
category contains a subcategory and a subcate-
gory contains a sub-subcategory so on. 
 The present Assamese Wordnet contains synsets 
of about 20,675. 
 

3 Document Classification Approaches  

Document Classification tasks can be done in 
two ways - Supervised document classification, 
where some external mechanism provides infor-
mation for correct classification of documents; 
Unsupervised document classification, where 
classification is done entirely without reference 
to any external means.   Also a new approach 
called Semi-Supervised document classification 
has been sorted where the learning scheme lies 
somewhere between supervised and unsuper-
vised approach. Normally, Document Classifica-
tion is done by a supervised way where prede-
fined categories are taken for implementation. 
During the Literary Survey we came across two 
most widely used approaches for classifying 
documents - 1. Machine Learning Approach and 
2. WordNet based Approach. 

3.1 Machine Learning Approach 

One of the branch of Artificial Intelligence is 
Machine Learning, a scientific discipline                                                       
concerned mainly with developing algorithms so 
that computers get adapted with some behavior. 
Many machine learning techniques for classify-
ing docuents have been proposed. Some of them 
are – Neural Network (Sebastiani, 2002); Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) is one of the widely 
used Neural Network algorithms (ChandraShekar 
et al., 2009), Decision Tree (Sebastiani, 2002; 
Baharudin et al., 2010), Naive Bayes Classifi-
er(Hotho et al., 2005; Rigutini, 2004),  Nearest 
Neighbor Classifier (Sebastiani, 2002; Rigutini, 
2004), Centroid Based Classifier (Sebastiani, 
2002; Joachims, 1998), Support Vector Machine 
(Rigutini, 2004; Joachims, 1998).  

  For Machine Learning approach, the authors 
of paper(Harish et al., 2010) concludes  saying 
that SVM(Support Vector Machine) outperforms 
well in many Document Classification tasks.  

 

3.2 WordNet based approach 

Document Classification using the approach of 
WordNet has been  performed by the authors of 
(Elberrichi et al., 2008;Mohanty et al., 
2005;Peng et  al., 2005). A approach using the 

Hypernyms of WordNet is performed by(Scott 
and Matwin, 1998), a hybrid technique -KNN 
and Wordet Senses, by (Rosso et al., 2004) and 
found an acurracy of 82%. Also SOM and 
WordNet by (Brezeale, 1999) were used to cate-
gorize documents to some predefined categories. 
WordNet was also used to disambiguate the 
word meanings/senses for improving categoriza-
tion of documents by (Liul et al., 2007). The au-
thor's of the paper (Li et al., 2009) tried to auto-
matically classify documents and found an accu-
racy of more than 90%. 

4 System Architecture and Design 

Our proposed architecture can be divided into 
three phases- 

1. Pre-processing phase 
2. Tuned Categories 
3. Classification phase  

 

 
Figure 4: Architecture of our system.  

 
The design phases of our proposed architecture is 
discussed below: 

4.1 Pre-processing of Document Classifica-
tion 

Before classifying a document we should follow 
these following pre-processing steps to make 
them machine comprehensible.  

Tokenization: Tokens are the units of mea-
ningful letters and tokenization is the process 
which helps to separate each word from the other 
words in a document. When tokenized it helps to 
do other pre-processing steps fluently. But, some 
words like -" "(lahe-lahe: slowly) when 

applied tokenization do not tokenize such words 
but take as one word – which is a problem yet to 
be overcome.  
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Stop Words Removal: Stop Words are those 
words that do not play an important role in re-
trieving information.  Stop Words  in Assamese  
language are like “ (aaru : and), “ (to-

tha:Hence)”, “ ( hoi:Yes)”, etc. 

Sorting: Sorting the terms in ascending order 
after stop word removal helps in doing stemming 
of words. 

Stemming: It reduces the tokens to their root 
form so that it  helps in counting frequency of the 
terms together having the same word sense . A 
partial stemmer for Assamese is developed for 
our work.  At first we have first checked each 
word if it ends with Assamese suffixes like  

“ “ etc. 
then, if so, we removed those suffixes and then 
go on   checking the sorted words that are below 
the emitted suffix word. Then, if the below 
words begins with the emitted-suffix word then 
we count the frequency along with the “emitted- 
suffix word” as those words have same sense 
(meaning). The word not beginning with the 
“emitted suffix word” are repeated once again by 
removing the suffixes and so on. A thing to re-
member here is that a stemmer never stems a 
word to its correct meaning. If it does so then it 
is called a Lemmatiser. But, this stemming algo-
rithm developed for our approach does not stem 
words containing conjunctive suffixes. 

Threshold value: The most frequent terms to 
a certain threshold value are taken. The threshold 
value here is the total number of words in the 
document. 

4.2 Tuned Categories 

As the document classification is normally done 
in supervised way, the predefined categories tak-
en for classification task should be tuned at first 
so that document could be classified to one of 
those  predefined tuned-categories. At first, each 
categories should pass through preprocessing 
phase. Then, the terms/words in the categories 
should be checked if it exists in Assamese 
WordNet's Synsets. Assamese WordNet is di-
vided into four categories Core Word Net, Com-
mon,PAN-Indian and Universal. Each term 
should be checked in these categories of Word-
Nets except Core because all words en-tried in 
Core are also in Universal. Thus, the tuned-
categories-News, Sports, Science and Arts(taken 
for our approach) are built consisting of those 
terms that are in Assamese WordNet.  The tuned 
categories have been annotated with the below 

number of synsets- Arts-163, News-138, Sports-
136, Science-153. The tuned category 'News' 
contains those news that are related to 'political 
affairs'. 

4.3 Classification Phase 

In Document Classification phase the input doc-
ument to be classified to a particular tuned cate-
gory should also go through the pre-processing 
steps and then check out for its frequent terms if 
it exists in the synsets of Assamese Wordnet and 
then for a particular frequent term ti if found in 
WordNet's synset, creates an extended form of 
the term(ti ) to ext i,  (term and its synsets where 
it occurs). The extended term when found  are 
then tokenized so that each term could be 
checked  to  the predefined tuned-categories. The 
highest number of matching terms in a particular 
tuned-category is the relevant category where the 
document should be categorized to. 

Below an example explains the phase- 
Say the frequent term “ found in the 

WordNet's synset for the document to be classi-
fied after pre-processing phase. Then, it is 
merged with the synset to form ext i that contains 
“

 Then each word tokenized from 
exti, checked with the frequent WordNet map-
ping terms of the tuned categories. The category 
that outcomes with the highest number of match-
ing terms is the category for the document. 

5 Results and Analysis 

We prepared our tuned model corpus from two 
daily Assamese news papers, viz.- “ 
'Assamiya_Pratidin' and 'Khabar' ”. The input 
documents are taken from various sources like 
Assamese Blogs, the Sunday Indian magazine 
and tested. We have tested by taking 20 files 
each with separate domain and tried to categorize  
it to some  common categories like Sports, News, 
Science and Arts. Experimental Results are de-
termined with “F1 measure”. F1 measure is the 
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall where 
Precision and Recall are two widely used meas-
ures used in Document categorization literature 
to evaluate the algorithm's effectiveness on a 
given category and it is referenced in pa-
per(Elberrichi et al., 2008). Precision and Recall 
can be formulated as: 

F1 (Recall , Precision)= 2*Recall*Precision 
/Recall +Precision 
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Precision=(true positive/true positive+false 
positive)

Recall= (true positive/true positive+false 
negative)

where, true positive- the number of items cor-
rectly labeled as belonging to positive class, false 
positive-are the items incorrectly labeled as be-
longing to other class, false negative-the items 
which were not labeled as belonging to the posi-
tive class  but  it should have been belonged to. 

F1 measure is used to evaluate the overall per-
formance of our approach. According to existing 
literature, macroaverage F1 computes the F1 val-
ue for each category and then take average  of 
the per category  score of F1. Given a Corpus 
with n categories, we let the F1 value for the i-th 
category  be F1(i), macroaverage  F1(i) is defined 
as-  

macroaverage F1(i)=   n 
i =1    F1(i) / n 

Here we used the most common categories of 
the Corpus for training and testing. 

For calculating the F1 measure we used the the 
following table information. The first column 
indicates the serial No. of the tested files, second 
column indicates the total number of words the 
file belongs, the third column indicates the resul-
tant domain and in the fourth column we tag with 
Correct/Incorrect label which indicates the cor-
rectness/in-correctness of our classification task's 
output. In the category column the category writ-
ten in brackets should be the actual category for 
the document. 
 
 

Sl. 
No. 

No. of 
Words 

  Category Result 

1 742 Sports Correct 

2 1088 News Correct 

3 814 News Correct 

4   1419 Arts Correct 

5 1478 Arts Correct 

6 789 Science Correct 

7 616 Science Correct 

8 702  Arts Correct  

9 1047 Science(Arts) Incorrect 

10 843 News Correct 

11 1248 Sports Correct 

12 948 Sports Correct 

13 1001 Science (Sports) Incorrect 

14 1225 Sports Correct 

15 1759  News Correct 

16 942 News Correct 

17 1841 Arts Correct 

18 2332 Science Correct 

19  2483 Science Correct 

20 703 Science Correct 
 

Table 1: Table showing results of 20 tested files. 
 

Cate-
gories 

Precision Recall F1 measure 

Arts 100% 80% 88.88% 

Sports 100% 80% 88.88% 

Science 71.42% 100% 83.33% 

News 100% 100% 100% 
 
Table 2: Table showing the F 1 -measure for the four 

categories. 
 

  Macro-average F 1 = 90.27%. 
 

6 Conclusion and future works 

Document Classification using WordNet is a sig-
nificant step to the Assamese Language because 
till date no task for classifying document in As-
samese language has been done. Here, we have 
categorize twenty input documents to pre-
defined categories. But, we can also sub-
categorize a category, say Sports can be further  
categorized to Cricket if it contains a lot of in-
formation on the International play Cricket, also 
plays like Hockey etc. By developing a such ap-
plication we can further increase the performance 
of document classification task. The Assamese 
WordNet is in developing stage. When all the 
Assamese unique words and their synsets will be 
covered by the Assamese WordNet then our clas-
sification task's accuracy could be significantly 
improved. The predefined categories should con-
tain texts of large number of words, If the cate-
gories size could be increased, this would be 
another step to improve the performance of our 
Document classification task. Using the advan-
tage of WordNet we tried a new approach - To 
classify document to its relevant category and 
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through which we were successful to a reasona-
ble amount. 
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Abstract

We propose a new semantic relation of in-
tensity for gradable adjectives in WordNet
and show its specific benefits for NLP. In-
tensity enriches the present, vague, simi-
lar relation with information on the degree
with which different adjectives express a
shared attribute. Using lexical-semantic
patterns, we mine the Web for evidence
of the relative strength of adjectives like
“large”, “huge” and “gigantic” with re-
spect to their attribute (“size”). The pair-
wise orderings we derive allow us to con-
struct scales on which the adjectives are
located.

To represent the intensity relation among
gradable adjectives in WordNet, we com-
bine ordered scales with the current Word-
Net dumbbells based on the relation be-
tween a pair of central adjectives and
a group of undifferentiated semantically
similar adjectives. A new intensity rela-
tion links the adjectives in the dumbbells
and their concurrent representation on the
scale.

1 Introduction

A survey of publications on NLP work using
WordNet shows that the more than 18, 000 adjec-
tive synsets are rarely part of a system, and many
crosslingual wordnets do not include adjectives at
all. This may be attributable to the role of adjec-
tives as modifiers and carriers of arguably less es-
sential information. But we conjecture that one
principal reason for the current under-use is that
the organization of adjectives in WordNet does not
lend itself well to a clear determination of seman-
tic similarity. The present work explores the se-
mantics of scalar adjectives and outlines a novel
way of representing such meanings in WordNet.

1.1 Adjectives in WordNet

WordNet originated as a model of human se-
mantic memory. Specifically, it was designed to
test then-current models of conceptual organiza-
tion that supported a network structure (Collins
and Quillian, 1969). Association data indicated
that words expressing semantically similar con-
cepts were stored in close proximity and strongly
evoked one another. Thus, when presented with
a stimulus word like “automobile”, people over-
whelmingly respond with “car”; the prevalent re-
sponse to “celery” is “vegetable” and to “ele-
phant”, “trunk” (Moss and Older, 1996). Such
data suggested the organization of words and con-
cepts into a network structured around semantic
relations like synonymy, meronymy (part–whole)
and hyponymy (super/subordinates).

Most striking is the strong mutual associa-
tion between members of antonymous adjective
pairs like “wet–dry” and “dark–light”, already dis-
cussed by (Deese, 1964) who noted that such pairs
are acquired early by children. The clang associ-
ation between antonymous adjectives might well
be due to their high frequency and their shared
contexts that indicate their common selectional re-
strictions. (Justeson and Katz, 1991) showed fur-
thermore that members of an antonymous adjec-
tive pair co-occur in the same sentence far more
often than chance would predict.

It seemed straightforward enough to represent
the members of an antonym pair as opposite poles
on an open-ended scale that encoded a particular
attribute. But what about the many adjectives that
are semantically similar to these adjectives yet are
neither synonyms nor antonyms of a member of
the pair?

(Gross et al., 1989) measured the time it took
speakers to respond to questions like “Is small
the opposite of large?”, “Is miniature the oppo-
site of large?” and “Is gigantic the opposite of
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miniature?” The first kind of question involved
the members of an antonym pair and the latencies
here were very short. The second kind of question
involved one member of an antonym pair and an
adjective that was similar to its antonym. People
took measurably longer to affirm these questions.
The third kind of question asked people’s judg-
ments about two adjectives that were each similar
to one member of an antonym pair. In these cases,
people either were hesitant to reply at all or they
took a very long time to respond affirmatively.

These data inspired the representation of adjec-
tives in WordNet by means of dumbbells, with
antonyms as the centroids and semantically sim-
ilar adjectives arranged in radial fashion around
each antonym. Figure 1 depicts a schematic repre-
sentation of a dumbbell.

1.2 Limitations of the Dumbbell
Representation

While the dumbbells seemed well motivated psy-
cholinguistically and distributionally, they do not
lend themselves easily to Natural Language Pro-
cessing and they stump systems designed to detect
and quantify meaning similarity.

First, relatively few adjectives are intercon-
nected, which limits path-based Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation systems to the small number of adjec-
tives that are classified as being either antonyms
or semantically similar in a given cluster. Sec-
ond, within a cluster, all semantically similar ad-
jectives are arranged equidistantly from a centroid.
As a result, the path length between the centroid
and all similar adjectives is always one and that
between two similar adjectives is invariably two,
with each path connected via the centroid. This
lack of encoding of independent meaning distinc-
tions among the similar adjectives suggests that
they are all equally similar to the centroid, which
is intuitively not the case. For example, both “ti-
tanic” and “capacious” are represented as being
equally similar to “large”, as are “subatomic” and
“gnomish” to “small”. Moreover, the meaning dif-
ferences among the similars themselves, such “ti-
tanic”, “capacious”, “monstrous” and “gigantic”
on the one hand, and “subatomic”, “gnomish”,
“dinky” and “pocket-size” on the other hand, are
not represented. Finally, many similar adjectives
are in fact misclassified as members of a same
cluster, whereas based on their selectional restric-
tions, they should in many cases be assigned to

different clusters. Thus, “hulking” describes enti-
ties with physical properties, while a related sim-
ilar adjective like “epic” typically modifies ab-
stract concepts like events (“epic battle”, “epic
voyage”). Likewise, adjectives that are currently
classified as being similar to “small”, for exam-
ple “pocket-size” and “elfin”, differ in their selec-
tional restrictions: the former can be applied to ob-
jects like books, whereas the latter typically mod-
ifies people.

Semantically, the relation of the centroids to the
similar adjectives as well as that among the simi-
lar adjectives themselves is underspecified and ex-
pressed only indirectly via antonymy. A second
relation, labeled see also links different dumbbells
via a shared centroid adjective that has a different
but related sense in each dumbbell. It is often dif-
ficult to discern a motivated distinction between
the similar and the see also relations and hence,
among the adjectives they connect.

1.3 Scalar Adjectives

Our focus here is on adjectives that possess scalar
properties. (Bierwisch, 1989) notes that dimen-
sional adjectives like “long”, “short”, “wide”,
“narrow”, “new” and “old” express a particular
value on a scale or dimension. For example, while
both “ancient” and “old” fall on the same scale
(“age”), their relative placement on the scale rep-
resents the fact that “ancient” expresses a more in-
tense degree of “age” and “old”.

Some dimensional scales lexicalize many points
(“large-small”), while others express few points
besides paired polar antonyms (“tall–short”). Note
that the scales are open-ended, and a stronger or
weaker degree of the underlying shared attribute
can always be conceived of, even if it is not inde-
pendently lexicalized.

We propose a re-organization of the subset of
adjectives that express different values of a grad-
able property (Bierwisch, 1989; Kennedy, 2001)
using the AdjScales method (Sheinman and Toku-
naga, 2009). For a given attribute, we construct
scales of adjectives ordered according to the in-
tensity with which they encode a shared attribute.
The ordering will be based on corpus data.

2 AdjScales

The AdjScales method orders a set of related ad-
jectives on a single scale using the intensity re-
lation, as in the example tiny → small →
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Figure 1: An illustration of WordNet’s dumbbell structure.

smallish → large → huge → gigantic.
The basic methodology of AdjScales is to ex-

tract patterns characterizing semantic relations
from free text based on several word instances,
and then use the extracted patterns for extraction
of further instances of the relations of interest, or
even for bootstrapping of additional patterns. Sev-
eral techniques for extracting semantic similarity
from corpora have been proposed.

Lexical-semantic patterns were first described
by (Cruse, 1986), who notes that phrases like
“xs such as ys” and “ys and other xs” identify x
as a superordinate, or hypernym, of y. (Hearst,
1992) pioneered the identification and application
of such phrases or patterns to the extraction of se-
mantically related words from corpora as an ef-
ficient way to semi-automatically construct or en-
rich thesauri and ontologies. Her work was further
extended by (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Chklovski
and Pantel, 2004; Turney, 2008; Davidov and Rap-
poport, 2008; Snow et al., 2005).

Contextual or distributional similarity based ap-
proaches such as (Weeds and Weir, 2005; Lin,
1998) rely on the observation that words with sim-
ilar meanings also share similar contexts. For in-
stance, “rose” and “flower” constitute a hyponym-
hypernym pair and thus one can expect some of the
contexts of “rose” to appear in the same contexts
of “flower”; differently put, semantically similar
words are often mutually interchangeable.

Pattern-based extraction method identifies
words that are paradigmatically related; ap-
proaches based on contextual similarity rely on
the syntagmatic similarity of related words.

Both approaches to identifying semantically
similar words should converge; automatically de-
rived thesauri such as (Lin, 1998) show significant
overlap with manual resources like WordNet. The
AdjScales method exemplifies the phrase-based
extraction approach.

AdjScales comprises two stages, preprocessing
and scaling that are described in detail in (Shein-
man and Tokunaga, 2009). The following section
summarizes the method with an eye towards en-
riching adjectives in WordNet with intensity infor-
mation.

2.1 Preprocessing: pattern extraction

The preprocessing step of the AdjScales handles
extraction of patterns that later serve AdjScales for
scaling of adjectives. Pattern extraction queries of
the form “a ∗ b” are used, where a and b are seed
words and “∗” denotes a wildcard (zero to several
words that may appear in its place). AdjScales ex-
tracts binary patterns of the form

p = [prefixp x infixp y postfixp]

from the snippets of the query results using a
search engine, where x and y are slots for words
or multiword expressions. A pattern p can be in-
stantiated by a pair of words w1, w2 to result in a
phrase “prefixp w1 infixp w2 postfixp”.

Let us consider an example pattern p1 where
prefixp1 = φ, infixp1 = “if not”, and
postfixp1 = φ, if we instantiate it with the pair
of words (large, gigantic) we will get a phrase
p1(large, gigantic) = “large if not gigantic”.

If p(w1, w2) appears in snippets that are re-
turned by a search engine when querying it with
a pattern-extraction-query, we refer to it as p is
supported-by (w1, w2). For the extraction pur-
poses snippets are split into sentences and are
cleaned from all kinds of punctuation. Up to this
point, the notation and the method largely follow
the work by (Davidov and Rappoport, 2008).

Differently from (Davidov and Rappoport,
2008) the seed word pairs for AdjScales are cho-
sen in a supervised manner, so that seed2 is more
intense than seed1. Consider, for instance the
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pair (“cold”, “frigid”), where “frigid” is more in-
tense than “cold”. The relation more-intense-than
is asymmetric. Therefore, AdjScales selects only
the asymmetric patterns that are extracted consis-
tently so that the less intense word in each sup-
porting pair is only on the left side of the pattern
(before the infix words) or so that the less intense
word is only on the right side of the pattern (after
the infix words). Unless all the supporting pairs of
words share the same direction, the pattern is dis-
carded. The former selected patterns are defined
as intense, and the latter as mild.

AdjScales selects only the patterns supported
by at least 3 seed pairs and requires a pattern in-
stance by each supporting pair to repeat at least
twice in the sentences extracted from the snip-
pets to increase reliability. It also requires the
patterns to be supported by adjectives describing
different attributes (seed pairs should be selected
accordingly). This constraint is important, be-
cause patterns that are supported by seeds that
share the same attribute tend to appear in very
specific contexts and are not useful for other at-
tributes. For instance, [x even y amount] might
be extracted while supported only by seeds sharing
the “size” attribute, such as (“huge”, “astronomi-
cal”), (“large”, “huge”), (“tiny”, “infinitesimal”).

(Sheinman and Tokunaga, 2009) report on 16
English patterns that were extracted using this
stage of the method. For the analysis of the En-
glish examples presented in this work, we did not
reproduce the preprocessing stage, but used the
16 patterns reported in their work and augmented
them with a set of 17 human constructed patterns.
Table 1 lists all the patterns used in this work.

2.2 Scaling

For this step, we use AdjScales to process the
dumbbell structure from WordNet to enrich it with
intensity information. We process each one of
the antonymous groups in the dumbell separately.
For each pair (head-word, similar-adjective), we
instantiate each pattern p in patterns that were
extracted in the preprocessing stage to obtain
phrases s1 = p(head-word, similar-word) and
s2 = p(similar-word, head-word). We send s1
and s2 to a search engine as two separate queries
and check whether df 1(s1) > weight × df(s2)
and whether df(s1) > threshold. The higher the

1df represents document frequency.

Table 1: Intense and mild patterns. x and y repre-
sent adjectives so that x is more intense than y.

Intense Patterns
(is / are) x but not y

(is / are) very x y

extremely x y

not x (hardly / barely / let alone) y

x ( but / yet / though) never y

x ( but / yet / though) hardly y

x (even / perhaps) y

x (perhaps / and) even y

x (almost / no / if not / sometimes) y

Mild Patterns
if not y at least x

not y but x enough

not y (just / merely / only) x

not y not even x

not y but still very x

though not y (at least) x

y (very / unbelievably) x

values for the threshold2 and weight3 parame-
ters, the more reliable are the results. If p is of the
type intense, then a positive value is added to the
similar-word’s score, otherwise if p is of the type
mild a negative value is added. When all the pat-
terns are tested, similar-words with positive values
are classified as intense, while the similar-words
with negative values are classified as mild. Words
that score 0 are classified as unconfirmed. For each
pair of words in each one of the subsets (mild and
intense), the same procedure is repeated, creating
further subsets of mildest words that have the most
negative values within the mild subset, and most
intense words for the words with the highest posi-
tive values within the intense subset.

After the two parts of the dumbbell are pro-
cessed, they are unified into a single scale. The
unification attempts to order the adjectives from
the half of the dumbbell with the less frequent cen-
troid (starting from the most intense to the mildest)
to the more frequent side (starting from the mildest
to the most intense). Adjectives of similar inten-
sity are grouped together.

The adjectives in a final scale are then linked

2threshold regulates the number of pages returned by the
search engine that is considered sufficient to trust the result,
and it was set to 20 in this work.

3weight regulates the gap between s1 over s2 that is re-
quired to prefer one over the other, and it was set to 15 in this
work.
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from the original adjective synsets in a dumbbell
as illustrated in Figure 2. The unconfirmed ad-
jectives on both sides of the dumbbell remain un-
linked to the final scale.

Examples of scales extracted by applying AdjS-
cales to the dumbbells in WordNet include:

• destitute → poor → broke → rich → loaded

• ice-cold → cold → chilly → tepid → warm
→ hot → (torrid, scorching)

• filthy → dirty → dingy → clean → spotless

2.3 Using the Web as a corpus

AdjScales is designed to extract fine-grained dis-
tinctions, and the relative sparseness of the lexical-
semantic patterns with many of the less frequent
adjectives mandates the use of a very large cor-
pus. Second, the method requires a large, domain-
independent corpus that reflects current language
use and accommodates ever-shifting changes in
meaning across diverse speaker communities. In
particular, words with a strong flavoring tend to
acquire a weaker connotation and reduced inten-
sity with frequent use. While the Web has some-
times been criticized for being unreliable and un-
stable (Kilgarriff, 2007), it is a logical choice
for our work, as corpora constructed for research
purposes tend to be small (MASC), unbalanced
(PropBank), and not representative of current lan-
guage use (Brown Corpus, BNC). Finally, the
method relies on the availability of a search en-
gine that supports proximity search, provides an
estimated number of page hits and snippets of the
relevant Web pages.

3 Related Work

VerbOcean VerbOcean (Chklovski and Pantel,
2004) is a pattern-based approach to extracting
fine-grained semantic relations among verbs from
the Web. In contrast to other approaches, the pat-
terns in VerbOcean are manually grammatically
enhanced to be selective for verbs (see also (Fell-
baum, 2002)). VerbOcean accounts for the fre-
quency of the verbs as well as the frequency of
the patterns themselves. Furthermore, VerbOcean
distinguishes between symmetric and asymmet-
ric semantic relations and utilizes this distinction.
VerbOcean identifies six semantic relations among
verbs, including strength, a subtype of similarity.

Strength, which is similar to intensity among ad-
jectives, relates verb pairs in which one member

denotes a more intense, thorough, comprehensive
or absolute action than the other member, as in the
case of “startle” and “shock”.

A total of eight patterns were selected for ex-
traction of the strength relation, including the pat-
terns [x even y] and [not just xed but yed]. In
the evaluation, the authors report that out of 14
sample pairs classified by VerbOcean as related by
strength 75% were correctly classified.

Near Synonyms Differentiating between adjec-
tives by their position on an intensity scale may
fall into the research area of differentiation among
near-synonyms. According to (Edmonds, 1999)
near-synonyms are words that are alike in essen-
tial, language-neutral meaning (denotation), but
possibly different in terms of only peripheral traits,
whatever these may be. It is an open question
whether true synonyms exist at all; WordNet de-
fines membership in a synset as the property of
being exchangeable in many, but not all contexts.

(Edmonds, 1999) introduces an extensive model
to account for the differences among near-
synonyms, classifying the distinctions into deno-
tational, expressive, stylistic, and collocational.
Thus, stylistic distinctions include differences in
formality 4. For example, “motion picture” is a
more formal expression than “movie” which in
turn is more formal the “flick”.

The AdjScales method indirectly takes into con-
sideration some of the criteria for synonymy in
(Edmonds, 1999). The nature of the lexical-
semantic patterns is such that they retrieve snip-
pets in which an adjective pair necessarily modi-
fies the same noun; the narrow context moreover
assures stylistic homogeneity of the scalemates.

4 Limitations of the AdjScales method

The AdjScales method promises to grant insight
into a relatively underexplored corner of the lexi-
con by providing empirical evidence for subtle in-
tuitions about the intensity of gradable adjectives.
Scales constructed on corpus data may reflect the
lexical organization of a broad community of lan-
guage users. At the same time, the distinctions
among the adjectives on a given scale can be very
fine-grained, and speakers’ explicit judgments do

4WordNet’s domain labels encode some register and us-
age distinctions, but the categories are notoriously fuzzy.
(Maks and Vossen, 2010) talk in detail about the differences
between synset members in WordNet and propose remodel-
ing solutions to overcome this problem.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed structure of an adjective scale linked from some adjectives in a dumbbell. Note that
“pocket-size” has more specific selectional restrictions that the other, more generically applicable adjectives in the dumbbell.
It remains unconfirmed and not linked to the scale. “Smallish” is determined to be less intense than the centroid “small”.
“Gigantic” and “monstrous” are recognized to be of similar intensity relatively to “huge” and “large”.

not always conform to the scales constructed on
the basis of the corpus data. In the evaluation re-
ported by (Sheinman and Tokunaga, 2009) anno-
tators agreed with each other for only 63.5% of the
adjective pairs when judging whether an adjective
is milder, similar in intensity, or more intense than
another adjective.

AdjScales method in particular, and pattern
based methods in general, may suffer from low
coverage. (Sheinman and Tokunaga, 2009) re-
port that out of total of 5,378 distinct descriptive
adjectives, only 763 were selected as suitable for
further scaling, because the remainder could not
be extracted in sufficient numbers in the patterns
produced by the AdjScales’ preprocessing stage,
which requires at least 3 seed pairs. This limitation
calls for further refinement of the method, such as
the extraction of a wider selection of patterns.

Another weakness of the method is its poor
ability to determine the place of adjectives in the
neutral area of an adjective scale. For example,
“tepid”, “smallish”, and “acceptable” are difficult
to properly locate on their corresponding scales,
and the weakness of method here is reflected in
lower human agreement. Extending our work to a
larger number of attributes will show whether this
problem is specific to the limited number of scales
tested or more general.

Currently we apply the AdjScales method on
each half of a dumbbell and unify the results into a
single scale. This approach relies on the assump-
tion that each dumbbell can produce a single scale,
which is not necessarily the case. The reason is
that in many cases, WordNet currently subsumes

semantically heterogeneous adjectives in a single
dumbbell. Consider the adjectives “chilly, frosty,
cutting, unheated” and “raw”, which are all part of
a dumbbell centered around (one sense of) “cold”.
But due to their different selectional restrictions,
the Web does not return snippets like “∗ he ate
his food unheated but not arctic” and “∗ a cut-
ting, even refrigerated wind”. We plan to examine
the members of dumbbells for their semantic sim-
ilarity and refine the clusters such that they lend
themselves better to placement on scales. The Ad-
jScales method will help in the identification of
semantically homogeneous adjectives, leading to
a cleaner representation in WordNet.

5 Applications of AdjScales in WordNet

We discuss a representative sample of applying
AdjScales to gradable adjectives below.

5.1 Language pedagogy

Adjective scales in WordNet will provide learn-
ers of English with a more subtle understanding
of the meanings of adjectives. By contrast, Word-
Net’s current dumbbell representation and stan-
dard thesauri do not give clear information about
the meaning distinctions among similar adjectives.
We plan to develop a new interface that lets users
visualize the unidimensional scales and gain an in-
tuitive access to the meanings with a single glance.

5.2 Crosslingual encoding

Constructing and encoding scales with gradable
adjectives for languages that have this lexical cat-
egory would allow one to compare crosslinguis-
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tic lexicalizations with respect to questions like:
which languages populate a given scale more or
less richly? How do the members of correspond-
ing scales line up? Mapping scales across lan-
guages could well support fine-grained human and
machine translation.

(Schulam and Fellbaum, 2010) extracted pat-
terns from the large COSMAS-II5 German corpus
using the process described in Section 2.1.

5.3 Reading textual entailment

Modeling the understanding of implicit and en-
tailed information is a a major focus of current
research in NLP. The PASCAL Recognizing Tex-
tual Entailment task challenges automatic systems
to evaluate the truth or falsety of a statement (the
Hypothesis) given a prior statement (the Text). For
example, a system must decide whether or not H
is true or false given T:

• T: Frigid weather sweeps across New Jersey

• H: The Garden State experiences cold tem-
peratures

(Clark et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2008; Fellbaum
et al., 2008) show that the semantic knowledge en-
coded in WordNet can be harnessed to extract in-
formation that is not present on the surface. Thus,
WordNet tells that “New Jersey” and “the Garden
State” are synonymous, increasing the probability
that H is true. But knowing that “frigid” unilater-
ally entails “cold” would allow a more confident
evaluation of H. If T and H were switched, the
symmetric synonymy relation between the nouns
would not facilitate a correct evaluation of H,
whereas the downward entailing intensity relation
would evaluate a Hypothesis containing “frigid”
to be false if the Text referred to “cold”. An RTE
system with access to a resource that encodes in-
tensity relations among its adjectives is thus po-
tentially more powerful.6

5http://www.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2
6Currently, WordNet encodes entailment relations among

some verbs, but it doesn’t provide a distinction between finer-
grained subtypes such as backward presupposition (“know”
must happen before “forget”) vs. temporal inclusion (“step”
is part of the action of “walk”) (Fellbaum et al., 1993). Ex-
tracting instances of specific fine-grained relations, including
intensity (may → should → must) using computational meth-
ods such as those in VerbOcean may provide further enrich-
ment of WordNet.

5.4 Identifying spam product reviews

(Julien, 2010) examines how AdjScales might be
used as a tool for detecting spam product reviews.
Spam reviews are online reviews of products writ-
ten for either deceptive or unhelpful purposes.
For instance, company owners or employees may
write a positive review of their product to boost
the chances that customers will buy it; conversely,
negative review of a competitor’s product to dis-
courage sales. Such reviews are more likely than
genuine ones to contain highly intense adjectives.

5.5 Comparing nouns with AdjScales

(Schulam, 2011) develops a prototype of a system
called SCLE (Semantic Comparison of Linguistic
Entities), which uses the AdjScales algorithm to
build adjective scales to compare the values repre-
sented by nouns modified by scalar adjectives.

Consider the phrases “warm day” and “hot day.”
Without knowledge of the relative intensity of ad-
jectives that ascribe different values of “tempera-
ture” to the nouns, a system may know only that
both nouns are modified by semantically similar
adjectives. SCLE accesses adjective scales to infer
which of the two days is characterized by a higher
“temperature”.

6 Conclusion

We propose a new semantic relation for Word-
Net’s currently under-used adjective component.
The intensity relation holds among gradable adjec-
tives that fall on different points along a scale or
dimension. Identifying and encoding this relation
relies crucially on AdjScales (Sheinman and Toku-
naga, 2009), a method for extracting and apply-
ing lexical-semantic patterns to a corpus. The pat-
terns differentiate semantically similar adjectives
in terms of the intensity with which they express a
shared attribute and make it possible to construct
scales where the adjectives are ordered relative to
one another based on their intensity.

While only gradable adjectives express varying
degrees of intensity, they constitute a highly fre-
quent and polysemous subset of adjectives that
are richly encoded crosslinguistically. We pro-
pose a model for representing scales in WordNet
such that they supplement and co-exist with the
current dumbbells. The principal improvement
will be an empirically supported refinement of the
present vague similar relation among many adjec-
tives arranged around a shared centroid. The en-
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coding of fine-grained intensity relations among
presently undifferented adjectives will greatly en-
hance WordNet’s potential for a wide range of di-
verse applications.
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Abstract

We present the C-Cat Wordnet package,
an open source library for using and mod-
ifying Wordnet. The package includes
four key features: an API for modifying
Synsets; implementations of standard sim-
ilarity metrics, implementations of well-
known Word Sense Disambiguation algo-
rithms, and an implementation of the Cas-
tanet algorithm. The library is easily ex-
tendible and usable in many runtime en-
vironments. We demonstrate it’s use on
two standard Word Sense Disambiguation
tasks and apply the Castanet algorithm to
a corpus.

1 Introduction

Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1998) is a hierarchical lexi-
cal database that provides a fine grained seman-
tic interpretation of a word. Wordnet forms a di-
verse semantic network by first collecting simi-
lar words into synonym sets (Synset), for exam-
ple “drink” and “imbibe” are connected under the
verb Synset defined as “take in liquids.” Then,
Synsets are connected by relational links, with
the IS-A link being the most well known.

Applications typically access Wordnet through
one or more libraries. Every popular programming
language has at least one library: the original for
C++, JWNL 1 for Java, and WordNet::QueryData
2 for Perl are just a few examples. While these li-
braries are robust and provide many features, they
cannot be easily applied to two new use cases: di-
rect modification and serialization of the database
and use in a parallel processing framework, such
the Hadoop 3 framework. The first has become a
popular research topic in recent years, with Snow

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/
2http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/WordNet/
3http://hadoop.apache.org/

et al. (2006) providing a well known method for
adding new lexical mappings to Wordnet, and
the second will increasingly become important as
Wordnet applications are applied to massive web-
scale datasets.

We developed the C-Cat Wordnet package to
address these use cases as part of a larger informa-
tion extraction and retrieval system that requires
word sense information for new, domain specific
terms and novel composite senses on web-scale
corpora. One example includes adding new lex-
ical mappings harvested from New York Times
articles. Without support for saving additions to
Wordnet and parallel processing, we would be un-
able to leverage existing valuable sense informa-
tion. Our package solves these issues with a new
API focused on modifying the database and by
storing the entire Wordnet database in memory.

We designed the package to be a flexible li-
brary for any Wordnet application. It is written
in Java and defines a standard Java interface for
core data structures and algorithms. All code has
been heavily documented with details on perfor-
mance trade-offs and unit tested to ensure reliable
behavior. While other Wordnet libraries exist, we
hope that the release of ours facilitates the devel-
opment of new, customized Wordnets and the use
of Wordnet in large highly parallelized systems.
The toolkit is available at http://github.com/

fozziethebeat/C-Cat, which include a wiki de-
tailing the structure of the package, javadocs, and
a mailing list.

2 The C-Cat Wordnet Framework

Fundamentally, Wordnet acts as a mapping from
word forms to possible word senses. Terms with
similar senses are collapsed into a single Synset.
The Synset network is then formed by linking
a Synset to others via semantic links such as
IS-A, PART-OF, and SIMILAR-TO. Our package
makes two significant contributions: a collection
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a standardized reference implementations of well
known algorithms and a new API for directly mod-
ifying and serializing the Synset network. Fur-
thermore, it stores the hierarchy in memory, sepa-
rating lexical queries from disc access and allows
for serialization of modified hierarchies. Lastly,
it provides features found in comparable libraries
such as JWNL.

The C-Cat library is split up into four packages:

1. The Core API contains data format readers, writers,
and Synsets;

2. Similarity Metrics;

3. Word Sense Disambiguation algorithms;

4. and Castanet (Stoica and Hearst, 2007), a method for

automatically learning document facets using Wordnet.

2.1 Core API
The core API is centered around two inter-
faces: an OntologyReader and a Synset. The
OntologyReader is responsible for parsing a
Wordnet file format, building a linked Synset
network, and returning Synsets based on query
terms and parts of speech. The Synset main-
tains all of the information for a particular word
sense, such as it’s definitions, examples, and
links to other Synsets. Both interfaces provide
mechanisms for modifying the sense information,
Synset links, and lexical mappings. We store
this entire structure in memory due to the minimal
size of Wordnet, for example, version 3.0 is only
37 Megabytes on disk, and so that users can use
Wordnet on novel distributed file systems, such as
Hadoop, that do not use standard file system APIs.

Synsets are defined by three sets of values:
word forms, links to other Synsets, and a part
of speech. Each Synset may have multiple word
forms and multiple links, but only one part of
speech. We use both standard Wordnet rela-
tions and arbitrary relations to label a directed
link between two Synsets, with the relation be-
ing stored in only the source Synset. We pro-
vide several methods for accessing relations and
related Synsets: getKnownRelationTypes(),
allRelations(), and getRelations(). In addi-
tion, each Synset can have a set of example sen-
tences and a definition. To modify each Synset,
the interface includes additive methods for rela-
tions, word forms, and examples. Furthermore,
we provide a merge() method that takes all in-
formation from one Synset and adds it to another

OntologyReader reader = ...
Synset cat = reader.getSynset("cat.n.1");
for (Synset rel : cat.allRelations())
cat.merge(rel);

System.out.println(cat);

Figure 1: A simple merge example using the
OntologyReader and Synset interfaces.

Synset. Figure 1 provides a simple example us-
ing this merge API; after the code has been run,
“cat.n.1” will contain all of the information from
it’s related Synsets. Lastly, the interface also per-
mits arbitrary objects, such as ranking values, fea-
ture vectors, or additional meta data, to be attached
to any Synset as an Attribute. Any Attributes
are also merged on a call to merge.

OntologyReader defines an interface that maps
word forms to Synsets. Implementations are de-
signed to be initialized once and then used ubiq-
uitously throughout an application. The interface
provides methods for getting all Synsets for a
word or a specific sense, for example, the query
“cat.n.1” in figure 1 retrieves the first noun Synset
for the term “cat”. To modify the sense network,
we provide two key methods: addSynset(new)
and removeSynset(old). addSynset(new) adds
a mapping from each of new’s word forms to new.
removeSynset(old) removes all mappings from
old’s word forms to old, thus removing it from the
lexical mapping completely.

2.2 Similarity Metrics

While the semantic network of Wordnet is inter-
esting on it’s own, many applications require sense
similarity measures. As such, we provide the
SynsetSimilarity interface that returns a sim-
ilarity score between two Sysnets. This is, in
short, a Java based implementation of the Word-
net::Similarity package (Pedersen et al., 2004),
which is in Perl. Figure 2 provides a naive, but
short, code sample of our API that computes the
similarity between all noun Synsets using multi-
ple metrics.

Below, we briefly summarize the measures from
(Pedersen et al., 2004) that we implemented. Sev-
eral measures utilize the Lowest Common Sub-
sumer (LCS), i.e. the deepest parent common to
two Synsets using IS-A relations. Each measure
takes in two Synsets, A and B, as arguments and
returns a double value, typically between 0 and 1.
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OntologyReader reader = WordNetCorpusReader.initialize(...);
Set<Sysnet> nouns = reader.allSynsets(PartsOfSpeech.NOUN);
SynsetSimilarity sims[] = {new PathSimilarity(), new LeskSimilarity(), ...};
for (Synset s1 : nouns)

for (Synset s2 : nouns)
for (SynsetSimilarity sim : sims)

System.out.printf("%s %s %f\n", s1, s2, sim.similarity(s1, s2));

Figure 2: Code for computing the pairwise similarity over every noun Synset using multiple metrics

Path Based Methods measure the similarity
based on a path connecting A and B. Path sim-
ply returns the inverse length of the shortest path
between A and B. Leacock&Chodorow (Lea-
cock and Chodorow, 1998) returns the length of
the shortest path scaled by the deepest depth in the
hierarchy. Wu&Palmer (Wu and Palmer, 1994)
returns the depth of the LCS scaled by the cumu-
lative depth of A and B. Hirst&St.Onge (Hirst
and St-Onge, 1997) uses all links in the hierarchy
and measures the length of the path that is both
short and has very few link types.

Lexical methods measure the amount of lexical
overlap between A and B. Lesk (Lesk, 1986) re-
turns the number of words overlapping in A and
B’s glosses. ExtendedLesk (Banerjee and Ped-
ersen, 2003) extends Lesk by also comparing the
glosses between any Synsets related to A or B.

Information based Methods utilize the Infor-
mation Content (IC) of a Synset, which mea-
sures the specificity of the terms in a Synset as
measured in a sense tagged corpus. Resnick
(Resnik, 1995) returns the IC of the LCS.
Jiang&Conrath (Jiang and Conrath, 1997) re-
turns the inverse difference between the total IC of
A and B and the IC of their LCS. Lin (Lin, 1998)
returns the IC of the LCS scaled by the total IC of
A and B.

In addition to the raw similarity metrics, we pro-
vide a utility classes that return meta information
about a pair of Sysnets such as their shortest path,
their LCS, and several other helpful methods.

2.3 Word Sense Disambiguation

Word Sense Disambiguation is perhaps the most
standard application of Wordnet. Disambigua-
tion models attempt to select a Synset for
a given word that best matches a given con-
text. For example, an algorithm might select
the river bank Synset of “bank” for the con-
text “he sat on the bank of the river” rather than
the financial institution Synset. We provide a

WordSenseDisambiguation interface that ap-
plies word sense labels to tokenized sentences.
Currently, we only provide a small number of un-
supervised algorithms, but plan on adding more.
Below, we briefly describe each algorithm.

Lexical Methods rely on lexical information in
Wordnet to disambiguate words. Lesk (Lesk,
1986) selects the Synset that has the highest
total Lesk similarity to the Synsets for other
context words. ExtendedLesk (Banerjee and
Pedersen, 2003) extends Lesk by using the Ex-
tended Lesk similarity metric for all comparisons.
MostFrequentSense selects the first Synset re-
turned by Wordnet for a given term. This serves as
a canonical baseline which is often challenging to
outperform.

Graphical Methods treat the network as a
graph and disambiguate using a number of mea-
surements. PersonalizedPageRank (Agirre
and Soroa, 2009) (PPR) runs the PageRank al-
gorithm over an undirected graph composed from
the entire Wordnet network. Words needing dis-
ambiguation are given “artificial” nodes that link
to their possible Synsets. For each ambiguous
word, the algorithm selects the highest ranking
Synset. DegreeCentrality (Navigli and Lapata,
2010) (DC) forms a subgraph from the Wordnet
network composed of ambiguous content words
in a sentence and the Synsets that connect their
possible Synsets. It assigns to each word the tar-
get Synset with the highest degree in the sub-
graph. PageRankCentrality (Navigli and La-
pata, 2010) (PRC) composes the same subgraph
as DegreeCentrality, but performs PageRank
on this subgraph and selects the Synset with the
highest rank for each ambiguous word.

2.4 Castanet

Amazon.com and other online retailers often dis-
play manually crafted facets, or categories, for
product navigation. A customer can start browsing
from the Book category and dive down into more
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specific categories such as Fiction, Entertainment,
or Politics. These facets form a hierarchy of cate-
gories and each category is subdivided until a nar-
row set of interesting items are found. Unfortu-
nately, not all datasets have well structured meta
data. The Castanet algorithm automatically learns
this hierarchical faceted meta data (HFC) for a set
of documents by using discriminative keywords
(Stoica and Hearst, 2007), making structured nav-
igation possible for arbitrary document sets.

Castanet takes advantage of Wordnets IS-A hi-
erarchy to automatically create HFC. Castanet first
extracts keywords from the set of documents (we
use term-frequency inverse document frequency,
TF-IDF, by default, but our API allows for other
methods). For each extracted keyword, Castanet
then creates a chain of words that lead from the
root of the hierarchy to the keyword’s Synsets.
Each keyword chain is then merged together to
form a “backbone” tree which is later reduced
by eliminating redundant or non-discriminative
nodes, such as those with one child.

Our Castanet API is both simple and flex-
ible. To create a Castanet tree, one calls
Castanet.buildTree() with a directory path to a
set of text documents. Our implementation will
automatically extract keywords, extract the back-
bone tree, and finally index each document under
it’s learned facets. The returned result allows users
to fully navigate the documents via the learned
facets. We also provide an example Java web ser-
vice for exploring the hierarchy in a browser.

3 Benchmark

To evaluate our library, we apply our six WSD
implementations against two standard evaluations:
the all words disambiguation tasks from SenseE-
val 3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004) and SemEval
2007 (Pradhan et al., 2007), these use Wordnet
version 1.7.1 and 2.1 respectively. We answer all
test instances except those that do not have any
mapping in Wordnet. Before processing, we apply
part of speech tags to each token using the Open
NLP MaxEnt Tagger ver 1.5.04. We use the origi-
nal databases as a baseline, called Base, in our ex-
periments and test our modification API by adding
the eXtended Wordnet (XWN) relations (Mihalcea
and Moldovan, 2001) to each database and disam-

4http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/models-1.5/

biguate using these extended Wordnets5.

Model Ver SenseEval-3 SemEval-07
MFS Base 59.8 49.4
Lesk Base 35.2 27.7

E-Lesk Base 47.8 37.6
PPR Base 42.9 32.8
DC Base 43.2 33.3

PRC Base 31.7 22.7
Lesk XWN 35.2 27.7

E-Lesk XWN 39.9 33.9
PPR XWN 50.3 36.7
DC XWN 47.3 37.1

PRC XWN 33.0 24.0

Table 1: F1 Word Sense Disambiguation scores on
the two test sets

Table 1 presents the F1 score for each algo-
rithm using the original and extended databases.
As expected, the MFS baseline outperforms each
unsupervised algorithm. Although our scores do
not match exactly with previous publications of
these algorithms, we still see similar trends and
the expected gains from adding new relations
to the hierarchy. For DegreeCentrality and
PageRankCentrality, our different results are
likely due to a implementation difference: when
extracting a subgraph from Wordnet, we only use
directed links as opposed to undirected links for
computational efficiency. Other variations are pos-
sibly due to different methods of handling multi-
word expressions and our part of speech tags. Still,
DC gains about 4% points with WXN relations
and PPR gains about 7% points on Senseval-
3. Unexpectedly, ExtendedLesk actually does
worse with the additional relations.

We also performed a visual test of our Castanet
implementation. We ran the algorithm over 1,021
articles extracted from the BBC World News us-
ing Wordnet 3.0. The articles came from a diverse
set of categories including world, business, tech-
nology, and environmental news. Figures 3 and 4
show snapshots of our Castanet web application.
Figure 3 displays the top level facets displayed to
a new user. The top bar of this screen can break
down the facets alphabetically to facilitate facet
selection. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of several
documents found after selecting several facets. It
displays the selected facets, document titles, docu-
ment text, and interesting key words. While this is
only a simple interface, it provides an example of
what our implementation can accomplish and how

5Note that we added XWN 1.7 relations to Wordnet 1.7.1
and XWN 2.0 relations to Wordnet 2.1, some links were dis-
carded due to updates in Wordnet.
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to use our API.

4 Future Work and Conclusion

We have presented our Java Wordnet library that
provides two new key features: maintenance of an
in memory database and an API centered around
modifying the network directly. Additionally,
we’ve provided implementations of several well
known similarity metrics, disambiguation algo-
rithms, and the Castanet information retrieval al-
gorithm. All code is unit tested, heavily docu-
mented, and released under the GPL Version 2
license. We are currently working to extend our
newest APIs, such as those for WSD and Castanet,
to handle more interesting use cases. In the future
work we hope to expand this library with an eval-
uation framework for customized Wordnets, such
as those generated by (Snow et al., 2006).
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Figure 3: A sample view of learned Castanet facets for the BBC Word News data set

Figure 4: A sample view of a discovered document after navigating the Castanet facets
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Abstract 

 

In this paper we present the process of 
matching two important datasets in Link-
ing Open Data (LOD): DBpedia and 
WordNet 3.0. DBpedia plays the main 
role in the LOD cloud. It is an influential 
knowledge base and consists of over one 
billion pieces of information about mil-
lions of things. On the other hand Prince-
ton WordNet is the most important lexical 
ontology. WordNet 3.0 in RDF is also one 
of the resources in Linking Open Data. 
Certainly, linking these two common da-
tasets has impressive effects in various as-
pects of consuming them. In this paper the 
methodology of matching, statistical in-
formation and some beneficial use cases 
of the matching is explained. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays increasing the amount of linked data 
in Linking Open Data project is not the only 
challenge of publishing linked data; rather, map-
ping and linking the linked data resources are 
also equally important and can improve the ef-
fective consuming of linked data resources. 
Without these links, we confront with isolated 
islands of datasets, which could not exploit 
knowledge of each other. The fourth rule of pub-
lishing linked data in (Bizer, Heath, et al., 2009) 
explains the necessity of linking URIs to each 
other. Therefore, extension of datasets without 
interlinking them is against the Linked Data 
principles. The importance of this issue increased 
our motivation of doing mapping between two 
core datasets of Linking Open Data. 

DBpedia is a significant knowledge base. 

DBpedia knowledge extraction framework ex-
tracted its knowledge from Wikipedia and con-
verted itself as a crystallization point for the web 
of data (Bizer, Lehmann, et al., 2009). DBpedia 
currently has knowledge for more than 3.6 mil-
lion things about persons, places, music, films, 
video games and etc (“DBpedia,” n.d.). It also 
contains information for these things in different 
languages. Most of the dataset publishers try to 
link their datasets to DBpedia. In (Cyganiak, 
2010) you can see the mass of links to DBpedia. 
Some of links from DBpedia to these datasets are 
available in (“Interlinking DBpedia,” 2011) and 
one of these datasets is WordNet (W3C). 

WordNet (Fellbaum,1998) is an electronic lex-
ical database that is designed in Princeton Uni-
versity for English language. WordNet uses syn-
onymous sets, called synset. The latest version of 
WordNet contains 155,287 words organized in 
117,659 synsets (“WordNet 3.0 database,” n.d.). 
WordNet includes nouns, adjectives, verbs and 
adverbs. Synsets in WordNet are connected to 
each other with semantic relation such as: syn-
onymy, antonymy, hyponymy, hypernymy, me-
ronymy, troponymy and etc. 

Lexical ontologies like WordNet are important 
resources in natural language processing (NLP). 
They are used in various tasks and applications, 
especially where semantic processing is evolved 
such as question answering, machine translation, 
text understanding, information retrieval and ex-
traction, knowledge acquisition and semantic 
search engines (Shamsfard, 2008). Integration of 
Princeton WordNet and DBpedia could improve 
the semantic processing. Princeton Wordnet has 
been mapped to most of the WordNets developed 
for other languages in the world. So, WordNets 
of these languages could be linked to DBpedia 
via Princeton WordNet and the result of Word-
Net to DBpedia matching will affect NLP in dif-
ferent languages.    

 At the present time, WordNet is available in 
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the Linking Open Data cloud. There are two da-
tasets in the LOD cloud which represents Word-
Net in the form of linked data. One of them is 
WordNet (W3C1) (Assem et al., 2006) that is the 
OWL/RDF representation of Princeton WordNet 
2.0 and the other one is WordNet (VUA 2 ) 
(“Wordnet 3.0 in RDF” 2010) that is the RDF ver-
sion of WordNet 3.0. WordNet (VUA) is 
mapped to WordNet (W3C) and DBpedia is also 
linked to WordNet (W3C).  

Each synset in WordNet (VUA) has an URI. 
Synsets are derefrencable by their URIs and via 
HTTP protocol. Instances of synsets have also 
URIs. There are specified patterns for URIs of 
synsets and instances. The word “instance” is 
depicted in URIs of instances. 

Currently, DBpedia has 467101 links to 
WordNet (W3C). But there are shortcomings in 
these links. We are going to cover these defects 
in our matching: 
1. There are only hypernymy relations from in-
stances of DBpedia to noun synsets of WordNet 
in current links and there is no relation from 
WordNet to DBpedia. It is considerable that 
these relations only represent a kind of instantia-
tion.  An example of these relations is following: 
 <http://dbpedia.org/resource/White_House>  
 < http://dbpedia.org/property/wordnet_type> 
<http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instances
/synset-building -noun-1>  
In the above example, it is demonstrated that 
‘White_house’ is an instance of ‘building’ synset 
in WordNet and nothing more. Whereas, Word-
Net has information about ‘white_house’. There 
is a synset in WordNet 2.0 with this URI:  
“http://www.w3c.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instance
s/synset-White_house-noun-2”. Matching the 
WordNet synset and the correspondent one in 
DBpedia is desirable for us. There are many syn-
sets in WordNet which have equivalents in 
DBpedia. Discovering this type of relations is 
one of our motivations for doing this project. 
2. There is another kind of relation that detecting 
it between WordNet and DBpedia is beneficial. 
We find instantiation or hypernymy relations 
between noun synsets of WordNet and DBpedia 
classes. It is important to know a synset of 
WordNet belongs to which concept from the 
viewpoint of DBpedia. 
3. There are many properties in DBpedia. There 
is no link from these properties to equivalents in 
WordNet. 

                                                
1 World Wide Web Consortium 
2 Vrije University Amsterdam 

4. Only noun synsets of WordNet are considered 
in current links of DBpedia to WordNet. We are 
going to find equivalents of verb and adjective 
synsets in WordNet to properties in DBpedia too. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents our methodology of matching 
WordNet 3.0 in RDF to DBpedia. Section 3 ex-
plains statistical information about the result of 
mapping. Section 4 describe some use cases and 
advantages of the mapping WordNet3.0 to 
DBpedia. Section 5 discusses evaluation of the 
results and section 6 provides some conclusion 
about this paper. 
 

2 Methodology of Matching 

We are going to find coreferent URIs in Word-
Net (VUA) and DBpedia. This process is also 
known as entity matching, object resolution, ob-
ject consolidation, entity identification, identity 
recognition, identity disambiguation or instance 
matching. In recent years many efforts have been 
done for making tools, softwares and frame-
works for detecting coreferent URIs. One of 
these important products is Silk framework (Volz 
et al., 2009). Silk is a link discovery framework 
for the web of data that uses a declarative lan-
guage (Silk-LSL) for specifying which types of 
links should be found between which types of 
entities. DBpedia has counseled utilizing this 
tool for generating links from other datasets to 
DBpedia (“Interlinking DBpedia,” 2011). In our 
work, we do not use Silk because it needs all 
kinds of relations that might be discovered be-
tween entities to be described by user before-
hand. We instead, apply our approach for gene-
rating links between two datasets. 
Our methodology consists of two main phases: 
preliminary, supplementary.  
1. Preliminary Phase: 
In this phase, we use a terminological method for 
comparing synsets in WordNet and entities in 
DBpedia. The terminological method is applied 
in three steps: 
• Matching instances of WordNet to instances 

and classes of DBpedia:  
At the first step, equivalent instances in 
WordNet and DBpedia are found. Instances’ 
synsets in WordNet (UVA) are available apart 
from other noun synsets. Thus, in the first step 
we discover all equivalent URIs from these 
two sets. After finding these equivalences, the 
next step is to detect the correspondences be-
tween Wordnet instances and DBpedia 
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classes. 
There are instantiation relations between in-
stances and their classes in DBpedia. In fact, 
the types of instances are described with these 
relations. This relation in DBpedia is 
represented with:  
“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#type”. Since, we found equivalences rela-
tions between instances in WordNet and 
DBpedia, and on the other hand there are in-
stantiation or hypernymy relations between 
instances and their classes in DBpedia, so it is 
possible to represent the type of WordNet in-
stances in DBpedia. Figure 1 indicates this 
process. 

 
 
 

• Matching noun synsets of WordNet to classes 
in DBpedia: 
 Some noun synsets of WordNet have equiva-
lents in classes of DBpedia. For example, both 
of the datasets have knowledge about “Lan-
guage”. So, the “synset-Language-noun-1” 
synset in WordNet is the same as “Language” 
class in DBpedia. 
<http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/s
ynset-language-noun-1> 
<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:equival
entClass> 
<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Language> 

• Matching noun, verb and adjective synsets of 
WordNet to properties in DBpedia: The aim 
of this phase is to recognize properties of 
DBpedia and their equivalents in WordNet. 
Properties play the predicate role in a triple. 
So, detecting equivalent synsets with proper-
ties is advantageous. There are three kinds of 
properties in DBpedia: owl:ObjectProperty, 
owl:DatatypeProperty and property. 
owl:ObjectProperty and owl:DatatypeProperty 
are properties in ontology of DBpedia but the 
third kind of properties are independent from 
DBpedia ontology and there are no structural 
and hierarchical relations between them (“The 
DBpedia Data Set,” 2011). These properties 

are created directly from Wikipedia infobox 
properties with no regard to DBpedia ontolo-
gy. There are some properties in these three 
kinds that seem to be equivalent. The next ex-
ample represents that there are two properties 
in DBpedia that specify “Language” property: 
< http://dbpedia.org/ontology/language> : an 
object property 
<http://dbpedia.org/property/language> : a 
property   

In all of the three steps, similarity computing 
method is a token-based distance computing. In 
this method a string is considered as a bag of 
words (Euzenat,2007). In our matching method 
the label of entities in DBpedia, the label of the 
WordNet synsets in their URIs, the label of 
senses in a synset and the description (gloss) of a 
synset in WordNet are transformed to bags of 
words. But before this transformation we nor-
malize strings and remove stop words. After pro-
ducing the bags of words, a measure for estima-
tion of similarity between WordNet synset and 
DBpedia entity is applied (1).  
X: a bag of words including words in the label of 
synset 
Y: a bag of words including words in the label of 
DBpedia entity or its comment 
S: a bag of words including words in the label of 
senses of synset 
G: a bag of words including words in the glos-
sary of synset 

 

 
2. Supplementary Phase: 
Similar entities regarding lexical features were 
found in the previous phase. So, we are sure that 
the matching results of the first phase are lexical-
ly correct. But these results are not accurate nec-
essarily and maybe there are correspondences 
that don’t have entities with the same identity 
and there are only lexical similarities between 
them. The purpose of this phase is to refine the 
result of matching in the previous phase. In other 
words, a method for URI disambiguating is de-
scribed in this phase. We used hierarchal struc-
ture of WordNet and DBpedia for disambigua-
tion. ‘wnschema:instanceOf’ and 
‘wn20schema:hyponymOf’ relations are used for 
gaining an understanding of taxonomic structure 
in WordNet. ‘wnschema:instanceOf’ relation 
denotes a relation between an instance synset and 
a noun synset. Two relations from DBpedia are 
also utilized for determining the taxonomic struc-
ture. These two relations are ‘rdf:type’ and 

DBpedia WordNet 

Classes 

owl: sameAs  

rdf:type 

rdf:type 

(1) 
YX

(XUSUG)YYX
Y)δ(X,

+

+
=

II

Noun Synsets 

 Instance Synsets  Instances  

Figure 1.  Process of matching at the first step in the 
first phase 
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‘rdfs:subClassOf’. The first one denotes a rela-
tion between an instance and the class that be-
long to and the second one expresses a relation 
between two classes. These relations are used as 
sources for disambiguation.  

Some structure based techniques are presented 
in (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007). One of them is 
Wu-Palmer similarity measure (Wu and Palmer, 
1994). This similarity measure is used in the 
second phase of our methodology. Consider the 
following URIs: 
URI1: http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn3 
0/s ynset-Pluto-noun-1 
URI2: http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn3 
0/synset-Pluto-noun-2 
URI3: http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn3 
0/synset-Pluto-noun-3 
URI4: http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pluto 

URI1, URI2 and URI3 from WordNet are lex-
ically similar to each other and the first phase 
finds them equal to URI4 from DBpedia. While, 
URI1 has ‘wnschema:instanceOf’ relation with 
‘fictional_character’ and is a cartoon character. 
URI2 has ‘wnschema:instanceOf’ relation with 
‘Greek_deity’ and is the god of the underworld 
in ancient mythology. URI3 has ‘wnsche-
ma:instanceOf’ relation with ‘outer_planet’ and 
is a small planet. URI4 has ‘rdf:type’ relation 
with ‘Planet’ class of DBpedia ontology. The 
matching of URI1 and URI2 with URI4 is ob-
viously wrong. 

We use Wu-Palmer measure and assess the 
similarity of taxonomic structure of URIs in 
WordNet. In the former example, the similarity 
of (fictional_character, Planet) is 0.48 and the 
similarity of (Greek_deity, Planet) is 0.46. These 
similarities are less than our threshold. There-
fore, the matching of URI1 and URI2 with URI4 
are excluded from the results.  

All of the correspondences with structural si-
milarity less than the threshold are removed from 
the result of matching.  
The result of matching is available at: 
http://step1.nlplab.sbu.ac.ir/wordnetdbpedia/matc
hing.aspx 

3 Statistical Information of the Match-
ing Outcome  

In table 1 the result of WordNet to DBpedia is 
represented. In the first column, the kinds of syn-
sets are denoted. In the second column the kinds 
of relations that are discovered and in the third 
column elements of DBpedia in matching are 
represented.   

4 Use Cases 

Influences of the matching consequences are 
clearly perceptible in the Natural Language 
Processing and Semantic Processing domains. 
We categorize use cases of WordNet 3.0 to 
DBpedia matching in three groups: 
• Enriching WordNet: Princeton WordNet can 
be enriched with more relations. Properties in 
DBpedia can be used for finding more relations 
in Wordnet. 
•  Developing Formal Ontologies: Princeton 
WordNet is a lexical ontology and is far from a 
formal ontology. The types of relations in Word 
Net are restricted to synonymy, antonymy, hypo-
nymy, hypernymy, meronymy, troponymy. For 
moving toward a formal ontology, it is necessary 
to augment the relations between synsets. With 
utilizing interlinking of WordNet and DBpedia, 
it is possible to discovering relations between 
synsets of WordNet via their correspondent enti-
ties in DBpedia. Due to the fact that DBpedia is 
an important knowledge base and have informa-
tion for entities in the form of properties. These 
properties can be exploited for making WordNet  
a formal ontology. 
• Semantic Search: In semantic search, disam-
biguating words is a main challenge. Taking ad-
vantage of WordNet to DBpedia matching, could 
help disambiguating through the large amounts 
of information about entities and properties in 
DBpedia.   
• Finding more instances for WordNet synsets: 
DBpedia is greater than WordNet in the number 
of instances. We discovered equivalent relations 

Subject(WordNet) Predicate Object(DBpedia) Number of Matching 

Instances owl:SameAs  Instances 27923 

Instances rdf:type Classes 18555 

Noun, Verb, Adjective  owl:equivalentProperty Object Property 583 

Noun, Verb, Adjective  owl:equivalentProperty DataType Property 438 

Noun, Verb, Adjective  owl:equivalentProperty Property 10379 

Noun  owl:equivalentClass Classes 344 
Table 1. Result of Matching  
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between some synsets of WordNet and classes of 
DBpedia. So we can apply the instances of 
equivalent class for the instantiation of the syn-
set.   

5 Evaluation  

We evaluated a subset of matching result ma-
nually. This subset contained 500 members. The 
value of obtained precision is 0.92. Computation 
of recall is not possible for this project as there is 
no golden standard and manual extraction of all 
possible links between these two sets is almost 
impossible. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we discussed about matching two 
important datasets in LOD cloud: DBpedia and 
WordNet. Shortcomings about the current links 
form DBpedia to WordNet presented and the 
necessity of generating more different kinds of 
links between them is explained. Interlinking 
these two datasets can improve applications on 
natural language processing and semantic 
processing; furthermore WordNet is also impres-
sionable from the matching result and can move 
toward an enriched lexical ontology or even a 
formal ontology. 

Future work will focus on mapping WordNets 
of other languages especially those with less re-
sources to linked data. Linking WordNets to 
DBpedia is possible via the outcome of Princeton 
WordNet to DBpedia matching. For example 
FarsNet, the Persian wordnet (Shamsfard, et al., 
2010) is a good candidate for this mapping. 
FarsNet to Princeton WordNet mapping is avail-
able, so matching FarsNet to DBpedia is possi-
ble. After linking FarsNet to DBpedia, we are 
going to extend relations in FarsNet with utiliz-
ing DBpedia. Accordingly, FarsNet will be con-
nected to LOD cloud and causes improvements 
in Persian language semantic processing. 
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Abstract

We propose a statistical model for detecting
and correcting article errors, which are of-
ten made by Japanese when writing in En-
glish. To solve the data sparseness problem
in conventional phrase-based statistical mod-
els, we proposed two approaches. In the first
approach, we used a statistical test to effi-
ciently select and apply reliable phrases for ar-
ticle determination. In the second approach,
we proposed to extend phrases for article de-
termination by using the hypernyms of the
WordNet thesaurus.In addition, we selected
relevant hypernyms when multisense words,
which have multiple meanings, have multiple
hypernyms. Experiments showed that our pro-
posed method outperformed the conventional
method. The F-measure at θ = 0.95, which
has the highest precision but the lowest recall
point, shows 12.4% improvement compared to
the method without using the thesaurus and
the statistical test.

1 Introduction

Opportunities for Japanese to write in English are
increasing as importance of English as an inter-
national communication language continues to in-
crease. Writing grammatically correct English is
very difficult, however, because the Japanese lan-
guage does not use articles: a, an, the, φ (here-
inafter φ denotes no article). Therefore Japanese of-
ten make article errors (Kawai et al., 1984; Izumi
et al., 2003). On the other hand, the English arti-
cle system is crucial because it provides such impor-
tant information as the restriction of noun phrases.

Article errors often cause misunderstanding of in-
tended meaning especially in documents that require
a clear context such as technical papers. To cor-
rect article errors, many Japanese have their papers
proofread by native speakers of English who have
specialized knowledge. The need for grammatical
error detection and correction systems is increasing
because human proofreading and rewriting are time-
consuming and expensive.

Researchers have studied methods for detecting
and correcting article errors. Most of the work
uses machine learning-based classifiers to detect ar-
ticle errors and/or to determine. Knight and Chan-
der (1994) takes the first step to using a machine
learning algorithm for determining the choice be-
tween a and the. Minnen et al. (Minnen et al., 2000)
extend this work to three-way classification (a, the,
and φ). Izumi et al. (2003) and Han et al. (2004) pro-
pose maximum entropy (ME) classifier-based meth-
ods for predicting correct articles. The features are
based on lexical and syntactic information around
the article in question. Han et al. report that their
method achieves a recall of 0.40 with a precision of
0.90.

Although the classifier-based methods achieve
good performances, they have a drawback. It is dif-
ficult to know why the classifier chooses the arti-
cle to use. In other words, one cannot easily inter-
pret which features contribute to the determination
to what extent. In terms of writing support, it is cru-
cial to instruct the user why the article is appropriate
in the context in question. Only then, the user can
examine whether he or she rewrite his or her writing
or not.
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To overcome the drawback of the classification-
based methods, Nagata et al. (Aug.2005) proposed a
phrase-based method for article determination. The
method tries to find meaningful phrases such as id-
ioms for determining articles based on statistics ob-
tained from a given corpus. The extracted phrases
are used to determine which article to use as well
as to give the feedback to the use. For example, the
phrase-based method may extract a phrase such as
an accuracy of to correct The method achieved φ
accuracy of 0.700. from a corpus consisting of tech-
nical papers.

An inherent drawback to the phrase-based method
is that they severely suffer from the data sparseness
problem. Namely, it is often the case that there is
not sufficient data (and statistics) to obtain reliable
phrases no matter how large the corpus is, which
leads to undesirable false negatives and false posi-
tives.

In this paper, we propose two approaches to over-
come the data sparseness problem. In the first ap-
proach, we use a statistical test to efficiently select
and apply reliable phrases for article determination.
It is done without human intervention and is purely
calculated from statistics extracted from a corpus. In
the second approach, we propose to expand phrases
for article determination by using semantic classes.
Intuitively, the data sparseness problem is expected
to be reduced by replacing words with their corre-
sponding semantic class in obtaining phrases for ar-
ticle determination. For example, instances of eat
φ breakfast and eat φ lunch in a corpus would both
be replaced by eat φ [meal#n#1], which results in
obtaining a new phrase and increasing statistics.

The use of semantic class brings up an additional
advantage. In textbooks on English grammar, article
usage is often explained based on semantic classes
(e.g., “If an unmodified means-of-transport noun,
such as bus, follows preposition by, then it will have
a null determiner, that is, φ (Bond, 2005)”). Consid-
ering this, the expansion based on semantic classes
make it easier that the use interprets the feedback.
Also, the user may come up with a new phrase which
does not appear in the training corpus from the feed-
back. For example, one may come up with eat φ
dinner in the association with eat φ [meal#n#1].

Unfortunately, however, simply replacing words
with their corresponding semantic class introduces a

new problem. That is, a word may belong to more
than one semantic class. This means that one has to
determine by which semantic class the word in ques-
tion should be replaced when expanding phrases for
article determination. This paper also proposed an
effective method for solving this problem.

The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the phrase-based method. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed method to overcome the data
sparseness problem. Section 4 describes experi-
ments about conventional phrase-based method and
proposed method. Finally, Section 5 describes con-
clusions and discussions.

2 Phrase-based Method

2.1 Phrase for article determination

The phrase-based method has five steps. In the first
step, the phrases are extracted from the obtained Key
Word In Context (KWIC). Here, because the pur-
pose is to make phrases for article determination,
keyword becomes one of the article (a(n), the, φ).
A phrase is defined as a sequence of words that con-
sists of the keyword, n+ words following the key-
word, and n− words preceding it. In other words, a
phrase can be regarded as an n-gram centered on the
keyword. For example, the following KWIC:

... level vi covers φ wheat entered after ...

gives a set of phrases:

vi covers φ wheat entered
vi covers φ wheat
vi covers φ

covers φ wheat entered
covers φ wheat
covers φ

when n+ ≤ 2 and n− ≤ 2. In this paper, the values
of n+ and n− are set to n+ ≤ 5 and n− ≤ 5, re-
spectively, on the assumption that the length of most
collocations does not exceed 11 words.

In the second step, all phrases extracted from
the KWIC are sorted alphabetically. If a certain
phrase appears twice or more in the KWIC, identical
phrases are repeated in sequence.

In the third step, the same phrases are merged into
one and their frequencies are counted. For example,
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the phrases in the above example give (phrase; its
frequency):

covers φ wheat ; 15
φ wheat ; 249
: .

From the merged phrases, determining each phrase’s
frequency is easy.

In the fourth step, the conditional probabilities of
the merged phrases for article determination is cal-
culated.

Now, we introduce some variables and symbols
to formalize the extraction procedure. Variable
A denotes the keywords (one of the articles) in
the KWIC. Variable C denotes an n-gram whose
keyword is any value of the articles (e.g., C =
“{a(n)/the/φ} wheat”). Symbols f and p denote fre-
quency and probability. The conditional probability
can be estimated by

p(A|C) =
f(A,C)

f(C)
. (1)

In the fifth and final step, a phrase for article de-
termination is used that has the highest probability
in the applicable phrase. If the highest probability
is less than θ, we do not generate articles. Here, θ
(0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) is set by the system users depending on
the intended use.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Proposed Method using Reliability of
Phrases for Article Determination

In Eq. (1), if the phrase’s frequency for article de-
termination is small, the degree of the bias of the
distribution of articles is not reliable. For example,
assume one phrase which appears only once and co-
occurs only with article α once (probability = 1.0).
At the other extreme, assume another phrase which
appears 100 times and co-occurs with an article α
95 times (probability = 0.95). Intuitively, the latter
phrase for article determination seems more reliably
biased. To evaluate the statistical significance of the
bias, we propose the χ2 test, which is very common
for evaluating a bias between expected and observed
frequencies. For each phrase, the frequency of co-
occurrence with an article is regarded as a sample

value; the null hypothesis is that the occurrence of
each article frequency f(C) is independent from the
occurrence of phrases for article determination. We
expect to reject this hypothesis.

We denote EP (A); the expected probability (un-
der the null hypothesis) of each article. Here,
EP (A) always become 0.33. Because, under the
null hypothesis, articles (a(n), the, φ) randomly oc-
cur. The statistical value of χ2 is defined as follows:

χ2(C) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
A∈{a(n),the,φ}

(f(A,C)−f(C)×EP (A))2

f(C)×EP (A)

(f(C) > 15)

∑
A∈{a(n),the,φ}

(|f(A,C)−f(C)×EP (A)|−0.5)2

f(C)×EP (A)

(f(C) ≤ 15)

(2)

For example, if f (“covers a wheat”) = 2,
f (“covers the wheat”) = 3 and f (“covers φ wheat”)
= 95, then f(C) = f (“covers {a(n), the, φ} wheat”)
becomes 100. And χ2(C) becomes 172.88 by Eq.
(2).

If χ2(C) > χ2
β , the null hypothesis is rejected

with significance level β, and means n-gram C is
reliably biased from the view of the article distri-
bution. And the most frequent phrase is used as a
reliable phrase for article determination.

In this paper, significance level β was set to 1%.
We can get χ2

β = χ2
0.01 = 9.21 from a χ2 distribu-

tion numerical table by assigning a freedom value
= 2. In the above example, χ2(C) = 172.88 >
χ2
0.01 = 9.21, the null hypothesis is rejected, and

“covers φ wheat” becomes a phrase for article deter-
mination.

Here, in the conventional method, reliable phrase
(using phrase) condition equal f(A|C) > 10.

3.2 Proposed Method using WordNet
Thesaurus

To solve the data sparseness problem, we propose a
new method that creates new phrases for article de-
termination (“extended phrases”) from the phrases
of the conventional method (“conventional phrases”)
using the WordNet thesaurus. Here, we use hyper-
nyms in the WordNet thesaurus. For example, the
hypernyms of wheat are cereal, grain and yellow.
Figure 1 shows an example of the data structure of
a WordNet hypernym (hypernyms of wheat). Here,
“[......#n#...]” in Figure 1 denotes a hypernym.
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Section 3.2.1 describes the procedure of our pro-
posed method.

Figure 1: Example of data structure of WordNet hyper-
nyms

3.2.1 Procedure of Proposed Method using
WordNet Thesaurus

The procedure of the proposed method has four
steps (overall procedure is described in Fig. 2). In
the first step, the hypernyms of all nouns in the con-
ventional phrases for article determination are ex-
tracted from WordNet. Extended phrases for article
determination are created by replacing the nouns in
the conventional phrases with their hypernyms. If
one conventional phrase has two or more nouns, re-
placement with the hypernym occurs only one at a
time. In other words, N extended phrases for article
determination are created by a conventional phrase
having N nouns. For example, the following conven-
tional phrase for article determination (conventional
phrase; frequency): would create a set of extended

φ further software testing ; 30

phrases for article determination (extended phrase;
frequency): In the second step, all extended phrases

φ further [code#n#3] testing ; 30
φ further software [investigation#n#2] ; 30

for article determination are sorted alphabetically. If
the same extended phrases are created from differ-
ent conventional phrases, the same phrases are se-
quentially repeated as follows: In the third step, the
same extended phrases are merged into one and their
frequencies are counted. For example, the extended

φ further [code#n#3] testing ; 30
φ further [code#n#3] testing ; 90
φ further [code#n#3] testing ; 15
φ further software [investigation#n#2] ; 30
φ further software [investigation#n#2] ; 25

: .

phrases for article determination in the above exam-
ple give: In the fourth and final step, the conditional

φ further [code#n#3] testing ; 135
φ further software [investigation#n#2] ; 55

: .

probabilities are estimated and the highest probabil-
ity phrases in the conventional phrases and the ex-
tended phrases for article determination is used, as
in the conventional method.

3.2.2 Words with Multiple Meanings

Many English nouns are multisense words: they
have multiple meanings. One multisense word usu-
ally has multiple hypernyms. For example, if a
multisense word has three hypernyms like wheat in
Fig. 1, a replacement with a hypernym occurs three
times. In other words, three extended phrases for
article determination are created by a conventional
phrase having only one noun that has three hyper-
nyms. However, we watch three extended phrases
carefully, some phrases often are not appropriate.
For example, if we have a conventional phrases
(conventional phrase; frequency):

eat φ chicken ; 30 ,

and create a set of extended phrases (extended
phrase; frequency): the latter extended phrase is not

eat φ [poultry#n#2] ; 30
eat φ [domestic fowl#n#1] ; 30 .

appropriate. Because [domestic fowl#n#1] is count-
able, no article usage is ungrammatical. Therefore,
without selecting a relevant hypernym, the system
performance remain constant. Consequently, in the
proposed method, we must select a relevant hyper-
nym when we replace a multisense word with its hy-
pernym.
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Figure 2: Overall procedure

Selecting relevant hypernyms of multisense
words requires understanding of their context,
which however, is impossible because the proposed
method does not use context understanding but only
surface information. Therefore, we use the heuristic
that documents in the same field often have nouns
with identical hypernyms.

In this paper, we used the topic tags in the
Reuters-21578 corpus (Lewis, 1997) as the basis for
the same field. In other words, we regard docu-
ments with identical topic tags as the same field doc-
uments.

As practical procedures, we extract all the hyper-
nyms of all nouns and their frequencies from the cor-
pus and make a frequency distribution table of each
field. Here in the proposed method, each multisense
word is replaced with a hypernym that has the high-
est frequency in the frequency distribution table of
its document’s topic.

For example, multisense word wheat has multi-
ple hypernyms ([cereal#n#1], [grain#n#2], and [yel-
low#n#1]). Here, if a conventional phrase (conven-
tional phrase; frequency): is created from a grain

φ wheat ; 249

topic document and the following is the frequency

distribution table of the grain topic: wheat is re-

hypernym frequency

[cereal#n#1] 1405
[time period#n#1] 1226

[grain#n#2] 1025
[metric weight unit#n#1] 956

[yellow#n#1] 826
: :
: :

placed with only [cereal#n#1], and the following is
the extended phrase created from the conventional
phrase (extended phrase; frequency):

φ [cereal#n#1] ; 249 .

3.2.3 Singular and Plural Words

WordNet does not separate singular and plural
noun. If a hypernym: [domestic foul#n#1] is se-
lected as the hyperym of chicken (see Section 3.2.2),
for example, the following conventional phrase:

raise φ chickens

would create a extended phrase:

raise φ [domestic foul#n#1] .
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This rule generate no article for the following input
sentence:

raise � Article � chicken ,

however, chicken in this case is countable. There-
fore, no article usage is ungrammatical. Conse-
quently, in the proposed method, we must separate
hypernyms of singular and plural noun. Specifically,
we added a symbol: “#singular” to the hypernyms of
singular noun. Similarly, a symbol: “#plural” to the
hypernyms of plural noun. In above example, we
replace chicken with [domestic foul#n#1#singular]
and chickens with [domestic foul#n#1#plural].

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Conditions

As the test corpus, a subset of Reuters-21578 was
used. Reuters-21578 consists of 21578 documents
with topics for each document. In this paper, we
used the documents of nine main topics. The statis-
tics on the test corpus is shown in Table 1.

Evaluation procedure has three steps. In the first
step, all articles in the evaluation documents are re-
moved. In the second step, article determination for
the removed parts in the first step using the proposed
or conventional method has done. In the third and
final step, three metrics (explained in Section 4.2)
were calculated under the condition that removed ar-
ticles in the first step are correct.

Table 1: Statistics on the test corpus

No. of documents No. of words No. of articles

4828 811473 180587

4.2 Evaluation Method

We used recall and precision with 10-fold cross val-
idation to compare the conventional and proposed
methods. Threshold θ in Section 2.1 was set by 0.1
(i.e., θ=0.35, 0.45, ..., 0.85, 0.95). R (Recall) and P
(Precision) were defined as follows:

R =
No. of correct article determination

No. of articles in the set
,(3)

P =
No. of correct article determination

No. of articles determination
.(4)

We also defined F (F-measure(Rijsbergen, 1979)) as
follows:

F =
(b2 + 1)× P ×R

b2 × P +R
. (5)

Here, parameter b in Eq. (5) represents the relative
weights of R and P. We set b = 1 in the experiments
as the harmonic mean between recall and precision.

4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the experimental results.

Figure 3: Recall and precision

Figure 3 shows the recall and precision of the
conventional and proposed methods. In recall,
the proposed method outperformed the conventional
method at every θ. This means that new applicable
rules are created by the proposed method using the
hypernyms of the WordNet thesaurus.

On the other hand, in precision, the proposed
method was slightly outperformed by the conven-
tional method at high θ. This may be because the
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Figure 4: F-measure

ambiguity of the extended phrases for article de-
termination is increased by using the WordNet the-
saurus.

Futhermore, in precision, the proposed method
outperformed the conventional method at low θ.
This may be because the total number of uncorrect
article determination decrease by using reliability of
phrases for article determination.

Figure 4 shows the F-measure of the conven-
tional and proposed methods. The F-measure of
the proposed method outperformed the conventional
method at every θ. This means that its preci-
sion was slightly outperformed by the conventional
method but the system’s accuracy improved. Here,
F-measure at θ = 0.95, which is high precision
but low recall, shows a pronounced 12.4% improve-
ment.

threshold θ 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.95

sub method 1 75.5 75.0 67.8 49.3
sub method 2 76.2 75.8 70.0 52.0

The above table shows the effect of selecting rel-
evant hypernyms described in Sec. 3.2. Sub method
1 shows F-measure of simply using hypernyms of
WordNet Thesaurus(Sec.3.2.1). Sub method 2 uses
methods described in Sec.3.2.2 and Sec.3.2.3 (and

also in Sec.3.2.1).
Figure 5 shows the precision-recall curve of the

conventional and proposed methods. The precision-
recall curve plots precision as a function of recall. In
Figure 5, the precision-recall curve of the proposed
method lies in the upper right corner compared to
the conventional method. This means that the total
performance of the system is improved.

Figure 5: Precision-recall curve

From the F-measure and the precision-recall
curve, the proposed method outperformed the con-
ventional method.

5 Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we proposed two approach to over-
come the data sparseness problem. In the first ap-
proach, we use a statistical test to efficiently se-
lect and apply reliable phrases for article determina-
tion. In the second approach, we propose to expand
phrases for article determination by using the hy-
pernyms of the WordNet thesaurus with information
about singular/plural noun. Most contributed one
is to replace number with [NUM] feature(e.g. 3.75
→ [NUM] ). In addition, we use heuristic to make
an effort to select a relevant hypernym for a multi-
sense word. The heuristic proposed in Sec.3.2.1 is
not specialized for discriminating count/non-count
usage of hypernyms of polysemy. Of course, word
sense disambiguation(WSD) is closely related to
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the count/non-count usage, the WSD heuristics con-
tributes to generate correct article.

Our research goal is to generate article more pre-
cisely by using heuristics that• •If words have simi-
lar senses, those article usage also become similar • •.
Therefore, strictly precise WSD is not required, and
we think research evaluation has to be done by ar-
ticle generation precision etc., not by WSD. Other
WSD topic on count/non-count usage of noun, but
not treated in this paper, is semantic feature granual-
ity of WordNet. For example, noun • •chocolate • •
has [food],[beverage],[color name] features, but if
we success to select [food] feature, but it still have
count and non-count usage.

Our experiments showed that the proposed
method outperformed the conventional method (Na-
gata et al., Aug.2005). The proposed method im-
proved recall with only a slight lowering of preci-
sion. The F-measure at θ = 0.95, which has the
highest precision but the lowest recall point, showed
12.4% improvement. In addition, by using only the
statistical test (Sec.3.1), the F-measure at θ = 0.95
showed 6.4% improvement. Similarly, by using only
the WordNet thesaurus (Sec.3.2.1), the F-measure at
θ = 0.95 showed 6.9% improvement.

Here, the current system only uses the most ad-
jacent level hypernyms of nouns (e.g.; in. Fig. 1,
we use [cereal#n#1] / [grain#n#2] / [yellow#n#1]
and do not use [grass#n#1] / [foodstuff#n#2] / [chro-
matic color#n#1] etc. for the hypernum of wheat).
Using higher level hypernyms may improve recall.
On the other hand, precision may decrease because
the ambiguity of article generation rules increases.
Consequently, determining the proper level is very
difficult. Determining the proper level is future
work.
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Abstract
Automatic constitution of specific linguis-
tic resources remains a major challenge in
the language processing and terminology
domains. The collect of linguistic informa-
tions can be manual if human resources
and time process are not prohibitive. Be-
sides, this is one of the used approach to
constitute stable generalist resources. Spe-
cific domains evolve quickly and it be-
comes necessary to perform automatic or
semi-automatic processes. We propose an
automatic process to link natural language
queries and textual informations in a da-
tabase (eg a sales catalogue). That uses
a generalist language resource for exten-
ding knowledge of specific business do-
main. The process allows to connect the
specific vocabulary in the database and the
generalist vocabulary in the generalist lan-
guage resource. This paper describes pre-
processing and linking methods. The re-
sulting system is evaluated in a product re-
search context using free text request. This
research is based on the linguistic resource
built by the process described below.

Introduction

In the early 90s, the researchers in terminologi-
cal resource construction field worked mainly on
domain specific terminological resources (Rastier,
1991). Nowadays, these resources are also tuned
to the tasks to be performed. In (Bourigault et al.,
2004), terminological resources are built for appli-
cations in medical, legal and industrial domains,
based on information extracted from specialized
text corpora. These examples highlight the need
for task-related lexical information. Those infor-
mation can be extracted from available corpora by
some domain expert. Fully automated analysis of
the corpora requires some method in order to make
so without this manual step of the process. This

challenge can be tackled by successfully linking
general lexicon knowledge to task-specific voca-
bulary. The resulting specific lexicon is obviously
less accurate and reliable than an expert built re-
source, but it is also much less costly to build, ea-
sily updated. We also establish in this paper that
such lexicon can successfully be used for handling
natural language search over some catalogues.

Thus, we focus on the terminological resource
construction from sales catalogues. Catalogues
contain different products to sell with various at-
tributes (prices, colours, brands ,...). The goal is
to link this information to generalist language re-
sources in order to increase the semantic know-
ledge. That allows the naive natural language re-
search of specific products.

First section is dedicated to the study of free text
queries on sales catalogues. In the second section,
we present our strategy to build terminological re-
source. We compare our approach with existing
methods and show the expected benefits. The fi-
nal section is dedicated to the evaluation of our re-
source and its ability to provide relevant answers
to natural language queries. The study is mainly
done for French language. But, some results and
examples are provided in English.

1 Free text queries on sales catalogues

1.1 Main framework

The work described in this paper is part of an
ambitious project, whose goal is to build a conver-
sational agent able to handle clients throughout the
whole sale process. The project encompasses so-
cial interaction, search refinement and more. This
paper focuses on building language resource fit for
translating natural language product search into
database query. Figure 1 illustrates the process.

1.2 Available resources

We assume that the catalogue database is the
only task-related resource available. It has been
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FIGURE 1 – Requests on sales catalogues FIGURE 2 – Simplified structure of product catalogue

Yaourtiere

Tringle, barre a rideau

Vidéoprojecteur

Tiroir

Wok, tajine

Tondeuse homme

Vêtement de travail homme

Thermomètre bébé

Chaine hifi

FIGURE 3 – Family labels

Family Label Attribute Label Attribute Unit
Chaine hifi Profondeur (deep) mm
Chaine hifi Hauteur (high) mm
Chaine hifi Largeur (large) mm
Chaine hifi Prix (price) e
Chaine hifi Brand
Chaine hifi Wifi

Chaine hifi
Enregistreur MP3 (MP3 re-
corder)

Chaine hifi HDMI

Chaine hifi
Lecteur/Enregistreur DVD
(DVD reader/recorder)

Chaine hifi Description
Chaine hifi Reference
Chaine hifi Watts

FIGURE 4 – Attributes of family Chaine hifi

Attribute Label Chaine hifi 1 values Chaine hifi 2 values Chaine hifi 3 values
Brand Philips Philips Muse

Prix (price) 129.00 168.00 128.00

Reference
Chaine Hifi DVD USB
Philips MCD122

Chaine Hifi DVD USB
Philips MCD712

Microchaine DVD MP3
Muse M-68DM

Description
Lecture via USB direct
et une expérience sonore
2x20W

Intisifiez votre expérience
sonore avec un son
2x50W et une lecture
USB directe

Une qualité d’écoute de
2x20W dans un design
épuré

TABLE 1 – Attribute values for Chaine hifi family products
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built by a semi-automatic process and will pro-
vide a basic taxonomy for the constitution of
domain-specific vocabulary. This catalogue re-
places domain-specific text corpus of vocabularies
and specific resources, as used in some termino-
logy building approach (Bourigault et al., 2004).
In this taxonomy, products are organized in fami-
lies such as sofas, lamps or shirts through several
textual fields (Table 3). Those families are biased
toward the sale task, i.e. products in one family are
likely to be found on the same department store.
Those products also share a set of attributes (Table
4). Each product may have some value defined for
any attribute in its family (Table 1). Those values
are products of some semi-automatic process ap-
plied to raw data in order to build the catalogue.
Therefore, informations contain in this fields can
be wrong or missing. Figure 2 illustrates the taxo-
nomy.

1.3 Problems and propositions
The catalogue has been designed for sales tasks,

and is not fit even for direct full text search. For
example, it is of no use if searching a product with
anything but the exact description, or part thereof.

We see in section 3.1 how to extract a useful
lexicon from catalogues, thus overcoming some li-
mits and shortcomings of this most important re-
source.

However, some problems can not be handled by
relying only on the catalogue. For example, the
customer requests serviettes yield no answer, al-
though the catalogue features draps de bain. This
example illustrates synonymy-related problems.
More, the catalogue appears unable to generalize
or specialize families and attributes of the pro-
ducts. So no answers are returned if the customer
requests a cupboard despite the catalogue contains
dressers. It is all the same if the catalogue includes
a guitar family and a ukulele is requested. Such
problems are to be excepted as customers have
no way to know neither the exact types of pro-
ducts sold nor the label in the database. This part
of the task would obviously require the acquisi-
tion of pragmatic knowledge in order to unders-
tand the user’s request. So, we need to enrich ex-
tracted knowledge from the catalogue with gene-
ralist resources to better support free text queries.
We present these resources in the next section.

2 Generalist resources

General and freely available knowledge re-
sources are accessible on the Internet. Wikipedia

has so been used to acquire knowledge on the
most common French mistakes in (Wisniewski et
al., 2010) and to transcribe an English language
resource automatically in French in (Sagot and
Fišer, 2008). Such resources could be used to ex-
tract pragmatic knowledge but it remains a diffi-
cult challenge due to the complexity of the extrac-
tion.

Resources built semi manually by linguists to
describe languages can also be used. The most
widely used and acknowledged is the Princeton
Wordnet (Miller, 1995), created for the English
language. It is the base of Wordnet resources with
similar characteristics, developed for more than 70
languages and listed by the Global Wordnet Asso-
ciation 1. The centerpiece is the synset, i.e. a sense
unit, or a language concept. Synsets are them-
selves organized into a graph where links depict
generalization (hyperonymy), specialization (hy-
ponymy), part/whole relation (meronymy ),...

The latter approach seems the better for our
work due to the existing language concept struc-
ture that can be used to determine the proximity
between the search and the answer thereof. The
proximity found is more linguistic than pragmatic
but we suppose that this proximity can help us to
solve the problems shown previously. We process
with the Free French Wordnet (WOLF) (Sagot and
Fišer, 2008) and EuroWordnet (Vossen, 1998) for
French language and with the EuroWordnet (Vos-
sen, 1998) for English one. We argue this choice
more precisely in section 3.2.

3 Integrating generalist knowledge

Links should be established between catalo-
gue’s knowledge and generalist resources’ know-
ledge. Figure 5 illustrates our process described
below.

3.1 Building specific lexicon

We need to extract the most relevant informa-
tions for the search interpretation. We have identi-
fied three types of fields :

1. family and attribute labels (sofa, lamp,...)
(material, price,...)

2. attribute units (e, cm,...)

3. different values for each product attribute
(leather, oak,...)

1. reference : http://www.globalwordnet.org
(accessed 08/12/2011)
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FIGURE 5 – Linking process diagram FIGURE 6 – Relational model

Selected informations must be cleaned and pre-
processed as they are non adapted to the task. In-
formations thereof constitute a specific lexicon.

3.1.1 Specific taxonomy adaptation
A generalist taxonomy would have a family for

every type of clothing (eg : shirts, pants,...) and an
gender attribute specifying the genders available
for this type of clothing (eg : man, woman, child,...
). But, marketing taxonomies in catalogues have
a family for each type and kind of clothing (eg :
man shirt, woman shirt,... ) to suggest an aspect of
shelves. These aspects make non-canonical rela-
tions between the two lexicons. To overcome this
problem, the inadequate presence of words such as
man, woman, child in family labels must be mana-
ged. A gender attribute is so added to the families
with this characteristic and completed with the ap-
propriate value for each product. Table 2 illustrates
some examples of filtering on family labels.

Similarly, for marketing purposes, family labels
contain lists of comma-separated concepts. The
T- shirt, jacket family is an example. We hypo-
thesize that it would be interesting to transform
those concept associations in catalogues to syno-
nymy links in the final resource. It should be no-
ted that concept associations are not necessarily
inconsistent with the synonymy in generalist re-
sources as is the case with the Television, Tv fa-
mily. The exploitation of these differences bet-
ween synonyms and taxonomic concept associa-
tions is studied more precisely in the section dedi-
cated to the linking process in itself. To build this
new synonymy links, different concepts must be
isolated from each other. Table 2 illustrates some
English and French examples. However, in some

examples like the pillow case, bolster case family,
our segmentation process gives labels sometimes
incomplete due to phenomena of elision of terms
recurring in the enumerative list. It is elided in
pillow, bolster case to avoid repetition of the word
case. As a result, the segmentation process fails
for pillow case. For French, it should be possible
to achieve distributive on labels containing words
such as de or à.

3.1.2 Spell checking
We handle data obtained from reliable sources

in terms of spelling as it is marketing data and lan-
guage resources widely available. However, fields
can contain uppercase while they are common
names (eg : Talkie Walkie) or else not have any
accent (eg : Television instead of Télévision in
French). A spelling correction seems necessary.
Nevertheless, we use an insensitivity of our pro-
cedure to accents and case due to both the qua-
lity of the resources used and the relatively strong
constraints in terms of processing cost (CPU time
and memory used). This solution limits our ability
to correct.

3.1.3 Lemmatization / Stemmatization
Some values of the knowledge database are

filled in plural while linguistic informations are
filled in singular. To overcome this problem, it is
usual to lemmatize the forms of the same word in
its canonical one. The TreeTagger tool (Schmid,
1994) can perform that automatically. Neverthe-
less, we use instead a simplified stemmatization
process due to the quality of resources used and
the time constraints. All words ending with ’s’ or
’x’ are considered in plural and correspondences
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Family labels from a
catalogue Cleaned labels Terms found Simplified stemmatized terms

Drap plat Drap plat Drap plat Drap plat

sheet sheet sheet sheet

Manteau, veste femme Manteau, veste Manteau veste Manteau veste

woman coat, jacket coat, jacket coat jacket coat jacket

Manteau, veste sport
femme Manteau, veste sport Manteau veste sport Manteau veste sport

woman sport coat sport coat sport coat sport coat

Tee-shirt, polo, chemise Tee-shirt, polo, chemise Tee-shirt polo chemise Tee-shirt polo chemise

tee-shirt, polo, shirt tee-shirt, polo, shirt Tee-shirt polo shirt Tee-shirt polo shirt

Television, Tv Television, Tv Television Tv Television Tv

Tringle, barre a rideau Tringle, barre a rideau Tringle barre a rideau Tringle barre a rideau

curtain rod curtain rod curtain rod curtain rod

Taie d’oreiller, de tra-
versin

Taie d’oreiller, de tra-
versin Taie d’oreiller de traversin Taie d’oreiller de traversin

pillow, bolster case pillow, bolster case pillow bolster case pillow bolster case

Tapis Tapis Tapis Tapis Tapi

carpet carpet carpet carpet

Tapis de bain Tapis de bain Tapis de bain Tapis de bain Tapi de bain

shower mat shower mat shower mat shower mat

Chaussures sport Chaussures sport Chaussures sport Chaussures sport Chaussure
sport

sports shoes sports shoes sports shoes sports shoes sport shoe

TABLE 2 – English and French catalogue data adaptation and preprocessing

should be found both with the original terms and
those without this final symbol. This solution li-
mits our ability to lemmatize. With the French
term chevaux, we attempt to link with chevau ins-
tead of cheval. However, the strategy to keep in
any case the original term allows to guarantee an
absence of degradation of the overall process by
the addition of this preprocess in the limit where
the term proposed as lemma is not an existing
term unrelated to the original one. Table 2 presents
some results of this preprocess.

Subsequently, text fields obtained in the specific
lexicon are denoted by terms.

3.2 Building generalist lexicon

Second part of the task concerns generalist re-
sources. We need to extract the most relevant in-
formations for the task. So, a generalist lexicon
is built containing only interesting parts of the re-
sources for the task.

3.2.1 Lexemes
First relevant entities are lexemes. Prelimi-

nary studies had shown that almost only nominal
lexemes are relevant for specific data. Only them
are kept. That allows in the specific case of sales
catalogues to simplify the procedure by elimina-

ting irrelevant lexemes. Its relevance is therefore to
study as the specific data type to handle. More, if
the nominal sewing machine lexeme is not present
in the language resource, this filter prevent from
finding a link via the sewing lexeme. Non nominal
lexemes could be used to overcome a lack of nomi-
nal lexemes. Both of resources studied in section
2 are relevant as they contain lexemes.

3.2.2 Linguistic link types
Second relevant entities are linguistic link types.

As we show in section 1.3, we need informations
about synonymy and generalization of concepts.
Wordnet resources have many types of links bet-
ween different concepts of language like those we
need. So, only synonymy and hyper/hyponymy
links are kept. Again, the relevance of this limi-
tation is to study depending on the wished pro-
cess below. Wordnet seems better as it provides
those needed links « out of the box » contrary
to resources like Wikipedia. Other links like
mero/holonymy could be interesting.

3.3 Integrating generalist lexicon

3.3.1 Relational representation
Let be T , a relation representative of the spe-

cific lexicon. Let be S and LS, relations repre-
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senting synsets, lexical items (lexemes), links bet-
ween synsets and links between lexemes and syn-
sets in the generalist lexicon. Relation TS is filled
by the process described below. The data struc-
ture of these relations is given in figure 6. Table
T is supplied for idTerm and originalTerm by
the corresponding original catalogue fields while
the field term is one of the terms obtained at the
output of the preprocessing described in section
3.1 for the field originalTerm in input. As many
lines as necessary are inserted for each entry.

3.3.2 Integrating synonymy
First, synonymy links are integrated. Strict equi-

valences are searched between specific and gene-
ralist lexicons. Relation TS is filled (Equation 1).

3.3.3 Integrating hyperonymy
Second, hyperonymy links are integrated. Hy-

ponymies are searched in the specific lexicon rela-
tive to generalist one. In the examples sport shoes
and shoes, the first one contains strictly more in-
formation than the latter. We assume that a label
which contains strictly more information than ano-
ther is an hyponym of the second. Two separate
cases depending on generalist lexeme are conside-
red :

– it is simple, ie not composed
– it is composed of two words as less

Specific data selection for hyperonymy integra-
tion Hyperonymy integration is required for en-
tries in specific lexicon that are not related by sy-
nonymy. Relation NLT is filled with those entries
of relation T .

Integrating hyperonymy for non composed
lexemes Relation NLT contain entries for
which one of the words constituting the terms is
known as linguistic data. These inputs and their
linguistic corresponding are stored in the relation
BTLS (Equations 2).

Integrating hyperonymy for composed lexemes
Relation NLT contains entries for which the ori-
ginal sequence of characters, corresponding to the
term, includes strictly a sequence of characters
corresponding to a linguistic data. These inputs
and their linguistic corresponding are stored in the
relation STLS (Equation 3). This is relevant only
by its exclusive application to composed lexemes.
Otherwise, some wrong associations appear by the
possibility of identifying the shortest lexemes in
many other words. French lexeme « vie » could be

associated with « éVIEr » in this part of the proce-
dure without that limitation.

Linguistic relations completion Linguistic re-
lations are filled using the two subsets identified in
the previous hyperonymy integration steps (Equa-
tions 4).

3.3.4 Enrichment of lexemes
Informations connected by synonymy and hy-

ponymy are used to enrich lexemes. Relation T
contains terms that do not correspond to a label
present in the linguistic resources. Nevertheless,
a link was found between the specific knowledge
and the linguistic resources (relation TS). Rela-
tion LS is filled with those informations (Equa-
tions 5).

4 Evaluation of the obtained resource

4.1 Generalities

Execution environment requires to have the
smallest possible process time (less than 10 mi-
nutes is ideal). We postulate that a full implemen-
tation of the process on families and a partial one
on attributes, units and values can ensure this pro-
cessing time while retaining interesting results. It
includes only synonymy integration for attributes,
units and values. Two environments are conside-
red : a time restricted one is denoted by restricted
mode while an other non restricted is denoted by
normal mode. Evaluations presented below com-
pare results in them.

4.2 Statistical evaluation

A statistical evaluation of the process is perfor-
med on four French sales catalogues having va-
rious thematics and volumes to measure its stabi-
lity and its effectiveness in producing a quality re-
source : a generalist catalogue with clothing, fur-
niture, accessories, computers, appliances ,... and
three specialized catalogues in wine, high-tech and
car products. It is also performed on an English
sales catalogue specialized in sport equipments.
Because this database features neither attributes
nor units, results are only computed on families
and values. Results are given in Table 3 and in nor-
mal mode by default. Results in restricted mode,
if different, are given in parentheses. But this res-
tricted strategy can not find links between the lin-
guistic resources and the most complex labels and
values. The number of attributes and values consi-
dered for the evaluation is so limited.
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TS ←ΠidTerm,idSynset(T ��lexeme=term LS) (1)

Words←
{
(idTerm, sterm) | ∃(idTerm

′
, term) ∈ NLT, idTerm = idTerm

′ ∧ sterm ∈ split(term)
}

WordsTLS ←ΠidTerm,idSynset (Words ��lexeme=sterm LS) (2)

SequenceTLS ←{(idTerm, idSynset) ∈ NLT × LS | ∃lexeme ∈ LS, seq(lexeme) ⊂ seq(originalTerm)} (3)

TLS ←WordsTLS ∪ SequenceTLS

TLSUID ←ρidTerm,idHyperSynset,idSynset{(idTerm, idSynset, idSynset
′
) ∈ TLS × N | ∃!idSynset

′ ∈ N,
idSynset

′
= uid(idSynset, idTerm)}

S ←S ∪ ΠidHyperSynset,idSynset(TLSUID)

TS ←TS ∪ ΠidSynset,idTerm(TLSUID) (4)

TLS ←T ��(originalTerm=lexeme)∨(term=lexeme) LS

NewLTS ←ρidTerm,newLabel ((ΠidTerm,originalTerm(T ) ∪ ΠidTerm,term(T ))− ΠidTerm,lexeme(TLS)) �� TS

LS ←LS ∪ ΠidSynset,newLabel(NewLTS) (5)

with :
– split(a) which cuts a string as the space character.
– seq(a) which returns an ordered set of characters in the string according to their order of appearance.
– uid(a) which returns an unique identifier.

generalist catalog wine catalog high-tech catalog car catalog sport catalog

Wolf (W) EuroWord-
net (EWN) W+EWN W EWN W+EWN W EWN W+EWN W EWN W+EWN EWN

Language French French French French English

Fa
m

ili
es # 273 7 92 6 52

# linked 198 226 237 4 4 4 66 68 75 3 3 4 43

% linked 72.5% 82.8% 86.9% 57.1% 57.1% 57.1% 71.7% 73.9% 81.5% 50% 50% 66.7% 82.7%

A
ttr

ib
ut

es # 12 16 43 56 -

# linked
(partial) 9 (7) 10 (8) 10 (8) 9 (7) 7 (5) 9 (7) 31 (20) 31 (20) 31 (20) 42 (12) 43 (13) 44 (13) -

% linked
(partial)

75%
(58.3%)

83.3%
(66.7%)

83.3%
(66.7%)

56.3%
(43.8%)

43.8%
(31.3%)

56.3%
(43.8%)

72.1%
(46.5%)

72.1%
(46.5%)

72.1%
(46.5%)

75%
(21.4%)

76.8%
(23.2%)

78.6%
(23.2%) -

V
al

ue
s # (partial) 21120 (3792) 8728 (360) 3612 (3496) 26337 (1420) 5475 (645)

# linked
(partial)

13469
(232)

13743
(237)

16296
(331)

2686
(17)

4018
(13)

4462
(22)

565
(214)

414
(129)

674
(259)

2976
(127)

2889
(121)

3662
(180) 3767 (111)

% linked
(partial)

63.8%
(6.1%)

65.1%
(6.3%)

77.2%
(8.7%)

30.8%
(4.7%)

46%
(3.6%)

51.1%
(6.1%)

15.6%
(6.1%)

11.5%
(3.7%)

18.7%
(7.4%)

11.3%
(8.9%)

11%
(8.5%)

13.9%
(12.7%) 68.8% (17.2%)

U
ni

ts

# 63 3 46 21 -

# linked
(partial) 27 (5) 21 (2) 30 (6) 3 (1) 2 (0) 3 (1) 22 (10) 17 (5) 23 (11) 10 (8) 2 (1) 11 (9) -

% linked
(partial)

42.9%
(8.0%)

33.3%
(3.2%)

47.6%
(9.5%)

100%
(33.3%)

66.7%
(0%)

100%
(33.3%)

47.8%
(21.7%)

37%
(10.9%)

50%
(23.9%)

47.6%
(38.1%)

9.5%
(4.8%)

52.4%
(42.9%) -

Time in mn
(partial) - - 1046.87

(7.61) - - 627.95
(1.15) - - 929.05

(5.78) - - 333.93
(2) 333.28 (1.36)

TABLE 3 – Statistical results of our linking method over French and English processes

Corpus generalist catalog wine catalog high-tech catalog car catalog sport catalog

Language French French French French English

# messages 69 20 18 20 20

F-measure on families (partial) 52% (50%) 42% (48%) 58% (62%) 32% 72% (78%)

F-measure on attributes (partial) 50% (49%) 45% (49%) 65% (70%) 30% 57% (62%)

% expected answers (partial) 36% (38%) 20% (15%) 61% (67%) 15% 70% (65%)

Time for all messages in mn (partial) 2.21 (1.6) 1.03 (2.16) 1.33 (1.35) 0.15 0.31 (0.35)

Average time for a message in s (partial) 1.9 (1.4) 3.1 (6.5) 4.4 (4.5) 0.5 0.9 (1.1)

TABLE 4 – Results in product research
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The best statistical French results (in bold in
the table) are always at least obtained by the re-
source built from Wolf and EuroWordnet. In a ma-
jority of cases, it even manages to be strictly better
than those obtained from each of the two. The ge-
neralist catalogue linking is quite better than the
three specialized catalogues linking in particular
for values as those entities are more specialized
in the latter catalogues. Another interesting point
concerns the lower quality of the characteristic,
value and unit links in restricted mode as compa-
red to normal mode. But as expected, the process
is in average 250 times faster in restricted mode
as compared to normal mode. The results recor-
ded in English are quite similar to the best French
cases with a linking rate on the families of the or-
der of 80% and a linking rate on the values of the
order of 70% in normal mode despite the speciali-
zation of the catalogue in sport equipments values.
In restricted mode, there is even a slight increase
on the values with a success rate of the order of
20% against an order of 10% in the best French
case.

4.3 Product research process evaluation

The final goal of this resource is to provide
semantic informations in order to process natu-
ral language queries over the catalogue’s products.
We formed five corpora of texts consisting of cus-
tomer requests in all five catalogues described
above. Four of those five corpora are written in
French while the later is in English. Each corpora
is then labelled manually according to the expec-
ted results. Finally, we evaluate the results retur-
ned by the search engine in normal and restricted
modes according to three criteria : an F-measure
on the families, an F-measure on the attributes and
the percentage of results returned same as expec-
ted. Table 4 shows the results. English catalogue
has a score of F-measure on the attributes iden-
tified although it has none in English. This score
is computed using requested values during search.
The evaluation is done with the resource built from
Wolf and EuroWordnet for French and from Euro-
Wordnet for English.

The results show that our system understands
correctly almost 30% of the queries for French.
Those also show that the restricted mode (results
in parentheses) obtained each time a similar score
to that obtained in normal mode. The maximum
deviation obtained is 7%. The gap between the
two modes in the previous evaluation about attri-
butes and values seems to have a limited impact

on the response of the system. The performance of
our system appears to be higher in English. It re-
turns 70% of correct answers on the test catalogue.
This result is 10% higher than even the best French
score.

5 Conclusion

This process allows to connect specific know-
ledge and generalist resources like Wordnet. Re-
lations are established between the two types of
resources by integrating the generalist lexicon into
the specific one. Adding linguistic resources in the
process tends to improve the statistical linking re-
sults. In order to save on processor time, it is pos-
sible to restrict the process without restrict final re-
sult quality. These results tend to confirm the sui-
tability of our procedure to other languages than
French and to confirm that the quality of the re-
source obtained is highly dependent on the base
resource. This sustains the idea that English re-
sources are better rounded that their French coun-
terparts.
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Abstract 

Reviews are used every day by common peo-
ple or by companies who need to make deci-
sions. A such amount of social data can be 
used to analyze the present and to predict the 
near future needs or the probable changes. 
Mining the opinions and the comments is a 
way to extract knowledge by previous experi-
ences and by the received feedback. In this pa-
per we propose an automatic approach to the 
extraction of feature terms by means of the 
semantic analysis of textual resources. We en-
riched the contents of WordNet, related to the 
meanings expressed by adjectives and adverbs, 
with a set of properties having a positive, neg-
ative or objective orientation associated and 
other properties that could add particular and 
important information in semantic analysis. 

1 Introduction 

The pervasive diffusion of social networks as 
common way to communicate and share infor-
mation is becoming a valuable resource for ana-
lysts and decision makers. Reviews are used eve-
ry day by common people or by companies who 
need to make decisions. A such amount of social 
data can be used to analyze the present and to 
predict the near future needs or the probable 
changes. Mining the opinions and the comments 
is a way to extract knowledge by previous expe-
riences and by the received feedback.  

As asserted by Lee et al. (2008), “Opinion 
Mining can be roughly divided into three major 
tasks of: development of linguistic resources, 
sentiment classification, and opinion extraction 
and summarization”.  

A relevant goal of our work is the develop-
ment of an automatic Opinion Mining system, 
based on a linguistic approach, operating in a 
general and not clearly defined domain and able 
to extract and contextualize features related to 
products or services. 

The term feature is here used with the same 
sense given by Ding et al. (2008) in their ap-
proach to the Opinion Mining.   

It seems of considerable interest to explore the 
issue of the contextualization of features from a 
set of reviews in order to more easily combine 
the qualitative information expressed by the us-
ers to the highlighted features. Some approaches 
propose a methodology (Rentoumi et al., 2009) 
for assign a polarity to word senses applying a 
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) process. 

As in Benamara et al. (2007), we propose a 
linguistic approach to Opinion Mining and, more 
in details, to the automatic extraction of feature 
terms by means of a semantic analysis of textual 
resources. We enriched the contents of WordNet, 
related to the meanings expressed by adjectives 
and adverbs, with a set of properties having a 
positive, negative or objective value associated 
and other properties that could add particular and 
important information in semantic analysis.  

We focus on the analysis of the opinions 
through the processing of textual resources, the 
information extraction and the evaluation of a 
semantic orientation.  The approach performs a 
semantic disambiguation and a categorization 
phase and takes into account the meanings ex-
pressed in conversations, considering for in-
stance the synonyms of relevant terms.  

Working on Opinion Mining with WordNet, 
we soon realized the needs to have additional 
resources associated to the qualities of adjectives 
and adverbs. A set of properties related both to 
adjectives and to adverbs have been identified 
and associated to each synset, providing as result 
a set of thematic categories. The supplementary 
information given by the properties helps to bet-
ter identify the opinion referred to features, giv-
ing a more detailed description of the features. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 refers to related works. Section 3 
introduces our approach and examines the work 
performed on the structures of adjectives and 
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adverbs, giving some details about the semantic 
classification and the contextualization of fea-
tures by means of the properties of adjectives and 
adverbs. Finally, Section 4 explains our approach 
to future works and draws conclusions. 

2 Related Works 

Many approaches to Opinion Mining and Senti-
ment Analysis are based on linguistic resources, 
lexicons or lists of words, used to express senti-
ments or opinions. The lack of suitable and/or 
available resources is one of the main problems 
in the Opinion Mining process and in general in 
the analysis of textual resources by Natural Lan-
guage Processing techniques. Knowing the polar-
ity of words and their disambiguated meanings 
can surely help to better identify the opinions 
related to specific features. 

SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007; 
Baccianella et al., 2010) is one of the publicly 
available lexical resources, that extends WordNet 
thanks to a semi-automatic acquisition of the po-
larity of WordNet terms, evaluating each synsets 
according to positive, negative and objective 
values. It provides the possibility to accept user 
feedback on the values assigned to synsets, al-
lowing to build a community of SentiWordNet 
users in order to improve SentiWordNet. Despite 
its wide coverage SentiWordNet does not give 
some additional information necessary to contex-
tualize the content of the sentences. 

Another lexical resource consisting of Word-
Net senses automatically annotated by positive 
and negative polarity, is Q-WordNet (Agerri and 
García-Serrano, 2010) that tries to maximize the 
linguistic information contained in WordNet, 
taking advantage of the human effort given by 
lexicographers and annotators. 

Another resource, available for free for non-
profit institution, is WordNet-Affect (Valitutti et 
al., 2004). It was developed starting from Word-
Net, assigning one or more affective labels (a-
labels) to a subset of synsets representing affec-
tive concepts that contribute to precise the affec-
tive meaning. For example, the a-label EMO-
TION represents the affective concepts related to 
emotional state. Other concepts are not emotion-
al-affective but represent moods, situations elicit-
ing emotions, or emotional responses.  

3 Our Approach to the Feature Extrac-
tion 

In order to perform a feature extraction system 
based on linguistic resources, an extension of the 

properties of a set of adjectives and adverbs con-
tained in the WordNet has been defined. The re-
source is used in the sentiment classification and 
in the opinion summarization tasks.  

The first step of feature extraction, a task of 
the opinion extraction, is the identification of the 
topic for the corpus. A Semantic Classifier (An-
gioni et al., 2008) performs the categorization of 
the corpus defining a set of top categories. The 
Semantic Classifier is capable to categorize text 
documents automatically, applying a classifica-
tion algorithm based on the Dewey Decimal 
Classification system, as proposed in WordNet 
Domains (Magnini et al., 2002), a lexical re-
source representing domain associations among 
the word-senses of WordNet. 

The categories extracted by the classifier de-
fine the context, the topic, for the corpus of re-
views. The Semantic Classifier parses and cate-
gorizes each sentence in order to decide which 
specific phrases are relevant to the topic. 

For example, analyzing reviews about tourism 
and especially reviews linked to hotels, we ex-
pect to examine sentences containing opinions 
about geographical locations, buildings, rooms, 
staff, and food. 

 Syntactic and semantic analyses have been 
performed for the pos-tagging and the sentence 
analysis. The identification of adjectives and ad-
verbs and the extraction of information by means 
of adjectives qualities and a subjective lexical 
database have a relevant role in this phase.  

The definition of a context for the set of re-
views is a necessary support even in a next phase 
when a WSD for the adjectives and adverbs is 
performed.  

As described in next parts of the paper, we de-
fine a completely automatic method for the fea-
ture extraction from sentences in a general do-
main. Further steps could be briefly described as 
follows: distinction between subjective and ob-
jective or factual sentences by means of semantic 
analysis; analysis and validation of the features 
extracted. The result of this kind of analysis 
could be used in a summarization step in order to 
define the polarization of reviews related to the 
features extracted.  

3.1 Properties of Adjectives and Adverbs  

We found that some additional properties are 
necessary in the analysis of sentences in order to 
improve the performances of the WSD phase or 
in order to build better meaning relations be-
tween nouns and adjectives in particular related 
to opinions. A lexical database of synsets has 
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been produced enriching adjectives and adverbs’ 
synsets with a set of properties related both to the 
emotional/moody sphere, but even to the geo-
graphical, behavioral or physical related sphere. 
The properties provide the possibility to distin-
guish between subjective, objective and factual 
having polarity valence sentences. The addition 
of information helps to better identify the senti-
ment expressed in relation to the features and the 
result of the analysis certainly benefits from it.  

Some linguistic resources are built considering 
three properties: subjectivity, orientation, and 
strength of term attitude. For example, ‘good’, 
‘excellent’, and ‘best’ are positive terms while 
‘bad’, ‘wrong’, and ‘worst’ are negative terms. 
‘Vertical’, ‘yellow’, and ‘liquid’ are objective 
terms. ‘Best’ and ‘worst’ are more intense than 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ (Lee et al., 2008).  

The presented linguistic resource does not 
contain information about the strength property 
because it is possible, i.e., to retrieve the basic 
form of superlative and comparative adjectives. 
We instead mainly concentrate on the qualitative 
adjectives able to specify for instance color, size, 
smell, making the meanings of sentences clearer 
or more exact. We have thus extended the prop-
erties of the semantic network of WordNet fo-
cusing on the characteristics of adjectives and 
adverbs starting from the data retrieved by 
FreeLing (Atserias et al., 2006; Vossen, 1998) 
for English, Catalan and Spanish. Once identified 
a representative number of properties, about 
2.300 pairs of adjectives/synsets and about 480 
pairs of adverbs/synsets have been manually 
classified according to a set of attributes identi-
fied by their association with nouns and verbs 
and chosen on the basis of their frequency of use 
in the language. The work, valid for the english 
language, has been performed by two evaluators 
following some predefined rules in order to de-
fine the criteria before associating synsets, prop-
erties and polarity. The reason of this approach is 
due to the similarity of some categories like 
Emotion, Moral/Ethic, and Character, depicted in 
Table 1, where there is a very slight distinction 
between their meanings.  

A first set of 150 adjectives and adverbs has 
been selected and evaluated together by the two 
evaluators in order to align the evaluation crite-
ria. Then, independently, each evaluator per-
formed all adjectives and adverbs evaluation. 

Finally the results obtained by the evaluators 
have been compared in order to emphasize the 
points of disagreement between them. Every 
time the categorization by means of the gloss 

definition of the synsets or the assignment of the 
polarity generated discrepancy in the interpreta-
tion, the results have been compared and dis-
cussed by the two people in order to establish a 
common evaluation. If a convergence of opin-
ions was not possible, the synset was discarded.  

 
Adjectives Pos. Neg. Obj. Tot. 
Emotion 52 73 3 128 
Moral/Ethic 45 155 2 202 
Character 355 584 220 1159 
Weather 7 25 6 38 
Color 0 9 42 51 
Quantity 16 0 9 25 
Appearance 41 83 46 170 
Material 22 11 54 87 
Shape 0 0 30 30 
Touch 3 13 6 22 
Taste 40 41 5 86 
Dimension 11 2 60 73 
Chronologic 3 0 30 33 
Geographic 0 10 19 29 
others 29 17 87 133 
Total Adjectives 624 1023 619 2266 

 
Table 1: Adjectives' properties 

 
 Only the synsets having a complete agree-

ment of both the evaluators in the polarity evalu-
ation and in the association of the properties have 
been included. The level of disagreement is 
mainly related to the assignment of synsets to the 
categories: Moral/Ethic, Character, Emotion. The 
cause is that sometimes the glosses of WordNet 
were not so clear in order to decide the most cor-
rect interpretation. In this case the reviewers used 
some dictionaries to find other definitions of 
meaning of terms. The disagreement is widely 
affected by the classification of the synset in the-
se three categories, as they represent about the 
65% of all the synsets analyzed. Related to the 
polarity valence of synsets, an agreement near 
the 100% has been reached because the evalua-
tion of the polarity has been indicated only as 
positive, negative and objective.  

The identified characteristics provide addi-
tional information about the content of the sen-
tences, regarding for instance personal, moral, 
ethical or even aesthetical aspects, as showed in 
Table 1 where the number of positive, negative 
and objective adjectives are listed. It is evident 
that some of these categories allow a polarization 
that can be used by Opinion Mining algorithms. 
The last row in Table 1 is related to the number 
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of adjectives having polarity orientation but not 
classified in any of the previous categories. 
 

Adverbs Pos. Neg. Obj. Tot. 
Time 0 0 7 7 
Manner(things) 18 25 8 51 
Manner (persons) 166 205 5 376 
Place 0 0 3 3 
Intensifiers 0 0 38 38 
Quantity 0 0 6 6 
AND 1 0 0 1 
Total Adverbs 185 230 67 482 

 
Table 2: Adverbs' properties 

 
Adverbs are useful too into the Opinion Min-

ing process. We concentrate on some adverbs 
classified by their meaning, position or their 
strength, associating to each of them a specific 
synset as made for the adjectives.  

 
Adjectives 
Properties 

Examples 
Pos. Neg. Obj. 

Emotion alive depressed labial 
Moral/Ethic respectable caddish - 
Character audacious caitiff vacant 
Weather beautiful arid climatic 
Color - washy colored 
Quantity broad - latter 
Appearance beautiful grisly tentacular 
Material waterproof erose tabular 
Shape - - jagged 
Touch setose spiny calorific 
Taste sweet disgustful caffeinic 
Dimension stately wide graduated 
Chronologic new - immutable 
Geographic - homeless eastern 

 
Table 3: Example of adjectives’ properties 

 
Based on their characteristics have been con-

sidered adverbs of manner, adverbs of place, ad-
verbs of time, adverbs of quantity or degree, of 
affirmation, negation or doubt (grouped as AND 
adverbs), adverbs as intensifiers or emphasizers 
and adverbs used in adversative and in consecu-
tives sentences, as listed in Table 2. Only the 
adverbs of manner may be positive or negative. 
The adverbs of degree give the idea about the 
intensity with which something happens or have 
an impact on sentiment intensity. The others give 
additional information to the analysis related to 
the location or the direction or the time. The 
above tables show more in details the infor-

mation about properties and qualities related to 
adverbs and adjectives. The above tables show 
more in details the information about properties 
and qualities related to adverbs and adjectives. 
The numbers are referred to pairs of term/synset. 

 Table 3 describes some examples of the sens-
es related to the adjectives properties in order to 
give an idea of the associations among them. It is 
possible to notice for instance that the term beau-
tiful is associated both to the quality Weather and 
Appearance, but with different meanings as de-
scribed by the WordNet gloss. 

3.2 Categorization of Adjectives and Ad-
verbs 

A semantic categorization task has been per-
formed in order to improve the Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation of adjectives and adverbs and the 
meaning concordance with feature terms. The 
categorization has been made on the gloss asso-
ciated to each synset and the result is a set of the 
main three categories, a subset of WordNet Do-
mains, with their related weight. The semantic 
categorization of the gloss of the synsets permits 
to relate feature terms and adjectives and/or ad-
verbs through a function that defines the seman-
tic distance between the feature and the most 
probable meaning of the adjectives or adverbs 
related. The same function is used in the WSD of 
feature terms. 

3.3 Feature Extraction 

The linguistic resource and the categorization 
task have been introduced as relevant elements 
involved in the feature extraction process de-
scribed in the following. 

The Semantic Classifier categorizes the corpus 
of reviews and defines, through a resulting set of 
categories and their weights, the context for the 
first set of candidate features, extracted by means 
of a tf-idf function calculated on the sentences 
having polarity valence. The distinction between 
sentences having polarity valence from the others 
has been done using the properties of the lexical 
resource. The same properties help to better iden-
tify the sentiment expressed in relation to the 
extracted features and are also useful in order to 
build better meanings relations between the can-
didate features and the adjectives and the ad-
verbs. The WSD reduces the list of candidate 
features to a more restricted set having synsets 
mapped to the top categories of the corpus. The 
semantic distance function performs the WSD 
phase in order to identify the correct meanings of 
feature terms. 
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The function is a modified version of the Lea-
cock and Chodorow (1998) one, and calculates 
the semantic distance between the synsets related 
to the features, defining a matrix of their rela-
tions with a weight associated. 

The function is part of the algorithm that cre-
ates a matrix of relations between features in or-
der to put in evidence and group features in dif-
ferent areas and in more specific thematic set, 
with the introduction of thresholds’ values, or 
ranges of values, on the calculated weights. 

More in details, the function assign a weight to 
each possible pairs of features, according to the 
mapping of their synsets to the set of the topic 
categories. The values are calculated on the 
number of synset for each feature term. The 
function, also, provides a value based on the 
common categories of the synsets and calculates 
the semantic distance between them by means of 
an implemented version of the Leacock-
Chodorow algorithm. 

The matrix has as rows and columns the 
names of the extracted features and, as values, 
the weights calculated on each possible couple of 
features.  

3.4 Referring Adjectives and Adverbs to 
Features 

In order to assign an opinion evaluation related 
to each feature, the collection of sentences ex-
pressing a polarity orientation has been used, 
analyzing the valence expressed by the included 
adjectives and adverbs. To achieve this step, we 
used TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), a syntactic 
parser able to annotate text with part-of-speech 
tags and lemma information. TreeTagger also 
performs a phrase chunking process, identifying 
into each sentence its sub-constituents such as 
noun chunks.  

 
Figure 1. The possible patterns of chunks 

 
The graph has been implemented in order to 

define all possible sequences of chunks in a set 
of sentences selected, as showed in the Figure 1. 

The graph guided the definition of a Java class 
that puts in relation the different chunks and re-
fers to the parts of speech in order to have a pre-
cise association between the features and their 
related information.  

In the Figure 1 N stands for noun, ADJ for 
Adjective, ADV for Adverb, V for Verb, PC for 
prepositional chunk, and SENT is the symbol 
used to indicate the conclusion of the sentence. 

The use of the chunker makes easier the pro-
duction of a feature-based summary of opinions 
and a better performance in the definition of the 
relations between adjective, adverbs and the fea-
tures related. The semantic distance function has 
been here again used in order to perform a WSD 
for the features and the adjectives and adverbs 
related, by means of their synsets and related 
categories. The evaluation of the polarity of the 
meanings of the adjectives and adverbs has been 
made in order to give a detailed opinion summa-
rization based on each specific feature. 

4. Future Works and Conclusion 

Several Opinion Mining methods and techniques 
have been developed in order to analyze contents 
and reviews. In this paper an extension of 
WordNet synsets related to adjectives and ad-
verbs, according to a set of properties of relevant 
importance in the analysis of reviews, has been 
proposed. The described work is part of a lin-
guistic approach to the automatic extraction of 
feature terms in Opinion Mining. Moreover, with 
the introduction of the synsets and the semantic 
categorization, instead of considering only the 
words as keywords, we aim to define a method 
of extraction of more accurate meanings and fea-
tures from textual resources.  

Future works will provide the definition of a 
tool for the navigation of features and related 
opinions and the generalization of the approach 
in order to apply it to general contexts.  The tool 
will perform opinion monitoring activities, an 
essential task in listening to and taking advantage 
from consumer preferences and opinions. A vali-
dation to support the value of the expressed ideas 
will be one of the goals of the above mentioned 
approach and experimental results will be prod-
uct.  
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Abstract 

Just as words have the potential to mean 
different things in different contexts, so 
too can their affective intent vary from 
one context to another. Thus, in some con-
texts one might feel complimented to be 
described as cunning, but feel aggrieved 
and insulted to be so described in another. 
As concepts become more complex and 
multifaceted, and accrete more layers of 
stereotypical  associations, their ability to 
assume different affective profiles in dif-
ferent contexts also increases. Compli-
mentary uses of the stereotype baby, for 
instance, will emphasize the positive be-
haviors of babies, while insulting uses 
have many negative behaviors to draw 
upon and accentuate. In this paper we 
propose a two-level organization for the 
affective lexicon, one that can work well 
with different WordNets. At the first level, 
stereotype-denoting terms are associated 
with a rich and nuanced description of 
their potential behaviors; at the second 
level, these behaviors are mapped to their 
affect profiles. This current paper focuses 
primarily on the first level. 

1 Introduction 

Context exerts a powerful yet largely unseen in-
fluence on our interpretation of natural language 
utterances. It is context that primes our expecta-
tions, to focus our attention on just those senses 
of a word that are relevant to its linguistic and 
pragmatic setting. In this way, context success-
fully hides from us the true complexity of the 
words we use, and so it can be a surprising expe-
rience to open a dictionary, or browse a WordNet 
(Fellbaum, 1998), and see just how many differ-

ent meanings and nuances a word can convey. 
The same can be said of a word’s affect: in con-
text, a word seems to mean just what it is intend-
ed to mean, and carry just the right emotional 
overtones and mood. But viewed out of context, 
the mapping of words to affect is never quite so 
direct. Just as words can have many senses, so 
too can they have a multiplicity of affective uses. 

The sense inventories that lexicographers 
compile for a polysemous word offer a good ap-
proximation of the word’s potential to convey 
meaning, but affect can operate across sense 
boundaries and even within individual senses, at 
the sub-sense level. Consider the word “baby”, 
used to denote a human infant. In some contexts 
the word carries a positive affect: babies can be 
cute and adorable, curious and trusting, and an 
obvious target of love and affection, especially 
when asleep. Crying babies, however,  can be 
selfish, whining, drooling, hissing, tantrum-
throwing little monsters. Both views are stereo-
typical of human babies, and either can be in-
tended when a speaker uses the term “baby” fig-
uratively, whether to describe a beloved partner 
or an annoying colleague. This is a matter of 
conceptual perspective, not of lexical sense, and 
many other words exhibit a similar affective du-
ality; “teenager” for instance can mean “whining 
brat” just as easily as “growing adolescent”. The 
concepts Baby and Teenager are complex and 
multifaceted, and different uses in context may 
highlight different stereotypical behaviors of 
each. Their affective meaning in context is there-
fore not so much a function of which lexical 
sense is intended but of which behaviors are 
highlighted, and of the perceived affect of those 
behaviors. 

Before we can build a nuanced model of affect 
for a lexical resource like WordNet, we first need 
to understand the stereotypical behaviors on 
which affect is determined. With a sufficiently 
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rich behavioral model, we can determine the af-
fect of a word like “baby” or “teenager” on a 
case-by-case and context-by-context basis, rather 
than wiring a one-size-fits-all measure of average 
affect directly into the lexicon. In short, we pro-
pose a two-level structure for a context-sensitive 
affective lexicon: a mapping of word-concepts to 
their normative stereotypical behaviors (e.g. 
mewling, shrieking, drooling, sleeping and smil-
ing); and an affective profile of those behaviors 
(e.g. indicating the degree to which shrieking is 
unpleasant and smiling is pleasant). The affect of 
a word/concept in context can then be calculated 
as a function of the affect of its stereotypical be-
haviors that are primed in that context. 

In this paper we focus on the first stage of the 
model – the construction of a rich behavior-net 
that associates stereotypical concepts with their 
expected behaviors. This stage will serve as the 
foundation for a subsequent model of context-
sensitive lexical affect. We start in section 2 with 
a survey of related work in the area of stereo-
types and affect, before outlining our current ap-
proach in section 3. We report on the scale of 
this work, and its current state, in section 4, and 
conclude the paper in section 5 with a brief pre-
view of the next stage of construction for our 
behavior-based model of lexical affect. 

2 Related Work 

In its simplest form, an affect lexicon assigns an 
affective score – along one or more dimensions – 
to each word or sense. Whissell’s (1989) Dic-
tionary of Affect, for instance, assigns a trio of 
numeric scores to each of its 8000+ words to de-
scribe three psycholinguistic dimensions: pleas-
antness, activation and imagery. In the DoA, the 
lowest pleasantness score of 1.0 is assigned to 
words like abnormal and ugly, while the highest, 
3.0, is assigned to words like wedding and win-
ning. Less extreme words are assigned pleasant-
ness scores closer to the DoA mean of 1.84. 
Whissell’s DoA is based on human ratings, but 
Turney (2002) shows how such scores can be 
assigned automatically, using statistical measures 
of word association in web text. 

For reliable results on a large-scale, Moham-
mad & Turney (2010) used the Mechanical Turk 
to elicit human ratings of the emotional content 
of different words. Ratings were sought along the 
eight primary emotional dimensions identified by 
Plutchik (1980): anger, anticipation, disgust, 
fear, joy, sadness, surprise and trust. Automated 
tests were used to exclude unsuitable raters, and 

in all, 24,000+ word-sense pairs were annotated 
by five different raters. Thus, words that suggest 
fearful contexts, like threat, hunter and acrobat, 
are all assigned a significant score on the fear 
dimension, while disease and rat score highly on 
the disgust dimension. 

Strapparava & Valitutti (2004) provide a set of 
affective annotations for a subset of WordNet’s 
synsets in a resource called Wordnet-affect. The 
annotation labels, called a-labels, focus on the 
cognitive dynamics of emotion, allowing one to 
distinguish e.g. between words that denote an 
emotion-eliciting situation and those than denote 
an emotional response. Esuli & Sebastiani 
(2006) also build directly on WordNet as their 
lexical platform, using a semi-supervised learn-
ing algorithm to assign a trio of numbers – posi-
tivity, negativity and neutrality – to word senses 
in their newly derived resource, SentiWordNet. 
(Note that Wordnet-affect also supports these 
three dimensions as a-labels, as well as a fourth, 
ambiguous). Esuli & Sebastiani (2007) improve 
on their affect scores by running a variant of the 
PageRank algorithm (see Mihalcea and Tarau, 
2004) on the implicit graph structure that tacitly 
connects word-senses in WordNet via their tex-
tual glosses. 

These lexicons attempt to capture the affective 
profile of a word/sense when it is used in its most 
normative and stereotypical guise, but they do so 
without an explicit model of stereotypical mean-
ing. Veale & Hao (2007) describe a web-based 
approach to acquiring such a model. They note 
that since the simile pattern “as ADJ as DET 
NOUN” presupposes that NOUN is an exemplar 
of ADJness, it follows that ADJ must be a highly 
salient property of NOUN. Veale and Hao thus 
harvested tens of thousands of instances of this 
pattern from the web, to extract sets of properties 
(ADJ) for thousands of commonplace terms 
(NOUN). They show if one estimates the pleas-
antness of a term like snake or artist as a 
weighted average of the pleasantness of its prop-
erties (like sneaky or creative) in a resource like 
Whissell’s DoA, the estimated scores show a 
reliable correlation with the DoA’s own scores. 
In other words, it makes computational sense to 
calculate the affect of a word-concept as a func-
tion of the affect of its most salient semantic 
properties. 

These differing approaches are reconciled in 
the two-level model outlined here. A variant of 
the approach in Veale & Hao (2007) is used to 
acquire a model of stereotypical behaviors from 
the web. The affective profile of these behaviors 
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can be described using any of the above ap-
proaches, such as DoA or SentiWordNet. Only 
behaviors (level 2) are pre-assigned affective 
scores in the lexicon; for entities exhibiting these 
behaviors (level 1), affect is calculated on de-
mand and in context. 

3 Learning Behaviors from the Web 

Veale & Hao make the simplifying but unjusti-
fied assumption that all stereotypical properties 
are adjectival in nature, and work from adjectival 
properties (as inventoried by WordNet) to the 
nouns that exemplify them by successively bind-
ing ADJ in the web query “as ADJ as a NOUN” 
to different adjectives. The resulting enfilade of 
queries is sent in rapid succession to the search 
engine Google. All bindings for NOUN are then 
automatically extracted from the results before 
being manually inspected. Here we instead use 
the like patterns “VERB+ing like a NOUN” and 
“VERB+ed like a NOUN”, the preferred simile 
patterns to describe behavior. 

Before performing a large-scale trawl of the 
web, we first conduct a pilot study on the Google 
n-grams (Brants & Franz, 2006), a database of 
contiguous n-word strings (1 ≤ n ≥ 5) with a web 
frequency of 40 or higher. The pattern 
“VERB+ing like a NOUN” matches over 8,000 
4-grams, while “VERB+ed like a NOUN” 
matches almost 4,000. However, we find here a 
good deal of empty behaviors, such as acting (as 
in “acting like a baby” rather than “acting like an 
actor”) and looking (as in “looking like a fool”).  
Indeed, just three empty behaviors – acting, 
looking/looked and seemed – account for almost 
2,000 n-gram matches. Others, like walking and 
eating, are too general and merely allude to a 
stereotypical behavior (as in “walking like a pen-
guin”) rather than explicitly providing the specif-
ic behavior (waddling). Panning the n-gram 
matches yields a few hundred nuggets of stereo-
typical insight, such as “circling like a shark”, 
“salivating like a dog” and “clinging like a 
leech”. Our pilot study reveals that most instanc-
es of the like-simile patterns are not so specific 
and informative, making a large-scale web trawl 
with these patterns impracticable. 

Instead we use a hypothesis-driven approach 
by first looking for attested mentions of a specif-
ic behavior with a given noun. Consider the tar-
get noun zombie: searching the Google 3-grams 
for matches to the patterns “DET VERB+ing 
zombie” and “DET VERB+ed zombie” yields the 
following hypotheses for the stereotypical behav-

ior of zombies (numbers in parentheses are the 
frequencies of the corresponding 3-grams): 

{ decomposing(1454), devastating(134), shambling(115), 
rotting(103), ravaged(98), brainwashed(94),          
drooling(84), freaking(83), attacking(80), crazed(79),       
obsessed(73), infected(72), marauding(71),                
disturbed(65), wandering(64), reanimated(54),           
flying(52), flaming(52), revived(47), decaying(41),     
unexpected(40)} 

For each attested behavior we generate the corre-
sponding like-simile, such as “decomposing like 
a zombie”, and determine its frequency on the 
open web. Corresponding non-zero frequencies, 
obtained using Google, are as follows: 

{ drooling(4480), wandering(3660), shambling(1240), 
revived(860), rotting(682), brainwashed(146),           
reanimated(141), infected(72), flaming(52),               
decaying(46),  decomposing(8), attacking(7), flying(6), 
freaking(2), obsessed(3)} 

Unlike Veale & Hao then, we do not use a rela-
tively small (~ 2000) set of queries that are made 
wide-ranging through the use of wild-cards, but 
generate a very large set of specific queries (with 
no wild-cards) that each derive from an attested 
combination of a specific behavior and a specific 
noun. We are careful not to dispatch queries that 
contain empty behaviors, a list of which is de-
termined during our initial pilot study with the 
Google n-grams. In all, we dispatch over 500,000 
web queries, for the same number of attested 
combinations. No parsing of the web results is 
needed, and we need record only the total num-
ber of returned hits per query / combination. 

4 Initial Evaluation 

The 3-gram patterns “DET VERB+ing NOUN” 
and “DET VERB+ed NOUN” attest to the plau-
sibility of a given noun-entity exhibiting a spe-
cific behavior, but they are only weakly sugges-
tive about what is actually typical. As a basis for 
generating hypotheses about stereotypical behav-
ior these patterns over-generate significantly, and 
less than 20% of our queries yield non-zero re-
sult sets when sent to the web. 

As shown by the zombie example above, some 
web-attested behaviors are best judged as idio-
syncratic rather than stereotypical. While rotting, 
decaying and shambling are just the kind of be-
haviors we expect of zombies, freaking, flying 
and flaming are ill-considered oddities that our 
behavior model can well do without. As one 
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might expect, such oddities tend to have lower 
web frequencies than more widely-accepted be-
haviors (like drooling), yet as noted in Kilgarriff 
(2007), raw web frequencies can be an unreliable 
guide to what is typical. Note for instance how 
decomposing has a low frequency of just 8 uses 
on the web (as indexed by Google). 

Our web data exhibits another interesting phe-
nomenon. Consider the noun-entities for which 
the behavior brainwashed is attested, both in the 
3-grams (“a brainwashed NOUN”) and on the 
web (“brainwashed like a NOUN”): 

{ cult(1090), zombie(146), robot(9), child(7),  fool(4), 
kid(4), idiot(3), soldier(2)} 

Since cults often use brainwashing, we can con-
sider cult to be stereotypical for this behavior. 
Zombies and robots, however, are not typically 
brainwashed, nor indeed are they even brain-
washable. Rather, it is more accurate to suggest 
that the victims of brainwashing often resemble 
robots and zombies, and to the extent that brain-
washing is made possible by being weak-
minded, fools, idiots, kids and children. This ap-
pears to be an example of what Bolinger (1988) 
dubs ataxis, insofar that brainwashed is a “mi-
grant modifier” that more aptly describes the tar-
get of the simile than the vehicle (robot or zom-
bie). In this case we can sensibly conclude that 
brainwashed is a figurative behavior of robots 
and zombies (since they typically act like a 
brainwashed person) and is the kind of associa-
tion we want in our behavioral model. In con-
trast, it would not be sensible to include brain-
washing as part of the behavioral description of 
fools, idiots, kids, children or even soldiers 
(though the latter is perhaps debatable). 
 Ultimately, the stereotypicality of a behavior-
al association is a pragmatic gut issue for the de-
signer of a lexico-semantic resource,  one that 
cannot be automatically resolved by considering 
web frequency (or other statistical quantities) 
alone. As with the design of WordNet itself, it is 
best resolved by asking and answering the ques-
tion “is this an association that I would want in 
my lexicon?”. For this reason, we filter the re-
sults of the web harvesting process manually, to 
ensure that the final model contains only those 
behavioral descriptions that a human would con-
sider typical. In the end then, our approach is a 
semi-automatic one: automated processes scour 
the Google n-grams for behavioral hypotheses, 
and seek supporting evidence for these hypothe-
ses on the web (in the form of like-similes), be-

fore a manual pass is finally conducted to ensure 
the model has the hand-crafted quality of a re-
source like WordNet. 
 This semi-automation allows us to build a 
behavioral model of high quality and significant 
scale. The model maps 5649 unique nouns to 
4256 unique behaviors and contains approx. 
unique 44,000 mappings overall. This behavior-
based model is thus more than three times larger 
that the adjectival stereotype model reported in 
Veale & Hao (2007), which contains just over 
12,000 noun-to-adjective mappings. 

5 Next Steps  

The behavioral model, which captures the stereo-
typical behavior of thousands of word-concepts 
from apes to zombies, can be viewed as a com-
plementary addition not just to WordNet but to 
the other knowledge resources previously de-
scribed. Most obviously it complements the ad-
jectival-stereotype model of Veale & Hao, and 
integrating the two would yield a larger and rich-
er resource, of stereotypical descriptions that 
combine both adjectival and behavioral proper-
ties. For example, in a combined model, the baby 
stereotype has the following 163 properties: 

{ delicate, squalling, weeping, baptized, adopted, startled, 
attentive, blessed, teeny, rocked, adorable, whining,   
bundled, toothless, placid, expected, rescued, treasured, 
new, sleepy, indulged, slumbering, weaned, supple,    
helpless, small, sleeping, animated, vulnerable, wailing, 
cradled, kicking, soft, rested, bellowing, blameless,   
grinning, screaming, tiny, cherished, reliant, thriving, 
loveable, guileless, mute, inexperienced, dribbling,      
unthreatening, nursed, angelic, bawling, beaming, naked, 
spoiled, scared, weak, squirming, blubbering, contented, 
smiling, wiggling, mewling, blubbing, sniffling, overtired, 
dimpled, loving, dear, tired, powerless, bewildered,  
peaceful, distressed, naive, wee, soiled, sucking, fussy, 
gurgling, vaccinated, heartwarming, pouting, constipated, 
drooling, quiet, wiggly, lovable, bare, weaning, suckling, 
cute, bald, whimpering, tender, pampered, incontinent, 
fleshy, charming, dependent, artless, fussing, flabby,  
babbling, warm, giddy, crawling, snoozing, hairless, 
cuddled, sweet, sobbing, squealing, wrapped, cooing, 
swaddled, laughing, toddling, fragile, innocent, moaning, 
gentle, terrified, precious, cranky, giggling, confused,  
cuddly, fat, ignorant, snoring, young, howling, screeching, 
shrieking, trusting, shivering, napping, resting,      
frightened, fresh, loved, demanding, chubby, adored,   
appealing, happy, tame, relaxed, wriggly, rocking,   
wriggling, conceived, clean, content, smooth, crying,   
submissive, bumbling, pink, sniveling, orphaned,   
harmless, pure} 
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A cursory glance at this list reveals a rich de-
scription of the stereotypical baby, one that in-
corporates pleasant and unpleasant behaviors in 
ample numbers. It makes little sense to reduce 
such a nuanced description to a single measure of 
gross lexical affect, or to parcel the description 
into separate senses, each with its own subset of 
behaviors. Instead, the partitioning of the de-
scription can be done on demand, and in context, 
to suit the speaker’s meaning: if a term is used 
pejoratively, we focus on those qualities that are 
typically unpleasant (sniveling, submissive, 
cranky, whimpering, etc.); if the term is used af-
fectionately, we focus instead on those that typi-
cally convey affection (blessed, delicate, pure, 
loved, trusting, etc.); and so on. The affective 
rating of different qualities can be ascertained 
from any of the existing resources discussed ear-
lier, with more or less success. Whissell’s DoA is 
perhaps the most limited, while Mohammad & 
Turney’s eight-dimensional model of emotion 
seems to possess the most nuance and power. 
 However, even basic properties and behaviors 
can be construed differently from one context to 
another. In some settings, for instance, cunning 
may be a positive description; in most others, it 
will likely be seen as negative. Many adjectival 
properties exhibit this duality of affect, such as 
proud, tough, tame and fragile, and the descrip-
tion of the stereotypical baby above contains 
many that could be used to compliment in one 
context and to insult in another. 
 For this reason, we shall concentrate next on 
the construction of a nuanced model of behavior-
al affect, in which the affective profile of a be-
havior or adjectival property (and thus of the en-
tity that exhibits that behavior in context) chang-
es in response to the intended meaning of the 
speaker. This model, which will form the second 
stage of the two-level affective lexicon outlined 
in the introduction, will allow us to see the posi-
tive in properties like trusting, cunning and de-
manding, and the negative in properties like 
proud, unthreatening and innocent, as the con-
text demands. 
 The behavior model described here will be of 
considerable use in this goal, since we now have 
a reliable, large-scale means of determining 
which properties and behaviors co-occur with 
which. For instance, the baby stereotype tells us 
that sniveling co-occurs with submissive and 
cranky co-occurs with whimpering. From these 
co-occurrence patterns we have constructed a 
weighted graph of mutually-supporting behaviors 
and the entities that exhibit them. We are now 

conducting experiments on the use of PageRank 
and other graph-theoretic algorithms (as used in 
Rada & Tarau, 2004; Esuli & Sebastiani, 2007) 
to identify the most effective means of exploiting 
graph structure in the determination of affect. 

6 Conclusions (for now)  

The availability of large-scale lexical resources 
with rich sense inventories, like WordNet, has 
made it possible to move from affect lexica that 
assign gross affective properties directly to 
words (e.g., Whissell’s DoA) to more sophisti-
cated organizations that assign affect to particu-
lar word senses only (e.g., Wordnet-affect and 
SentiWordNet). This allows an affect lexicon to 
tease apart the aspects of a word/concept that 
carry positive or negative connotations (such as 
the indiscriminate and clumsy senses of butcher, 
or the heroic sense of hero, but not the sandwich 
sense of hero) and carefully assign the right 
properties to just the right senses. 
 But affect is not a phenomenon that respects 
sense boundaries, and the affective connotation 
of one sense of a word can easily spread to oth-
ers. Thus, all senses of the word butcher, includ-
ing the purely literal sense of a professional meat 
vendor, are tainted by the negative connotation 
of the metaphoric extension that describes an 
indiscriminate murderer. Likewise, the same 
sense of a word can be used with different affec-
tive connotations in different contexts, because 
even individual senses – what Cruse (1986:49) 
conceives of as “unitary ‘quanta’ of meaning” – 
denote complex objects with their own wide 
ranges of typical properties and expected behav-
iors. While sense distinctions allow us to make 
our affect lexica more precise, sense boundaries 
do not demarcate affect boundaries as surely as 
we would like. But the solution does not lie in 
sense proliferation, in which even more fine-
grained senses are added to WordNet and other 
resources. Rather, it lies in an ability to dynami-
cally construe new perspectives on existing sens-
es as the context demands.  
 The work reported here is just one step in this 
direction. Only by adequately modeling what is 
typical and salient – that is, what is stereotypical 
– of the entities denoted by our words and their 
senses, can we begin to model how speakers in 
context subtly shift the boundaries of sense to 
effectively communicate an affective meaning. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe how wordnets treat
multiword verbs. We pay special attention
to the English and Hungarian wordnets and
we argue that from a multilingual perspective
it is recommended to store idioms and light
verb constructions as a whole rather than list-
ing their parts separately. In order to enhance
their applicability in multilingual applications,
a unified treatment should be applied for sub-
types of multiword verbs.

1 Introduction

In natural language processing, one of the most
challenging tasks is the proper treatment of multi-
word expressions (MWEs). Multiword expressions
are lexical items that can be decomposed into sin-
gle words and display lexical, syntactic, seman-
tic, pragmatic and/or statistical idiosyncrasy (Sag
et al., 2002; Kim, 2008; Calzolari et al., 2002).
To put it differently, they are lexical items that
contain space or “idiosyncratic interpretations that
cross word boundaries”. Multiword expressions are
frequent in language use and they usually exhibit
unique and idiosyncratic behavior, thus, they often
pose a problem to NLP systems.

In this paper, we describe how wordnets treat mul-
tiword expressions and we pay special attention to
multiword verbs. Multiword verbs comprise phrasal
verbs, light verb constructions and idioms1, how-

1Idioms usually consist of a verb phrase and they are se-
mantic predicates, thus, their grammatical function is similarly
to that of verbs. This is why we consider them as a subtype of
multiword verbs.

ever, we focus on idioms and light verb construc-
tions in our investigations as they represent two
different levels of compositionality: while idioms
are totally non-compositional, light verb construc-
tions are semi-compositional (i.e. the meaning of
the noun plays and important role in computing the
meaning of the whole structure). We concentrate
on English and Hungarian and we argue that from a
multilingual perspective, it is more advisable to store
multiword expressions as a whole rather than listing
their parts separately.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First,
the decomposability of multiword expressions is dis-
cussed, then it is shown how idioms and light verb
constructions should be treated in wordnets. The pa-
per concludes with a comparison of methods offered
for these two types of multiword verbs.

2 The decomposability of multiword
expressions

Multiword expressions can be classified according
to their semantic decomposability (Sag et al., 2002;
Nunberg et al., 1994). If the parts of the MWE can
be interpreted as having a special sense unique to
this construction, that is, there can be a word-to-
word mapping between the lexical and the semantic
level, it is called a decomposable MWE. An English
and a Hungarian example are offered here:

to spill the beans
‘to reveal a secret’
beans = ‘secret’
spill = ‘reveal’
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veszi
take-3SGOBJ

a
the

lapot
card-ACC

‘to understand the message’

vesz = ‘understand’
lap = ‘message’

It should be noted that in the English example, the
definite article in the idiom corresponds to an indef-
inite one on the semantic level, however, all words
in the idiom can be mapped to another one on the
semantic level. If no such correspondence can be
found, the MWE is considered to be non-decom-
posable. An example is to bite the dust ‘to die’ or its
Hungarian equivalent fűbe harap (grass-ILL bites)
which meaning cannot be decomposed in a way to
match the single words within the expression.

The above distinction may have interesting im-
plications for wordnet building. If the parts of a
MWE can be attributed a special distinct meaning,
the question arises whether this meaning should be
added to the sense inventory of the given words or
not, in other words, to decompose its meaning or
not. From another perspective, should decompos-
able MWEs be stored as one unit in wordnets (i.e. as
one synset) or should their parts be separately listed
in synsets with the corresponding senses? In order
to answer this question from a multilingual aspect,
we first examine how the Princeton WordNet (PWN)
(Miller et al., 1990) and the Hungarian WordNet
(Miháltz et al., 2008) treat multiword verbs.

3 Idioms in the English and the Hungarian
wordnets

We can find the following synset in PWN:

{gutter:2, sewer:3, toilet:3}

These literals are parts of idioms, which are not
listed as a whole in PWN. The PWN synset means
“misfortune resulting in lost effort or money”, how-
ever, it is not obvious from the representation that
this sense is valid only within the idiom, i.e. in com-
bination with go or be and a preposition.

The Hungarian equivalent of the above synset is a
non-lexicalized one2:

2Creating the HuWN database practically meant rendering
the PWN synsets into Hungarian, that is, Hungarian equivalents

(WC, ablak, csatorna; kidobhatod az
ablakon) ‘toilet, window, gutter; you can
throw it out the window’

Thus, it seems that the above PWN synset has no
lexicalized Hungarian counterpart although there are
Hungarian idioms that express the same meaning,
e.g. kidobhatja az ablakon (out.throw-MOD-3SGOBJ

the window-SUP) or lehúzhatja a WC-n (down.flush-
MOD-3SGOBJ the toilet-SUP). Thus, it would have
been feasible to create a Hungarian synset with the
nominal parts of the idioms such as:

(WC, ablak, csatorna) ‘toilet, window,
gutter’

As Osherson and Fellbaum (2010) propose, the
connection between the parts of idioms can be sig-
naled by idiom-specific relations between synsets.
However, the major problem with this approach is
that not all members of the synset can be paired
with the same verb: for instance, in Hungarian, there
are no phrases like *lehúzhatja az ablakot ‘to flush
the window’ or *kidobhatja a WC-n ‘to throw it out
the toilet’. Thus, it would be complicated to signal
which literal can be paired with which verb if the
nominal parts of the idioms with similar meanings
are included in the very same synset.

From a multilingual perspective, it is interesting
to note that most multiword expressions have an
equivalent in other languages, however, it may well
be the case that the linguistic structure of the MWE
with the same meaning in two languages do not co-
incide or one of them is decomposable (the parts
of the MWE can be interpreted as having a special
sense unique to this construction, that is, there can
be a word-to-word mapping between the lexical and
the semantic level) and the other one is not as in:

to be on cloud number 9

örül,
be.glad

mint
as

majom
monkey

a
the

farkának
tail-3SGPOSS-DAT

‘to be extremely happy’

had to be found for PWN synsets. Whenever this was not possi-
ble, e.g. due to differences in culture, language use or grammar,
the synset was marked as non lexicalized in Hungarian and an
approximate definition was given for the English concept.
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Here the English idiom is decomposable – cloud
number 9 corresponds to happiness – while in Hun-
garian, the verb örül ‘be glad’ corresponds to the
“happy” component in the meaning of the idiom,
however, majom ‘monkey’ and farkának ‘to his tail’
cannot be matched to any meaning component. On
the other hand, in English, cloud nine is listed in
a synset denoting happiness (bliss:1, blissfulness:1,
cloud nine:1, seventh heaven:1, walking on air:1)
in accordance with the proposal found in Osherson
and Fellbaum (2010) but in Hungarian, no mention
of the idiomatic usages is made in the correspond-
ing synset (elragadtatás:2, mennyei boldogság:1,
üdvösség:1), although hetedik mennyország ‘sev-
enth heaven’ could have been listed here as there is
an idiom with a similar meaning (a hetedik menny-
országban érzi magát (the seventh heaven-INE feel-
3SGOBJ himself-ACC) ‘to be in seventh heaven’).
However, none of the components of the idiom örül,
mint majom a farkának could be included in this
synset in HuWN since there is no noun in the idiom
corresponding to cloud nine that can be included
in the nominal hierarchy. This also highlights that
the treatment of idioms is somewhat problematic
in HuWN: sometimes, synsets corresponding to id-
iom parts in PWN are marked as non lexicalized in
HuWN, or no idiom parts are mentioned within the
synset. In order to solve this problem, we propose to
include the whole idiom as a lexical unit in the ver-
bal parts of wordnets, which can be easily matched
to another idiomatic synset in the other language,
without being forced to find a nominal component in
both languages that have the same meaning within
the MWE. Thus, the following synsets can be pro-
posed:

{be in the gutter, go down the sewer, be in
the toilet}
{lehúzhatja a WC-n (down.flush-MOD-
3SGOBJ the toilet-SUP), kidobhatja az
ablakon (out.throw-MOD-3SGOBJ the
window-SUP)}

Although Osherson and Fellbaum (2010) suggest
that parts of decomposable idioms should be con-
sequently included in wordnets on the basis of the
fact that there are idioms with the same or similar
meanings, thus, their components may form a sin-
gle synset (compare seventh heaven and cloud nine),

they also admit that prepositions and other function
word elements of idioms cannot be given in this way
since PWN only includes nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs. In Hungarian, the situation is some-
what more complicated since nouns get suffixes in
sentences, which cannot be signaled in any way by
listing only parts (lemmas) of idioms. We argue,
however, that including the whole idiom as one lex-
ical unit is more beneficial from the aspect of multi-
linguality for it is easier to find the other language
equivalent of idioms than the equivalent of idiom
parts, and, on the other hand, the whole idiom is
listed and not only its nominal, adjectival and verbal
parts. Nouns in idioms also occur in the right gram-
matical form (i.e. with the correct suffix). In this
way, non-lexicalized synsets related to idiom parts
can also be eliminated. On the other hand, decom-
posable and non-decomposable idioms are treated
in the same way: they are both listed as a whole.
With this solution, idioms that share the same mean-
ing should be treated similarly to single synonymous
word, that is, they can be included within one synset.

4 Multiword verbs in the Hungarian
WordNet

In the following, it is shown how multiword verbs
are included in the conceptual hierarchy of the Hun-
garian Wordnet.

Among the 3607 verbal synsets of the Hungar-
ian WordNet, 84 contain at least one multiword verb
(106 altogether). Among them, 10 phrases consist
of an adjective in the translative case and the verb
tesz ‘make’, e.g. jobbá tesz (better-TRANSL makes)
‘to ameliorate’. The English equivalents of these
synsets are typically single verbs one meaning com-
ponent of which is ‘make’ as it is shown in their def-
inition, for instance:

ID: ENG20-00498510-v
Synonyms: {disable:1, disenable:1, inca-
pacitate:1}
Definition: make unable to perform a cer-
tain action

In Hungarian, the meaning component ‘make’ is
explicitly expressed by the verb tesz ‘make’.

Although there are some idiomatic expressions
such as dűlőre jut (brink-SUB gets) ‘to come to an
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agreement’ among multiword verbs in HuWn, most
of them belong to the category of light verb con-
structions. Light verb constructions consist of a
nominal and a verbal component where the noun is
usually taken in one of its literal senses but the verb
usually loses its original sense to some extent. The
Hungarian WordNet treats them as separate lexical
units, that is, they behave as normal literals.

When constructing the Hungarian Wordnet, word-
net builders were given special instructions to in-
clude the most frequent light verb constructions in
synsets (frequency data were estimated on the basis
of the Hungarian National Corpus (Váradi, 2002)).
They can be found in synsets together with their ver-
bal counterparts as in:3

ID: ENG20-00777368-v
Synonyms: {engedélyez:1, engedélyt
ad:1}
Definition: Hatóság vagy hivatal en-
gedélyt megad.

ID: ENG20-00777368-v
Synonyms: {authorize:1, authorise:2,
pass:24, clear:4}
Definition: Grant authorization or clear-
ance for.

Sometimes, there are more than one light verb
constructions within one synset, which entails that
they are synonyms:

ID: ENG20-00862885-v
Synonyms: {hálát ad:1, köszönetet
mond:1, köszönetet nyilvánı́t:1,
megköszön:1, köszön:1}
Definition: Köszönetét fejezi ki valakinek
valamiért.

ID: ENG20-00862885-v
Synonyms: {thank:1, give thanks:1}
Definition: Express gratitude or show
appreciation to.

3The corresponding English synsets are imported from the
Princeton WordNet, thus, they do not always contain a light verb
construction and translation is not always word-by-word.

In certain cases, the synset contains only one light
verb construction, that is, it is regarded as a separate
lexical unit (having one entry in the dictionary or
rather forming one synset in the wordnet):4

ID: ENG20-00992244-v
Synonyms: {szóba hoz:1}
Definition: Szól róla, megemlı́ti.

ID: ENG20-00992244-v
Synonyms: {raise:19, bring up:6}
Definition: Put forward for consideration
or discussion.

Based on these examples, HuWN can be consid-
ered as a database in which light verb constructions
are treated as separate lexical entries.5 However,
as wordnets contain several lexical relations among
synsets, it would prove useful to link the synset of
the nominal component to that of the light verb con-
struction, e.g. the relation derivative6 might con-
nect them to each other, thus signaling their mor-
phological and semantic interrelatedness (e.g. en-
gedély ‘permission’ is paired with {engedélyez:1,
engedélyt ad:1} ‘authorize’). This extension of rela-
tions between synsets would be fruitful in the sense
that the synsets of the construction and its compo-
nents would be directly connected hence they could
inherently be matched without any further steps.
From a multilingual perspective, although make a
decision and döntést hoz are translational equiva-
lents, this cannot be deduced without analyzing the
definition. In order to enrich the applicability of
wordnets in the automatic translation of multiword
expressions, we also suggest that light verb con-
structions be included in wordnets in a more sys-
tematic way, i.e. they should be literals within the
synset and not only parts of the definition.

4However, the definition itself contains single word equiva-
lents of the concept.

5As for PWN, light verb constructions are sometimes treated
as lexical units (e.g. give thanks) but in other cases, it is the defi-
nition that contains the light verb construction equivalent of the
literals (e.g. {decide:1, make up one’s mind:1, determine:5}
is defined as “reach, make, or come to a decision about some-
thing”).

6In HuWN, no derivative relations have been included so far.
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5 Discussion

We argue that multiword verbs such as idioms and
light verb constructions should be listed as one unit
in wordnets. In this way, there is no difference
in treating decomposable and non-decomposable id-
ioms and other language equivalents of the expres-
sions are easier to find. From a theoretical point of
view, this means that multiword expressions are re-
garded as a separate lexical unit, reflecting the se-
mantic unity of the construction. This is in line with
construction grammars (see e.g. Goldberg (1995)),
where contents and forms are paired to form a con-
struction with typically unpredictable meaning.

However, there is a difference between idioms and
light verb constructions as regards their linking to
the synsets of their members. Since the nominal
component of light verb constructions preserves its
original meaning to some degree, we proposed to
connect the nominal component to the synset that
contains the light verb construction. On the other
hand, in the case of idioms no detectable connection
between meanings of the parts of the idiom and the
whole phrase can be established that is why we sug-
gest not connecting them.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have suggested that it is advisable to
treat multiword verbs such as idioms and light verb
constructions as one unit in wordnets. First, their se-
mantic unity is reflected in this way, second, it is eas-
ier to match other language equivalents of the same
units. We have also argued that a unified treatment
should be applied for types of multiword verbs in
order to enhance their applicability in multilingual
applications. The revision of idioms and light verb
constructions in wordnets is, however, left for future
work.
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Abstract

We describe a concept-based event-mining
system that maximizes information ex-
tracted from text and is not restricted to
predefined knowledge templates. Such
a system needs to handle a wide range
of expressions while being able to ex-
tract precise semantic relations. The
system uses simple patterns of linguis-
tic and ontological constraints that are
applied to a uniform representation of
the text. It uses a generic ontology
based on DOLCE and wordnets in dif-
ferent languages to extract events from
text in these languages in an interopera-
ble way. The system performs unsuper-
vised domain-independent event-mining
with promising results. Error-analysis
showed that the semantic model and the
mapping of text to concepts through word-
sense-disambiguation (WSD) are not the
main cause of the errors but the complex-
ity of the grammatical structures and the
quality of parsing. Using the same seman-
tic model and their cross-wordnet links,
our English event-mining patterns were
transferred to Dutch in less than a day’s
work. The platform was tested on the envi-
ronment domain but can be applied to any
other domain.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, Information Extraction (IE) is the
task of filling template information from previ-
ously unseen text which belongs to a predefined
domain (Peshkin and Pfeffer, 2003). Standard
IE systems are based on language-specific pattern
matching (Kaiser and Miksch, 2005), consisting
of language specific regular expressions and asso-
ciated mappings from syntactic to logical forms.

The major disadvantage of traditional IE systems
is that they focus on satisfying precise, narrow,
pre-specified requests e.g. all names of directors
of movies. Compared to full text indexes in In-
formation Retrieval (IR), IE systems only cover a
small portion of the knowledge in texts while cap-
turing deeper semantic relations.

Alternatively, the KYOTO system1 combines
the comprehensiveness of IR systems with the
depths of IE systems. Furthermore, the system can
be applied to different languages and domains in
an uniform way. It tries to extract any event and
its participants from the text, and relate them to
time and place. To achieve this, it uses a full text
representation format and a wide range of knowl-
edge in the form of wordnets and a generic on-
tology (Vossen and Rigau, 2010). Word-sense-
disambiguation (WSD) is a crucial step to map text
to concepts. We implemented a two-phased WSD
strategy and show the effects on event-extraction.
We first apply a state-of-the-art WSD to words in
context, scoring all possible synsets in a wordnet.
Each of these synsets is mapped to a shared on-
tology. From this mapping, all possible ontolog-
ical implications are derived. Next, the mining
system extracts all possible interpretations of all
sequences of ontological concepts that match the
patterns. In the second-phase, we select an inter-
pretation only if there is a choice using the WSD
score. The system has been tested on texts from
the environment domain. However, the knowledge
resources and patterns are generic and can be ap-
plied to any other domain.

In the next section, we describe the general ar-
chitecture of the KYOTO system and the knowl-
edge structure. In section 3, we describe the mod-
ule for mining knowledge from the text. In sec-
tion 4, we describe the evaluation results and an
error-analysis for English. Since the profiles use

1Available at http://www.kyoto-project.eu/
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<kaf xml:lang="en" doc="example1">
<text>
<wf page="1" sent="40" wid="w267" fileoffset="6,11">

water</wf>
<wf page="1" sent="40" wid="w268" fileoffset="12,21">

pollution</wf>
<...>

</text>
<terms>

<term id="t241" lemma="water" pos="N">
<span><target id="w267"></target></span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef conf="0.29" ref="14845743-n"
resource="wn30g"/>

<externalRef ref="Kyoto#water"
reftype="sc_equivalenceOf" resource="ontology"/>

<!--...-->
<externalRef reftype="SubClassOf"
reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#endurant"
status="implied"/>

<!--...-->
</externalReferences>

</term>
<term tid="t242" lemma="pollution" pos="N" type="open">

<span><target id="w268"></target></span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef conf="0.33" ref="14516743-n"
resource="wn30g"/>

<externalRef ref="Kyoto#contamination_pollution"
reftype="sc_equivalenceOf" resource="ontology"/>

<!--...-->
<externalRef reftype="SubClassOf"
reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant"
status="implied"/>
<!--...-->

</externalReferences>
</term>
</terms>

<!-- Additional layers (chunking, dependencies, ...) -->
</kaf>

Figure 1: Example of a KAF document

language-neutral ontological constraints, they can
be easily transferred to another language. There-
fore in section 5, we describe how the system was
transferred from English to Dutch, through the
wordnet-equivalence links.

2 KYOTO overview

The KYOTO system starts with linguistic pro-
cessors that apply tokenization, segmentation,
morpho-syntactic analysis and semantic tagging of
the text. The semantic tagging involves detection
of named-entities and the meaning of words ac-
cording to a given wordnet. The output of the lin-
guistic processors is stored in an XML annotation
format that is the same for all the languages, called
the KYOTO Annotation Format (KAF, (Bosma et
al., 2009)). KAF is compatible with the Linguistic
Annotation Framework (LAF, (Ide and L.Romary,
2003)). In KAF, words, terms, constituents and
syntactic dependencies are stored in separate lay-
ers with references across the structures. All
modules in KYOTO draw their input from these
XML structures. Likewise, WSD is done on the
same KAF annotation in different languages and

Figure 2: System Architecture

is therefore the same module for all the languages
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009). The current system
includes processors for English, Dutch, Italian,
Spanish, Basque, Chinese and Japanese. Figure
1 shows a simplified example of a KAF struc-
ture with the two basic layers: <text> layer (tok-
enization, segmentation) and <terms>, containing
morpho-syntactic and semantic information drawn
from WordNet and the KYOTO ontology for the
words water and pollution.

In KYOTO, the knowledge extraction is done by
so-called Kybots (Knowledge Yielding Robots).
Kybots are defined by a set of profiles represent-
ing information patterns. In the profile, concep-
tual relations are expressed using ontological and
morpho-syntactic patterns. Since the semantics is
defined through the ontology, it is possible to de-
tect similar data even if expressed differently. In
Figure 2, we show an example of a conceptual pat-
tern for the environment domain that relates organ-
isms that live in habitats. The pattern uses labels
from the central ontology, whereas each wordnet
synsets is directly or indirectly related to these la-
bels. Such a pattern can be used to extract events
from text, such as frogs that live in cropland in
France during the period 2000-2010.

The system exploits a 3-layered knowledge-
architecture (Vossen and Rigau, 2010), using a
central ontology, wordnets in different languages
and potential background vocabularies linked to
the wordnets. The ontology consists of around
2,000 classes divided over three layers (Hicks and
Herold, 2009). The top layer is based on DOLCE2

2DOLCE-Lite-Plus version 3.9.7
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(Gangemi et al., 2003) and OntoWordNet. The
second layer are the Base Concepts3 (BCs) which
cover an intermediate level of abstraction for all
nominal and verbal WordNet synsets (Izquierdo et
al., 2007). Examples of BCs are: building, vehicle,
animal, plant, change, move, size, weight. A third
layer consists of domain classes introduced for de-
tecting events and qualities in a particular domain
(i.e. environment).

The semantic model also provides complete
mappings to the ontology for all nominal, ver-
bal and adjectival WordNet3.0 synsets (Fellbaum,
1998)4. The mappings also harmonize predi-
cate information across different part-of-speech
(POS). For instance, migratory events represented
by different synsets of the verb migrate, the noun
migration or the adjective migratory inherit the
same ontological information corresponding to the
ChangeOfResidence class in the ontology.

This generic knowledge model provides an ex-
tremely powerful basis for semantic processing
in any domain. Furthermore, through the equiv-
alence relations of wordnets in other languages
to the English WordNet, this semantic framework
can also be applied to other languages as shown in
Section 5.

The WSD module assigns concepts to each
word with a score based on the context. Onto-
logical tagging of the text is then the last step in
the pre-processing before the extraction of events.
For each synset associated to a word, we use the
wordnet to ontology mappings to look up its asso-
ciated ontological classes and inherited properties.
The Base Concept mapping guarantees that every
synset is mapped to an ontological class. Next,
we insert into KAF all the ontological implications
that apply to each concept. By making the implicit
ontological statements explicit, Kybots are able to
find the same relations hidden in different expres-
sions with different surface realizations, e.g.: wa-
ter pollution, polluted water, pollution of water,
water that is polluted directly or indirectly express
the same relations. Figure 1 shows how ontolog-
ical statements are represented in KAF as exter-
nal references related to synsets with a score from
the WSD (the value of the atribute conf). Words
in the term structure usually get many ontological
implications for each word meaning. The implica-
tions reflect subclass relations from the ontology

3http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/BLC
4This knowledge model is freely available through the

KYOTO website as open-source data.

but also other relations such as events in which
the concept denoted by the word plays a role (e.g.
the word polluted water denotes water that plays
a role in the event pollution) or, the other way
around, the roles involved in the event denoted by
the word (e.g. the word water pollution denotes
events in which water is as a patient).

3 Event extraction

A set of abstract patterns called Kybots use
the central ontology to extract actual concept
instances and relations from KAF documents.
Event-mining is done by processing these abstract
patterns on the enriched documents. These pat-
terns are defined in a declarative format using
profiles, which describe general morpho-syntactic
and semantic conditions on sequences of KAF
terms (which are lemmas in the text). These
profiles are compiled to XQueries to efficiently
scan over KAF documents uploaded into an XML
database. These patterns extract the relevant infor-
mation from each match.

Figure 3 shows an example of a simple Kybot
profile. Profiles are described using XML syntax
and consist of three main parts:

• Variable declaration (<variables> element).
In this part, the search entities are defined,
e.g.: X (terms whose part-of-speech is
noun and whose lemma is not “system”),
Y (terms whose lemma is either “release”,
“produce” or “generate”) and Z (terms
linked to a subclass of the ontological class
DOLCE-Lite.owl#contamination pollution,
meaning being contaminated with harmful
substances).

• Relations among variables (<rel> element):
This part specifies the relations among the
previously defined variables, e.g.: Y is the
main pivot, variable X must precede variable
Y in the same sentence, and variable Z must
follow variable Y. Thus, this relation declares
patterns like ’X → Y → Z’ in a sentence.

• Output template: describes the output to be
produced for every match, e.g.: each match
generates a new event from the term Y and
two roles: the ’done-by’ role filled by term X
and ’patient’ role, filled by Z.

We created 261 generic profiles for English.
These profiles capture very simple sequences of
parts-of-speech or words, e.g. noun-verb or
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<kprofile>
<variables>
<var name="x" type="term" pos="N" lemma="! system"/>
<var name="y" type="term"

lemma="produce | generate | release"/>
<var name="z" type="term"

ref="DOLCE-Lite.owl#contamination_pollution"
reftype="SubClassOf"/>

</variables>
<relations>
<root span="y"/>
<rel span="x" pivot="y" direction="preceding"/>
<rel span="z" pivot="y" direction="following"/>

</relations>
<events>
<event target="$y/@tid" lemma="$y/@lemma"

pos="$y/@pos"/>
<role target="$x/@tid" rtype="done-by"

lemma="$x/@lemma"/>
<role target="$z/@tid" rtype="patient"

lemma="$z/@lemma"/>
</events>
</kprofile>

Figure 3: Example of a Kybot profile

adjective-noun, where each word is restricted to
classes from the ontology, e.g. a motion event fol-
lowed by a geographical region. Note that it is
important that all possible expressions of relation
are modeled by the profiles.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Triplet representation for representing
events

The event structure in KYOTO is rather specific
and events can be complex, including many dif-
ferent roles and relations. Below is an example
of such a structure extracted from the sentence:
“Forests also absorb air pollution and retain up to
85 percent of the nitrogen from sources such as
automobiles and power plants.”
<event eid="e203" target="t4260"

lemma="absorb" pos="V"
synset="eng-30-01539633-v" rank="0.25"/>

<role rid="r280" event="e203" target="t4258"
lemma="forest" pos="N" rtype="done-by"
synset="eng-30-09284015-n" rank="0.15"/>

<role rid="r976" event="e203" target="t4262mw"
lemma="air pollution" pos="N" rtype="patient"
synset="eng-30-14517412-n" rank="1"/>

<role rid="r1609" event="e203" target="t4277mw"
lemma="power plant" pos="N" rtype="simple-cause-of"
synset="eng-30-03996655-n" rank="1"/>

<role rid="r276" event="e203" target="t4274"
lemma="automobile" pos="N" rtype="simple-cause-of"
synset="eng-30-02958343-n" rank="1"/>

To be able to compare our results with the out-
put of other systems and gold-standards, we de-
fined a more neutral and simple triplet format.

A triplet consists of:

• a relation

• a list of text token ids that represent the event

• a list of text token ids that represent a partic-
ipant

If an event has multiple participants, a separate
triplet is created for each event-participant pair.
The triplet identifier is used to mark which triplets
relate to the same event.

4.2 Evaluation results for English
We created a gold-standard in the triplet format.
An annotation tool that reads KAF and can assign
any set of tags to tokens in KAF was used to make
a gold-standard for a document about the Chesa-
peake Bay, a large estuary in the US5. The doc-
ument has 16, 145 word tokens. We manually an-
notated all relevant relations in 127 sentences, cor-
responding to 1, 416 tokens, 353 triplets and 201
events.

The first column in Table 2 show the annotated
relations.6 The patient relation is most frequent
(38%), followed by done-by (15%) and simple-
cause-of (14%).

As a baseline, we created triplets for all heads of
constituents in a single sentence according to the
constituent representation of the text in KAF. The
baseline generates 3, 427 triplets for the annotated
sentences. Since there is no relation predicted, we
assume the most-frequent patient relation.

To evaluate the Kybots, we used the 261 generic
profiles. The profiles generated 548 triplets for the
annotated sentences. In total 169 profiles or com-
binations of profiles (since multiple profiles can
propose the same triplet) have been applied to the
annotated fragment.

To measure the proportion of relevant events
that are detected by these heuristics, we compare
the baseline and Kybot events with the event to-
kens in the gold standard. The gold standard has
201 events and the baseline 1,627 events, of which
249 overlap with the gold standard events. This
results in a recall of 1.24 and a precision of 0.15.
The Kybot profiles detect 733 events, of which 209
are relevant. Recall is 1.04 and precision is 0.29.
Recall of events is similar to the baseline and pre-
cision is almost twice as high. The fact that the
recall is higher than 1 is caused by the fact that
the gold standard sometimes marks larger phrases
as a single event which may be separate events in

5The tool and evaluation data is available at the KYOTO
website

6The relations are taken from the DOLCE part of the KY-
OTO ontology. Please consult the DOLCE ontology for their
formal definition.
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the baseline and the Kybot output. Both the base-
line and the Kybot profiles thus do not miss any
relevant events but do extract a substantial amount
of irrelevant events. The precision for the profiles
is still reasonable, given the fact that no relevance
ranking has been applied and only generic profiles
have been used. Note that events that are not an-
notated can still be proper events.

Table 1 shows the results for the triplet evalua-
tion of the relevant events.

Ignoring relations With relations
Baseline Kybots Baseline Kybots

Nr. correct 306 222 115 174
Precision 0.09 0.49 0.03 0.32
Recall 0.86 0.63 0.33 0.49

Table 1: Baseline and Kybot results

When ignoring the relation, recall for the base-
line is 86%, which shows that the baseline matches
a substantial part of the annotated triplets. It also
shows that 14% is missed. This is due to the fact
that the parser only marks one word as the head
in the case of a coordination of heads, e.g. in the
phrase “birds and fish” only “bird” is marked as
the head. Precision of the baseline is very low,
even when we ignore the relation itself. If we take
the patient relation as the default, we see that the
precision and recall drop even more. The Kybot
profiles clearly outperform the baseline in terms
of precision: 49% when ignoring the relation and
32% considering all relations. In terms of recall,
we see that 63% is covered when we ignore the
relation. This indicates that the profiles do con-
sider the majority of structures, but still miss 37%
of the structures. When we consider the relations,
recall drops to 49% which is still well above the
baseline.

4.2.1 Error analysis
We did a separate error analysis for recall and pre-
cision. First of all, we checked the 1,023 term
tokens of content words (nouns, verbs and adjec-
tives) that occurred in the 127 gold-standard sen-
tences. It turned out that there are 70 tokens with
the wrong POS assigned (7%). The major errors
are nouns and verbs interpreted as adjectives and
common nouns considered as proper names, most
notably “wetlands” and “wastewater” occurring 3
and 5 times respectively. If the wrong POS is as-
signed, the words cannot be found in WordNet
or the wrong synsets are assigned. In that case,
wrong or no ontological statements are inserted for
a word.

To analyze the recall in more detail, we looked
at the most-frequent missed relations: patient (48)
and done-by (30) (see Table 2).

Relation Gold % System Correct R. P. Missed

destination-of 27 7.65% 17 6 22 35 21
use-of 4 1.13% 1 1 25 100 3
generic-location 11 3.12% 22 8 72 36 3
source-of 4 1.13% 10 1 25 10 3
instrument 2 0.57% 0 0 0 0 2
product-of 2 0.57% 0 0 0 0 2
part-of 1 0.28% 3 0 0 0 1
purpose-of 7 1.98% 9 3 42 33 4
patient 133 37.68% 195 85 63 43 48
path-of 1 0.28% 0 0 0 0 1
result-of 4 1.13% 7 0 0 0 4
participant 0 0.0% 3 0 0 0 0
has-state 32 9.07% 42 11 34 26 21
state-of 22 6.23% 25 11 50 44 11
done-by 52 14.73% 89 22 42 24 30
simple-cause-of 51 14.45% 125 26 50 20 25

Total 353 100% 548 174 49 31 179

Table 2: Generic processing with 261 profiles dif-
ferentiated per relation

From the patient triplets, we missed 25% due to
parser errors, among which wrong-POS, missed
verb-particle combinations and multiwords. An-
other 15% of the patient triplets was not found be-
cause the parser does not provide detailed and re-
liable dependency information to distinguish be-
tween subjects and objects and the ontology does
not distinguish sufficiently between events with
participants that control the process (e.g. “to
swim”) and participants that do not (e.g. “to
flow”). Remarkably, only 4% of the errors are
due to a missing concept in WordNet or a wrong
mapping of WordNet to the ontology. Another 4%
could have been found by making more profiles.

In the case of the done-by relation, 30% of
the missed relations are the result of parser errors
(mainly coordination of NPs and VPs in which
only one is marked as the head) and another
30% because the structures of simple-cause-of and
done-by are the same and the ontology does not
provide sufficient information on the events to dis-
tinguish.

Precision errors are mostly caused by the fact
that patient, done-by and simple-cause-of are eas-
ily confused not only by the Kybots but also by
humans. The patient relation performs slightly
above average precision: 43% but done-by (24%),
simple-cause-of (20%) and has-state (26%) are
performing below average. Especially, the simple-
cause-of relation is decreasing the overall preci-
sion since it represents 125 triplets (15%). The
simple-cause-of relation applies to perdurants re-
lated to other perdurants. Due to the ambiguity in
English of nouns to denote either an endurant or
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a perdurant, the system is likely to over-generate
this relation. The reverse holds for the done-by re-
lation. Both relations typically hold for the same
structures such as nouns in subject position of a
verb. Another common error that is related are
cases such as forest destroyed and houses built.
Since the parser does not provide information on
the inflection of the verbs nor on passive/active
form, the profile can only detect a noun+verb pat-
tern and assigns a done-by relation where a patient
relation should be assigned. Again, more informa-
tion from the parser in the KAF representation can
help here.

The main conclusion is that major improve-
ment both in recall and precision can be achieved
by better and more input from the linguistic pre-
processing, by richer ontological information e.g.
control of events, and by extending the number of
profiles. Furthermore, precision could also be im-
proved if we can resolve ambiguity between en-
durants and perdurants of nouns to distinguish for
example done-by from simple-cause-of. It thus
makes sense to consider the effect of WSD on the
precision of the mining. This is discussed in the
next section.

4.2.2 Effects of Word-Sense-Disambiguation
The generic processing considers all the possible
meanings of the words and does not take the WSD
into account.

To see the effect of the WSD, we implemented
a filter on the Kybot output that selects interpreta-
tions with the highest WSD score for each word
in the output that has multiple interpretations. By
interpretation we mean: being either an event or a
role or having different relations assigned. By ex-
cluding low scoring concepts only when there is a
choice to be made, we hope to capture as much re-
call as possible and to gain precision. Note that
the WSD scored a precision of 48% in the Se-
mEval2010 task on domain specific WSD, which
used documents from the same domain as KY-
OTO ((Agirre et al., 2010)). We set a threshold
for eliminating relations in proportion to the max-
imum WSD scores of each word. The results are
shown in Table 3. A threshold of 0 means that all
interpretations are considered, a threshold of 100
means only the highest scoring interpretations.

We can see that there is a positive correlation
between WSD threshold and precision, where pre-
cision increases from 32% to 39% using the high-
est WSD scores only. Recall drops from 49% to

WSD threshold #triplets #correct P. R. F1
0 548 174 0.32 0.49 0.39
10 500 169 0.34 0.48 0.40
20 479 167 0.35 0.47 0.40
30 470 167 0.36 0.47 0.41
40 461 166 0.36 0.47 0.41
50 446 164 0.37 0.46 0.41
60 434 164 0.38 0.46 0.42
70 429 162 0.38 0.46 0.41
80 427 161 0.38 0.46 0.41
90 426 161 0.38 0.46 0.41
100 377 148 0.39 0.42 0.41
manual 364 141 0.39 0.40 0.39

Table 3: Generic processing with different WSD
thresholds.

42%. We get the optimal settings using a thresh-
old for WSD of 60%. This gives an F-measure of
42%, for precision 38% and recall 46%.

We also applied a manual disambiguation of the
benchmark file. The results for the manually dis-
ambiguated file are shown in the last row. We can
see that less triplets are generated (364) but close
to the 100% WSD threshold (377). Remarkably,
the precision is the same as for 100% WSD while
recall is a bit less (40%). This shows that the er-
rors of WSD apparently do not have a big impact
on the extraction. For recall, it is thus better to
use less perfect WSD. This is inline with the er-
ror analysis in the previous section, which showed
that structural processing is more a problem than
the mapping of the text to concepts.

We also checked the effect of WSD on the ex-
traction of relevant events. Eliminating synsets
through WSD did not show any effect. Precision
remains the same (29%), and recall only drops
slightly from 104% to 97% when we limit the
events to 100% WSD threshold. In the case of
manual WSD, we do get a much higher preci-
sion (49%) and a bit lower recall (83%). This
clearly shows that the Kybots over-generate many
events due to the event-object ambiguity of words
in English. The fact that precision of the manually
tagged file is much less than the recall, also sug-
gest that relevance of extracted events is not con-
sidered by our system: even after manual (perfect)
WSD, the system detects events that are not anno-
tated. If we consider 49% of event detection as the
upper limit here, which seems reasonable, we can
say that the Kybots reach a precision of 60% of the
upper limit in detecting events.

4.2.3 Effects of selecting best performing
profiles

The profiles perform very differently in terms of
recall and precision. We therefore derived the
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precision for each each profile, using the opti-
mal WSD setting of 60% of the maximum score.
We implemented a filter that checks every conflict
across triplets. If two triplets involve the same
events and roles but have a different relation, we
choose the triplet generated by the higher scoring
profile. The results are shown in Table 4. The
first row of the table shows the results for a WSD
threshold of 60% using 128 profiles. The remain-
ing rows show the results when this 60% WSD
output is post-filtered using profiles with precision
scores 1, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75.

#profiles #triplets #correct P. R. F1
All profiles 129 434 164 0.38 0.46 0.42
profiles 1% 104 332 147 0.44 0.42 0.43
profiles 5% 103 312 147 0.47 0.42 0.44
profiles 10% 103 312 147 0.47 0.42 0.44
profiles 25% 93 284 141 0.50 0.40 0.44
profiles 50% 76 219 115 0.53 0.33 0.40
profiles 75% 22 46 32 0.70 0.09 0.16

Table 4: Generic processing with WSD threshold
of 60% and using best performing profiles.

We see a clear increase in precision and a drop
in recall, as expected. However, we also see an
increase in the F-measure from 41% to 44% us-
ing a subset of the profiles with higher precision.
Using profiles with a precision score of at least
25%, we obtain a precision of 50% and a recall
of 40%. With these settings, 90 profiles have been
used compared to 129 profiles using just the WSD
threshold of 60%. This shows that the set of pro-
files can be optimized for specific document col-
lections by annotating a proportion of the collec-
tion that is representative and deriving a precision-
score for the different profiles. Likewise, we can
pair style of writing to the type of relation ex-
pressed.

If we compare these results with the manually
annotated file in Table 3, we see that the best pro-
files have a much higher precision (50% against
39% manual) and the same recall. This again con-
firms that the challenge for getting more preci-
sion is in resolving the structural relations in the
text rather than assigning better concepts through
WSD.

5 Transferring Kybots to another
language

An important aspect of the KYOTO system is the
sharing of the central ontology and the possibil-
ity to extract semantic relations in different lan-
guages in a uniform way. To test the feasibility of

sharing the same semantic backbone and transfer-
ring Kybot profiles, we carried out a transfer ex-
periment from English to Dutch. We collected 93
Dutch documents on a Dutch estuary (the West-
erschelde) and related topics. We created KAF
files and applied WSD to these KAF file using the
Dutch wordnet data.

To apply the profiles to the Dutch KAF docu-
ments, we need to apply the ontotagger program
to the Dutch KAF. We created tables that match
every Dutch synset to the English Base Concepts
and to the ontology using the equivalence rela-
tions. We generated 145,189 Dutch synset to En-
glish Base Concept mappings (for comparison for
English we have 114,477 mappings) and 326,667
Dutch synset to ontology mappings (186,383 for
English). These ontotag tables were used to insert
the ontological implications into the Dutch KAF
files.

Next, we adapted the 261 English Kybot pro-
files to replace all English specific elements by
Dutch. This mainly involved:

• replacing English prepositions and relative
clause complementizers by Dutch equiva-
lents;

• adapting the word order sequences for rela-
tive clauses in Dutch;

• adapting profiles that include adverbials,
since they occur in different positions in
Dutch;

• eliminating profiles for multiword com-
pounds which mostly occur in Dutch as a one
word compound;

• eliminating profiles for explicit English struc-
tures that express causal relations;

We kept all the ontological constraints exactly
as they were for English. Only superficial syntac-
tic properties were thus changed. It took us half-a-
day to adapt the profiles for Dutch. From the orig-
inal 261 English profiles, we obtained 134 Dutch
profiles.

We ran the profiles on the 93 Dutch KAF files
(42,697 word tokens) and 65 profiles generated
output: 4,095 events and 6,862 roles. In terms
of relations, we see a similar distribution as for
English, as shown in Table 5. The patient rela-
tion is most frequent, followed by relations such as
generic-location, has-state and done-by. We did a
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Relation # %
destination-of 10 0,15%
patient 2067 30,12%
path-of 23 0,34%
has-state 1236 18,01%
generic-location 396 5,77%
state-of 748 10,90%
source-of 669 9,75%
done-by 792 11,54%
part-of 87 1,27%
simple-cause-of 573 8,35%
purpose-of 261 3,80%
Total 6,862

Table 5: Relations extracted for Dutch documents.

preliminary inspection and the results look reason-
able. For instance, two frequent words denoting
events (the noun toename (increase) and the verb
stijgen (increase)) appear to have sensible patients
(number, activity, consumption, pollution, trade,
pressure, ground sea level, earth).

6 Conclusions

We described an open platform for event-mining
using wordnets and a central ontology that aims at
maximizing the information extracted from text.
The system uses a limited set of generic patterns
with structural and ontological constraints on ele-
ments from the text. We have shown that word-
nets can be used to map text to ontological classes
and extract events and participants from text. Our
error analysis showed that recall is mostly ham-
pered by the structural complexity of the text and
the incapability of the parser to handle this phe-
nomenon. The knowledge resources, wordnet and
the ontology, did not play a major role in recall.
However, precision of the event relations is more
affected by richness and quality of the semantics
analysis. We have shown that WSD has a positive
effect on the precision of the extracted relations
and that precision can be further optimized by tun-
ing the structural profiles to the genre of the target
text. The system can be easily transferred to any
language that has a wordnet connected to the En-
glish WordNet, as was shown for Dutch. In the fu-
ture, we want to further improve recall and preci-
sion using richer event data and machine learning
techniques and use the output for reconstruction of
relations between events. We will also experiment
with other parsers for English and Dutch to see the
effect on the quality.
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Abstract 

WordNet applied to terminology is still 
an ongoing issue. Due to the increasing 
importance of WordNet for natural lan-
guage processing tools (information re-
trieval and extraction tools), we would 
like to point out its upgrade with Lan-
guages for Specific Purposes. This paper 
aims to discuss some issues in termino-
logical enrichment, paying attention to 
both culture-dependent domains and lin-
guistic variation matters, facts that are 
significant when working in a multilin-
gual environment. 

1 Introduction 

From its basic design of Princeton, WordNet 
(WN) has been developed for many other lan-
guages. As an example, we may consider the Eu-
roWordNet and BalkaNet projects that produced 
WNs for several western and eastern European 
languages. At the same time, WN has been pro-
duced also for languages as diverse as Hindi, 
Catalan or Finnish among many others1. It has 
been also connected to many other resources 
(BabelNet, SUMO ontology, etc.) as well as 
enlarged and improved (eXtended WordNet, 
Wordnet++, etc.). It has been used for a number 
of interesting applications ranging from informa-
tion retrieval, word sense disambiguation or lexi-
cographical applications. 

In spite of this success, the application of WN 
to some areas of the language, as for instance 
Languages for Specific Purposes (LSPs), has 
been scarce. This paper describes and would like 
to open a discussion on those peculiarities which 
arise when WN structure deals with specific do-

                                                 
1 See: http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/ 

wordnet_table.html 

mains knowledge and in particular with legal 
terminology. These considerations are the prod-
uct of the participation of our research group to 
the Multilingual Central Repository project 
(MCR) (Atserias et al., 2003). This platform 
starts from WN 3.0 version, which serves as re-
ferring structure for the MCR; and thus, it im-
plies WN translation into the main Iberian lan-
guages (Spanish, Catalan, Basque and Galician). 
For this reason, various universities around Spain 
have been involved in this project; in particular, 
our research group had the tasks to enlarge the 
MCR (therefore WN) with the terminology of 
Computer science, Environment and Law do-
mains in both Spanish and Catalan. For this rea-
son, this project stands out for the terminological 
implementation of a non-specialised database of 
general language. In addition, even though this 
paper draws its attention to legal terminology, 
some of the problems pointed out are also appli-
cable to any other domain. Moreover, our col-
laboration to this project has, as secondary pur-
pose, to improve the performance of YATE2. 

Broadly speaking, after examining the MCR, 
we would like to emphasise some problems 
which are the product of the relation between 
different language systems in different LSPs 
(Cabré, 2003). It is possible to summarise these 
issues as follows: 
 Terminological level. It refers to how a con-

ceptual structure, for a specific domain, is 
represented. At this point it is important to 
distinguish between: 
- Culture-independent domains: those con-

cepts which are mostly valid even though 
changing cultural system; e.g.: Medicine, 
Technology, Computer science and Envi-
ronment; 

- Culture-dependent domains: every cultural 
system has developed a different conceptual 

                                                 
2 Yet Another Term Extractor, described in Vivaldi (2001) 

and Vivaldi and Rodríguez (2002). 
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structure for specific domains, such as: Law 
and, in part, Economics (see section 3); 

 Linguistic structure. Given that WN is a lexi-
cal resource, then each language uses its own 
linguistic code that may differ from others. 

 WN structure. Multilingual WNs are charac-
terised by a rigid structure, basically a one to 
one correspondence (see section 2). 

Finally, the object of this study is the termino-
logical implementation of the MCR (a general 
language database). The choice for a general tool 
and not a specialised one can be explained as 
follows. Since WN provides a copy of lexical 
relations of the language, and being these the key 
element for applied linguistics applications, then 
it is important to improve its accuracy. Termino-
logical development plays an important role as it 
concerns with two basic values: the level of pre-
cision is higher and thus it affects lexical rela-
tions; and, as a consequence, the hierarchy of a 
domain is described in much more depth. We 
believe, then, that this option would provide 
a more comprehensive tool for applications 
such as information retrieval and automatic 
translation. 

In order to present these aspects, this paper 
will go into the following topics. Section 2 de-
scribes WN current status in terms of terminol-
ogy and adjective treatment, pointing out that at 
a terminological level, adjectives are not fully 
represented. Then, the third section introduces 
the practical framework to which our work re-
fers, drawing attention to the legal language and 
its peculiarities, in attempt to analyse some spe-
cific problems of translation. These issues are 
described in the fourth part in order to point out 
the difficulty to match up domains across lan-
guages and in particular two legal families inside 
WN. Finally, the fifth section deals with the ter-
minological enrichment. Here the attention is 
centred in the implementation of relational adjec-
tives, due to their importance for the inclusion of 
terminological information in WN and its usage 
by term extraction tools. 

2 Current status 

Broadly speaking, the outline of how WN has 
been developed since its appearance is quite 
complex. The WN for some languages (as those 
involved in the EuroWordNet project) has been 
developed by keeping the English WN structure 
and translating each of its variants. Different as-
pects have been taken into account for both 
translation and enrichment. So, in order to make 

clear our context of application, we are going to 
briefly describe those points dealing with term 
and adjectives treatment aforementioned as well 
as some aspect in upgrading WN with termino-
logical data. 

2.1 Terminological data 

First, WN was created as a general language da-
tabase, afterwards, small attention was also given 
to the enrichment with some specific domains 
(Navigli and Velardi, 2002; Pociello et al., 
2008); such as Medicine (Gangemi et al., 1999), 
Art and Architecture (Getty Research Institute), 
Geography (Buscaldi and Rosso, 2009). These 
are examples of domains whose concepts are not 
cultural dependent and thus valid for every lan-
guage. 

At the same time, a few examples are repre-
sentative for the legal domain. First, Jur-
WordNet (Sagri et al., 2003) refers to the Italian 
legal domain only, so it deals with one language 
and one legal system. This fact do not implies 
particular problems of structure equivalences. 
Second, (Breau and Gordon, 2011) consider the 
problems deriving from the treatment of multi-
jurisdiction and provide a way to manage it by 
the representation of legal documents according 
to a specification language. 

It is clear that the biggest problems in the legal 
domain result when dealing with different lan-
guages and/or different legal families; these ele-
ments are vital for the development and accuracy 
of natural language processing tools in the do-
main of law (Peruginelli, 2007a). Then, in the 
following sections, we are going to describe 
some of the problems we have faced in the en-
richment task. 

Leaving aside these peculiarities, it is impor-
tant to emphasise some main issues to consider 
while facing terminological data (Smith and 
Fellbaum, 2004): 

 WN has been compiled (and often main-
tained/updated) by non-experts. 

 Domains coverage is sparse and arbitrary. 

 No domain’s ontology is applied. 

 Links other than hierarchical are almost ig-
nored. 

It is evident that these points are critical be-
cause they determine the accuracy of the tools 
built on this resource. 
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2.2 Adjectives in WordNet 

As we are working at a terminological level, we 
found the need for the treatment of adjectives; 
due to the fact that this element provides a termi-
nological meaning (more details in section 5.2). 

As far as concerns the criteria about adjective 
classification and inclusion, these are described 
in basic WN descriptions (Fellbaum, 1998). The 
issues which have been highlighted refers to the 
adjectival implementation, disambiguation and 
description at a general level of the language; 
whereas, at a terminological level adjectives are 
not fully represented. More precisely, not enough 
attention has been given to relational adjectives, 
as they determine a specific feature of a term 
(see section 5.2). For instance, Joan et al. (2008) 
report a positive impact in the performance of 
YATE extractor, proved by the enlargement of a 
version of EuroWordNet with some relational 
adjectives in Economics. 

Regarding the adjectival architecture of WN, 
polysemy analysis is one of the aspects which 
has been subject of interest in adjective transla-
tion and implementation (Sagot and Fiser, 2008; 
Soler, 2003). In the same way, another point to 
consider, but less represented, is when translating 
an element from a Source language to a Target 
language, thus undergoing a change of lexical 
category (Mohanty, 2010), due to differences in 
their structures. Here the author points out the 
necessity to organise WN at an analogue way of 
its speakers’ knowledge. 

3 Context of situation 

In this section we are going to draw the attention 
to the legal language, as we believe it is repre-
sentative of the every specific domain, as well as 
presenting its own peculiarities (as explained 
below). In fact, the majority of the matters dis-
cussed in following parts are also valid for other 
LSPs. For example, one of the problems we are 
going to discuss refers to the lack of accuracy in 
domains’ structure. This is the case of “syn-
drome_2” examined in medicine. This synset is 
described as “has hyponym” of “symptom_2”, 
whereas it is defined as “a combination of signs 
and/or symptoms that forms a distinct clinical 
picture indicative of a particular disorder” 
(CMD, 2010). Therefore, it should hang directly 
from “evidence_1” and share the same level of 
“symptom_2” and “sign_6” (MCR).  

Furthermore, it is relevant to relate our study 
to the common status in which multilingualism is 
already a fact, due to globalisation of economy 

and people’s lives. Therefore, the current context 
of situation is characterised by huge transnational 
exchanges at both economic and social levels, 
and this implies the establishment of relations 
that go beyond individual national legal systems. 

At the same time, (Peruginelli, 2007b) shows 
examples of multilingual and multisystem envi-
ronments, such as Canada, and the European Un-
ion, where the 27 member countries have chosen 
to keep their own peculiarities. As a conse-
quence, this pluralism leads us to require an in-
creasing amount of legal information between 
countries of different law traditions and lan-
guages. 

In this particular scenario, there are various 
methods and practices to manage pluralism. Re-
garding the discipline of Comparative law, its 
practical purpose (Santana, 2010) is to look at 
how other legal systems have solved a particular 
problem and which solution is closer to that 
situation. In fact, it is common (Pegoraro, 2010) 
for a High Court of a State to make use of juris-
prudence from other countries. This is also ex-
plained by the fact that there are states which are 
more typical to export legal concepts. This is the 
example of legal transfers (Gillepse, 2008), 
which are movement of laws and institutional 
structures from state to state or from interna-
tional organisation to state. Therefore, it is evi-
dent that legal translation plays an important role 
in terms of communication. 

It is important, then, to understand how this 
requirement has a reflection on the linguistic 
level. It is for this reason that we are going to 
treat the language of law as a particular kind of 
LSP. In fact, legal language (Šarčević, 1997) is 
the product of a legal reality, which comes from 
how a particular territory has developed in its 
history, institution and culture, creating its own 
system of concepts. It is for this reason that, 
when talking about legal terminology, we refer to 
system-bound terms as those terms (Šarčević, 
1997) that do not have a correspondence in other 
legal systems or families. Hence (Alcaraz, 2004), 
we can affirm that the main problem when trans-
lating the field of law is anisomorphism, that is 
the lack of conceptual symmetry between two, or 
more, legal systems. 
Therefore, this is the problem we face the major-
ity of the times when dealing with different legal 
systems; in our case, the translation task involves 
two different legal families: common law and 
civil law. The former is typical of the English 
language countries, while the latter is proper of 
continental Europe, basically Latin languages.  
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The results, obtained in the synsets enrichment of 
the legal field of the MCR project, are summa-
rised as follows: 515 for Spanish; 578 for Cata-
lan; 52 new Spanish, Catalan and English syn-
sets; and 252 proposals for new adjectives. 

To sum up, as concerns our point of view, it is 
clear that we are facing a complex situation in 
which it is important for professionals and aca-
demics to have tools to help their work. One of 
these is cross-language information retrieval, 
which Peruginelli (2007b) defines as “the capa-
bility for users to retrieve material writ-
ten/expressed in a language different from a 
query language”. In LOIS project (Peruginelli, 
2007b) argues that WN is a useful tool for legal 
information retrieval systems. 

Finally, apart from this application, we ob-
served that due to its taxonomic structure, WN 
has a great potential for the study of both Law 
and legal translation (Orozco and Sánchez-Gijón, 
2011). Its hierarchical structure implies a con-
ceptual organisation that reflects the way in 
which a particular domain works. In addition, the 
multilingual feature allows observing and com-
paring different legal systems. It is evident that 
WN structure should reflect as princely as possi-
ble the reality of legal domain, at least for those 
elements that are common in the majority of sys-
tems. 

4 Domain structure across languages 

In this section we are going to examine how the 
language has an effect on domain structure. This 
is a main issue because, as mentioned in the pre-
vious section, it is mandatory to keep WN struc-
ture across English, Spanish and Catalan.  

In this task we point out two different behav-
iours: symmetry and asymmetry. The former re-
fers to those concepts which have been adopted 
or borrowed from one country to another. This is 
the case for the concept due process of law, a 
legal principle which exists in Spain, but it 
comes from common law and it is defined as fol-
lows (MCR; Congreso de los Diputados, 2003): 
 

ENG due process of law: (law) the administration 
of justice according to established rules and prin-
ciples; based on the principle that a person cannot 
be deprived of life or liberty or property without 
appropriate legal procedures and safeguards. 
 

The second option (asymmetry) reflects the 
majority of the cases. The next examples show 
how system-bound terms are strongly linked to 
the system where they have been developed. This 

means that there is not a one to one conceptual 
correspondence between two terms, hence their 
conceptual delimitations do not match up exactly 
one to the other. 

So, this situation has led us to attempt to find 
out an answer and, at the same time, to open a 
discussion on this matter. In fact, on the one 
hand we are facing a cultural-dependent special-
ised terminology and, on the other, the rigid 
structure of WN. 

The example in Figure 1 presents a typical 
case of lack of correspondence, that of the law-
yer profession (Cao, 2007). We observe that, at a 
general level, both systems share the same con-
cept, but looking closer we notice that they cover 
different areas of applicability and competencies. 
This will result in a problem of translation, due 
also to the fact that WN does not provide a com-
plete context of situation, but just an example of 
use. So, it is for this reason that we choose to 
adopt a more general term, hence not precise, to 
translate lawyer and attorney as abogado. Al-
though, sometimes some competences (ADL, 
2009) of a solicitor can be made by a notario 
(notary) and not an abogado (lawyer). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Lawyer profession: different conceptual 
delimitation in common law and civil law.  

 
In the second example, the core of the problem 

lies in the variant ticket_3, which is defined 
(MCR) as: “a summons issued to an offender 
(especially to someone who violates a traffic 
regulation)”. Ticket’s definition and hierarchical 
structure lead us to deal with the context of traf-
fic regulation. Since every U.S. jurisdiction has a 
different traffic law, then we decided to treat this 
issue at a general level. 

For this reason, broadly speaking, we could af-
firm that a traffic violation is the element that 
makes begin the ticket legal proceeding. And 
therefore, it leads to the appearance before a 
judge, which may come to fine the offender. 
However, in some states, such as Maryland 
(MSBA, 2010), if the violation is minor, then the 
offender may chose to pay the fine, otherwise in 
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a misdemeanour case there is the obligation to 
appear in court. 

On the contrary, from a civil law point of 
view, a traffic violation does not lead to begin 
such a legal proceeding involving a summons, 
but straight to a monetary sanction (sanción pe-
cuniaria, multa). 

Finally, we noticed that we are dealing with 
two different conceptual structures that corre-
spond to two different legal proceedings; hence 
they do not have equivalence (Figure 3). How-
ever, in terms of legal effects we could find a 
correspondence between the two systems, as for 
instance fine and multa. The Figure 2 exempli-
fies how the two legal systems work in different 
ways to solve the same situation. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Exemplification of different legal proceed-

ings due to a traffic violation. 
 

Figure 3 represents WN current status, in 
which there is no chance to consider systems dif-
ferent from that. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Ticket hierarchical structure in MCR. 
 

The third example also refers to a lack of 
equivalence due to different conceptual systems. 
Common law and civil law families have devel-
oped different structure to describe and regulate 
criminal law. Figure 4 shows the hierarchical 
structure of crime. At first sight we notice that it 
does exist an equivalent for prostitution and capi-
tal offence, but it is important to point out that 
these do not correspond to reality, because in the 
Spanish legal system they are not considered as 
crimes. In fact, in common law countries, prosti-
tution is not legal, while in others countries, such 
as Spain, only the activities which are related to 
the prostitution are considered as crimes. 

As regards the concept statutory offence, this 
is of particular interest because it proves a lack 
of conceptual symmetry. In fact, it describes a 

crime which is regulated by a written law (stat-
ute) and thus makes a distinction between cus-
tom, judicial precedent and statute law. On the 
other hand, the Spanish legal system cannot 
make this differentiation, because only written 
law is the norm. 

For these reasons, providing a translation 
without taking into account the reality would be 
misleading for a member of a civil law country. 
Due to this fact, at this step, the choice that has 
been made is not to translate these terms. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Criminal law: lack of conceptual equiva-
lence. 

 
Finally, the examples above are representative 

of those problems we face when dealing with 
legal translation, because, as we said before, they 
can be described as system-bound terms. So, cul-
tural-dependent terms are crucial in the task of 
legal translation. Apart from this characteristic, it 
is important to signal that WN structure, at least 
for those languages that choose to keep the Eng-
lish WN structure, requires a one to one corre-
spondence and this implies a difficulty in the 
representation of reality. 

5 Enrichment task 

5.1 WN structure 

In the extension of the MCR original structure, 
one of the difficulties is to identify the exact syn-
set where the new conceptual structure can hang 
from. In order to do that, a complete analysis of 
the concept is required. In this way, it would be 
easier to understand where the right place is in 
the synset hierarchy. And, at the same time, it is 
necessary the examination of the variants already 
existing. 

Surprisingly, while doing such a task, we real-
ised that some specific areas are very detailed in 
their layout, while others are not even men-
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tioned3. This fact let us think that, probably, on 
the one hand, terms from American culture are 
more represented than those which are true 
worldwide, hence not cultural-dependent; and on 
the other hand, it might be the result of non-
domain specialist participation in WN develop-
ment. This is the case, for example, of the lack of 
basic concepts such as the distinction between 
legal person and natural person, a basic differen-
tiation in both civil and common law (BLD, 
2004). 

As far as concerns the implementation with 
legal and natural persons, in the decision process 
it has been taken into account the study of the 
two concepts and the creation of the definition; 
second, the identification of both concepts as 
legal subject; and third, the decision to hang it 
from the synset entity_1, because after the com-
parison between the other variants, we consider 
that legal_subject_1 can be understood as a kind 
of entity_1. 

Figure 5 shows a proposal for the extension 
with the hierarchical structure of legal subject. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Proposal for the extension with legal subject 

and its hyponyms. 
 

5.2 Adjectives discussion 

Adjectives relevance in terminology 

The second part of the enrichment refers to rela-
tional adjectives. Our starting point is that rela-
tional adjectives play an important role in the 
representation and communication of specialised 
knowledge. In fact (Estopà et al., 2002), not only 
nominal lexical units represent knots of special-
ised knowledge, but at the same time, also adjec-
tival units acquire a specialised characteristic, 
because they modify the nouns which are related 

                                                 
3 This granularity issue has been largely reported in several 

NLP areas (e.g., word sense disambiguation).  

to. For this reason we consider the implementa-
tion of MCR adjectival structure to be relevant. 
In addition, thanks to this task, also term extrac-
tion would be more precise. 

Furthermore, as refers to relational adjective, 
according to the glossary of WN (Princeton Uni-
versity, 2010), are usually defined as “of or per-
taining to” a noun and do not have antonyms. So, 
for example, legal is a relational adjective which 
pertains or is related to the law. In addition, the 
example of the nominal syntagm legal frame-
work clearly shows that it refers to the domain of 
law, while framework alone refers to general 
language. 

Adjective implementation issues 

Two different problems emerged while work-
ing on the adjectival implementation. The first 
refers to linguistic differences, which do not have 
a reflection on WN structure, because they are 
not present in it. As we are facing the translation 
between two languages that belong to different 
families (Germanic and Latin), they present clear 
distinction at syntactic level. This two language 
families has chosen different syntactic construc-
tions. Broadly speaking, English adjectival struc-
ture can be described as follows: 

 Noun + Noun 

 Adjective + Noun 

 Noun OF Noun 

On the other hand, Spanish, and other Latin 
languages, prefer in such cases the Noun + Ad-
jective structure. As a consequence, this is not 
only a different location of linguistic units, but 
also a different grammatical category between 
the two languages. This means that in most cases 
the Spanish relational adjective corresponds to an 
English noun. The following example points out 
the existence of the difference at grammatical 
level between English and Spanish, in fact what 
in the first language is a Noun, in the second is 
an Adjective: 
 

Ind. article Noun Noun 

An arbitration hearing 
 

Ind. article Noun Adjective 

Un juicio conciliatorio 

 
It is clear, then, that this peculiarity implies an 

obstacle when enriching MCR with Spanish rela-
tional adjectives, and also other Latin languages, 
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because in most cases they do not correspond to 
the same English grammatical category. For this 
reason, it would be desirable that WN internal 
structure and interface would reflect the reality 
of facts as much as possible. 

The following examples, in Table 1, are an ex-
tract of some relational adjectives which are not 
present in the MCR because of the syntactic 

problems already mentioned. In addition, the Ta-
ble 2 shows some examples which already exist 
in the MCR, and thus do not represent a syntactic 
problem. Hence, this issue would like to point 
out that also linguistic systems are vital when 
dealing with such a tool. In particular, we have 
observed the difficulty to represent this feature 
inside WN structure. 

 

SPA adjective Definition Example Relation to 
WN synset 

mayoritario Pertenece o es relativo a la mayoría / 
Pertains or is related to the majority 

Un acuerdo mayoritario /  
A majority agreement 

mayoría_1 

minoritario Pertenece o es relativo a la minoría / 
Pertains or is related to the minority 

Un accionista minoritario /  
A minority shareholder 

minoría_1 

inmobiliario Pertenece o es relativo a bienes in-
muebles / Pertains or is related to the 
real property 

El mercado inmobiliario / 
The real estate market 
The real property market 

inmueble_1 

mobiliario Pertenece o es relativo a bienes mu-
ebles / Pertains or is related to the 
personal property 

El capital mobiliario / The 
personal property capital  

mueble_1 

pericial Pertenece o es relativo a la pericia / 
Pertains or is related to the expert re-
port 

El informe pericial /  
The expert report 

peritaje [new 
synset] 

indemnizatorio Pertenece o es relativo a la indemni-
zación / Pertains or is related to the 
indemnification 

Un procedimiento indem-
nizatorio / An indemnifica-
tion proceeding 

indemnización_1 

abjuratorio Pertenece o es relativo a la abjura-
ción / Pertains or is related to the ab-
juration 

Un documento abjuratorio/ 
An abjuration document 

abjuración_3 

conciliatorio Pertenece o es relativo a la concilia-
ción / Pertains or is related to concili-
ation 

Un juicio conciliatorio / 
An arbitration hearing 

conciliación_1 

cameral Pertenece o es relativo a la cámara 
institucional / Pertains or is related to 
the chamber  

El estatuto jurídico came-
ral / The chamber legal 
status 

cámara_5 
cámara_7 

crediticio Pertenece o es relativo al crédito / 
Pertains or is related to the credit 

El mercado crediticio / 
The credit market 

crédito_3 

 
Table 1: A sample of relational adjectives not existing in the MCR. 

 

Adjective Definition Example Relation to  
WN synset 

computational / 
computacional 

of or involving computation or computers computational linguis-
tics 

computer_1 

technological /  
tecnológico 

of or relating to a practical subject that is 
organized according to scientific prin-
ciples 

technological devel-
opment 

technology_2 

cryptographic /  
criptográfico 

of or relating to cryptanalysis MISSING cryptography_1 

 
Table 2: A sample of relational adjectives present in the MCR. 
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6 Conclusions 

The paper has highlighted those characteristics 
proper of LSPs, in particular for legal terminol-
ogy, especially for some problems that are the 
product of a multilingual structure with English 
as the reference language. 

The examples provided are meant to demon-
strate the existence of lack of symmetry at both 
levels of conceptual and linguistic systems. It is 
relevant to point out that these mismatching af-
fect the accuracy of the resource we are upgrad-
ing. Also, we may add that this is not the product 
of linguistic problems but simply a reflection of 
the reality, as each language sets autonomously 
its concepts, categories, relations, variations and 
type of discourse and not the other way around. 
In fact, language naturally reflects different sys-
tems of social and community organisation. 

Thus, no correspondence is the norm, at least 
for cultural-dependent discipline. The difficulty 
lies in the attempt to represent the lexical knowl-
edge (formal, semantic and pragmatic) in a 
unique structure for every language. From engi-
neers point of view would be handy to have 
symmetry in interlinguistic structure, but this do 
not correspond to reality.  

At present, the MCR has a few resources to 
answer this problem (like a “no lexicalise” 
checkbox). On the contrary, we argue that this 
solution is not the one who best represents real-
ity. In fact, there are cases (as described in sec-
tion 4) in which a term in a second language does 
not pertain to the same conceptual structure of 
the first. At the same time, it is also important to 
signal that in WN enrichment we only have the 
choice to add hyperonymyc relations; it is never-
theless significant to make use of every existing 
lexical relation, in order to provide a more com-
prehensive resource. 

Improvements may be possible in the prospect 
of collaboration between knowledge representa-
tion engineers, terminologists and domain ex-
perts. By doing this, a resource such as WN will 
continue to be useful in automatic translation, 
information retrieval and knowledge manage-
ment, without betraying linguistic variation. 

On the other hand, even though WN presents 
defects (Smith and Fellbaum, 2004), still, “it is 
the principle lexical database used in natural lan-
guage processing research and applications”. The 
MCR takes as reference the English WN and is 
characterised by a domains’ ontology more pre-

cise (Agirre et al., 2007) than WN 2.0 (Smith 
and Fellbaum, 2004), besides it presents a multi-
language and multi-domain environment.  

The advantages for a database that covers dif-
ferent sciences lie in its applications. In fact, 
tools such as term extractors will work more ac-
curately for the recognition of which domain a 
term pertains to. Otherwise, the use of a single 
domain database would not produce the same 
performance, or it would need to be completed 
by other general language resources. 

In conclusion, we first observed WN structure 
at both terminological and adjectival levels, 
pointing out its peculiarities in a multilingual 
environment. The reasons for a multilingual tool 
are motivated explaining that current human rela-
tions imply a continuous exchange of informa-
tion between different languages and legal struc-
tures. After that, we described the issues faced 
when translating and enriching. In the former 
point, cases of conceptual asymmetry were 
pointed out. Whereas, in the latter, WN structure 
was argued: first the lack of not cultural-
dependent area of knowledge and then, the ques-
tion of adjectival structure matching between 
English and Latin languages. In our opinion, 
some improvements/upgrading in the structure of 
WN synsets seems to be necessary in order to 
solve the issues shown.  

Finally, we would like to emphasize the fact 
that a multi-domain and multilanguage database 
is a more comprehensive tool which could help 
to improve those applications based on it. At the 
same time, it is also desirable a cooperation be-
tween experts from different scientific areas, in 
order to help WN architecture being more coher-
ent in its task of representation of reality. 
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Abstract

Construction of a semantic network from
scratch is a long process that usually re-
quires both linguistic work done by hand
and semi-automatic methods to add or
translate new data which must be sub-
sequently reviewed by human lexicogra-
phers. In this process, many systemic
and/or language-specific errors usually ap-
pear in the data over time. Maintaining
content integrity and high quality of data
in a general-purpose semantic network,
that is in development, is of utmost impor-
tance for majority of NLP applications in
which a wordnet is used. In this article, we
will introduce a prototype system to tackle
this issue systematically.

1 Introduction

A general-purpose semantic network is a language
resource of high-density of information and repre-
sents an alternative to traditional dictionaries. It
consists of semantic units which are connected
by semantic relations, thus creating a graph-like
structure, or a network. The biggest semantic net-
work to date is WordNet (PWN) (Miller et al.,
1990), that has been in development since 1985 at
Princeton University. It contains almost 120,000
semantic units called synsets or synonymical sets.
Many WordNet-like semantic networks exist to-
day for other languages, developed in projects
such as EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1999), BalkaNet
(Tufis et al., 2004) or independently. The co-
operative framework of EuroWordNet is contin-
ued through the Global WordNet Association and
more than sixty language databases exist today
including languages such as Nepali, Korean or
Afrikaans (Association, 2011).

To create a semantic network requires a team
of linguists, software support and months of work,

among other things. In order to save time or re-
sources one or both methods described below are
usually employed:

• Semi-automatic translation of semantic units
from another, larger network. This also refers
to so-called expand model in EuroWord-
Net terminology (Vossen, 1996). In this
method, we adopt the original structure of se-
mantic units and semantic relations among
them, translate each lexeme automatically
via an electronic dictionary or translator sys-
tem available for our language, and review
the data afterwards by hand. Additional
language-specific and other data are subse-
quently added to the network, thus expanding
it. This is generally the fastest and the most
popular method when creating a new word-
net1 semantic network and PWN is the most
accessible semantic network used as a tem-
plate. This method is the also most prone to
adopting and creating new errors when used
as the only method.

• Manual linguistic work – also called the
merge model2 in EuroWordNet terminology.
The main focus here is to create a semantic
network with independent structure or pre-
determined application in mind. An exist-
ing language resource can be used as the
source lexicon, data in which need to be re-
arranged and interconnected via semantic re-
lations to form a semantic network. This
method is similar to traditional construction
of dictionaries and is known to be very time-
consuming and expensive. It also requires a
lot of linguistic introspection on part of the
developers and can be outsourced, so that

1Whereas WordNet stands for original Princeton Word-
Net (PWN), wordnet written in lower-case letters represents
any semantic network build upon principles of PWN.
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many different people take turn in the process
of adding and editing the data. As an impli-
cation, semantic networks built according to
this method are also prone to contain many
types of inconsistencies and errors.

2 In-development Integrity Control

There are several ways we can take to prevent
errors from appearing in our network while it is
still in development. However they bring addi-
tional expenses on time, resources and manpower.
As evidenced in literature, these additional means
have often not been used in practise (Sojka et al.,
2003), (Sojka et al., 2005), (Tancs et al., 2007).

2.1 Corpus Evidence

When adding, checking, or translating lexemes
and semantic units, it is important to have an ap-
propriate corpus available as the definitive source
of real-life usage of words. No two lexicographers
have exactly the same knowledge and perspective
of a language and that perspective changes even
for a single lexicographer over time. In this regard,
corpora help to streamline and unify otherwise di-
vergent approaches to handle linguistic data, es-
pecially those occurring with low frequency. The
bigger the corpus is, the better but it is also im-
portant for it to contain only relevant documents
with respect to the contents of the semantic net-
work. Unsorted pile of random documents can
provide false or inaccurate evidence for the lexi-
cographers, thus spoiling the benefits corpora can
bring to the process of a semantic network devel-
opment. Creating a custom corpus of a preselected
domain might be the best way to control the qual-
ity and relevance of texts (Baroni et al., 2006).

2.2 Guideline Manual

A guideline manual, or a style guide, is a set of in-
structions how lexicographers should handle new
or existing semantic units and relations. It sets the
standard for people who participate in the seman-
tic network development and who may come and
go as the process goes on. It should provide basic
information on issues such as:

2EuroWordNet was a project primarily focused to create
a multi-lingual semantic network based on PWN. The merge
part of the process refers to the final stage of development
when the semantic units in the newly-created wordnet are
connected to their corresponding counterparts in another net-
work, thus merging it into one bilingual structure.

• what are the criteria for a word to be lexical-
ized or non-lexicalized in the data,

• in what way to compose or assume defini-
tions for semantic units,

• how to use notes for further work,

• what semantic relations are important for a
particular part of speech.

The nature of the guidelines should be depen-
dant on the aim of the semantic network itself.
The guidelines also provide specification for im-
plementation into a software tool, which is used
for editing of semantic data. For example, is-a
might be set as a required semantic relation for
each noun synset and the software tool would not
allow to save a synset entry, unless this relation
has been attached to the synset.

2.3 Quality Testing
Ideally, any data in a wordnet should be checked
and reviewed by lexicographers who have not been
involved in the data development, to prevent bias.
As we have discussed, there are several ways how
to import erroneous data into wordnet data. It has
been argued that quality of semantic data is di-
rectly related to the success rate of any NLP appli-
cation that employs it, or to the usefulness when
used as another language resource for linguistic
work (Piasecki et al., 2009). If no guidelines exist
for a given semantic network then quality assur-
ance may result in ad hoc fixes or random edits
because it is not clear what aspects of develop-
ment were important in the past or when they may
change again. Thus, the quality testing basically
means a check to what extent the semantic data
conform the guidelines.

3 Heuristic Tests

As outlined above, contrary to our best intentions,
many different errors and inconsistencies appear
in wordnet data over time. Such errors become
relevant when we need to use the data in an NLP
experiment but don’t have time and resources to
fix the data directly. One way to quickly analyze
the data is to design and implement a set of heuris-
tic tests. A heuristic test is a formalized pattern
of an error that appears multiple times in wordnet
lexical data. For example, Czech orthography al-
lows us to use two different suffixes in words end-
ing with -ism (e.g. in albinism). We can use a
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suffix with s or z in it – both albinizmus and al-
binismus are correct word forms in Czech. How-
ever, it may be useful in more than one way to use
only one suffix variant consistently. In this case
the test is very simple, we choose a suffix and let
the test search for words with the other suffix. On
the output, we get a list of candidate literals for re-
view. The next step is to simply replace the words
as there is virtually no possibility we could get a
false positive from this test in Czech.

Most of semantic networks continue to be
edited even after the main development project has
ended. Once a test is implemented, it is useful to
have it scheduled for regular runs after a certain
period of time via the cron tool (Keller, 1999) or
any other job scheduler software. The results are
then automatically reported via e-mail which helps
to keep the integrity of the wordnet lexical data up-
to-date at all times.

4 Classification of Errors

In general, we recognize two types of errors in
a wordnet – surface errors and structural errors.
The distinction is based on how difficult and time-
effective it is to find errors of the given category.
The surface errors are directly present in lexical
units, synset literals, glosses, or other metadata
thereof, and when discovering such errors, we can
work with word lists, ignoring the rest of the se-
mantic network structure. We can also find certain
cases of mismatched or missing lexical relations
among synsets if we only need to check whether a
relation exists with a synset rather than checking
both ends of such a relation.

Structural errors are harder to find and some-
times also hard to define. They deal with cor-
rectness and appropriateness of lexical and seman-
tic relations among synsets, of literals in richly-
populated synsets, balance of synset subtrees, in-
formation density, or granularity of sense variants.
Finding these errors requires much more effort and
at the same time it exhibits lower precision when
done automatically. Tests to discover and fix struc-
tural errors are not yet implemented and remain as
an objection for the future. In the following, let’s
consider some examples of useful surface tests:

• Morphology tests In this category of tests
we check for typing errors or for incorrect
word forms, lemmata of which belong to
the network. As a requirement, we need
a spell checking tool and a dictionary for

our language (e.g. ispell (Kuenning et al.,
2004)) but for highly inflectional languages
such as Czech and other Slavonic languages
it is far more useful to employ a morpholog-
ical analyzer that can generate and recognize
any word forms belonging to the language
(Sedláček and Smrž, 2001), (Šmerk, 2009).
If we use the expand model or use other
means to automatically add semantic units
for subsequent translation (Blahuš, 2011),
(Němčı́k et al., 2008), morphology test can
also filter out unknown, untranslated or oth-
erwise inappropriate words.

• Syntax tests If no formal guidelines have
been used during development of the lexi-
cal data, any type of unexpected data can get
into the synset entries. Usually, they are var-
ious notes from the lexicographers or redun-
dant characters that remained after automatic
import procedures from other language re-
sources. A simple test for non-letter char-
acters and for high word counts in lexeme
records can discover potentially erroneous
semantic units. The advantage of this test
is that it is much cheaper to employ than to
implement a full set of syntactic restrictions
directly into the software editing tool that is
used to work with the data.

• Instance test Many cases of semantic re-
lation pair class-instance (e.g. sea-Aegean
Sea) are often marked as simple cases of
hyperonymy-hyponymy in many semantic
networks. To remedy this, a test that recog-
nizes named entities is required to filter out
words and collocations which should have
the semantic relations to their superordinate
synset changed to Instance.

• Orphan nodes Each part of speech has at
least one significant semantic relation that
connects all synsets of its kind. For instance
it is hyperonymy-hyponymy (is-a) pair for
nouns. When new data are added to the net-
work by hand or automatically, some of the
entries remain unconnected to any other en-
try, thus creating orphan nodes in the lexical
data. A simple test can discover these nodes
by checking each synset for that particular se-
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mantic relation. If the test results are to be re-
viewed by hand, this test can be extended to
other semantic relations as well, even if they
are not supposed to interconnect every synset
of the particular part of speech.

Apart from the tests above many other
language-specific or general tests can be designed
according to particular needs of each wordnet. It
should always be quicker to implement a test, if
we can find a pattern in the data, rather than to do
a full revision in top-down or alphabetical order.

5 SENEQA

A collection of mutually independent heuristic
tests, along with other necessary software infras-
tructure, became a foundation for a prototype sys-
tem, named SENEQA (SEmantic NEtwork Qual-
ity Assurance). Each test connects to the lexical
database in the XML format and reports entries
that need to be checked or edited, and in some
cases can fix the candidate entries automatically.

The architecture of SENEQA aims to provide
maximum flexibility in design to create and run
different tests. the way to achieve it is to ex-
ploit available low-level NLP tools, that were
developed independently, as much as possible.
For Czech, we employ a morphological ana-
lyzer (Sedláček and Smrž, 2001), a recognizer for
named entities and multi-word expressions (Čapek
and Šmerk, 2010) or word sketches (Kilgarriff et
al., 2004). With similar tools available for a dif-
ferent language, all tests can be easily adopted and
converted to be used with a different wordnet.

Currently, five tests are implemented for Czech
WordNet (CZWN, currently containing 28,486
synsets and 76,009 literals) that automatically
check for error patterns:

• basic test - detects typographical and/or
spelling errors, or otherwise incorrectly en-
tered words, non-Czech expressions and also
valid Czech words unknown to morphologi-
cal analyser of Czech. An error of this type
has been detected in almost 3 % of all CZWN
literals.

• wrong-pos test - detects synsets with part-of-
speech tag mismatch. Results for this test are
still unprocessed for CZWN.

• false roots test – detects synsets which lack a
basic relation with another synset for its part

of speech – in other words, they miss their
anchor in the semantic network structure. For
example a basic relation for nouns is is-a
relation or its equivalent. In CZWN, nearly
10 % of all synsets have been detected with
this error.

• multiple mwe test – detects multi-word ex-
pressions in synset literals which occur mul-
tiple times in the semantic network. Such lit-
erals are most likely redundant or incorrect.
523 literals have been detected in the most
recent version of CZWN exhibiting this phe-
nomenon.

• instance literals test – detects synsets which
represent an instance of a certain class in the
network but are linked to the corresponding
synset by a different type of relation, typi-
cally the is-a relation or its equivalent. 355
candidate synsets have been detected in the
most recent version of CZWN exhibiting this
phenomenon.

6 Discussion and Future Work

A list of entries produced by a heuristic test can
be processed automatically though it is often nec-
essary or advisable to review it manually. In any
case, a heuristic test usually produces a list of en-
tries (corresponding to an error pattern), which is
of lower-order volume compared to the seman-
tic network as a whole. This greatly facilitates
the quality assurance workflow as each test fo-
cuses on a couple of closely related issues at most.
SENEQA also allows us to strictly separate main-
tenance of the lexical data from its development in
the following way: if at any time, such as during
processing a heuristic test results, an error is dis-
covered that is not yet covered by any test, then a
new and independent test should be developed to
produce a separate list of all entries in the seman-
tic network exhibiting the same type of error. This
way, the whole process is straightforward and sys-
tematic.

The SENEQA system is not meant to be a cure-
all as far as present or future inconsistencies in
wordnet lexicons are concerned; rather, it allows
transparent incremental development. With each
new test, one whole error pattern disappears from
the data and should not pose a problem in the fu-
ture.

Although the heuristic tests are often very sim-
ple and quick to implement they only cover the
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surface errors and inconsistencies visible at first
sight. They can also help us to find various struc-
tural defects in the network such as undesired mul-
tiple inheritance, unbalanced trees or high sense
number count for a lexeme but cannot offer an
automatic solution for such problems. Our fur-
ther work with SENEQA will therefore be focused
on more sophisticated methods that will allow us
to tackle practical problems with ontologies, data
density or domain subtrees in a semantic network.

7 Conclusion

We have discussed an issue on how to create and
maintain semantic data in a wordnet semantic net-
work that would allow us to minimize the num-
ber of errors and inconsistencies on surface level
of the network. We have introduced SENEQA
prototype system that uses a collection of heuris-
tic tests to help us remove frequent errors in the
data even when the wordnet is still in develop-
ment and many lexicographers participate in its
creation. Although the tests are not an universal
remedy to all problems that might occur in the lex-
ical data, their favorable cost-benefit ratio makes
then a useful tool to keep the integrity of the data
intact.
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